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| KEYSTONE NICKEL-ALLOY UNIVERSAL LINE | | 

ae Ea | 
0 Borders and Ornaments __ Brass Leads and Slugs 0 

mi Spaces and Quads Brass Thin Spaces A | 

Quotation Quads Copper Thin Spaces | 

Initials and Cuts Metal Leads and Slugs 

og Brass Rules Paragon Brass Galleys Bl 

0 Brass Interlocking Miters Standard Brass Galleys 0 

A Brass Corners Standard Zinc Galleys = 

! Galvanized Iron Storage Galleys 

Paragon Galley Locks Paragon Side Sticks | 

oI Paragon Steel Chases Paragon Foot Sticks a 

| Keystone Iron Composing Room Furniture 0 | 

; A Semi-Steel Imposing Tops Paragon Steel Bearers A | 

| Keystone Hempel Quoins Longley Times Mailers | 

; Paragon Tablet Presses Printers’ Account Books 

{ oH Keystone Mail and Subscription List Books oI 

| ‘ 

| All the above products are examples of the best quality, style and | } 

| finish that can be obtained, and we recommend them to our customers | 
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LI In addition to our own products we are the General Selling Agents | 
| 4 for the following High-Grade Machinery, Wood Goods and Supplies i | 

| feo! : 4 | 
; Cylinder Presses Proof Presses : | 

is TWO REVOLUTION Chandler & Price Co. z a) | 

ol C. B. Cottrell & Sons Co. Challenge Machinery Co. qo | 

Bi Simplex Press Co. F. Wesel Mfg. Co. (web ana Electric) i 

Challenge Machinery Co. Paul Shniedewend & Co. | 

| a SINGLE REVOLUTION (Printers’ Proof Press) a 

C. B. Cottrell & Sons Co. Round Cornering, Punch- i 

| | Job Presses ing and Perforating fy 
| Chandler & Price Co. Machines I 

i Challenge Machinery Co. BREE Rees 2 eae ie 

| , John Thomson Press Co. Latham Machinery Co. ae | 

| oa National Machine Co, The Samuel C. Tatum Co. ql 

| 7 Golding Manufacturing Co. SOUNINW OREN Bros. 3 , 

| Boston Printing Press Co. F. P. Rosback Co. | 

| A Power Paper Cutters Folders nd 
{ Chandler & Price Co. Mentges Folder Co. 

| Oswego Machine Works : sf ! 

' Challenge Machinery Co. Wire Stitchers | 

} ee | 
Latham Machinery Co. (Monitor) | 

Lever Paper Cutters F. P. Rosback Co. | 
{ ol Chandler and Price Co. El | 

} Challenge Machinery Co. 7 4 i 

| 0 Oswego Machine Works Stapling Machines | 

| Paul Shniedewend & Co. Acme Staple Co. Samuel J. Yarger | 

A : ; A | 
| Printers’ Wood Goods fe 

Hamilton Manufacturing Co. i | 

| is ; i i 
ei Miscellaneous Tools and Supplies , 

{ i cl 
| oq We are exclusive Selling Agents for SEYBOLD MACHINERY on the Pacific Coast A | 

3 The above Machinery and Supplies are products of the leading manu- is | 

; i facturers and we can safely recommend them all to Keystone customers ke 
| Kk i} 
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| —— GOOD idea of the growth of the Keystone Type Foundry a 

| é A p}} in the past five years can be had by comparing this % 

rm LY \ One! Specimen Book and Price List with the small hand book i 

WAS \ We issued in 1905. For this growth we acknowledge our i 

YT A 9 indebtedness to the Printers and Publishers at home i 

qq QGIID (o7 ye | and abroad who have so liberally purchased our wares. oa 

: tL Nee ; ; 
a Vy 9] From a small local concern, this foundry has in i 

ny Bry zs| these few years, outgrown the large, nine-story building : 

‘4 OA222X0 it now occupies, and has established warehouses in six ve 
SS SS] | of the larger cities of this country, for the distribution fa 

; of its products and better service to its customers. Its # 

i i capital has been quadrupled and its working force multiplied many times, until ia 

} cs today, as is indicated by the extent and variety of its products shown herein, it Me 

| a ranks among the leading manufacturers of Type and Printer’s Supplies, in this and A 

} other countries. : 

| 0 In working out its own success the Keystone has ever been mindful of its 

a responsibility to the great printing and publishing world and to the graphic arts qq ‘ 

“ generally. It has not tried to acquire success without contributing to the better- = 

4 ment of the trade at large and bringing to it the fruits of enterprise and honest he 

i endeavor. It may not be out of place to mention here some of the things accom- a 1 
: a ! 

plished which it is felt have worked and will work to the permanent good of Ka 

‘ printing, publishing and type founding : S| 

} The establishment of a large, independent concern, able and willing to stand 4 

3 for trade independence and a square deal to the buyer. i 

a The production of original and meritorious wares, helpful to the art generally. 

0 The introduction, about November 1st, 1907, of the present selling basis, U 

whereby all Keystone Type, regardless of style or face, is sold in Weight Fonts at 

A Body Type rates. 

a By originating plain, well-designed types and ornamental materials and showing 

ia them in elaborate and expensive specimens, in practical forms, the use of freaky or 

; fancy types, borders and ornaments has been discouraged and typography thereby i i 

| i improved. 

a Bi The successful introduction of Non-Kerning Italics, or in other words, italic | | 

| a types with no over-hanging characters to break and mar the printed page. Dp bed ‘ j 

| qo The development of good basic, original designs into groups of faces, com- A 

: | prising various widths and shapes essential to the best typographic effects. 

. By the establishment of the distributing points mentioned above, the improve- aS 
qq ment of the supply service to printers and publishers throughout the country. a 

| | By bringing together in one department the best skill obtainable in building Bi 

| | Composing Room Furniture, uniform in design and use, and thus modernizing hi | 

| printing plants. By ‘‘modernizing’’ is meant the elimination of lost time and labor at 

\ and pointing out how the short cuts to the best results may be taken, thus exploding ig | 

the old theory that the composing room is necessarily operated at a loss. | 

By bringing about, through the Commissioner of Patents, the establishment of ie | 

! a a new ruling in the U. S. Patent Office for granting patents on new and original qe | 

| E 38 type faces, thus encouraging the foundries in their production. = j 

i Fi Our efforts to make our products and service absolutely satisfactory to our i | 
, customers, having received their approval as evidenced by their increasing patron- i | 

; age, warrants us in continuing along this line, to the end that mutual interests may 4 | 
4 justify larger growth of the Keystone and greater benefits to its patrons. i 
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Each Department Separated and Indexed Alphabetically in the Following Order: Type, Borders, ete. 

Brass Rules, Leads and Slugs; Cast and Electrotyped Initials and Cuts; Miscellaneous 

Supplies; Keystone Iron Composing Room Furniture; Printers’ Wood 

Furniture and Wood Goods and Printers’ Machinery 3 

. INDEX TO TYPE, BORDERS AND ORNAMENTS 

A BORDERS—Continued PAGE PAGE 

Lafayette 6 28 ots fess Aes oc SOOO | Charter Oak. 0s: Fiala a. ok eee 
oe Piigt2 2. BRP won sen 498, | Chrartek Oak Figures. 72 > ae. Se 

Accents. 205s ee os B21-899 Lustre ...............++ 419 | Chrysanthemum Border... ...... 492 
| eee ste + + 194-197 Mapleleaf ......... . . . 428 | Clarendon Condensed, Lining . Seed ae 

miral Figures... ..... . . 300 Morning Glory............ 428 | Colonial Border-Scroll ........ . 427 
Mie aces Decimal Figures. eee Napoleon .........-.-.- 49 oa THitiela: aur A le aa 

P Riper, sis Pena epee ees Ca Sica S ~toy ake ete ee ommercial Marks ........... S18 
Ancient Ornaments, Series L ++. 431 Panels ei She ene . 416-417 | Comparative Sizes of Modern and Old 
Ancient Roman Borders... ..... . 424 Parallel, Styles1,2and3 ...... 426 Style Body Type........... 2% 
Ancient Roman Initials... . = MM PREBL), cts fc etees grag . . 419 | Compressed Gothic... .. .,. . . . 252-253 
Ancient Roman (Lining)... . . . . 130-133 PineCone ... . . ., . 480 | Compressed Gothic Figures... ... . 312 
Ancient Roman Page Ornaments . . . . 478 Presto... . : . 427 | Condensed German Title ....... . 304 i 

| Antique Extra Condensed... .. . . . 288 Primitive . oss... 419 | Condensed Lining Gothic... 2... 246 
Antique No.5... 2... - + 276 Repousse . : : . 425 | Condensed TitleNo.4.......... 278 
Antique No.5 Figures... . - +» $10 Rinklete 25, 35 . 419 | Condensed Title No.4 Figures. . . . 809 ‘ 

{ Arithmetical Signs... ....... . . 318 Roseleaf . . se . . 498 | ConvexBorder..... 2.2.05... 419 
Ayer oo. ss + + 21-64 68-71 Running, 6 Point. . . 402-404 | Copper or BrassThin Spaces .... . . 528 ’ 
ae Bees sats tena oe Running, 12 Point. . 404-407, 418 | CosmosBorder.............. 482 

yer Italic... . ieee Geter! Running, 18 Point . . » . 407-408 4 
| Running, 24 Point... . O10 OT rie eee Cant ‘ 

B Running, 36 Point... . . 1. Ail Bie Renee ee 
Stipple Tint, 12 and 24 Point. .. 45 Caeaon cal aentea ts 1. > + 148-151 ! 

| Base Ball Players 451 Re ene a eOu nes Sige Cimfer Gatti ty ce Ceara 
{ Belclair Border SMe : Werte 423 ‘Twentieth Century, Part 1... - ‘ = Compressed Gothic Eee ‘952. 253 

| Ben. Franklin. 2.2... M245 a ba cease Ae Condensed German Title... . 304 
| Ben. Franklin Auxiliaries . .. 142 SBS Aer go a Condensed Title No.4......... 28 
} Ben. Franklin Figures ......... 309 | BracesandDashes............ 318 DeVinne Condensed No. 3 210-211 q 
| Ben. Franklin Condensed - . 148-151 | Braces, Wide (Metal) .......... 318 ExtraCondensed........... 281 ; 

Ben. Franklin Condensed Figures . . . 312 | Brackets Nos.2,3and4......... 319 Encore Condensed ...... . . 176-179 

| Ben, Franklin Open... .... . . 146-147 | Brass Goods... 27... . es. 489-528 Facade Condensed No.2. . siete eee 
| Ben. Franklin Open Auxiliaries . ieee (See Brass Goods Index) Gothic ExtraCondensed. .... . . 249 
| Ben. Franklin Fractions ........ 315 | Bulletin ........-.+++-+-. + 28 Head Letter No.2 . 2.6 2. 2 us 282 
| Ben. Franklin Initials . . a ORR ea ad 7) ItaliaCondensed........... 281 
| Blah ane vite Borders. . ae eal gobn spanemsk Zonaetsed': se. 158-161 

Blank-Out Bearers. ...... - on : atinCondensed........... 280 
| Body ee Fonts: .... 5 5 ‘ tae G ae Devine, Extra Condensed 208-209 

BOdV TDS: wick ces ae eee i ining Gothic Condensed .... . . 246 
| Body Type Information. . . sed | paaine Beene aa ae ane eae Lining Gothic Condensed No.3. . 260-261 
| Body Type Weight Fonts .... . vite mi - Narrow. Gothi¢s.3<-u's aco te ee 20k Cardinal... ........ . . 36-64, 78-80 . 
| Body Type References... . . et ae Cardinal Figures 307 Pherae igs ic deed gh a RegeS BEr 

Boldface Italic. ...... . 28 ; i USE eae ea ne Staple Gothic... ...... . . 254-255 
Borders and Ornaments... 401-488 | Caen otg 08am Title Gothic Condensed... .. . . 256 
Borden (nformaaont ods: + 18] Gasion Bold Condensed 112-115 Tudor Black Condensed)... <--7.5,, 208 

+ ae fchoal Universal Gothic ...... . . . 258-259 
| BORDERS Caslon Bold Italic... .... ~~. «110-111 ‘ 

Ancient Roman ........... 424 | Caslon Bold No.2 Figures........ 308 | Crayonette ........... VIED ORS 
} Belclair ..... los . . 423 | Caslon Bold En Set Figures... . . . . 308 | Cutting and Creasing Rule ....... 496 

; Black and White ......- 412-415 | Caslon Bold Initials ...... - -- 443 | Cuts and Initials, Cast and Electro- 3 

Chrysanthemum......- . . 432 | Caslon Bold Page Ornaments... . . 476-477 typed co. ee a, Se eT. 

| Colonial-Scroll ........... 427 | Caslon Lightface..... . . . . 96-64, 98-101 
| Convex ............... 419 | Caslon Lightface En Set Figures ... . 306 

OONINOS 5.51 sae eae . 482 | Caslon Lightface No.2 Figures .... . 306 

I Dot and Diamond... . . . . 402,404,407 | Caslon Lightface Italic... . . . . . 102-103 DD 
{ Festival ............. +. 428 | Caslon Lightface Condensed . . . . . 104-105 ; 
: Festoon .. . sb + sas» 495 | Caslon Lightface Italic Figures... .. 313 | DartOrnaments............. 438 

| Flag... . egeley . . . 467 | Caslon OldStyle ....... . . 36-64, 94-96 | DashesNos.1and2........... 319 
Franklin . rs acts . 434-435 | Caslon Old Style Italic. ......... 97 | Dash Ornaments. . a 438 | 

| EOL oi arene oper es eae . . 429 | Caslon Old Style Lining Figures .. . . 306 | DateLines.............. . 488 

| Penerta ers icc ay coy nies F .. 419 | Cast StarsandCrosses......... . 448 | Decimal Figures ....... . . .304h-305 

Josephine ..... - .... 419 | Cast and Electrotype Cuts and Initials 439-479 | Degree, Minute and Second Marks . . . 320 

} Keystone ........ . , 420-421 | Chamfer Gothic ............. 250 | Diagonal Fraction Marks ....... . 314 
i Knickerbocker, 1, 2, 3,4 . . ee MOBY fe CMBICOR] oes ese sete sears feeds acaraeee 1 DIRCOMRETDINON 9 Ves. 538h.-5 teeta ste eee ane 

' i : 3 Bg 
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INDEX TO TYPE, BORDERS AND ORNAMENTS—Continued j 

DE VINNE TYPE PAGE PAGE INFORMATION FOR THE PRINTER- Con'd PAGE 4 

Condensed No.3 ..... - . 210-211 REPAIR carat, as ake ‘ . . . 166-169 Margins ; a Se 

Fractions ... . tain .. . 315 | Girard Figures " . 310 Miscellaneou: 14 

Lining Condensed. ; 204-207 | Gothic, Chamfer . 250 Newspaper Measurement F320 
Lining Condensed Figures 311 | Gothic, Compressed 252-253 Number Ems in Pound of Type nag 

Lining DeVinne _..... . .198-201 | Gothic, Condensed Lining 246 Nicking .. . aces 16 

| ining DeVinne Figures... . . . 308 | Gothic, Empire 224-227 Number of Words to Square Inch 20 
Lining Extra Condensed 208-209 | Gothic, Extra Condensed ‘ 249 Old Metal ere Ee te { 
Lining Extra Condensed Figures . . 311 | Gothic, Extended Lining 262 Paper Equivalents... . . 1 | 

Lining Outline... .... .. 202-208 | Gothic, Inclined . . 264 Pound Prices of Type : 14 
Lining Outline Figures... . .. . 313 | Gothic, Keystone ©... ........ 24 Press Points Soe 

Slope ek : Las ee 214 Gothie, Lining No. 114 242-244 Price List, Accents 16, 321-399 

Title os 1s - 212-213 | Gothie, Lining No. 102 sae ..  2h8 Proofreaders’ Marks . . 21 

Title Figures... ..... . 809 | Gothic, Condensed Lining No. 3 260-261 Quad Weights and Measures AS ag | 

Pinvone se Sa ek OO Bornes wee Aer blo Roman Numerals . ; 21 ; i 

Doric Figures .. 2... + +s 308 | Gothic, Medium Title {Saas (a RST Schemes for Job Fonts 17 | 

: Dot and Diamond Borders _ 402, 404, 407 | Gothic, Narrow geen Vaqaaces tame Schemes for Weight Fonte Buz 5 { 

Drexel . Pee ; J... 29 | Gothic, Paragon bees - + 240 Smallest Weight Fonts . 4 j 

ade |< | 2 454 | Gothic, Penn ule . 266 Sorts apt dis 15 | 
Gothic, No. 19 Skeleton Lining 2. 24 Spaces and Quads poe as | 
Gothic, Skeleton Lining . Woe pet 8 Standard Newspaper Measure . 20 
Gothic, Special En Set Figures. 311 Standard Sizes of Newspapers 20 

E Gothic, Standard . «236-239 Styles of Imprints pve Seay : 

ene : ve 254-255 Type from Matrices... .... 16 i 

Electrotyped Date Lines ass | Gothic, Slope aie bes Wee eared oe a | 
Electrotyped News Headings . . . . 480-488 | Gothic, Title : Stat gar ae EE OE rare See 
Electrotyped Running Titles for News- Gothic, Condensed Title... ..... . 256 Weight Fonts, Type . ae ] 

papers... +s 488 | Gothic, Universal . 7 . 258-259 Weight Fonts, Special pote 

| Wiestrotypan sub Heads: fo an Weight Fonts, TitleLine ...... 14 { 

| sills Tvpey airy ng een eae ayelunt of Job Fonts, Spaces and 
PE a eee ute uads . ; Cae eas i 

Emerson Title .< 2.¢ 4 ha ee 267 ae a 

| Baie Geibio 3k sw RUT H MGIEREOL SORE aac rire wasn | 

/ Empire Gothic Figures ........- 318 ior lonic, Lining . a i mAs . 272 } 

eae Poe tea ne steeaa | aah tides j srg | Ionic Figures, Lining . . . . . 808 } 

Peg eee OE ek Ste | “Hae The Nos ets! : » SIS | Ionic Fractions, Lining . 34 j 

| Encore Condensed... ... - 176-179 | Half Title Figures . . 309 | INITIALS j 

easore enacted Figures. . . ayia Hancock Cond. Initials cos 443 Ancient Roman . 443 j 
Bora eto ae » + + 180-183 | Harris Roman. . 27-64, 66-67 Ben. Franklin : ads | 

; Excelsior Ornaments sss. s+ $23 | Harris Roman Figures. . . .. . 306 Caslon Bold +. 48 
Extra Condensed ......- 78 Heads for Newspapers 31-85, 4804-488 Colonial . Dietary cas iar ake eked) | 

Head Letter . . ee 278 John Alden : . 442 | 
aoet rei Nes se ; - John Hancock Condensed «448 | 

1 er. a aa Aa OPUS eee ented Se as 2 
F Hyphen Leaders, Lining . 317 Meridale os ‘a 

Miscellaneous ee es Add 

i Facade Condensed No.2... ...... 284 Mortised . ‘ ‘ . 443 | 

Festival Border .......-.... + 428 Deere Use? Coo cae 
Festoon Border .......--+... + 48 I Dre C OU Genter i a 
Figure Fonts . . . ese + - 806-313 Italia Condensed me ‘ 281 j 
Figures, Time Table Paes ha eg A : Italic Type Information 16 | 

: Five Pointed Stars. . Sees ates rere yore 
Flag Borders... . . See ees to aT, F shee Unpis yesie enaean 
ee pis * | Inclined Gothic ‘ SSitilts Re i 

FRACTIONS 1 On 7 | 
Bai Keanwiln 2 i ee aig INFORMATION FOR aR Tee J 

eecien held a Allowance for Spoilage of Paper . . 21 
a pa Pterutear Ae art Amount of Paper Required. . . 2 | JobFontSchemes.......... Ww 

5 Lining DeVinne . . . . eee StS ee Bante, Si ink i ron Auxiliaries 83 14 Job Fonts, Spaces and Quads 18 
Lining DeVinne Outline... . . . 315 laee Be Pe eee 

: : 2 Binding Information _ 99 | Job Type Weight Font Schemes 15 
John Hancock Extended... . . . 315 Pint tonis a Book Work Measurement 20 | John Alden . . . Ue ae 188-191 

| Be woe e iets Book Matatas Fi “** 99 | John Alden Initials . . cane) 

| en 3 pacar a ale Border Price List |... > 4g | John Hancock ; : 152-155, | 
AY ire ae Ot tera 4 Brass ope 19, 400 | John Hancock Figures es Cae ustE | 
ee pee Corner Quads i : ig | John Hancock Condensed : 158-161 | 

i Reman ane No a scat Conrect. ‘Imposition .of” Lenythywise John Hancock Condensed Figures . . . 311 | 
poet oh Nee Gent Cuts and Tables... ..... 92 | John Hancock Condensed Initials . . . 443 | 
Bone No.3. 4 Diberama' Gt Imposition _93, 94 | John Hancock Extended . . . . 162-165 } 

a os re seme Re aN ay ager Electrotype Imprints . . Bi 1g | John Hancock Extended Fractions and | 

| Foot Slugs : spa Ry , 196 Estimate for Job and News Offices. 20 Cent Marks dovtauyss ay abe 
Franklin Borders ets . 434-435 Flat Writing Paper Sizes... ... 21 John Hancock Extended Figures . 310 

French Clarendon Figures Bit Gripper Mirgina oom d9 | John Hancock Outline... . . . . . 186-187 | 
How to Estimate Body Type . 29 | Josephine Border fee 419 

j How to Order Sorts . . as, | 
How to Print Consecutive Numbers 21 | 

G Imposition of Forms. ........ 22 t 
Imprint Matrices hae K j 

es: Neonates Hat pause Leads and Siugs. 19 
Gad tAtabnavion ton Prinvels) talic Type Fonts -....... 16 | Keystone Body Type ..... . . 27-64 

Job Fonts, Spaces and Quads... . 18 | Keystone Borders... ... . . . . . 420-421 
/ German Body Type 5 . . 300-301 Justifiers for Typewriter 18 | Keystone Champions . . . re eae ae ahs 

} Bees cates sob Tepe, Welat Font Schemes .. 15 | Keystone Expanded . «82-88 
| er ARaeT ele 2 eads and Slugs . . 19 | Keystone Gothic . eaten tena eee 

Meas Bae NGS » + BOF Leads for Newspapers .. 19 | Keystone Gothic Figures ....... . 312 
| udor Black No. 2 eee Leads to Pound... . 19 | Keystone Hurdlers 452 
| esteiiog Toxo 2 + 303 List Prices of Quads... .., 18 | Keystone Illustrates. >... ie 

| chwabacher .. . Sata te Soe Matrices, Prices for - 16 © Keystone Lining Leaders nae ant 317 
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pase Page PAOE 

Keystone 0.S., Lining .. . . . 36-64, 84-87 | Miscellaneous Signs, ete. ... .... . 318 | PrestoBorder . .. . EA gees Cee 

Keystone Speakers ........... 453 | Modern Body Type ........ . . . 27-64 | Prices for Matrices 16 

Keystone Thin Space Cases . . . . . . . 528 | Morning Glory Border. . .... + 428 | Primitive Border. . : 419 

Keystone Universal Point System ... 13 | Mortised Initials... .. . . . . 443 | Priscilla ars 192-193 

Keystone Utilities... . . .. . . . . 454-456 
1 Keystone Victoria. ........... 270 

1 Keystone Vehicles............ 452 N 

Knickerbocker Border 1,2,3,4, .. . . . 426 Q 
Napoleon Border. .......--.-. + 419 . 

Narrow Gothic... . . ee .. %1 | Quads .; . . ee 18 

E New Model Remington Typewriter . 304a-304b | Quads, Quotation ; BA 
Newspaper Body Type... ... . . . 27-30 | Quill . . 289 

Labor-Saving Brass Rules . . . . . . 504-507 | NewspaperCuts............. 447 Quill Fractions : 315 

Lafayette Border ..... ... . . . 436-437 | Newspaper Headings 4. 81-35, 480a-488 | Quill Outline... 2... 1... 288 

Latin Antique, Lining ..... . . . 216-217 | Newspaper Sub-Headings..... . . . 480 Quill Outline Fractions . . . pec ONO 

Latin Antique Figures, Lining .... .307 | Niagara... 2.0.2... . . . 220-223 | Quotation Marks Nos.2and4 ...... 319 

Latin Condensed ............ 280 | Niagara Figures... .......... 318 

Laureate 2. shank yc: plead One: 
Laureate Figures, Special En Set. . . . 307 
Laureate, Regular Figures... .. . 307 O R 

Law Italic, Lining... ........ + 209 ; 
Leadnrs Lininie ico ick eae SELL OMEN Cd he: os vate ae dos oe Pa Recipe Marks. ii ae) eee 

Leads and Slugs (Metal). . . - ... 19 | Old Style Body Type . . , | 'ge-64 | Red Crosses . JUS tia Sorte tes een 

i Leads and Slugs (Brass) ........ 495 | OldStyleExtended ........... 274 References, Body Type... .. . . . . 318 

Lightlaée ec eo oe TB Old Style ide tie ks ser ons SRS) [Pee etn hype aees Eni aeS eee 
Giphttace Noce se toe tena "| OM Style Title Slopes’. 1 4 Gee ease ANB) |p ee reared Ot ceiaker reg iene eee 

Tightface Nosy.) rit oo) eet Richelieu, Lining... . . 126-129 . 

Lightface.No.b Figures =...) » ./,, $10.) ORNAMENTS. Cast in Type Metal Rinkets .. . .-. legals aad 

{ Lify Border hen ee oe ae salen Berles Loins Ses Ae pone Henn Pesala No. 2and No.3. . 314 

Lining Antique .. 2... ys OM Behe jel ee tons ew iad Fes 438 oman En Fractions No.1... . . 314 

Lining Ancient Roman... . . . . . 130-133 Dash. .........+++++.+ 488 | Roseleaf Border... ......... . 428 

Lining Caslon Old Style Figures . . . . 306 MXBOMHON -sAcu6 nega et . . . 428 | RosetteOrnaments ........... 433 

Lining Clarendon Condensed... . . . 278 Tete os aha a eae Marke Ay 400 PROVE TORE. acs) 2 Uae ean tee mee 

Lining DeVinne ........ . . . 198-201 Marginal. .............. 447 | Running Borders... ... . . . 402-411, 418 

Lining DeVinne Figures ....... . 308 Panel ..........,.+... + 490 | Running Titles, Electrotyped..... . 488 

Lining DeVinne Condensed . . . . . 204-207 Rosette... ee es + 488 

Lining DeVinne Condensed Figures . . 311 Salem 50 Red cea te 688 

Lining DeVinne Extra Condensed . . 208-209 Stationers’ . . SP eS eae a 

Lining DeVinne Extra Condensed Fig- Visa ore ipo Rall chee in a S 
Ree Se eee ts hay eae t f 

Lining DeVinne Outline... . . . . 202-203 aE lee otyes Salem oe s+» 1887 
Tiving Gothié matended.c, 2 icine oe ncient Roman Page .......-. 478 | Salem Auxiliaries... ......... 184 ‘ 

Liting Gotde Nodg othr hee Caslon Bold... ... 2... . - $76-477 Salem Fractions | i50.°. 4 Bis ee 

Lining Gothic No. 114... . . . . 242-244 Washington Text .......... 476 | Salem Ornaments .... 2.2... . . 453 

Lining Gothic Condensed No. 3. . . 260-261 AS ake he A ee OE Schemes for Labor Saving Brass Rules 494-495 

Lining Gothic Condensed No. 3figures. 312 | Outline Figures ............. 312 Schemes for Weight Fonts ....... 15 

Lining Gothic No. 102... . ese, 248 | Outline Condensed ..... . 7 1 O87 Schemes for Job Fonts ......... 17 

: Line Tonle 2% cccicrc yc 9 IC Outline Condensed Figures’. i), m1a-| gChMnteenee) |e 2c 02 ep geome 
F Tinie Tonto figuras ono, 4 cies «08 | Outline Maltene Cromen! ice dec 4 | eon preeee eeSs +. 496 

Tulle Gothic, Skeieton 0. ea MMOH OnAiaB Rens | oriC? Gut. och waoph. dds: | Doce cae MELE BUnacea 498, 523 

Lining Keystone 0.S. ... . . . 36-64, 84-87 | OutingCuts ........ ..... 451 | SELLING INFORMATION 

pine ee a Beco alot ay eae Outing Initials Nos.land2........ 440 (See Information for Printers) 

ining Law Italie... . - Towtto Owl BORGER: sie 2 Saat ale 49 | s 2 

Lining MailingType........... 31 * ey Me a eae 
Lining Old Style Antique... . . . . 124-125 Shalt Listes Hae ee 

Lining Three-fourth Figures... . . . 306 Pp psting PONG Sei vous site 
ini h ” Skeleton Lining Gothic No.19 . . . . . 245 

Lining Richelieu... . 2... . - . 126-129 Smith-Premier Typewriter, Lint 

Lining Richelieu Figures... . . . . . 310 | PAGE ORNAMENTS Spuaes and Ghassan ees es oe 

Lining Remington Typewriter... . . 304¢ ‘Aholen Homans, 22/035 (8 ie eeraclal epee eee eee cl eee tao 
Lining Smith-Premier Typewriter . . . 304d Cason Bold asic. pe a TOT letra Geek ined pa oad 
List Prices of Quads.....-...-.- 18 Washington Text .......... 476 | Standard Gothic Figures 312 

Heal Hen 105 Newsnet bere 2-9 egy | benel Border acc: >< rae AbAtT | Stable Coulee ee 
Penotyhe, Mine Table esr 7 e. af0 | ane OMDRMENEE s/h nin atone hn cae Sears: SANG Baan eek sou ane 
Peace ‘Weather Bh ane kaa) Paragon Gothic ............. 240 Stationers’ Ornaments Cte es 481 J 

Logotyses, Spaclal . 300 | Paragraph Marks Nos.2and3....... 319 | Steel Cutting andCreasing Rule ... . 496 

Loi otypes, theatre ise Mane "| 399 | Parallel Border, Styles 1,2and3 ... . 426 | Steel PerforatingRule ......... 496 

ethic 7. 2. . peeas | Parentheses Nos.2,Sand¢ 0.) ... SD Stipple Tint, 12and 2-Point .. . . . . 425 
Letia, ‘Ocdavnsiits sree St eaten es 430 | Parisian Wanioteg 71 sterner . . 450 | Sub-Heads for Newspapers ...... . 480 

L iti DSi oe ae eee Parts of Body Letter Fonts ....... 15 | Superior.Figures......... . . 306, 313 
otus Initials ......- Raper”) 
Lowell ‘36-64, 74-77 | Pastel Border ..-..-... ... 419 | Stuyvesant... . 2... ........ 205 

Lustre Border | ee ee. * aig | PaulRevere..- 22. ...-- . 36-64, 88-91 

i SF eee Paul Revere Italic... Nao es ODOR 

F Paul Revere Figures... ........ 307 
Paul Revere Italic Figures... . .. . . 313 aL 

M Pont Gothle i: ae uo toc eat a8 5 
Per cent. Marks tye cea, DPE CORR TE Take Griee, Breen S..k5ce oes oe 496 

Mailing Type, Lining .......... 81 | Perforating Rule, Brass or Stee! . . 496 | Telephone Cuts .........,.... 449 

Maltese Crosses ....---- +: 448 | Piece Accents ......-.... . 399 | Theatre Logotypes . td tee: 

Maple Leaf Border. ..... - . . . 428 | Pine Cone Border Lane 430 | Thin Spaces, Brass or Copper... . . . 528 

Marginal Ornaments. ..........- 447 | Pointers . . Pa eS sone Rue . 438 | Thistle Border, 18 and 24-point .. . 428 

Matrices: (so viate, fess a 16 | Pointers, Outline .. . . +... 488 | Three-fourth Figures, Lining... .. . 306 

Medium Title Gothic . . 5 . . 257 | Pointers,Shaded .. . pte . 438 | Time Table Logotypes. .. . . a () 

Meridale Initials... .......+. + 441 | Powell ....-...- . . . . 184-187 | Time Table Figures ........... 316 
Metal Leads and Slugs. . . - .. +. 19 | Powell Italic . ‘ ‘i é f88-148 | “Title Gothie sy 5 kh ey 7 

Miscellaneous Cuts. . . . 460-464, 479 | Powell Auxiliaries... -........ 134 | Title Gothie Condensed aria Sek ie Og 

: Miscellaneous Initials ..... . . . 444-446 | Powell Figures ... scsi OGG: I eathe ROM Age >-1s. ser) yvonne eee mee 
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Radon Blacks Fens 4 owe ies Oe U PAGE PAGE 

Tudor Black No.2... ........ 902 | Universal Point System......... 18 | Washington Text... ..... . - . 200-28 
Tudor Black Condensed... . . 296 | YniveralGothic. . .. . . . . . . 256-250 | Washington TextNo.2 ......... 908 
Tudor Black Outline. peas 295 | Willitiess: 6 a. ewe. * * "454-456 | Washington Text Page Ornaments .. . 476 

Type from Matrices . : ‘ + 16 Weather Logotypes .....-.-- 320 

20th Century Border, Part1..... . . 422 Weight Font Schemes.......-.. 15 

| 20th Century Border, Part2...... . 422 Vv Weight Fonts, Type . . . ese Ae 
20th Century Initials ..... . 443 Weight Fonts, Italics ........-. 16 

Randen Holten® cients ee AONG |. conten ay sicos uae a a 

i TYPEWRITER TYPE Vehicles, Keystone .........-- + 452°) whittierBold .........-..-.-- 260 

itera ste tt Pact Ola | Venezia... es CH Miae: IConaa wigiios cee 2 eda coo ees 

Lining Remington . -..... 804¢ | Venezia Figures.........-..--- 907 | wild Rose Border............ 483 

Lining Smith-Premier Distt 5 SNA MGCL ATALIO! G5, 3 came gts os 9h, + se eOO- | WrapoaMtOn a al a(oue wii oa neat 279 

| New Model Remington. . . . . 304a-304b | VistaOrnaments ......-...-. 431 

} - oe 

| 
| INDEX TO BRASS RULES, CORNERS, BRASS LEADS AND SLUGS, 
i | x 2 \ 

i BRASS BRACES, ETC. 

| mse | CORNERS—Continued Pace Pace 

| Advertising Rules... ...-..... 497 Octagon. ............ . 498,523 | Labor Saving Fonts Rule . . . . 492, 504-507 

Braces vce ee ele oh AOD, SIZ-BIB Ornamental. .... - _ , 499, 518-519 | Labor Saving Font Schemes . . . . . 494-495 

Braces, Sectional son ta ves OO O1d Miscellaneous .... . 499, 524-525 | List Prices, Rule............. 402 

Braces, Lightface. . . . - . 499, 513 Panel, Double ou | , 498, 520-521 | Miters,Fontsof ............. 492 

; Brass Leads and Slugs. .......- + 495 Panel, Single... .. - _ 498, 520-521 | Miters, Single setsof .......... 492 

] Brass or Copper Thin Spaces Bone cyt Gees Square .... bcs se + « 490j(522 | Miters, Pagerule ...:).5 0.5... .). 402 

i Brass Leaders... eee es OP Standard .... . . . 498, 516-517 | OddSizeSchemes............ 402 

/ Brass Rule for Linotype Rule and Fig- Orderby Mail. 7G seas = e 

; ureWork ........:.-... 498 | CornerQuads......... ~~» . 400,586 | Ovals... ee ee ce ee sie - 409, 528 

Brass Rule Hints ............ 491 | CutRule,ShortLengths......... 493 | Panel Rule, Labor Saving. ....... 499 

] Brass Squares ... . . 499,522 | CutRule,LongLengths......... 493 | PerforatingRule ............ 496 

i Brass Type . Lae es 3 otea0oe | Cut Role, Spectel .-2 = f . . 493 | Pieces 2-point Leads to pound... .. . 493 

Center Pieces . . ext . , 499,522 | Cutting and CreasingRule .... . 496 | Reversible Rules... ... . . . 498, 510-511 

ICPPGIES © =)) sanecme ie tec aa _. .499,598 | Dashes ............... 508-509 | ScoringRule.... Mie tne, sane awe 

Column Rules... .. +--+ 496 | Dash Rules .. . . ss... . 497 | Self-Adjusting Rule Border . - . 498, 523 

Column Rules, Beveled ........ . 497 PMAMOOUE nie SF res ES, 499,528 | Space Rule Fonts ............ 493 

Bec Ems, inches or feet to pound of rule . . 493 | Special Cutting ............. 493 
CORNERS Folio Slugs ............... 496 | Standard Leads and Slugs... . . 495 

| ‘Atlanta Round ....... .. . 498,513 | Foot Slugs, Brass or Metal ..... . . 496 | Styles of Nicked Column Rule . 496 F 

i Brazed .......... . .498,526-527 | HeadRules .... beatae won a! 407 | |Strip Rule ic%502, Gio epee ata! 1s OOO-B0S : 

| Keystone “O” ....,... . . 498,513 | Instructions for ordering Column and Suggestions for Ordering. . . . . . . 490-491 
Keystone Round “C” . . . . 498, 514-515 Heal Riles 03.050 ade M08. | Lake Sluga . fx 2d ayer 

j Keystone Round ““K” ... . . . 498,513 | Interlocking Miters ........... 492 
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: INDEX TO CAST AND ELECTROTYPE INITIALS AND CUTS 

CAST INITIALS PAGE PAGE Page 
Ben Franklin .............. 42 | News...-............... 447 | Pennsylvania and other seals... . . . 468 

,. Geter er ctr ee AO OM ee had . . 451 | Portraits FEE ee oe oh a 
Sonuniaiden acu; : "*** gga | Outline Maltese Crosses... ...... 448 | Speakers,No.2 ... ; . 458 

ee igs ee ae ae | OUTING Stare. oS cre yews MMB a, 

Meridale . . . vibes sees se. 441 | Parisian Fancies . . SR Rec ayee eoABO | SAUDE MS bd 
Cine Nese se a Red Grosses 50. ws 448 American Mechanics .... . 468 

OutingNo.2.......... 2...» 440 | Salem Ornaments ............ 458 Ancient Order Hibernians . oa 474 
| RUAdSEOOIRG Gs A ee as Ancient Order United Workmen . . 470 

/ "1 . Mpenkers 6 61s ee te ae Christian Endeavor ..... . 473 

; BUECIROTYESD ND, , | Stars and Crosses ; Se ae Elks . ee +. 471-472 : 

] Ancient Roman ........... 7%. 448 | Telephone Cuts... oe 449 Epworth League... ........ 478 1 
(GBSIOT BON ga cach Set ah ig se SOA toa ec ‘ ie eg Foresters. . .. . tenes 468 

| Hancock Condensed . me 43 | Vehicles . Bag Soe . 452 GoodTemplars ........ 473 
| Miscellaneous .........-. 444-446 Grand Army .. - #3 473 

Monee Ps Recetas a ee ELECTROTYPED CUTS Knight of Pythias : 2. 42 

| wentieth Century ....-----+-+ 43 / gnoient Roman Page Ornaments ... . 478 Macoabect : ie 
| i = : a7 Nedas nee en 47 

i CAST CUTS en eo Hee Seg dt ‘ areas Miscellaneous . Bg 1k ’ 

| Base Ball Players .......--. ~~ 451 | Champions, No. 2 Me oe A aRS PUES WE 2 oe Y a 
Ghanplons osc a «sc | less +09 408°|, Crosses.’ aoe + + 485 Bonnets: ; sus 

Crosses. 6 90). pine vcs si 48] Dutehies . % ‘ 454 Sea Re ae nae ee 

/ Discount Dises.............. 440 | Easter .. SSB ise anise etapa eae ee 
| BURRS. fok sf vac pst Moi aint. is aes 447 | Fists . . : . . . 463 | Thanksgiving ... . _ 457 

Five Pointed Stars . 8 . 2. + 448 | Flags +++... + 466 | United States Flags . SER eee | 

| Reap h oio iets en es ease teacrs co M0e | WDustrates 452 | United States Emblems 466-467 
| Hurdles kee cae S 452 | Keystones ne : : 465 | Utilities No. 2 et 454-456 
| Maltese Crosses . . ..... . 448 | Miscellaneous. . 460-464, 479 | Washington’s Birthday .. . ee eaD? 

ie Marginal Ornaments... ........ 447 New Year . . .. . 459 | Washington Text Page Ornaments .. . 476 
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i INDEX TO CAST AND ELECTROTYPED CUTS—Continued 

no. PAGE no. PAGE No. Pase No. pase no. PAGE No. Pace no. rave 
INITIALS 69 2. 447 1430... . 459 SLIT eee a8) 9218... . 455 38396... . 454 3585 472 

3028... . 44h 7... 447 14381... . 459 3118... . 460 8214... . 456 3887... . 44 3588... . 472 
3029. 444 76... 447 1432... . 459 3119. . . . 460 3215... . 455 3988... . 455 ee eae 
9067... . 446 Re ae 1493... . 459 3120... . 463 8216... . 455 3339... . 454 ae . 

3100 . 443. 7... 447 1434... . 459 3122... . 463 17... 3340... . 454 3590 “42 

3101 . 43 18 MRT 1435... . 459 31238... . 479 3218 . . . . 455 3341... . 454 3591 |. | | 472 

i 3102. . 444 94... 447 1436... . 459 3124... . 461 8219°. . . 455 3343... . 454 3502 | | 473 

7 3105 = ee N 603 ae 1437... . . 459 312... . 456 3220... . 455 3344... . 45d 3593... . 473 

| SIOBA . . . 444 N 604. . . 447 1438... . 459 3126... . 456 $221... . 455 3345... . 454 3394. | 473 7 

| 3106... . 444 N 801 .. . 447 1439... . 459 3129... . 456 $222... , 455 3348... . 454 3595... 473 

3106A . . . 444 N 802... . 447 1440... 450 8180 ABO 1S BE ros 488 3362... . 454 3508... 418 
3109... . 445 N 803... . 447 1441... . 459 S181... . 457 3224... . 455 BOL... 475 ee 

| 3121... . 446 N 804... 447 2008... . 478 3182... . 457 9225... . 456 3402... 475 ea ee 
{ 3127 |. . . 446 N1001 . . . 447 2004... . 478 3132A. . . 457 9226... . 456 3403... . 475 3000. 478 

B18... 446 N1002 . . . 447 2012... . 478 3193... . 462 $227... 455 3501... . 469 3601 | | | | 473 
3197 |. |. 445 N1003 . . . 447 2018... . 478 3134... . 460 9008... . 455 3502 . . . . 469 3602 | | | | 473 
3158... . 445 N1004 . . . 447 2014... . 478 3135... . 460 9229... . 456 3503... . 469 Oe oe 
3293 |. | 446 N1201 . . . 447 2015... . 478 3136... . 462 3290... . 456 3504... . 469 pee ’ 
3051. . |. 445 N1202 .. . 447 2016... . 478 3139... . 460 3231... . 456 3505... . 469 een place : 
9252... . 445 N1203 . . . 447 2018... . 478 3140... . 460 9282. 2. 458 3506... . 469 3607 | | |. 474 

gon... . 448 N1204. . . 447 2019... . 478 3140A . . . 460 9284... 1472 3507... . 469 3608 || | «| 474 

3055 . |. «. 443. Niso1 . . . 447 2020... . 478 3141... . 460 3295... . 457 3508... . 469 3609 |. | 474 
4 5056 |. | 43 N1802 . . . 447 2021... . 478 3142... . 457 3236... . 464 3509... 469 3810... 1 

3257... . 448 N1803 . . . 447 2022... . 478 3143... . 465 9237... . 454 wid... 48 Belk... 44 
9058 | ||. 443 N1804 . . . 447 3002... 479 | SI43A . . . 465 3238... . 456 at ae 3613 | |. 474 
3259... . 448 N1805 . . . 447 3003... . 479 3145... . 461 9240... 454 313 ||. 460 3614. 474 

9262... 448 N1806 . . . 447 3004... . 479 3146... . 455 S241... . 454 3514 | | |. 469 9615 | | | | 474 
4042... 446 N2401 . . . 447 3005... . 479 $147... . . 455 9242... 454 $515... . 469 ee 

4043... 445 N2402. . . 447 3006... . 464 3148... . 476 8243... . 454 3516 . . . . 469 te ae ate 
149... 2 476 $247... . 468 3517... . 469 3618... . 474 

r ieee N2403 . . . 447 3007... . 464 3 a oe ie rea 
Ti pipet Pi N2404 . . . 447 3008... . 479 3149A 476 348... . 475 oe ae oo ae 
4048. . |. 444 N3601 . . . 447 3009... . 467 3150... . 476 349... . 456 3320 1. 469 3621. | | 474 
4019... . 445 N3602 .. . 447 3010... . 456 S151... .476 | 9250... . 479 3521 | | |. 469 3622 | || | 474 
4050... . 444 N4soi .. . 447 3011. . |. 465 3152... 476 | 9953... . 464 3522 | | | . 489 gg .  a 

4051 » 45 N4902 .. . 447 3016... . 469 3I52A . . 476 | 3260... . 454 3523... . 469 way 
: 7 3524... . 469 3625... 474 

4052... . 446 3017... . 475 31538... . 476 3261... . 454 = 3 Seb ay 
ines c= aad cuTs 3018... . 473 3154... «.476 | 264... . 470 ape 3627... 474 

| Haier ee) P12... . 406 3019... . 468 3155... . 476 3266... . 479 3597 || |. 470 3628 | | | | 468 
| 4055 | |. 446 F138... . 466 3020 479 3156... . 475 9267... . . 452 3598 | | | | 470 3620 | | | | 468 
| ee ae Fi4 .. . . 466 28 ae 3157... 462 3268... . 452 3529... . 470 ee 
| 4057... . 446 F156... . $68 9025... .473 3150... . 461 $269 . . . . 452 3530. . . 470 dee 

: 3581 | | |. 470 3682. |. | 468 
| 4058 ‘ge | Fie... . 466 3026 | ama | S160... 475 | gem... aba | SSL 40 Oe ; 
| Oo as Bit us... 468 9027. |. 1473 | «(S16L . . . 476 | so7i . . . «482 oa! ae 4002 | | | | 456 
| 4072... . 445 Fig... . 466 3031... . 467 3162... . 476 S878 55 doe. 3534 | |. 470 4003 | |. . 456 

| 4079... . 444 F190... . 466 3041... . 467 3163... . 476 3273... 452 9535 |... 470 4004 2. . 457 
p 4081 445 F20 .. . . 466 3049... 479 3164... . 476 3274... . 452 3538... . 470 4005... . 464 

ete rar Pot 5 \  408: 3051... . 475 3165... . 476 9285... . 465 3537... . 470 ee 

NEWSPAPER F22.... . 466 9052... . 468 3166... . 476 3286... . 465 eet: oe ee 

CABS GOTE | ERR SS iA GN ee ARN SUR A IBS| RT ea 3) | ms ar gia 
esr Aet F422... . 467 3054... . 479 3168... . 476 3288... . 465 3641 | | | 470 4014 | |. 1457 
Dei ATL FAS, 487 3056... 468 | 3169... .476 | gogp .. . . 465 3542 | | |. 470 4015 | | | | 464 
3... 447 Fat... . 469 3057... . 468 3171... . 456 3290... . 465 3543... . 470 4017 2... 479 

lt F4 ... . 467 3058... . 468 8172." 5 458 3201... 465 354... 470 <0 + M56 

4 5... 447 F468... . 468 3059... . 468 S178 ATT 3292... . 465 ee ae at 

| 6... 447 F47 ... . 468 3060... . 468 3174... 2 477 3203... . 465 Oo a ae 
Us MAt F48 .. . . 466 3063... . 465 1%). <> ATT 3204... . 465 3548 11. 1470 4026 | |. 457 
ee F49 ... . 466 3063A. . . 465 3177... ATT 8005... . 465 3519 | |. . 470 4027 | | |. 457 . 

oh. a Fol... .467 3064... . 479 3178. . 477 $296. . . . 465 3550 . . . . 470 4028... . 457 

10... . 447 Fs2 . . . . 468 3069... . 464 3179... . 477 3301... . 452 gobl . . . . 470 ae ewe 
uo... 447 F583... . 468 9070... . 455 3180... . 477 $902... . 452 ee a WE ae 

18... 47 F54 .. . . 467 9072... . 464 SIRE eae. 39038... . 452 3554 |... 47t 4036 | | | | 465 

14... 447 F556... . 487 3073... 479 S160 2. c- eaATE 9304... . 452 3588) ae 4036A | | | 465 

| 15... 447 F56 .. . . 467 8074... . 456 SIRS eae ATs, 8305... . 452 3556 |... 471 4037. |. . 465 

| 16. . . 447 F57 .. ; . 467 3075... . 456 3184... . 477 3306... . 452 3557 2... 471 MISA... 485 
Ww... 447 F59 .. . . 468 3076... . 479 3185 477 9907... . . 452 ane. «atl sm. Aes 

ean 89... .479 3077... . 465 3186... . 477 9908... . 452 ae eae ta oe 
19... 447 1401... . 458 077A... 465 3190... . 475 3309... . 452 3661... 1471 4065 | 479 

20... 447 1402... . 458 3079... . 479 3191... . 475 3310... . 452 3562 |... 471 4068 | | | 464 
Mis. 447 1408... . 458 3080... . 463 3192... . 475 3317. : . . 454 3568... . 471 4069 | | | | 462 
22... 447 1404... . 458 3081... . 464 3198... . 475 3318... . 454 9564... . 471 Arg... 401 

| 23... 447 1405... . 458 3082. » 464 3196... . 463 3319... . 454 oe ee ete ae 

| er 1406... . 458 3083... . 464 3197 - 463 3320. 454 ee an pad 
eiteaee 1407... . 458 3084... . 464 3198... . 463 3821... . 454 3568 | | | 471 4077487 
31... 447 1408... . 458 308... 456 | 3199... . 463 $922... . 454 3569 || | 471 4078 | | | 457 

| Bt... 447 1409... . 458 3086. . . . 460 3200... . 463 3323... . 454 9570... . 471 4082 2... 461 
| 35... 447 1410... . 458 3087 2... 461 3201... . 463 9924... . 454 BGT. a ATL 4084... 460 

i geaneee vi 1411... . 458 3097... . 463 3202... . 456 9325... . 454 Ps ae eae s 

40. . 447 1412... . 458 3103 thw ORE 3208 . . . . 456 3326... . . 454 3574 | | |. 472 4087 -. | | | 461 

42... 447 1418... . 458 3104... . 457 8204... . 456 9927... . 454 3575 4g 4088 | | | 460 
45... 447 1414... . 458 3107... .456 | 3205... .456 3828... . 454 3576 | | | 1472 4089 | | | | 463 

; 46... 447 1415... . 458 3108... . 456 3206... . 455 3920... . 454 3577... 472 4090 |. . 461 
47... 447 1416... . 458 SIL... . 475 3207... . 455 3930... . 454 3578... . 472 4001. < «461 
48... 447 1418... . 457 S112... . 405 8208... . 455 9331... . 454 eae ae ret Fae 

| 64... 447 1419... . 457 3113... . 475 3209... . 456 3392... . 454 wel ane doe aa 
| 66... 447 1421... . 450 S114... . 462 3210... . 455 3393... . 454 3582 | | 472 4097 | | | 457 
| 67... 447 1422... . 450 3115... . 463 $211... 455 | «9984... 468 3583 | | | | 472 4098. | | | 461 
i 68... 447 1429... . 459 3116... . 462 s22... 455 | 8935... . 454 3584. |. 472. 4090... | 461 
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INDEX TO MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 
PAGE PAGE PAGE 1 

Bellows. 2A os aoe fe env 530, Furniture, Labor-Saving Wood 2 OHO OM Caney ns hace: op wewin abet sO 

Benzine Cans ....... f 530 Furniture and Reglet Cases... . . . . 540 | Overlay Knives .. . Mims woes m 551 

Blankets, Felt and Rubber . 4 530 Furniture, Improved Metal «ess 540 | Paper Counters... °: + op 2 Oe 

Bodkins and Tweezers yu 530 | Furniture, Railroad A ee .. S41 PRM. oko ahs eas wea . 551 

| Books for Printers... . 2.2% 530 Furniture, Quotation . x SAL Blenersic: wn) anne matty oO 

i Book, Printers’ Account ... . 531 Furniture, Brite-Lite sha panes Was, a OMe Press Points and Wrench. . . i 

i Brayers aed Ses aicaelas yr Oe Furniture, Iron ..... be 541 Press Punches. . . Yaar ok +.» 552 

S Bronzing Mitten . . . Wa tk ame as ODE: Furniture, Patent Steel te 542 | Quoins and Keys a 552-553 

Bronzing Pads... . . 531 | Galley Bracket Bape See .... 544 | Quotation Quads. . . aie aot ue an OAK 

Brushes) ..05,.4 pil 5 531 Galley Locks. coce sie sey Register Hooks . 554-555 

1 Card Cutters... .. : 531 Galleys, Paragon Brass . . . Pare 74 Rollers, Proof and Brayers ...... . 553 

Chases, Paragon Stee! . . 532-535 | Galleys, Paragon Dump aa . . 543 | Rollers, Casting... . re . 553 

Chases, Cast Iron a Bade ts oa oe Galleys, Standard . BRL o eRe TR ar ee Roller Composition . ae aii 553 

Chases, MeGreal a 535 Galleys, Galvanized Iron Storage. . . . 543 Roller Cioih = og aes eit ee vies nes OO 

Composing Rules ‘ Se Lea) Galleys, Mustang Mailing 544 and 548 Roller Cores for Job Presses % . . 563 

Composing Sticks .... . 536 Galleys, Wood. . . ‘ wa BM Roller Supporters . 553 
Composing Stick Rack . . 586 | Galley Racks..... va ae Rule Curving Machine ......... 558 
Copy Holder, Rouse... . . 536 Galley, Working or Job Bank RS OEE AWE ce aces e Roa EL Nog ONE, 
Corner Quads, Metal and Brass... . . 536 Gauge Pins and Feed Guides... . . . 544 | Sectional Blocks . ‘ 553-555 
Counting Machines , ‘ 537 Gauge Pin Drawers... . . 544 Stereotype Blocks . nae . 555-666 
Cutting Sticks ..... bt Gripper Fingers . 544 Shooting Sticks elle erase ie BBB. 
Cutting Sticks, Hamilton . 537 Ink Knives .. 54d Side and Foot Sticks . 534, 556 

| Drying Racks . . . ‘ ‘ 538 Ink Slice e 544 Star Fly Sticks... .. Sens Hy asen BNO. 1 
} Electrotyping .. . bi aa of SE ae 539, Ink Reducers . . ake, OR Stereotype Rachets ..... . . . . 556 

Electrotyping, Dates Lines and Running Ink Slabs ee a i 545 Steel Bearers 2 534 
| Heads ... . . 539 Label Holders . . 545 Tablet Cement pin teas sehen Fee 
: Embossing Composition ete ea 539 Leader Boxes 545 PAblet RNG) Sl adaide cons. as cease OOk 
. Engraving Tools... . ® 539 Leads and Slugs 19, 545. Tablet Presses, “Easy” Paragon 557 

Engraving Wood . 539 Lead Racks . . . 2 545-546 Take Slugs Al » . 496, 557 
. Eyelet Punch and Sets ‘ 539 Lead and Rule Cutters . soa) sheet DAD: BADE! 5p Re, hte es CA eels pe Oe 

Eyeletting Machine ..... aa 539 Lettering Pallet for Bookbinders 547 Tape Fasteners os. -220).24°5, 5 Ye 557 ¢ 
i Eye Shades is lige 539 Mail and Subscription List Book ash Oet Tape Couplers, Metallic eer es f 
J Feed Guides... . ie Sere 544 Mailing List Material Siw ieiv 31, 547 Tweezers. 5 oe ives * 530 

Files, Newspaper > a .. 549 Mailing Machines 2 a 547-548 Tympan Press Boards. . fete fe BOT 
] Fly Sticks, Star b és . . 556 Mallets. . . 4 . . 548 Type High Machines re: $e eee 
i Folders, Bone and Steel. . . . 539 Miter Boxes ... . ae ite eS ype High Gatige. (soc... osha) eS Be: 

Foot Slugs, Brass and Metal * 539 Mitering Machines ‘ 5 548-549 Type Measures... .. fees Bere 558 
} Form Racks ages bina . 539 | Newspaper Bases, Iron . % 555 | Type Wash .... . % ies 558 

Form Trucks Siw . . 539-540 Newspaper Files. . . (tt Gena ee Wood) Rule. ious sii. SRW ka ae 
‘ Furniture and Reglets . nhs 540 Numbering Machines... ... . . . 549-551 Wood Type: sete cic ieae tetera ties 

i 

i INDEX TO KEYSTONE IRON COMPOSING ROOM FURNITURE 
i” PAGE PAGE PAGE , 
/ r Ad-Frames, Foreign 564 Desks, Keystone Printers’. . 576 Page Transfer Cabinet, Rolling 568 

Ad-Frames, Standing . . . aon eaee Foreign Ad-Frames .. . . ‘ier 564 Pressed Steel Lockers). ...05. . .... 572 
| All-Iron and Steel Imposing Tables - 569 Galley Transfer Truck 571 Printers’ Desks, Keystone % 576 
m All-Iron Case Stand . ; 573 Head Letter Cabinet ray . 573 Receiving and Storage Tables... . . . 566 
} All-Iron Imposing Frames . . ee OID Imposing Frames, All-Iron 570 Rolling Page Transfer Cabinet - 568 
| All-Iron Make-up Tables PN ene Oe Imposing Surfaces, Semi-Steel . . 570 | Self-Dumping Metal Truck, All-Iron . . 561 

] All-Iron Self-Dumping Metal Truck. . . 561 Imposing Tables, All-Iron and Steel 569 | Semi-Steel Imposing Surfaces g 570 4 

Assembling Tables . Rats 567 Keystone Type Cabinets . i 575 | Standing Ad-Frames. . . i 565 
| Cabinet, Head Letter : 573 | Linotype Copy Cabinet +... .. 5U | Steel Case Stands . Tea Ule ga 

f 4 Cabinet, Keystone Type 575 Linotype Correcting Bank 7 562 | Steel Frame Cabinets 574 
: Cabinet, Steel Frame ah be 574 | Linotype Dumps . . . 560, 562 | Stripping Tables g Sanne ae OO. 
i Case Stand, AllTron. . . 573 Lockers, Pressed Steel 572 | Storage and Receiving Tables ; 566 
j Copy Cabinet, Linotype . se 571 | Magazine Rack . 568 | Transfer Cabinet, Rolling Page . - » 568 
1 Correcting Bank and Storage Frame 561 Make-up Tables, All-Iron rae Oad Transfer Trucks, Galley... .. . 571 

Correcting Bank, Linotype - + 562 Metal! Truck, All-Iron Self-Dumping . . 561 Type Cabinets, Keystone : ie Ore 

i] 

q INDEX TO PRINTERS’ WOOD GOODS AND WOOD FURNITURE 
3 CABINETS PAGE PAGE PAGE 

} Bookbinders Cabinets... .... 577 | Masterman Type Cabinet ...... . . 584 | Type, New Departure Cabinet... .. . 584 } 
| Card and Paper Stock Cabinets . . . 577 | Matrix Cabinet......... 580 | Type, Porter Extension Front Cabinet . 585 
i Cardboard Cabinets .......... . 577 | Monotype Cabinet +. ....... 581] Type, Polhemus Cabinet... . 586-587 
| Dorsey Compositor’s Working Cabinet . 577 Metal Furniture Cabinet. . . . eS BSP Type, Reversible Unit Cabinet 588-589 

| Dorsey Combination Press Room Cabinet 577 | New Departure Type Cabinet 584-585 | Type, Wisconsin Cabinet . . » . . 589-591 4 
Electro and Cut Cabinet... ... . 578 Page Form Storage Cabinet . . > 615 | Wood Type Cabinet . 6 itra th hs ae ee 

Hy Electrotype, Indexed Cabinet 578 Porter Extension Front Type Cabinet 585 
| Electrotype, Index Book... . 578 | Polhemus Type Cabinet . . . 586-587 CASES 
| Furneaux Lead and Slug Cabinet 613 | Reversible Unit Type Cabinet 588-689 | Adjustable Lead and Slug Cases . + 595 
i Galley Cabinet, Flat and Galley Top 579 | Roller, Hamilton Wall Cabinet . . . . . 581 | All-Right Space and Quad Case. . . 597 
| Galley Cabinet, Mustang . 579 Sort, Handy Cabinet . ‘ ee oe OBR Bettis Lead and Slug Cases. . . . . . 601-602 

Handy Letter Board Cabinet 579 | Sort, Wisconsin Cabinet Sen 582 | Bettis Space and Quad Case... ... . 602 
: Handy Letter Boards, Prices . . 580 | Specimen Cabinets Ps et 582-1 Border Cane. 3-2-45502<. 5 vee ey 
: Handy Sort Cabinet : . . 581 | Strip Lead and Rule Cabinet ..... . 582 | BorderCase,Happy........... 598 

Ink Cabinet a tat 580 | Storage, Page Form Cabinet. . . . 615 | BrassLeaderCase......... 597 
Job Press Cabinet... ........ . 580 | Tympan Paper Cabinet ....... 682 | Brass Leader Base, Ideal... ... . 598 . 
Letter Boards, Hardwood . . 579 | Type Cabinets Grand aur Smeaee 583 | CaliforniaJob Case ....... 593, 597 

t Letter Boards, Prices . 580 Type, Masterman Cabinet ....... . 584 Carpenter Quarter Case. ........ 597 
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q INDEX TO PRINTERS’ WOOD GOODS AND WOOD FURNITURE—Continued / 

PAGE PAGE PAGE 

v Combination Job Case ........ . 594 | Practical Space and Quad Case... . . 596 | Case Pulls... ......- BS Ge 

j Compact Rule Cases... ....... - 598 | Quadruple Job Case........... 593 | Case Racks and Stands... . . . . . 604-607 - 

i Dearing Accent Case... . .... 594 | Quarter Size Cases .......... . 598 | Creighton Standing Galley Shelving . . 607 

} Dearing JobCase ........ . . 504,507 | RuleCases............-..+ . 596 

i Double Lower Case .......... . 593 | Rule Cases, Compact ......... . 598 

| Figure Case ............... 58 | Rule Cases, Hamilton... ...... . 600 TECSING SO 
} Figure Case Byerly ........... 505 | Rule Cases, Harris ........... 590 | Algoma Stone Frames ......... . 600 

4 Furneau Rule Case ........... 596 | RuleCases, Perfection ........ . 598 | Dorsey Stone Frames... ...... - . 609 i} 

i German News Cases... ....... . 595 | Rule Cases, Quarter Size ....... . 598 | Frames with Letter Boards... .. . . . 608 2 

Hamilton Job Case ........... 504 | RuleCases, Sanspareil ........ . 598 | Frames with SquareLegs ...... . . 608 

Hamilton Rule Cases. |... .. ... . 600 | Russell Tabular Job Case ...... . . 594 | Economic Stone Frame... ..... - - 610 , 

i Handy Space and Quad Case... . . . 597 | Sanspareil Rule Cases. ........ . 508 | Hamilton Stone Frame ........ . , 610 cee | 

Harris Rule Cases. .......... . 599 | Sifterand Transfer Cases... . . . 603 | Hamilton Transfer Stone Frame .. . . . 610 | 

Improved New York Job Case. . . . . . 594 | SpacelessJobCase ....... . . 503,597 | Kaufman Stone Frame ........ . . Bi 

Improved Space and Quad Case. . . . . 598 | Space and Quad Case, Bettis ..... . 602 | RamaleyStoneFrame ........- - BIL 

Improved Job Case... . . . . . - -593,597 | Space and Quad Case, Handy ...... 597 | TexasStone Frame. ......... . - 612 

Italic JobCase.......... . . 593,597 | Space and Quad Case, 30-inch. . . . . . 598 | Two-Rivers Stone Frame... ... . . . 612 

} Jones Metal Furniture Case. ..... . 602 | Space RuleCase............. 508 | UniversalStone Frame... ..... . . 612 I 

Lead and Slug Cases... .. . . - . 596,597 | Time Table Quarter Cases... . . . . . 598 | Wisconsin Stone Frame ....... . - 613 

Lead and Slug Cases, Bettis .. . . . 601-602 | TripleCases.......-....... 598 

| Metal Furniture Cases. ........ - 596 |.TwoRiversCapCase .......... 593 | LeadandSlugBanks.......... .613 

i Metal Furniture Cases, Jones... . . . 602 | Two Rivers Lead and Slug Case ... . 596 | LetterBoards...... . - . « . 579-580 4 

Music Cases: 2-505 ¢2renis oe eng ares ee Wells Job Case ............. 594 | Job Bank or Working Galley... .. . . 614 

i. Neshota Rule Case ........... 596 | Wisconsin Quarter Size Cases ..... 601 | StandardGalleys............ . 614 q 

/ New Departure Cases .........- 592 | WoodType ............... 596 | Standing Galley, WroughtIron . ... . 614 

News Cases ..............+ + 588 | Yankee Job Cases ........ . .504, 597 | Standing Galley, with Letter Boards . . . 615 7 

| Patterson Job Case .......... . 504 | ZenobiaRuleCase........ ~ . 596 | Stock and Storage Table, American . . . 615 

| Perfection Rule Case .......... 508 | Case Brackets. ........... . 603-60 | Storage Cabinet, Page Form... «©... 616 

| 
q 

; INDEX TO PRINTERS’ MACHINERY 

} CYLINDER PRESSES PAGE rage | PUNCHING MACHINES PARE 

‘ Cottrell Two-Revolution Presses . 616-619 | PaperJogger.......- auioi doth eee eb ‘Monitor Pundies 6205 o eee Oe 

: Cottrell Single-Revolution Presses 620-623 | pERFORATORS Portland Multiple Punch ..... . 644 / 

Simplex Newspaper Press . . . . . . 624 Monitorid.. jkc S.atleien 2 awe eRe Southworth Hand and Foot... . . 644 4 
Stonemetz Two-Revolution Press. . 625 Patni oo. en) 4k a Re nee Rostiacli: sco 3 sok: nee eee OAS: | 

FOLDING MACHINES Roeahaokk. chien eae. ye cee. PANU SNe ich co ve feces or oe Mee erika Oey \ 4 

Mentges .......+.-.+..+ +--+ 626 | RLATEN PRESSES 
J 

FOUNTAINS Srateaee e nee: Ree ee sean oF Round Cornering Machine, Sterling . . 644 | 

Buckeye «2. ee tpn te) BS Colt’s Armory... . . . . . . 687-638 | 
‘ Ghallonire: 1. sejeryi ee 2 4 OB Galley Universal... ...... . - 639 | Saw Trimmer, Miller ......... . 647 7 

Chandler & Price... 1. - + 685 Golding Jobber... 2.2... . . 640 : 
Miller Saw Trimmer... ....- . 647 Pousl- sie ee ee | | e41 | STAPLE BINDERS 4 

Peerless: cos sh<0 acts ye Oe AGING). Sie eo e\ Sn aera | 
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t Brown & Carver. . . ees + 630 Challenge a8 pe 2s Re ease sty vy ORS . 4 

Chandler & Price, Lever and Power . 628 Reliance Job Galley... ...-.. . 642 ke os 

Diamond, Lever and Power... . » Shniedewend Printers’ Proof . a fee ne orn . 
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| TELEGRAPH AND CABLE KODE | 
3 lees ees seg ee Re a eee $e ad } 
: | | 

| | 
| KEYSTONE KODE 
} P N When using this Kode, unless otherwise designated, the Kode word signifies the complete font, viz: 

“Four Ay” means four complete fonts of 6 point Ayer; if caps only are desired use the word “ caps’? 

: o_o ater Kode, viz: “Four Ay Caps” means four cap fonts 6 point Ayer; if lower case only, use the word 
“Lower” after Kode word, viz: "Four Ay Lower” means four lower case fonts of 6 point Ayer. If weight fonts are desired, use the Kode 
word for the quantity desired and place it before the Kode word for the size and style of face, viz: “ Brag Casement” means 100 pounds of i 

12 point Caslon Bold; if for caps only or lower case only write as follows: “Brag Casement Caps” means 100 pounds caps of 12 point 
Caslon Bold; “Brag Casement Lower” means 100 pounds lower case of 12 point Caslon Bold. If italic for body type is desired use word 

; “Italie,” then Kode word for size and style, viz: “Two Italic Buckwheat” means two fonts 8 point Modern Italic No. 113. 

SHIPPING TERMS 

Blow... . . . . Quote by mail Behave . . . Terms 15 per cent. discount 
Bluffs... . . Quote by telegraph Behead. ... . . Terms 20 per cent. discount } 

Blunt . How soon can you ship order No. . Behest . . Terms 25 per cent. discount 
Boar .......Addtoorderof.. . Behind . . . . Terms 30 per cent. discount 

Body... . . . . Hurry forward goods of order No. . . Behold . . . . . . Terms 35 per cent. discount | 
Bought... . . . Ship by express Being . , . Terms 40 per cent, discount 
Bold... Ship by fast freight Belate . Terms 45 per cent. discount 
Bomb .... . . Ship by quickest route Behavior Terms 50 per cent. discount 
Bald . . Ship by steamer Befriend . . . . . Additional 2percent.discountforcash onorbefore x 
Bark ..... . . Ship by sail vessel 10th of month next succeeding date of invoice 
Bonnet . _ Send Tracer immediately after shipment of. . . Bend... . . . . Cash with order 

Bottle Change our order of. . . Bow ... .C€. 0, D. by express 

Boom _. Ship. . . Paragon Brass Galleys size. .x. . Bowl... . With Draft attached to Bill of Lading 
Bray . . . . Single Column Bower ... . . . Which do you prefer? 

| Broad . Double Column Boy ...... .Do you want spaces and quads? 

] Beg. . . . . Terms Net. No further discount Boycott . Do you want spaces only ? } 

| Behalf . . Terms 10 per cent. discount Bore... Do you want quads only ? { 

QUANTITY 

25 Pounds .. . Brace 100 Pounds. . . Brag 175 Pounds. . . . . Brandish 300 Pounds... . . . . Braze 
50 Pounds... . . . Bracket | 125 Pounds Brake 200 Pounds Bravo 400 Pounds. . . Breach 

| 75 Pounds . . Brackish 150 Pounds . . . . Braid 250 Pounds. . f Brawl 500 Pounds. . . . . . Brandy 

1000 Pounds .. . . . . Brash 

] MODERN BODY TYPE 

1 i Small caps included in weight fonts. Italics furnished only when ordered. 

1 5 Point Lining No. 105. - Buckskin 8 Point Lining No. 111 . . . . . Buckram 12 Point Lining No. 104 . . . . . . Buckety 
5% Point Lining No. 106. . . . Buckboard 8 Point Lining No. 113 Buckwheat 12 Point Lining No. 111... . . Buckhead i 
6 Point Lining No. 108 . . Bueksaw 9 Point Lining No. 111 . one Bucolic 12 Point Lining No. 113. . . . . Buekhorn 

| 6 Point Lining No. 110. . . . . Buccaneer 9 Point Lining No. 114... . . Buckayra Mailing Series : 
i 7 Point Lining No. 110. . .. . Buck 10 Point Lining No. 110 Buckeen NOT cou 5 SE le eat 

7 Point Lining No. 115 Bucket 10 Point Lining No. 13. . . . . Bucketful ASP. ree . . Mailable 

y 8 Point Lining No. 10... . . Buckle 11 Point Lining No. 110 . . . Bucketshop No.3. . ae Mailcoach 
/ 11 Point Lining No. 112... . . Bucking 

: 
A 

} GERMAN BODY TYPE 

] 6Point......... Germ 8Point....... Germane 10Point...... Germinal 11 Point... . . . Germinate 
i 12Point .. . . Germination 

| 
j 
H TYPE IN JOB FONTS } 

* 
i 

; Admiral Antique No. 5 Ben Franklin Ben Franklin Condensed | 

Be 6 Point... Admirable 5¥ Point... . . Antiquary GPoints os): Bename 6Point... .. . Beneath | 
8Point. ... . Admirably 6 Point . . Antiquate 8Point. ....... Bench 8 Point. . Benedicence | 

| firoint Admiralship 8 Point. a tigueness 10Point. |... | . Bencher 10 Point. | |. . . Bendicite 
, i2Point, ... Admiralty 9Point. || |. . Antiquish 12 Point, | | | . . Bendable 12Point. . | | |. Benedick 
. 14 Point. - Admiration 10 Point. |... . Antiquist 14Point. ... . . Bendingly 14 Point. . . | Benedictum 
i isPeint. ‘Admnirance Point matinee 18Point. .. |... Bendiet 18Point. |... Benedight y 
. 24 Point. | Admirative 18 Point Antiquating 24 Point. .... . Bendwise 24 Point... . Benefaction i 

| 30 Point . ... Admire 24 Point . Antiquatedly 30 Point. . . . . . Bendways 30 Point . . Benefactor 
i 36 Point . . Admiring 30 Point. . |. . Antiquation 36 Point... ..... Bendy 36 Point. . . . Benefactress 
; 48 Point | . ‘Admiringly 36 Point. | Antiquely 48Point.. .... . Bendara 48 Point . . .. Benefie 
j 60 Point. . Admiredly 42 Point . . Antiquities 80 Point. . . Bender 60 Point. | |. | “Beneficial 
i 72 Point. - Admiralties Geries—Aatithetic 72Point..... . . Bendigo 72Point. .. . Beneficence 
i Series—Admiral Series—Bendsome 8 Point... . Beneficed 

96 Point. | | | Beneficially 
| 2 Ayer 120 Point. . . . . Beneficiary ~ 
i Antique Extra Condensed 6 Point . Dh : Series—Bending 4 

8 Point. . .. Antiar 8Point. . . Ayah Ben Franklin Open 
10 Point |; Antiarcha 10 Point - 211. Ayle 12Point. .... . . Benempt Boldface Italic 

; 12 Point. | . Antiaris 42'Point gs: Ayell 14Point. | | | Benevolence 8 Point Boldin | 
| 18 Point. . . Antie 14Point.... Ayelp 18 Point . Bengola era v 
i 20 Point . : Antical 18Point. |... . . Ayrant 24 Point - |. Benight ‘ 
| 24 Point . . Anticipant 24Point. || | | | | Ayenbite 30 Point. |. |. |. Benign Ballstia 

30 Point . : Anticipate 30 Point . . . . Ayenword 36 Point. . Benignly 14 PONG ona Bull 
} 36 Point... .. . Anticlinal 36 Point... . Aygreen 48 Point. |... . Benignant 18Point. +. |. . | “Bullace 

42Point...... Anticline 49 Point: 6 so - Ayin 60 Point . . . . Benison 24Point...... Bullantie 
} 48 Point. - Anticly 48 Point. . Ayme 72 Point . . . . Benitier 36 Point... .. Bullary 
1 Series—Anti Series—Ayer Series—Benefit Series--Bulletin 
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|______ TELEGRAPH AND CABLE KODE 
: 

: + 

q —- Cason Lightface C: 
f 

oe ightface Condensed Ch: 

¢ Oot ei ee Card 6Point. ... . . Cassid arter Oak De Vinne Title 

pe .... . Cardainin 8 Point eslGOny 6 Point... . Child i 

int. | | | | \Cardainom ppolnt. . .- 5). Cassine 8 Point. . ea ee 6Point. . . . . Devioscope 

12 Poin’ 
PONE: coc crs 

A . 1 & e2Chate 
>: 

oint. ...... Cardass i . . Cassius 10 Point f 8 Point. . . . Deviousl: 

14Point. | |); ” Gi 12Point. |. |. | Cassonade POI a cee enan 10 Point. - ‘peers 

: . Cardboard 14 Pe 12 Point... . Ch : . . Deviserate 

18 Point... .. . . Cardecu ee on . Cassoon 14 Point pean 12 Point. . . . . . Devisable 

zePoint. .... . . . Cardel IPoint. .. . . . Cassocked 18Point. 2. ope 14 Point... ... . Devisal 

Point. || |. |: Cardia 30 Point. ». Casean 2uPoint. 2... |. Chancel 18 Point... . . . Devitable 

3 Point |). earaion 30 Point. : - Cascara 30 Point i choir 2aPoint. .. Devitalize 

i eas Carding Drag oo eee 36 Boint 20a, tosses ‘oint. ... . . Devitrify 
p 

: 48 Point... .. . . Cardioid 48 Foint ah coe 42 Point. ..°.)... Ghent ee Devoealize 

Seriot—Cardioal “|= 4 Point) +): agehrom | 4#Point. <<... , Choke EOE ete ap vgs 

Italic made fi FE int soo oat ‘oint . >] ++.+. . Devotary 

eqltallg made from 6 to 12 point In @ Point. . 1... Caseum Beet erecta aun Series—Devilship 

Gscieatial 
Series—Cassinette 

Settee; Snares 

i alic 
\ : ; 

Di 

| GPoint.... . . ¢ Carditia Gaston Lightface Italic Compressed Gothic Tea ; 

SRR aR) ame ame | EGR epoime: so pi 
AZ Point. inalis i: ss yee Hee . . Commut OH esate H i 

i| int: : 2° “Carainalist | 10 point. - Cartridge | point. ||: | Compact | 1Point. . - Dickens 
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The Universal Point System is composed of fhree 

distinct divisions, the first being commonly known as 

; UNIVERSAL POINT BODIES 
| meaning fhat each size of Type, Spaces and Quads, Brass Rules, Leads and Slugs made af 
| by us is accurate to a standard number of points for fhat body. The second being 

commonly known as 

UNIVERSAL POINT LINE 
meaning that the face, or printing surface of each size is cast in such position on the 

| body that when two or more sizes are set into a line, Point Leads and Slugs above and 

| =e nL. 
| ‘eee mdm mil: 

* EeietinfimeimHmirimd tm AM LM, ‘ 

aligned with another size. 

below the smaller sizes will throw all characters into perfect alignment at the bottom, 

while all faces cast upon one body line accurately without any justification as here 

shown. This division is composed of two sub-divisions, viz: 1—UNIVERSAL LINE, és 

common to the majority of faces; 2—UNIVERSAL TITLE LINE which is made up of 

faces having no lower case, thereby saving unnecessary shoulder at the bottom. This 

line will correspond with the Universal Line of the next larger body. For instance any 10 

point Universal Title Line will line with any 12 point face on Universal Line if a 2-point 

lead be placed at the bottom of the 10 point face. The third being commonly known as 

{ 

| UNIVERSAL POINT SET 
| meaning that each letter or character is cast to the standard width, consisting of so many 

points or fractions thereof as are best suited to it. Lines of Point Set Type will there- 

fore space evenly to any measurement of even points, and will justify perfectly with- 

out fhe use of cardboard and paper, formerly necessary with type not cast to Point Set. 

The above briefly outlines our Universal Point System and its advantages, and 

gives some idea of fhe accuracy attained in the manufacture of Keystone Nickel-Alloy 

Universal Line Type, the popularity of which proves the adaptability of the system. 
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| INFORMATION FOR THE PRINTER | 
eu aaa 

| e 4 

S amount, the reduced rate will not apply unless the difference is | 

MISCELLANEOUS made up by the addition of sorts or other characters of the same ( 

All prices in this book are subject to change without notice. body and face. ' 
. 5 How to estimate body type and other General Information see 

This book should not be cut or mutilated in any way. It is only pages following! | 
necessary to give the size, name and number (if any) of the Type, 3 * ith é a miaehi } 
Border, Rules or article desired to insure the accurate filling of Fe are Eee Ie a eat anne ciuee | 
the order. When ordering Type or Material make a separate line ery for nicking type for all composing machines on the marke! | 
or paragraph of each item. Write on one side of sheet only and _—*etting foundry type. 
if sending a letter at the same time as order write the letter on a eas \ 

separate sheet. | 
ny Co 

Read your order carefully before mailing. The omission of a WEIGHT FONTS 
number or name of size always means delay and annoyance. Fonts of one body, face and line, ordered at one time cast to 

regular scheme. 

In ordering Chases the best plan is to send a diagram along a mn sry > a 4 

with the order, giving both the “inside” and “outside” measure- SMALLEST WEIGHT FONTS OF LETTER PUT UP ARE 
ments. Chases are never kept in stock but are made to order and (except Title Line Faces): 5 and 57 point, 5 pounds and multiples 
deo ace vetuenable: thereof. 6 to 18 point inclusive, 20 pounds and multiples thereof. 
s ; 20 to 48 point inclusive, 25 pounds and multiplesthereof. 54,60and * 

2 . Pen 2 22 poi int, 7% . int, 100 
If you have any preference in the shipping of your order, please 72 point, 50 pounds. 84 and 96 point, 75 pounds. 120 point, | 

state by what route—whether by boat, freight or express. Unless pounds. The quantity prices not allowed if made up of small fonts. » 

f so designated we shall ship according to our best judgment. | 

POUND PRICES 
/ Mail parcels are limited to 4 pounds in weight, although type SE ES SS red ges Ra ties ge ar a eee | 

weighing over 4 pounds can be divided, if so desired, and sent by ee Sor ceitae La ¢ 
| mail, Experience has taught us, however, that it is far safer and we oS ie Sepa oes ered a e2|ef|e2 | 

generally cheaper to send more than 2 pounds by express. oe 2|*2) 2) *3i) #8 | "21s ] "2 / Fe 

Purchases should be opened and checked with bill as soon after 5 $1 00/$ 95/$ 92/$ 90 20 $ 47|$ 47/$ 46)$ 45 
cane as possible so that prompt notice of any error or omission 5% 88 87 86 84 24 47 47 46 45 
can be given. 30 47 47 46 45 

20 188, |100 tas.|500 18s.} 1000.88] 3g a7| 47] 46| 45 \ 
No claims for shortage will be allowed on any font unless a 6 76| 75| 74) 72\| 42 47| 47) 46] 45 ie 

proof of such font before being laid accompanies such claim. Each ‘t 66 65 64 62) 48. 47 47 46 45 

font is guaranteed to be perfect. In laying type the regular paging 8 62 61 60 58 50 LBs. ‘ 

galleys used by founders measuring 5 x 6 inches inside will be 9 58 7 56 4 ot 7 47 46 45 
found very useful. We are always glad to correct any mistakes 10 34 53 52 SI] 60 47| 47 46 45 

it made in putting up or sending out our goods. Any claims of this 11 52 SL 50} 49}) 72 47) 47) 46 45 } 

nature should be made without delay. 12 50 49 48 47 75 LB8. | 

14 47 47 46 45 84 46 46 45 4 
When desiring an estimate for a printing outfit of any size, the 16 47 47 46 45}| 96 42 42 a 40 

best and quickest way is to send us a complete list of the items 18 47 47 46 45|| 120 ee 38 37 36 | 

wanted. We can then immediately affix our lowest prices and SSS | 
rm it t ith full ticulars. See page 2 ‘ | 
AER Gea ence aa as ea WEIGHT FONTS. 18 point and smaller generally require 5 | 

We are continually issuing specimen sheets showing new pounds Spaces and Quads to eal 20 pounds of Letter. Stock weight | 

Types, Borders, Ornaments, ete., made by us. If you fail to receive fonts of type are put up to schemes as shown on pages 15 and 16. 
them, please notify us. Also advise us of any change in your firm Whenever possible, it is best to order regular stock fonts and avoid J 

name or location. Special Font charge. | 

ey B 01 ily = 7 AS WEIGHT FONTS TITLE LINE FACES. Title Line Faces are 
Wood Type, ondere, rnaments, indienes, ete. furnished put up in the following weight fonts at regular weight font prices, 

‘ promptly Seon BUOe, It being ay to show in this caps, points and figures. 20 point and smaller, in 10 pound fonts; 

book a ered abe line o Hoos sn Ne we send to any of 24, 30 and 36 point in 15 pound fonts; 42 and 48 point in 20 pound “ 

our customers requiring it, a complete specimen book of all faces fonts; 54, 60 and 72 point in 25 pound fonts; 84 point in 40 pound 
made by the Hamilton Mfg. Co., whose book contains all modern fonts. 
faces. f 

SPECIAL FONTS. Cast to other than our regular scheme, one 
oe Allaccounts must be settled monthly unless otherwise arranged body and face, weighing less than 100 pounds, $3.00 extra, NET. 

at the time of purchase. Overdue accounts subject to sight draft. | 
Parties having no established credit or arrangement with us will FIGURES OR LEADERS. 100 pounds and over of one face, 
kindly send references with order. body and line at 1000-pound rate. } 

7 | 

i Faces cast on other than their own body will be furnished only a | 
| on special order. AUXILIARIES } 

| | 
j When ordering sorts send capital “H” and lower case case“'m"’ | 

(as little used as possible) of the type wanted; also give the quantity For 100 pound Fonts of Roman and Old Style } 
i of each character in ounces or pounds of all type smaller than 12- Tactadi f 

point; larger than 12-point the number of each character required. Type up to and Including 18 Point | 
/ If possible give the name or number, or both, and size of body of A | 

face desired. Braces and Dashes weigh one pound, References and Indices ( 
weigh one pound, Fractions weigh one pound and Commercial 

i] When sending samples always be sure they are enclosed with marks weigh one pound. The Auxiliaries for Weight Fonts will 
] order. The failure of samples to reach us causes much’ delay in not be sent unless specially ordered. The above quantities of 

the filling of orders. Auxiliaries are the smallest packages put up. 

Hy + Spaces and quads, unless otherwise ordered, will be included LEADERS are carried in stock in regular 5-pound fonts, assort- 
ql in all orders for Roman or German Body Type fonts. If the spaces ed, and 1-pound fonts of either en or em; also in whole pages, 4 

" and quads are omitted from a 100 pound font, the letter alone will (about 6 pounds), and half pages, (about 3 pounds), of any one set. 
| weigh 80 pounds, as the spaces and en quads weigh 10 pounds, and Sold at price per pound for type. Minimum charge for Sorts, 

ih the one, two and three em quads also weigh 10 pounds. If 100 60 cents. 
| pounds of letter only is wanted we can furnish it out of a 125 pound Note. Leaders ordered in quantities which cannot be made 

font. This would amount to about 100 pounds. We can also furnish up of stock packages, will have to be put up specially, which will 

multiples of 20 pounds (which is the letter for a 25 pound font); cause delay in shipping. 

that is 20, 40, 60, 80 pounds of letter. 

| It would be well to note that if the total weight of a font equals 
500 pounds, or any other quantity mentioned in the table of pound The following Small Caps are furnished to order only: Cardinal, 

| prices, the reduced rate applies. If by the omission of any sorts, 8 to 14 point; Caslon Bold, 6 to 14 point; Caslon Lightface, 6 to 14 
| such as spaces or quads, ete., the weight falls blow the required point; Harris Roman, 6 to 14 point; Paul Revere, 6 to 14 point. 
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| SORTS Lower Case 
| es ee 

SORTS OF WEIGHT FONTS. Two months from date of invoice ozs. tes. | ozs. tes. | os. ozs. q 

} may be allowed to purchasers of Weight Fonts—300 pounds and ed peat Sea 2) ted 
} : more of one body, face and line—for sorting up at the same rate aoe esa: HO ye Bae ae 4 

per pound as the original font; but no such order for sorts or parts b , 4]n 1 Z R Din Ny “ 6 
| of fonts, or complete fonts, shall weigh less than five pounds; and © f 8]o 1 &:, 4s 3 2 i‘ 
f no less than 4 ounces of each character will be furnished. ad. _ y -: : er 2 3 1 { 

CEage ‘ f aa Ms 
| We furnish no less than four ounces of any character in any fo ales “|r. 1a awe 1 
} order. Minimum charge 60 cents, except on Accents. £ 4]s a Wit. . 1 , 3 

' We make no charge for sorts less than 60 cents, viz.:—If the Pree” 2 i te 1 x ae Mel qicet co 
13 type at its pound rate amounts to less than 60 cents, we charge 60 j f Ziv. 4) } % 

cents; if more than 60 cents, we charge whatever it figures out. Bees i eee a SSRs. . 
r To illustrate our meaning more clearly, note the following sample 1 : 6x. . 1 

order: SSS SSS eee 

j 4 ozs. each of 2 characters 6 point Roman— Caps. . iiawees c.....Weight 2% pounds 

8.028 @ FBC UD ic keys Goan Pees 5 BOS Small Caps A -.... Weight %4 pounds 
: Less 20 per cent. Gas Se aes Ae SRA ae + > Oe POI 23 Foes - ees ee. Weight 1/4 pounds 

| - 30 Figures. . . iyi. on fwelght. 1 pounds 
| a Lower caseatoz........ . Weight 14}4 pounds 
4 The charge would be 60 cents, less discount on Type. Spaces isu, Sas aie _ . weight 2% pounds 

} “ i 21 
| Another example: Quads Sa peaier yang wae melght 2% pong 

; 4 ozs. each of 6 characters 6 point Roman— When Small Caps are not made, the weight is made up in Caps. 

26 IWAPGLARe: Th) oli ea Beaten. SET a ae . 
| LesOrger cont ee ee aie nas EYPE FOR JOB WORK in weight fonts up to and including 18 | 

The charge would be... ........... 1 base A AB a | 
‘ | j 3 This same rule applies to all type. 25 LB. FONT SCHEME 

' Any order for type is a sort order, except special scheme fonts, Caps and Figures 
t stock fonts, stock packages and accents. Sy EGA Se a a Pee | 

[ HOW TO ORDER SORTS ns late. alee ke eo ae . 
| The following table, giving the weight of each character, in its B re] Sea Mar Onl Bea a a ae et oe hae : 
: respective box as usually laid in case, will be found to be very Dd. SUSE Ae. crane ee Meas LGke er neds ‘ 
| useful when ordering sorts. Be eA ce capa paid we A mars Pal ‘ 

| hed himnoretw 5. vsatkeen faa... 42 pounds a ons +t oe ot i ee ¢ { gone i i 4] 

| Bielnry iether ae tppommde aa feo ale. ca thg [011s hae i 
| Ky ex Zand all Pures oo i susie. emcee ie a seO  OUNCES rs Sa Pak Ee: ak ea tbe: we | 
; OP 5 oe Bie a eh ecinay walle mar abi Fuge see Sener (sta Oy POURES Mose en a] Re heal] Pe ee a 

Capsand Small Caps .. 1... 6.1 e ene ~ » -8 Ounces K meee NOE oF ee ohare ee ei pees ff] 

i COMMa eens hi ate Wet ae Dee mo aiaeeie.; sled DOWN aSaaeaeasasasae0—0—000S0S0aeeeeee_—_0—o— q 

j Period and other points... ©... 2.2.2... . .6 ounces ‘Tower Case ; 

I A pair of News Cases holds 50 pounds of Type, an Italie or Job) || == 
| Case holds 25 pounds. ozs, ors. ozs, ozs. 
; When ordering sorts to match type you already have, if (_——————_|-————_ \_————— 

possible, give name of foundry that made it, but be sure always to Beles Mim 2. | ORLY. «PATS os es) SE ! 

mail a Cap “H” and a lower case “‘m” (as little used as possible), b.. : 4 |n ss iq z fei Le he hee i 

otherwise your order will be delayed while we write you for rated Ws : oH ee walson eek i 

for samples pein ek sl ag vcd cleTBl is dite eel ey lem tml i 
. apenas 4i]r.. fA TM. BYE ee ! 

WEIGHT FONT SCHEME Be IgE ee ite a ait ceal Palle al |e | 
De ies 9 = Bech tase orca]! 38D) 2 

TYPE FOR BODY WORK in weight fonts upto and including = j | || | | Be ee oe 7 } 
18 point, is put up as follows: ‘ ee A a ONE ie o ae: 3 l RMON SF : | 

z Kose eel aes fe ! 
P 25 LB. FONT SCHEME = See re ees 

Caps and Figures Cape ie Sse a a ey ee ond | 
Lower: Case,!i)4. tea: sA6d! ow. seer ies aia DOUNOS I 
RIQUKED?. <2e Sach widely ae ae cee . 1 pound | 

| os. ws. ozs. O78, Points . . Aster tes - 1 pound | 
———— | J | —] —_——_—_!—__ SPACES. LP sets acl fe Sue s- e fe1h Nae BeRLY Ahn ee ere DONOR 
Ae = eae tr eoente la: sete fae sie GORI sig) 38 Tats ee ocr iene « beta eee POUR, ! 
Bite ese med ee pe ene rhe gts... fd 25 pounds | 
Coe Ae ea, SCL SL NRO NM LUAU. i'd 1 tip! i | peti ried i eee zesm eumteene 1b y For larger fonts multiply these weights. | 

Blo. a [Ra fe it. pd —_— } 

Be ae Pe Pel ecene Glee 1 TYPE FOR JOB WORK in weight fonts 20 point and larger 
t Bol aer anes (Oa) | Sab ae aah Oo ca ae consists of letter only and is put up as follows: 
j I Sea eyes eeniT See ae 

; de a eats |i eae 25 LB. FONT SCHEME | 
t % : 2 Et 4 . 

We a Caps and Figures 

: | 5 Small Caps ozs. os. ozs. ozs, 
ae pene ea et os 

a by 
ws. ws. 0%. WG ee elmore ae ce tele on soe (te 

pee eee ae STI be a ee ee 
Be RTS ee hg ee hee ee eorhe Ber) [esa [ Bet a tea |e: ees | Meg eg eee Eee 
Oe pele DRC oo ot os nage iol ea eee tee Bei | RQ RS al DG en) ETB ores atl toy ( 
Bey Rl iar + | BIE... 1% LE ye be 4 Gia Ss A Oe tS eas Cob SEN Bonga ae: i 

f Boca udp MS te os) (ee, [Ure « asad eg petite lal am Hate: cout eres aN CNS cis tpt ache PO as. a 
Brutal a6t| Neots hens [gg Mentos allay Die at BoP Eccl ee pO ne teas 4 | 
G »+| 4/9 Bae ve |W 12 Dee Gi, eS: Wier eae HEL erred ane 
H He Par al a ee 5 Re FR aR SB Ws ace a MMA ee. lsae hee 

$6 es 

f 15 

| ; a. 
eo — seas a ~
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Lower Case NICKEL-ALLOY IMPRINTS 
ea ee ee z see ae 

ts. | ozs. tes. | ozs. tes. | 028. aa Gees Cast from any face shown in this book that can be electrotype! 

at [is [etme 2 /y. Omer 4 PRICE OF MATRICES 
Dae Beopih |okope sper ayes 6 

] renee 84]0..] 1 2 1& later? 1% 6 point and smaller, up to 1 inch in length, each .... . . . $6.00 

} gestae: et Re Sole. ts ae Additional inches or fractions thereof... . . alee OO 

| £200 g fr. 5 mr. eee 134 
1 Res eens 15 fl. . La tts 4 

Bees tick oie iol Ae,ca % BEE, % SPECIAL LOGOTYPE MATRICES 

! Wa Aolet. "Sula. Aline % Other than Imprints. Cast from any face shown in this book 
} Fas lw. a a. : ll: % that can be electrotyped. 

1... eee Bet Jeet cece ie teS e e, Upto%inchinlengtheach .....--- 7+ +--+ ++ + $400 
Wider than % inch and up to linch in length,each. ... . . 6.00 

OMG ae oe Ra cece Egy. 6 a dee et POURS 

7 Lower Case a eA ilal iets mete ee . . 16 pounds SPECIALLY CUT MATRICES EXTRA 

4 TUE af oly Ries ee ale Sposa. ze 6 Re hene » . 1 pound 
Points. .).6 66-8 8 Sarin sastannerass) ee ROUre OTHER CHARACTERS 3 

25 pounds 
For larger fonts multiply these weights Cancelled Characters,each...---- 2-0 +++ ++ + $8.00 

Scored Characters,each .. 2... --+0--e+0++++ + 3,00 
— Dotted Characters,each ......----++++++--++ 8.00 R 

Pointed Characters, each . Barrie s Seen yore cevae iene Nene sae 

Diacritical Marks or Characters, each aie earns” B00. é 

WEIGHT OF SORTS Special Characters—Such as Borders, Ornaments, Signs, Fonts 

The following table gives the APPROXIMATE number of and Trade Marks, minimum price. ...... - Po) fs 

characters to the pound, De Vinne taken as an example. Other 
faces may be estimated therefrom. oe d 

i sze-roms.....| 6 | @ | 10 | 12] 14 | 1 | 26 | 30 | 36 | 40 | 60 | 72 
ee ff |} PRICES FOR CASTING IMPRINTS 

CapA .. . . | 800} 432] 240| 200] 160| 80 | 48 | 29 | 20) 12] 7| 5 : : a : 
CapM . . . .|640| 360] 256| 160] 100] 70 | 40 | 24] 17| 10] 6| 4 These prices are in addition to the cost of matrices. 

Lower Case e .|1120] 612 | 384 | 270 | 202 | 125 | 68 | 42 | 32 | 17] 10| 7 50 type or less from one matrix... 2... ....-. 4+ 83:25 
Lower Case t_.|1408] 800 | 496 | 357 | 240 | 156 | 89 | 56 | 39 | 22 | 14| 9 51 to 100 type from one matrix ................. 5.00 
=—oooooo:2)'.0.0.0_.0.00—oOr 200 or more type from one matrix per hundred . . » . 4.50 4 

50 or less type from each of two matrices ........... 5.75 

k NICKING 51 to 100 type from each of two matrices... ........ - 9.50 
x ? 

PRI amide th pritians 10m aici Ge tor Simpleds:.2* or more tom enol of Pye matrices, Der NUNC SE a eee 
and Empire machines. Type for Simplex and Empire machines If imprints are wanted longer than one inch they must be made 

is charged at gross weight before it is nicked. in two pieces, necessitating an extra charge for the additional 

Spaces and Quads nicked for Simplex Machine are sold at the matrix as well as for casting the imprints. ay 2 

price per pound for Type, viz:—10 point spaces and Quads for Nickel-Alloy imprints will always give better satisfaction than 

Simplex Machine, 25 pounds or less, 54¢ per pound. electros. They are clearer and more accurately made and when 
purchased in quanties are cheaper. 

ITALIC TYPE FONTS STYLE OF IMPRINTS 
The following Italics are carried in stock in the bodies, size 100 104 

fonts and at the prices shown in the table given below. HM, MILLER PRINTER, PHILADELPHIA MANNING PRINTING CO 
5 pt. Lining No. 105 Italic 101 105 
5% pt. Lining No. 106 Italic 
6 pt. Lining No. 108 and 110 Italie SNES BAERS NERA ppeee cries coneny 
7 pt. No. 10, 11 and 15 Italic 102 106 

oe tite No MOdale Manca PmuTIKG 0,, DeTHOrT GARRET THE PRINTER 

9 pt. Lining No. 111 and No. 114 Italic 103 107 
10 pt. No. 10 and Lining No. 113 Italic HANFORD PUBLISHING CO. HALL PRINTING CO 
11 pt. No. 10. and 12 Italic 
12 pt. No. 4, 11 and Lining No. 113 Italic 

Ayer Italic Paul Revere Italic 
| Cardinal Italie Caslon Bold Italie 

a Caslon Old Style Italic Caslon Lightface Italic < iN 
Dickens Italic French Old Style Italic ELECTROTYPED IMPRINTS 
Keystone Old Style Italic Old Style No. 2 Italie Price each 50 cents 

‘ a5 - . Made from any of styles shown above or any face selected from 

/ Minimum Size or Multiple Fonts those shown in the specimen book. For quantites the prevailing 
——eeooooees*=" See Electrotype discounts will be allowed on above price. 

Boor eae eee | PRICE PER rouno | MUVENE pmoe 

Boe Point a Gots e 2% $1 50 $3 75 
BMPROth ees) Stee 2% 110 275 5 . 

! se bemtee s e 2% 95 240 PRICE LIST OF ACCENTS ahf 
; i y y 
. 7 Eon SS iarieee whe a on ae Accents for Job Fonts ordered at same time as font will be 

A Ge Peinbote oko tees 5 2% 3 65 charged at 10 per cent of the price of the font. If ordered separately 
tO Paints ee 3 67% 3 40 from the font, the minimum charge will be 35 cents. 

7 Tie POM or wus Coots 7 5 65 325 Accents for Weight Fonts ordered at same time as font, will be 
WSEPOINE tee 5 62% 315 charged at price per pound fortype. Ordered separately, minimum 

i 14 Point ........ 5 58% 295 charge 35 cents. 

a 16 Point ... . 5 38% 295 SCHEME:—Accents for Job Fonts and Weight Fonts of Type 
; 18 Point ....-.--.| 5 58% 295 weigh approximately 10 per cent of the weight of the Fonts. They 

| a RE eee ee contain an equal number of each accent made for the face ordered, 
j Other Italics not listed above are only put up in 25 pound weight if order does not specify otherwise. (See accent section in this 
| fonts for which the regular Weight Font prices will be charged. book.) 
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| S FOR JOB FONTS | 
nn 

: $ 

All cap and lower case Job Fonts schemed as far as practical at the following ratios—everything except Texts, German, 

Seripts, Law or Legal Italics, Typewriter and circular letter faces at 2a 1A ; Texts, German and circular 

letter faces at 3a 1A; Typewriter and Legal or Law Italie faces at 5a 1A. 

SE SLE Bh ea Te ee ee ee eee 
a | 3.45 6 7 8 9101112131415 16171819 20.21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32.33 34 35 36 37 38 39.4041 42 43.44 45 46 47 48 49.5051 52.53 545558 606365 68.7073, 75 
b 3 223334455566 7 7,8 8 8 9 910101011111112121313141414151515161617171717181819.19,202021 21 21 22222324252627.2829) 30 
© |2234 455667 7 8 8 9 91010111112121313141515161617 1718181919 20.20 21 21 22.22.23 23.24.25 26 26.27 27:28 28 28 29 29'30.32)33,3536 37 38) 40 
d 233445678899 101111 1212131514145 tg 747 1818 191920202129 232324242505 26 2627 28 2929 3030.13] 31 32.333436 839404243, 45 
e 4568 910121314 16 17 19.2021 232425 2728293032335 30 37 384041 43444547 48.4951 5253 5456.57 596061 6264 6967 6869707273 808487909397 100 ; 
f (2234455 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9101011111212131314151516161717 18 181919 20 2021 21 2222 23.23.24 25 26 26 27 27 28 28282929 30 3 33.35:3637 38 40 
E |2.223334 4555667 7188 39 910102014 1111 1212131314141415151516 1617171717 18181919 202021 2121 22222 24'25:26)27 28:29 30 

23.4 45 5/67 8 8 9 9101112121313141516 1617 181919202021 21.2290 23 24 25 25:26 27 2828.29 29 30 31 32 32 33 3334353637 3739 4041/43 54749 50 
i | 3/4 5 6 7 8 9101112131415 1617 18192021 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2930 31 32.33 34 35.36 37 38.39.4041 42 43.44 45.46.47 48 4959051:525354555860636568 7073 75 { 
i 12222333444555566667777 788888 9999 9 9 9 9101010101010111111111212191212131313131414141415 15 

. k (22223334 445555666677 7717.88 8 8 89999 9 919 SAOOLO OLN NATAL Z Aaa 1314114141415 15 / 
1 | 23.44.5567 8 8 9 91011121213131415 161617 181919202021 21 2222 23 24/25 25.26 27 28.28 29 29:30 31 32 32 33 3334 35 36 37 37/3940.41'43.45.47.49| SO 
m| 223445566778 8 9 9101011 1112191313141515161617 1718181919 202021 21 2222 2823245262627 27282828 2029 0323335363738 40 
n | 345 6 7 8 91011121314151617 18.19.2021 22 23 24 25:26 27 28 29 3031 32.33 34/35 36 37 3839.40.41 4243 44 45.46 47 48.49.5051 5253 54555860636568 7073 75 
0 345678 91011121314 15 16 171819 30.21 22 23.24.98 96 97 28.29 30 31 32 3334 35 36 37 38.394041142.43.44 45.46 47 48.49 50 51 525354555860636568 7073 75 
p 122233344555 667 7 8 8 8 9 9101010111111121213131414141515151616171717171818 1919202021 21 21 22222324.252627,2829 30 
a {1112222333334 414 4 4 4 45 5555555565 00650006777 77788 88 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 10101010 11 

4 r | 34.5 6 7 8, 910111213141516171819.20.21 22 23 2425126 27 28 29 30 31 32.33.34|35 36 37 38.39.4041 4243/44 45 46.47:48149'50 51 52.53 5455580636568 7073 75 
} 8 | 34/5 6 7 8 9101112131415 16171819 20:21 22 23:24:25 26 27 28 2930 31 32.33 34 353637 38 39.40 41/42.4344 45.4647 48 495051 5253 5455: 8606365687073 5 : 

t 34.3.6 7 8 9101112131415 161718192021 22 23:24 25:26 27 2829 30:31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38.39 40.41 42.43.44.45,46 47 48.49 5051 52535455 5860636587073 75 
u 223.445.5667 7 8 8 9 91010111112121313141515161617 171818191920 2021 21.22 22.2323.24 25 26.2627 27 28 28.28 29.29 30:32 33.35.3637 38 40 F 
vy 2222333444555566667777 7888 8899 99 9 9 9 9101010101010111111111212121212131313131414141415 15 { 
wi 222333445556 67 7 8 8 8 9 910101011111112121313141414151515161617171717 18181919 20.2021 21.21 22 2223.24252627:2829| 30 i 
x |1)1)1222233333 444 44445555555566666666667 7717 7 7,88 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 99 910101010 11 
y 2223334455566 77 88 8 9 9101010111111 1212131314 1414151515 1616171717 1718 18191920 20.2 21.21 22222324 6272829 30 
z |111)23 22133333 4414 4 4 4 4 55515 5155.5 6666 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 717 71 7 718 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 91 9 9 n01g101d 11 ' 
. (223144 5 366778 8 9 9101011 11.12121313141415 15161617 17 181919192020 21.21 22 222324 2525 26 26.27 27 28282929, es 333557 38 40 
> 223.4455 6.67 7 8 8 9 9101011111212131314 141515161617 1718191919 2020.21 21.22.2223 24 2525262627 27 2828 29 29:30 32:33, 3738 40 
2 71112222233333333334444444444555555555555500050050077778 8888 9 
* /21/1/ 2929233333444 44 445555555566666666667777\7 78 8 8-8 88889 9 10101010 11 
+ {4} a} a} af 71] 1] a} a] 2) 2 2 al 2] 2) 9) 9} 3 313 3 3 3 3.3.33 33,3339 3 33399344 444 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 455 5 

. + {a} 43) a} 13) 4) 1) 4) 222 2 2 22] 2 2213 3 331333333339 33933939935 4444 4 4 44 4 4 4 444455 5 4 
j 4) 4)4}4)3}3)2/2) 2.22322 23323 353333333935333393 33334444 a aaa ad 4 4444455 5 M 
2? {4} 1 4} a} 1 1] 1 1) 1 2 2] 2 2] 2) 2 2) 2] 21 2 3] 3] 3] 3, 31 31 31 3 3, 3 3 3, 3 3 3 3 3, 3 9 9 9 3 34 4 4 4 a 4 4 a 44555 4 
ng eee 1 

When fonts are made up of both Caps and Lower Case the quantity of Figures varies according to the proportion of the combination. I 

When the f combinations are included in fonts the quantity of f is reduced to same as g. r 
' 

Sg ah ee see SS A eee 
0 ———— 

‘A 3.4.5 6 7 8 9101112131415 16]17|18)19120121 22123124 25126 27 28 29 30 31132 3334 35 36:37 38 39.40 41 42143 44 45:46 47 48.49 50 51 525354155 58 60.63 65 68 707375 
Bo 222333444556 97 7 8 8 8 8 9 9101011 111111121213131414151515161617171818181919.19.20 20 21 21 21 22.22.23:24 25 26 27 28.29 30 
C2344 5 5 6 7/7 8 9 91011121213131415161617 18 19 19 20.20.21 21.2222 2324.25 25 26 27 282829 29 30 31 32 32.33.33 34 35253637 394042434547 4950 . 
D 2234455 9.77 8 8 8 910101111 121213131314 151516161717 181819 19 20 2021 21 2222232324 25.26 26 27 27 28.28 2829.29 313234353637 :39.40 
E 4568 91011 1919141617 1819.21 2223.24 2627 28.29 30 32.33 3435.46 38.39 4041 42.43 4546474850 51 5253545557 585916061 6263 6560697275788] 848790 
F 2233344550677 88 9) 9) 910101111121213131414151516 161617 181819 19 20 20.21 21 21 222229 23 23 24 24/25,25.26.27 28.2930 32.33 34 35 , 

7 G 223.33 44 55.6 67 7 8 8 9 9 910101111121213131414151516161617 18 181919 20.2021 2121 22 22.22.2323 24.24 25 25 2627 28 2930 32 33 3435 
H 223445567, 7 8 8,8 10101111 1212131313141515161617 17 1818 19.19 20 2021 21 22.22.23 23 24 25 26 26.27 27 28 2828 29.2931 32 34.3536 37 39.40 
T | 3 45 6 7 8 91011121314 151617181920 21 22.23 24 25.2627 282930 31 32.3334 35.3637 38 3940 41.42.43 44/4546 47 48 49 50 515253 54.5558 60 636568 707375 

; J 22323334444555566667777 888888999 9 9 9 910101010101011111111121212121213131313141414 141515 
K 22223334444555566667777 88888 89 9 9 9 9 9 910101010101011111111121212121213131313141414141515, 
L 2.3.4 4.5 5.67 7 8 9 910111212131314 15161617 18191920 2021 21 22 2203 24.25 2526 27 28 28 29 29.30 31 32 32.33 3334 35:35 36 37 39.4042.43.45.47 4950 
M 2234455677 8 8 8 9101011111212131313141515161617 17 1818191920 2021 21 222223 232425262627 27 28282829 29 3132.34:35 36 37 39.40 
N 345678 91011 121314151617 1819 20.21 22.23.24 25.26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39.40.41 4243-44 45.46.47 48.4950 51 5253545558 60636568707375 1 
0345678 91011 121314151617 18192021 222524 252627 2829 30 81 32 5-4 25.36:57 38.3940 A 424344454047 484990 915293 945938 0 63006807373 
P 223.445.5677 8 8 8 9101011111212131313141515161617 17 18181919 20 20 21 21 2222232324 2526 26 27 27 28282829 2931 32:34 35 36 37 39.40 ; 
Q}1 1)12222 3 3 33.33 4/44 4/4 455555555 6666666666717 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 88 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 91010101011 
R 345678 91031 121314 151627 1819.20.21 22 2324 25.26 27 2429-3031 32334 35:36 37 38 394041 424344 494047 4849 S051 52 9354 S586) 63 6968707375 
S 3 4.5 67 8 910111213 14151617 1819.20 21 2223.24.25 26 27 28.29 30 31 32 33 34 35:36 37 38 394041 4243.44 454647 48.49 5051525354 5958 esen68 707379 | 

T/34567 8 9011 121314151617 1819202172273 2425 2621 2829.) 2 8H 393637 38 394041 42434 454047 484990915253 34 SDRC ESEDGSTO 375 
U 223.4455 67 7 8 8 8 910101111121213131314151516161717 181819 19 20.20.21 21 22.22 2323 24 2526 2627 27 28 28.28 292931 32.34.35 36 37 3940 
V 22223334444555566667777 8888 8899 99 9 9 910101010101011111111121212121213131313141414141515 
W 222333444556677 888 8 9 91010111 121213131414 15151516161717 181818191919 2020 212121 22 22.2524252607282950 . 
X/411322233 333344444455555555666666666677777788 8 8 8 8 8 89 9 9 9 91010101011 
¥|2225339444559¢9 7,7 8 88 89 910101111 121119 12131314 14 151515 161617 17 181818 19 1919 0.2021 21 21.222223 94252627 282930 
Z / 11/39 22933333934444445599555560600660Go7 777 71718 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9101010101 
& 222222233333344444455555555666666666677777 7 88 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 91010101011 
$ 222923333444 445 5 5 66666777 8 8 8 9 9 9 91010101010101111 11111212121212121313141414151515151617 1717 | 

4 1 13333344 4 4 5 5555 7778888899 91010101111 14 112121912 121913413 9151515 1515151517 17191918 92) 2121 1 | 
2 222223333444 4455566666777888999 91010103010101111 1111 12121212131213151414141 51945151617 1717 
3 502 2233334444455566666777888999 910101010101011 111111121212 191219131314141415 BISON ATT 

; 2 332223333444445556605667778 88999 9210102010203011 1111111212 121212191913 4 14 1431515 16171717 
a 5 2222233334444455566666777 8 8 8 9 9 9 91010101010101111111112121212121213131414 14151515 151617 1717 

\e 6 2222233334444 455 3 666667 7/7 8 8 8 9 9 9 910101010101011 1111 11121212 12121913131414 14151 1515161717 17 
| 7 22222333344444555606666777888999 9101010101030 12 11 11.11 12121919 19191313 14141 /151515151617 17 17 ‘ 

8 22222333344 4445556666677 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 910101010101011111111121212191219131314141415 ASISISITAT I 
; 9 2222233334 44445556656677 788899 9 91010101010 1011111111 1212121212121313141414151515151617 17 17 

0 (3444455556666 68 8 101010101011 1111 121912131313 14151515 15151517 1717173818 1818181820 20222222 24 2424242526 2626 
, «34.5.6 7 8 91011121314151617.1819.20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28:29 30 313233 34 3536 37 38 39 41 424344454647 48495051 5253545558 1636568707375 

+ 1345978 Soa oe ae a nent )51 525354555860 63 6568707375 
1 12932333444 455556666777788888899999 99 9101010101011 111111 111212121213131313141414141515 

; 7 9233344556677 8 B 9 9 9 910101111121213131414 151516161717 181819 19 20.2021 21 22.22 22 23.2323 24 24 252627 2829 30 32 33.34 35 = 
: 111222233333344444455555555666666666677777788888 888999 910101010N1 | 
3 YUYZAAAIAIIIAMA AAAS FISTS Go gooasoga m7 11788 38898 8 99 3 noo | 
f)ajaja 2222333333444444555555556666666666777 7778 8 8 8 88 8 89 9 9 910101 101111 

, b LLL D299 3393334444445555555 5666666666677 777788 888888999 MOUIMONI 
i Se SSSSsSsSs“s“s»m>$q93S5—> -s00_00_”_—C—C—C—_—_wwO——M<—<—_O_RRG(s—M&mN—n—>— 
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| INFORMATION FOR THE PRINTER | 
. ie Rh esse ee = RO eg ek ee * + 

; SPACES AND QUADS QUAD WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

| We have two standard heights for our Spaces and Quads up to 414 square inches to pound 
72 point. The standard for all sizes up to and including 18 point is 6 Point 336 two-em quad to lb. 24Point21 two-em quad to lb. 

] {sof an inch; the standard for all sizes from 24 to 72 point inclusive 8 Point 176 two-em quad to Ib. 30 Point 28 one-em quad to lb. 

} is 34 of an inch high; the standard for 84 and 96 point is .835 of an 10 Point 112 two-em quad to Ib. 36 Point19 one-em quad to lb. 

{ inch; the standard for 120 point is .807 of an inch. In other words, 12 Point 80 two-em quad to lb. 48 Point 10 one-em quad to lb. 

| 84, 96 and 120 point are shoulder height—that is to say, the Spaces 14 Point 66 two-em quad to Ib. 60 Point 6% one-em quad to lb. 

i] and Quads are the same height as the shoulder of the letter. 18 Point 37 two-em quad to Ib. 72Point 4) one-em quad to lb. 

| The great bulk of our Spaces and Quads, 18 point and smaller, } 

| are now cast on Automatic machines and are therefore standard APPROXIMATE WEIGHT OF FONTS 
Helebhs pe we sary miore on less peel ot the ee as ae Sea Job Fonts of Spaces and Quads weigh as follows: 
machines to special order, to match certain nicks, or for Simplex : 

i hine, i i i 5 Pt. 1Ib. 12 Pt., 1 Ib. 3% oz.| 42 Pt. 2 lb. 6 oz. j 
{ anes and when so cast they are not necessarily the stand. B4Pt.11b. Yoz.|14Pt, 1 1b. 6 oz.| 48 Pt, 2 Ib. 12 oz. | 

ress: i ; i 8 Pt, 15 oz.|16 Pt., 1 Ib. 14 0z.| 54 Pt., 3 Ib. 2 oz. | 
i SPACES, including en spaces will be charged at weight font 7 Pt, 1lb. 1%0z.|18 Pt, 1 Ib. 14 0z.| 60 Pt, 3 Ib. 6 oz. | 

prices. 8 Pt,1lb. 1 oz.|20 Pt, 1 lb. 14 oz.| 72 Pt, 4 Ib. | 

*SPACES 4-em and thinner, 18-point and smaller, when not a 9 Pt, 1 1b. 24407. |24-Pt, 1 Ib. 14 oz.) s4 Pt, 4 Ib, 10 oz. | 
part of a regular font, will be charged at Thin Space prices; larger 10 Pt, 11b. 3/4 0z.| 30 Pt, 1 Ib. 14 0z.| 96 Pt, 5 Ib. 6 oz. 
than 18 point at regular prices. 11 Pt, 11b. 244 0z.|36 Pt, 2 Ib, 2 oz. 1120 Pt. 6 Ib. 10 oz. | 

QUADS from the quad list. The above fonts are put up in about the ratio of one-half quads | 
to one-half spaces. | 

LIST PRICES QUADS 3 
Se cee ee JUSTIFIERS FOR TYPEWRITERS } 

« é Justifiers for Typewriters put up in 1 and 5 pound fonts and ’ 
a | eee ee acl eae as 34, sold at Weight Font prices. | 

soov =¢ seg | «eg@ | ses ge ze 
ge g92 | S42 | 238 s¢ = CORNER QUADS, METAL 

é z ae iE 6 Point, per set offour ......-. 2... 2... $015 
5 Point| $090 $0 85 $0 80 $0 70 We loss 12 Point, per set of four's.. 2.00 2 sk sie 15 1 

5% Point 74 62 53 45 40 tess _—__— et 

Peale) a) a] 2 ae oint 7 point} 58 | 3 | #@ | | M | 18 RUNNING BORDER PRICES 
9 Point 48 42 38 34 31 144 a 

; 10 Point 46 40 36 32 30 130 FEET IN FONTS SETS OF | 
So a a . ey a Me Bony INCLUDING ‘CORNERS PRICE 

. ee ee) i eae ee | 
ou B Points. 2 asses 5 4 $150 

18 Point 40 36 31 2 | . 24 100 9Point . Pua 4% 4 140 | 
i y | 

Larger than 18 point at price of 18 point 7 Point ees “ : e 
Quotation Quads apne pet ten : A ae | 
Smaller than 24 Sea esrabeatns é : +e 80 Pont Jo ie 2 1 165 

Sy MEE Tc a SS 48 Point eh easton) 1% 1 150 { 

SPACES AND QUADS are carried in stock in packages as ae he a ae ep a | 

follows: Note also that these Borders are carried in stock in fonts only, 

Fiye-pound Fonts Spaces and Quads containing one-half Spaces and when separate characters are desired they will have to be cast 
and one-half Quads. to order, and sold as sorts. The prices do not effect Combination | 

4 : Borders or Ornaments in fonts. ‘ 
Five-pound packages Quads, assorted. } 

Five-pound packages Spaces, all thicknesses, assorted. ar ; 

Half-pages (about three pounds), or whole-pages (about six 4 

pounds) of either one, two, or three-em Quads. TWO DEFINITIONS | 

Half-pages (about three pounds) of either en or three-em A RUNNING BORDER is a border cast on one body (except the 
4 Buunen, corners) with a design intended to completely surround a page. | 

One-pound packages of Spaces, four-em and thinner. A COMBINATION BORDER is one that consists of more than | 
; one character, cast on more than one body, all of which are com- | 

All orders for Spaces and Quads that cannot be filled with stock bined in a single font. | 

| packages as above, must be made up specially, causing a delay ei es 
in shipping. 

4 MINIMUM CHARGE for sorts 60c. OLD METAL | 

eee ee than 4 ozs. of any ‘‘set” of spaces or quads Send for our latest quotations 

| SPACES AND QUADS NICKED FOR SIMPLEX MACHINE are BOXING AND MARKING. When shipping, mark boxes and , ‘ 
| sold at the price per pound for Type, viz:—10 point Spaces and freight receipt “Scrap Lead” which will secure a lower freight rate. ’ 

5 Quads for Simplex Machine 25 Ibs. or less, 54c per pound. Old metal should be securely boxed and plainly directed, (we ? 
; will send tags for this purpose if desired), the shipper’s name 

i JOB FONTS OF SPACES AND QUADS placed on lower left hand corner of box. The foundry should be 
q promptly notified of shipment, together with the net weight of 

| ee ea ee metal sent. Old type, electros, stereos and brass should never be 
i oor San roma BooY aoa mixed together, as a separate value attaches to each. 

a a ee er ee ee ee eee ee SAME AS CASH. Metal shipped to us as above will be credited } 
Spe, $095 Bhi $100 as cash, at the prevailing prices per pound, and the cash discount sie 
54Point.. |. . 85 % Point 1... 100 will be allowed if the metal is received during the cash discount 
GePoint coi. 70 30 Point ote 100 time, in payment for Nickel-Alloy, Universal Line Type, Borders, 

ty if poe hint casa " = aoe ec, i Ornaments, Brass Rule, Leads, Slugs, and other printing material 

i 9 Point... |: % | 4sPont |... :) 150 nO Dy ae 
if 10 Point . oo vit 54Point ..... 170 PLATE MATTER AND BASES. Plate matter and plate bases 

1 OS ABORT gts sl. 65 60 Point Bis oe 180 furnished printers by Newspaper Unions will not be accepted at 
| B Point CT ec & 2 Boint a ies an any price. 
a oint Bie OE ac ps 50 
| 16 Point. 7. : 100 - | 96Point - 2. 2.90 SPECIAL NOTICE. Type melted and run togther, zine plates, | 
. 18 Point..... 100 120 Point ..... 360 metal containing zine or type and other plates mixed with zinc } 

—— a plates will not be received at any price. 
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| INFORMATION FOR THE PRINTER : | 
nn 

° 
| 

¥ PRICES OF METAL LEADS AND SLUGS Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, District of Columbia, Dela- 

—————EE————————————————E— ware, Virginia, West Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, 

> Florida, and on the Pacific Coast. Specimen Book showing faces 
URE eee and prices will be sent on application. 

} Rime oe apa Iona can aexaeead Our Brass Type faces are mainly of plain substantial, durable ] 
4 es ae eee character, and will stand the heat and pressure required in book- 

2 tele es binding, and the wear and rough handling encountered in printing 
Srettanane = vane etal Sica eee enn =. Latcane ke on wood, leather, cloth and other hard surfaces. The metal used 7 

1 pt. itopica ...... 4c 48c 48c 68¢ in its manufacture is the hardest and best quality. Especial atten- 

: Ws pt.10topica ...... 30 37 37 . tion is called to the deep counters which is essential in brass type 
Ippt. 8topica ...... 24 30 30 4 to produce good work. Our Brass Type is smoothly finished, uni- 
Wfpt. Ttopica ...... 20 25 25 40 form in height and good alignment. Our large assortment of faces 
2 pt. 6topicaand) — 16 20 20 35 will meet almost every requirement. 

CRORE he? A small assortment of spaces and quads accompany each font 

z Sia re ee : ‘ of Brass Type. Movable Accents will be supplied to order for all 

ee) firee af ae point Hetty and six point Slugs in strips, our Brass Type faces. Adjustable to meet all requirements. 
put up in boxes of 150 Ibs., each size put up separately. i ; 

Saat + Our Brass Type and Borders are made any height from 1-4 inch 

heen eeving Fonte,)25 pounds, 60: pounds and: multiples high to 1-32 inch above type height, but are furnished regular 

we - height of type unless otherwise ordered. j 

Geta Detsee OSE 20 ae ee podnas Sonn ereee We are generally able to fill all orders for Brass Type with 

i ili ecacameaedes reasonable promptness, but special faces which must be cast to 
order take a little more time, owing to the necessarily slow process 

CONTENTS OF 25 POUND LABOR-SAVING FONTS of manufacture. 4 

Brass Type can be used economically and with best results by 
2-POINT LEADS 6-POINT SLUGS 12-POINT SLUGS Bookbinders, Badge Makers, Box Makers, Advertising Novelty 

| | Manufacturers and for embossing, stamping, printing on wood, 

72each. .4tollems|24each. .4to14ems|12each, .4tol4ems cloth, leather and other hard surfaces. It can be furnished almost 

@0each . 12to025ems | 20 each . 15 to 25 ems | 10 each . 15 to 25 ems any size and height, and is hard enough to stand the most severe 
ener usage. 

Special fonts to order. 124 pound fonts contain one-half of 
the above schemes. Z Font Scheme for 175 Type—Caps and.Lower Case 

7% NUMBER OF INCHES TO A POUND OF ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 
LEADS OR SLUGS Sraed) 2 ORCA IES SNA (ANG AN aes é ; 

"a , 
ipt Leads 9. 9PL Leads (io SP Leads 100 aPC Leadaws  W  Y 2 REY Ge eT el ae : 
6Pt.Slugs 51 8Pt.Slugs 40 10Pt.Slugs 26 12 Pt. Slugs i 

A lead and slug case holds about 100 pounds labor-saving. f i k 

‘An Eureka lead rack holds 180 pounds labor-saving. Big DER on A eas 8 Ae ty Sed ee ate ea 
—- OMS pis aca am Re Wikre RANT W hcoWor Doki wenne et tae eee 

Bed = ASC A ted SiS) Ore aR Oya oe t ‘ 
LEADS FOR NEWSPAPERS Eee ee SNe a ar ge eae 

Table showing the number of leads, 13 ems pica long, contained ay 

in one pound, and the number required to lead 1000 ems of matter. Font Scheme for 250 Type—Caps and Lower Case 

Together with the number of leads in a single column of matter, 

rola sizes of newspaner APODETGHIJELMNOPQRET UY 
I a a pee 

Prlevpesa | fw sae ae Woe Y 2 NAR bo id ae eee 6st en Od 
sue or son we |S2|3 8/228 |fe8 | es | ees 23 )2@3 2 iene od eee 1 2668246404444 4466 

rouevencowni |e Ble S| 332 | 535 | 332) 535 | FE | 25 re sre on ae emp iene a ee 
sm Topica venos |S 2/3 —| 383 | S55 | S55 |885 | 85 | BS Obit Cede Ot po estas tsi ee ie een ee 

Bi ies [eee Ae ed Cece eke aa hee Aer SEB ORT Be ie A DCO ye eA ene Cee 

Sern ciel aliens Sahel AAMT p cane al ORAL hoa OATS cP Noe hae ae Ste ec ene Sart: 
5% Point .| 60 | 26| 132 170 185 | 206 | 224 | 241 Sie Bet Amami 

f 6 Point ..| 60] 29| 115 | 16 | 179 | 197 | 215 | 233 Sat M SS OR at ib) Vii oes eis se EES D 
7 Point . .| 60 | 34 108 140 154 169 185 | 201 SST Sa ee 

8 Point . .| 60 | 40 99 128 141 155 169 | 183 oie 

9 Point ..|60/45| ss | 114 | 125 | 138 | 150 | 163 Font Scheme for 100 Type—Caps 
10 Point . .| 60 | 52 84 108 119 181 143 | 154 ABCDEFGHISKLMNOPQRSTUV 

CN Fe Sa ee CS 908 HRS SUR RS SOR Ae eee ee 

eee WX YZ*H He. ,'-1234567800 
NUMBER OF LEADS TO POUND eran) wot taster lain Guar sat aay ote rer Aer Ce ih atc) 

iat IRE Ne ee 
The following table shows the number of leads to the pound SS TEE ge De ee 

» in the several lengths and thicknesses given: Font Scheme for 125 Type—Caps 
SMAI Leese REM res SO eee nee aes eee aS: Seba 

LENGTHS] 1-PoINT | 2PoINT | 6-POINT || LENGTHS | t-PoINT | 2-PomNT | 6-poINT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 

8 4Ems.| 390 | 195 | 65 ||14Ems.| 11 | 55 | 18 SG hed BYR OE AEE Ae SO OC gee te ate te 
; 5Ems.| 312 156 52 ||15Ems.| 104 52 17 We XM ZOU SO 8 ie FA 8 8k, BOT 8 Oso 

6Ems.| 260 130 44 |l1¢Ems.| 97 48 16 9g gal ae a a ae 28 Ra ee ak 28a 

7Ems.| 222 ut 36 17 Ems . 92 45 15 _=————————————OOOOO 

8Ems. 195 97 32. 18 Ems . 87 43 14 

; 9Ems.| 173 | 87 | 28 |l19Ems.| 82 | 41 | 2 Font Scheme for 150 Type—Caps 

AO Tent Sesto lp ge | Pa ne pn elec Ce ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUY 
Ah Bs “tm | 6 2 10 Gad gd O88 oe Les. 8) eee eee bese Ea a8 

eB |e cle gp sl onl loser Pe ee oe 3 WXYZ*E*H &.,'-1234567890 
. Sea = por Teer yay aces WN Wes er ae Ye Pe tales PA Oe ee 

Font Scheme for 175 Type—Caps 
BRASS TYPE ele St Laat oe tla e eeeee ees 

; Bsus Tepe Hol eatriod fi stbcie andigenefallytakes twoto four; Ai BUC, 2: Bak Gr Hi Tag RAMEN Or eae 
weeks to make. i, 

We are selling agents’ for the Brass Type, Borders and i = ie z oe oe e eae . ‘ t . e . ¢ | 

Ornaments made by the Missouri Brass Type Foundry Co., of 1 

: Saint Louis, Mo., in the following states: Maine, New Hampshire, SS a ae ene 

P Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, *These characters, in caps and lower case, included where made. _ 

. 
$$ MOOD 

; 19 |
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ESTIMATES STANDARD SIZES OF NEWSPAPERS | 

These lists contain every item necessary in the make-up The following are the regular sizes of newspapers, adopted by } 

f lete Job N Offi the auxiliary printers. We would advise parties planning new { 

| of a complete Job or Newspaper Uitice newspapers to adopt one of these sizes. The width of the column 

| Dela it is 13 ems pica. 
| 

ct 2 ad eater ee ree Fa eee 

| ESTIMATE FOR A JOB OFFICE GWE PAPER] SWE PAGE] SIZE FORM) COL. RULE | HEAD RULE } 

/ ; . ; wones | _ Inches INCHES ones | EMS 12-PT. 
14x20 Gordon Press with f’ntain | Labor Saving Metal Furniture SS te ee lie eee eats 

8x12 Gordon Press ...... | Labor Saving 6 and 12-pt. Slugs 4 Column Quarto .| 22x30] 8}4x14 | 18%4x29 1394 | 53% { 

| Side and Overhead Steam Fixt’s | Labor Saving 2-point Leads 5 Column Quarto .| 26x40 | 11) x18 | 2314x37 17% | 67 
| Lever Paper Cutter ..... 2-Pt. Leads in Strips. . . . 6 Column Quarto . | 30x44 | 13%¢x20 | 27%4x41 194 8074 

i Imposing Stone and Frame . . Lead and Slug Rack. . . 5 7 Column Quarto 35x48 | 15%%x22 | 32/4x45 2134 4 

Anke Hite. he fn a eae = Lead and Rule Cutter 3 5 Column Folio . .| 20x26 | 11) x18 | 18 x23%4 | 1794 67 

- Cabinets,............ | MiterBoxandSaw . Des 6 Column Folio . .| 22x30 | 13%<x20 | 19°4x28'4 | 1994 | 80/4 
| Job Stands and Case Racks . . Metal Quoins and Key... . . 7 Column Folio . . | 24x35 | 15%4x22 | 2134x33 2134 4 

NewsCases ...... Pair Bellows... . . te 8 Column Folio . . | 26x40 | 17}}x24 | 2334x3714 | 23%4 | 1074 

Italic and Triple Cases Bookink.... . 7 . 9 Column Folio . . | 28x44 | 20 x26 | 25%4x42 2534 | 121 

Wood Type Cases ....... JobInks...... Wee 
Harris Rule Cases... . . Wood: Tyne ive Shek se 
Job Galley, 84x13... .... Wood Border ... . ycene pe 

| A Job Galley, 15x22........ Assorted WoodRule..... 

{ Double Galleys ........ 6 and 12-point Reglet ... . 
Galley Rack .......... | 10-PointOldStyle....... BOOK WORK MEASUREMENT | 

36-inch Mahogany Job stick. , | 8-Point OldStyle...... . : : | 
6-inch Sticks bch = sohes 6-Point Old Style . . ae 4 Table showing the number of ems to a line, and the number of 4 

40-inch Sticks . Eee ee Metal Poster Type. ...... lines contained in 1000 ems of matter, standard book measures. ) . 

té-inch Sticks... .. sos Font 10-Point Law Italic . . Also the space, in inches, filled by 1000 ems of matter of the | 

: Mallet, Planer and Proof Planer | BrassLeaders......... different measures. | 
Benzine Can and Brush... . Script and Circular Letters . . ——————————————————————————————————————————— 
Assorted Gauge Pins... . Display Type... ss + 21 EMS PICA 23 EMS PICA 26 EMS PICA 

“2-Pt. Labor Saving Single Rule | Ornaments.......... othe be ober te che site ee { 
2-Pt. Labor Saving Dotted Rule | Borders ..........-.- sizeortye| 22 | 28129 | 82 | 58] 88] fe | Se | S38 } 

i 6-Pt. Labor Saving Double Rule | Spacesand Quads ....... oes lee leo teciies (teste cls ao 
| Wood Furniture and Case .. | Check Blanks, Date Lines, ete. 22/22 |25|3=|23| 28 2: |22| 32 

} psn BU EOS a a S| See Ra eA all 
6 Point .| 42 | 2 | 2 | 46 | a1 1%4| 50 | 20 | 136 

N 8 Point .| 3134] 32%4| 3%4| 35 | 284 34 | 374) 26%) 3 
i ESTIMATE FOR A NEWSPAPER OFFICE 10 Point || 25%| 39% 5% | zl 36°] 5 | 30°| 33%| 4% 

i Hand or Cylinder Press... . . Editorial Dash Rules .... . 11 Point .| 23 | 43%} 634| 25 | 40 | 64 | 274) 3654) 5% 

Chases, one pair. ....... 2-Pt. Leads, Column measure . 12 Point .| 21 | 48 | 8 23 | 43%) 7% | 25 | 40 | 6% 

Cast Roller, Frame and Core . 6-Pt. and 12 Pt. Slugs, single and =——Noooooelee=ele_eaeea 

Iron Side and Foot Sticks . . . doublecolumn ...... 
Imposing Stone ........ Poor Slugs ky eee When ordering Book or Newspaper Type, always state whether | 

Single Brass Galleys cr aay Electrotyped Heading... . . Italic or Leaders are wanted, as they are never sent unless specially } 

Double Soe Galleys ..... | ProofRoller (inches) ... . ordered. | 
Screw or Yankee Sticks .. . . Extra NewsInk ........ Spaces and Quads are not put up with Job Fonts and B % / 

10-inch Job Sticks .. ... . . | Lye Brush and Type Wash . . therefore, if a fant herd fan aae eee of body, it will be Secs : 
News Stands.......... | SawandMiterBox ....., for you to order them separately. See prices of Job Fonts of Spaces 

| Web Stands se teierc 6 o.oo si |e BENOWB 2s, ry a eee ys and Quads on page 18. 

” News Cases, pairs... ...- Tend Cutter 30.0, =. a= 

ki] Italic or Job Cases... ... . Inking Stone). 2.2.6 <4 01s TF ee 

; Mallet and Planer ....... | NewspaperFile ....... ~ 

Steel Shooting Stick and Quoins | Metal Quoins and Key . . ‘ STANDARD NEWSPAPER MEASURE | 

Wood Side Sticks ....... 6-Point Roman ... . ft t 

Assorted Reglet and Furniture 8-Point Roman Atha The Standard Newspaper Measure, as recognized and now in 

Column Rules .. . Wanteas 10-PointRoman ....... general use, is 13 ems pica. The standard of measurement of all 

7. HeadRules .... . «+: 12-PointRoman ........ sizes of type is the ‘em quad” not the letter “m” e 

Double Cross Rules, single Col. | Display Type .........- | 

Single Cross Rules, single Col. | Spaces and Quads for Display — 

' Double Cross Rules, double Col. SPY erie oak ton ohne aes 

ft Single (or Pony) Dash Rules . HOW TO ESTIMATE BODY TYPE 

i The items in either column may be changed to suit the need of To estimate the quantity of solid type required for newspaper i 

a purchasers, adding or leaving out as desired. or book work, find the number of square inches to be set, and 4 

divide the same by four (4), which will give the approximate weight © 

nae of mattér in pounds: to which add 25 per cent. for sorts or dead 

q letters remaining in the case. 

} NEWSPAPER MEASUREMENT When the matter is to be leaded the weight of the type may be 

\ Table showing the number of ems of the different sizes of reduced about one quarter, i. e. a single column of six-column ! 

newspaper type in a line, the number of lines necessary to make folio, solid, will weigh 10% pounds, requiring about 13 pounds of , 

a 1000 ems, and the length in inches. Also the number ofemsinthe  tYpe, while the same length column, leaded with six-to-pica leads, 

| regular lengths of column. will contain but 7% pounds solid matter, requiring about 10 pounds 

Peete Matra SRY ih een elie sari A of type to set the same. 

ie 13 EMS PICA ol el ees teal el 8 aI 
4 eTANDAR' LUMN 3 s = £ ° 3 < i 

i] Bee eins Ves Tiler ecalone| coe APPROXIMATE NUMBER WORDS TO SQUARE INCH : 
a Number ofemsinline . . .| 28%] 26 22%4| 194] 1734] 15% For calculating the number of pages a manuscript will occupy. 

ai Number of lines in 1000 ems .| 354) 38)4) 45 | 5S1)¢| 5774) 64% WORDS TO $Q. IN. WORDS TO SQ. IN, 

+} Number inches in 1000ems.| 2%) 3%4| 4%|_ 5%] 7!4|_ 9 18 Point, solid ........7 | 9 Point, leaded “21 
| 4Col. Fol. or Quar. Ems in Col.|5040 |4325 |3175 [2465 |1950 |1610 14 Point, solid . . . 11°] 8 Point, solid...) 1. 132 

} | 5 Col. Fol. or Quar. Ems in Col.}6505 |5615 {4115 |3200 [2525 [2085 12 Point, solid . . «2 314>)|\8 Point, leaded). i ...502 228 

Vy) 6Col. Fol. or Quar. Ems in Col.|7180 |6160 |4515' |3510 2770 {2290 12 Point, leaded... . 1 | 7 Point, solid ss 3 88 j 
il 7Col. Fol. or Quar. Ems in Col.|7900 |6785|4970 [3865 [3050 [2520 pit insu meth (2 Eolnt leaded sei eat ’ 
| 8Col, Fol. EmsinCol. . . . . |8630 |7410 [5440 [4220 [3330 |2755 10: Bott sold) eee Ue ect eure a4 

| 9Col.Fol. EmsinCol. . . . . |9310 |8030 [5885 [4575 |3615 |2970 10 Point, leaded |. |. | | 116 | 5 Point, solid tS one 
ii tt 9 Point, solid... || | | | 128 | 5 Point,leaded’ | | | | |: (50 

i ; i Bnet 
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; NUMBER OF EMS IN ONE POUND OF TYPE HOW TO PRINT CONSECUTIVE NUMBERS 

Two by two inches (four square inches) of solid type weighs Orders to print consecutive numbers are received more or less 

r approximately one pound: frequently by every printing office, large or small. In the average 

i EMS EMSs office, to print the numbers 1 to 200 consecutively would be quite a 

: BiPaldt. aes he ae Pointe Ce a task, and when undertaken in the ordinary way, with the facilities 

: 5% Point . Gacsoue cea OO) FIO) OEE eee et sia ee eUe usually at hand, the cost is so high that the customer usually con- 
q B. Paitites yeti obo ee Points. hace! alle. siigieat SSE cludes to get along with something else than printed numbers, and 
; V4 Pointe oi oe - 423 | 12 Point... . imal ee what might be a profitable job is lost to the office. 

8 Point . ertieerke ies aoe Suppose an order for two hundred reserved seat numbers from 
1 to 200, six copies of each. It is not necessary to set up more than 

} — the units 1 to0. These figures are to be set up, properly spaced, 
one above the other, as shown in column A of the table annexed. 

TYPE STANDARDS 
j < x A/B/C/D|E|F/G/H/1I/K|L * 

The basis of measurements adopted by the International pa 
Typographical Union is the lower-case alphabet, from “a” to “‘z"” 1} 11 | 21 | 31 | 41 | 51 | ot | 71 | 81 | 91 | OF 
inclusive, and the ems used are same body as the type measured. 2 | 92 | 32 | 42 | 52 | 62 | 72 | 82 | 92 | 02 | 12 

A oS ee 3 53 | 63 | 73 03 | 13 | 23 
OG POM ss seas ue de, B ROU erat lea ee ae St ee lee ee ecto aaibagilae 
Bo OMG are gies tice faa POW. Fgep wee reas ae aes 5 | 55 | @5 | 75 | 85 | 95 | 05 | 15 | 25 | 35 | 45 
OE POMC ws ede oe 10 Point... : ede 
Oo Potts iris eh ae ERLE OIE ey) crore toes ane O48 6 | 66 | 76 | 86 | 96 | 06 | 16 | 26 | 36 | 46 | 56 j 
Wee PDI bg cite catyae atten Se MMe OEE! C's) cae aen 2) LAU ES 7 | 77 | 87 | 97 | 07 | 17 | 27 | 37 | 47 | 57 | 67 

. 8 | 88 | 98 | 08 | 18 | 28 | 38 | 48 | 58 | 68 | 78 

a 9 | 99 | 09 | 19 | 29 | 39 | 49 | 59 | 69 | 79 | 89 

, 0 | 00 | 10 | 20 | 30 | 40 | 50 | 60 | 70 | 80 | 90 

is PROOFREADER’S MARKS 
i One hundred and twenty impressions are taken on strips of 

r % change bad letters. S_ Close up entirely of cardboard cut to the required width. This done, give the required 
Uh Rest Sous Gas Hyphen number of units. Change the guage pins in a manner to print the 

* © Period GY Straighten tines same form beside the printed figures to form the tens, as shown in 
2 torn Wey F column B of the table. Take twelve impressions of this form on 
3 Take out (dele) yr eae C Move over twelve of the already printed strips. The next step is to change 

@ Colon the form by taking the top figure (1) and place it at the bottom of 
hy Sete Pg aac Ds Em-quad space column, so that the next impression on a strip of the first form will 
% Insert space 7 Semicolon /4 can read as shown in column C of the table. We print again twelve 

: Dr Byen wane & apostrophe Speen aes strips of the first form. This change of the top figures, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
aon I~>/ ‘Two-em dash 7, 8, 9 and 0, respectively, is repeated eight more times, shown in 

a7) Leos space ND; Qnote the table as columns D, E, F, G, H, I, K and L. From each change 
f twelve impressions on the printed slips containing the first form 

F de eeeee, pee Ee ys see beets Lomas ame must be made. This will finish the tens, and by changing the form 
No Noparagraph fr. Transpose small letters to ten figure 1’s and again moving the pins to the left for the space- 

; w.f. Wrong font Caps Capital letters Ttal. Italics width of the type, and printing six strips of each the former 
cee Let it stand s.¢. Small caps Rom. Roman changes from B to L, gives the hundreds, or a continuous run of 

numbers from 1 to 199 in an edition of six copies. To obtain 
——— number 200, print upon the six strips left a figure 2 to head the 00 of 

4 column = ie sorta the anaes it a Me ee six 
copies of the heavy type cannot be used, bu is sm: loss in 

q ROMAN NUMERALS stock is compensated many times by the advantage derived from 
{ i=} Ix— 9 XVI-16 LX— 60 CCC— 300 the method. 

I-2 x—10 XVII—17 LXx— 70 CcD— 400 ——— 
eo m-—3 XI—11 XVIII—18 LXXX— 80 D— 500 

Iv-4+ = XII-12 xIxX—19 XC— 90 DC— 600 AMOUNT OF PAPER REQUIRED 
, v—5 Xil—13 Xx—20 C—100 DCC— 700 : a co 

vis Xv“ xem = CLs DeeC- Te Tae | aw | aw [am [aww lon 
8 EET Bes Vorae 6 M1000 ze sneer | sneer | sneer | sneer | sneer | sneer | sneer | aneer | sheer 

5 eer SEV E/SElZE/LEZE/ER|EE|EElEE 
4 ™ 2 e/s S/F S1(FS1/2ZS/35/35/8 5188 

TO CALCULATE PAPER EQUIVALENTS ra eae ad oa ce eel 
* 50 1-1] 017] O13] 0-9] O07] 0-6] 0-5] O 4) O4 

The comparative weight of any irregular size of paper may be an eo 2 he a i ae ae tate ier eat oe 

determined by a simple calculation. For example: To find the ive ‘ie = 

weight of a ream of paper 23x31 inches the equivalent in weight of 4 ee ert one ane ae oA vay po eae 

‘a ream 25x38 inches, weighing 80 pounds; multiply the width by 400 | s-8| 5-14] 44) 219] 2-2] 1-21] 1-10] 1-3] 1-1 

3 the length of the size desired (in this case 23x31 inches) which 500 | 10-10 | 6-23] 5-5] 3-12] 2-15 | 2-8| 1-18] 1-10] 1-8 

gives 713 or the number of square inches in the sheet; multiply this 600 | 12-12] 8 8] 6-6] 4-4] 3-3] 2-419} 2-2) 1-16] 1-14 

product by 80 (the known weight of the basis paper) which gives 700 | 14-14] 9-18] 7-7] 421] 3-46] 3-6] 2-11] 1-23] 1-20 

57040 ; divide this product by 950 (the number of square inches in 750 | 15-15 | 10-10 | 7-20) 5 5| $22) 9-12) 215) 2-3) 1-28 

a. the basis paper 25x 38 inches) which gives 60 and a small fraction, a ee oe oo hae on Mae ey aaa ae 

or the number of pounds desired. Therefore a ream of paper 1000 | 20-20 | 13-22 | 10-10 | 6-23 | 5-5 | 416] 3-42] 2-19] 2-15 d 

23x91 inches weighing 60 pounds is the practical equivalent in 4250 | 26-1 |17-9]}13-1] 8-17] 613| 519] 49] 342] 3-7 

;- weight ofa ream of paper 25 x 38 inches, weighing 80 pounds. 1500 | 31- 6 | 20-20 | 15-15 | 10-10 | 7-20] 6-23] 5-5| 4-6] 3-22 
1750 | 36-11 | 28- 8 | 18-6 | 12-4] 9 3] 8-3] 6-2] 4-22) 4-14 

. ee eee 2000 | 41-16 | 26-19 | 20-20 | 13-22 | 10-10 | 9-7] 6-23] 5-14] 5-5 

7 ao ea |i ie ties |e |e [| ea] 2B 
FLAT WRITING PAPER SIZES 4000 | 3-8 | S5-14 | at-a6 | 27-19 | 30-20 | 8-413 | 19-22 | 11-8 | 10-10 

SL TaRLAR MEI cas, abo Doobie’ Dery, aiaerdiys js 16-xten Cs ees se Ae eae ee 
F Flat Packet or Packet Post 12 x 19 pounls Demy, broad . . 21x 32 5 ote Ts 

FlatFoolscaporSmallCap13x16 Elephant ...... .23x28 

aie Flat Cap... .---14x17 Medium... ... . 18x23 ALLOWANCE FOR SPOILAGE 
Crown or Crown Cap. . 15x 19 Te bia se prs San ee ee ———————————————————————— 

7 Double Letter . . . . . .16x 20 Double Medium, narrow . 18 x 46 EDmON FIRST | EACH ADD.) pining common Finst [EACH ADD. aaoing 

Demy 1.1) 14821 Double Medium, broad 23x96 © _‘™™* _|enton| coun [PHONE] EONTN___| oouon_|_couon | OONE 
Folio Post or Folio . . .17x 22 Double Royal . .. . . . 24x 38 100 to 250 | 10% | 5% 5% 1,000 to 5,000 | 434% | 240% | 2% 

Ee Double Folio ..... .22x84 Double Elephant .. . .27x 40 250to 500 | 6% | 4% 4 5,000 to 10,000 | 324% | 276% | 2% 

Double Cap .......17x28 Columbier....... .23x34 500 to 1,000 | 5% | 324% | 24% || 10,000 to 25,000 | 24% | 2%a% | 2% 

| Small Double Cap... .16x26 Atlas.......... 26x33 SSS en eee as nee oe 

: Royal, Double Packet or Antiquarian... .. . .31x53 Over 25,000, 2% for each operation. For less than 100, allow the 

Packet Folio. . ....19x24 Cardboard, ..... . .22x28 same number of sheets, as for 100, for each handling. On very 

Super Royal... ... .20x28  Car-Card Cardboard. . . 22x 42 fine work, allow at least 1% extra for each handling. q 
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| | INFORMATION FOR THE PRINT | 
' 2 ae hn ee a eT 

BINDING INFORMATION TESTS OF CORRECT IMPOSITION 

Among printers there is liable to be a wide difference of opinion Asa general rule, except where for convenience in folding, > 
i as to the meaning of the terms quarter bound, half bound, three- certain forms are imposed from the center, the lower eee Pe 

| Te eared Al bound aid Tall bound extra, ‘The following of @ form la\placen on the lower letthaud eorer) 20 9c Tacs 
| BPR lore coe ai ummlited to be the hilidal anderetanding between...) #e elwaysiat the tefttand of he wake-up, al viewed fom the S00 

printers and binders, as to blank book work: The odd and even folios of pages which are side by side in a 

‘A LEAF is understood to be two pages and a sheet four pages. correctly imposed complete form will, when added together, forma 

1 ‘ sth Ti total of one more than the number of pages in a signature. The 

; __ CHECK BINDING is a book stitched, with light straw-board first and last pages of the signature are always placed side by side ; 
sides, covered with paper, muslin or leather back, cut flush. —as, for instance, in a 16-page form, where folios 1 and 16 equal 

QUARTER BINDING is a book sewed, with leather back, smooth seventeen. 

straw-board sides, cut flush and covered with paper, turned over ene ee 

the edges. 

HALF BINDING is a book sewed (or whip-stitched), smooth CORRECT IMPOSITION OF LENGTHWISE ‘ 

i roan leather tight back, tar-board sides, covered with muslin, 

: turned in and with or without leather corners, cover extending CUTS AND TABLES 
over the edges of the book; finished and lettered on the back 2 2 

i in gold. ee oe mules that ee ae and uh shee 

| i i i read from the foot of page. en a lengthwise cut or table is on 

THREE-QUARTER BINDING is a book with spring back, of ne page and the explanatory or descriptive matter on the opposite 
a | Russia leather or other equally good, with raised bands, cloth sides, ee Ar itor civic ahould, if possible; ‘be placed on th 

| and leather corners, rounded; or, when required, a full bound Bees ‘arth ecw oe ta EE eae a eee aCe ae 

| sheep, colored or uncolored leather, in lieu of Russia back and Page Wt ne Even one 

| cloth sides; finished and lettered on the back in gold. ore 

| FULL BOUND No. 1 is a book bound in full sheep, spring back, 

| raised bands, with Russia leather ends and bands, with the usual BOOK MARGINS ‘ 

i rolling, finishing and lettering, and understood by stationers and , a : 

i printers as full-bound Russia ends and bands. The proper allowances for head and back margins are matters 

FULL BOUND EXTRA is a book with full Russia spring back, of judgment and preference to a great degree. 
with double raised bands, and double Russia side finishing, with The head and foot margins of a trimmed book are usually of 

‘ the usual extra finishing and lettering, recognized by stationers equal proportions, but as the binder will almost invariably find it 

and printers as double extra Russia end and band books. necessary to cut off more paper from the foot than from the head , 

{ the make-up must make sufficient allowance for this extra trim. t 

e When the pages have running heads one-third or less shorter 
than the width of the page, one-half of the space occupied by the 

i running head should be thrown into the head margin because the 

IMPOSITION OF FORMS white around the running head is to be considered as part of the 
head margin. Ifa folio only is used over a page, the head margin 

i The make-up should learn to use the measuring rule or tape is to be calculated from the top of the page. 

i measure and dividers. They are more convenient to measure with The make-up must know whether a book is to be wire-stitched 

than paper, and their use is regarded as evidence of knowledge of through the back or sewed through the fold. If wire stitched 

the imposition of book forms. The dividers will enable the make- through the back, an extra allowance additional to the back margin 

} up to verify his measurements quickly. required must be made a little in excess of the space used by the . 4 

Ascertain what furniture will be required for the margins of a wire. This space varies according to the thickness of the book, 

i book form before placing it upon the stone. Time will be saved, but is rarely less than three-sixteenths of an inch on each side of 

i and the work will have the appearance of order and neatness. the back margin, or three-eights of an inch in the back gutters. 

1 After a book form is imposed, tighten 'the quoins, and ascertain In forms of thirty two pages or more it is advisable, where it is { 3 

i by means of a straightedge or square if the pages are of equal possible, to impose the pages so that the sheet may be cut and ¢ 

' length and the head lines or bottom folios are exactly in line. folded in signatures of half the number of pages, especially when 

i The folios are usually the guides for hand-folding, and should the paper is heavy; but if the form is imposed to fold as one - 

receive great attention, otherwise the binder will not secure good complete signature then it is advisable to deduct enough from the 

\ register. For the same reason, folios should be set exactly in the back margin of the inner sections to equal the extra space taken 

i middle of the width of page. up by the fold of the outside sections. 

| After a book form has been locked up, it should be tested for In imposing forms of twelve or twenty-four pages, great care 

squareness with a square. Forms are liable to get twisted or must be taken to get the foot and head margins of the inset to be 

bowed in locking up, especially if the chase is weak. This defect folded in exactly right, and the head and foot margins in such 

14 can*usually be remedied by loosening the quoins on one side and forms should be as evenly divided as possible. More accurate 

1 tightening them on the opposite side. register is obtained when the inset is cut off and folded separately. P 

1 G 
| TESTING MARGINS EE Maa 

/ After the proper head and back margins have been decided on, silcn cles chit aeaseet tie Gelober alae le the. elnpen ane ng 

it) and the pages arranged to conform to them, the form should be A gauge showing the gripper margin of each SO aout Be 

1 tested to pecan at ae eee frontmar- obtained from the pressman. When the paper is placed in its 

H} 1 10 ihe |S oreee ot thaaize ofthe: sheet to be used _correct position on the type form the distance between the edge of 
Ig se ea ‘ MAE: PAPEr: the paper and the edge of the chase should be at least half an inch % 

i bs less than the gripper margin, to permit the pressman to move his 
The distance from the foot of page 16, form into asuitable place. To make a proper allowance for gripper 

| > (marked with an x) on the accompanying dia- margin, it is often necessary to place more furniture in the foot 

i) gram of a 16-page form, to the foot of page 10, margin on the side of the long cross-bar next the gripper than on 

' (marked with an x) must agree with the the other side. The lowest folio of a form should be placed next 

i length of the quarter sheet, and the distance the gripper edge. 

1H from the back edge of page 7 (marked with 

yy! an x) to the back edge of page 11 (marked Sara ; 

} 8 6 aL with an x) must correspond with the width 
of the quarter sheet. a p o 

} 1 16 13 
/ | _This test can be made just as well by Eee ONTS 
Vi using a measuring rule or tape, in which These are used in forms that are imposed for books, the sections 
| case, if the quarter sheet were 12 inches wide of which are folded by machines. In sixteen-page forms these 
| x by 18 inches long, the distance from the back points are usually placed exactly 15 inches apart—7/% inches each 

Hy edge of page 7 to the back edge of page 11, way from the center of the first fold. The sheets are fed into the 
|! must be exactly 12 inches, and the distance folding machine by the point holes to insure register, and the points ; 

i from the foot of page 16 to the foot of page 10 must be exactly should be placed exactly in accordance with the instructions of the 

i 18 inches. : bookbinder. 
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MODERN ROMAN : 

5 Point Harris Roman—16% Ems : 6 Point Lining Roman No. 108—17 Ems 8 Point Lining Roman No. 110—14% Ems t 

abcdefghijkimnoparstuywxyz abedefghijklmnoparstuywxyZ abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

- 5 Point Lining Roman No, 105—17 Ems 7 Point Lining Roman No. 115—14}¢ Ems Qs fn pe rae 8 Point Lining Roman No. 114—14% Ems 
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: abedefghijkImnoparstuywxyz abedefghijkImnopqrstuywxyz 9 Point Lining Roman No. 114-12 Ems f 
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10 Point Harris Roman—13}¢ Ems 

abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12 Point Harris Roman—12X Ems 
10 Point Ayer—14 Ems abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyz 
12 Point Lining Roman No, 104—13 Ems ‘ 

14 Point Lining Roman No. 110—11}4 Ems abedefehi iklmno . s, st a rs 
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abedefghijklmnopqrstuywxyz 8 seh Dickens—13 Ems 10 Point Lowell—1044 Ems } 

H abcdefghijkImnopqrstu ZL ij 
| 6 Point Dickens—13}4 Ems ey Pal eee abcdefghijlmnopqrstuvwxyz | 
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| 6 Point Caston Old Style—13 Ems abedefghijklmnopqrstuywxyz abcdefghijklmnopqrstuywxyz | 
i abcdeighijklmnoparstuvwxyz 

8 Point Paul Revere—i4 Ems 10 Point Cardinal—12% Ems 

Soni Yau Revere ae eee abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyz ij } 
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PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK, CHICAGO KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY DETROIT, ATLANTA, SAN FRANCISCO 

5 Point Harris Roman 5 Point Lining Roman No. 105 5% Point Lining Roman No. 106 

IN THE preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, In THE preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, IN THE preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells 
“my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, | “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, | us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- 
mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white | mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white | fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on | 
Paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour | paper. and my courage not go prone and ready tolabour | the white paper, and my courage not so prone and 

& carats and that age creepeth on me daily and | as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and | yeagy to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth 
jeebleth all the body, and also because Ihave promised | feebleth all the body, and also because I have prom- | 41, me daily and feebleth all the body, and also be- 

to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them | ised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address 
cause I have promised to divers gentlemen and to as hastily as I might the said book, therefore Ihave prac- | to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I np rors ea bhience ual ate 

tised and learned at my great charge and dispense to or- | have practised and learned at my great charge and dis- ae een aif erp acye hana csr veos bie Se 
dain the said book in print after the manner and form | pense to ordain the said book in print after the manner | the sald book, therefore I have practised and learned 
as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as | and form as ye see, and is not written with pen and ink | @¢ my great charge and dispense to ordain the said 
other books be, to the end that every man may have | as other books be, to the end that every man may have | book in print after the manner and form as ye may ; 

them at once, for all the books of this story here im- | them at once, for all the books of this story here im- | see, and is not written with pen and ink as other | 
prynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also | prynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also | books be, to theend thatevery man may have them | 
finished in one day.”’ The printing press was the | finished in one day.” The printing press was the pre- | atonce, forall the books of this story here imprynted | 
precious freight he brought back to England after an | cious freight he brought back to England after an ab- | as ye may see were begun in one day and also 
absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next | sence of fiveand thirty years. Through the next fifteen, | finished in one day.” ‘The printing press was the 
fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and | atan age when other men look for ease and retirement, | precious freight he brought back to England after 
retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic | we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his | ay aysence of five-and-thirty years, Through the 
energy into his new occupation, His ‘‘red pale,” or | new occupation. His “red pale” or heraldic shield | next fifteen, at an age when othier men look for ease 
heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the | marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited | and retirement, we see him plunging with charac- 

7 middle, invited buyers to the press established in the | buyers to the press established in the Almonry at West | teristic energy into his new occupation. His “red 
Almonry at, Westminster, a little enclosure near the | minster, a little enclosure near the west front of the | pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far | 

' west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing | church.’ Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was | Hown the middle, invited buyers to th .o | 
ress, he Was even busier as a translator than a printer. | even busier as a translator than a printer. More than | {201 ita Aimonry . te q 

More than four thousand of his printed pages are from | four thousand of his printed pages are from works of his, ished in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclos- J 
works of his own rendering. ‘The need of these transla- | ownrendering.. The need of these translations shows | Ure near the west front of the church. Busy as was 
fons shows the popular drift of literature at that time, | the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But | Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a 
1476. But the work involved a choice of English which | the work involved achoice of English which made his | translator than a printer. More than four thousand ] 
made his work important in the history of the language. | work important in the history of the language, The | of his printed pages are from works of his own ren- 
The printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, | printers who followed Caxton Wykyn de Worde. | dering. ‘The need of these translations shows the 4 
Richard Pynson, and William Faques—were of French ichard Pynson and William Faques—were of French | popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But 7 
birth and’ inheritors of French tastes. The form of | birth and inheritors of French tastes. The form of let- | the work involved a choice of English which made a 
letters they used closely resemble the Black Letter types | ters they used closely resemble the Black Letter types | his work important in the history of the language. 
of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of | of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of | ‘the printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de 
devotion were largely printed to be sold on English soil. | devotion were largely printed to be sold on English soil. | \Wo.de Richard D z ee ‘t will Oe Wyte a. OS: 
The laws of England were then officially printed in | The laws of England were then officially printed in orde, Richard Pynson, and William Faques—were 
French, and French was still the language of its court | French, and French was still the language of its court | of French birth and inheritors of French tastes. The ‘ 
and its cultivated society. It is not surprising that the | and its cultivated society. It isnot surprising that the form of letters they used closely resemble the Black 
French printers of England should join with English | reneh printers of England should join with English | Letter types of printers at Parts and Rouen, in which 
Fea ae ea ee sore dandin | Teaders in a preference for French fashions af type, | cities books of devotion were largely printed to be 

i ‘ Black Letter maintained its popularity in England and | sold on Bnglish sotl. The laws of England were then 
Italie made for all sizes of Harris Roman ists tidenhoparanecn Lae vuiaaedenamenee 
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6 Point Harris Roman 6 Point Ayer 6 Point Lining Roman No. 110 . 

INTHE preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells IN THE preface to his tales of Troy, Caxton 

us, ‘my penis worn, my hand weary and not | us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not | tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and 

steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch 

looking on the white paper, and my courage not | looking on the white paper, and my courage not looking on the white paper, and my courage not 

so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and 

that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth allthe | that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all 

body, and also because I have promised todivers | body. and also because I have promised to divers | the body, and also because I have promised to 

gentlemen and to my friends to address to them | gentlemen and to my friends to address to them divers gentlemen and to my friends to address 

as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I | as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I to them ds hastily as I might the said book, r 

> have practised and learned at my great charge | have practised and learned at my great charge | therefore I have practised and learned at my 

and dispense to ordain the said book in print | and dispense to ordain the said book in print after | great charge and dispense to ordain the said 

after the manner and form as ye may see, and is | the manner and form as ye may see, and is not | book in print after the manner and form as ye 

not written with pen and ink as other books be, to | written with pen and ink as other books be, tothe | see, and is not written with pen and ink as other 

the end that every man may have them at once, | end that every man may have them at once, for | books be, to the end that every man may have 

for all the books of this story here imprynted as | all the books of this story here imprynted as ye | them at once, for all the books of this story here 

ye may see were begun in one day and also fin- | may see were begun in one day and also finished | imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day 4 

ished in one day.” The printing press was the | in one day.” The printing press was the precious | and also finished in one day."’ The printing 

recious freight he brought back to Englandafter | freight he brought back to England after an ab- | press was the precious freight he brought back 
& : ae ‘absence of five-and-thirty years. Throughthe | sence of five-and-thirty years. Throughthenext | to England after an absence of five-and-thirty q 

next fifteen, at an age when other men look for | fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when 

| ease and retirement, we see him plunging with | and retirement, we see him plunging with char- | other men look for ease and retirement, we see 
characteristic energy into his new occupation. | acteristic nent into his new occupation. His | him plunging with characteristic energy into his 

His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red new occupation. His “red pale,’’ or heraldic 

a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to | bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the | shield marked with a red bar far down the 

the press established in the Almonry at West- | press established in the Almonry at Westminster, middle, invited buyers to the press establish- 

minster, a little enclosure near the west front of | alittle enclosure near the west front of the church. ed in the Almonry at Westminster, a little en- 

the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, | Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he waseven | closure near the west front of the church. Busy 

he was even busier as a translator than a printer. busier as a translator than a printer. More than as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even 

More than four thousand of his printed pages are | four thousand of his printed pages are from works | busier asa translator than a printer. More than 

from works of his own rendering. The need of | of his own pendrin The need of these trans- | four thousand of his printed pages are from works | 

these translations shows the popular drift of liter- | lations shows the popular drift of literature at that | of his own rendering. The need of these trans- | 

ature at that time, 1476. But the work involved | time, 1476. _ But the work involved a choice of lations shows the popular drift of literature at 

a choice of English which made his work im- English which made his work important in the that time, 1476. But the work involved a choice 
portant in the Deon, ofthe language. The print- | history of the language. The printers who followed | of English which made his work important in 
ers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, | Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and | the history of the language. The printers who 
Richard Pynson and William Faques—were of | william Faques—were of French birth and inheri- | followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard 
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IN THE preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton In THE preface to his Tales of Troy, In THE preface to his Tales of Troy, Cax- 

tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary | Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my | ton tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary 

and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with | hand weary and not steadfast, mine | and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with 

fits aero meg eatlbes ee a eyes dimmed with overmuch looking | overmuch looking on the white paper, and my 

my courage not so prone and ready to labour | on the white paper, and my courage | courage not so prone and ready to labour as it 

as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me : G sah deido ncdeias 16 | hath hes a that eae dail : 
dally and feebleth all the body, and also be- not so prone and ready to labour as i hath been, an hat age creepeth on me daily 

cause I have promised to divers gentlemen | bath been, and that age ereepeth on me | and feebleth all the body, and also because T 

: and to my friends to address to them as has- | daily and feebleth all the body, and | have promised to divers gentlemen and to my 

tily as I might the said book, therefore have | also because I have promised to divers | friends to address to them as hastily as I might 

: practised and learned at my great chargeand | gentlemen and to my friends to address | the said book, therefore I have practised and 

dispense to ordain the said book in print after | > them as hastily as I might the said | learned at my great charge and dispense to or- 

the SERS oe foray aa rae ace = - book, therefore I have practised and | dain the said book in print after the manner 

not written with pen and ink as other books | 4. ned at my great charge and dis- | and formas ye may see, and is not written with 
be, to the end that every man may have them lk jain th ia hooked ine : 2 ink an obliek books be; lo the end that 
at once, for all the books of this story here pense to ordain the said book in prin pen and ink as other 's be, to the en al 

imprynted as ye may see were begun in one after the manner and form as ye may | every man may have them at once, for all the 

day and alsofinished in oneday.” Theprinting | See, and is not written with pen and | books of this story here imprynted, as ye may 

press was the precious freight he brought | ink as other books be, to the end that | see were begun in one day and also finished in 

back to England after an absence of five-and- | every man may have them at once, for | one day.” The printing press was the precious t 

Oe ature Beene Bee rer Ban all the books of this story here im- | freight he brought back to England after an £ 

ren a tire- | prynted as ye may see were begun in | absence of five-and-thirty-years. Through the 

eaten eras eee cheba ea Wis one day and also finished in one day.” | next fifteen, at_an age when other men look 

“red pale, ? or heraldic shield marked with The printing press was the precious | for ease and retirement, we see him plunging 

ared bar far down the middle, invited buyers | freight he brought back to England af- | with characteristic energy into his new occu- 

to the press established in the Almonry at | ter an absence of five-and thirty years. | pation. His ‘red pale” or heraldic shield, 

‘ saan a ie epee piles Cae Through the next fifteen, at an {nee marked with a red bar far down the middle, } 

Sea ee 8 | when other men look for ease and re- | invited buyers to the press established in the \ 

PRY Epcot Adour sheer ag aetna tirement, we see him plunging with | Almonry at Westminster, alittle enclosure near 

of his printed pages are from works of hisown | Characteristic energy into his new oc- the west front of the church. Busy as was 

rendering. The need of these translations shows | cupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a 

the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. | shield marked with a red bar far down translator than a printer. More than four thousand 

But the work involved a choice of English which | the middle, invited buyers to the press | of his printed pages are from works of his own 
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IN THE preface to his Tales of Troy, In the preface to his Talés of Troy, In THE preface to his Tales of Troy, | 

Caxton tells us, ‘my pen is worn, my | Caxton tells us, ‘“‘my pen is worn, my | Caxton tells us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my 

| hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes | hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes | hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes | 

| dimmed with overmuch looking on the | dimmed with overmuch looking on the | dimmed with overmuch looking on the l 

white paper, and my courage not so | whitepaper. and my courage not soprone | white paper, and my courage not so J 

prone and ready to labour as it hath | and ready to labour asit hath been, and | prone and ready to labour as it hath 

a been, and that age creepeth on me | that age creepeth on me daily and feeb- | been, and that age ereepeth on me daily 

daily and feebleth all the body, and also | leth all the body, and also because Ihave | and feebleth all the body, and also be- 

because I have promised to divers gen- | promised to divers gentlemen and to my cause I have promised to divers gentle- 

tlemen and to my friends to address to | friends to address to them as hastily as | men and to my friends to address to 

| them as hastily as I might the’said book, | I might the said book, therefore I have | them as hastily as I might the said book, | 

. therefore I have practised and learned at | practised and learned at my great charge | therefore I have practised and learned } 

: my great charge and dispense to ordain | and dispense to ordain the said book in | at my great charge and dispense to or- ; 

wie the said book in print after the manner | print after the manner and form as ye | dain the said book in print after the 

and form as ye may see, and is not | may see, and is not written with pen and | manner and form as ye may see, and is 

written ee ee and ink as other books | ink as other books be. to the end that | not written with pen and ink as other 

be, to the end that every man may have | every man may have them at once, for | books be, to the end that every man { 

them at once, for all the books of this | all the books of this story here imprynted | may have them at once, forall the books | 
story here imprynted as ye may see | as ye may see were begun in one day and | of this story here imprynted as ye may 
were Peete in one day and also finished | also finished in one day.’’ The printing | see were begun in one day and also fin- 
in one day.”’ The PDE ee was | press was the precious freight he brought | ished in one day.’’? The printing press 

: the Pee freight he brought back to | back to England after an absence of five- | was the precious freight he brought back { 

| England after an absence of five-and- | and-thirty years. Through the next fif- | to England after an absence of five-and- } 
/ thirty years. Through the next fifteen | teen. at an age when other men look for | thirty years. Through the next fifteen, 

} at a aie Wien oaiee zen Jeo TOE ene ease and retirement, we see him plunging | at an age when other men look for ease 
; and retrement, we S Im plunging | with characteristic energy into his new oc- | and retirement, we see him plungin 

Ht with characteristic energy into his new 2 eae eal : ; a DEUNGENY, 
| | : a 3 cupation. His ‘‘red pale,”’ or heraldic | with characteristic energy into his new 
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IN THE preface to his Tales of Troy, In tue preface to his Tales of Troy, IN THE preface to his Tales of Troy, 
Caxton tells us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my | Caxton tells us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my | Caxton tells us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my 

hand weary and not steadfast, mine | hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes | hand weary and not steadfast, mine . 

ely ingeeee Cara, oe 3 with ideeeaias looking rials eyes dimmed with overmuch looking 

v , ‘g Tay white paper, and my courage not so *, 

| not so prone and ready to labour as | prone and ready to labour as it hath oe white re ok at aes i 

. it hath been, and that age creepeth | been, and that age creepeth on me te) 80; prohe-and: reaGy tO labour as 

i on me daily and feebleth all the body, | daily and feebleth all the body, and it hath been, and that age creepeth on . 

; and also because I have promised to | also because I have promised to divers | M@ daily and feebleth all the body, d | 

divers gentlemen and to my friends to gentlemen and to my friends to address and also because I have promised to | 

address to them as hastily as I might | to them as hastily as I might the said | divers gentlemen and to my friends | 

the said book, therefore I have prac- | book, therefore I have practised and | to address to them as hastily as I | 
tised and learned at my great charge | learned at my great charge and dispense | might the said book, therefore I have ] 

and dispense to ordain the said book | to ordain the said book in print after | practised and learned at my_ great 
in print after the manner and form as | the manner and form as ye may see, charge and dispense to ordain the 

ye may see, and is not written with pen | and is not written with pen and ink as id by tet P t after the man 
and ink as other books be, to the end | other books be, to the end that every Ed OOK NE PUY alter a shtan 

that every man may have them at | man may have them at once, for all the and form as ye may see, and is not 
once, for all the books of this Solr here | books of this story here imprynted as | written with pen and ink as other 
imprynted as ye may see were begun | ye may see were begun in one day and | books be, to the end that every man 
in one aay and also finished in one | also finished in one day.” The printing | may have them at once, for all the 
day.’’ The pone press was the | press was the precious freight he brought | books of this story here imprynted 

precious freight he brought back to | back to England after an absence offive- | ag ye may see were begun in one 

‘ England after an absence of five-and- | and-thirty years. Through the next fif- day and also finished in one day.” 

thirty years. Through the next fifteen, | teen at an age when other men look for ease | The printing press was the precious 

at an age when other men look for ease | and retirement, we see him plunging with freight he brought back to Prplanil 

and retirement, we see him plunging | characteristic energy into his new occupation. thle Gane for all cises Ol iach Bamek ‘ 
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IN THE preface to his Tales of Troy, In THE preface to his Tales of Troy, IN THE preface to his Tales of 

Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, | Caxton tells us, ‘“‘my pen is worn, my | Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is 

my hand weary and not steadfast, | hand weary and, not steadfast, mine | worn, my hand is weary and not 

mine eyes dimmed with overmuch | eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on | gteadfast, mine eyes dimmed with | 
. ’ 

looking on the white paper, and my | the white paper, and my courage not overmuch looking on the white 

courage not so prone and ready to | so prone and ready to labour as it hath 
5 paper, and my courage not so 

labour as it hath been, and that age | been, and that age creepeth on me daily d ae toulab it 

creepeth on me daily and feebleth all and feebleth all the body, and also be- prone and ready to labour as 1! 

the body, and also because I have | cause I have promised to divers gentle- hath been, and that age creepeth j 

promised to divers gentlemen and to | men and to my friends to address to | ON me daily and feebleth all the | 

my friends to address to them as has- | them as hastily as I might the said body, and also because I have j 

f tily as I might the said book, there- | book, therefore I have practised and promised to divers gentlemen and 
fore I have practised and learned at learned at my great chargeand dispense | to my friends to address to them 

my great charge and dispense to or- | to ordain the said book in print after | ag hastily as I might the said book, 

dain the said book in print after the | the manner and form as ye may see, | therefore I have practised and 

manner and formas ye may see, and | and is not written with pen and ink as learned at my great charge and 

is not written with pen and ink as | other books be, to the end that every dispense to ordain the said book 

other books be, to the end that every | man may have them at once, for all the | ; BS + atterthi df 

man may have them at once, for all | books of this story here imprynted as in print alter the manner and form 

the books of this story here imprynted | ye may see were begun in one day and as ye may see, and is not writ- 

as ye may see were begun in one day | also finished in one day.’’ The printing ten with pen and ink as other | 

and also finished in one day.” The | press was the precious freight he brought books be, to the end that every | 

printing press was the precious freight | back to England after an absence of five- man may have them at once, for | 
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In the preface to his Tales of In rue preface to his Tales of Troy, IN THE preface to his Tales of 

Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen | Caxton tells us, “my penis worn, my | Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is 
Py : : 

is worn, my hand weary and | hand weary and not steadfast, mine | worn, my hand weary and not stead- 

not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed | eyes dimmed with overmuch looking | fast, mine eyes dimmed with over- " 
a 2 3 4 , 

with overmuch looking on the | on the white paper, and my courage | much looking on the white paper, | 

white paper, and my courage | not so prone and ready to labour as it | and my courage not so prone and | 

not so prone and ready to la- | hath been, and that age creepeth on | ready to labour as it hath been, and | 

bour as it hath been, and that | me daily and feebleth all the body, | that age creepeth on me daily and | 
. ; | 

age creepeth on me daily and | and also because I have promised to | feebleth all the body, and also be- 

feebleth all the body, and also be- | divers gentlemen and to my friends to | cause I have promised to divers 

cause I have promised to divers | address to them as hastily as I might | gentlemen and to my friends to | 

gentlemen and to my friends the said book, therefore I have prac- | address to them as_ hastily as I | 

to address to them as hastily as | tised and learned at my great charge | might the said book, therefore I | 

I might the said book, therefore | and dispense to ordain the said book | have practised and learned at my ‘ 

I have practised and learned at | in print after the manner and form as | great charge and dispense to or- | 

my great charge and dispense ye may see, and is not written with | dain the said book in print after | 

to ordain this said book in print | pen and ink as other books be, to the | the manner and form. as ye may 

after the manner and form as | end that every man may have them | see, and is not written with pen | 

ye may see, and is not written | at once, for all the books of this story | and ink as other books be, to the end \ 

with pen and ink as other books | here imprynted as ye may see were be- | that every man may have them at once, { 

be, to the end that every man | gun in one day and also finished in one | for all the books of this story here im- 
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<cparram rit rye i | 
IW aes interest in established paving, lum- G ENERAL OFFICES, CHOCTAW, OKLA- W ANTED—Curio or miniature tables in plain 

Her and Huiding supply busses, nearby; | \%. HOMA AND GULF RAILROAD. CO: or imitation mahogany; also cheap folding | 
excellent opportunity for capable, experten- Steamroad, October 12th, 1909 chairs. Z 445, Courier Office. | 

ced man, in office or outside; save time by stating The Annual ti f th 7 iers of | ——— eo eeeesS 
Serene eroaroenes Gaoe Omk Currier || Ge Catania Chieti Gat Gol ened W ‘{XTED Gunning skiff in first-class condi: ' 
eee ere eee ae ee Gea a y will be held Wi sday, Oc! tion; must have no holes in bottom and 
G09, WHEE and furniture of an apartment | $3” toby at 12 Abarat pee neet ay eevee painted a dark green, with two red stripes for 

: Soe ay re wren tome induaing | ces,ot the Company, for: the-election of | water line. Addrem. H. % Macks, b/g) River BG 

Ln a ee ie i eeete fy the | POSITIVELY behest ree pald for gente 
heated, electricity, A 2%, Dally Carler Ole, | Choctaw, Okiahoma and Gult Railroad Com- | + men’s slightly worn clothing, hats, shoes, 
‘Best LOCATION in Belle Village for bakery | pany of a portion of the railroad, franchises | etc. Orders attended to day or evening, city or 

‘and ice cream saloon; right atelevated station; | and other property of the Little Rock and | country; send postal or call. SKINFLINT CO., : | 
with or without dwelling attached. M. L. | Hot Springs Western Railroad Company, sit- | 59 South North Street. 

SLOW & CO., 9 South Southern Ave. uated between the intersections of said road | 7 | 
id —— — ] with the Choctaw Oklahoma and Gulf Ratl- CASTOF F CLOTHING—Get our estimate first, 

$1 000 WILL BUY an established real | yoad, at or near the city of Little Rock, and / and you will not go elsewhere. We pay the | 
Dts estate business; best location in | the intersection of said line with the St. Louis | highest prices for ladies street and eyening gar- | 

North Philadeiphia; collections | Tryon Mountain and Southern Rallway, at or | ments, also gentlemen's clothing. Send postal | 
j $2,500 per month large steamship passige sale, flne | yur the city of Benton, Arkansas, upon cer- | OF phone 657 Arch. J. K, SNEEZER & SONS, 
| chance to increase business; investigate. P98, | tin terms set out in a resolution adopted by | 612 South Capitol Street. 

Daily Carrier Office. th . - . eco yaed Teabr slat te aipsecabtepinatiass eats Solange a eae! 
lade et ace an oc aacadaaca bala aetappelncallctsindeeeeenin e poeta 4 pu pctots of vn om pny ata I [eRe is White want A 1 id 

SUFACTURING PLANT, meeting held by them on the first day of ERE is what we want. A comely maiden, ( Me SGRAGRRING PLANT wit liad | ee at iyo nut i, psaessing mild dspoelony | 
delphia ; owner would consider taking stock ; J. HENRY PARKER, Sec’y. and $2,000 or over, matrimonially inclined. We | 

principals only. Q 759, Daily Carrier Office. ——$———— | Can pequaint you with an efinity inthe form of 
Caan aarea aE UaSIy ES ENST SnD EES an NOUcE of the Annual Meeting of the New a widower, who is possessed of a large amount of 

JFIRST, GLASS mancet house restaurant, doing | IN York Fire and Accident Insurance Co, gall and a’ small family of 10 children and who 
}] good business day and night; other business New York, October 1, 1909 has some excellent schemes to secure the money. 

| cause of selling. 9th and Spruce Market House ‘The Annual Meeting of the New York Fire | W. E. R. MATERS, 672 South Sixth St. | 
ees |} and Accident Insurance Company wih | ————— 
OW AEE 2 32000 ot at cl SO tee ea an | held at its principal office, in the Manhattan FOR SALE } 

realize at onee; will sell at 2 per cent less than | Bufiding, on Thursday October 7, 1909, be- { 
value ; cannot be had otherwise below par; an tween the hours of 10 A M. and 3 ?. M., for 2 ahetiet. 

exceptional opportunity, C 59, Daily Carrier Office. | HVS detion of six Directors and the trans. Gr. Ithieca, 12-bore, 28 inches long, 6% Ibs. 

a ree oe ‘ Sa bs especially suited to reed and rail bird | 
| FPIRSE CLASS opportunity to secure a business AR LOGE EN Eye neers Guat Bony shooting; sole (eather case's cost $52.60 completa: 

| consisting of groceries, coal, ice, feed, hardware ERVIN IVE AEE EN bE for sale at half price. Apply 65 Doem Building. 
and building material; situated In Squeedaak |_| ————— reed is AORDES SS ROOM BARON: 

Co., Pa, Address D 334, Daily Carrier Office. DISSOLUTION NOTICES Bue es pool tables, bowling alleys, 

EAU REGRTUSTOY spurte Uaelaealll You ——— > shuffle boards, ete,, new and second hand; 
} ee end cuabiahed furiituce bas, | [PSHE limited partnership existing between | renting with privilegeofbuying. 44 North Ave. | 
] iness, instalment, with a stock that is worth Jubiippery and). 4, Grease, under ‘the: |) = ee | 

i] $20,000; Jong’ lease ; collections amounted to 97 per | name of Slippery and Grease Co., has been | JARST CLASS dental engine and cabinet; in 
ii cent. last year; investigate. A, B, CEE & SONS, dissolved by mutual consent. Business will use only one year, beautifully finished in 

| 59'S. 6th St, Centralia, So, Dak. still be continued by J. Slippery & Co. black enamel and nickel plate. C 77, Ledger. 

I | Initials are 11 Point Half Title. Classified headings are set in 6 Point Lining Latin Antique | 
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FIRST SERIES Ten Point Lining No. 113 SECOND SERIES i 

Pe nee Including Post-Office Type and Abbreviations Abbreviations orp home era 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO 
* ABBREVIATIONS—FIRST SERIES 2 Z 

Miss EI Paterson = 8van 15 Ge ea aera * £W Martin asl 
r Irs ir ns Esq—sRev xX Jan Fed Mar Bs 

49 Boston Place 432 Cedar Lane 
Fs Apr = May = duns ly. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dee 

Dr C M Hollis Lapr1 4 2M Lemberton 31815 ‘ 

G Sparks Esq BOaugl 4 © L Horsey3 14817 
* ABBREVIATIONS—SECOND SERIES e 

Hon Frank Allen = Tsun15 = 2 "3 5 % 5 2 4W F Haines sl 
BORG EO SS BS eels Hey Opt a etn : 

Mr M Willis 2may1 4 5 © = e 3 > £J O Kinder 10315 
Se Page a SEE oe, 8) ae : 

F Quinn = Box24 Omar 4 : 8S J Smith 37 8516 

Mrs M Lawrence 26uy14 Mailing Type, Third Series: Same as first series; abbreviations omitted Harry Flicker 10815 

The above Mailing Type, 10 point No. 113, with abbreviations (put up Caps or 10 point Universal Gothic Caps; 44 pounds of Logotypes. If i 
in 50 pound fonts or multiples) and 10 point Lining Clarendon Condensed Street addresses or Counties and States are added, from 25 to 50 pounds 
Caps or 10 point Universal Gothic Caps (put up in 5 pound fonts) are of extra sorts and quads would be required. 10 point Lining Clarendon 

f sold at body type prices. Sorts furnished promptly at short notice. Condensed Caps and 10 point Universal Gothic Caps are the only faces 
Unless otherwise ordered the Lining Clarendon Condensed Caps will of Mail List Type furnished as per the above specifications, and are put 

be sent with font. up only in fonts of 5 pounds or multiples thereof. F 

We also make Rural Free Delivery Logotypes (2 en-set, RFD em-set Slugs, Reglets, Leads, Standard Galleys, and all other requisites for 

and R F D 3-em set 10 point); also first series em-set logos 14, 15 pat ay Ce cuneey es 
1G and d - 1 14, 5 and 16, Th legot We can justly recommend the Longley Times Mailer for addressing 

and 16 and second series en-set logos 14, 15 and lf, These logotypes purposes. It is simple and compact in construction, is easily handled, 
must be ordered separately and are sold at body type prices. and unexcelled in speed, which is only limited by the skill of the oper- 

To set 1000 single line names, as above, will require approximately ator. An illustrated descriptive circular giving full and concise infor- 
the following type: 75 pounds of 10 point Lining No. 113, including mation concerning this valuable little machine, will be cheerfully sent % 
spaces and quads; 10 pounds of 10 point Lining Clarendon Condensed on application. 

$ 7 
| THIS LAW-MAKER OSTRACIZED MACHINE MEN MUST VACATE | SLIGHT SHOWERS TO 7 

BY HIS BROTHER MEMBERS ——- DISPEL WARM WAVE 4 
—_—_—— Demand For Better Men in Pittsburg is R V 

Representative James A. Harrison who was Causing the Leaders Anxiet: " hk 
sworn into office to-day, has been practically gt y ney toe ret tage he relief from 
ostracised by his fellow representatives. The aa Sided aR Ce ee : 
real cause of the trouble seems to date back to To relegate all politicians of the ward-boss type lecided drop in temperature is predicted. { 

to the rear, to keep the nominations for offices |. ;——————_ 
TT | out of their hands, and to form a ticket that will Werte cates 

8 Point Lining Richelieu and 6 Point Harris Roman command the full support of the best element OnE RAUL Nore ages FOR 
a a || atone the “voten,’ Is the purpose 68 thie: 110.0 || Semmens eee eee 

Ug TRES: Bee ren GE Party which has just been formed in Pittsburg 

WIRES TO COME DOWN by the business men. LITTLE CHILD BADLY HURT 

Resolution to Remove Overhead Wires Very | 10848 Point Encore and 6 Point Lining Roman No, 110 Struck by an Engine While Trying to Save j 
Z a Her Precious Doll Baby 

Likely to Be Passed To-day Tas hae 7 , 
: ——_ i BURGLARS AT WALBROOK With the instincts of a mother, little Annie | 

F Councilman Thompson a es SSS Norlandson ran in front of an express train yes- 
: the expected resolution aiming at the removal Burglars entered three houses in Walbrook, a | terday afternoon to save a wax doll from injury. 

of overhead wires throughout the city. It is | supurban village three miles east of here, but | The little girl was tossed by the locomotive, her 
not expected that the resolution will meet with | were not successful in securing anything of | skull was badly fractured, an arm and leg broken 
much opposition, as town meetings have been | value, the intruders seeming to be satisfied with | together with internal injuries. The little one 
held throughout the city during the past mont afew things of not much value. The residents | had taken the doll out in a tiny go-cart for an 
protesting against them. This resolution affects | there are becoming alarmed over the situation, | airing along the embankment that runs parallel 
the Rapid Transit Company, Consolidated Elec- | anq have just organized a suburban police force | with the railroad tracks and when she removed 
tric Company, both Telephone Companies, | hoping to capture the culprits. her hands for an instant the cart started down ; 
Union Telegraph Company andthe Postal Tele- | | the slope with the child after it just as the train 
graph Cable Company. There were 17,000 miles A rs 

i . ; ; : eae which struck her was passing. 
of overhead wires put up in the city during the 8 Point Hancock and 6 Point Lining Roman 110 

oe eee ar ea unary : r 10 and 7 Point De Vinne and 6 Point Ayer : 2 int Casion Bold Condense | , oo aria noe A LARGE TREE SHATTERED pee Se | 
ey nee BY A BOLT OF LIGHTNING . j 
— betes DRANK A GALLON OF WHISKEY | 

HEAVY THUNDER SHOWERS As though it was the special object of the fury — 
of the elements, a large cedar tree on the farm of Two boys are at the Children’s Hospital in a | 

: ARE LIKELY BY TO-NIGHT | frarrison small, near Heistand’s store, was struck | serious condition and two others are sick at their | 
Sais, during a storm last night, and so powerful was | homes as a result of their debauch with stolen 

Local forecaster Barrow promises relief from the blow that a five-acre field has been literally whiskey. The boys at the Hospital are under 
the hot wave by this evening. Showers with covered with pieces of green cedar wood. There arrest, the charge of larceny being preferred | 

» a decided drop in temperature are said to be is some doubt as to whether it was a meteor or | against them by the police. The boys stole the 

. heading this way from the north-west. lightning. whiskey from a neighboring yard, but declare it } | a eee | 

: 10 Point Universal Gothic and 6 Paint Harris Roman 8 Point Encore and 6 Point Lining Roman No. 110 10 Point Universal Gothic and 6 Point Ayer | 
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Heading No. 106 

Weather Today 
| LOCAL SHOWERS 

. | pe 

| TENTH YEAR. No. 245. CHESTER, MONDAY MOR 

! en 
——— eee 

| 

a ey ee Resolution To Remove Overhead 

It Started in the Wholesale Business, "2 Ps cons 
i ° e © = Councilman Thompson yesterday presented 

istrict ort ter 1 ni t the expected resolution aiming at the removal 
of overhead wires throughout the city. It is 
not expected that the resolution will meet 

rn with much opposition, as town meetings have 
been held throughout the city during the pas 

FIREMEN K ILLED AND INJURED month protesting against them. This resolu 5 

| t : 18 Point Lowell. 10 Point Lining Old Style Antique 
7 Point Lining No, 115. 

The Flames are Spreading, and it Looks as Though the 
: : GOOD 'TEMPLARS MEET 

Whole Block Will Go. Is Still Beyond Control ee 

After a Stubborn Battle of Five Hours Grane Lodge Mees ta EA eua aL age 
To Be Organized in Altoona 

| Fire attacked the wholesale quarter early this morning, starting in the The Grand Lodge of Good Templars met in 
HH ‘ Bey i 3 z . ; S annual convention in the Auditorium Build- 

} commission house of Henry Snyder on the corner of Market. Street and Wash- | ing at Pittsburg yesterday. The delegates 

| * aes tat ASEtA lattar Sine BCE ie ie sAmiaaa tas were given a rousing welcome by the local 
ington Avenue, at a little after midnight. it made suc h rapid progress that lodges ava city offidinls. The eee a 

| a general alarm was sent in fifteen minutes after the discovery of smoke which | opened with a prayer by Bishop Hargrave and 

Mi Sai Micpg cig ng nS ers Re i tee Nf a eee ee 

1 48, 24 and 44 Point Cason Bold Condensed, 40 Point Lining No. 110 10 and 8 Point Ayer. 7 Point Lining No. 115 
} Peek le re Se 

; A BIG CONTRACT 
| eres ee 

‘ Whole Armor Contract Given 

A To Philadelphia Firm 

The Midvale Steel Company seems certain 

i j ; to get the entire contract for making the 8000 s4sge 

 . Girl Leaps in Front of | fiitcrtemor neater or oe hattesnpand | SCant Facilities to Meet 
= two armored cruisers for which bids were had . 

4) an Express Train Emonth aco”, his will bes great ylciory for Increase of Pupils 
| the Philadelphia concern over its Bethlehem 

i ee and Homestead rivals and will force the latter ae ee 

i to cut prices in the future if they are not pre- 7 
GO-CART-ON RAIL LONE NEW SCHOOE 

18 Point Universal Gothic, 12 Point Dickens 

1 7 Point Lining No. 115 
] é - ‘ ; 

‘The-Child Was Hurried toa |) = | Hundreds of Pupils Will Be 

. Hospital, But the Grim SMOKY CITY POLITICS on Short Time When 

i Reaper Was First MiG Ragreae ees the Term Opens 
| Demand For Better Men in Pittsburg is 

i Causing the Leaders Anxiety 

i) With the instincts of a mother, little Annie The congestion is expected to be reduced 

A} Norlandson ran in front of a Reading express aS during the next term by the opening of four 
1 train yesterday afternoon to save a wax doll To relegate all politicians of the ward-boss | new schools now in the course of construction. 

i from injury. The little girl was tossed by the | type to the rear, to keep the nominations for | The board of education fears that even when 

locomotive, her skull was badly fractured, an offices out of their hands, and to form a ticket | all the new schools are finished the facilities 

| arm and a leg broken, together with internal | that will command the full support of the will prove inadequate as last term there were 

/ injuries. The little one had taken the doll | best element among the voters, is the purpose | 13,000 children on part time, and the growth 

a of the new party which has just been formed 

| 36 Point Chdinfer Gothic 14 and 12 Point Ayer Pe oat Ree geste Tee it oe pm oa ek 36 Point Head Letter No. 2, 14 and 12 Point Caslon 

| 7 Point Lining No. 115 10 and 8 Point Caslon Lightface. 7 Point Lining No, 115 Lightface. 7 Point Lining No, 115 
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Heading No. 106 

/ Weather Tomorrow 

CLEARING 

f NING, SEPTEMBER 27, 2929 ONE CENT 
; Seen e eee eS 

| Options Obtained for Land on Which 

Will Be Built Mammoth Am- Beas 
phitheater for Sports W = D H f d 

| ee ires Down, Houses Unroote 
The Yale Athletic Association has obtained an 

option on the large tract of land which includes d 7 U ; d 

( th sent circus ds, and which is said Canteen ate an rees Uproote 
| ii ela hte hed aes German 

14 Point Caslon Bold Condensed. 8 Point Caslon 

; Bold. 6 Point Harris Roman 
| J | MANY PEOPLE WERNER a 3 

EARTHQUAKE KILLED SCORES Struck the City With Awful Force Causing Great Loss 

Likely That Casualties in Central of Property. Traffic Suspended and People | 

Japan Will Reach Appalling Panic Stricken. Down Town Hard Hit | 
| Proportions | 
: — es 

| The death list is steadily being increased from More than a dozen people were injured in a severe storm which | 

| ee nae Tully 150 persony were ether | DPOKe suddenly over the city yesterday afternoon with the force of a ; 
| killed by falling walls or drowned by the Hida | cyclone, unroofing houses, blowing down billboards and brick walls | 
| river overflowing. Reports are still meagre as ‘ : . . . * oa 

and tearing up trees in the few minutes during which it raged. The 1 

| 20 Point Narrow Gothic, 10 Point Dickens 
Do —————— 

6 Point Harris Roman 48 Point Narrow Gothic, 24 and 14 Point Paul Revere. 10 Point Harris Roman j 

Pes UC nh AR Nena Me ea ee ee 

R P YOUTH OF FOURTEEN 

f SAVES LIVES AT FIRE 

Pet Dog Arouses Youngster, Who At 

I Risk of Life Saves Six People. 

| Damage Is Slight 
; at sy re SS 

7 1 The boy was awakened by the barking of his nee Industrial Revival Along | ocr round mat the sore whieh occupies : 
: the first fl f the th st building, s i : 

With Cheaper Food Hecke Heniiece nt bacleon tr heed) | ERLANG. Vey Likely 
floor of the house. Rushing to the front room, 

—- he aroused his father, James Holden, and his Adopt the Aeroplane 
GRAND GROP YIELD mother. Taking his mother in his arms, the boy 

12, 9.end 6 Point Harrie Roman * BUILD AERIAL FLEET { 

Flour Will Be Cheaper, Beef Lease 
Prices Will Again Reach ROLT (lf LIGHTNING HITS \ TREE Large Sum of Money to Be 

a Sensible Figure —— Spent By Great Britain 
| rd Ball of Fire Hitting Stout Trunk Covers On Various Air Craft 
; Roseate indeed is the outlook for our future Acres With Large Splinters sonata SS, 
t prosperity as outlined in the summary of the 2 eo 
' “Crop Report and Review of Business Condi- The English Government has not yet a single 

f tions,” issued by the Commercial National Bank As though it was the special object of the fury aeroplane, but this problem will probably be 

7 of Chicago. It is the ninth annual report of this of the elements, a large cedar tree on the farm solved by the adoption of the Wright machine. 
bank, and it points to renewed thrift and vastly | of Richard Alhan in Chester County, was struck | This depends upon the coming experiments of 

t inereased wealth throughout the land. Based during a storm last night, and so powerful was Orville Wright in England. The government is | 

f on figures furnished by a crop yield perhaps the blow that a five-acre field has been literally practically under contract to buy a number of j 

greater than the yield of 1906, the report shows covered with the pieces of green wood. There Wright machines as soon as the experiments in 

36 Point Lining De Vinne Extra Condensed 18 Point Chamfer Gothic. 10 Point Universal Gothic 36 Point Facade Condensed No. 2. 14 and 12 Point 

14, 12 and 6 Point Harris Roman 6 Point Harris Roman Cardinal. 6 Point Harris Roman 
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AUGUSTA WORLD, FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1915 
ae ne Le a Ba ea le acer 

CITY DAMAGED As a Result They Are Ill With 
Acute Alcoholism B h 

BY h CYCLONE ONE IS VERY LIKELY TO DIE epee ay | 

— Wires Down, Walls Smashed In 
Bae Two Are in the Hospital and All Are | 

. , Charged With Larceny of and Houses Unrooled 
Wires Down, Walls Sink The Whiskey —— } 

Houses Unroofed Serer SEVEN VICTIMS MAY DIE | 
ese A Two boys are at the Children’s Hospi- pst aves 

tal in a serious condition, and two others 8 
TRIP THROUGH SPACE | #re ill at their homes asa result of their Mother and Child Were Caught by a 

debauch with stolen whiskey. The boys ic ] j d i b W. 

—_—— at the hospital are under arrest, the Billboard, and a Laborer Was | 
i charge of larceny being preferred against 

Mother and Child Caught by @ | then by the police. The boys spied a Hurled Seven Yards 
Billboard, and Bricklayer two-gallon jug of whiskey in a neighbor- eae 

Blown Ten Yards —_ SUMM ARY: ‘The cyclone struck the city 
seceded 18 Point Compressed Gothic. 8 and 6 Point No. 2 Lining . with terrific fury yesterday 

Latin Antique. 7 Point Lining Roman No. 110 afternoon causing great damage to property and | 

Large Amount of Damage Done by | ————____________________ || severely injuring several persons, some of whom ) 

the Storm, Which Came Very are likely to die. Traffic was at a standstill for 

Suddenly and Lasted a LAW-MAKERS OSTRACIZE MEMBER several hours on account of fallen trees and 

Short Time Only various other debris which covered the streets 
tee ae as SEE | 

rae Sea Angered Because He Was Returned | . More than a dozen persons were in- 

ani z re a severe stor vyhich broke over ; 
More than a dozen people were injured After Expulsion ae d inv a AOvoN uoree ae a 5 

in a severe storm which broke suddenly the city yesterday afternoon with the a 
over the city yesterday afternoon with ear a force of a cyclone, unroofing houses, 

the force ofa cyclone, unroofing houses, Representative James M. Olmstead | blowing down billboards and brick wale 
blowing down billboards and tearing up | who was sworn into office to-day has been auKiberorniaint Nope Hs he ane 
trees in the few minutes during which it | practically ostracized by his fellow rep- | CUMnS White it lasted. PAC Wert a 

30 Point Antique Extra Condensed. 14 and 12 Point 

42 Point Compressed Gothic. 10, 8 and 6 Point No. 2 18 Point Compressed Gothic. 6 Point No. 2 Lining Lowell. 18 Point Antique Extra Condensed. 

Lining Latin Antique. 7 Point Lining Latin Antique. 7 Point Lining Roman 6 Point Lining Richelieu. 7 Point 

Roman No. 110 No. 110 Lining Roman No. 110 | 

ae Ne | 

: eo ee | 

FLOWERS OF SPRING ° | 
— | For Boys and Girls | | 

| Spring Flowers That Greet Strollers ll 
| SS el Se iy Through the Country S—= == == S>— 
| Bi Sea Vane Soest EN TS ee OES A Naa Ee eee eae 

\ 
i 

| y Ta area GAMES FOR A PARITY | 
ti Tiny White Violets With Purple Veins 

* | are Among the Rich Botanical errr ere 

| Treats at This Time 
iW THE MYSTIFYING GAME OF ‘“‘TOUCH”’ 

ii The wild flowers are here once again, HE operator and confederate should seat themselves at a table with 
' and is there a child in the land who does ‘ at i Ste 

| not loye them? Philipand I haye begun no mirror in the neighborhood, so as to avoid any suspicion of du- 
ur springtime rambles in search of the tt : : 

| eieat uomestulesiowers offaid-andi wood plicity. The operator holds a pack of cards in her hand, face side 

| and yesterday we had a most delighful | towards the guests. She passes her hands slowly over each card and as a 
i tramp in the most beautiful woods that 2 is . = % x | 

| you could imagine. The first flowers we | queen, king or jack appears exclaims ‘‘Face’’ to the astonishment of all. j 

| —_____________—_ | Heer confederate must be as surprised as the others, although it is the 

i] 24 Point Encore Condensed. 10 Point Lining Richelieu. | pressure of her foot, at the appearance of the picture card, that conveys 

i} wee eee the information to the operator. The game is called ‘‘Touch’’. | 2 Se ee ae 
a 

i 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY A SALMAGUNDI PARTY f 

rt Pi, Meiceine meng xsaunemagieua Place five tables conveniently about the parlor. Number each, and 

June Excursions provide for the guests tally cards, such as are used for progressive euchre. 

oe At the first table each player should be required to place the needles on a 
On Friday evening, May 18, at the 4 | 

Preeti cain teeta aie ba. | one cneacs 400 tol riake at iendt atten cach Beedle as) tateaded.. Whe boy 
tanical Society of New Jersey will hold | and girl who first accomplish the feat are pronounced the winners, and 

q 10 Point Lining Richelieu. 6 Point Title Roman, 6 Point Panel Border No. 2. 36 Point Priscilla. 20 Point Outline. | 
7 Point Lining Roman No, 110 11 Point Lining Richelieu. 10 Point Cardinal 

P ea f 
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| KEYSTONE POST, MONDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1914 
| ESA a ES Tee a a 2 
} 

; 
| Gil | FRING RECEPTION 10 DOMINE’S PECULIAR INJURY 
| Rector of Ridgeway Episcopal Church 

b Injures Right Knee and is 

KNEE CAP DISLOCATED 

‘ ° Because of Constant Kneeling During 
Thousands of Persons Line Broad Street to Easter Services, Dr. Mason is 

; Confined in Bed 
View Parade of Aeroplanes eu 

CLEVELAND, O., April 25th.—Dr. Joseph D. 
Mason injured his leg two weeks ago and constant 
kneeling during the Easter Services caused it to CITY BRILLIANTLY ILLUMINATED | Behstrahini ese Ga place the leg in a plaster cast, which confined Dr. 

f Mason to his bed. His condition is reported to be 
: ST ae eee ae very serious. 

President Taft and Governor Stuart Present Gold Medals | ————————_______ 

to Curtiss and the Wright Brothers Baal very ary er oae : 

; The rousing reception accorded by the people of Philadelphia to A VERY WEIRD OCCURENCE 
| G. H. Curtiss and the Wright Brothers was one of the most brilliant é rae 

spectacles in this country. Thousands of people thronged Broad | Charming Array of Visitors from the 
Street to see the aerial parade of about every make of every air- Mystic Lands Beyond the Styx 

f ship in this country. The illuminations in the centre of the city | tan ghosts, short ghosts, fat ghosts, thin ghosts | 

drew people from nearby cities and towns. President Taft and oriaont Friday nights Thee wheats awrepe une | 
Governor Stuart reviewed the parade at the City Hall. Cea ep eeatn rn preteen nee | 

| After the parade the President presented to the aviators the | diss fpmthe baliroom | orders thos cnsaaskea . 

42 Point Compressed Gothic. 14, 18, 12 and 10 Point Ayer. 18 Point Compressed Gothic. 8 and 6 Point Ayer 

As a Result Four Boys Are Ill With DESTRUCTH E IRE; 

: Acute Alcoholism | 

Z Fi : i : 
. ONE IS VERY LIKELY T0 DIE BY NGHT | Started in The Business District During 

Two Are in the Hospital and All Are Charged Early Morning Hours 
With Larceny of the Whiskey. The ees ees 

pike oe eee SEVEN BRAVE FIREMEN REPORTED LOST 
; Two boys are in the Children’s Hospital in a ———_—_—_—__—_—_ 

homes ag a result of their debaueh with stolen | The Flames Spread Until It Looked as Though the Whole 
f whiskey. The boys at the hospital are under | 
t auainst themBythe police. The boys spied ava Block Would Surely Go. Gotten Under Control | 

f Which they secured, They took the jug to an After Fierce Battle of Five Hours 

: {8 Point Latin Condensed. 10 Point Cardinal. : et les - 

eee et Gace. (a Paar Fire attacked the wholesale quarter at a little after midnight, starting 
I Harris Roman in the commission house of Henry Snyder on the corner of Market 

| Street and Washington Avenue. It made such rapid progress that a 
a general alarm was sent in ten minutes after the discovery, which was 

| LAW-MAKERS OSTRACIZE MEMBER made by the watchman as he was ascending the stairs, making his usual 
Angered Because He Was Returned After He | hourly rounds. The basement, which was used as a receptacle for waste | 

Had Been Expelled By Their Body and oils, was one mass of flames when the engines arrived on the 
t ctr a a who was | Scene. The many explosions made the work of the firemen extremely | 

oyebresentative James M. Olmstead whe yu: | difficult and dangerous. It is supposed that spontaneous combustion 
h tracized by his fellow representatives. The mer- | 
k Se ee REE a eG ees TE iy Cog Se LAL Re SU ike Re ei | 

12 Point Latin Condensed. 8 Point Cardinal 60 Point Latin Condensed. 18 Point Cardinal. 18 Point Lining De Vinne Condensed. 12 Point Cardinal. . 

{ 6 Point Harris Roman 10 Point Harris Roman 
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| KEYSTONE BODY TYPE | | 
3 e 

So rr | 
° ° | : , i ‘ | 

. 5 Point Lining Roman No. 105 5 Point Harris Roman | 

IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘my pen is worn, my | 
hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on 

q the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath 3 
i been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also be- 

because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to cause I haye promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to | 
them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and them hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned | 

{ learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the | 
after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and manner and form as ye may see, and {s not written with pen and ink as other | 
ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for all the books | 
all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also { 
day and also finished in one day.” ‘The printing press was the precious freight finished in one day.” The printing press was the precious freight he brought 
he brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fif- 

Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retire- teen,at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plung- 

ment, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new oecupa- ing with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “‘red pale,’” or 
tion, His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to 
middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westmins: the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near 7 
ter, a little enclosure near the west front of the chureh. Busy as was Caxton’s the west front of the church, Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was 
printing press, he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More than even busier as a translator than a printer. More than four thousand of his 
four thousand of his printed pages are from works of his own rendering, The rinted pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of these trans- 

need of these translations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, Intions shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the work 
1476, But the work involved a choice of English which made his work import- involved a choice of English which made his work important in the history of 
ant in the history of the language. The printers who followed Caxton— the language. ‘The printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard 
Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson, and William Faques—were of French Pynson, and William Faques—were of French birth and inheritors of French 
birth and inheritors of French tastes.’ The form of letters they used closely tastes. "The form of letters they used closely resemble the Black Letter types 
resemble the Black Letter types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were largely 

books of devotion were largely printed to be sold on English soil, The laws of printed to be sold on English soil. The laws of England were then officially 
England were then officially printed in French, and French was still the printed in French, and French’ was still the language of its court and its 
language of its court and its cultivated society. ‘It is not surprising that the cultivated society.’ Tt is not suprising that the French printers of England 
French printers of England should join with English readers in a preference should join with ‘English readers in a preference for French fashions of types. h 
for French fashions of types. Black Letter maintained its popularity in Black Letter ‘maintained its popularity in England and in the Netherlands after 
England and in the Netherlands after it had fallen into disuse in France. it had fallen into disuse in France, “Obliged to go to Holland to get types, or 
Obliged to go to Holland to get types, or the matrices for making types (for the matrices for making types (for England had no type foundry of note be- 
England had no type foundry of note before that of John Day), English printers fore that of John Day), English printers had to accept with the Dutch types 
had to accept with the Dutch types some of the mannerisms of Dutch punch- some of the mannerisms of Dutch punch-cutters. The English Black Letter 
cutters. ‘The English Black Letter of this period does not seem to have been of this period does not seem to have been influenced in any degree by German 
influenced in any degree by German fashions, The early English Testaments fashions. The early English Testaments and Bibles were printed at Cologne 
and Bibles were printed at Cologne and at Basle in the letters of German and at Basle in letters of German form, but the German form was never im- } 
form, but the German form was never imitated by English printers. The itated by English printers. The preference shown by English readers of the : 
preference shown by English readers of the sixteenth century for Black sixteenth century for Black Letter Is fairly indicated by its general employment ; 
etter is fairly indicated by its general employment in popular English Ae reoulas English books. The first edition of (s25) Lyndall's New Testament 
books, The first edition of (15%) Tyndall’s New Testament was in Black wasin Black Fetter. ‘Tyndall's Pentateuch of 1530 was partly in Roman, but it 

‘i i ceptable edition, Coverdale’s Bible ‘of 1535 Letter, Tyndall’s Pentateuch of 1630 was partly in Roman, but it does not seem See E at eee are eet ae tig reat Eins hisdecpeiated Hy Geation and 
to have been an acceptable edition. Coverdale’s Bible of 1535 was in Black Letter. Whitchurch, was in Black Letter, In this form of type were also printed the 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is &k 
weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with over- 

| Paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that much Jooking on the @vhite paper, and my courage not so prone and 
age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and 

: promised’ to: divers gentlemen snd 10 my iriendls to adiiress Yo them. asi hastily 0.1 feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentle- 
Saat Geeta pees ere ee Lease oe aeepnee eer as ebaree st men and to my friends to address to them as hastily as T might the said 
Serre anes roe habe nee eh ey un en tee ae ea book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and } and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man ; 2 ‘ s : dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as { may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may y illic sits gun Gad (ik ad ctliel oe a As 

| s68 were bepun in crie day and also finished in one day." ‘The printing ‘presa was ye may see, and is not written with pen and in! a8 0 ner books be, to the 
the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty end that every man may have them at once, for all the books of this 

: years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and re- story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also 

tirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. finished in one day.” ‘The printing press was the precious freight he 
His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, in- brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. 
vited buyers to the press established in theAlmonry at Westminster,a little enclosure ‘Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and 
near the west front of the chureh. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new 

! even busier as a translator than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed occupation. His “red pale," or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far 

tH pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of these translations show down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry 
. | the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476, But the work involved a choice at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. 

of English which made his work important in the history of the language, _ The Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator 
printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and William than a printer, More than four thousand of his printed pages are from 
Pantee eres Bierce nt shamans sauerl inne a Keeneh sabes - he ser of letters works of his own rendering, The need of these translations shows the they used closely resemble the Black Letter types of printers at Paris and Rouen, lay Gel of ltarature ef that time, 1476. But the work involved 
in which cities books of devotion were largely printed to be sold on English soil. Ug A aia ioe GI ig ce naa habe Mero iat asthe lene atatarhats cable but beets j The lawe of England were then officially printed in French, and French was still choice of English which made his work important in the history of the , 
the language of its court and its cultivated society. It is not surprising that the language. ‘The printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, } 
French printers of England should join with English readers in a preference for Richard Pynson, and William Faques—were of French birth and in? 
French fashions of types. Black Letter maintained its popularity in England and in heritors of French tastes. The form of letters they used closely resemble 

the Netherlands after it had fallen into disuse in France. Obliged to go to Holland the Black Letter types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities 
to get types, or the matrices for making types (for England had no type foundry of books of devotion were largely printed to be sold on English soil. The 
note before that of John Day), English printers had to accept with the Dutch. types laws of England were then officially printed in French, and French 
harp Som pronto gegen rng oe liege Soe Cena panone: was still the language of its court and its cultivated society. It is not 
The early English Testaments and Bibles were printed at Cologne and at Basle in ee ee ee 
letters of German form, but the German form was never imitated by English readers in a preference for French fashions of types. Black Letter main- d 
printers. The preference shown by English readers of the sixteenth century for tained its popularity in England and in the Netherlands after it had y 
Black Letter is fairly indicated by its general employment in popular English books. fullen into disuse in’ France, Obliged to go to Holland to get types, or 
‘The first edition of (1525) Tyndall's New Testament was in Black Letter. Tyndall's the matrices for making types (for England had notype foundry of note 
Pentateuch of 1530 was partly in Roman, but it does not seem to have been an ac- before that of John Day),nglish printers had to accept with the Dutch 
ceptable edition. Coverdale’s Bible of 1535 was in Black Letter. Cranmer's “Great types some of the mannerisms of Dutch punch-cutters. The English 

| Bible" of 1540, printed by Grafton and Whitchurch, was in Black Letter, In this Black Letter of this period does not seem to have been influenced in any 
form of type were also printed the authorized prayer-books of the period, During x 7 

the reign of Catholic Queen Mary, Roman was the er tee for oes degree by German fashions. The early English Testaments and Bibles 

| ‘of devotion ; but, under the reign of the Protestant Queen Elizabeth, prayer-books aie Color canteen Wehian's GF Goss BEE ee ee ee ee Ger numema th inicdan te were printed at Cologne and at Basle in letters of German form, but the 
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IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “ my 
worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes 

overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my 

and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and 

daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and 

to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my 

as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, 

my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and 

the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner 

and ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink 

them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye as other books be, to the end that every man may have them 

may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.’’ The at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye 

printing press was the precious freight he brought back to England may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” 

after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, The printing press was the precious freight he brought back to 

at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through 

plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and 

“red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy 

middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at into his new occupation. His “red pale” or heraldic shield ff 

Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to . 

Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a trans- the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little 

lator than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was 

are from works of his own rendering. The need of these trans- Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator than 

lations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But a printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages are j 

the work involved a choice of English which made his work im- from works of his own rendering. The need of these transla-~ | 

E portant in the history of the language. The printers who followed tions shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But 7 

Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and William Faques the work involved a choice of English which made his work 

—were of French birth and inheritors of French tastes. The form important in the history of the language. The printers who 

of letters they used closely resemble the Black Letter types of followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and 

printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were William Faques—were of French birth. The form of letters they 

largely printed to be sold on English soil. The laws of England used closely resemble the Black Letter types of printers at Paris 
were then officially printed in French, and French was still the and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were largely 

Ee language of its court and its cultivated society. It is not surpris- printed to be sold on English soil, The laws of England were y 

E ing that the French printers of England should join with English then officially printed in French, and French was still the lan- ‘ 

f readers in a preference for French fashions of types. Black Letter guage of its court and its cultivated sociely. It is not surprising ; 

maintained its popularity in England and in the Netherlands after that the French printers of England should join with English read- 
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IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us “my pen is In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is ‘ 

worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with 

overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone 

and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me 

daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised 4 

y to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily 

: as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at 

\ my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after 

, the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen 

and ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have and ink as other books be. to the end that every man may have 

them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye j 

may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The 

printing press was the precious freight he brought back to England printing press was the precious freight he brought back to England ; 

after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, 

at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him q 

plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His . 

‘red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the “red pee or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the 

middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry ‘ 

Westminster, a litile enclosure near the west front of the church. at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the 

Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a trans- church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier 

lator than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages as_a translator than a printer. More than four thousand of his 

are from works of his own rendering. The need of these trans- printed pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of 4 

lations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But these translations shows the popular. drift of literature at that time, 5 q 

the work involved a choice of English which made his work im- 1476. But the work involved a choice of English which made his 

e portant in the history of the language. The printers who followed work important in the history of the a ee The printers who q 

Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard on and William Faques followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and William 

—were of French birth and inheritors of French tastes. The form Faques—were of French birth and inheritors of French tastes. The 

of letters they used closely resemble the Black Letter types of form of letters they used closely resemble the Black Letter types of 

printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion poe at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were | 

were largely printed to be sold on English soil. The laws of areely Dente to be sold on English soil. The laws of England were 

F England were then officially printed in French, and French was then officially printed in French, and French was still the language 

ip still the language of its court and its cultivated society. It is not of its court and its cultivated society. It is not surprising that the q 

surprising that the French printers of England should join with French printers of mop should join with English readers in a 

English readers in a preference for French fashions of types. preference for French fashions of ype Black Letter maintained 

Black Letter maintained its popularity in England and in the its popularity in England and in the Netherlands after it had fallen 

Netherlands after it had fallen into disuse in France. Obliged to Fe 3 ; 

, go to Holland to get types, or the matrices for making types (for into disuse in France. Obliged to go to Holland to get types, or the 

England had no type foundry of note before that of John Day), matrices for making types (for England had no type foundry of note “ 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘*my pen is worn, In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and 

my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage } 

looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and 

labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends 

all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore | have practised and learned 

to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, there- at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print alter the manner and form 

fore I have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every 

ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see 

and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The printing press was the precious 

every man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here freight he brought back to England alter an absence ol five-and-thirty years. Through the 

imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging 

one day.” The printing press was the precious freight he brought back with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red pale” or heraldic shield marked 

f to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at 

next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s print- 

we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. ing press, he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More than four thousand of his 

‘ His “red pale’’ or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the printed pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of these translations shows 

middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at West- the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the work involved a choice of English 

minster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as which made his work important in the history of the language, The printers who followed 
Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator than a Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and William Faques—were of French birth 

printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages are from works and inheritors of French tastes. The form of letters they used closely resemble the Black 
of hisown rendering. The need of these translations shows the popular Letter types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were largely 

drift of literature at that time, 1476, But the work involved a choice printed to be sold on English soil. The laws of England were then officially aed in 

of English which made his work important in the history of the language. French, and French was still the language of its court and its cultivated society. It is not 
The printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson surprising that the French printers of England should join with English readers in a prel- ik 
and William Faques—were of French birth and inheritors of French erence for French fashions of pes Black Letter maintained its popularity in England and 
tastes. The form of letters they used closely resemble the Black Letter in the Netherlands alter it had fallen into disuse in France. Obliged to go to Holland to 

types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion gel types or the matrices for making types (for England had no type foundry of note before 
were largely printed to be sold on English soil. The laws of England that of John Das English printers had to at with the Dutch types some of the man- 

were then officially printed in French, and French was still the language nerisms of Dutch punch-cutters. The English Black Letter of this period does not seem to 
of its court and its cultivated society. It is not surprising that the have been influenced in any degree by German fashions. The early English Testaments 

French printers of England should join with English readers in a pref- and Bibles were printed at Cologne and al Beale in letters of German lor, but German form 
erence for French fashions of types. Black Letter maintained its pop- was never imitated by English printers. The preference shown by English readers of the 
ularity in England and in the Netherlands after it had fallen into disuse sixteenth century for Black Letter is fairly indicated by its Neen employment in popular 
in France. Obliged to go to Holland to get types, or the matrices for English books. The first edition of (1525) Tyndall's New Testament was in Black Letter. 

ji Tyndall's Pentateuch of 1530 was partially in Roman, but it does not seem to have been 
making types (for England had no type foundry of note before that of John an acceptable edition. Coverdale’s Bible of 1535 was in Black Letter. Cranmer's “Great 
Day), English printers had to accept with the Dutch types some of the man- Bible ” of 1540, printed by Gralton and Whitchurch, was in Black Letter. In this form of 
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INTHE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘my pen is worn, In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, 4 

my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch 
i} on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to 

hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth 
also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen 

to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and and to my friends to address to them as hastily as 1 might the said 
| learned at my great charge and dispense to oriain the said book in print book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and 

after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form 
| ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, 

all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one to the end that every man may have them at once, for all the books of 
; | day and also finished in one day.” The printing press was the precious freight this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and 

\ he brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through also finished in one day.’’ The printing press was the precious freight 

i the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we he brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. 
see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and 

j “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, in- retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new 
tH ; fete ' 

a vited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic shield mark i e 
i enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing far down the middle, invited buyers to the press. Catablished in tae 
| press, he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More than four Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the 

thousand of his printed pages are from works of his own rendering. The church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as 
need of these translations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. a translator than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed 
But the work involved a choice of English which made his work important in pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of these trans- 
the history of the language. The printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn lations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the 

| de Worde, Richard Pynson, and William Faques—were of French birth and work involved a choice of English which made his work important in : 
| inheritors of French tastes. The form of letters they used closely resemble the history of the language. The printers who followed Caxton— 

the Black Letter types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books Wynkyn ae Worde, Richard Pynson, and William Faques—were of 
| of devotion were largely printed to be sold on English soil. The laws of French birth and inheritors of French tastes. The form of letters they 
| England were then officially printed in French, and French was still the used closely resemble the Black Letter types of printers at Paris and 
] language of its court and its cultivated society. It is not surprising that the Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were largely printed to be 
| French printers of England should join with English readers in a preference sold on English soil. The laws of England were then officially printed 

it} for French fashions of types. Black Letter maintained its popularity in in French, and French was still the language of its court and its culti- 
| England and in the Netherlands after it had fallen into disuse in France. vated society. It is not surprising that the French printers of England % 

Obliged to go to Holland to get types, or the matrices for making types (for should join with English readers in a preference for French fashions of 
England had no type foundry of note before that of John Day), English printers types. Black Letter maintained its popularity in England and in the 

| had to accept with the Dutch types some of the mannerisms of Dutch punch- Netherlands after it had fallen into disuse in France. Obliged to go 4 
} | ane ee English oe Ee ee does a ee have been Holland to get types, or the matrices for making types (for England 

Hi) influenced in any degree by German fashions. The early English Testaments and had no type foundry of note before that of John Day), English pri | tee fs 2 ns , English printers 
})) Bibles were printed at Cologne and at Basle in letters of German form, but the had to accept with the Dutch types some of the mannerisms of Dutch 
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IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my } 
worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the 
overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, } 
and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I | 
daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily | 

; to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge 
) as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye 
E my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after may see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that 

the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and every man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted 
ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have them at as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.”” The print- 
once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see ing press was the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence | 
were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” ‘The printing of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men | 
press was the precious freight he brought back to England after an look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy | 
absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age into his new occupation. His “‘red pale,’ or heraldic shield marked with a red | 

4 
when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at | 
with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His ‘red pale,” Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was q 

| or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, in- Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More 1 
vited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, than four thousand of his printed pages are from works of his own rendering. The 

} a little enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was need of these translations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. | 
| Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator than a But the work involved a choice of English which made his work important in the | 

printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages are from history of the language. The printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, | 
works of his own rendering. The need ofthese translations shows Richard Pynson and William Faques—were of French birth and inheritors of | 
the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the work in- French tastes. The form of letters they used closely resemble the Black Letter ] 

; volved a choice of English which made his work important in the types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were largely | 
history of the language. ‘The printers who followed Caxton—Wyn- printed to be sold on English soil. The laws of England were then officially 
kyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and William Faques—were of French printed in French, and French was still the language of its court and its culti- 

\ birth and inheritors of French tastes. The form of letters they used vated society. It is not surprising that the French printers of England should 
closely resemble the Black Letter types of printers at Patis and join with English readers in a preference for French fashions of types. Black 
Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were largely printed to be Letter maintained its popularity in England and in the Netherlands after it had ‘ 
sold on English soil. The laws of England were then officially fallen into disuse in France. Obliged to go to Holland to get types or the matrices 

printed in French, and French was still the language of its court and for making types (for England had no type foundry of note before that of John 
e its cultivated society. It is not surprising that the French printers Day), English printers had to accept with the Dutch types some of the manner- 

: of England should join with English readers in a preference for isms of Dutch punch-cutters, The English Black Letter of this period does not seem 
French fashions of types. Black Letter maintained its popularity to have been influenced in any degree by German Jashions, The early English Tes- 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “* my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes 7 

dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, : 

and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to 
my friends to address to them as hastily as 1 might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge 

: and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink 

‘ as other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye . 

may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The printing press was the precious freight he brought back 
to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease 

and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “‘red pale,” or heraldic 

shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a | 

little enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator ] 

than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of these d 

' translations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the work involved a choice of English which made j 

his work important in the history of the language. The printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard j 

Pynson and William Faques—were of French birth and inheritors of French tastes. The form of letters they used closely ] 
resemble the Black Letter types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were largely printed to | 
be sold on English soil. The laws of England were then officially printed in French, and French was still the language of 
its court and its cultivated society. It is not surprising that the French printers of England should join with pee readers 4 
in a preference for French fashions of types. Black Letter maintained its popularity in England and in the Netherlands | 

4 . after it had fallen into disuse in France. Obliged to go to Holland to get types, or the matrices for making types (for | 
England had no type foundry of note before that of John Day), English printers had to accept with the Dutch types some | 

of the mannerisms of Dutch punch-cutters. The English Black Letter of this period does not seem to haye been influenced | 
in any degree by German fashions, The early English Testaments and Bibles were printed in Cologne and Basle in letters 4 
of German form, but the German form was never imitated by English printers. The preference shown by English readers | 
of the sixteenth Seats for Black Letter is fairly indicated by its employment in popular English books. The first | 
edition of (1525) Tyndall’s New Testament was in Black Letter. Tyndall's Pentateuch of 1530 was partly in Roman, | 

i but it does not seem to have been an en edition. Coyerdale’s Bible of 1530 was in Black Letter. Cranmer’s | 

Y “Great Bible” of 1540, printed by Grafton and Whitchurch, was in Black Letter. In this form of type were also printed 

i the authorized prayer-books of the period. During the reign of Catholic Queen Mary, Roman was the proper text letter | 

for books of devotion; but under the reign of Protestant poeee Elizabeth, prayer-books in Black Letter had the preference. | 
Fox's “Acts and Monuments,” intended to strengthen Protestant zeal, appeared in the first edition of 1560, in the old- | 
fashioned Black Letter. But even then there were indications of an abatement of the prejudices against Roman types. j 

The printers of that time, who must have preferred the Roman letters, so much easier to print, timidly introduced Roman types in the } 

titles and head-lines, and Italic types in the prefaces of Black Letter books, and gradually accustomed their readers to the innovation | 
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IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘‘my IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, | 

pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, a 

with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white 

so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour 

eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and 

promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised 

them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I haye prac- to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to 

tised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I * i 

said book after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not haye practised and learned at my great charge and dis- i 

written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every pense to ordain the said book in print after the manner t 

man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and | 

imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished ink as other books be, to the end that every man may | 

in one day.” The printing press was the precious freight he have them at once, for all the books of this story here | 

brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. imprynted as ye nay see were begun in one day and | 
Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease also finished in one day.’ The printing press was the | 

j and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy precious freight he brought back to England after an 
into his new occupation, His ‘red pale,” or heraldic shield absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fif- 
marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to teen, at an age when other men look for ease and retire- | 
the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little en- ment, we see him plunging with characteristic energy 

closure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s into his new occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic } 

printing press, he was even busier as a translator than a printer. shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, in- , 
More than four thousand of his printed pages are from works of vited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at of 
his own rendering. The need of these translations shows the pop- Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of 

ular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the work involved the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he 
a choice of English which made his work important in the his- was even busier as a translator than a printer. More 

tory of the language. The printers who followed Caxton—Wyn- than four thousand of his printed pages are from works 
kyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and William Faques—were of of his own rendering. The need of*these translations 

French birth and inheritors of French tastes. The form of letters shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. ‘ 

they used closely resemble the Black Letter types of printers at Paris But the work involved a choice of English which made his | 
and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were largely printed to be work important in the history of the language. The print- i 
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IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘‘my pen is IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my 4 
worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with over- pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes 

i) much looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my 

i ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and 
i feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentle- that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and 

WP men and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my 

\ book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, * 

] dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and | 
i ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner 

a | the end that every man may have them at once, for all the books of and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink | 

i} this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also as other books be, to the end that every man may have them | 
Mt finished in one day.’ The printing press was the precious freight he at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye | 

i a ej A | 
H brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.”” | 

Hy ‘Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and The printing press was the precious freight he brought back | 
I retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through | 

Hi new occupation. His ‘‘red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and i 
i red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy | 
| the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the into his new occupation. His “red pale,’’ or heraldic shield | 
i church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers 

i) a, translator than a printer, More than four thousand of his printed to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little ' 
Ht pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of these trans- enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was 

| lations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator 
| | work involved a choice of English which made his work important in than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages 

| | the history of the language. The printers who followed Caxton—Wyn- are from works of his own rendering. The need of these trans- 
Hi! kyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and William Faques—were of French lations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. 

i. birth and inheritors of French tastes. The form of letters they used But the work involved a choice of English which made his 
i! closely resemble the Black Letter types of printers at Paris and Rouen, work important in the history of the language. The printers 

i in which cities books of devotion were largely printed to be sold on who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson 1 
i) English soil. The laws of England were then officially printed in French, and William Faques—were of French birth and inheritors of 

and French was still the language of its court and its cultivated society. French tastes. The form of letters they used closely resemble | 

i} It is not surprising that the French printers of England should join with the Black Letter types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which | 
| English readers in a preference for French fashions of types. Black Letter cities books of devotion were largely printed to be sold on Eng- } 
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In THe prerace to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, | 

, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, | 

mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white mine eyes dimmed with oyermuch looking on the white 

paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour | 

as it hath been, and that age ereepeth on me daily and as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and 

| feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised feebleth all the body, and also because IT have promised 

a to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to 

them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I | 

i haye practised and learned at my great charge and dis- have practised and learned at my great charge and dis- 

‘ pense to ordain the said book in print after the manner pense to ordain the said book in print after the manner 

| and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen 

| and ink as other books be, to the end that every man and ink as other books be, to the end that every man 

\ may have them at once, for all the books of this story may have them at once, for all the books of this story 

here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day | 

| and also finished in one day.”? The printing press was and also finished’ in one day.’’ The printing press was 

the precious freight he brought back to ere eae after the precious freight he brought back to England after 

i an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next 

| fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and re- 

. retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic en- tirement, we see him plunging with characteristic en- 

. ergy into his new oecupation. His ‘“‘red pale,” or heral- ergy into his new occupation. His ‘red pale,”’ or heral- 

die shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, die shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, 

invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry 

: at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front 

the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, 

. was even busier as a translator than a printer. More he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More 
- 
) than four thousand of his printed pages are from works of his than four thousand of his printed pages are from works 

i < own rendering. The need of these translations shows the popular of his own rendering. The need of these translations 
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IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, 

hoe f us, ‘“‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, | 

fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white | 

a white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour 

AS to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and | 

wr t daily and feebleth all the body, and also because F feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised | 

ce i have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to 

By | to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I 

2 ‘i therefore I have practised and learned at my great have practised and learned at my great charge and dis- 

fea | charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print pense to ordain the said book in print after the manner | 

ey | after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen 
Wnieh 

as i written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end and ink as other books be, to the end that every man | 

4 that every man may have them at once, for all the may have them at once, for all the books of this story 4 

FSS books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were here imprynted as ye ny. see were begun in one day [+ | 

ae : : begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The and also finished in one day.” The printing ae was | 

ae printing press was the veces freight he brought back the ieee freight he brought back to England after | 

y ‘ to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next | 

ie 4 Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and re- 

look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging in- tirement, we see him plunging with characteristic en- 

: to his new occupation. His ‘red pale,’’ or heraldic ergy into his new pee on. His “red pale,’’ or her- 

shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, aldie shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, : 

the invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry 

at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front 

i of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, 

x he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More | 

| than four thousand of his printed pages are from works en four Pen ot be printed page are from works 

, A caittigowr sans te) eee, gre ‘ of his own rendering. e need of these translations 
: of his own rendering. The need of these translations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476 | 
: shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476 PA GOMTa Tall sines of Hardy RAvasn | 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us. In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘‘my pen \ 

“my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed f 

mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not 

paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- 

as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I 

feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address 

to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have | 

as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain 

practised and learned at my great charge and dispense the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, E 

to ordain the said book in print after the manner and and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the 

form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink end that every man may have them at once, for all the books of 

as other books be. to the end that every man may have this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day 

them at once, for all the books of this story, here im- and also finished in one day.’’ The printing press was the 

prynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also fin- precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of 

ished in one day.’ The printing press was the precious five-and-thirty years... Through the next fifteen, at an age when 

freight he brought back to England after an absence of other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging 

five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen. at an with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “‘red 

age when other men look for ease and retirement, we pale,’ or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the 

see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at é 

occupation. His ‘‘red pale.’ or heraldic shield marked Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. | 

with ared bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a 

press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little translator than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed 

enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of these 

was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. 

translator than a printer. More than four thousand of But the work involved a choice of English which made his work 

his printed pages are from works of his own rendering. important in the history of the language. The printers who fol- 

The need of these translations shows the popular drift of lowed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson and William 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “*my pen is worn, my IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘‘my \ 

hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes | 

the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my | 

been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, | 

because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, 

them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to { 

| i at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the my friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said 

} manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great 

| other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for all the charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after 

books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with 

also finished in one day.” The printing press was the precious freight he pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man 

i brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. ‘Through may have them at once, for all the books of this story here 

af the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also 

see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “‘red finished in one day.’’ The printing press was the precious : 

pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited freight he brought back to England after an absence of five- 
buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when 

near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plung- 

was even busier as a translator than a printer. More than four thousand of ing with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His t 

his printed pages are from works of his own rendering. The need of these “ted pale,’’ or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far 
translations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in | 

work involved a choice of English which made his work important in the his- the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west 
tory of the language. The printers who followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, | 

i Richard Pynson and William Faques—were of French birth and inheritors of he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More 

i French tastes. The form of letters they used closely resemble the Black Letter than four thousand of his printed pages are from works of } 
types of printers at Paris and Rouen, in which cities books of devotion were his own rendering. The need of these translations shows } 

| largely printed to be sold on English soil. The laws of England were then the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the 

| officially printed in French, and French was still the language of its court and work involved a choice of English which made his work im- 

ii its cultivated society. It is not surprising that the French printers of England - ' - 
vee : a i portant in the history of the language. The print 

| should join with English readers in a preference for French fashions of types Followed Ce ee ide Words, Richan Epa whe 
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8 Point Paul Revere 8 Point Lining Keystone Old Style | 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘“my IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, | 

| pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine 4 

dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, 

my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it | 
been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth | 

| the body, and also because | have promised to divers all the body, and also because I have promised to divers 
| gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily 

as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and | 

: learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the 

said book in print after the manner and form as ye may said book in print after the manner and form as ye may | 

see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books 

to the end that every man may have them at once, for all be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for 
the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see | 
begun in one day and also finished in one day.”” The were begun in one day and also finished in one day.’’ The ] 
panes press was the precious freight he brought back printing press was the precious freight he brought back 
to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. | 
Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look | 
for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with char- for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with char- i 
acteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,” acteristic energy into his new occupation. His ‘‘red pale,’’ | 
or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the | 
middle, invited buyers to the press established in the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the 
Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west 
front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, 
he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More 
than four thousand of his printed pages are from works than four thousand of his printed pages are from works 

of his own rendering. The need of these translations shows of his own rendering. The need of these translations 
the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. 
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} IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, 

pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine 

dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, 

courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it 

that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth 
also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my all the body, and also because I have promised to divers 

friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily 

therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and 

dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the | 
form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as said book in print after the manner and form as ye may | 

other books be, to the end that every man may have them at see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books ! 

once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for | 
see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.’* The all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see | 
printing press was the precious freight he brought back to were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” | 
England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through The printing press was the precious freight he brought 
the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. | 
retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men | 

] into his new occupation. His ‘‘red pale,”’ or heraldic shield look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with | 
marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to characteristic energy into his new occupation. His ‘“‘red | 
the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down 
enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Cax- the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the | 
ton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator than a Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west 
printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages are front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, | 
from works of his own rendering. The need of these trans- he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More 
lations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. than four thousand of his printed pages are from works 
But the work involved a choice of English which made his of his own rendering. The need of these translations 

swork important in the history, of the language. The printers who shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. 
followed Caxton—Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson, William But the work involved a choice of English which made his | 
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IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells 

“‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- f 

eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white pa- fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on 

per, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour the white paper, and my courage not so prone and | 

as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- 

feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also ' 

to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to because I have promised to divers gentlemen and 

them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I to my friends to address to them as hastily as I 

have practised and learned at my great charge and dis- might the said book, therefore T have practised and 

pense to- ordain the said book in print after the man- learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain | 

ner and form as ye may see, and is not written with this said book in print after the manner and form | 

pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink | 

man may have them at once, for all the books of this as other books be, to the end that every man may | 

story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one have them at once, for all the books of this story | 

day and also finished in one day.’’ The printing press here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one | 

was the precious freight he brought back to England day and also finished in one day.” The printing } 

after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the press was the precious freight he brought back to \ 

the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. 7 

ease and retirement, we see him plunging with charac- Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men | 

teristic energy into his new occupation. His “‘redpale,”’ look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging | 

or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the with characteristic energy into his new occupation. | 

middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry His ‘ved pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red | 

at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press } 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells ; 

us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- | 

fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on | 

the white paper, and my courage not so prone and the white paper, and my courage not so prone and | 

ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth | 

eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also be- } 

because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to cause I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my 

F my friends to address to them as hastily as I might friends to address to them as hastily as I might the | 

the said book, therefore I have practised and learned said book, therefore I have practised and learned at 

at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book 

i book in print after the manner and form as ye may in print after the manner and form as ye may see, 

see, and is not written with pen and ink as other and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, | 

books be, to the end that every man may have them to the end that every man may have them at once, 

at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye 

as ye may see were begun in one day and also fin- may see were begun in one day and also finished in | 

ished in one day. » The printing press was the one day.’’ The printing press was the precious freight t 

precious freight he brought back to England after he brought back to England after an absence of five- 

an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age | 

next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease when other men look for ease and retirement, we 

and retirement, we see him plunging with charac- see him plunging with characteristic energy into his 

| teristic energy into his new occupation. His “‘red new occupation. His “‘red pale,’’ or heraldic shield 

pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited | 
tas the pone Se the ale = buyers to the press established in the Almonry at West- | 

lished in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclos- . ‘ a eae 

| ure near the west front of the church. Busy as was minster, a iittle enclosure en tte West {rome Of tie 
| sd poe Be oasrth ciate Gl Biota Konica church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was 
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9 Point Paul Revere 9 Point Lining Keystone Old Style 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells | 

“my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- . 

mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on { 

white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready the white paper, and my courage not so prone and 

to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- 

me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also ] 

I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to 

to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, my friends to address to them as hastily as I might } 

therefore | have practised and learned at my great the said book, therefore I have practised and learned | 

charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said ; 

after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not book in print after the manner and form as ye may | 

written with pen and ink as other books be, to the see, and is not written with pen and ink as other 

end that every man may have them at once, for all books be, to the end that every man may have them | 

the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted 
were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished 
The printing press was the renee he brought in one day.’’ The printing press was the precious 
back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty freight he brought back to England after an absence 
years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at | 

men look for ease and retirement, we see him plung- an age when other men look for ease and retirement, 
ing with characteristic energy into his new occupa- we see him plunging with characteristic energy into 
ioe pole ie or Heo St shield marked with his new occupation. His ‘‘red pale,’’ or heraldic 
a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the . : + : 

. : * shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, in- 

press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a vited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at 
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IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells 

“my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- 

eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on 

and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath the white paper, and my courage not so prone and 

been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- 

body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also | 

and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might = because I have promised to divers gentlemen and | 

the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my to my friends to address to them as hastily as I | 

great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print might the said book, therefore I have practised and { 

after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain | 

with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every the said book in print after the manner and form | 

man may have them at once, for all the books of this story as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink | 

here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and as other books be, to the end that every man may 

also finished in one day.” The printing press was the have them at once, for all the books of this story 

f precious freight he brought back to England after an absence here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one 1 

of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age day and also finished in one day."’ The printing 

when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him press was the precious freight he brought back to | 

plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. 

His “red pale, ’ or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far Through the next fifteen, at anage when other men 

down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging 

the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west with characteristic energy into his new occupation. 
front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, His ‘‘red pale,”’ or heraldic shield marked with a 

he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the 
es z ae < press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a 

than four seaasand of hes pried Date are may erie little enclosure near the west front of the church. 
own rendering. The need of these translations shows the pop- 4 
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In THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton 

us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and | 

fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch 

the white paper, and my courage not so prone and looking on the white paper, and my courage not 

ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and . | 

| eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all t 

| because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to the body, and also because I have promised to | 

| my friends to address to them as hastily as I might diyers gentlemen and to my friends to address 

| the said book, therefore I have practised and learned to them as hastily as I might the said book, | 

at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said therefore I have practised and learned at my 

book in print after the manner and form as ye may great charge and dispense to ordain this said | 

see, and is not written with pen and ink as other book in print after the manner and form as ye | 

| books be, to the end that every man may have them may see, and is not written with pen and ink as 

| at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted other books be, to the end that every man may | 

| as ye may see were begun in one day and also fin- have them at once, for all the books of this story 

ished in one day.”’ The printing press was the here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one j 

precious freight he brought back to England after an day and also finished in one day.” The printing 

absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next press was the precious freight he brought back 

fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and to England after an absence of five-and-thirty | 

retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when | 

energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,” or other men look for ease and retirement, we see him 
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| 10 Point Harris Roman © se 10 Point Ayer } 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton 

| tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary 

| not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with 

NA looking on the white paper, and my courage not overmuch looking on the white paper, and 

so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, my courage not so prone and ready to labour { 

and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me { 

all the body, and also because I have promised daily and feebleth all the body, and also be- | 

. to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address cause I have promised to divers gentlemen | 

to them as hastily as I might the said book, there- and to my friends to address to them as ; 

fore I have practised and learned at my great hastily as I might the said book, therefore I | 

' charge and dispense to ordain the said book in have practised and learned at my great charge | 

print after the manner and form as ye may see, and dispense to ordain the said book in print | 

and is not written with pen and ink as other after the manner and form as ye may see, 
books be, to the end that every man may have and is not written with pen and ink as other I 

them at once, for all the books of this story here books be, to the end that every man may | 

imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day have them at once, for all the books of this | 

} and also finished in one day.” The printing press story here imprynted as ye may see were | 

/ was the precious freight he brought back to begun in one day and also finished in one } 

/ Englandafter an absence of five-and-thirty years. day.” The printing press was the precious | 
nee a next ey gu - an age when oe freight he brought back to England after an ‘ 

men look for ease and retirement, we see him absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the | 
} plunging seth yesn hele sara itll ee next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ' 
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10 Point Cardinal j 10 Point Lowell 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my 

us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes | 

fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and | 

the white paper, and my courage not so prone and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath 

ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the 

eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen 

also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might 

and to my friends to address to them as hastily as the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my 

I might the said book, therefore I have practised great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print 

and learned at my great charge and dispense to after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written ; 

ordain the said book in print after the manner and with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every | 

form as ye may see, and is not written with pen man may have them at once, for all the books of this story | 

and ink as other books be, to the end that every here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and | 

man may have them at once, for all the books of also finished in one day.” The printing press was the | 

this story here imprynted as ye may see were be- precious freight he brought back to England after an ab- | 

gun in one day and also finished in one day.’’ The sence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, | 

printing press was the precious freight he brought at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we | 

back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new | 

years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with | 

other men look for ease and retirement, we see him a . bs — = — invited Biya : Setar j 
; 3 Fes ; tablished in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure | 

plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupa- a , j 
tion. His “red pale,”’ or heraldic shield marked with a near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s 
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i IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Cax- In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton 

ton tells us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my hand weary tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and 

and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with over- not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch 

much looking on the white paper, and my cour- looking on the white paper, and my courage not | 

age not so prone and ready to labour as it hath so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and | 

; been, and that age creepeth on me daily and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the 

feebleth all the body, and also because I have body, and also because I have promised to divers | 

promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends gentlemen and to my friends to address to them | 

to address to them as hastily as I might the said as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I | 

book, therefore I have practised and learned at have practised and learned at my great charge | 

: my great charge and dispense to ordain the said and dispense to ordain the said book in print | 

book in print after the manner and form as ye after the manner and form as ye may see, and is | 

may see, and is not written with pen and ink as not written with pen and ink as other books be, | 

other books be, to the end that every man may to the end that every man may have them at once, | 

have them at once, for all the books of this story for all the books of this story here imprynted as ; 

here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one ye may see were begun in one day and also fin- | 

day and also finished in one day.’’ The printing ished in one day.” The printing press was the | 

press was the precious freight he brought back precious freight he brought back to England after | 

to England after an absence of five-and-thirty an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the | 

years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ] 

other men look for ease and retirement, we see ease and retirement, we see him plunging with j 

him plunging with characteristic energy into his characteristic energy into his new occupation. | 
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10 Point Lining Keystone Old Style 10 Point Caslon Old Style 

IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton 

tells us, ‘‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not 

not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking 

looking on the white paper, and my courage not on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and 

‘ so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth 

that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also be- 

the body, and also because I have promised to cause I have promised to divers gentlemen and to 

divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might 

them as hastily as I might the said book, there- the said book, therefore I have practised and learned 

fore I have practised and learned at my great at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said 

charge and dispense to ordain the said book in book in print after the manner and form as ye may 

print after the manner and form as ye may see, see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books 

and is not written with pen and ink as other be, to the end that every man may have them at once, 

books be, to the end that every man may have for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye 

them at once, for all the books of this story here may see were begun in one day and also finished in 

imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day one day.” The printing press was the precious freight 

and also finished in one day.’’ ‘The printing press he brought back to England after an absence of five- 

was the precious freight he brought back to Eng- and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age 

land after an absence of five-and-thirty years. when other men look for ease and retirement, we see 

Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men him plunging with characteristic energy into his new 

look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging occupation. His “‘red pale,” or heraldic shield marked 
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10 Point Caslon Lightface 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand 

weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white 

paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that 

age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have 

promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily as 

: I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge 

and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye 

may see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that 

i every man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted 

8B ; as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The print- 

ing press was the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of 

five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look ‘ 

for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his 

new occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far 

| down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at West- 

minster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s 

printing press, he was even busier as a translator thana printer. More than four ! 

thousand of his printed pages are from works of his own rendering. The need 
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11 Point Lining Roman No. 110 

IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand 

weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with oyermuch looking on the white paper, 

and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth 

onme daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentle- 

men and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore 

I have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in 7 

print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as 

other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for all the books of : 

this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in one | 

day.” The printing press was the precious freight he brought back to England after | 

an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men 

look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new ' 

} occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the 

middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little en- 

closure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was 

even busier as a translator than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages 

are from works of his own rendering. The need of these translations shows the popular 
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11 Point Lining Roman No. 112 

In THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my | 

hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the | 

: white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, 

and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I 

have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily 

asI might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge | 

and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may | 

see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every | 

man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye | 

may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The printing press . 2 

was the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of five-and- | 

F thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and 

retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. i 

His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, in- 

vited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclos- 

ure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was 

even busier as a translator than a printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages 

_ are from works of his own rendering. The need of these translations shows the popular 
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KEYSTONE BODY TYPE | 

11 Point Lining Keystone Old Style | 

IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my ' 

hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the | 

white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and 

that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have | 

promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily as ~ y 

I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge 

and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may 

see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every 

man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye 

may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” ‘The printing press | 

was the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of five-and- | 

thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease | 

and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occu- | 

pation. His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the | 

middle, invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a | 

little enclosure near the west front of the church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing 

press, he was even buster as a translator than a printer. More than four thousand | 
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11 Point Caslon Old Style ; 

} IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ““my pen is worn, my 
: hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the 
| white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, 
| and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I { 

have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as 
a hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my 

great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and 
i form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to 

\ the end that every man may have them at once, for all the books of this story 
here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in one 

| day.” The printing press was the precious freight he brought back to England 
after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age ) 
when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with char- { 

acteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic shield 
marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press estab- 
lished in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the { 

) church. Busy as was Caxton’s printing press, he was even busier as a translator than a 
i printer. More than four thousand of his printed pages are from works of his own 
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. 12 Point Lining Roman No. 111 

In THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ““my pen is worn, 

my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking 

on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it 
; hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and 

also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address 
to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised ,and 

learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after 
the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as 

other books be, to the end that every man may haye them at once, for all the 

books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and 
also finished in one day.”? The printing press was the precious freight he 

: brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through 
the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we 

see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red 

pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited 

: buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure 
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t 12 Point Lining Roman No. 113 

i Iy THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, 
my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch look- 

ing on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour 

as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the 

body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my / 

: friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I 

R have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the 
said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not 

written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man 
may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as 

ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The 
E printing press was the precious freight he brought back to England after j 

4 an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age oa 

F when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with ‘ 
characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic 

f shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press 

established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front 
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: 12 Point Lining Roman No. 104 

In tae prerace to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, 5 

my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch look- 

ing on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour 

: as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the 
body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my ‘ 

friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore 

I have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain 

the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is 
not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every 

man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here im- 

prynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in one 

day.” The printing press was the precious freight he brought back to 
: England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next ) 

fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we see 

him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red 
| pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited j 
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’ 12 Point Harris Roman , 

| In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘““my pen is worn, 
Ny my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch look- 

F ing on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour 
as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the ‘ 

; body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my ‘ 
; friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I ; 

have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the | 
| said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not 
| written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man may 

have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may 
see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The printing i 
press was the precious freight he brought back to England after an ab- 
sence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when 
other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with char- 

acteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic 
shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the 
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; 12 Point Cardinal 

i In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, 
i my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch 

i looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready 
to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and : 

f feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to divers 

I gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might 
5 the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at.my great 

j charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner | 

: and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as other | 

} books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for all 
; the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in 
' one day and also finished in one day.” The printing press was the 

i precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of five- 

5 and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men 

i look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy 

into his new occupation. His ‘‘ red pale,’’ or heraldic shield marked with a red 
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; In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is 

f worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with over- : 

" much looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and 

: ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and 

; feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentle- | 

E men and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might the 

-. said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge | 

and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and 

form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as other 

z books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for all 

: the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in 

} one day and also finished in one day.” The printing press was the | 

5 precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of five- | 

f and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men | 

i look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic | 

i energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic shield 
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12 Point Lowell 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not : 

steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not so 

prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the 

body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them ; 
as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and 

dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written 

: with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for all the 

books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in one 

day.” The printing press was the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence 

] of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and 

retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red 

pale,” or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press , 

established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. 

Busy as was Caxton's printing press, he was even busier as a translator than a printer. More 

than four thousand of his printed pages are from works of his own rendering. ‘The need of these 

translations shows the popular drift of literature at that time, 1476. But the work involved a choice } 
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12 Point Dickens } 

IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘my pen is worn, 
my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch look- 
ing on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as - ' 
it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and 

: also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address 
| to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and 

learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after 
} the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as 

other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, for all the 
ih | books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and 

also finished in one day.” The printing press was the precious freight he 
brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through 

} the next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we 

| see him plunging with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His 

| “red pale,”’ or heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, : 

iH invited buyers to the press established in the Almonry at Westminster, a little 
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12 Point Paul Revere 

; In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘“‘my pen is worn, 
| my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch look- | 

ing on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour 
as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, 
and also because | have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends 
to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have 
practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said | 
book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written | 
with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have | 
them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see | 
were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The printing press 
was the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of | 
five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men 
look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy 

into his new occupation. His ‘‘red pale,’’ or heraldic shield marked with 
: a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the 
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" 12 Point Lining Keystone Old Style 

f IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “‘my pen is worn 
my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch look- 

ing on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour | 

} as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, 

and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to 
address to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have prac- 

tised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said book 
in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with 
pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have them 
at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were | 

begun in one day and also finished in one day.’”’ ‘The printing press was | 
; the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence of five- a 

and-thirty years. ‘Through the next fifteen, at an age when other men 

look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with characteristic energy | 

into his new occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic shield marked with 

j a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press established in the 

: Almonry at Westminster, a little enclosure near the west front of the church. | 
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12 Point Caslon Old Style i 

IN THE PREFACE to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “‘my pen is worn, i 
my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch 
looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to 
labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth 

all the body, and also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and 
to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, there- 
fore I have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to or- | 
dain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and | 
is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every | 
man may have them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted 
as ye may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.”’ The 
printing press was the precious freight he brought back to England after 
an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age ; 
when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with 

characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,’ or heraldic shield 

marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press estab- ‘ 
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12 Point Caslon Lightface } 

; In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is 

| worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with 
overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone 

j and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me 
daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to 

: divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily as 
I might the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my. 
great charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the 

| manner and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink 
as other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, 

for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were 
begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The printing press j 

: was the precious freight he brought back to England after an absence 
HH | of five-and-thirty years. Through the next fifteen, at an age when 

| other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plunging with 

characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,’’ or 
Hh heraldic shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited 
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. 14 Point Cardinal | 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ‘““my 

pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes | 
dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my 

courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and 
: that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and 

| also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my 
friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, 

therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and 
dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and 

| form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as 
other books be, to the end that every man may have them at 

once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may 
see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” 
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' 14 Point Lowell 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand 
weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white 

paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that 

age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised 
| to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might the 

\ said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to , 
| ordain the said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not 

written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man may have 

them at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see were begun 
] in one day andalso finished in one day.’ The printing press was the precious freight 

he brought back to England after an absence of five-and-thirty years. Through the 
next fifteen, at an age when other men look for ease and retirement, we see him plung- 

ing with characteristic energy into his new occupation. His “red pale,” or heraldic 
; shield marked with a red bar far down the middle, invited buyers to the press estab- 
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14 Point Harris Roman 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, ““my pen ‘ 
is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed 
with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage 

; not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age 
creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also be- 
cause I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends 
to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, there- 
fore I have practised and learned at my great charge and dis- 
pense to ordain the said book in print after the manner and 
form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as 
other books be, to the end that every man may have them at ‘ 
once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye may 
see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The 
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14 Point Ayer J 

| In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my 
: : pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes 

dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and 
my courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath 
been, and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all 
the body, and also because I have promised to divers gen- 

| tlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily 
as I might the said book, therefore I have practised and 

| learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the said 
book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, 
and is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to 
the end that every man may have them at once, for all 
the books of this story here imprynted as ye may see 
were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” The 
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14 Point Paul Revere 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my pen 
is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed 
with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not 
so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- | 
eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also because | 
have promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address 
to them as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have prac- 
tised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain the | 

| said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and . 
is not written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that 

; every man may have them at once, for all the books of this story | 
here imprynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also | 
finished in one day.” The printing press was the precious freight 
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14 Point Lining Keystone Old Style | 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my | 
pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes . : 
dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my 
courage not so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and . 
that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and . 
also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my 
friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, | 
therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and . 
dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner 
and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink 

| as other books be, to the end that every man may have them 
at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye 
may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.”’ 
The printing press was the precious freight he brought back 
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| 14 Point Caslon Old Style 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “my f 
pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes 
dimmed with overmuch looking on the white paper, and my 
courage not so prone and ready to labour asit hath been, and 
that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and 
also because I have promised to divers gentlemen and to my 

: friends to address to them as hastily as I might the said book, 
therefore I have practised and learned at my great charge and 
dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner 
and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink 
as other books be, to the end that every man may have them { 
at once, for all the books of this story here imprynted as ye 
may see were begun in one day and also finished in one day.” 
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14 Point Caslon Lightface 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, 
“my pen is worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, 
mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on the white 
paper, and my courage not so prone and ready to labour 
as it hath been, and that age creepeth on me daily and 
feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised k 

to divers gentlemen and to my friends to address to them 
as hastily as I might the said book, therefore I have prac- 
tised and learned at my great charge and dispense to 
ordain the said book in print after the manner and form { 
as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as 
other books be, to the end that every man may have 
them at once, for all the books of this story here im- 
prynted as ye may see were begun in one day and also 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells 
us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not 
steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch look- 
ing on the white paper, and my courage not so 
prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and that 
age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all the body 
and also because I have promised to divers gentle- 
men and to my friends to address to them as hastily 

) as I might the said book, therefore I have prac- | 
. tised and learned at my great charge and dispense | 
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| In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton 
| tells us, ‘“‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and 

not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with over- 
much looking on the white paper, and my cour- 
age not so prone and ready to labour as it hath . 
been, and that age creepeth on me daily and 
feebleth all the body, and also because I have 
promised to divers gentlemen and to my friends 
to address to them as hastily as I might the said 
book, therefore I have practised and learned at | 
my great charge and dispense to ordain the said 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells us, “ my pen is 

worn, my hand weary and not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with 

: overmuch looking on the white paper, and my courage not so prone 
: and ready tolabour asithath been, and that age creepeth on me daily 

|) and feebleth all the body, and also because I have promised to divers 
gentlemen and to my friends to address to them as hastily as I might 

the said book, therefore I have practised and learned at my great 

charge and dispense to ordain the said book in print after the manner 

and form as ye may see, and is not written with pen and ink as 

other books be, to the end that every man may have them at once, | 
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18 Point Cardinal | 

In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells 
us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not 

ii steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch 
looking on the white paper, and my courage not 
so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, 
and that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth | 

i all the body, and also because I have promised 
to divers gentlemen and to my friends to ad- | 

1 dress to them as hastily as I might the said book, 
| therefore I have practised and learned at my 
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. In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells 
us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- 
fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on 
the white paper, and my courage not so prone and 
ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- 
eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also 
because | have promised to divers gentlemen and 
to my friends to address to them as hastily as | 
might the said book, therefore I have practised and 

| learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain 
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| In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton tells | 
us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and not stead- | 
fast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch looking on 

the white paper, and my courage not so prone and 
ready to labour as it hath been, and that age creep- 

. eth on me daily and feebleth all the body, and also 
because I have promised to divers gentlemen and 
to my friends to address to them as hastily as I 

. might the said book, therefore I have practised and 

learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain 
the said book in print after the manner and form as 
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In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton 
tells us, “‘my pen is worn, my hand weary and 

: not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with overmuch 
looking on the white paper, and my courage not 
so prone and ready to labour as it hath been, and 

that age creepeth on me daily and feebleth all 
the body, and also because I have promised to 

divers gentlemen and to my friends to address 
to them as hastily as I might the said book, there- 

. fore I have practised and learned at my great 
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| | So 
In the preface to his Tales of Troy, Caxton 

it tells us, “my pen is worn, my hand weary and 
| not steadfast, mine eyes dimmed with over- 

much looking on the white paper, and my 
courage not so prone and ready to labour as 
it hath been, and that age creepeth on me 

| daily and feebleth all the body, and also be- 
cause I have promised to divers gentlemen 
and to my friends to address to them as hastily 

i as | might the said book, therefore I have prac- 
. tised and learned at my gréat charge and dis- 
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IMPERFECT PREPARATION OF PEOPLE OF EUROPE 

To the careless observer of the growth of learning and the growth of \ sary ree ete ee ere 
mechanical arts at the beginning of the fifteenth century, Italy might . 
be regarded as the nation best prepared to receive and maintain Po AReA|TH settled resolution, and strength 
any new method of the successful art of book-making. $1234567890 a a Yi of purpose to which extreme circum- 

Dee es SCE GOT UN WIE Q B stances so often give birth, acting 
8 Point Font $2 25 22A $110 44a $115 Pat ‘Saf upon far less excitable and more 

FIRST PRESS USED BY EARLY PRINTERS sok sluggish temperaments than that 
i : ; which was the lot of Madeline Bray’s admirer, 

t was composed entirely of wood, and consisted of Nicholas started, at dawn of day, from the rest- 

‘ ‘ a table, along which the coffin containing the type 1 ani ih | i" aq isited th 
form, and furnished with a tympan and frisket, was ess CONC i > 1c be sicep oy eae a | € 
pushed by the hand of the early printers. $1234567890 tobeat be Me slightend non snake vee 
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only remaining hope of escape depended. 

9 Point Font $250 22A $125 420 $125 Although, to restless and ardent minds, morning 

DO NOT NEGLECT YOUR CHILDREN may be the fitting season for exertion and 

It is a parent's duty to visit the school in which activity, it is not always at that time that hope is 
their children attend at least once a month to strongest or the spirit most sanguine and buoyant. 

| inquire into their future welfare. $1234567890 In trying and doubtful positions, youth, custom, 
: a steady contemplation of the difficulties which 

10 Point Font $2.50 18A $125 36a $125 surround us, and a familiarity with them, imper- 

PROGRESSIVE TYPE FOUNDRY ceptibly Preeues - aporenee ene and ao 
: GGen iss ‘ comparative indifference, if not a vague an 

We Dane forth: ee either i original reckless confidence in some relief, the means or 
and special designs or by a combination of nature of which we care not to foresee. But 
ideas already in general use. $1234567890 when we come fresh upon such things in the 

eet cohauee Beg hoa pias morning, with that dark and silent gap between | 

eae hee us and yesterday; with every link in the brittle | 
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PURCHASE WEIGHT FONTS chain of hope to rivet afresh; our hot enthusiasm 4 

This is one of the best type faces made ae ay ev calm reason eas : its 
; é stead; doubt and misgiving revive. As the trav- 

and can be purchased a weight fonts eller sees farthest by day, and becomes aware of | 
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T some path of human life sees with each returning } 
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: CHAPTER XXVIII Ancient Roman Initial e | 

. | 
Ts: ensuing morning brought reflection with : 

it, as morning usually does; but widely differ- 
ent was the train of thought it awakened in the 

minds of the different persons who had been so 
unexpectedly brought together on the preceding 
evening, by the acting agency of Messrs. Pyke and 
Pluck. The reflections of Sir Mulberry Hawk—if 
such a term can be applied to the thoughts of the 
systematic and calculating man of dissipation, whose SHEN PEEP. { 
joys, regrets, pains, and pleasures are all of self, P= , a > 5 { 
and who would seem to retain nothing of the intel- 5 4 Zs f % a r " | 

lectual faculty but the power to debase himself, and ~ : ra Unt 9 x : > 
: to degrade the very nature whose outward sem- LY = , o See 7 LomJ 

blance he wears—the reflections of Sir Mulberry | 
t Hawk turned upon Kate Nickleby, and were, in | 
; brief, th: hi doubtedly hands: ; that Her covness mua be easily conquarablo by a fan of DO the very best I know how—the 

oes one Gin ond a Gl owe madly very best I can; and I mean to keep 
id i} hi his i ith the ‘Id. s * 

Hiss (asta act eovaiacealirt peices Orbea: doing so until the end. If the end | 
ith Sir Mulbe should id strangel: ‘ . < : « 

fn fin'ears of warne, let he rerscmnbered at brings me out all right, what is said against 
live it ‘Id of theit , and that in thi ’ $ 

limited cieleslone are they ambiioea for datin ion me won't amount to anything. If the end 
id lause, Sir Mulberry’: ‘Id led 7 3 | With proflgates, and he acted accordingly. brings me out wrong, ten angels swearing | 

| Se es nan Nore a I was right would make no difference. | 
constant occurrence among us every day. It is the . j 
custom to trumpet forth much wonder and astonish- —Abraham Lincoln. 
ment at the chief actors therein setting at defiance 

! | | : 

. | 
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ies, 9 Siz For Ai de, | | Conipless See 9 Sizes HARRIS ROMAN SERIES ‘or coats ps pages | 

5 Point Font $200 21A $090 43a $110 6 Point Font $2 00 23A $090 47a $110 | 

y WHAT A BOON GOOD TYPES ARE TO POOR EYES. INFERIOR TYPE FACES ARE WEARING AS | 
| i if a no, FEW REALIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS MATTER WELL AS IRRITATING ON EYE AND MIND ] 

Whether it is in books, advertising or elsewhere, fine re | 
eS sensibilities are quickly touched by the type artist’s | They obscure the atmosphere, as it were, of 

wm x () handiwork, and merit or demerit is quickly perceived the subject treated and with waning interest 
W\4 With \ Prompt Attention by either educated or untrained eyes. Poor types are there is an intuition to turn away. To persist | 

NR A and crude ji-shaped and dull Im human beings they in reading such print brings a feeling of in- | 
Y the Best Service according to their inferiority, They are uninviting Voluntary resistance and produces a state of | 

\e at all Hours wherever used and the eye shrinks from them and mind more or less unreceptive. Good types 
hastens to search out some objects more pleasant are inviting and readily appeal to the reader 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abedefghijklmnoparstuywxyz } 

| 8 Point Font $2 25 22A $105 43a $120 

| | 
WELL-DESIGNED AND CLEAN-CUT LETTERS SEEM TO SPEAK MORE | 

I | ANSOM DISTINCTLY THE MEANING WHICH THEY ARE INTENDED TO CONVEY 
| The more one associates with them the more he is influenced and impressed | 
| A B with the pleasures they afford. Good types are especially good friends to poor | 
: eyes and for this reason, if no other, discrimination is warranted. Persons are 
/ ie neato ~ more or less influenced by their companions whether they are animate or in- 

AL Yine Service animate. With types it is through easy reading and clearer understanding that 
| ; é one is moved to this or that view of a subject. Out of views grow conclusions 

| Day and Night 
The 8 point face is also cast on 10 point body for newspaper work, and is carried in stock at all our houses | 

| t 

| fa 
| (Een 9 Point Font $2 50 22A$120 44a $130 

ai 
of ae G ADVERTISING IS SUCH A FACTOR IN THE WORLD’S COMMERCE 

rane, 
elepnenes eo THAT LARGE SUMS ARE SPENT YEARLY TO INVITE ATTENTION | 

| Bell Diy * a * a K 
Walnut 231 } Fh) (\ For many years mechanical skill has been centered in an effort to build ) 

’ \ Nous 7 ‘ 
Keystone co be, DARD) wonderfully intricate and expensive machinery solely for the purpose of | 

Basi aera AEE | placing upon paper, type designs in their greatest degree of perfection. | 
i Master printers must employ this machinery, as well as the product of the | 

ee ee \ equally wonderful paper manufacturing machines, along with the artistic 

uty ins GREE AAG SE GS designs of the type founder, to give the merchant the printing he demands 
: | 

10 Point Font $2 50 20A $115 40a $135 | 

: Bb ROMAN SERIES OF TYPE HAS ALL QUALITIES 

INEEDED TO MAKE A CLEAR, LEGIBLE LETTER j 

ae 5 S rough these pages will show that it is at once restful, | 
RENN NE ML fh NE EN Go fh ficaia ‘ RENE NN) ee Re Ne, inviting to the eye. The smaller sizes are much more | 

| PQS IER BR DER DER DSRS | lhe corresponding sizes of an ordinary type face, there- 
; his a beautiful book or magazine series. A perusal of 

f THE CREETURS GO TO THE ives an excellent idea of its appearance as a book letter 

| BARBECUE Se eE ST SETEE | 
Small Caps for sizes 6 to 14 point, inclusive, furnished to order | 

: NCE 'pona time,” said Uncle Remus to the little boy—"‘But Italic made for all sizes 
O when was once upon a time?’ the child interrupted to 

ask. The old man smiled. ‘‘I speck ’twas one time er 

two times, er maybe a time an’ a half. You know when Johnny 

Ashcake 'gun ter bake? Well, 'twuz ‘long in dem days. Once 

| "pon a time,’’ he resumed, ‘‘Mr. Man had a gyarden so fine dat 

all de neighbors come ter see it. Some ud look at it over de | 
i fence, some ‘ud peep thoo de cracks, an’ some ‘ud come an’ look | 
| at it by de light of de stars. An’ one un um wuz ol’ Brer Rabbit ; ' 

| starlight, moonlight, cloudlight, de nightlight wuz de light fer 4 

- him. When de turn er de mornin’ come, he ’uz allers up an’ 

about, an’ a feelin’ purty well I thank you, suh ! 

“Now, den, you done hear what I say. Dar wuz Mr. Man | 

Remus made a map of this part of the story by marking in the | 
/ sand with his walking-cane, ‘ Well, dis bein’ de case, what you 

speck gwinter happen? Nothin’ in the roun’ worl’ but what ee eee ee STOW BELL WORKS | 
- de groun’. Dey look fine an’ dey tas’e fine, an’ ‘long to’rds de | 

shank er de mornin’, Brer Rabbit ’ud creep thoo de crack er de | 

| fence an’ nibble at ’um. He'd take de greens, but leave his 

: tracks, mo’ speshually right after a rain. Takin’ an’ leavin’—it’s 

/ de way er de worl’. FOR ALL PURPOSES 
** Well, one mornin’, Mr. Man went out to his truck patch, an’ 

| he fin’ sump’n missing’—a cabbage here, a turnip dar, an’ a mess 

ii er beans yander, an’ he ax how come dis? He look 'roun’, he LINCOLN PARK AND RIDGE ROAD 

) Bell 6151 A FRANKFORD i py-tne-take 

. | Cuts No. 1401 Cuts No, 3317 
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| ee ce ee HARRIS ROMAN SERIES For Aoeean eet pages 

12 Point Font $275 17A $130 35a $145 hs : 

| KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY OPERATES SIX HOUSES po gpiseoe aeeE geee 
We own and conduct houses in Philadelphia, New York, ey i By 

| Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta and San Francisco. We sell our : PI ANO ee 
product direct through these houses and a few exclusive ea 

Selling Agencies situated principally in foreign countries : RECITAL - 

$1234567890—en set figures—$1234567890 sie — ; 
: ay : 

| 14 Point Font $3 00 13 A $140 28a $160 Le sg ig ‘ : 

EXCELLENCE OF KEYSTONE TYPE FACES - : iad ee Pe S 

We use the best materials obtainable in the manu- es i : > He 

facture of all our products; we employ the best ; t RGAE | 

. mechanical skill the country affords, and all the : ny RY a oe 
‘i 7 ] 7 j \ i) | Riel | : machinery used is designed and built by ourselves | ee 

18 Point Font $3 25 10A $155 21a $170 ES po We be 

| YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED | Mee |. 

| We value above all the confidence and | | tesday Evening | 

| good-will of our customers, evidenced by | | pecember Sixth | . 
| their continuous encouragement, as well [| — Nineteen unarea 

as by hundreds of most friendly letters eS a 

. : igs | HOTEL BELLVIEW | : | 
We take pride in this important Pipl ceoeetieats Ee | 

~ feature of the Keystone business | | "™ 1 | 
| system. No exasperating delays ae | | 

| 

| | 

| Buy Type in | 

Weight Fonts | 

| ae gs MORRIS & ROHNER | 
} All Keystone Type is sold ©) YUM MANUFACTURERS OF TURNOVER AUTOMOBILES | 

in weight fonts at regular (a) jj | 
body type prices allowing WY 432 NORTH STREET, WESTBROOK 

i the discounts on all orders : | 

| much lower purchasing price and 

| a greater profit in the composing | 

room because of full cases which 

| obviates sort-picking—one of the 7 

: great evils of all printing offices Cut No. 3269 | 

f ee | 

=



Cin ea arate AYER SERIES Recon be peace oi 1a 400 

6 Point Font $2 00 24A $095 48a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 20A $105 42a $120 

: EXPERIMENTS OF PERSONS WHO POTTER INTO ALMOST TAKE A MAN WHO HAS SPENT HIS ENTIRE LIFE 
ANYTHING PROVE COFFEE A GOOD BAROMETER THUS FAR WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS 

toting w ae tre awed mele | And whisk him of to the woods and give him one si of 
the cup there is sure to be lasting clear weather. If the foam sets all eddying wood-smoke and you have suddenly opened for him 
about the edge of the cup there will be rain showers. Between the edge a chapter of existence, so strangely sweet, so mysteriously 

aia 57 en announces'changeable weather. If the foam, familiar, that his soul aches with a desire to recover utterly 

Ree seoetioks Ie mala fist ahs narcaistet sartocty aaeee what has been thus poignantly suggested. Good to the soul 
with these indications. Experiments, of course, have to show whether and renovating to the body is this cloud of incense eddying j 

this prediction of the weather from a cup of coffee is a joke or not. $1234 from the forest camp-fire. This is eight point Ayer. $45678 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

10 Point Font $250 18A $120 36a $130 12 Point Font $275 16A $125 32a $150 

OUR CELEBRATED NOVELISTS BEGAN KEYSTONE BORDERS AND RULES 

} THEIR CAREERS BY ACCIDENT KNOWN FOR ORIGINALITY 

. This was true of Richardson and Fielding, fhe When you purchase any of these goods 
fathers of the English novel, as it was of their & auhat rl 

great forerunner, DeFoe. Scott was driven to you can rest assured that you are getting 

romancing in prose when Byron invaded so the best the market affords. : Up-to-date 
successfully his chosen field of romance. $1234 printers use Keystone Material. $1234567 

- 
- 

14 Point Font $3 00 12A $140 24a $160 | nen rn i wi ' 

SUCCESS WAS NEVER ACHIEVED WITHOUT | yep 
APA im ae Wai AMBITION—REST IS NECESSARY oe 

Many men and women, whose occupations keep fhem eee 

indoors during the warm Summer, find much comfort : 
: in spending a few days at fhe seashore or up in fhe | ( ) ¢j [ ] | 

| mountains and come back full of ambition. $12345 | | 

| co, | TWO DARING EXPLORERS CLAIM TO |” 
| HAVE REACHED ICY NORTH [ey ee 
} ‘ _ are put up separately, each ; 

We have two claimants for the North Pole | stitstmetoowine 
i) but there is no doubt fhat the truth will be | senses 

| each: 48 Point, $1.00. 
| known before many days have past. $6789 [L__ 

24 Point Font $3 50 6A $170 tia $iso 

| NEAT, CLEAN, LEGIBLE TYPE | 
. . ; x 

| The attractiveness of the Ayer Series is easily 
| recognized by printers and its strong and clear 
| ° . . 

Wy cut face should bring it instant success. $1234 | 

| 
| | 
i | 

NS



; . SPECIAL TOUR TO Hervey | 
| Tour was arranged after much thought 
| and valuable time had been spent upon 
| it and is the best ever conducted. $123 

_ _ GREAT BARGAIN SALE ~ 
| Full line of Fashionable Dresses 

woven from the finest imported 
| fabrics on sale to-morrow. $678 | 

| STRIKING DESIGNS — 
Accomplished with the use 

| of Keystone Products. $123 |] 

| ““PHOTOGRAPHY | 
First-class crayon work 
executed with taste. $1



@ AYER SERIES IN DISPLAY 

XK 101K tt ort? 

| Holiday Gift RIDING OUday UILtS 
——————— 

a. We. have made a special effort to HABITS 

BS a have not only the largest, but 

V 2 the most attractive display of Pictures 

J MX\ in the city for the Holiday Trade. We f ; { 

‘> have surpassed all previous efforts this eg ry 

e A year and can truly boast of the most ay : aAFa_ 
magnificent collection ever offered for Gigs 

your approval. Artists of all nations are represented ra % Nes 

| and fhe subjects are various and unique. conforming Tg PrN 

to the tastes of fhe most critical as well as to the oS e\ 

ordinary art lover. Having our own buyer abroad we 

were able to secure a few highly prized masterpieces 
and we have marked them at exceptionally low prices. ’ 

alee ceca Women’s *45 
» 

. ’ THE SUTERLAND STUDIO Cie, se0 
652-654 NORTH BROADWAY, BOSTON, MASS. 

RST 

> 2 ‘ 

| bo SS So Sr S04 Our latest design, the 
Cut No. 1411 Pott Panel Bodeenel “Manson Style,” in the 

/ riding suit will distin- 

/ ‘ guish the rider among 
ahundred mounts. It 

/ is built on scientific 

MORNING PRAYER Hie aie Gul ont: i) rider ease and comfort 

/ SSO while inthe saddle and 

g@epsisatie day returns and brings us the a the <a ne gives 
| . Oe arm 0: ear- ; 

Ty petty round of irritating concerns eh eo z et 

boa] and duties. Help us to play the fit and an elegance in 

/ 4 man, help us to perform fhem with style only can impart. 

laughter and kind faces; and let cheerfulness RS ARC 

abound with industry. Give us to go blithely 
; ‘ ; anson 

on our business all this day, bring us to our 

resting beds weary and content and undis- 2643 MAIN STREET 

i) honored. Amen. ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON 
i Mortised Initial No. 3100 

Cut No. 3301 

] aa a ES Se ee 

/ | ‘ae / Toe. gee ) i eae) BEETHOVEN TEMPLE OF MUSIC 
j NII ia A THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL MUSICAL EDUCATION GUARANTEED TO EVERY 

ii \ | Re STUDENT BY OUR ADVANCED METHOD OF SIGHT-READING AND VOICE CULTURE 
i U VE { WRITE FOR CIRCULAR, GIVING TESTIMONIALS FROM MANY RENOWNED ARTISTS 

en ee 
. f Ens SUITE 23, VOCALITY BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY 

i 

Ht | Deen 
j | Cut No, 3302 : 6 Point Panel Border No. 7 

} a ; 

| 

| I 
NM :
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AYER SERIES IN DISPLAY 

=! qe 

SSW LZ NY Ae 
| eS A Useful Book CK 
. — =—__ 

CT and Job Letter NUT, WIZZ, eee 

| 
| 

. 

: aS A RE ETRE SE TRS TY 

| . Ge=>=Sa| ULL CASES of type are important 
. Buy in ; a)| factors in turning out work quickly. 

: ° ) Il] The active competition prevailing 
| W eight i i] among printers forces fhe employer 
| NS@a7A] to exert all his means for the rapid 

©). O)|| completion of every job. By buying 
| Fonts KS; \Y) i] weight fonts you place in fhe hands 

XS SoS zai) of your composing-room force an 
eS S) adequate supply of any job type 

S=2)| which may happen to be demanded, 
and dispense with the worry to the compositor 

| (and every compositor will testify it is a worry) 

i of hunting and picking sorts, at the same time 

increasing your daily output. This series, in 

weight fonts, should be in every printing office 
as it can be used for book as well as job work, 
and will give satisfaction in either case. It is 
made in eleven sizes, from 6 to 48 Point, on 
Universal Line of Nickel-Alloy Metal, and its 

mechanical accuracy and wearing qualities are 

up to the usual Keystone standard, which in | 

itself is a guarantee for all that is good in the | 

JOB TYPE type line. The way in which this series has | 

AT been received, indicates that we have again | 

BODY TYPE been successful in our policy of giving to the 

oan PRICES Printing Trade not only more but better type. | 

ee eee | 

| | 
. KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 
| Type Makers and Outfitters of Complete Printing Plants 

al (itz 
12 Point Border No. 234 Mortised Initial No. 4054 Cuts No. 3215 and 3216 

. 
? ve 

| : | 
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| comple See 1 ts AYER ITALIC (Non-Kerning) ae 

6 Point Font $2 00 23A $095 46a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 21A $110 43a $115 

: | IN BABYHOOD WHEN THE BRAIN GROWS RAPIDLY ADVANCED THEORY OF NERVE VIBRATIONS 

Life is almost a continuous sleep, and up to the age of sixteen or eighteen If a person emits certain notes in a room where there is a piano, 

| Te en ee acai | cera arings af the piano wil vibrate in harmony, and ee 3 
| sleeps profoundly, for example, can do with less allowance of sleep than out corresponding notes. This is a familiar illustration of what 
} one who sleeps lightly. A nervous child needs more sleep. $1234567890 probably takes place in the brain, says a writer. $12345678 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvvwwxyZ 

| 
| 10 Point Font $2 50 18A $120 36a $130 12 Point Font $275 FEA GLE 1 a'81 40 f 

; | PHONING THROUGH THE BODY MULTIPLICATION MADE EASY | 

| To talk through a human body—or a row of Even in these days of cheap education, there 

human bodies, for the matter of that—is one of are many people who have never thoroly | 

| the weirdest of the electrician’s feats. $12345678 mastered the multiplication tables. $12345 

; 18 Point Font $3 25 9A$155 18a $170 | 

14 Point Font $3 00 12A $145 26a $155 

| LIGHTEN YOUR LABOR LATEST FASHIONS 
Composition made easy with the Newest Designs in Parisian : 

| use of Keystone Material. $12345 Dresses and Blouses. $123 

| | 24 Point Font $3 50 5A $160 12a $190 { 

| ORDER THIS USEFUL LETTER | 

| Tasty, Appropriate and Always Satisfactory | 
| 30 Point Font $425 4A $190 10a $235 | 

| GREAT RAILROAD WRECK | 
| Train Runs into the Broad Street Depot 
| | 36 Point Font $5 00 4A $265 7a $2 35 fh 

1 | 

: EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS | 
| I ted and Domestic Wool 

| 42 Point Font $6 25 3A$325 7a $300 

| DATE Y-GONGER! 
| Ill d Moving Pi | ustrated Moving Pictures 

| : I \ Discovers Coal MINES 
| 

72 
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| AYER ITALIC (NON-KERNING) IN DISPLAY 

| 

d em : : 

hog 
Mae GREAT SPORT ON PERKIOME LAKE 

: el | 

| kl 

i “en = INFORMATION AND DATA RELATIVE 

il ae Cr TO SPECIAL RATES MAY BE OBTAINED 
| ely \ ~| AT THE OFFICE OF PASSENGER AGENT. 
i AS g ROOM 1479, TRAIN FLOOR, TERMINUS i ae 

IL Na eee 
( Pe) 

i ieetal| MAINE RAILROAD COMPANY 
fe =, (Rey | OFFICE OF PASSENGER AG SoA EEO 

| fetta Ny or Italic Series 

i| ; Ona Seat al bodes tid 
| e Gothic 
| 

| 

S: ie 

a e 
9 ° Bq 

4 bid 

s ariton S Ul ore |& i ES Bia 

| ea = he es PA 
} \ OR HOTIDAY DISPLAY _| ‘ 6S 

| fy | OUR HOLIDAY DISPLAY | jew oe 
Bs va | Has boon arranged wit the sole objet in ON a 

; iO J SR | view of interesting our juvenile friends. All | me og 
: Ee S| are most cordially invited to attend our | (4 Ca vf 

BS) > YY | exhibi ae reeset Intra Mechanical NM é sa 

. “H pa | Toysand Novelties. Watch for Santa Claus eit Be 

i Be 7a 

. ’ - BG | 
oe =| Baltimore’s Popular Credit House | 

q 3 KS | 

| es 2752 and 2754 South Raborg Street, Baltimore, Md. oe , 

ie YI DS) VIS Bs 5 7 

12 Point Border No. 12011 
Cuts No. 1411 and 1412 
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Compete Series 15 size LOWELL SERIES Aecem on pases 321 0 400 
Patented in U. S. and Registered in England 

6 Point Font $200 32A $095 65a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 SOA $110 60a $115 

: JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL WAS A SPEAKER WHO POSSESSED A WONDERFUL HIS BOYHOOD AND EARLY LIFE SEEMED, BECAUSE OF CERTAIN 
AMOUNT OF POISE AND GRACE IN PUBLIC ADDRESS CHARACTERISTICS, TO PORTEND GREAT FUTURE 

Hee ha eaied eae dineecray lee dares act ve beatae One cannot conceive more forlunate or charming conditions than those of the early ' 
came into being in New England. This worked wonderfully well under the original plans. The years and training of James Russell Lowell. His father, the Rev. Charles Lowell, 

renee a may eee or te ot if oat please, of lecturing ee ee was minister of a large parish in Boston for more than fifty years. Before James 
Pe re eae eben peed ie became Thee was born Dr. Lowell had moved to Cambridge, to the home his children alterwards 

ee ee Ne tae th tedden lc ea ee called Elmwood. Much of Mr. Lowell's ie Hie Gls ae Oe aides 
commits, He was a most promising youth and gave cary evidences of wisdom, $1254567800 as beautiful now as it was then, and surrounded by historic lore. $1284567890 

4 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ abedelghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

10 Point Font $2 50 25A $125 48a $1 25 12 Point Font $275 22A $145 42a $130 

PEOPLE ARE APT TO CONFOUND AN ALERTNESS FRAGMENTARY THOUGHTS HERE IN TYPE 
’ OF ONE'S MIND WITH ATTENTION TAKEN FROM BIGLOW PAPERS 

| The one is but the flying abroad of all the faculties to the open Seeing a goat thetother day, kneeling art order to graze 

doors and windows at every passing rumor. The other is the : ; 
: SO ; with less trouble, it seemed to me a type of the common 

| concentration of every one of them in a single focus, as in the ; , : 
/ alchemist over his alembic at the expected projection. $12345 notion of prayer. Kneel for material blessings. $1234 
| ‘ 

) 14 Point Font $3 00 18A $150 36a $150 BS: Folie Bont 6 82 SO AEL SO Ab a St OS 

. THOUGHT EVOLVED THIS ANOTHER EXTRACT 
It is a wise thing to take the world as we find it, Singular how impatient men are over 

that it is al . ; he ae ey nee praise of others and how patiently they 
itso? This old world’s a school-house, but, sad i Real oe ihe $123 4 
to relate, our wits often play truant. $12345678 isten when the praise is theirs. 

30 Point Font $400 7AG$215 12a $185 
' 24 Point Font $3 50 9A$180 17a $170 

| USEFUL CAREER QUIET HUMOR 
i The world is better for having Of a studious mind never 

| fends; often helps. $20 | had such men to emulate. $19 | offends: often he DS. 

4 | 36 Point Font $4 25 5A $235 8a $190 

: 

| HIS WIFE WAS BEAUTIFUL 
| Maria Whit ideal ion, h | arla ite WaS an Ideal COMpanion, ner 

| simplicity and culture appealing to him. $8 
. 

| - BOL tN IN NEW ENGL \ND iC 
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~ DIPLOMACY SHOWN 
While a Minister to Great Britain 

~ STAUNCH FRIEND 
Gentleman of the Old School 

PUBLIC SPEAKER 

Writer, Lecturer and Poet 

ABLE EDITOR 
Fearless and Brilliant 

Attained HONOR
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LOWELL SERIES IN DISPLAY 

| 
SY reer 6 «RETR. Goren 2 ermneneenmeme ocmersunaen + It 

| 

| | Latest Books | II ea | 
| BY MOST POPULAR AUTHORS owe eries 

i eluigciaiae idbaniaaiianinancieaise a 

; We mention just a few of the very Naedtin honsesel Mac dames 

; ; latest books that have come from Risell Lowell: Geatof Nickel: \ 
| the publisher. A catalog of all our Alloy Metal on Universal Line 

/ books can be had for the asking. 
as DesPnec dst ce Al ee 

Ss Old M. This is without doubt the 
ANISE best book from the pen of 

By JAMES BROWN this popular young writer. 
| The scenes are laid in France during the Reign of 

| Terror, and the story teems with excitin 
| situations. Hiktesely bound in ab $1.75 

} oe. KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 
| Young King eae ois eee Type Makers, Printing Plant Outfitters | 

By HOWARD MORAN of Louis XIV. French 
| history is followed to a degree, without giving the 

book that dryness attendant upon accurate lee heen meee e 
| histories. An intensely interesting story. $1.50 SNe ae SEG onc uae phates } 

Se oe 

| Books for Scholars 

1) ye We have Educational Books PIL geste CO : h i 
} ey of all kinds. Art, Science, F E | 

pee U Philosophy, Dental, Medical, : E | 
‘at Surgical, Astronomical, &c. E CATALOG OF E | 

| inet ee : | 
i 4 3 E | 

Books for Christmas : AR | EXHIBIT E | bo 5 ' 
| OF GREAT INTEREST TO THE YOUNG READERS E —— = E } 

| er E GT LISS5 : 
; | A tale of the hard trials E SS § 5 

| Valley Forge cic by Ae line F YZ t E 
By ANDREW GROWE under Washington. It F \\ Sy E 

is written in a manner that will hold the attention of FS OY ig) FE: | 
the old as well as the young. Profusel | wow) = | 

i | lasted euleayan weanule vee LCD) | (( we a | Fa] i =| 
| : Arstory of adventure z| wy Y : 
| The Mariner fai he lida Ocean Fi] (- A E 

By N. A. HALYARD relating a series of wild FS | we S| | 
oi We Malis shtscataad ke cree Divs eI \S% E 
love just a story as this—full of fightin Fy FE: | 

at a ce with pistol and lie $1.00 c | 

| ABOVE BOOKS: MAILED ON RECEIPT OF PRICE E E } 

| et E BALTIMORE ART ACADEMY 5 

BOOK CONCERN March Ah to 10h : 
E 1915 = 

1426 Water Street, Boston, Mass. E a 

Marginal Omament "S" Tena ea ete oe Cara | ) | 
76 
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. LOWELL SERIES IN DISPLAY 

| 
A Handsome Moderate-Priced Automobile 
(iene eater sermon Eccles Bap at ly tame ON RENN BF MN SI NI STR CMS ele EC 

ci AN AUTOMOBILE that has the general appearance of the foreign cars 
Cae : : 

_hges@f_ costing four times as much. We are making more “Wonders” now 

hed | than at any other period in our history, which is indisputable evidence 

NY of its increasing popularity. A strongly constructed car that has been 

perfected in a locality famous for its rough roads and steep hills. The ample driving 

power of this Automobile is under control of the person driving the car at all times. 

| 

au J 

! | 

The Wonder—at several hundred dollars less price—has. all the other desirable 

features of the more expensive cars. The engine is very compact and powerful; 

transmission gear a triumph of mechanics; the steering wheel very sensitive; the 

brakes reliable under all conditions of grade and speed; it has strong and rigid 

. frame-work; patent flexible gear; wonderful durability. It has a speed range of 
from four to thirty miles an hour; graceful in design and handsome in finish and 

appointments. If you are looking for a moderate-priced motor car with ample power, 

aie that is easily understood, easily con- Pes 

SS” trolled and that costs but little to NGae 
AG | sel} Sh mt we 6 - maintain, by all means look into the <6 te ee 

ORs +" merits of the Wonder Automobile. “Se 2203) 

| | TORANDO AUTOMOBILE CO | | 
Showrooms: 336 West Guana Street, Allentown, Pa. | 

| 1



. eee CARDINAL SERIES heavate gu pases 92110 400 | 

6 Point Font $2 00 24A $095 47a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 23A $115 44a $110 

t THOSE WHO ARE ALIVE TO THE FAULTS OF OUR PUBLIC WE DO NOT, AS A RULE, LOOK TO SOUTH AMERICA | 
ADMINISTRATION ARE SURE TO FALL INTO THE FOR COOL STATESMANSHIP, INVOLVING 

part Gat te ae Gegeeeeatina aa Soise ae bation Re as Natural self-control, but Chile and Argentina have shown the world 

self-government. Fortunately, that birthright is secure beyond the reach how to do what the statesmen of all the Great Powers have professed 

) rt oy eerie 1 Set alae ers a ceed pole ate | 
) B peleg Rape Roe bid sat Seorihiad Seer arel tor cima ra be broken by saying that they are weak countries not to be compared 

man, they utterly lack high moral courage. Their plea in excuse is that with Great Powers. Jealousy of Argentina is just as keen in Chile | 
the rewards of real independence are isolation and obscurity. $1234567890 as is the jealousy of the German to the Frenchman. $1234567890 } 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

| 10 Point Font $2 50 20A $125 38a $125 12 Point Font $275 16A $135 30a $140 

: . A NEAT AND USEFUL SERIES, SUITABLE EUROPEAN STATESMEN IN FAVOR | 
| FOR ALL CLASSES OF JOB WORK DISARMAMENT OF POWERS | 

And advertisements, cast on Universal Line of our It is not a fad of dreaming idealists but a 

. oe oo eee oe matter of the most practical self-interest 
| a clear, even impression. Saves valuable time in the and the next Hague Conference may have | 
| pressroom. Combines strength and beauty. $123456 more amazing results to show. $12345678 | | | 
. | FRANCE PAYS, WITHOUT STINT, ITS HOMAGE TO GENIUS, AND 

| HAD HERBERT SPENCER BEEN A FRENCHMAN 

H He would have had a State Funeral with demonstrations of respect and honor 
that in England and America are reserved for statesmen and soldiers. The ser- | 
vice a great thinker renders is so transcendent and his immortality so secure | 

| that no monument of stone or bronze can avail anything. There is the mighty, 
| the eternal fact, that he lived and thought. A life worth while. $1234567890 | 

| 
/ | 18 Point Font $3 25 10A $160 20a $1 65 | 

i} | THE QUESTION OF CONGESTION IN LARGE CITIES 
| | AN INTERESTING STATISTICAL FACT 

| If all of New York City were as densely populated as the east | 
| side of Manhattan the population of New York would be as | 
|| great as the United States plus half the population of the 

i Philippines. Thus over-population seems far remote. $12345 | 
| | 
| 24 Point Font $350 TAGL85 120 $165 | 

| SATURDAY BARGAIN WHITE SALE | 
. . | 

| Great many new styles contained in assortment | 
| of fine white goods which our expert buyers have | 

i . 

\ selected from fall stock for sale this week and | 
| next. Extra values in odd sizes. $1234567890 | 

ah 
| | 78 | 
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~ COPS MAY STOP BOXING BOUT _ 
Several sports have returned home dis- 
gusted with the Authorities, while some 
declare it should come off to-day. $1234 

~ BIG TRIBE OF RED MEN — ) 
Camp on the shady banks of the | 
Wabash through all the wind and | 
rainstorms of a Summer. $56/890 

“USE CARDINAL TYPE 
For almost every class of work 
done by Job Printers. $12345 

FOREIGN CASTLE 
Built on a Fertile Plateau 
in the Far North. $56/89
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. ant fi Til en By HENRY C. DILKERN Es 
| Stationers’ Ornament No. 9006 

. ss aero) : 

Weight Fonts 
THE foreman of a composing room 
ap knows that big losses result from 
i Pies ae on sooo ee 
cient fonts. wing your Job Type in 

HAMILTON & WOODWARD CO; ‘Weight Fonts is the panacea for such 
= litets: 4 1 i¢ now oriblelto stock cp 

i i: oe 33 LIS, IND. posing r ith latest styles o: Printers and Publishers St re INDIANAPOLIS, a co Z a Wane ee 

j ea quantities to expedite all composition. 

Cut No. 1404 

; 

: aa a The chief requirements of a toilet soap are 

MALSON S TOILET “ that it shall be safe for all skins—even for | 
a 5 that of the young baby; that it shall be effica- a 

[ SOAPS 4 cious in a cleansing way, without any strong 
\ chemical action; and that it shall be agreeable 

Ga for use, without too strong a scent. These 
ay requirements have been kept constantly in 

= a. view in the preparation of Malson’s Toilet a 
2 ee 5 Soaps, with the result that the sale of all of | 

BORIS Sees LE Ae LeeUNG PRuGGIS)© them has been steadily increasing for years. 
AND AT FIRST-CLASS DEPARTMENT STORES : ! 

a 5 ol 
By Ss ri nt pt ot ort nt rire ort = iGa. ee Di onc on on Seen Groen 

6 Point Panel Border No. 3 Parisian Fancies No. 400 

aS so j 

| | 
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CARDINAL ITALIC ae Saek ae ak 
Complete Series, 4 Sizes, $9 50 eee 7 

6 Point Font $2 00 26A $100 52a $100 Ee 

A FEW RELIABLE ANECDOTES RELATING TO THE SPREAD OF THE JEFFERSON COUNTY KENNEL CLUB 
PRINTING IN CENTRAL AND NORTHERN EUROPE 

When two rival printing offices had been established at Mentz it was no longer 
possible to keep secret the processes. Every printer who handled the types 
and every goldsmith who helped to make the tools must have felt a weakening of 
the obligation of secrecy. The sack of Mentz was a greater misfortune, for it 
dissolved all obligations and sent the printers to other cities to found new offices. Name $$$ 
Not one of these printers has told us when and how he began to print on his own 
account, All that is known about the introduction of printing in many of the 

: larger cities has thus been gathered from the dates of books. $1234567890 Alpes ol sas ge eee q 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
‘ nlp niin simian loiaacmarimnenlipntth This Card is Not Transferable 

: 8 Point Font $2 25 25A $115 50a $110 Parisian Fancies No. 110 

TOOLS AND UNIQUE METHODS EMPLOYED IN THEIR 

USAGE BY SOME OF OUR EARLY PRINTERS 

The first processes in the practice of typography—the cutting of punches 
and making of moulds, demanded a degree of skill in the handling of 

tools and of experience in the working of metal rarely found in any man 

who undertook to learn the art of printing. They were never regarded 

as proper branches of the printer’s trade, but were, from the beginning, 

' set aside as work which could be done by the goldsmith only. $12345 CONCISE PRICE LIST 

abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvpwxyz JEWELR Y TRINKETS 

10 Point Font $2 50 22A $125 46a $1 25 FINEST SIL VER WA RE 

CHARLEMAGNE’S EDUCATIONAL POLICY WAS 

TO USE ROMAN LETTERS ONLY 

Flac. Alcium, an Englishman and a graduate of the Anglo- ‘ ] 
Saxon schools, the teacher and adviser of Charlemagne, was | 

authorized by the great emperor to institute a policy which 

would multiply books and disseminate knowledge. $12345 | 

12 Point Font $2 75 18A $140 36a $1 35 | 

BARTRAN q 
COPYISTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES MAY 426 ee 

IDED INTO TWO CLASSES CEES INUT 
BE DIVID 5 ; ‘ STREET & COMPANY 

The class that considered copying an irksome 
duty and that did its work badly and the class 
that treated book-making as an art. $123456 

For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 

ORDER OF SERVICE FOR CHILDREN’S DAY 

Sunday, June twelfth, 1914 | 

LPRAVER ©.> 1% So: tars ce Revo Johnson j 

2 SINGING (5s Pata, Tne Choir Rane, 

3. RECITATION, *' Ever Striving’’ . May Young ae | 

4. INFANT SCHOOL EXERCISES . Scholars 

BS. SINGING a eo eo sera ss 18 CHOMP | 

Gi ADDRESS in sede sisi: St AAO Pastor | 

7. SINGING, ‘‘Doxology’’ . . . Congregation | 

BENEDICTION | 

| | vou BartH | THE SOUTH CAMDEN M. E. SUNDAY SCHOOL oranges Are 
Pastor Welcome 

Cut No. 4037 
| 

81 
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eee KEYSTONE EXPANDED peer Mtr 

} 6 Point Font $2 00 18A $090 36a $110 8 Point Font $2 25 16A $105 32a $120 

: 1 KEYSTONE FACES HAVE BECOME BETTER KNOWN A SQUARE DEAL FOR THE PRINTER THIS 
AND MORE POPULAR WITH PASSING YEARS FIRM’S POLICY FROM INCEPTION 

| Sonali hata Whi the | emtend saris cocoate Our purpose has always been to give Printers ‘ 
} fit the peculiar requirements of individual printers, thus and Publishers every advantage we can with- 

; establishing a new standard of excellence. Type faces to out sacrificing too largely from our legitimate 
: which we have stood sponsor have enjoyed a popularity profits, and several printers’ organizations and 

atone aerate han een rene 10 many individual printers and publishers have 
our customers the highest quality in everything that went written us expressing approval of a departure } 

| out of our foundry. And we have grown. $1234567890 from old type-founding methods. $1234567890 
/ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz | 

| F 10 Point Font $2.50 13A $110 26a $140 12 Point Font $2 75 12A $125 22a $150 

ADVERTISING MEN DEMANDING SOME METHODS EMPLOYED 

| eee es TYPES IN OUR WORKROOMS 
} eee oe PEA ae ets Pe ene We use only the best of material 

realize that unless their matter, which : 3 
| is generally well written, is equally in manufacturing our products, 4 

well displayed by the use of striking and we also employ the highest 
type, great waste will result. $1238456 grade of mechanical skill. $1890 

| 14 Point Font $3 00 10A $140 20a $1 60 

NICKEL-ALLOY STANDS WEAR 
. . AUXILIARIES FOR 

| Types cast by composing machines are not KEYSTONE 

expected to stand a long run upon the press gba 
like foundry type. Nickel-Alloy type is built 

to resist wear and it does it so well that it is @ 1 Ib 

building a reputation and a business. $1234 ( § % [ 

| 18 Point Font $3 25 TA $150 i4a $175 ae | 

i} . Not included in fonts. } 

: KEYSTONE IS STANDARD Each ise put up by 
; } itself at the following 

) In almost every line of business we Tee oa 
° 8 pt. .50 

find one concern admittedly largest tpt 50 
but not always best. The quality of tent “60 

. 24 pt. .60 

output is the only standard. $4567 

24 Point Font $350 5A $170 9a $180 2 | 

| The Keystone is the only Foundry that 

| is advertising all its job type in weight 

I fonts at old prices of body type. $1890 
j : 82 
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KEYSTONE EXPANDED IN DISPLAY 

ee eee 

i : 
i 9 ty * MIRON’S gm TOILET ARTICLES } 

t iW ATL ie 
? is . ne ~ | For My Lady’s Boudoir by 

a hh ty) » Gift Store [zr ‘ 
Aa || hae This is the leading store of the city for ty 

f a I nn those pretty little conceits that give wi 
, ay Open mths hil H so much delight to the feminine heart a 

H Evening ! | Y 
| a ea See Our Big Display of Ms 

Ad Ona ¥ in 258 Mural St. zi % 
i PHILADELPHIA Ornamental Odds and Ends Si 

i yy | . 
P Cut No. 3306 6 Point Black and White Border No. 21 

XXXXXXKKXXKKEKEKEKEKKEKEREKEREM 

5 f 
i be GUIDE TO EXHIBITS Ke 

Bg AT THE BY 
; x 

; be ‘ by Pure Essence Taken from 

f bd Oh Pp lt pd Nature’s Blossoms 5 io Poultry & 
: : 
: Show 5 3 RS Bg CLO GROG ROG 

be bd SY ECRIFOUSL ELRSD 
al p T 3 3 

ie BS 
M 
be 1914 bd ’ 

be by 
be bd SS 
Bg BS pd p<) 

‘ bd bd 
f bd | 
| i a eee 
| BY By 

3 : | 
, pe pe j 

4 5 | 
ie R 

} Bg Under the Auspices of B y 

; | POULTRY FANCIERS’ ASSOCIATION 
t BY State of Ohio Bd 

RS BS i i ( 
} eXXXEXKXXXKEEEKKKKEEEKKKEX EEE KEN {8 
t Parisian Fancies Nos. 100 and 101 6 Pt. Black and White Border No. 1 NS 

Contracts m| | 

Floral Halls, Chure Delightful Aromas of | 
e rivate Resi s 

) Decorat ions Exceptional Strength . 

. | 
EA CESeS (Ke Se LUG 2 SRD ES 

fe PONCHRD VONCHY NOE NOLES) | 
Li dints WILLIAM GARDN) |KSeROQRENEAQ ERs See oie 

“ cr") 

Aromati’s Perfumes Sold in 
Department Stores 

{ Estimates f Nae eS . 

on Application Willow La | 
PeeNe ease Parisian Fancies No. 400 Repousse Border | 
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coer e an oe LINING KEYSTONE OLD STYLE Abpea oacpasss se Lat 

| 
6 Point Font $2 00 23A $090 44a $110 7 Point Font $2 25 24A $105 46a $120 

| A FEW WORDS TO THE MEN WHO HAVE COMPLAINED OF ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE MANY ADVANTAGES OF 

THE ENORMOUS SIZE OF WOMAN’S HEADDRESS THE KEYSTONE UNIVERSAL, LINING SYSTEM | 

i . The puffs and the rats, and even the cherished pompadour, are things cheese dete ascot thee egetotie Unvereal Line Type wil cave 3 
; ce Fe ies eae tn ae ee ss eee ete wanes a great deal of time and trouble when two or more different sizes 

/ you ever saw. At last you can go to the theatre aad get a full view of ol type ere used in aUine: 181 our Universal Line Type will: linc 
i] the stage ; you can go to church and see the preacher—no chance to accurately without the use of paper. Larger sizes can be used in 
1] slumber sweetly in the shadow of your neighbor's puffs, A brand new combination with smaller ones by using point leads and slugs. 
} } style of hairdressing has come to town and is very popular. $1234567890 All the characters are cast to even points or a fraction. $1234567890 

} 5 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ; 

i} 
| 8 Point Font $2 25 20A $105 40a $120 9 Point Font $250 22A $120 42a $130 

! POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOUND IN KEYSTONE WHEN PURCHASING TYPE BE SURE TO BUY 

i} EEN SEEN NES AULOs ee, THE BEST—KEYSTONE NICKEL-ALLOY | 
| One of the most important things to consider in purchasing * ‘, 5 

your new type faces is the strength and durability of the ho aval cables micod vemien ce ae Cony s) Re ee a 
| athens A 2 your type bears the mark of the Keystone as it insures 
| metal from which it is cast. Ordinary type metal is very 

soft and soon wears out, making it necessary to purchase the toughest and most durable type; another advantage 
| new. Nickel-Alloy Type will ontwear all others. $12345678 is the perfect alignment of all the different faces. $12345 | 

2 
] 11 Point Font $275 20A $130 40a $145 | 

i 10 Point Font $2 50 20A $120 38a $130 | 

. LINING KEYSTONE OLD STYLE TYPE IS THIS IS AN EXCELLENT LETTER FOR 

VERY POPULAR WITH THE BUYER SBOE RE OAT ALOG Tie WORK 
"The Old Styles have become very popular with the An indispensable letter for folders and all kinds 

i} buyers of type ; we are making it more valuable by of book and job work where a neat clear type is 

i) casting it on the Universal Lining System. ‘This required for the better grades of printing. May 

/ series in practical display on following pages. $1234 be used either for display or straight matter. $12 ' 

: 12 Point Font $2 75 16A $130 31a $145 

BOY RAN AWAY FROM HOME BECAUSE HIS MOTHER HAD WHIPPED HIM 

FOR EATING PIES THAT SHE HAD PREPARED FOR THE FAMILY : 

A boy who looked to be very young, stopped at a farm-house one morning to inquire how far it 

was to the city. He told the farmer that he was a runaway and left home because his mother 

had whipped him for eating five pies which she had baked for a family gathering. He was so Pp 8 Pp xs g | 

glad to get back that he will never attempt to run away from his good home again. $123456789 

14 Point Font $3 00 14A $145 27a $155 

FASHIONABLY DRESSED ROBBER IS CORNERED AND SHOOTS 

: HIMSELF IN THE MOUTH WITH HIS OWN REVOLVER 

A fashionably dressed bandit committed suicide early last week by shooting 
himself in the mouth when driven to bay by the police and a posse of citizens 
The body was taken to the morgue where it was claimed by friends. $1234567 y 

18 Point Font $3 25 10 A $155 20a $170 } 

SPANISH SOLDIERS WERE WAYLAID BY MOORS AND 

One thousand Spanish soldiers, comprising a water squad from 
the commissariat, were waylaid by a number of Moors who had 

pretended to be friendly. Many of the squad were killed. $12345 ‘| 
} 

. “ 
| | 

- a



Ne ase LINING KEYSTONE OLD STYLE Aegan on pages ‘381 t 00 

| ~ WOMAN SEES HUSBAND EXECUTED — 
: The nerviest and meanest woman ever known to 
. exist is the one who watched the execution of her | 

| husband and anxiously awaited his death so that 
| she would be free to wed another lover. $1234567 | 

| EXPOSITION WELL LIGHTED 
| Three hundred thousand electric lights of 
| sixteen candle power and up were used at | 
. the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. $12 

| FATHER OF PRINTING 

He was the inventor of typography 
and founder of the printing art. He 

| made the first adjustable mold. 235 

SYMBOL-PRIN TING 
Printing in cipher, as dots 
and dashes instead of words |
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| FOAM . 7 

| SAT iy IN G Sixth Annual Concert ‘ 

| CLUB a | 
Rossi Orchestra | 

| J. Lugi Rossi, Director 

™ ¥ * Under the Auspices of the , 

c Bea contins re Beethoven Society 

| FO dei ile Aton oo 
| fifth, where our Annual 

i Pe ee a Wednesday, April Twenty-two 

i} folks and young folks. 7 Nineteen-fifteen 

See secretary for tickets. ae 

| GO WITH US 
Musical Fund Hall, Baltimore 

| Tickets, $1.00 

i | > 

eee 

a BYAOU can do nothing in art unless Cs 
3 OYA you have intuitions; but be- Za 
4) tween whiles you must work hard in |—3 

5 4| collecting the materials out of which |P4 , 
| 4| intuitions are made. —insess |B 

| iii 

| | 86 } 
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LINING KEYSTONE OLD STYLE IN DISPLAY 

AY Yi 

; () | | tdoo I CONFECTIONER 
5 

| : oods JUST RECEIVED 

————————————— \ 
2446 Boston Avenue SS ) 

OWHERE in this city HARTFORD LUM 

bs Bn will you find a stock of es A 

Se Sporting Goods as com- Reine Ue IS 
=a 

ut No. 4073) => 
plete and up-to-date as ee ee ee 

that carried in our store. Devotees | 

of Outdoor Sports can supply their | 

§ PUPUPIPUPIPIPUPUPUPIPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPUPIPUPIPUPD Saba b AEA eA bc bAEA eH Gdbdb AoE Hed AeA ed bled oneB ed bdo Ae Ted bdoAeAed bade Dea edbamAedeD 

od od ey S 
~ Bo Py 

f bel EN Bel 
; eo ey 

oa od 
Pq PQ 
od od 
Po Po 
od od 

a a ea UNIVERSAL HANDSOME ba 
7 LINE SERIES a 

od od 
PQ Pq 
od od g s 

PUPUPUPUPIPUPIPUPIPYPIPIPUPIPIPUPIPUPIPYPIPIPUPIPIPIPYPIPIPUPIPTPIPIPIPIPD Pee el Boel Coe oe oc Coe Coed Ene oc Coe Coe ned oe Coe Coed ae oe Coe] Coe oe oe Coe Coed oe oe oe) Coed oe oe Ce Gael oe ae Ce oe oe] ae 
12 Point Border No. 12002 

STINNING SKTRERS fe ‘ 
| GUNNING SKIFFS EDGEWATER HUNT CLUB 
L CAMPING. EQUIPMENT CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

BASE BALLS 

To those persons contemplating a . ? 

Camping Trip during the coming ree 

summer we would say that a visit January 12, 1915 
; to our ‘‘Open-Air’’ Department, as Dear Sir :— 

we call it, would more than repay 1 1 f 

you. Campers requisites, from the IF Piao e OL ar Compa 

f largest to the smallest, are there, and is respectfully requested at the annual 

ij everything is so displayed that you banquet of the Edgewater Hunt Club, 
» j = Yr . 

; won't forget the articles you need. of Cainbridge, on Thursday, January 
———— oo . 

} a twenty-second, at eight o’clock p. im., 

‘ : s at the Club House in the Pines. 
. H. R. Sartain 

ATHLETIC SPECIALIST ? Very truly yours, 

520 Canoe Street Maple, Maine MORTIMER SNOW, 
r ce Secretary 

A 
| Outing Initial No. 1 Brass Ornamental Corners No. 6394 eatice ia dite we ace) 
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Sse PAUL REVERE SERIES Aeieais sa pages 91 1 000 
Registered in England 

7 6 Point Font $200 24A $095 48a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 22A $110 42a $115 

| UGLY AND UNINVITING LETTERS ARE A STRAIN ON THE EYE LEGIBLE TYPE IS A GREAT BOON TO MANKIND 
| CLEAR, EASILY READ TYPE IS MOST DESIRABLE TREND OF STYLE IS TO PLAINER FACES 

. Cr te eee a nsetetnicames | Good types are important requisites to man’s physical and 
give it so little thought. Discriminating printers and publishers, however, mental requirements, and those who design letters or print 

; fave lorelb[y imps eared some ore nC ere the valde 0! mod es should give the preference to clean, strong honest type faces 

} or elsewhere, the finer sensibilities are quickly touched by the type artist's requiring no effort of vision or mind to grasp at a glance, and 
handiwork, and the printed impression which is clear and legible is bound shun those of crude formation. The most artistic results in 

} to receive more attention than the crude conglomeration resulting from a typographical display, and the recognized standards of beauty 4 
i close arrangement of some of the so-called artistic type faces. $1234567890 in printing are accomplished with plainest types. $123456789 ‘i 

| | ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abedefghijkimnoparstuvwxyz | 

| 9 Point Font $250 22A $125 44a $125 10 Point Font $2 50 19A $120 40a $130 

1} SO WELL KNOWN IS THE KEYSTONE QUALITY THE FAIR TREATMENT ACCORDED EVERY | 

i} THAT NAME INSPIRES CONFIDENCE CUSTOMER IS A BUSINESS HELP | 

i} Whatever the Keystone does is done right according to We value above all the confidence and good-will 
l its best ability, and this statement is not news to those of our customers, as evidenced by their continuous 

| who deal with us. It is intended for the information of encouragement aa support, as well as by hundreds | 

those who do not know us by experience. The name of letters containing most friendly assurances from 4 
| inspires confidence in those who know us. $1234567890 those customers who know our methods. $1234567 

i 
| Me een Feat Ree. 17 -&GUGO SE -a8t88 14 Point Font $3 00 14A $145 29a $155 

} TRADE DEALS ARE AVOIDED YOUR TRADE IS VALUED j 
i} , i i : : | For every dollar’s worth of material leaving We give our customers every possible 

| this foundry we must receive in cash or old dvantave in-tahor-savirie materialaud 

| metal its equivalent in value. The metal is aaa i g : | 

accepted as cash for the reason that it is a products, and prices are considerably 

| great convenience to our customers. $12345 reduced by ordering in quantity. $123 

fe Goint Fontes 00 ipAgtdo. 26m 81.60 18 Point Font $3 25 10A $160 21a $165 i 

QUALITY GUARANTEE BUSINESS METHODS 

. We employ the best materials it Our material is designed so as 
: is possible to obtain in the man- to produce the best of results | 

.  ufacture of our products. $5678 with greatest economy. $1890 | 

20 Point Font $3 25 8A $160 16a $165 | 

We are constantly on the alert seeking to anticipate every ; 
want of the progressive and up-to-date printer. $567890 

24 Point Font $3 50 6A$175 12a $175 

: : : 
This face is one of those decidedly neat creations | 

| that looks well when used on any class of work | 

| 
: 88 
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Soa tt: PAUL eeVERE SERIES ane 

| ~ CHARACTERISTIC OF NATION _ 
That memorable ride of one Paul Revere 

) spreading warning to his neighbors. $12 

~ SETTLERS IN DANGER 
Horse Hoofs Resound in Village | 

MIDNIGHT RIDER 
Citizens’ Patriotism Alive 

ENTHUSIASTS 
Lecture and Declare 

HISTORIAN 
— Caricature Book
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* PAUL REVERE SERIES IN DISPLAY 

| FOURTH ANNUAL () RS 

| Grand Carnival and | u 
Bal Masque TO THE OLD WORLD 

(0. a} 

ARC This Tour was arranged after 

<) much thought and considerable 
| TF time age spent upon it 

| ¥ and we claim that it will prove 

| to be the best ever arranged | 

Given by the . 

UNITED SINGERS 

| oe =| PSS Sse | 
} Harmony Hall, Friday, December First : | 

; 1914 

| FLORENCE 
| April 26 

) cee NAPLES, ROME, VENICE 
S a May 9 June 6 June 18 

. 5) 

: ALGIERS 
' July 10 
| Parisian Fancies Nos. 311, 300, 301, 302, 308 

EGYPT AND THE NILE | 
s July 26 

= THE HOLY LAND | 
; | | August 15 } 

| | S | | tudio 
OF IM USEC 4 o) 

Soh ee ee ae Arrangements can be made for ‘ 

- Private Tours b Lyi i I 

BRO RE SSOR suits in aheaae ot thins re 
HARTUNG starting. Special Itinerary will 

i —=— | be arranged to suit the party 

ARRANGED AND CONDUCTED BY 

| ROOMS— CLASS— 
ea | hoinays FRANCIS Gr: McDOWELL 

's! al | 

Building Fridays Offices: Braddock Building, Columbus, Maryland 

7 rN 
} Parisian Fancies No. 304 Perna ening 0: 208 

} 90 : 

| | 

| |
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PAUL REVERE SERIES IN DISPLAY 

eee cee LIST OF WINES 

i MUMM'S CHAMPAGNE 

~ PRACTICAL DISPLAY BURGUNDY 

OF MARKOBRUNNER 
| ST. JULIEN 

MONTICELLO 

Paul Re I JOHANNISBERGER 

Ve e TABLE WATERS 

TOGETHER WITH APOLLINARIS 

SOME SARATOGA VICHY 

| LITHIA 

: arn if 2 SSS 4 a 

| Parisian Fancies 8. 
| Ricier's Care (| | 

| Made of the Celebrated g Open All Night | 
Nickel-Alloy Metal E 

| 
Parisian Fancies No. 208 | 

| 

. After the Show | 

KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY ee | 

| 1914-15 RIGLER’S CAFE 

| a Ea Se 

NR LS ——2. ge ara 
| 6 Point Panel Border No. 6 Parisian Fancies No. 207 ey |" ay ae wus *Ginurs aft 

O= & 
| No. 202 Parisian Fancies No. 305 

| 

| 
. (0 9 2a oo 

| | Opens for the Fall Term, September Fifteenth ) 
| H a 

NEARLY FOUR HUNDRED ACRES Be 4 v Sie WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK 

| UNDER CULTIVATION RN ad tt AND ENDORSEMENTS. | 

| g =| 

Modern Methods of Agriculture Taught by Experts 

. HON. ened A eee Instructor HAMMONDSBURG, OH 10 

mi rr or im mr I 
) 6 Point Panel Border No. 4 Parisian Fancies No. 103. 

| ‘ 

: 
7 91 

} 

| i 

——



ree PAUL REVERE ITALIC fettroce | 

6 Point Font $2 00 23A $095 48a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 21A $110 42a $115 | 

a PAUL REVERE, A HARDWARE MERCHANT, GOLDSMITH AND RECEIVED HIS EDUCATION FROM THAT FAMOUS 
| SILVERSMITH, MANUFACTURER OF GUNPOWDER MASTER, TILESTON, THEN HE ENTERED | 

| Brae Deer, Drowghisman and Mustratr, Compete Enaraverand | His father's workshop to learn the trade of goldsmith and 
apa icdnars crits setesk sant ead ic ectont on tnt Ses ee 

dre eee ae eee eens to develop his splendid mechanical powers. $ 1234567890 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz \ 

} 9 Point Font $250 20A $125 40a $125 10 Point Font $2 50 18A $130 34a $120 | 

| HIS ORIGIN AND LIFE WOULD MAKE GOOD HAD A NATURAL REFINEMENT OF TASTE 
. MATERIAL FOR A ROMANTIC NOVEL AND GREAT TALENT FOR DESIGN | 

| | awe wri sal ymca th | abit to ebellh cary ed hi the practi | a : ; ‘ of copperplate engraving, and it was through this 

| Toe a a ee a mot, | chamne he fst became influent. $129456789 | 
} 12 Point Font $275 16A $140 32a $135 14 Point Font $3 00 12A $150 26a $150 

HE WAS FORTY YEARS OLD HIS WORKS ARE HISTORY 
| When he rode on his famed midnight alarm His personality is profitable, inspiring 

spreading the tidings past village and farm. study for all who regard public worth 
A message of great import. $1234567890 and private integrity. $1234567890 | 

) . Oe ee on Ee RON SO AAG SLES 18 Point Font $3 25 10A $160 21a $165 | 

EIGHTY-THREE YEARS HIGHLY ESTEEMED | 
i} Was the length of his life and he And very popular among his | 

. left a competency to his children friend d fell $123 
when he was called away. $1234 FIENES AG: JEROW MET. | 

| 20 Point Font $3 25 8A $165 15a $160 | 

| MEMBER OF THE BOSTON TEA PARTY 

a Revere was a leading spirit among those who boarded the | 
i ships and tossed the cargo of tea into the harbor. $12345 | 

; 24 Point Font $350 5A$170 12a $1860 | 

WASHINGTON ADMIRED REVERE | 
| 

e ‘ ° ° | 

For His Zealous Patriotism and Service to State | 

} 30 Point Font $4 25 . 5A $205 11a $220 | 

) : ; | Stamp Act Bred Discontent in the Colony | 
92 

| 
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PAUL REVERE ITALIC IN DISPLAY 

| | cs s € £2 | 

Presents for | xmas \p CNN RN NN 
4] My Lady eee 
5 A GIRLS’ NORMAL SCHOOL June Fourteen 

4 % Class of ’16 1916 

; Commencement Exercises 
- Herein will ea 

be found a list bs Rica 
of Jewelry 4 

and Trinkets M PIANO SELECTIONS ... ... . . . Miss Jennie Mordaunt 
that‘appeal ; | 
to the RECITATION—‘‘School Days’’ . . . Miss Lillian Darwood 

4 Feminine ‘ 
. heart | ADDRESS—"' Young Women of Today’’ . Hon. John Martin 

os < SONG—'‘In Old Madrid’... . . . . Miss Annie McClure 

: Hi SKETCH—"Diplomacy of Ellen’’ . . . By Members of Class 
ee Ellen Mayberry. ..... . . . Miss Kate Harris i 

“4 peer | Martha Mayberry, her sister . . Miss Olive Bowes 

i Ke Ann Turner, an unwelcome guest Miss May Hahn 
bes Bridget, the cook ..... . . . Miss Alice Parker 

é i ADDRESS—'‘The Alumni’’ . . . . . . Miss Nellie Rodgers 

Bs KA SONG—“‘Yesterdays’’.. ..... . Miss Janice Galbreaith 

F i CLASS PROPHECY......... Miss Vivian McKeone 

4! MORRISON & nt CHORUS—‘‘My Country ’Tis of Thee’’. . . . . Entire Class 1 

fy; CLARK 921 E | 
ie Chestnut = ‘ Jewelers Age I SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSI) 

: 8 3 8 
es : 5: ra e 1893 Eat, drink and be merry 1916 8 

6 Point Black and White Border No. 9 Cut No. 3306 3 8 

0) (0) 

0) ANNUAL 0 
0) (0) 

I I : 3 
Cmeed fiend 0} (0) 

8 anque 8 | : . 

A ment ; ; | 0) (0) nnounceme | 3 3 
; Q) (0) 

We desire to call your 3 

attention to our regular 0) (0) 

Half-Year Rummage 8 Sl 

and Clearance Sale of 3 
0) 0) 

> % ® 

Bric-a-Brac and 2 2 

Mosaics 8 ee ee 3 (0) ‘ (0) 
ee e CLUB Q) 

Sale will commence on (0 0) 

Monday, January 4th 8 a 

and continue until our (0) Hotel Neapolitan 0) 
+ (0) 0) 

present stock is all sold | ® ® 

3 
, , ‘ | December 23 

Mert’s Curiosity Shop ° tate re 
0) 

Tenth and Arch Streets I 

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSCOSSS SS SSS SSS SSSSSSSES 

— be 6 Point Black and White Border No. 8 Cut No. 3240 

93 
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| ee ero ot CASEON OLD STYLE ACeeasan pager Gal (6 400 

6 Point Font $200 27A $095 52a $105 7 Point Font $2 25 26A $110 50a $115 

WILLIAM CASLON WAS MOST EMINENT IN THE ART OF ENGRAVING CASLON BEING RECOGNIZED AS A SKILLED ARTIST WAS 
iI AND LETTER FOUNDING, DESIGNING MANY TYPE STYLES PERSUADED TO GIVE UP HIS OTHER WORK 

iH} He was bom in 1692, at Hales Owen, Shropshire, where he served his regular appren- ‘The merits of the Caslon types were not in their novelty of design, but in 

|] dts Gil et euseee ae pecorino divine woe var; coeds el otal Hicie pes een ceaerg a pe SOUR TH Neat a aU oe 
} wonderful ingenuity to that one occupation. ‘These figures are clear-cut $1234567890 Pines aa ee ae Canicniey ft paar eth Pues: S1D445678 

| ABCDEFGHIJ KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abedefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyz 

| 

| } Shoes - peetiae aos ALES 9 Point Font $250 24A $125 46a $125 

| NO IN SECURING A REPETITION OF DESIGN| BEGINNING EARLY IN LIFE, AND ENGRAVING | 
| In his largest and smallest types we find unmistakable features FOR HIMSELF, COMPLETED MANY DESIGNS 
| of relationship and they are cleaner and clearer than that of any For clearness and uniformity, for the use of the student or for 
. ] French or Dutch founder ; nearly as light and much more invit- the reader, it is doubtful whether it has been exceeded by any 
| ing than the best letters ever drawn or made by Jenson. $12345 subsequent production. Caslon was eminent in art. $67890 

| 10 Point Font $2.50 21A $130 40a $120 44 Point Font $2.75 18A $140 36a $135 

i THIS STYLE RETAINED ITS SUPREMACY UNIVERSAL LINE IS A VALUABLE 
| IN ENGLAND FOR FIFTY YEARS TIME SAVER FOR PRINTERS 

| oe . engin eee of pak 2 ee All sizes can be quickly justified with leads or 
| critics who before that time had small respect for Kng- % a gt eo 

| lish types. Cast from our Nickel-Alloy Mat $12345 Bie Cartons Oe anette ct erage 

} 14 Point Font $3 00 14A $150 27a $150 

1 12 Point Font $275 16A $135 31a $140 ee Ses a i 

. WILLIAM CASLON FIRST _ PRINTERS WANT FACES 
} Cut this popular face of type and it still is That are new, and the field has been . 
| considered one of the most attractive and thoroughly ransacked in an effort to 

legible series in general use to-day. $12345 roduce new and catchy styles. $123 g g y Pp 

c 16 Point Font $3 00 10A $155 20a $145 

| THE GREAT, MERITS OF CASLON TYPES 
The Dutch founders became extremely jealous because of the 
great favor with which the Caslon faces were received. $1234 

| 18 Point Font $3 25 10A $175 18a $150 

. ITS SIMPLICITY MAKES IT ATTRACTIVE 
For sixty years few works were printed with the types of any 
other foundry, which fact attests its great popularity. $67890 

20 Point Font $3 25 8A $165 154 $160 

Readers of long ago recognized the many good qualities 
of this handsome product of the type founder. $345678 

24 Point Font $350 6A $185 10a $1 65 

Never before in the history of printing has 
| there been such demand for neat type. $1234 

i : . 
) 
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| ""DESERVING AMBITIONS 
| Youthful Determination Admirable 

~ BEAUTIFUL DESIGN ~ 
| Display Artistically Arranged 

~ POOR METHODS ~ | 
- In Years Become Obsolete 

| Almost Started a Riot 

BRUSH SALE | 
Prices That Perish 

| GREY Hound —



CASLON OLD STYLE IN DISPLAY 

: 

; 

We have experienced teachers in every 

. . qi grade, and are fitted to teach any branch 
o of Industrial Art that you may desire to 

Ma ns f ield I ndu strial Ae tae Teruo sailed eg apaltedBe 
; 

: | Art School 
} 
| Initial Ornament 3233 

: 
GOLDEN GATE BU : 

ROBT. L. MANSFIELD D aoperfatendeat ; St. 

| James Liven DUSEN & CRAFTS Arthur Crafts 

ARLINGTON, NEBRASKA SALT ¥ |Z ~~~ 

SENCIEN 
SIDE SADDLES » eee , T< 

‘TANDEM RIGS ww , : 
Keystone Hurdler No. 1 a Pe 

1914 
: . . Cay 

ay Ye Ancient Time 2 
| gh . ‘Tea and Concert ey 
i a WA ma 

PITMAN PARK CHURCH ies 
WILL BE GIVEN UNDER THE AUSPICES OF OUR Se 

| YOUNG MEN'S AID SOCIETY 

ee ee STARKS & MARRIN 
: 1 Tickets of Admission - Fifty Cents May 1, at 8.30 CLEVELAND 

/ Marginal Ornament K 

; Washington Text Page Ornament No. 3152 

ee 

: i 
THE MONOBURN MANTLES £ 

ES EN A SET RA RE EL A RR HY 

This mantle is the very latest invention in the field of money-saving light appliances. It has 
the feature of giving a greater light at a smaller cost than any other mantle on the market 
today. Its durability is unequaled—we give you a guarantee for six months. Under ordin- : 
ary conditions the Monoburn Mantle will last from seven to ten months. If interested, write : 

enna A A A NE A REARS 

THE MONOBURN MANTLE CO., CHEsTERTON, ILL. : 

Cut No. 4093 6 Point Border No. 127246 

\ |
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Complete Series, izes 1 Accents made, see pages i 

me aso CASLON OLD STYLE ITALIC Tee won 

6 Point Font $200 29A $100 55a $100 7 Point Font $2 25 285A $115 52a $110 

KEYSTONE PARAGON METAL LEADS AND SLUGS ARE BEST PARAGON STEEL RIVETED-BRAZED CHASES 

We believe we have reached the top notch in the manufacture of Metal Leads and The demand of our customers for Chases bad grown so large that some time 
Slugs. Our equipment for making them 24 inches long and of standard height consists ago it became necessary for us to commence manufacturing them and we put | 

of special machinery of our own construction, Paragon means “‘a model of excellence” upon the market Paragon Steel Chases, which we believe are in every way ! 
and because these are models of excellence we call them Paragon Leads and Slugs. equal or superior to any other make. We use the best grade of bright steel | 

A box contains 15 packages or 150 pounds well wrapped and labeled. $1234567890 and the corners are double riveted and strengthened; clean cut and square. $21 | 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZ abcdefghijhimnopgrstuvwxy% | 

8 Point Font $2 25 22A $110 46a $115 9 Point Font $2.50 22A$125 460 $125 

IMPORTANT POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED FIRST’ IMPRESSIONS OFTEN WRONG | 

In the printing of modern books, from a Bibliological point of view, Of all the causes which conspire to blind man’s erring judgment, | 

the first piportae! step after writing or editing a volume, is its and misguide the Mind, what the weak head with strongest bias | 
ypographic production. Make it a feature always. $1234567890 rules, is Pride, that never-failing vice of fool. Take heed. $90 

10 Point Font $250 20A $130 40a $120 11 Point Font $275 19 A $145 38a $130 

EASY PARAGON TABLET PRESSES LONGLEY TIMES MAILERS 

Are made wholly of iron except the squaring boards. This little machine has successfully withstood for 
There is no twisting or warping under pressure to throw many years the efforts of inventors to devise some- 

the adjusted paper out of true. No better made. $12345 thing better. Every printer needs one. $12345678 | 

42 Point Font $275 16A $145 38.0 $130 14 Point Font $3 00 13A $155 260 $145 | 

ALWAYS SPEAK THE TRUTH IT IS WELL TO THINK | 
Life is short and time is fleeting, let us study Many efforts fail for want of thought | 

our own faults and profit thereby. $1234567 Exercise your mental powers. $1234 

16 Point Font $3 00 10A $160 20a $140 18 Point Font $3 25 10A $175 20a $150 

While it is Yet Day, for the In Meeting Obstacles Bravely | 
Darkness 1s Coming. $1234567 You Overcome Defeat. $12345 | 

© Point Font $3 25 8A$170 162 $155 24 Point Font $350 6A$185 12a $165 

ALWAYS KIND MOTOR-CYCLE | 
Rewarded for Good Deeds Begin Well, End Well 

30 Point Font $425 5A $230 9a $195 

Opportunity C But ONCE TO YOU ) 
36 Point Font $5 00 4A $265 8a $235 

42 Point Font $6 25 4A $345 8a $280 

97 | 
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pene CASLON LIGHTFACE SERIES eee 
Applied for Patent 

5 Point Font $200 22A $095 43a $105 6 Point Font $200 23A $095 46a $105 

PRINTING IN ENGLAND DURING THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY INJUDICIOUS SELECTIONS OF BOOKS FOR PUBLICATION 

| IRs aoe sven eye ot Ses pablo pela ane eran Dibias od ss Ee bo Nearly all the books printed by Gutenberg and Scheeffer were done in 
pression and deyeneration as compared with the printing of Caxton, Pynson and Day. Taal SV KEER We Gehe Reathae th 

hontroirene myc nprrelgnpe herntppemr bebo y actual need for books in German, or whether they were refiained in aa 
standard as did exist, the best "ae in ‘ise coming from abroad. It was unwisely sup- attempt to print in German, cannot be decided. Other publishers saw the 

posed that printing would then receive its greatest support. Two-third set $1234567890 need, and disregarded the restraint. These are en set figures $1234567890 

: ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ abedefghijklmnoparstuywxyz 

8 Point Font $2 25 22A$110 420 $115 9 Point Font $250 20A $120 40a $130 

} LETTERS PAINTED ON LINEN AND SILK STUDY AND ACQUIRE MUCH KNOWLEDGE 
| Specimens of hieroglyphical writing on linen have been Never was a master made in a day, but as the result of 

found in Egyptian mummy cases. The early Arabs com- untiring effort and perseverance in surmounting the 
oii mitted their poetry and compositions to the shoulder-bones obstacles which every student must necessarily meet 

| of sheep. They afterwards obtained the paper. $1234567890 if he wishes to reach the top rung. $1234567890 

. 10 Point Font $250 18A $120 35a $130 42 Point Font $275 15A $125 310 $150 

| NEW FACES PROVE ATTRACTIVE SUPERIORITY IN DESIGN 
/ Good judgment should be used in the selection ‘ Doth » : 

of matter to be used in your advertising, thus This aS S strictly up-to-date, a quali- 

. insuring more profitable results. $1234567890 fication which is necessary. $1234567890 

) 14 Point Font $3 00 12A $135 24a $165 

MANY HANDS MAKE LIGHT WORK rrwosnied Bet 

i] No type founder before Caslon was ever successful | * 1234567890 
} . . . . se En Set 

| in reproducing so many sizes with such precision $1234567890 
| 
| Both en set and two-third set fig- 
} 3 ures are made up to and including 
| 18 Point Font $325 9A$150 20a $175 44 Point ; above 14 Point the wide 

figures only are made and each size AMERICAN THERAPEUTICS Societe Point inclusive, regular job and 

weight fonts contain en set figures 
N . . d ° f oe ee 14 ro ae con- 

ever give up 1 Gespair, LOL PELSEVETANCE — | en vise etned sepals ia 
. . . five-pound fonts. 

| overcometh many difficulties and obstacles 

| 24 Point Font $3 50 5A $160 11a$t90 j 

| TRAINED PIGEONS ACT WELL 

tos Act is Sufficient Proof to Beli 
30 Point Font $4 25 : 4A$195 9a $230 

Hard Work Brings Its Own Reward | 
: 36 Point Font $5.00 i" BA$255 62 $245 

He i M tain Glaci | Sg 
98 
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~ DELIGHTFULLY = 
Pleasant and Invigorating 

~ MANUSCRIPT ~ 
Should Read Clearly 

‘BRILLIANT = 
Orators or Speakers 

SPINNERS 
Loftiest Workers — 

_ Pleasure Boats
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; CASLON LIGHTFACE SERIES IN DISPLAY 

| 
; 

i} Importer, Dyer pe HO JORABLE _ ae 

| GSI) Sa ee eee and Maker a a 3 

| | John Marks” 
| WILL DELIVER HIS FAMOUS) 
pte a 2 RGTURBOON => toss em } 

. PS ee 

i 5 

Material and Workmanship ID . ; B A SE 

Guaranteed 
: what a man should be, and 

} said of the founding of an BA | 
: wu l | ll Huu o the faculty of forcing the 

| i i i Hl it 5 Ind finding the means to be (see 
Cl i Ny OH Ht A lhe had set his mind work- SEASON 1920 

: i A i Wt | his being a millionaire did eee 
) A Hi Hu princes are characteristic ps 
; il UT ness of his high aims and if [mil] || Eeeces | | Me sarily feeling the influence oy aX 
j lof accuracy, thoroughness a j \, 

| wisest opinions ever utter- 2 eS 

) LE W IS MORSE ious obstacles to test men mY 
land furthering the interest 

14 Market Street t thus he was engaged in a , 
in the manufacturing of an eee ee \ 

| He depended on his being BEALL CEa TEA Cte 

; Parisian Fancies No, 401 lepending upon others for ae 
i ce, and hardly a person in emer 
; } his employ who was not animated by a conciousness of the 

| | high aims of the active salesmanager. The second remark 

) Pat || Announcement of Removal ! 
/ out a ‘eects psionsoseisneebenasnsseneensneesaesinisinstoseeumnnesnsiessssae 

: a Bi After January the First we will take possession of our new building, 5 
| ) pce where nothing but the highest grade Furniture will be carried. The 

] WA ey fH same standard of excellence which has characterized our goods in ) 
: wy ie the past will be strictly maintained. Come and inspect our new line. 

| NEW QUARTERS, CORNER FRANCIS AND MORSE STREETS 
RN 

{ | 

| ee The Pittsburgh House Furnishing Company 
j J 

i 
Cut No, 1432 
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F CASLON LIGHTFACE SERIES IN DISPLAY 

LSU} LSU TIO TARTAR RTAARRARTURAIRTAURTANRGURGARWA wy i 

POZA ZAIAS ZAIN AIAN AIS AIS AILS LIANG 

Bal a 

RQ “4 a aSslON |p aN 

DN 

WT 1 { aC G RW 

SZ : SY 

ia 
DS 

; 
Si (ax YPE that is appropriate for book and Re 

N 2p job work has an exceptional value, ow 

—: VASES] answering as it does a two-fold pur- & V4, NAS] answering as it does a wo-fold pur: KF 

ESC (Cx) pose. This will be found a feature ors 

SZ WZ3}} of the series here shown. We have YZ 

lays retained the salient features of “Caslon” without BN 

Sot the crudities and defects existing in the original ; 

LON face, thereby making it one of the most valuable Ve S 

y: q) series for use in the modern printing house. We SSC j 

= challenge any Foundry to place beside Caslon — : 

<0 Lightface an old style body letter superior in any Use 

Dy respect. A careful perusal of the few specimens . i 

Z aC) here printed will give a slight idea of the many oa 

WV | ways that this beautiful face may be employed. WZ j 

(ASX Cast of Nickel-Alloy metal on Universal Line Ha . 

wy with our usual degree of mechanical excellence. SC 

LS ES. 
iS 

KF 

Ve : S 
2 d Sx a Keystone Type Foundry Oe 

: 193 
So ie ; WE 
ASX Printing Plant Outfitters ZE 

Sd 5 
SORDLAGDLAADLANGDL NADER ADR ADEA AOS 

NN ADRY ARDY ADRYARY AWG FRYAPY APY ARQ LD YL LLOQ LGOLLGN IX ZG 

24 Point Border No. 24011 Mortised Initial Ornament No. 3252 
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eae ce CASLON LIGHTFACE ITALIC hovents on pageo 921 to 400 

6 Point Font $200 25A $095 52a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 22A $110 44a $115 

FORTUNES ARE SPENT ANNUALLY FOR ADVERTISING LAST QUARTER CENTURY’S IMPROVEMENTS 

Space in the leading newspapers and periodicals of the country. The value of The introduction of halftones and color processes has opened 

in eof aden i el pn Oe ea se caw ml umber | wide the doors forthe application of rel arti printing. ‘The : 
fhe WiGinas teed Wo cleans Artistic pyiaded wiatier, especially tn the'form of type foundries and paper makers have risen to the occasion 
periodical, appeals to every reader. Take notice of these figures $1234567890 and advanced along the line of Graphic Arts. $1234567890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUV WXYZ abcdefghijklmnopaqrstuvwxyz 

10 Point Font $250 17A $120 36a $130 12 Point Font $2 75 (oa 

POLICY OF KEYSTONE FOUNDRY CASLON LIGHTFACE ITALIC 

We study the needs of the times and are striving The Keystone is the first foundry to cast 

to place at the disposal of printers and publish- Italic on normal bodies and sets, with no 
ers, not more, but better type. $1234567890 kerned letters. Figures. $1234567890 

BE Bett HE CEE SS 09 eos 248 ese 18 Point Font $3 25 9A$160 18a $165 

FURNISH EVERYTHING 

Printing Machinery made by the ae 
leading manufacturers can be fur- No sp ring ing or bulging in 
nished by Keystone Type Foundry | these reliable Steel Chases 

30 Point Font $425 5A$225 9a $200 

| 24 Point Font $3 50 5SA$165 11a $185 I 

Arrange HorseShow | Resorts Advertise 

| 36 Point Font $5 00 3A$255 7a $245 ; 

| STORIES FROM BOOKS 
| 
| e e e i 

| P t Authentic D t | | resen ulnentic Lescrvplions 

42 Point Font $6 25 3A $325 7a $300 

| q y | 
| 

48 Point Font $750 3A $400 6a $350 
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CASLON LIGHTFACE ITALIC IN DISPLAY 

RAEI dnd bobo be co GAGA bE nebo oa cabo be 
Ea ba 
ba ba SAVE TIME 5 a | Fa a 

In Your Composing Room Ba a 
RSS ee a Base ats 6a ba 

= || ft and ROG Weight || 4 tI =o Q=EO™ElElOlOlTTlTTYOT@@@B. 1c e1gnt 5 3 BG 5 is Gi 

. u Mattings of All Kinds a 
Bi : ‘ i) 

fi onts & Linoleums, Oil Cloths & 
| : p 
| YZ Fa 3 

Fa Bo 

Sa, es HELLO! &3 
| S pee : 
| Ba HELLO! eB 

j Bo Sor TR eon tae oo 

| JOB TYPE 5 5 | i i Southern B 
} Body Type Prices Ba Ba 

3 19-2-P 8 Bi 

| bse ES) e 
GB 

| KEYSTONE Ba Ba 
j ca A ore to this number Ea 

: Ea oe ring an as fo + 

| ibypefoundry || § | steeg ee 
fi Ba covering your floors with Ka 

{ Ba any of the various kinds of Ka 

Cut No. 3320 Ba floor coverings. It will not eo 

i ba be necessary to call at our ba 

1 Ba store if you do not wish, as ka 

I Po we will send a variety of Ea 

{ Ba patterns to your home so as Ba 

Ba you can see the effect on Ba 

i SHOUTOUT OLOTOLOO LO OTULO LOL OLO OO eee! e Ba your own floors, these pat- Ba 

= a ka terns being large enough to ca 4 

) B 's Ba show full beauty of design ey 

B CASLON q Ba a 
B LIGHTFACE 5 Ba — ra 

5 ITALIC S Ba 
| : : A 
r =| Non-Kerning |& 3 a 

g ° ie a Pa 

. : Series Q 2) ea 
| F 5 5 

5 The KEYSTONE is the 5 a 
} I irst and only Found E ba aa f| ates |f | | § CHE WILTON § 

5 normal bodies and sets a 
5 ith no kerned char- g aa j | (| Soeee || | § CARPET CO. | 
B doubt, admi 5 B Giana Taghifiee (alte ey Nos. 1428-1432 West Chester Ave. a 

. B EB ka ga 
f Fi omIoIc RMAC OROIACIANAMoAeAc AAA FARIA ESR Ro ea Rabo oA RAO oe GAGA oA Gebel 
t 6 Point Black and White Border No. 19 12 Point Border No. 12002 
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eae CASLON LIGHTFACE CONDENSED Soe one 

“THE FINEST TYPOGRAPHIC EFFECTS : “LISTEN TO THE OLD ORACLE i 
Seg seater with this series. Appropriate for all of There is a slang phrase which dispenses 
the peer classes of job woth and a letter that a much wisdom: “him as has gits.” Keep 

tasty recounizeis reat uselunees, $123196789 | supplied with Keystone Products. $1234 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz i 

18 Point Font $3 25 1LA $150 22a $175 24 Point Font $3 50 6A$170 13a $180 | 

ALL RECORDS BROKEN USEFUL LETTER | 
Hibernians hold their track and Typecutters’ Masterpiece | 
field sports before large crowds Pri delighted. $7890 | 
Numerous prizes awarded. $567 rinters delighted. $ | 

| Antediluvian Stories | Excitable Crowd | 
ae pil an de Reta th ees 48 Point Font $6 25 3A $360 5a $265 

Cotton PI 1 | | otton Planter First Recital 
) 54 Point Font $750 3A $435 5a $3 15 

} ~=—- Fashi | ashionable MODISTE 
60 Point Font $8 90 S S . | 3A $550 42 $340 

72 Point Font > 
| 3A $6 S 

| 

= eens ee eae reer. ==...
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CASLON LIGHTFACE CONDENSED IN DISPLAY 

| Qur Caslon 
oe eae | NOW IS THE TIME Group 
Pe Gea cal al ; 

TO BUY | The popularity of our | 
| Caslon faces and the | 

HM srowing demand for a — 
: condensed letter of the same design forced us : Dannoie Hee , fic cagenanecote eri ae 

q 4 The Sth Mer etl 
The 8th Member | 

nD 
Stas CS nutanana| 

; yA , 

q A vy | INE NICKEL-ALLOY 

| SUGGESTIONS | 

q | Travellers Toilet Sets | 
Manicuring Outfits | : 

| oe Petite 

| Household Requistes Fleur-de-Lis 
i od Extract 

see a he: ies 54 

q 
We urge our customers to make selections at 

this time and avoid the crowds, which will 
0 increase as we approach the Christmas holidays 

N BRI S RED ROSE 

arraine Aide MacDonald & Bacon 

Boston 

bo  ———r 
Cut No. 1415 6 Point Panel Border No. 5 Cut No. 3237 
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Be eiieie CASLON BOLD SERIES Tieneta ages Sate 408 
Applied for Patent and Registered in England 

5 Point Font $2 00 21A $095 40a $105 6 Point Font $200 22A $095 43a $105 

THE IDEAL ADVERTISING MAN MUST BE SPECIALLY TRAINED HE MUST HAVE WHAT IS TERMED BUSINESS WIT 
An advertiser must have discrimination to sift out from the information only the Business instinct may be a better phrase. This is necessary because 
things that will interest the prospective buyer. Nothing important must be hid. an advertiser in the advanced grade really helps to direct the busi- | 

ber phng nme bio gratertaconmeaornemytnett | ese hei adversing, He must be able judge when to averte, 
acter, and strength of mind to assert that character, Two-third set $1234567890 what to advertise, where to advertise and the best way. $1234567890 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyz 

8 Point Font $2 25 19A $110 37a $115 9 Point Font $250 18A $120 36a $130 ns 

ORIGINAL THOUGHTS AND WRITINGS EDUCATING HIMSELF ALL THE TIME 

He must have imagination, be able to remember and to An advertiser must be a voracious reader of the 

repeat stories—to illustrate his points by a character- newspapers and magazines in order to keep up 

istic anecdote or illustration. En set figures $1234567890 with the times. Two-third figures $123456789 

10 Point Font $2 50 16A $120 32a $130 {2 Point. Fout'$2.78 16A $130 300 $145 

CONSULT KEYSTONE BOOKS TRY CASLON BOLD SERIES 

Select the proper type faces to assist you in : f ill h: 

forcibly setting forth the important points of An attractive type face will enhance 
the materials you advertise. $1234567890 the value of advertising matter. $12345 

Sesto ta ae ae GTS Aaa et ee 18 Point Font $325 8A$150 16a $175 

ARTISTIC JOB WORK SINCERE YOUTH 
This letter is useful and durable Admired Childish Eff 

| and a fashionable style. $12345 mire idis orts 

24 Point Font $350 5A$160 1tia$1i90 

i] Two-third Set 

| HISTRIONIC SOCIETY $1234567890 
| Reh 1 of Mod C di 456 . enearsal O odern Uomedies $1234567890 

Both id third fi | oth en set and two-third set fig- 

90 Point Font $425 44 8200 998225 {2 ota sve 12 Pom tewide 
| figures only are made and each size 
| is made uniform set. Up to 12 | INTERNATIONAI focm ne 

weight fonts contain en set figures 
only; above 12 Point, fonts con- } 

e e e tain the wide uniform set figures. | 
Both kind furnished separately in | Distinguished Opponents |=== 

36 Point Font $5 00 3A$255 6a $245 

Beautiful M tain S | 
42 Point Font $6 25 3A $320 62 $305 | 

For Fonts of Fractions see page 314 | 
' | 
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“MANUSCRIPT _ 
Publishers Defended 
ie eee 

Eminent Senators 

Heaviest LOAD 

FINE Record 

Black HEN 

NO Parks
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CASLON BOLD SERIES IN DISPLAY 

as on O a This Little Booklet 
i 

fl a Explicitly Sets Forth the Advantages 2% 

Se oe S of the = 

ce ‘OU will notice that 4 / 

| perect | | YOR elt dt GREENLAND 
Type lon Old Style face 3 

. made heavier and uniform iad 

Design in all sizes. Wherever it 7 HOI SE 

| goes you will find it takes ‘ 

the “run of the office.” 3 : 

Try a twenty-five pound 4 IL Ss ). | 

font and see for yourself 1, “2 A 
> h ’ y 
ar ey cent 

So ~ Pia 

| 
Sl 

ON'T you think it Tle 
will meet the wants Ee eee | : 

of all those who are x — 

sticklers, first of all, for om 

plain, readable faces for ie 

oa aes vee pee eras 4 Situated in the Romantic Pocono Mountains 

of such printers. ay & ‘ i 

their tribe increase.”’ Per- . o yb agit dads Set te 

haps you are one yourself nf 

| a fy we Mount Pocono, Pa. 
OTICE that it has A 

no overhanging or a ~ 

kerned characters. boc Dee K ie i 

Notice that it is neither - = F . 7 
too wide nor too narrow. 12 Point Black and White Border No. 9 Cut No, 3301 

i} Notice how the right pro- 

i portion has been carried 

. out in the smaller sizes, 
where so many faces fail E = 

CAST IN SEVENTEEN SIZES San Joaquin Vineyards 

| ee oe FIRS 
This very useful and handsome series is Wy 

distinctively a Keystone Product and in ——— EE 

keeping with their reputation for quality it 5 

| Cut No. 4090 6 Point Panel Border No. 2 

; 
Cut No. 3325 

| ROBERT H. MORGAN, General Manager HOWARD L. DARWIN, Secretary-Treasurer 

s : an yoaquin Vine ras a 
vi 

: : “1 * Seer aul 4 

VB DTG A OTINIEC SPT s 

GRADS AMERICAN WINES CLARO 

i TARSS : a i TADS 

| Wy Made from Grapes Grown in the Vineyards 0 Ses 

j t ” 

Cut No, 3171 

4 
Situated in the San Joaquin Valley, 

Hote ra ene abt t muses Wines : 

Wiser sbuces tooth tne ff oimee en) Somali Eel el 
| 
: 
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CASLON BOLD AND CASLON LIGHTFACE IN COMBINATION 

THE OSHKOSH NEWS, FRIDAY, APRIL 24, 1917 

W ’s Spring Outfit 
Never before in the history of this store were we able to offer such 
stupendous values. We have been preparing for this event for four 
months, and we feel confident that it will eclipse all our former efforts 

sae Sectepate “age ERE eeee 

Matchless Fashi Ate l sca esipclia papain oes White Goods 
by HY2* new fashion of Paris, every new model by Priced Very Attractively 

that the New York modistes create, is imme- ; 
diately duplicated b ir artists and exactly 2 29 ee ye OUT aTHS LSE eee Swiss Muslins at Cc 
reproduced for you at a saving of many times Handsome designs, including a large 

our prices. The loveliest styles are here for your esorunen to ney ee ae 
: 3 : i leaves and other patterns on pure white 

choosing, every detail of tailoring as near per- grounds, 53 inches wide. Exceedingly 
Bq fection as human experience can make it. by SELIG ee ey ey ee 

For this sale at the low price of 29c. 

1 ; i 25c White Corded Classy Spring Suits and Coats oe ee 
Black, Blue Gray. Reseda and Lavender In a great variety of patterns in single, 

? ? ’ double and cluster cords, forming large | 

The like of which no other store in this city can ends Checks ya peta eee 
2 ate indistinct kind, 42 inches wide. Very 

fq show are here, so that the woman of keen artistic py desirable for waists and whole dresses. 

sense can revel in exclusive, distinctive models pea sod aes, ne meee 
and select that which will best suit her individual 25c White Mercerized | Qc 

: Figured Madras now 
need—always at a great saving. Second Floor, East Tn wares yar Gor the leiasedentenes 

figured stripes, ete. First Floor, North 

thy eessaesme eee 
12 Point Panel Border No. 7 

9 e 

We Bought Patch Bros.’ Entire Stock of 
9 © 9 Fancy Linens at Receivers’ Sale 

NEY YORK’S widely-known Importing House went into the hands of the receivers some six weeks past, and we 

secured their entire stock of beautiful fancy linens at half. Included are Renaissance fancy linens, cushion tops, 

Cluny pieces, etc.—every article clean and perfect. The average price of these linens is 50 per cent. below their value. 

i Hand-Made Cluny Pieces, Scarfs, Shams, Center- ee eee 

ieces, etc. Worth 

Mew gs0, sea 2IC tO $7.98 || DOUBLE YELLOW STAMPS 
$1.50 Renaissance Scarfs, 20x45 inches, 69c With Purchases Here Before Noon 

ren Nes periee nes Yellow Trading Stamps have been proven to 
$1.25 24-inch Centerpieces, marked to- 49c be the most intrinsically valuable—the stamps 
day at the exceedingly low price of - that bring you the handsomest premiums. 
$2.00 30-inch Drawn-work Squares, 6 Point Panel Border No. 4 

marked for to-day at the low price of | - 76c Cog pq yr] 

O THE SURPRISE STORE 

ENDLIC K & S N 810 CHESTNUT ST. 
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oe eee eee CASLON BOLD ITALIC Ream o: sate ous to 400 

5 Point Font $200 18A $100 36a $100 6 Point Font $200 20A $100 38a $100 

CONCENTRATION OF ENERGY OVERCOMES OBSTACLES MANY MEN AND WOMEN LIVE IN THE FUTURE 
Just as the general who scatters his men all about the country insures defeat, so Beware of the man who is going to do things to-morrow. He 
does he whose attention is forever diffused through so many channels that . can may mean well, but there’s many a slip and so forth. Make good 

never gather in force at any one point. The human mind, in short, resembles a 
ro wine fous ore intense only as ope cbunmeirdiad: to-day for to-morrow you may not have the chance, and remember 

| ssrabowaass ee ae boaters Doser Sm as they iseP Giese the road of By-and-by leads to town of Never. $1234567890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPOQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnoparstuvvwwsxyz 

8 Point Font $2 25 7A Si 40 Sea SiS 9 Point Font $250 17A $125 32a $125 

WISE MEN OFTEN CHANGE VIEWS EXPLAINED THE PHENOMENA 
| It is always wise and considerate to respect opinions, The extraordinary appearance of the heavens 

| even if they do differ from our own. Remember that in the past month caused great consternation 

| friendly argument is a benefit to both. $1234567890 to the people of South America. $1234567890 

10 Point Font $2.50 15A $120 30a $130 AR Bont Foss $475 1S AOL 265-24 2 8t20 

VENTURESOME TOURISTS FINDS HEALTH OXYGEN 
Climbing to the ridge of dangerous Alpine Mammoth trees on the mountain top 

peaks over snow and ice. $1234567890 send forth fragrance. $1234567890 

18 Point Font $3 25 TA $160 14a $165 
14 Point Font $3 00 11A $150 20a $150 ER C TS 

° 
Famous for Wearing Qualities Build Handsome Stores 

24 Point Font $3 50 5A$180 9a $170 Boe a eo Na Ne nae case) 

| Dreamed of Riches | G dO f | Pp S 
| 36 Point Font $5 00 3A $295 50 $205 42 Point Font $6 25 3A $350 5a $275 

48 Point Font $750 3A $440 5a $310 

54 Point Font $9 25 3A $575 4a $350 

60 Point Font $10 80 3A $680 4a $400 
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CASLON BOLD ITALIC IN DISPLAY 

| Eg 

| Caslon Bold I[tali " aston bold Italic 
ce) ae=EeSa=sSEeaeasSESEaeaeaeaSEeaeaeaeaeasaaannnnnqqqq,.,, ee  eeeeeeewemwyw 

3 A companion face to our Popular Caslon 

SS %i Bold Series, made of Nickel-Alloy Metal 

\ on Universal Line. It is well adapted for 

/\ job and commercial work of every kind— 

Pm, |. sold in Weight Fonts at Body Type Prices 

I ; —————~——£—_—[_—_—_——_——__[—=_—S=aa[aaa=_="Aa=_ana==aanaSS=|=|==|_ 

I | ; | : 

| 'y A Useful Italic Letter 
! 

Cut No, 3253 12 Point Panel Border No. 12007 

| — 1-1 OR Ry ; ne ma E | 

| (n MY El ae| WINDHAM | Gt |p | 
| bh CATALOG AND mE os BROS. 7 SE | 
| ns PRICE LIST i: |e a |B 

ny WO 5 
fn ‘ OB E | 
Ay NW Og E 
© Musical } | Butter,Eggs | ) 
Ae yy = and Pure Dairy Products 5 | 

hs Instruments Og aoe necceereremnonenneneet : | 
~ RS RG Be There is no more fitting motto for a Fy | 

Ay Ny Si dairy than “Cleanliness is next to rs | 
Ky > ty 3 Godliness.’’ One of the important e | 

I Ae \ NY] = features of the Windham Dairies is = | 

WN Kio"s + RY, S the hygienic improvements, which no eI | 
yy G 3 RY, Ss doubt are unexcelled, and perhaps Ei 
rs en RY H unequalled, by any other dairy in the E 

: Be Bg | State of Ohio. All the product: = 

| Ky \ Ne Wy] Fe under the dices Sueeeutsioriat ME. Bi | 

(hi SEES Ny iS Henry Windham who is a state ex- 5 | 
| yy NY, 3 pert on dairy conditions in Ohio. All EI | 

ry RY, iH ~ oo mate our 7 ne 5 | 
Be Oo Ba irect from our dairies. ake a ride 4 

He Complete List of Band and 4 mS out to Summit Co. and inspect our = | 
E bd Parlor Instruments Bild ES F3 « % =| MODEL DAIRIES [| | 

Ky an Wg 5 
dy wg z | 

KN MARTIN K. HUMDRUM Ny E 1340 Landis Ave. iS 

Ay 245 Southwick Ave. NY FB CAMDEN, O. E | 

ts ry 8 DAIRIES:—Summit County Z| 

EEE LL LL EL EEE IY Fe cnn 

12 Point Black and White Border No. 21 Cut No. 3362 6 Point Black and White Border No. 10 Parisian Fancies Nos. 107 and 108 
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Cee te CASLON BOLD CONDENSED SERIES hateat oa ame sate 200 
Applied for Patent 

6 Point Font $2 00 26A $095 52a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 24A $110 48a $115 | 

THE WORTH OF CASLON BOLD CONDENSED TO PRINTERS LITTLE ARGUMENT IS NEEDED TO CONVINCE 

Like its worthy predecessors, Caslon Old Style, Caslon Old Style Italic, Caslon Any printer of the value of new type. The successful employer 

Bete i a BORE a oe nae nee Hee, Hae im the mruretvonne of Wee sees to it that his establishment is kept up-to-date and well stocked 
ae ey ee end oe bear of are oe gaa’ inet f | with the latest foundry products that are put on the market, always 

Petaeatee fue fer wid ils series 6 sex ac al sgye lhe cat bole considering the fact that the greater the demand, the greater his 
extensively used by progressive business men and advertisers. Try it. $1234567890 facilities must be to meet that requirement. Figures $1234567890 { 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkImnopqrstuywxyz 

10 Point Font $250 21A $120 42a $130 12 Point Font $275 19A $135 36a $140 

$ SHOWING OF A MODEL SERIES OF TYPE WE INSURE THE BEST OF SERVICE 

Caslon Bold Condensed is one of the few condensed Bear in mind that the Keystone Type Foundry 
type faces that will give grace and unquestioned merit to is noted for its prompt deliveries and the care- 

every class of printing turned out by you. $1234567890 ful execution of our large orders. $1234567890 

14 Point Font $3 00 15A $145 28a $155 18 Point Font $3 25 12A $160 22a $165 

DISUSED TYPE IS EXPENSIVE LIGHT-HOUSE SIGNALS 
Every inch of space occupied by dead : 
material is a great loss to an employer Prevent Disaster Along the Coast 

30 Point Font $400 6A$205 10a $195 

24 Point Font $3 50 TAGI75 13a $175 BLOODHOUNDS 

Are Uncertain Quantities | Scented the Burglar 
36 Point Font $425 4A $220 7a $205 42 Point Font $5 25 4A $265 7a $260 

| S h Tri | tage-coach Irip By Many Men 
He 

| 48 Point Font $6 25 3A $320 6a $305 

| 

| B { I | { t 

| 54 Point Font $750 3A$428 52 $325 

G k Il | | { { 
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CASLON BOLD CONDENSED IN DISPLAY 

peacuton’s Best HoTeL {1 QMOBILE EXHIBITION 
ERE a ad 

e the Automobile Dealers’ Association of Tioga County | 
| 

enn Or 1ent lectrical Gardens (ig 
eae 

GENERAL ADMISSION im Wy 
ee i : $1.00 a 

Ou S¢ HE SEVENTH TO TWELFTH, NINETEEN-FIFTEEN 

to 5 Open Evenings from 8 to 10.30 

) 

Cut No. 3270 

| 
! 

are ST 

| 
| i 

it 7 -—- ESE ESS 
| oo 

ES eS a 

1 
a 

| 1 | 
} E have accommodations for = | 

. seven hundred guests and | 

rooms are equipped with } 

} electric service, telephones, hot and ; ] 

cold water baths, etc. Furnishings = j 

are on a superb scale. Cuisine is LP - S| a 

unexcelled and is in the hands of a Oh. 4 i} 

first-class chef, having an array of Wen ~) | 

the best help in this line that it is ee ! 

possible to secure. There is a large or bee FREE 8 Ty 

swimming pool with water heated AS od | 

to a summer temperature, in the 
iT 

basement. Also a gymnasium and . = 

long hand-ball court. All the con- as ee | 

veniences for storing the automobile out Their echanism { 3 

will be found in a splendid garage and Construction i 

connected with this hostelry. The | j 

steam yacht “Orient” belonging to r aT 

this hotel, makes two trips daily to | H] 

the fishing bank; carries guests only. | | 

Se EP 4 | / 

| Compliments of 

| WILLIAM SLATTERLY | Henry Nesbit & Son | 

Beachton New Jersey PHILADELPHIA, PA a 
| 

» PA. 

| l ] 

| Cut No. 3305 12 Point Panel Border No. 2 Cut No. 3309 

] 
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Fifth of Our Famous Caslon Group 

iy 

i 3) HE fifth in a direct line from its most 

- ie ’ | \|if illustrious and worthy ancestor, Caslon 
I I Old Style, losing none of the beauty and 
1 | Cea artistic merit of the original design, but 

= With all the faults omitted and brought 
up to present day ideas, so that it will meet the 

n requirements of the most exacting Printers and Pub- 
it lishers. “| Made of Celebrated Nickel-Alloy Metal 

on Universal Line, in 17 well-graded sizes, from 6 to 
120 point inclusive. © Our Caslon Bold Condensed 
is of such a design that it is adapted to almost every 
class of printing where good display is necessary. 
Printers or Publishers who buy this fine and useful 

: series are preparing the way to reap greater profits. 

FFE LOY Syn 
CONS WAR 

i] Ay x ORK 
ai 

El Equipments for Printing Plants El 

Ee 
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Se ieget Go LAUREATE SERIES Aiton ga pases 28110 400 

6 Point Font $2 00 23A $100 46a $100 7 Point Font $2 25 26A $110 52a $115 

ONCE A DEEP STUDENT OF EARLY HISTORY AND THE A VERY USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL SERIES OF MODERN 

ANCIENT LORE OF THE ART OF PRINTING TYPE MADE FROM NICKEL-ALLOY METAL 

Was poring over some ancient tomes in his office at night. He was trying Is certainly necessary in all up-to-date print shops. We would call your 
to discredit Gutenberg's claims and establish Coster as the inventor of attention to the fact that our type is Universal Line and Point-Set —two ; 
the movable types. Mentz had too long enjoyed this distinction of being i feat bined with our Nickel-Alloy Metal insures | 
a birthplace of the art preservative. The hour was late, and slowly his bie Rca cette ed leh 2 . 
head drooped over his book, and as he slept, in his dreams he saw a strength and durability that cannot be excelled. _Our Leads, Slugs and 

shadowy figure slowly evolving out of space. It wore the garments of the Brass Rule are made of the best materials and will be found to give sat- 

renaissance period ; finally the form became more distinct and on a scroll isfaction in every respect. Our branches make it convenient for printers 

which it carried was the immemorable name of Gutenberg. $1234567890 to order from any part of the United States or elsewhere. $1234567890 

ABCDEFGHIJ KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz | 

8 Point Font $2 25 22A $110 44a $115 10 Point Font $2 50 18A $125 35a $125 | 

THE HIGHER ART OF PRINTING HAS LENT SUCH WHEN FAUST BEGAN THE SELLING OF | 

aes TO THE DESIRE bess eS BIBLES HE PRINTED IN PARIS | 

That he tal centr, ey for Unive nmy_| ‘The French Ecclesiastics could not understand | 
formerly sufficed. | Prominent among these was the great or see how he multiplied the copies so rapidly, | 

University of Wittenberg, being endowed by elector Frederick and so uniformly. He was arrested for this 
of Saxony. Never, so long as history continues to be written, . a book d dion bei a 

or the German language to be spoken, will this University be production ° ‘00! = a0 acne ic eing In \ 

forgotten. It was the birthplace of great men. $1234567890 league with the Devil, was put in jail. $12345678 
| 

12 Point Font $275 16A $135 32a $140 

PROGRESSIVE PRINTERS USE KEYSTONE TYPE LAUREATE SERIES 

Made of Celebrated Nickel-Alloy Metal, the best metal put into Ue AES 

type for good wearing qualities and cast on the Point System, ie 

thus making in every particular a modern time and money-saving QU © Qu 

combination for printers. Laureate is an attractive series. $12345 . » Th & 

14 Point Font $3 00 13A $145 250 $155 Not included in fonts, but i ! 
ALFRED TENNYSON, POET-LAUREATE sizby ieethatthefollowing | 

} . prices; Oo hotat inclu- 

Sunset and evening star, and one clear call for me, and point Inclusive, 00 cents 
| ° ch; int, 7: ; 

may there be no moaning of the bar when I put out to ry ior Pola Eieeive: #LtG | 
- . . each. f 

i} | sea. But such a tide as moving seems asleep, too full Fonts of 6, 7,8, 00 and 72 
: . point contain no Ornaments. 

for sound and foam. Show Laureate figures. $1234567 

i} 
18 Point Font $3 25 9A$150 19a $175 

| For the Newspaper Advertising Department as well as the 
Hl. Job Room. Can be used with excellent results in any office | 
| where a plain, legible letter is very often used. $1234567890 | 

| 
24 Point Font $3 50 5A $160 11a $190 

| Nickel-Alloy Metal is unsurpassed for th 
ki f durable Printi making of durable Printing Type. $1234567 

| 
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| LONG PEACEFUL SLUMBERS 
Reward Those Using Keystone Material 

c ~CONSULT OUR LiSke 

| Orders Filled With Dispatch 

~ PRINT SPECIAL | 
Notice from this Series 

BEST MADE 
Rule and Borders 

Universal Race



LAUREATE SERIES IN DISPLAY 

Yea og inh Sa Rare 

BIJOU THEATRE PROGRAM ) 

: Matinee Every Day Next Attraction—Two Weeks Fire-Proofed House 

THE BROKEN VOW celebs 
| HENRY MINTER Beginning Monday, January 17th a | 

§) Ee oe. +e coeff 

6 Point Border No. 6006 
Cut No. 3326 

i © 
ka 
a 

EF 

Fe i 

| The Official WING & SON 

| | BASE BALL a aes: 
. | Fines eatner 

| 1 RECORDS | : 
| | ae Novelties 
| | _ Be 
| i pes \ POCKET BOOKS CALENDARS } 

/ pied Ky | BILL WALLETS HAND BAGS 

! ae a CARD CASES CUFF BOXES 
; j = MUSIC ROLLS DESK SETS 

} "aie LEATHER FOBS 

| Season of 1914 oceans 

PGE 1237-9 North Fourth Street | 

| HENRY L. McDEVITT CO. | 

| Sporting Goods :: Boston, Mass. HOBOKEN, N. J. | 
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| LAUREATE AND CASLON LIGHTFACE IN COMBINATION 

} THE BOSTON RECORD, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1917 
: Fo 

| O t b F it S l 
e 

$30,000 Worth—A Third Off 
; a ee 

ae For Your Dining Room 
The store that is best as an everyday thing is pretty The dining room comes in for a large 

apt to be the best on its special occasions. share Of edtclsae When on coer 
‘ : S ; These items will put it beyond criticism. 

f This Furniture Sale is planned on very broad lines Sideboards 
—stocks are very great—and the economies are large. Regularly $85 now reduced to $65.00 

. Regularly $55 now reduced to $42.00 
Our buyers have made the most careful selections Quartered Gale Fables 

' and every piece is strictly up-to-date. Regularly $12 now reduced to $7.90 

Any article you buy, if not satisfactory, in every in cer 415-nowereduced to-90/78 
é ina Closets respect, will be exchanged and money refunded. Regularly $22 now reduced to $19.50 

Regularly $29 now reduced to $22.50 

° ¢ C e 

Popular Music 10 hance for Men to Save in 
To every piano owner in this city we fi 2 

| wish to announce a sale that will touch 

their heart-strings in a harmonious chord. Bu y 1 ng Su 1ts 

| To-morrow for ae! 
the first time we Frain Ort If a size is missing—and it is, here and there—in one style it is 

; will reduce our AHL to be had in another. One is sure of finding his size and he can’t 

entire stock of pa tag help but get a bargain. 
} popular music to EA LU] In addition to the fancy goods, we have marked— 

ten cents a sheet. samy. f 
Our stock of sheet music is the largest $25 and $28 Blue Serge Suits at $17.50 

and most complete in this city and com- yi 3 y 
; prises the classical as well as the popular. Blue Serge is a bread and butter staple and reductions in these 

(sates es high-grade Brunswick System suits bring garments at half of 
4 ; what a good merchant tailor would ask. 

| House Furnishings Men’s $15 and $18 Blue Serge Suits $10. 

While here looking at the fur- Regular sizes, and sizes for stout men and slim men. 

| niture in the sale, visit the third . . . ip 
| floor and look through our large Reductions in Suits of Mixed Goods 

Sacer ishi tore. : aia Paes nena St0Re $6.50 for Men’s $8.50 and $10 Suits 
$14.90 for a $19.00 Refrigerator; porcelain ; ¢ 

j tank across top of box, 31 inches wide $7.50 for Men’s $12.50 Suits 

22 inches deep; 44 inches high. $10 for Men’s $15 Suits 

$1.50 Screen Doors, now $1 $15 for Men’s $25 and $30 Suits. 
Large bleached Bath S| 20¢ 

brucei ea Be tach, 50¢ dozen The same scale of Reductions also in Young Men’s Suits, ex- 

Wax Strings for sealing cans, 25¢ pound cept that the last ones are $30 values at $15. 

| HENDLER, BACON & CO. 
| Covers an Entire City Block : Eighth, Ninth, Arch, Dock 
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| coe VENEZIA SERIES pitied oe lee ee | 

6 Point Font $2 00 234 $095 46a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 22A$110 43a $115 | 

THE BEST WAY FOR THE POOR YOUNG MAN TO EDUCATE TWO CENTURIES AGO BOOKS WERE CONSIDERED | 

HIMSELF IS TO GET BOOKS AND MASTER THEM A LUXURY, AND FEW OWNED THEM | 

I he itn dad earnest he can maser Arithmetic, Algebra, Grammarand | ur great libraries were not then founded, for at that time 
will guide him as to the rest. To learn and master a few things is better type was made with punch and hand-mold, and printed with 

es a ok he gr co ge aie ie ape be hand preseess ee er ae ere aS cae ee 
ee . "5 opal as ; system, whic. was organize: in 

Be ete ee ae San tet tat is tor ans onoratbie R cu Bicusd @ clad) nee Bet ecaves bach depcloned. 
fo peccrla veune pee ae desire to Acute See Our youthful ancestors in the rural districts were taught by ‘ 

to commence a the oto othe nds nd wort upwards, You're | but hey learned their lessons romatkably well. $1254567890 | 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz | 

ie Patnhsenee eco is Ratesuase bee 12 Point Font $2 75 16A $135 32a $140 | 

PRINTERS RECOGNIZE THE SUPERIOR EXCITING RACES THIS EVENING | 
QUALITY OF KEYSTONE TYPE GREAT BICYCLE CONTEST | 

Every printer who does not use Universal Line, Greatest interest is being manifested by } 

Point-Set, Nickel-Alloy Type and other up- prominent sports from all the large cities 

a oe nage is not ig ve in these races, and some of the hottest and 
0 is Opportunities ani 1s compe itors, who : 

have every modern device to save time and cleanest aacee eeu for cats iets promised 

money, may crowd him out entirely, as he will at the Coliseum to-night. There will be a i 

not be able to compete with them. $1234567890 ten-mile amateur handicap race. $1234567 | 

| 
18 Point Font $3 25 9A$155 19a $170 apa Cane | 

1) 

WORLD’S WHEAT CROP DAMAGED AUXILIARIES | 

. WORST STORM IN HISTORY ae | 
QU © Qu | 

The entire wheat crop was almost entirely < ih « 

destroyed by a fierce hail storm that passed 2 
through here last night. Large hail stones | at‘utsn'schartiy each 

d ind dd h ; d Seer gts i Gone nae and strong winds mowed down the grain an sive, 50 cents each; 18 and 
ae | ° ° point, cents each; 

| cut it to pieces; many houses were wrecked ite ee ae 

and train service was demoralized. $123456 ee - 

| ; 
| 24 Point Font $350 5A$160 11a$190 

| GENERAL TYPE DISPLAY 
i e e A 

| Complete book was written for the printer 
e 

who wants to secure some new ideas about 
A i 

Display Work and the care of script type 
e e e 

This is our trade-mark: Quick Results. $78 | 
120 
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| contin vo VENEZIA SERIES heap nite ran 

~ LECTURES TO MEN © 
Prominent speakers will give 
a course of Short Talks. $123 

DEAD HEROES © 
_ The brave soldier was 

shot in last battle. 456 

CONE SALE 
Before the Game 

French Dinner



| 
VENEZIA SERIES IN DISPLAY 

| 

; SINS SIO SSIS ISI Salaam elointialoininimioioinialiaiatatatd] : 

i 
| a } 

| Hy 

i 

ag . . : ae : Ons PP Hi 
5 OE In the design of this series there is just a suggestion Ea * ft | 
iS of ornamentation that does not mar its legibility in fh kh | 

if As A the least, but rather imparts a character that pleases Ch sa | 
B ss i 

i se 

(HDDS lalate al aol ol alol alot alata ala alealalalafatateateatotetots| 
Cut No. 3333 12 Point Black and White Border No. 3 

Smart ' 2G aR a oa reRaES \ 

e (| VERY wise printer knows 
( ‘1 othin xy that most of his lost time 

j is spent in hunting sorts. 
reo | Since little leaks sink big ships { 

Fae ice) J it behooves him, lest he scuttle 
4 Pa! his own craft, to buy job type # 

we in weight fonts. Cheapest way {| 
NM ot U 

new ui ———— lal 
2 hh 6 Point Panel Border No. 4 

Proper Dress for the Occasion 

What You May Wear ] 

| Some Don'ts 

a 

| Deliv ick | + Tailori ellver UlUIC | . Eli Tailoring @. 
. Call Square, Utica 

} 
| Parisian Fancies, No. 402 

| cS 

| A MAGAZINE conducted along | 
iC entirely new lines. It’s a good | 

medium for advertisers and a treat 
; for subscribers. Contains seventy- I 
| P I J RI two pages of real interest, because 

some of the most brilliant writers | 
4 in the magazine field are numbered 

Twentieth Century among its contributors. Geta copy 

Magazine JULY JUST OUT 

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR PURITAN CO., New York | 

SS 
Brass Ornamental Corners No. 7236 Cut No. 4068 

122 {
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EXCERPTS FROM | 

|p Richard | Oor K1ICNard © | 

Al manac 
; ) | | | 

! 5 | | 
i7 | | 

‘% }, | | 

| | | 

“‘Mankind are very odd creatures: one- | 

! always say and do as they ought.’’ | 

| | 
@mpliments of | 

ue 
Theodore Publishing @mpany | | 

MADISON SQUARE, NEW YORK | !
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ree gee LINING OLD STYLE ANTIQUE Bbsents oa pages 221 10/200 

6 Point Font $2 00 23A $095 47a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 20A $110 42a $115 

COMPETITION STIMULATES MOST ALL MERCHANTS HUSTLERS ARE THE ONES WHO WIN 

Nothing develops strong qualities like opposition, for you know a kite Success usually comes to those who have grit, determination 

ae S rien ee ahi oe tear eat ie leer and perseverance, and are not afraid to hustle. The man who | 

in the pursuit of business, as in battle before the face of the enemy. If waits for things to turn up is often left waiting, while the other 
he lacks bravery, he is wanting in a most essential qualification. $1234567890 fellow has grasped the opportunity and developed it. $1234567 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPOQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

10 Point Font $2 50 18A $120 36a $1 30 12 Point Font $2 75 15A $125 32a $150 | 

IMPROVE YOUR JOB FACILITIES DISPLAY IN ADVERTISING 
There is more satisfaction in doing a small amount Tasty advertising and good printing create 

of good work at a fair profit than a large quantity 3 i s . 
BE doordwark’ at less proit Good work makes impressions that are lasting and effective 

new business and poor work loses customers. $12 and act as business producers. $123456789 

18 Point Font $3 25 10A $165 18a $1 60 

METAL THAT WILL GIVE GOOD SERVICE 

This series made of the celebrated Nickel-Alloy Metal and 
cast on Universal Line and Point Set, is justly recommended 

. . . . | 

to the printing trade as a useful series in any shop. $123456 

| 24 Point Font $350 6A$180 10a $170 

| Paragon Steel Chases, riveted-brazed will 
| never bulge or spring at the corners. $12345 | 
} 30 Point Font $425 5A $230 8a $195 | 

H | | 

| INTERESTING TOURS | 
A : 

| Pleasure Seekers Find Enjoyment 
| 36 Point Font $5 00 4A$270 6a $2350 

e e | 

| Newest Creations Promised | 
| 

| 48 Point Font $750 I I SA$375 6a$375 

Made of Stone Archés 
124 | 
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5 LINING OLD STYLE ANTIQUE IN DISPLAY 

) 

| NURSERY RHYMES || $135 ) | $1.35 | 
AND TALES FOR THE CHILDREN nn | 

; Richly | 

: ‘ a ers i 

Printed in three colors on I / An edition of 200,000 is j 
eee cdo anes LAE : cane nee nee JOSEPHINE 

/ bound. Will be very ap- GRD Et no doubt become a popular MASON 
: propriate for Holiday Gift r book with the young folks 

! Y \ 

t ON SALE NEXT MONTH AT LEADING BOOK STORES OF THE COUNTRY ati 5s 
eerie aaa inal ahs = 

: Published by the Haney-Burton Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 4 
ee 

\ 
1 

4 Dutchies Nos. 3, 4 and 5 

i 

} | 

| 
} | 
! EXHIBIT OF ORIENTAL RUGS H 

j AND CARPETS IN NILE HALL ° e 1 

} i l ! 

| Fyeaeg|HE least interesting feature of the 1111 | 

i ae s exhibition is that each of several | 

7 ES at thousand exquisite weaves can Old St le } 

iS See bi be bought at half the prevailing VY 
owed) market rating. The story of the ‘ | ' 
way this came about would take us to the A tf 

j banks of the Tigres River and even farther, nN ique 

t it would take us to the bazaars of Tiflis where } 

beauty struggles up amid the semi-squalid } 

confusion of a people who cling fast to the ! 

essentials and vitalities of life, who scorn all | 

the arts of imitation and pay no hypocritical 1 

homage to the god of cheap externalities. } 

Folks laugh at the East in all their thought- | 

j lessness, deeming it especially ridiculous | 

that any people should attach a sacred sig- i 

nificance to certain rugs. As if beauty were A’ old reliable letter that i 

ever born of slap-dash and make-believe. is considered a’standard H 

And the same folks wind up by marveling and one that should be in | 

at the rug into which these people have every printing office. Now } 

woven their strange mysticism, their in- that it is on Universal Line i} 

comparable color instinct, their elaborate it is more useful than ever i 

sense of ornament, and above all their ex- 

alted and unbending ideal of quality. Here | 

then, is the East, the immemorial East, and 

in particular, Persia, revealed in rugs, whose Keystone } 

beauty and color-fusings, whose intrinsic } 

fineness and peculiar durability are a chal- Type Foundry } 

lenge to what Westerners so vauntingly call 
i 

civilization and progress. Not without a PRINTING PLANT | 

certain diffidence do we write thus; for it is EQUIPMENTS 

just doubtful whether an event of such odd 
Ancient Roman Initial Series P 

Cut No, 3346 
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Pegaso LINING RICHELIEU Aeee ea fees else 00 

6 Point Font $2 00 23A $090 46a $119 7 Point Font $2 25 26A $105 Sia $i 20 

PHYSICIANS IN CONGRESS AT NEW AMSTERDAM RECOMMEND AIR AFTER KEEPING MEN AND WOMEN NERVOUS FOR A DECADE 

AS THE GREATEST REMEDY AND PREVENTIVE MYSTERY OF THE HAUNTED HOUSE CLEARED 

Among the delegates to the convention was a rural practitioner who read a For the past ten years those persons residing in the neighborhood of the 

lngtay, but interesting paper tu which he dened th canes of prevailing | gia Myers’ Mansion have declared that tho old landmark i haunted by 
in this country wear too many clothes, and to this fact we can attribute a the spirit of its former occupant and owner, Peter Myers. The story 0 

| condition of unhealth that could not exist if the pores were allowed to come nocturnal perambulations by the aforesaid gentleman has been told and 

into direct and constant contact with the open air. He declared the great retold, and perhaps changed or exaggerated to such an extent as to lose 

benefit derived from a daily bath was not so much in the water as in the all semblance of the original sworn statement of Dr. James Duncanfield. 

fact the pores were thus allowed to breathe without restraint. $1234567890 According to the Doctor, he was sitting in a brown study. $1234567890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

8 Point Font $2 25 22A $105 44a $1 20 9 Point Font $250 23A $120 45a $130 

THE MOST FAMOUS DANISH EXPLORER DELIVERS AN THE HAMILTON PRETZEL BAKING CONCERN HAVE 

EDUCATIONAL ILLUSTRATED LECTURE INSTITUTED NEW BUSINESS SYSTEM 

The benefit to be derived from a well delivered lecture on an Harmonious results attained through the efforts of the men 

nteresting topic can be fully appreciated by those who heard employed, who, being required to purchase some holding in 

the thrilling recital of adventures encountered in an attempt to the company, have thus become financially intereste ‘in ite 

cross the Arctic Sea in a sledge-boat, as described by Minnick 1f a echo tnapouration of {iis aystem the output 

Roebjick, the famous Danish explorer. Mr. Roebjick thrilled a ep Se ie a y' Reason 

his audience with his fine, masterful description. $1234567890 of the concern has increased twenty per cent. $ 

10 Point Font $2 50 20A $120 38a $1 30 11 Point Font $275 A130 400 $145 

ABOUT TWENTY THOUSAND PERSONS ATTEND LATE DISCOVERY AROUSES INTEREST AND 

ROWING RACE AT PHILADELPHIA SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH BEGINS 

Ideal weather conditions prevailed at the bi-monthly Wonderful progress is now being made by learned 

regatta of the Neptune Boat Club, held on the course men of this and other countries in investigating a 

along the Schuylkill River from the Big Rock to the new specie of the feline family that was recently 
| Ell Basins, and then to the Club House. $1234567890 discovered in the heart of New Minod. $1234567 

| 12 Point Font $275 16A $130 32a $145 14 Point Font $3 00 153A $140 26a $160 

| MEN ENDURE HARDSHIPS STORY FOR THE BOYS 

ile search for the South Pole, ten . ends 
on ¢ fuule sen wy : African explorer tells in vivid way 
men declare they were within a hundred hi i i 

li miles of their goal when their provisions story of his travels in the wilds of 

|| were washed into an open lead. $1234567 that very hostile country. $123456 

} | 18 Point Font $3 25 10A $165 18a $1 60 
i 

| ESTABLISH SANITARIUM FOR CHILDREN 
| | ° s e . 

| The delightful excursion down the river during the summer 

| netted the promoters such a tidy sum that they are making 
| . . ’ ‘ 

| arrangements to establish a children’s playground. $567890 
/ 
} 
} 

24 Point Font $350 6A$170 12a $180 

| 

| INSPIRED SONG OF RURAL POET 
| Crickets on the hearth chorkled sweet refrain 

e e e 

This line he uttered once, but never again. $5 
126 
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~ SERENADES FAIR MAIDEN _ | 
Moon Shines as Musical Lover Fiddles | 

DISTORTED PROVERBS _ 
Man Needs But Little Here Below | 

~ MANAGER DESIRED _ 
Prefers Numerous Facilities 

| FORMING Great Tunnel | 

Stentorian TONES 

TEN Penalized | 

_ Brass RULE © 
| 

L a yp
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LINING RICHELIEU IN DISPLAY 

en Ao RE TET ES 
' 

| Paragon Steel Chases 
} SoS a aha ee 

| 
| 

} 

| aoe 
| | SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION To | J | oo lL vi I | 

| YT gs (UD gi | STORIES 
| = Es — | Meer natty 

have been published under 

| 0 1 order to acquaint every musician 0 one cover by the Dickmen 

in the country with our new pub- Press. They include nine 

lication, the MUSICIAN, we will upon of the best that have been 
Ht > receipt of one dollar place your name printed in the Marhaltown 

\ on our subscription list for two years. [ Democrat, along with one f 

This offer closes January 1. Act now. new sketch called ‘“Mem’’ 

ARTS PUBLISHING CO. $1.25 

? ql 51 Chestnut Lane, Philadelphia 0 
| f { fl AT ALL BOOKSTORES il 

Cut No, 3302 6 Point Panel Border No. 5 6 Point Panel Border No. 2 Cut No. 3111 

| es 
| i a ae aie==anO cut open the leaves, to inhale the fragrance of 
HT} (Yyre—4i the scarcely dry paper, to examine the type, to 

| 2S see who is the printer (which is some clue to the 
| | ONS [| value that is set upon the work) * * * * and to 

i —— explore characters that never met a human eye 

| before—this is a luxury worth sacrificing a dinner-party or 

a few hours of a spare morning to. WILLIAM Hazuirt 
| a a a 

| 20th Century Initial, Series ; 
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LINING RICHELIEU AND CARDINAL IN COMBINATION 

THE PODUNK MORNING GLOBE, THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 1917 

} Johnson Brothers | __Meridate Arcade | Arcade Johnson Brothers 
3 

No Description Comes within Range of Their Beauty 

: It is the climax of the year in its fulness and in the great diversity of the styles that 
; are shown. They are for all occasions of need, at fair prices. Every garment whether it 
i costs little or much is backed by our guarantee. They are the best obtainable. 

: ’ : ° ° ’ ° ’ ° 
Ladies’ Tailored Suits at $85 | Girls’ and Misses’ Suits at $35 ; 

These suits are the latest tailored Princess effect. There are three Seventy-five styles between $10 and $25. That single fact should 
pieces to this suit, the jumper, coat and skirt. Made in Broadcloth, tell the range in the aggregate. $35 is the price of the finest. Ten 

P Cheviot and Serge. The tailored effect is extremely severe, the only styles at $10 and twelve styles at $15. Eton suits in great numbers. 
departure being three box plaits on the jumper and box plaited panel They are in all the fashionable colors and worth every cent we ask. 
effect on skirt. All colors of these are offered and if you fail in getting We also have among this lot a number of suits for the woman who 

fi a suit like these, you will miss the season’s greatest hit. is short. And they are not girls’ suits, but women’s. 

7 Sty Flowers for E r | 
. For the Man The Easter demand for flowers becomes greater each year. | 
, See With this fact in mind we have prepared for an exceptional rush | 
! : becal eis are —_ in our own this year. And we also beg you to remember that although our | 

eee ee a She pred ei flower department is only temporary, our reputation is back of it | 

A. : 
| $20 and Upward Bermuda .o/>s, Blooming | 
/ se ‘ial ba i 

Worth a Half More Lilies 9Q8%) Azaleas | 
Our styles are the latest and work ~ Ly / ee es — ae ees aed This is the most beautiful We y Beautiful red Azaleas cov- i 

/ ees eee? st sale Wea and appropriate of all Easter VFA ered with blossoms, four and 
! by us. Money back if not satisfied. sIpeuhs:. Dhsseiaees altos — half feet in ai é 

ij ie Ye one-half feet in diameter; | 

i - importations from Bermuda pm will bloom next year when | 
: All Silk Cravats, 55¢ and not hot house grown. SJ L given the proper care, $4.00 | 

These are certainly beauties ; worth They are hardy and will not 4 i Different size Azaleas, all | 
| a quarter more. You'll need a newtie perish in this changeable cli- Ae in full bloom, red, pink and 

with your suit and these are a bargain. mate. They run from nine- Sada head white. Very appropriate and 

/ teen inches to four feet and ay useful for decorating. Prices | 
- Fancy Half Hose we sell them at 25c a bloom. ‘ range from 50c to $4.00 i 

! Black Lisle Socks, double heel and Send one to a sick friend. S Don’t fail to see them. 

a toe, extra fine, 25¢ a The above-mentioned flowers are only a few of the many we will have in 

Fancy Colored Lisle Socks, double stock from now until Easter. We will have a large variety of tulips, hyacinths, i 
; heel and toe, all shades, 3 pan: $1.00 heliotropes, calla lilies, ete. which can be bought singly, or in quantities for use | 

Silk Socks of every description. All in decorating churches, etc. See our display before you buy. i 
; colors, and prices from 50c up. | 

Cut No. 3235 | 

i 
| ; : ’ . | Direct from the Paris Salons | Women’s Spring Oxfords $3 
: The Newest Hat Creations Various Leathers : One Price 

A description of these creations in type cannot con- These are beauties. They are not like the ordinary 

vey the sense of their beauty. You must see them. $3.00 shoe, but represent for every cent paid a corre- | 

Therefore we urge you to visit the millinery salon. sponding return, in style, comfort and wearing qualities. 

New Mushroom Shape, Black Neapolitan, trimmed at side with a One of our great shoe developments is the one we have named ‘La 
split white coque and finished with black silk ribbons. Price $15. Customme’ for the reason that the last is as near perfect as it is possi- 

White Real Irish Point Lace, trimmed with large blue rosette on ble for a shoe to be. The vamp is short and the sole closely finished. 
the side. Priced at $25. The heel is medium height, and through use of our patent straightener 

} A beautiful blue Toque, in the popular split straw. Price $10. inside the heel we have eliminated the danger of turning over. 
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\ ; Displayed on following pages 

een LINING ANCIENT ROMAN Accents on pages 324 10400 

6 Point Font $2 00 23A $100 45a $100 8 Point Font $2 25 21 A $110 42a $115 

THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF PAPER MAKING PRINTING WITH INK IN ITALY DURING THE 

FROM THE EARLIEST KNOWN PERIOD TWELFTH CENTURY INTERESTING 

repertoire fike | AA i  ogapers fo the | 
bat jeans dhs Pen Sere ie au s lay ae the eneent eee anawigne # the. Si sees in ok ae | 

cero ey toebincine urs igh oy pectin coud | some of which had been made ax cary asthe ninth centry | 
ieee aac ne ere Haga ie Tetras, | Etc Tame beaks was of te eum formation, $3250667390 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUV WXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 

i 10 Point Font $2 50 20A $130 38a $120 412 Point Font $275 17A $145 33a $130 | 

| LINING ANCIENT ROMAN IS MADE ON MEN OF PRINCIPLE ARE FIGHTING 

| UNIVERSAL LINE, POINT SET BUSINESS DISCRIMINATION 
This very handsome series is distinctively a Keystone It never merited the approval of level headed 

product and in keeping with our reputation for giving . i ; * ‘eal A 

the printer plain, serviceable, stylish and up-to-date men; on the contrary, it excites Ifa OUsy say 

faces. Its field of usefulness is very wide. $12345678 frequently tends to arouse suspicion. $1234 

I 14 Point Font $3 00 
13A $160 26a $140 | 

1 BOOK MAKERS OF THE MIDDLE AGES WERE FEW BUT WERE 

| CLASSED AMONG THE SCHOLARLY MEN OF THE DAY 

| From the sixth to the thirteenth century, the ecclesiastics of the Roman Catholic 

| Church held all the keys of socialistic knowledge. They wrote the books, kept the 

| libraries, and taught the schools. Science was then sadly neglected. $1234567890 

| 
| | 18 Point Font $3 25. 11 A $170 224 $155 

I BLOCK PRINTING BY EARLY CHINESE | 
| 
| The Chinese claim for priority, in the practice of block printing, has 

i | ’ oe ‘ | 

| been disallowed by some critics, chiefly because they have been presented 

. | in the form of perverted translations, causing a dispute. 123456789 

| | 24 Point Font $3 50 TAG185 140 $165 

i NIAGARA SUSPENSION BRIDGE 

i Displays the masterly mind of an untiring engineer who 
| labored unceasingly to achieve his one ambition. $1234 

| | 30 Point Font $425 5A $205 11a $220 \ 

1) KNIGHTS FIGHT ENEMY 
HT} 
tall s | By the overthrow of their bulwarks, they took 

| fs ‘ 

| | control of fortifications on the coast. $1234 
| | 130 
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~ NEVER KNEW FAILURE ~ 
| Napoleon Praised Bravest Soldiers | 

~ PLEASANT DRIVES ~ 
Bring Invalids Much Enjoyment 

~ HORSES EXHIBIT ~ 
Choice Pedigree Furnished 

RISEN EMPIRE | 
Lacks Roman Stability 

. HAILSTONE 
Broke Thick Globe
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LINING ANCIENT ROMAN IN DISPLAY 

| | ’ HOTEL ALDINE 
Christmas Dinner Served from J to 6 

CATALOG AND i : 

‘ PRICE LIST OF yes EY 

4% MENU 8% 
. WR 194) | | at - Vs 

SER ir whe Eels | { 

. y RSE wee 
| 

| rtists Goods ee 
Spiced Norwalks Bisque de Tomate 

Gracini Sticks 

ch oh 

Pommes de Terre, a la Delmonico 

] re ce Baked Staffed Biuctish, American Style 
Weary i ia | Queen Olives | 

Pa ia wot 
MS Roast Prime Ribs of Beef | 

Ns ) Roast Vermont Tarkey, Cranberry Sauce 

‘A | Native Celery 

Be oo 
| Marrow Squash i 

| Stewed Sugar Corn Sweet Potato Glace 
—— | Chow Chow 

Giving the prices of all kinds of j oh ok | 
Materials required by the Artist f | 

and the Art Student, with a list | Ro aocae 
of Text Books by best authors | Tce Cream Nuts , Coffee | 
—— i Edam Cheese | 

| 

| ee 
MORTON & STEVENSON t ul = } 
Cor, Sixteenth and Montgomery Streets x re Rae Gt 

lungarian ay) irst-Class 
Se s | Orchestra YD S Service 

Concert in the Drawing Room | | 
Cut No. 3304 i — } 

12 Point Holly Border and Parisian Fancies No. 405 

| 

i 
1 ; = o G26 II ; Colonial Insurance Policies Safest 

I Ci ({/ eae \ 

H y) p 7 (9 eRe ee ee | 

AY, a ? I YHE OLDEST company doing business in the state of Cali- 

(/ Boo SNS J fornia, having been established seventy years, After the 
i Wy, [> A) great conflagration which recently swept the business section 
i Nd / of Cartersville, the Colonial was the first company to settle its i 
| \% claims, paying them off dollar for dollar. Write for our book. | 
| ep te ea - . } f ~ 

HTH Nae | 

}  \ = | 
ll \\ NaS 

Sas THE COLONIAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY | 
|| See Office, {154 Corinthian Theatre Building, San Francisco, California 
it 

| 

| Cut No. 3120 | 
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j LINING ANCIENT ROMAN IN DISPLAY 

PEREIRA E EAR E EERE EEE EXER EOE EAH LLAMA CORE O EXEL M EK EMH LUE LEEK EL KEL ALAA EEK ULLAL LEE AL AEH ELA ELA E EAE ME CREEL KELL LA LEELA Fd 

#| Annual Show of Prize || awasse> Beginning December 8 |E 

i Canines OPEN FROM 2 TO 50.30 P. M. 5 

, , 

Fi ea if 6g ~, LFF Li / | & 

5 UNDER AUSPICES OF THE s ‘ s 

: aes Admission 50 Cents 
H| Dog Fanciers’ Association = 
a . CHILDREN FREE = 

t E of Chicago 5 

5 Pans Metropolitan Hall [5 
E ewe eee awe BROAD AND GRAND 5 

Eden RRR 

Parisian Fancies No. 110 6 Point Black and White Border No. 10 

PROGRAM MI U S I Cc ' 

CONSERVATORY 
s —— 

Easter Exercises 
; of the =e, a 

Q : UD. Ai KINDERGARTEN «it Vy 
A ee ee + VE ll | 

4) CHILDREN 78 \ fem 
: Spl ie) Devoted to Teaching of 

Oc 6 Music both Vocal and 
Instrumental. Private 

K Com ot Abt Feathes 

: Saint Mark’s Episcopal Church 

PROF. CARL REIMES 
East Broad Street Drawing Rooms 

Dutchies Nos. 1 and 6 Seance 
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| Coraplate Settee) 42/8 POWELL SERIES Arhcw on tees atiease 

Registered in England 

6 Point Font $200 22A $100 44a $100 8 Point Font $2 25 21 A $115 40a $110 

FOR A SERVICEABLE JOB AND ADVERTISING TYPE, THE THE PROGRESSIVE PRINTER OF TO-DAY DOES 

POWELL SERIES IS AMONG THE BEST NOT LET HIS BUSINESS RUN ITSELF 
Be bia es. ate te eel fe contr te oe | ge bein eometaty looking into every deta, 0 thst hei | 
a a eee i re pees. De ee 
rugged appearance will go a long way in filling the gap that has hith- aun th eotre in newicustomers, ne 

oe ee es ee | av sae Ghee vasasrero 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTU VWXYZ abcdefghijkIimnopqrstuvwxyz } 

10 Point Font $250 16A $125 30a $125 12 Point Font $275 14A $135 27a $140 

ONE OF THE PECULIAR FEATURES YOU WILL READILY OBSERVE 

OF OUR AMERICAN LIFE THE POWELL SERIES 
/ Is the drifting of youth from the country to : see 

the larger cities. The daily glitter and ex- ed . a — “ ne 
citement, presented vividly by the various eystone laces ate noted ftor— tough- 
newspapers appeal to many. $1234567890 ness, style and accuracy. $12345678 

| 14 Point Font $3 00 12A $145 24a $155 ss 

THE POWELL AUXILIARIES HERE SHOWN eee 

CAN BE FURNISHED FOR ALL SIZES ae: 

Auxiliaries are bound to be very useful and effective The ¢ tt & 
when used here and there throughout a job. Do not . 

| fail to order a font of each size at once. $123456789 of and é 

Not included in fonts, but 

18 Point Font $3 25 9A $160 18a $165 are put up separately, each 

BRASS AND COPPER SPACES pice 1 poi 
i} sive, 50 cents each; 18 to 

| Printers should always be on the lookout | 22ms:iseive. 60 sens 
| for devices that will save time. Our Brass | wom" #2 
| and Copper Thin Spaces do that. 1234567. L*” 

i | 24 Point Font $3 50 6A$175 11a $175 

i} UNIVERSAL LINE MATERIAL 
| Saves you time and money, also relieves the 
| nerve strain by simplifying justification. 567 

| 30 Point Font $425 5A $220 9a $205 

| IMPROVED METH | ODS 
| Not such a variety of type faces but 

e e e 

| | goodly quantities—weight fonts. 890 
134 + 

| | 
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~ PEOPLE REJOICING oe 
Excellent Times are Promised 

RELIEF PROMPT ~ 
| Beneficial Features Noted 

- - WISE PRINTER — 
Prefers Keystone Faces 

_ “LECTURERS | 
Obelisks Pictured 

— Gravel Mound
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POWELL SERIES IN DISPLAY 

; Howard Davidson ESTABLISHED 1868 Robert H. Greenwood 
| Rutsen Marsh eee George Morton 

e 

| David S&C | Howard Davidson oO. 
} 
| INCORPORATED 

; 

| 
| 

pa ite 5 - 

Phone | ART PRINTERS | 92 Eston Street 
Markham 35-71 ee Chicago, Iil. I 

We have designers and writers, and if necessary, I 
can write, design, arrange, edit and do your print- I} 

ing in a manner that is bound to attract attention | | 

pee 5h cha bie ‘ pet i 
36 Point Telephone Cut No. 116 | 

| 

¢ 

FALL OPENING i, i 
a | 

| Tyan] LADIES’ and MISSES’ MENU 
Monday 2c Sn ee eee 
October 29 

i Reve LOT A | 

ek nS Consommé a la Jardiniere | 

* oi ea ‘ie SRS Ae i Spiced Norwalks Bisque de Tomate 

Panes! | WE ARE convinced, in this Bear les 
n ae a age of specializing things, ‘a 

\ Oe is | that a store which sells Shoes for i 
is Ct | _ Ladiesand Misses only,and which Roast Prime Ribs of Beef 

— « BIIASD —s|_sttakes a special care to keep apace 
Ra Vim | with the varying fashions, will Roast Vermont Turkey Cranberry Sauce 

i 

4 || be well received. This store was Native Celery 

\ Dr Ls ‘i started with that end in view, 
| ees A and we now await your verdict. BH { 

| —————_——————— Marrow Squash 

| Handsome Souvenir to Every Lady on Opening Day Stewed Sugar Corn Sweet Potato Glace 

| SsGARD Ss se aos | Broadway and Seventh St. 
Parisian Fancies No, 209 —s 

iH Plum Pudding 
] | Ice Cream Nuts Coffee | 

Edam Cheese I 

i ‘ Me, 

i Gilbert T. Mumbleford FAS 
i} S32) 
| =z z) eS ane Inmported ie at Pare Havana 

Pay ae ine igars 
a| pv: Pa mere: Gane, * Ser) 

HI g¢Y | Bird Fancier | Q Lan 
I J a ere Op 4, | 

| CARRIER PIGEONS 3 J 
HH i | SINGING CANARIES AGA : 
H |} Visitors sre oe New Rochelle Café | 
HY} Welcome Fancy Birds 
Hi) CHRISTMAS, 1914 

j | BREEDING FARMS AT 

| Albione, Kentucky and Chatam, Ohio pty aenese eS Sea 

H Cuts Nos. 3334 and 3335 Cut No. 1409 z | 

| | 186 { 
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| POWELL AND PAUL REVERE IN COMBINATION 

THE WASHINGTON POST, TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 4, 1915 
i ae ae Sie eh 

1} 

i t e 

IWOSSOOSSSCSCSSSSOSSOSSSSSSOSSOSSSSSSOSSSSSSSSI) 
9 0) 

; iS ERE in the East this is probably the principal fur store of the Atlantic sea- iS 
| fo1 board. The member of the firm who gives furs his special attention fo} 

(6) learned furs in the West. Every year he or our fur chiefs visit the fur | fo 
| (0)| marts and fur makers in London, Leipsic, Nijni-Novgorod and other centers of | {0} 

SK : : i‘ { 
(0)} Europe where furs are dealt in. Paris sets the styles in furs, with St. Petersburg | {0) 
\0}| and Berlin as able coadjutors in determining fashions. Our chiefs studied their | \Q) 

| tS newest productions and selected the styles that will appeal to American tastes. iS 
| rol The exhibit for this opening is complete, and the prices are less than will obtain ro! 
. (o)| when the season fully opens—hence the advantages of buying now are obvious. | [oy 

fo} ro} 

STSOSSSSOSSO SSS SSS SOOO OSO SSO SS SSS SOS SS SSSSSSY) 
12 Point Black and White Border No. 8 

i Men’s Suits Trunks and Suit Cases | Embroideries, 5¢ to 40¢ 
We bought these 5-yard strips of pretty 

| Made to Measure $20 $5.50 to $48.00 embroideries for such little prices in the 
Because we have more Winter woolens We have used them as samples—they | beginning that we can afford to sacrifice 

| than we think we need just now, and be- | have perhaps half as much scratching asa | the few hundred remaining pieces at 
; cause we would like more men to know | new trunk gets on its first trip; yet that’s | prices that seem like gifts. 

how good our tailoring is, we make this | enough to bring their prices down a third. . 
special offer. The suits are very good | Quite a group in the sale—full riveted Handkerchiefs, 5¢ 
value at the full prices, mind you—the | Trunks, Suit Cases, Canvas Covers, Hat Some mussed or soiled from handling, 

cloths are new fancy worsteds and fine | Boxes, Steamer Trunks. some that haven’t been touched. Every 

I cheviots, and will be made in the latest The woman who does not wish her ap- | one of these handkerchiefs is worth two 
x style. Perfect fit guaranteed. parel crushed uses the Wardrobe Trunk. | and three times as much as we ask. 

| Our Fall Dress Goods 
Sn 

These goods are from the Arlington Mills, one of the largest concerns 
in the country. They recently had a big sale of goods that had ac- 
cumulated through lack of orders. They sold low; hence these prices. 

| Fancy Dress Goods Black Dress Goods 
f a yard—Fine tailor suitings 4 a yard—Shadow Stripe 

50¢ Stripes and checks. Value 75¢ 8 ¢ Worsted Voile. Value $ 1 20 

a yard—All-wool Cheviots. a yard—Imported Irish 

40¢ Season’s best colors. Value 60¢ o7¢ Cheviot, 56 ins. Value $ 1 .0O 

I a yard—Fancy Chiffon Voile a yard—Finest Serge 

60¢ cloth. 54 ins. wide. Value 90¢ 90¢ the best quality. Value $ 1 39 

96 Point Discount Disc Brass Standard Corners No. 6381 

| Downtown Store 9 Uptown Store 

FIFTH and MARKET 1470-80 ARCH AVE. 
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complete Series, 13 Sizes Displayed on following pages ie ae POWELL ITALIC pela ere 
Applied for Patent | 

6 Point Font $200 24A $100 48a $100 8 Point Font $2 25 22A $115 44a $110 

THE KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY IS THE ORIGINATOR OF A BEAUTIFUL ITALIC FACE THAT COMMANDS | 
SLANTING TYPES THAT DO NOT HANG OVER THE ATTENTION OF EVERY PRINTER 

This is the first and only foundry to cast italic letters on normal bodies . ° < = . 
and sets, with no kerned characters. You will doubtless admire this new One of the most important things to consider in making a } 
peleratonie (shot ce ee cer age pe cea ee: but has parehae of new one jose ia ce sera and ceaney of 

EEtuh WHuGINoe-Keaiie. By Now Recning ioe ach oe agate one INCH TER ease Opdinasy cna etal ahaiea 
ah en arent cn bond he i oP so. | the wear much sooner than our Nickl- Alloy. and printer 
devoid of any other, for where is the practical printer who has not noted with an eye to economy are profiting by their purchases of i 
the breakage and consequent weakening of his italic fonts. $1234567890 Keystone faces, which means long-lived type. $1234567890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ abedefghiKinnopyratuvincyz | 

10 Point Font $250 16A $125 32a $125 12 Point Font $2 75 15A $135 31a $140 k 

OLD, UNUSED TYPE IS IDLE MONEY THIS SERIES ADAPTED TO ALL 

AND YOU CAN'T AFFORD IT FORMS OF JOB DISPLAY ! 

It is a wise plan to discard the old and worn- It has so many good features which are | 
out type in your office and replace it with new 1 y ‘ob ‘6 | 

up-to-date faces. Type that is never in use apparent ead, ence O80 COMmnoel Os | 
will bring about as much return as a setting- while the customer ESSN that there is 
hen on a nest full of china eggs. $12345678 something pleasing about it. $123456789 

14 Point Font $3 00 12A $150 24a $150 

HARPER BROTHERS ANNOUNCE OPENING 

Having acquired a smattering of the brokerage business it would please 
us to invest your money in one of our wild-cat schemes; and, while we 

} offer no assurances, would advise you to take a chance. $1234567890 | 

| 18 Point Font $3 25 8A$165 17a $160 

BUILDING NINE MODERN HOMES I 

| Leading contractor accepts commission to erect splendid | 

| structures on river drive for nine millionaires. Garages | 
. will also be built for the sheltering of automobiles. 7890 

i 24 Point Font $3 50 5A$175 10a $175 

| : THE RIPPLING BROOKLET | 
| ! e e 

| | Threads a winding course across the green 
meadow and is lost in thick forests. $1234 | 

I | 

j 
| 

| 30 Point Font $4 25 5A $240 8a $185 | 

Il GRAIN INDICATIONS | | 
| ; O e e e e | 

Il ptimistic reports emanating from 
J 

| | reliable sources hold market. $567 | 
| 5 138 } 
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| Reduce Annoyance and Loss 

Broken Kern Eliminated 

~ DISTINCTION _ 
Escort Sweet Damsels 

PRINTERS 
Interest Aroused 

HONEST 
: | Eleven Quires 

)



POWELL ITALIC IN DISPLAY 

| HENRY M. BLANCHARD & CO. 
. | i 

} a ge | 

(ges se X 3 mI 
r -? t ~h are } = m7 fa | High-Grade Catalogs and Booklets, | b yi 5 

| a 5 A \ || Programs, Cards and General Job y F 3 = ‘ 
| | BD ! Work. Estimates quickly furnished 7, | t { 

i | << | 

PHONE H. Blanchard 

{ E-25-48 Nos. 1245 to 1249 North Amsterdam Avenue Manager 

18 Point Telephone Cut No. 114 Panel Ornaments Nos. 9008 and 9009 

Eiigies oS uae aie 
ISBRIRASIO COTATI ASIII RTI Bi i) acting) ~ Nec) 

Ba be aE 

| 2 oj RELIABLE SCHOOL FOR BOYS | | aid YEAR BOOK eS Bi Bua 
es 1914-15 SF | BES BS George 

j ped bd , | ee : a Washington 
: George Washington Asadaiy 

i = 9)) = | Ry Sj 
es Academy Be 

} By S pas is a School where j 
pad 2a the temperament of each 
BSS . bd boy is considered in the work 
IH fj : g laid out for him. As no two | 

i] ES CF) La ay el boys are exactly alike there | 
| Bs Ye Te el naturally should be a differ- 

ie Z sa ence in the training of them; | 
Bid x2 each pupil in this school is 
> € taught as best becomes his 

} ead PAS) capacity for absorbing the 
i Bd bd knowledge imparted to him. 

| B) His slowness in one branch 
a - a does not keep him from ad- 
es < vancing in another which he 

} ee sq grasps more readily. It is 
yh Bt Bi situated in a beautiful valley | 

B A SEAT OF LEARNING FOR BOYS at Brigtown, Md., has large 
ead PS and airy dormitories with all | 
pe bre hygienic improvements. An t 

; ns ie : ideal school for the youth. 

BY Located at Brigtown, Maryland ea : : oz. KOI 

Pag oe. DS Leroy Montague | 
| ps bed Principal i 

|) Bad LEROY MONTAGUE DS | 
| Bs eran ‘s INSTITUTED NINETEEN-ONE 

Bd bid - 
H |) Sap STIDEX TIEN IAS TANG ON TNIENAIIENG = te Ey eee ea Opell Hy PROD RIPR ODADAS ae OD eRe OG =e 9 Sut e 9 Sut e g | 

ial 12 Point Border No. 12011 Cut No. 3248 ited I Py eo. 

} Marginal Ornaments “U" 

HT) 140 } 
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POWELL ITALIC AND AYER IN COMBINATION 

THE PHILADELPHIA TIMES, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1916 

| HERMER BROS. 9th and Rosett Sts. HERMER BROS. 9th and Rosett Sts. 

: 
- e@ 

| 

reat Half-Price Sale 
: SS eeaaaaaaaaaaeeeeeeesss# 

| Our entire stock of winter clothes is included in this sale—blues, blacks and fancy 

| fabrics. It is not an ordinary half-price sale; it’s different—it can’t help being so; 

the Hermer regular prices are 25 to 30 per cent. less than the usual prices of other 

| stores. And these are the prices we are cutting in half. The well dressed young 

| woman should not miss this opportunity of increasing her wardrobe at small cost. 

Brass Ornamental Corners No. 7238 
| : SSS Seeeeeeeaaoooooaaaaaaaaaeaeaeaeeeeeeeeeessi3#? 

| BLACK SHOES | Our Telephone TAN SHOES 

| Black Kidskin, in butt d Bluch Tan Calfskin Shoes, in butt d 
} ale Bateat suieein bation: veith ° System Siete ies with sone aik wales 

: kid and cloth tops; priced as follows: 4 priced as follows: 
| We have installed on 

Sizes'6:t0 8 <2) <.cc./e0c.0).0.. 1,00 every counter a phone Sizes 6 to.8 ......6.:.0.004...5.61.75 

Sizes Otol tse ece:-~ 1,00 SE eee 9. Sizes.9 toll Wea ten 2,00 
} SIZES 1200 Fe ce riot sk -t se cen can shop by phone and can reach Sizes 12to 2isAc.0 eee. 2.00 

| BiZC8 S10 6 cisecereiyeinessssc BPD any part of the store in an instant. Sizes'3 10:6. ciarsscsteecas B00 

A new pair if not as guaranteed Re op) area A new pair if not as guaranteed 
Cut No. 117 6 Point Border No, 6010 

é : 
) Regular $5 Stylish Handsome and Serviceable 

| P Skirts || || Silk Petticoat | 
| $2.98 $6.49 
| Blue, black and brown Panama suitings. Heavy rustling taffeta is used in these 

Two box plaits in front with twelve side exceptionally good petticoats. A flaring 

| plaits; some are buttoned down the front. sectional flounce gives the desired width 

| Trimmed at the foot with wide straps of to the bottom. Silk foundation and dust 

| self material. Serviceable for dress wear. ruffle. Formerly sold for $10.50. 

| 5 

$7.00 Panama Skirts, $3.98 $6.50 Silk Petticoats, $3.50 

A manufacturer made up these skirts Don’t be fitted for your new gown until 

| to illustrate to us what he considered the you have on the right petticoat. That's 

| best style for winter. We bought them. easy when you get one of these. 

Just the kind of skirts that the charming new Black, white and colors. A fine grade of taffeta 

winter waists are demanding. Hard to tell which will with full flaring tucked, sectional and embroidered 

| please you most—their excellent style or ability for flounces, silk foundation and dust ruffle. An absolute 

| good, hard wear. Economical women can make no sacrifice and they are bound to go with a rush, so it 

. wiser investments than in these utility skirts. would be wise for you to come early. 

SALE FOR TO-DAY ONLY SALE FOR TO-DAY ONLY 

No. 7231 Brass Standard Corners No. 7232 
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See BEN. FRANKLIN SERIES Accentn on pawes 321 10400 

| 6 Point Font $2.00 23A $095 46a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 22AG110 44a $115 

} FOR MANY GENERATIONS THE ANGLO-SAXON RACE HAS NEVER DO ANYTHING THAT WILL REFLECT ONE 
} BEEN THE PIONEER RACE OF THE UNIVERSE IOTA OF DISCREDIT ON YOUR MANHOOD 

| x a oe juet he oo wees eee Ht Cuan ane ooeyone Success will mean far more to you than mere money getting. 

| satel “have failed. The Pisriogs siidaly-sbparated trenk this base You will find that culture, the development of your aesthetic 

Ui Wiglaces Moca kinsa heeteaten Sed siete Snereniie's matire, Wl eure h. yom riots thee he ee cumtiniee See 
or ee oh rete ek scrote «| iy cinoma of ee beet Sn acted acaboee. BUESASETIOD 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

10 Point Font $250 17A $120 33a $130 12 Point Font $2 75 15A $130 Sia $145 | 

| FEW LINES PAINFULLY EXTRACTED ORDER YOUR SUPPLY FROM THE 
H FROM THE COMIC SIDE OF LIFE KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 

An advertisement in the help wanted column 4 . lk for: . 

| of a daily paper read: Man wanted from the Our ty Be nown for its wearing 
country to tend horses that speaks German. quality. Our Keystone borders help to 

Mistake somewhere, we should say. $12345678 give the right tone to your jobs. $12345 

14 Point Font $3 00 13A $140 26a $160 

SELECTION OF TYPE A BIG FACTOR—SOME aaiics 

HINTS TO PROGRESSIVE PRINTERS — ; 

Do not forget that success is not guaranteed by good of and To \ 
workmen alone, but judgment must also be used in The the Dr 

i supplying the wants of the composing room. $1234567 be 

i : i a 
ai Not ineludedta fonts, but 

ue Bey yee saty dell at thesoliens 

| TIMES OF BEN. FRANKLIN alike cee sah 
“ each; 36 to 42 point inclu 

| In the days of Franklin there were only _| iiisnvenrts" | 
Hh two or three styles of type faces, and with °onty af 90 point fo 7 
| them good results were obtained. $123456 |’ 

24 Point Font $350 5A$160 t1a $190 

HI 
Ht i SPRING STOCK NOW READY 

} ee 

il We have on hand the latest Parisian modes 
i \4 e e me \ 

i of Oriental Kimonos at reduced price. $123 | 
| 

1 30 Point Font $4 25 5A$215 9a $210 Hl 
| HUDSON RIVER TUNNEL 

| e ’ se 2 , | Considered the greatest engineering 
| 

e 

| feat of the twentieth century. $1234 
| For fonts of fractions see page 3 

} | 142 eee | 
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~ CUSTOM TAILORING ~ 
Newest style Skin-tight Pants 
for stout men exclusively. 12 

~ ART OBJECTS 
Line of Gold Pins for 
the Connoisseur. 345 

CAPTURED 
Turkish Soldiers | 

Cotton Planter
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BEN. FRANKLIN SERIES IN DISPLAY 

| 3 earn we + + ne oH f fae 

| ' AR ie USEFUL | POPUL. . , | BOOKS | < | H es ey 
} ee 
i ih 

i -| Below Cost for Holidays e 

om Ben. Franklin 
} ° 

edie Series 
| ' a ony Cast of Nickel-Alloy Metal on 
} PR 7 Universal Line in Twelve Sizes 

i LB |e a from Six to Seventy-Two Point. 

i Ss. will Originated and made only by the 

j IN Ie D KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY | ‘| ZAR 
o Here’s a great chance to 

I make some valuable and Cut No. 3017 

substantial gains in the 
way of building up that h 

| { book-case. From today j 

| i until Christmas works of 

| f standard authors will be | 

} down below actual cost 
é Sear, “hae V in BC ar Be Aaa tas St gee 

; ; low tice) we Sg et whens } 
——— Saint Nicholas ms a i 
HARTRANFT’S Invites all his little friends to ‘ F 

i i come and see the wonderful Ke ? 
Montrose and Lemon Sts. | Pein eo eh 

! | At Kilford’s Toy Store ~~ 

6 Point Border No. 6007 Cut No. 3303 = 

Cut No, 1412 | 

| pee 

ad ==") GREAT deal of the joy of life consists [2 
ety . |i in doing perfectly, or at least to the best ie 

| Pa £Z X& FI of one’s ability, that which he attempts [232 
reg EES eae Te ° ° - eee 

| eae = — todo. There is a sense of satisfaction, a [:.27) 
Ee BARES pride, in surveying such a work—a work = 33") 

|| Sl — which is rounded, full, exact, complete 3 
| fin all its parts—which a superficial man who leaves _ [2:3 
| 282) his work in a slovenly, slipshod, half-finished shape, 2: 

. 24) can never know. It’s this conscientious completeness __[:3%: 
Hi 2! which turns work into art. WILLIAM MaTHEWS pia 

| Ee Teesdale betes e suse apee batt Suse epee heated se ecagete be sete cae ecapue became? semis mete e sea scpee bee et arms 

| | ; 84 Point Ben, Franklin Initial 24 Point Stipple Tint Border 

| | 144 | 
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PRINTER 
ENGRAVER an? STATIONER 

‘< ie DECEMBER | 2a Dea 1914 
¢ Wa) 

: ) 

»\ Contents 

: Convention Report and Proceedings 

4 The Paper Trust . John E.Storm 7 

| Vf Profitable Printing . Leon Simms 

{ Much Haste and Waste . Editorial 

From Our Correspondents 

Stationers’ Convention Number 

JOHNSTON PUBLISHING COMPANY 
New York, Boston and Philadelphia 
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| ioe she BEN. FRANKLIN OPEN rte 

“THE BEST METAL IS USED "WEDDING INVITATIONS _ 
: All our type is made of the celebrated We are recognized as specialists in 

Nickel-Alloy Metal on Universal Line this lime of work. Latest styles of 
| and has an enviable reputation. $12345 Roman lettering are used. $12678 | 

| SPRING AND FALL | “GOLD FIELDS 
Goods now on sale at any : 

i of our Newark stores. $128 | Up the Yukon River 

oe wes yn SNS BEN. FRANKLIN OPEN 

| NEW WEAR CARDS —— | 
; ; of and To | 

| Finest Stock im Allentown | Ihe the Dr. | 
Sa 

| IMOILMUDAY GIFT — | gists 
| ee | Serviceable Raincoat |= 

| | | USEFUL TYPE 
| For Art Color Work 

| LANE and Field — | | QI LE | 
72 Point Font $1250 

| Carolina PUNE



> _. CT 

Universal Lin 

OS GLOOM SOLOOLOS GLOLOZLOS GLOSS 

\()) ° ( >) ; Musicale and Dance { | 

} IVEN by the ladies of 7 © 
; Ad G The Colonial Society, 1) (( 

GS of Boston, the proceeds to A 
? RNS be used for benefit of Lane a : } 

. Nursery and the Industrial \ Y¢ 
: N Home. Tickets costing one aC 

: dollar on sale at Artman’s i - 
Academy, Marsden Square }/ A : 

. Academy of Music » July Fifteen [> 

and the effect of two colors is quite 
: pleasing. Use our Ben. Franklin an 

BEN. FRANKLIN OPEN 
Made in Nine Sizes, 12 to 72 Point 

147 
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| | | | 
Se BEN. FRANKLIN CONDENSEDZSERIES Amon pan So 25 

s oes oa LITTLE BROWN PAMPHLETS, SO by ate ae in bs ee wai KITCHEN A NAIL on his a a | 

SOILED, IT NEEDS BUT SMALL IMAGINATION TO CARRY ONE BACK CHIMNEY ON WHICH, AS THE OLD YEAR RANG OUT 

| pa teulae oe iecaer ace Reha ten ee plan A fresh almanac was hung. In those days books were not as plen- 

cae canst tncromerterecsenicreseneccetcrmasst | to fda Doc ves Bow efecto kee ea Ton cmnig 
| Teeter tee he tae oikaa Sood igs, ‘while the ney = ae jokes drove dull care away from life during the long winter nights 
| more probably the weather Rcildtlan eactniG Go haty Greece cients and never became stale to the simple-hearted farmers. $1234567890 

} ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz } 

\ BEST CUSTOMERS ALWAYS DEMAND LATEST FACES AMONG THE GREAT MEN OF A CENTURY ‘AGO 

| THIS SERIES IS MOST EXTENSIVELY USED ILLUSTRIOUS IN WORDS AND DEEDS 

; Here is a good letter for the prevailing panel effects Th f Bi in Franklin, ter-print 

| adn iy wrk” Te Ben. rnin Condned mat, nin he ont rank wh hs 
| job and advertising display, also news-heads. $1234567 of George Washington and other notables. $123456 | 

| BAD COMMENTATORS SPOIL BOOKS VALUABLE POINTS 10 PRINTS | 
. i, ae hee had se ae Ben. Franklin Condensed is made of 
at any period of the world’s history ever ° = 

deserves entire forgetfulness. A good book Nickel-Alloy Metal onl Univer sal Line, 

\ and a shady nook spells contentment. $123 saving time in justification. $123456 | 

| OPENING OF SECOND SEASON OF GRAND OPERA | 

| Professor Hamfat announces that he has engaged Madame | 
| Killum, who met with tremendous success in Europe as a | 

a leading soloist. She will appear at the Olcott Theatre. $12 | 
i 

i 30 Point Font $400 7A$180 13a $220 

| STRIVE FOR ORIGINALITY IN YOUR SHOP 
| j e e | 

Products of the Keystone Type Foundry will assist 
| the printer in doing neat, up-to-date work. $123 

11) | 
36 Point Font $425 5A $195 9a$230 

i FRANKLIN CONFESSED HE DID NOT 
hy) 

! e@,e e e | Originate All the Proverbs in His Almanac 
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MEETING OF SUFFRAGISTS 
Held at Grand Central Labor Hall 

NEW STORE OPENING © 
Summer Hats for Children 

ATTRACTIVE TYPE 
_ Time Saver for Printers 

SERIES USEFUL 
— For Insurance Work



BEN. FRANKLIN CONDENSED SERIES IN DISPLAY 

| TkaSRaRRRRaR ARR fee abet 
| ¢: st iit | 

| bs | ment | A Sale of Western _ Announcem 
ss Bs | | cS 5 fae boas | 

|| Se Be) that we are now prepared to 1| 
| ee SI | show the most varied display dd i} 55 | | ce bs | a ff | : 

S se : Ba | ce wes the very best - f 1) P I 
M Rt | , and will b E , 1] 

i TT 5 | : at ater, ria saat rear. WH] i 
| ‘ 3 Lat fl I I mM > B , i We'll be pleased if you call. eo i 

| a {| | Si) | | 
| MA Bs TICK TAILORING COMPANY 
} WV Sf | N Bal ‘twelfth and Hunsicker Streets, Philadelphia | 

| 8 cae Ba) I 
Sg NANG LLL BSI —— ee i 

i S Xl ee 5 Marginal Ornament H | 

fs SUD Bal | 

a ensaee eals Ue Ore tS 
| S a Be : 

| Eq We have just received a big B ee ee 
consignment of finest Western 5 

} horses, which we intend to sell Bai 

] es quickly. These animals are to BS) LILY CULTU RE 
eq _ be sold at prices ranging from Be) 

i Se Ba) e 

+ mao E In American Gardens 
a Pee rs tea | BR 

a | CEN 4¢4,¢7£. 5 
eg a. () 0 $75 es Bs 
eed pean es eee rhe ye Ea B) 

q Every horse in the lot was Ba 
. eq Selected by Mr. Jordan and we 2 

| ed guarantee them to be healthy 5 
} leg and sound in every particular. Ba) This Leaflet contains some 

Hi The sale will begin promptly at Bl Cie ieteier 
H ed ten o’clock, Saturday morning, By caring for the Garden Lily 

H I) eq January Twelfth, at the Jordan 5 MISS GERALDINE MATSON 

Stables, High and Pine Streets. B5 ey ' 
ie Don’t let this opportunity pass. BS iS 9 

a > i 

|| @ HENRY JORDAN # 
HN a * Ss Published and Distributed by the 

i eq South Markston, Maine : | ee : Bs Boston Horticultural Club 
| . AARARARARARR AR RR RAO 

i 12 Point Black and White Border No. 6 Cut No, 3260 Fi emuceemmemmemmmenreees > commen: 1]. osmanmnt 2 canwunerenmencenycumenmenntss Se 
| 

6 Point Border No. 6006 Cut No. 3159 
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| 
ae Ben. Franklin Condensed |. 

. | POPULAR AND USEFUL SERIES FOR FINE JOB AND AD-WORK i 

Beautiful i ‘| castin 13 

‘ || Good Printers Know || “* 
ERE TE SISA RS 1 ES ERS 

| Ga TYPE made on Universal Line © | 
is superior to that on the old line 
because of its time-saving feature. 

The Universal Lining System is recognized 
by printers to be by far the most perfect. 

y All our type is made on Universal Line and 

cast from the celebrated Nickel-Alloy metal. 

If it is your desire to purchase faces that ; 
| possess style and durability, buy from us. 

, WORCESTER LE ESS RT RMT ; 

owes |} [ft 18 & Useful Series |) ssa 
Line Alloy 

| 186 Camas © OCRREATEDS $68 9 ORK EES ARS ORMUNEOTAIRG 0 ee CCL NUNES ¢-rmEDe BYR j 

__| KEYSTONE TYPE WEARS LONGEST |



| Seer ae JOHN HANCOCK SERIES Pe rae | 

| a wie OR ENCOURAGEMENT a acme ne ae. ewe MEN, SAY THE ‘onactes, | 
PROVED THE TURNING-POINT IN MANY LIVES WHO HAVE ALL T! I 

| How many dull boys and girls have been saved from fail- There is small doubt about this, and it may be 4 

Wiis paw laters poaatbliitice that wo one cine could ove; conceded at once. As Nature’s darling is the 
| and of which they themselves were unconscious. Those strong, so Capital’s darling is the young. The 

1] who appreciate us, who help to build up instead of combat grows fiercer, on the part of the inde- 

Scmplishinent. ‘Goad’ figures so tis series: 91294567800 pendent companies. Plain figures. $1234567890 
| | ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 4 

10 Point Font $250 16A $110 30a $140 12 Point Font $2 75 15A $120 30a $155 | 

STEAM AND ELECTRICITY ARE THE THE THIRTEEN GRADED SIZES | 
TWIN GENII OF THE CENTURY OF JOHN HANCOCK SERIES 

Together they share the one throne, Will be found very profitable in 

| scepter. Electromagnets were'used | any print-shop, being made of our 
for propelling automobiles. $123456789 Famous Nickel-Alloy Metal. $1234 

| SERIES ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CATCHY COMPOSITION 
UNIVERSALLY SHOWN IN ADVERTISING WORK i 

Used judiciously, it is bound to produce the most desired | 
f results, and makes this series a favorite among the craft. 

i A very valuable adjunct to the composing room. $123456789 | 

18 Point Font $3 25 9A$150 16a $175 | 

ATTRACTIVE BRASS RULE EFFECTS 

We make brass rule and guarantee it as perfect. 

| Sold by the pound or font; material the best and is 
. accurately finished by expert mechanics. $12345678 | 

| i 24 Point Font $3 50 6AS155 11a$i95 
| l} 

| QUIET DRIVE ON SHADY LANE 
| s » 2 

| With waving fields of golden cereals the 
_ farmers counted on their crops. $123456 

30 Point Font $425 
Sees 

| UNIVERSAL LINE TYPES 

| | Made of best known metal and | 
| guaranteed satisfactory. $123456 | 
| | 152 - 
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“LARGE ADVERTISERS ~ 
_ Manifest Greatest Interest 

CLEAN LETTERS ~ 
For Advertising Work 

~ GOOD CITIZEN | 
Loves True Patriot 

SUNSHINE 
Always Master 

Flower Show
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| | A GOOD SERIES FOR ADWORK | 

| | John Hancock | | 
| ¢ Is made on the Universal Line of celebrated Nickel-Alloy Metal, a ¢ 

| combination that can not be beat. A single glance at this tasty 

i letter is sufficient to prove its usefulness as an every-day job 

} | type. It is a strong letter in wearing qualities as well as looks. | 

@ @ 
| PURCHASE IN WEIGHT FONTS | 

= ¢ ee ¢ ee ¢ ee ee 9 ee ee | 

i 
| qa _ SSSSSS2. h {<eoeremees¢¢ erences © 2 smereer 

| INFORMATION | | HATS | 
Concerning the —_—o 

| | Iron and Steel | | Mills’ Derby | 
| l Industry W $2:5° 

| es Po ree 
| | ee | f  Siialeeeens El 
} il Ryan tassrearea ia tos tore : Sige ene aa | 

pas ineurenis Preauinuse ;| A COMPLETE LINE |j | 
| arr | OF SOFT HATS | 

a 
| 

| = 
| LE | John Mills | | 

i | LoGan SQUARE | 

| SSS it es om = = | 

5) | > | 
| 
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JOHN HANCOCK AND HARRIS ROMAN IN COMBINATION 

THE CAMDEN MORNING TRIBUNE, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1916 

A ARE ESS A RRC FS SERENE TENOR SOE LTA SEES S| SET $ SEEN MUR PE 

| Bargains in Women’s Coats 
Coy of the leading makers of women’s coats miscalculated on several of his best 

styles and made up a considerable number in excess of his orders. As we are 
one of his best customers he sold us the overplus at a large discount from the usual 
prices. They are spick-and-span coats, in the latest styles, but as they are an odd lot 

. there are not all sizes in each style, although there are all sizes in the collection. 

} SS LS ES eS ES STS | 
6 Point Border No. 6006 

WINTER SUITINGS Sho READY-MADE SUITS 

Natty Walking $1 4 98 We Hought the stocle of Scotch Mixtures 
Suits e an embarrassed manufac- They are thirty-eight inches wide, all 

Made of good quality American Broad- turer forced to sell. wool, in several choice styles to choose 

cloth, in black, blue or brown. White from, and an extensive range of color. 

satin lining. Hip length coat, trimmed 3 Value at 9 25 These goods should be seen by 

with silk braid; collar and cuffs of broad- " Aeon asta . . ; the woman that wants a bargain 49e 
* : . ‘ adies igh cut, button an 

} bp bea eo cike a lace shoes, in tan, vici kid and Mannish Suiting 
} : patent leather. Broken sizes. Fifty inches wide and all in the latest 

Venetian Cloth Men’s Velour Calf, Goodyear weaves; in check, plaid, stripe and mixed 
Suits $18.50 welted soles, extension edges, effects. These goods are genuine bar- 

sizes 5 to 8, now $2.25 gains and cannot be duplicated 
Strictly tailored; black, navy blue and i i cag in this city at the price we offer 65¢e . 

brown. Close fitting 26-inch jacket, fly- Same shoe sc8 above in Vici 
front; one-inch strapped seams, tailor- Kid, leather lined, all sizes but Novelty Cord 
stitched and silk-lined throughout; wide only two widths, $2.25 The latest Parisian novelty goods, all 
coat sleeve with turn cuff. Nine gored Shoe Department, Basement colors at greatly reduced prices. These 

skirt, all strapped to match skirt. are being worn by all up-to-date persons. 
Standard Brass Corners No. 6382 

Covert Coats, $7.85 Covert Coats, $10.50 
Worth $15.00 Worth $20.00 

Some severely tailored with strapped seams and Extra fine covert cloth in both short and long 
notch collar; others are collarless with graduated jacket styles. Some are narrow gored corset effects 
pleats front and back, while still another style is with strapped seams, while the others have pleats 
finished with flat velvet collar and has welted seams. in front and back and are belted at the waist. The 
All of them are lined with a good quality of satin. collars and cuffs are new style pointed effect, strap- 
These coats are beautiful specimens of stylish ped or tailor-stitched in the latest and most approved 
tailoring, and as we have only about one hundred fashion, making a coat that is equal to a custom 
and ten of them, any person desiring to purchase made garment. Only about eighty of these coats 
one had better call early as they will go fast. so it is needless to say they won’t last long. 

KNIGHT & BURNWELL CO. 
Our St Ch On Saturday wcuaes Ninth, Tenth and Cherry Streets = snr 
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sighed rire 13 Sizes JOHN HANCOCK OUTLINE For meses Cea pages 

. fea pat Oss PASTIME ae ca ee con aa THAT ae: esis 

WHO SEEK THE PARKS FOR THAT PLEASURE THROUGH THE PARKS AND COUNTRY 

fe Pee Ou Sane breca the covner te une aueal equare The sweet scemted flowers are here once again, 

Sszr the nel aneatiawiait"n sane inc spporing | fave them?” We mention ret tre white violet, 
ayer must returm e ball again going free from the avin wr vei am ver cate 

| pach yelling: Oprrstpnd pr gi aly on TE ects unes Wet ool), ANITA 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abedefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz { 

A GENERAL REVIEW OF ENGRAVING nacht “SAM M AKES nie "PROFIT 

METHODS AND PROCESSES IN RECOINING OLD MONEY 
A review of the various processes and 

methods brought right up todate. The Because the old coims were much 
writer im his treatise fully covers mime heavier tham like demomimatioms 

new and imteresting subjects. $1234567 of pieces used to-day. $1234567890 

SOME CLAIM THAT MONEY IS | ] 

THE ROOT OF AILIL EVIL ‘5 

Others look at fit im a different A Good Outtlime 
light amd worship it as they 

| would their God. $1234567890 TY |P IE; 

| 18 Point Font $3 25 9A$150 16a $175 

TRUTH IS CONTENT 

| With her worn trumpet a 

detraction wants a mew ey 

megaphome. $123456789 

| KEYSTONE 
} 24 Point Font $350 6A$S155 11a $195 Type Foundry 

i} BRIGHT STAIRS 
S Cc img-R: Outtitt | Ajid the wandering ae | 

| pedestriams. 367890 | ° sa , 

| | 30 Poi 
} 

it oint Font $4 25 5A $210 8a $215 { 

BUSY MIEN ARIE TIROUBILIED 
| oS om fo} 

| With only ome devils tlhe idlle are 
oO 

| troubled with a thousand. $123456 
| 156



“HISTORIC SOUVENIRS 
Found Alomg Country Road 
Ciieercn aniek” 

Doors Open to Visitors 
eS 

For Boys amd Girls 

IBIEA UF WIL 
—*(Bilblical Picture 

Winter ours



| 
} tae JOHN HANCOCK CONDENSED Accents on pages 321 10 00 

ey aun UNDERTOOK TO MAKE HIS Saku eae ‘aces ae DEMONSTRATED HOW eae 7 : ha 

| gto) 9 gate a. oihaggiccigean: Fe ae a 
| twig tori ert ea ae aon tas guaimly tank "Ignorance 

| } comparison of root words that had hitherto been undertaken. He also madam, pure ignorance!” In a dialogue reported by Boswell, Adams 

i} Descse oie ene crear ceted pee tc ese ak Uy. dokavon, aed Wesetee at one time asked Johnson how he could complete so difficult a 
i} Dr. Johnson made his dictionary. These figures are cast en set $1234567890 task in the three years that he proposed to give to it. $1234567890 

| ' ABCDEFGHISKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 

) Tae POPULARITY OF BOTH THE WORCESTER a TEDIOUS DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME ‘BY THE 
ii WEBSTER DICTIONARIES PRIOR TO 1890 UNIVERSAL LINE, POINT-SET SYSTEM 
| The American market for dictionaries was mostly held Never before has composition been so simple 

i}: Oy af epeiing the Worcester leaned more strongly | ald easy of construction as itis to-day; modern 
| to the British usage. Very handy figures $1234567890 methods of type founding is the reason $123456 

| DO YOU PROVIDE YOUR COMPOSITORS | Rove SHELLS 
WITH THE BEST MATERIAL? BOYS ee S S ‘ | 

The time, labor and worry you save by Joyous sports of the happy chil- 

using Nickel-Alloy, Universal Line Type dren playing in Father Neptune s 
will greatly increase profits. $1234567890 domain bring back memories. $1 

| HANDSOME AND USEFUL COMPRESSED LETTER 

i Suitable for Advertisements and the Finest of Job Work | 
11 Profits for the fiscal year amount to sum of $579,246.80 | 

| | | TURNING LETTERS IS VERY BAD POLICY 
e 

| | It pays to keep your cases filled. Type made 
il by Keystone Type Foundry is dependable. $123 | 

| 5 5A $205 8a $220 

| THE BATTLE OF INDIAN RIVER , 
e e e e 

; Soldiers Getting Ready for Quick Fire 
158 
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~ PICKING BEAUTIFUL ROSES” 
Best and Most Fragrant Flowers 

~ HANCOCK CONDENSED 
Essential to the Job Printer 

REDUCED IN PRICE 
Sale of Leather Trunks 

HARBOR LIGHTS 
Fire Boats in Action — 

_ Choicest STOCK



| , at " on Instituted 1840 Facilities for 600 

| OPENS SEPTEMBER TENTH 

@ ©: ge eqs 

| ag Hancock Military Academy 
\ \ Ss G » i A Seat of Learning for the Youth, Conducted Under 

| NZ { Regular Military Discipline 

| f : Ns CHARLOTTE, MARYLAND JOHN NORRIS, Principal 

eh ’ Brass Ornamental Corners No. Im 

| © 

| | 

| The John Hancock 
| ( ; 
| ondensed Series 
} 

11] 

| 
| 

5 < 9 

| HENDERSON’S DAILY ONE-HOUR SALES 
| a
 

| For one hour daily everything If you desire to save money 

in the store will be sold at make up your mind quick and 

A Reduction of 157 Be Sure to Call on Us 

reatery infer ause 10.30. No Mall Orders filed 

| TRENTON’S GREATEST DEPARTMENT STORES 
| Downtown Store—Second and King Sts. Uptown Store—Kelsey and Van Buren Sts. 

ih TRS BRS 

. 160 
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| () ' S CATALOG 
| ° 
| Pn Uniforms and 

| Pica Equipments ) 
| yb ) 

q KA > ca 

: ee \ ] 

| Visit Santa Claus | ) 
| in His Grotto Ne | 

See the many hundreds of as (lf 5 | 

: irli mM S is | oo sr 
! See the regiments of Sol- | | 

b diers, the large variety of | | 

| fine Dolls, the marvelous i 

Mechanical Toys—things IX w 
to entrance the children— ie 
Drums, Autos and Wagons, 

Sleds, Hobby Horses, Doll (° } 

Coaches, Children’s Fur- ‘g 

niture and various Games, =i 
Magic Lanterns and Motion pi elm 
Picture Machines—every- es 

thing! Just look around, 

or, if you a 
| 

' » Whil ec 

easier than it wil be later REGALIAS OF | 
TINS CO ALL KINDS 

° | 
Amazon and Fleet Streets John S. Dawson | 

368 GRAND AVENUE, BOSTON 

2 Point Napoleon Border Cut No, 1410 

| * CS 

| 
. 161 | 
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i comecseinse JOHN HANCOCK EXTENDED = 22zinuues 

| | 6 Point Font $200 15A $090 29a $110 8 Point Font $2 25 14A $110 240 $115 

ALL THE PRINTERS WHO HAVE BOUGHT FINEST GRADES OF WORK WITH 

OUR TYPE IN WEIGHT FONTS HEAVY EXTENDED SERIES 

| | in Watuhieonteas Roay Type Prices anahav- This is an appropriate series of type 
ing your cases well filled in the beginning is for good display work. Every up-to- 

| Teena @ aac ple oF ioe lente nica beter Gom- ee ne ae Ct ae 
| 

“ou or so. m n 

Hy eC Ie Score iinatierie chenttel Sep the aaveinaaed ot tia waviba. $1234 
Hy | ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdetghijklhmnopgqrstuvwxyzZ 

| | 10 Point Font $2 50 10A $115 20a $135 12 Point Font $2 75 9A$125 18a $150 

i} BETTER RESULTS FROM HUSTLING PRINTERS 

THIS BOLD SERIES LIKE THIS TYPE 

| | oy de Coss sanee. ie This is a good letter for 

i attractive and the favorite of an attractive and tasty 
a} | particular customers. $123 line of job work. $1234 

| 14 Point Font $3 00 BA$145 140 $155 

i MOONLIGHT EXCURSION TO Ui, 163 

| CRANBERRY LAKE 4. 12 34 
wa Printers’ Clambake in the quiet 1/5 26 Ig 

| woods by the water. Hunting, 
ii : Fishing and Yachting. $123456 36 3g Wg 
| | 

I 18 Point Font $3 25 6A $160 100 $1 65 gq, ¢ 

i RE-BUILDING SALE ies 
| , | = = john Hancock Extended Frac- 

i | Come in and see the big | Ske 
= = poly Sg re it bargains we give in our |= e253 

H | io Marks are sold separately at 50c 

at new line of Corsets. $12 [ew 
t | 

i | 24 Point Font $3 50 4AS185 62 $165 

Hit 
i | MORNING STROLL 
1 | | . | i By the sea in early Spring 

Hi | = 2 
tn will bring back health. $12 
ny | 

| | 30 Point Font $425 3A $235 52 $190 | 

| HANDY LETTER 
i) i | = 2 

| For attractive display 
i - 

| work of all kinds. $12 
; For Fonts of Fractions see page 315 

| sea 

| | 
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NORTH POLE — | 
Found at last after | 
many failures. 23 | 

Grand Concert | 
at Zion Hall. 45 

AUCTION | 

Sale of Boys | 
Overcoats.6 | 

FRUITS | 
Old Dates |
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JOHN HANCOCK EXTENDED IN DISPLAY 

| * a 

| 
| ' 
| ; ag gS ) 

i j Pay within Thirty Days () 

y | LARGE and Save this Discount LARGE K 
U PEA NUT \ 

| () UJ 

i , $5 I. Sanford & Son $7 ; 
| Mu 2367 Maple Avenue Wildwood, N. J. Q 

Hy “ ai eaeaicn 

| ees po Black and White Border No. 18 | 

Hl ci 
| | : ae ef yal BUY WEIGHT 
Hl | | A FONTS 

| bi It means great saving 
ai ae ENTRIES 

+e of time in your com- 

| tt Hi posing room. No 

| | f s20rse **sort’? hunting. 
} oe] eo 

| “(| Show | 
| | Keystone Hurdlers b 

i | 

| BERGEN’S PREPARED 

| Food for Fow ls | | | 
| Je p IMPROVES AND FATTENS Ce nN 

4% | Chickens, Turkeys | $45 | 
ay and Ducks Ee | 

| : 
| HERBERT W.. BERGEN 
| 124 North Fourth Street, Westend, Pa. 

| | 

i Cut No, 3103 Brass Ornamental Corners No. 6458 Seine aioa | 

: | 164 

| 
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| ig pala THE GIRARD SERIES feces on agen 32 10400 

6 Point Font $200 23A $090 45a $110 | 8 Point Font $2 25 20A $100 40a $1 25 

WEIGHT FONTS OF ALL TYPE AT BODY TYPE PRICES HAVE | KEYSTONE NICKEL-ALLOY UNIVERSAL LINE TYPE 
| PROVED A GREAT BENEFIT TO THE PRINTER IS GUARANTEED TO STAND WEAR 

| Poors ee Sina, eee oe ne weee To obtain perfection in Keystone Nickel-Alloy Type 

| resulting from “ picking sorts," which amounts to considerable in the only the purest metals are used, combined with the 

| eroding io of ae lobes pa nllevistes ape saneyene, ee best machinery and skill in making. Keystone Type is 

| POs SOS ee ee hroenrne: Che MOLY Or Pe eee oe ae accurate as to body, height and alignment. Withstands 

| centres mors than ce eat tammy | wear long enough to please the most exacting. $120487 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

10 Point Font $2 50 16A $110 32a $140 12 Point Font $2 75 15A $120 30a $155 

HH PARAGON METAL LEADS AND SLUGS GIRARD SERIES WAS ORIGINATED 

“MODELS OF EXCELLENCE” BY KEYSTONE FOUNDRY 
We believe we have reached the top notch ‘ ‘ 5 ; 

: | in the manufacture of metal leads and slugs. Ths oT = “ ce a re a ee 
They are not shaved, do not stick together room and makes ansauree ve isplay 

mi | and have no lumps, scratches, etc. $1234567 for advertisements. Very beautiful. $32 
| 

i | PRINTERS ARE SATISFIED QUALITY COUNTS 
mM | With our Standard Brass and Our Nickel- Alloy Type is 
Mt Zinc Galleys. They’re superior 

. to other low-priced galleys. $21 tough and durable. $5096 

H | 24 Point Font $350 5A $155 10a $1 9: 

| INVENTIONS BY MECHANICS 

i | Greatly Develop their Mental Ambition 
| 
| 30 Point Font $4 25 5A $200 9a $225 

mn | | 

| GOLDEN SUNSET LIMITED | 
i| ° ° | Runs on a Mile-a-Minute Schedule | 
} 
] | | 36 Point Font $5 00 4A $240 7a $260 

Ht | | 

| | OVERCOAT SPECIAL | 
i | e 
| t f th Invited | Inspec 10n O em invite | 

i | 42 Point Font $6 25 | . font 25 3A $300 6a $325 

| NOVEL ARTICLES | | 

| m their T ) Made from their Tusks 
14] 

| 
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_ "NOBLEFRIENDS) 
Rather Than Riches 

-GREYHOUNDS| 
Jumped to Safety | 

MILD SMOKE 
Sold by the Box 

KING CAR 
Flashes Light | 

Baked PIES |
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GIRARD SERIES IN DISPLAY 
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|| | Ws = S22 ee ee ee ’ 
Ad NY * 

} Ay Ry Girard 
An MW ‘ ny Ay Series 

i | a iy i 
| &¢| EASTERTIME — |& 1 i nN Ny So named in honor of j 

i By Ny apt, see oF 
ia iy . OM E S vy) Philadelphia. Made in 

i] PAS VY) een sizes, cast from 
| AN NW Eee AnEe Metal on 

{ Ay MW vere Line, post 

I | a RY aoe 
i nN You Generally Ny) sedlispopularity hes 
| VN RY, assured it a great sale 

OR Think of BS 
i by J NW TEED 5 

| BW) aS ry 
| (ee oo) 

| | «OLS o. Mi : 
| i a ss f Clothing y Te i 

| | AWE —— |r | 
AN — WER WW I K 

| Oy SE iv 
aN aie That's the RY | 

cue i chats 
| my — oy RY 

by Ny 

Ms NATHANS & |¥ Aix } | 
ny MORRIS ny 

| Leading Ry 
Ay Philadelphia Nos. 2150-52 Ny | 

| Ay Clothiers Chestnut Street Ny | 
i Ry | 
A Ny 
WERRRE RR ERR RRR 
Cut No. 3235 12 Point Black and White Border No. 21 | 

1 ede 
0 I 

| For a Good Supper | ) 
POCKET 

Go to the EDITION 

vanes String Band 

Performs MONARCH HOUSE 0 H 
| Nightly a | 

Where Nothing but the Published by the 

a . j Best is Served MERTS & DOBBS PRESS 
Chicago, Illinois 

SEVENTEENTH AND BROADWAY 0 

\\ Bo oe 
i); Parisian Fancies No. 202 Cut No. 3119 6 Point Panel Border I 
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i Medals of Award at World’s Fair i 

| | 

po fourteen years this 

Piano has occupied an 

enviable place in the fore- 

f most ranks of instruments 

on exhibit in the American 
market. As improvements 

f have been perfected in the 

{ arts of building and design 

| the Eureka has led all the 

| other makes, and to-day it 

; stands as the acme of piano 

quality. Any one desirous 
of hearing more of Eureka 
supremacy should send or 

call for a copy of our book 

giving twenty-five reasons 

f for the Eureka supremacy. 

\ 

{ 
i | Cut No. 3234 Cut No. 3232 | 

THE EUREKA PIANO CO. 

l Philadelphia, Chicago and San Francisco l 

| El FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE: No. 2584 Harmony Ave., Chicago, Ill. Fl 

| 18 Point Panel Border No. 2 

| San =) 
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| comiarioe Ate Vanden Houten Sonn arses 

ais boku THAT HAVE iota ae ae — KEySTORE TYPE IS Sule - 

| os oe cts oe We use the best nga aint in = 
i an ene Material wi reduces ees OF: arge Pan f ts, 

| aa oien | contr tus best mechonkel kil Slbpaberaeo 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstavwxyz 

12 Point Font $2 75 16A $130 31a$145 18 Point Font $3 25 9AG$150 18a $175 

THIS FOUNDRY'S METHODS DEMAND NOTICE 
Oar business is conducted independently . . 

| of other foundries, along lines we believe Use a type which = sure to 

I | are to your best interests. $1234567890 attract the attention. $390 

| 24 Point Font $350 6A$170 11a$180 

i | THE PIRATING OF TYPE FACES | 

| | Original productions of the typefounder are 
| protected by decision of Patent Office. $123 

a | . 
| i 36 Point Font $5 00 4A $240 6a $260 

i DUTCH COLONISTS | 
| ild {iF | | Builders of Fort Amsterdam | 
i | 

| QUIET PERSON 
; 
i Resident f Holland | | €sident Irom Mmolian | 
i | 
] 1 | 60 Point Font $9 00 3A $550 42 $350 

i| | 

PATRIOTISM || | 
i | 
| 

/ Old Datch Settl | C ettier = / 
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‘ Ce eed Van Twiller 
. a fk waif pie ey ee 
ae ve i Z's, L/ , 5 . ze zt oe | | | Market S ws ers re Pe ee \ 

we, <1 Fresh Coantry 

Ae PRODUCE 
Qa Oar Specialty 

° 

H 1s tory of Peter Van Twiller, Esq. 
PROVISIONER TO THE PUBLIC 

€ aa’ at Janction of Broad an: 

O l d Ee WwW O r Fae sais perry ae 

i from ot 2 Th V d H t 
attan to the Secon 

Occupation by the Datch € an en ou en 

<) | em Type Series .@, 
Wn | eo : = oo LL ——— === feel 

aa a ead An Ont-of-the-Ordinary (83) Yeu 

pus = (ie =a Letter that is Pleasing NZ 

Pi 4 te=—| Keystone Type Foundry 

The Van Twiller Market 
THE PRESS OF HENRY HUDSON Broad and Pabst 

Manhattan 

New York City 

1915 

Cut No. 3244 Cut No. 3245 Mrs ¥ 

Peter Van Twiller, Proprietor Open on Friday Evenings 

a T | g%|| The Van Twiller Market || 25, 
( Meat, Fish, Poultry, Eggs, Track and Provisions ies) 

4 OD Sitaated at Janction of Broad and Pabst Sts. in Borough of Manhattan pO 
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| are eee ae ENCORE SERIES Rscesiton pees Selte oo 

Me ALCOHOL OR ANY Gis ue uk eae RACE IS VERY OFTEN ees bin 1 

EVER IMPART STRENGTH MUST BE ABANDONED THE GREATEST ACUTENESS OF VISION 

ANAUIETRaqiAteoN vie taken (eto here more atrengch temoorartly But recent observations on the primitive tribes of the 
but the energy that he uses comes not from the stimulant, but from Fiji Islands show that this superiority is only slight. 

1 | PAH eT REATECHIUan (Oicalleve aICamlErOr deprosiion OF staking: Fomlianiyy swith Is hebieualosur Ounan dS gives any 
| A roacon always flows. statistics show thats lage percantage | 201 antag og nis seemingly superior sight. $123456789 

i | ABCDEFGHIJ KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

] 

IF THE ROLL WAS TO BE CALLED FOR TRUE. | IT IS AN ACKNOWLEDGED FACT THAT 
GREATNESS WHO COULD ANSWER WE ARE WASTERS OF FORCE 

Cana wae ae Cuan uae em A prominent nerve specialist declares that 

| one, but have assisted everybody, and who have we, no doubt, waste as much energy as 

| not retarded any one’s progression. $1234567890 many other nations utilize. $1234567890 

| DID YOU EVER VIEW LIFE FROM ITS MOST SERIOUS SIDE 
Just a little baby, just a little child; just a few more fleeting years, then a 

| boy so wild; soon he reaches manhood, then comes on old age; thus we 
| have the story from the cradle to the grave. The consideration of life in all 

its stages should induce us to make better use of our time. $1234567890 

THIS IS A NEAT AND ATTRACTIVE SERIES 7 

i And can be used to advantage on all kinds of up-to-date job 
! work; every good printer should have this type in his shop 

An appropriate letter for the particular customer. $1234567 

| FINE NEWSPAPER AND JOB LETTER 

| Handsome display faces draw constant business | 

| Supplied by the Keystone Type Foundry. $1234 | 

i ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE 

| Good act by the Pie Sisters, assisted by 
| | 

| the world famous Sponge Brothers. $12 | 
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a YOUR CASES cia 
Keystone Material Insures Profits 

| MERRY CHRISTMAS — 
Handsome Holiday Goods 

~ AIRSHIP TRAVEL ~ 
Free Ride to the Moon 

ILLUSTRATED 
Lecture on Airica 

EDITORIALS 
Atlantic Gazette
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ENCORE SERIES IN DISPLAY 
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| . Fishing 
| Milton Pianos 
; 

POSSESS REMARKABLY FINE TONE — }} Spots 
; 
: =——————————————eeeSSe——eee 

. p< ANY people make very unsatisfactory A A 

| Qe piano purchases and the first reason 
; (S 4 is their own stupidity. They pay a Ws / WARS en fancy sum for an attractive case and 

iF (Ge f2\ later “discover” that their piano has =I =| 
Crees) little or no tone. Our pianos are not 

————! the kind that are built to look pretty 

until they leave the store. They have a reputation 
for their beautiful tone and general excellence of B B 
construction. Call and see us before you settle on The best Fishing Spots in New 
the instrument you intend buying. Easy payments Jersey, Pennsylvania and 

| Delaware. How to 
—_—_————————————————————————= Reach Them 

ii HIGHLANDS & MONROE * 
| Corner Kincaid Avenue and Diamond Street 

a Compliments of a 

Se MontTrROSE & DAMENS 
Initial Ornament No. 3252 Wilmington 

See nc 

Cut No. 3241 6 Point Panel Border No. 3 

MARK CARSON, Secretary HENRY WADSWORTH, President CARL VOLKER, Treasurer 

Lyndenhurst Automobile Exchange 
——————————————————————————————

s 

Eastern Sales Agent for the World Famous a Manufacturers of the Car that is All Honest 
Coyne 

ROMIS MOTORS 4s) THE MELNOTTE a Og 

im i 
A Motor Especially Designed for Aeroplanes , hl j A Machine Every Business Man Can Afford 

—a 
a EEE 

ELEPHONE j TEES set taripart 456 to 460 Washington Avenue Taine Phila 

Cut No, 3270 
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| ENCORE SERIES IN DISPLAY 

} : : 

t i 

| eS 

; See ae 

: pa ciapecueta ate - py y 

ees HE idea that all type is good type is errone- 
sats ous. The idea that there is not much to be 

Bs aera gained in choosing among the various makes 

as is also wrong. Keystone Type, which is made of 

mae the celebrated Nickel-Alloy Metal and cast on the 

Es Universal Lining System, is good type, designed 

es with strong lines in proportion to the style, be it 

Bea light or heavy, giving it the greatest resistance. 

, peat It is cast in high relief upon the body, with correct 
Sere beveling and the fewest kerns possible. Perfect 

Seaity beet accuracy as to body, height and alignment; while 

einen? the metal used is hard, tough and durable, with- S38 
SUIS standing ordinary wear long enough to satisfy the : 

85 “3 most exacting. At great expense we show new is 

fap faces by demonstrating their use in practical dis- : 

Eigires play, for as founders we must also be printers, in : 

in order to appreciate and anticipate printers’ needs : 

aia Designers of Original and Distinctive Type Faces 
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| 

foe ENCORE CONDENSED SERIES fae eeaes 

ane ae TURNING THE MINDS OF PEOPLE a ne fiance A oa a it a ok NEW TRADE, BUT YOU MUST cae cant 

MANNER AS WILL CAUSE THEM TO THINK FAVORABLY OF YOUR PROPOSITION EXCEPTIONAL MERIT TO RETAIN THOSE CUSTOMERS YOU HAVE GAINED 

ee wey haal eae sacuel fie toe Ania wait The price of your work is not always the greatest consideration in retaining new trade; i 
; which Is composed of Nickel-Alloy, Universal Line Type, will make a better impression on a pros- the possession of facilities to turn out work expeditiously, and ability to maintain a i 
: pective customer than work gotten up in any old way with any old type. This Is the method of standard of excellence, go further to close an order than a low price. To attain this i 
. aot notice to your ee virtwally io to your securing the aa order. What is standard of excellence, it is necessary that your printery be supplied with all the best 4 

sie ENe eas abe bulees, ea deal Ve foes ek Be emer ESTIN Labor-Saving Material that is manufactured, A lage assortment on hand, $1234567890 
) ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz } 

| wars 01 THE hove; THERE IS NO SUCH rN 48 StAnDAnG GOOD TYPES SERVE THEIR PART IN CONTRIBUTING 70 
) STILL FOR THE ENTERPRISING MASTER PRINTER THE SUCCESS OF THE PRINTED MATTER j 

) eee, eal Cee Unless an appropriate type face is used the best worded | 

unique and strange, but the constant adding of equipment and mate- advertisement or booklet very often proves a big failure. 
rial is necessary in the making of a sugcessful business. $1234567890 Keystone Faces are noted for their adaptability. $123456789 

. 14 Point Font $3 00 21A $140 40a $160 

SUCCESS IS A HABIT WHICH IS NOT SO EASY TO ACQUIRE AS SOME OTHERS ARE 

It’s a habit, however, that any man, and especially the young man, should struggle for as a drowning 

| man would for a straw. Don’t pass the little things in an effort to reach the big ones, for “the 
/ mighty oaks from little acorns grow.” Don’t jump at conclusions, but if you make up your mind to 

| do something, do it with all the energy you possess, and the result will pay you interest. $1234567 

| es . HAVE A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING AND KEEP EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE I 

| A Slovenly person disgusts a tidy person and with good reason. A slovenly . 
office or workroom impresses the customer the same way, for untidiness in 

. one thing generally means slip-shod methods in all things undertaken. $1234567 

ROUGHEST COURSES OFTEN LEAD TO WEALTH UNKNOWN | 

| For ‘neath the crust of Old Mother Earth, lie treasures rich, yet 
| hidden there for centuries; great fortunes undisturbed. $12345678 | 

30 Point Font $400 SA $185 14a $215 . 

| 
| 

| POLITICAL CONVENTIONS MET FREQUENTLY | 
° eye ° i 

| Generally in large Cities throughout the United States | 

where the most influence must be exerted. $12345678 | 
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~ NIGKEL-ALLOY, UNIVERSAL LINE TYPE 
Will Always Lend a Helping Hand to Success | 

KEYSTONE REQUISITES BEST — 
Produce Neat Border or Rule Effects 

MERCHANT OF FLORENCE — 
His Honesty is Never Questioned 

CONDENSED BORDERS 
Our Never-Wear-Out Metal 

MORNING COURIER 
Best Advertiser Known ! |



ENCORE CONDENSED SERIES IN DISPLAY : 

| SRISIIOIIGAIGIIIISII IIIS IGRI IIIA) eee Tek 

fs Ae OID a 9 

| os ry BR 
aN Some Views Of i _ Damon's , 

| be AG aiprTanr > ||. | 
| nh y HAIRTONE 

Kh ° ° y ancearan 
} ba MW rt vill art a most autitul } 

| a Mi sl lr ina 
| \ A Ny Growth in 6 ses of baldness. As 

Ad ae Ws tae Haein te at 
Al Z 4 oe | LW any a or injurious drugs. 

AN PTO NY eas, SES 

x a Ny hades 
Ae Ee a DIAMOND REMEDY C0. 
LN eS) LV Philadelphia, Pa. 
i) . RY jadelphia, Pa | 

Ad = aaa 5 Ny Brass Ornamental Comers No. 6395 1 

A Ny 
Ny Marginal Ornament R | 

Os Ny 
i) : : XY. 
as Reproductions from Old Engravings of ay See | 

Ah Some Famous Landmarks with Wy : . 
| He Brief History of Each ay fl A KICK . . 

ij BS ay from your compos- 
rN RY itors—the Gases are } 

| as Ry, empty and the time | 
aN ° * ° ° RY for certain jobs is 

| Philadelphia Historical Union | © one, ‘Dont ay | 
} oS Re the blame on the 

os Corner Forty-ninth and Liberty Streets Ry B Jobber-he has had 4 

rs Ry too much thus far. 
rs RY Remedy the evil by ; 

. SILL EL DLL LL LEIS a, eee th Os oe 
ote wae ee —— Gases, or, what is | 

| ; } better still, buy all 
job type in weight i 

) fonts at same price 
as body letter and 

/ you will save both i 

/ ESTABLISHED TENJYEARS CHAUNCEY K. WILLARD, President HENRY LONGWELL, Secretary-Treasurer time and its value : 

| | 
Gh e e e OY ‘ 

| S Lincoln Building and Lo | 
: \ MANTON HALL, CORNER SIXTEENTH AND SPR : i | _ KEYSTONE 

NOW IN FORTIETH SERIES Meetings First Friday of Each Month Holmesbu TYPE FOUNDRY 4 

Cut No. 3323 ] 
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ENCORE CONDENSED SERIES IN DISPLAY 

POO DODO IOS IO DOI IO SIO IOI IO SO SOLO IOI 

a2 s | os 

| ENSED |; : E 
A AGeneral | (QYZ4ESWN0Y7oSypVy |_| Popular ie 

‘ . Cy \i GN} (AS, |i i 
Hy | Necessity WJ) Y! se and Useful ig 

> | TEE a OUIDW—— > 7 \S) crm | 
p In every Book and = a It is the product of i 

D) || Job Office occasion \" UND (Gy the Keystone, and} ¢ 
Py || often arises to use 1\7 Progressive Print- is 

3) |} a Condensed Job JX ers are aware that |} {L 
py Letter. Many cases . A means as near to re 
a where it becomes a ) perfection as the | 

Py necessity. There- mechanical skill of 4 
y) || fore it is advisable man combinedwith |) {& 

[i to procure only the the most improved | » 
ve best: at this time Made in Thirteen Sizes, from 6 to 72 Point, by the machine can make | U : 

4 good taste dictates it” It’s. a face that 43 
a Encore Condensed KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY will live for years 1 

Py i 
a) gene a Te So eae ee a ee pe BS Sh IRR > Sk SE ac 

12 Point Imperial Border Cut No, 3126 

vo RXXXXEXXERXEES CXEXXEKLEKKEKLELEREM 

Morse’s Handy Catalogue My NEW Yean | M 

x se" ngs be 

SHEET MUSIC | | |] “Sa |) RS Oar — LJ »<| 

Ce bg ‘ by 
oz s Short History of i 

wo bd Ka 

Sy 3 New Year Aero Club & . 
Sw be x 

WEY | 3 of Boston ‘ 
| | be be 
] With Titles Alphabetically Arranged and M : 

| De | BS This little book is published with the object of arousing | a 
| | a greater interest in the science of aerial navigation in Pd 

i | be id around Boston. Those business men of the city wh x ]_wonse's cUT-PRIGE muste sTORE | Simutstepsici roe can | fl 
Located in All the Principal Cities bg invited to send us the enclosed application for membership x 

ba be 

{_____— CXR RKKKKKKKKKAKKKAKKRAKKKKKKAKR RAK wl 

Cut No. 3362 6 Point Black and White Border No.’1 Cut No. 1440 
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| Peron ENCORE EXTENDED SERIES ee a ; 
E eo in England : on ; 

| ise Spa, ORDERS FOR NEW ee eek ae OF OLD-TIME Bie ace j 
| THE WEARING QUALITIES OF THE METAL REALIZED IN KEYSTONE LETTERS 

You need have no fear that Keystone Nickel-Alloy Type Nickel-Alloy, Universal Line, Point-Set Type is 

| pr ht WNT Hin wagsrlibd in sbbolnsely <rue tn every the happy outcome of day dreams of the printer 
respect. The life of type is the all-important question who, in times gone by, was compelled to justify ( 

guage eaver oimoriies is aprome-ccier. siasssere Now you pur leads top and battom. s1294ae78 \ 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

|| THERE IS NO REASON WHY YOU SUGGESTIONS FOR PRINTERS 
: eh, weet iy ds A FAILURE : A WORD TO THE WISE 

URN costae Oney.y ous Keep your composing room well 

a OP eing oe mae ecard stocked with Universal Line Type 

Type made by the Keystone. $123456 made of Nickel-Alloy. $12345678 

| HAPPY ENCORE FAMILY PULLS TOGETHER : 
Neatest combinations can be effected by using the Encore 
Trio; the beauty and durability of this letter will readily 

i | be seen by all exacting printers and will go a long way 
toward Satisfying that ‘‘hard-to-please” Gustomer. $1234 

i FOURTH GRAND ANNUAL PICNIC 

= To be held at Blind Man Bluff, on Friday, May r 
i thirteen, nineteen hundred and nine; dancing 
|| all night; three-legged race for fat men. $2345 

mii: 

| | 24 Point Font $3 50 5A $160 10a $190 

| PRINTERS FIND IT EASIER 
| To turn out good work by using type 

and borders made by Keystone. $678 . 

1 THE ENCORE SERIES 

| Is a useful and effective letter 

| Printers know its merits. $90 | 
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ee -WEARY BACHE LOR — 
| Society of Merry Widows 

| “MUSICAL FUND 
Comedy and Drama | 

COUNTY FAIR - 
- Farmers Meeting 

~AUCTIONS | 
_ Reduced Sale _— 

_ NEW LINE 
~ Black Shoes 
|
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REXXXXXXXXEXXEXKKEKEKERLELKEEKXERLERM 
RY Bd Eseegessenesssssegecessieigsesteategssetsseestete tet 

M FS q 5 
pg © 9 be 8 B 

hd 5 i =| 

be Lis ers i I Universal Line E 
db im m E 

: bd (i bs 5 Nickel-Alloy 8 
: bd bd B B j 

B BY Fy =| 
} BY bg a | 

: bd i Fee METS Fa aT Te ee | 4 
ETSI] [Re EERE A a gee i SE ES 

; bg These Tires, which have be i q I > ; 
e Bg become the great topic of Bg | Saal i" ae ne 

be discussion in the motor be Ba SS ua ae 

be world of late and one of bd a eT ; 
ba the wonders of the auto- RY =| MEL 723247 8 

} bg mobile industry from the bs E SiN Vaan” qi 
s period of their inception, be Bi CSS (yy 5 i 

be are this week the reign- BS Fa SIA VeRLy 5 
bd ing sensation of the Elm be qi BYAIGUE 5 
be Association Exhibit being i Ei OX ay : 5 

| BY held at the Twenty-Fifth Re =| d 5 
; be Regiment Hall in Boston bs A 5 

bl Our exhibit is located on |b 8 5 Bi 
ty PS the main floor just beside Bg 8 - in Weight a 

by the big electric fountain e B ons trees A 7 
; Ke eae ie 5 of Body Letter 3 

bd Sa SSR RS =| 5 
. :| Sas, fs El Bi . 

be ex | emi bd 5 =| Mi WAY BgRvE Ks 5 S| 
s WAG) is 5 H 

] le; : COU ES Ii 8 g 

be I =| A 
i be | bd By 8 

RS Bg y 3 be j Ps al KEYSTONE (|g k| Lister, Marx Co. | 8 Bi 
be Be H| TYPE FOUNDRY | 
i Boston, Mass. Ki 5 8 

| Rs ps | 8 | 
a] bg RS PUM LENA T ED ETAL MAELO E LEN EXELL EE OEE ES 

| MEKEKXEXKERKELLEKEKEKLEKEKE KLE KE REEL @ Pus eiak end Wiest Bde Mato Galas 9160-4 | 
Cut No. 3273 6 Point Black and White Border No. 1 
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s ENCORE EXTENDED SERIES IN DISPLAY 
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ft iexiended Seri XLGNAGG Grics f 
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| { 

RINTERS will find that this tl 
series can be used to good i 

advantage in nearly all classes of 

Job Work, while it is particularly i 

; effective in advertising display. It 3 

h is a worthy member of the famed i} 

[ Encore Trio, which has proved to 

. be one of the most popular types i 

: we have produced in many years 4 

; 
a i 

i 

| 4 
_| Keystone Type Foundry | — 

i 
j NICKEL-ALLOY TYPE ON UNIVERSAL LINE: i 

i 
oy <> 

4 TRIE 
ioe Oraamiental Caries Not ae Cate 
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| Fess SALEM SERIES Recanat betpapes S81 200 

6 Point Font $200 25A $090 50a $110 8 Point Font $2 25 22A $100 44a $1 25 : 

! THIS FACE IS THE SMALLEST SIZE OF ONE OF OUR MOST USEFUL KEYSTONE TYPE OF THE CELEBRATED NICKEL-ALLOY - 

AND PROMINENT TYPE FACES. MADE IN TWELVE SIZES HAS STOOD THE TEST OF MANY YEARS 

Ho aii Seng ocr iat atone lie And you can never go wrong when you equip the office 
} the many faces the Keystone Type Foundry make from their celebrated with Type made from the above material. The quality 

| Nickel-Alloy Metal. Type made from this metal will, with proper care of Keystone Type has never been questioned and it is | 

ae eee saree ft of any ney mate Add a series of constantly making new friends in printeries all over the ‘| 

fectly satistioa with results. Tigures and logotypes with Job fonts: S1Z345 world. Nickel-Alloy Type is the best made. $1234567890 
| | ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ] 

| 

$0 Saint ear F250: 124/91, 15 3559125 12 Point Font $2 75 15A $120 32a $155 | ( 

YOU SHOULD KEEP YOURSELF POSTED ON ADVANTAGES OF UNIVERSAL LINE 1 

- UP-TO-DATE ik ee ‘ POINT SET TYPE ARE IDEAL 
Issued by the Keystone Type Foundry, an : a, 

when considering the purchasing of material And are readily seen by the up-to-date | 

it will be worth your while to send for a set Typographer everywhere. Keystone 
of our latest specimen sheets. $1234567890 Products give the best results. $567890 

\ 

- 14 Point Font $3 00 13A $135 26a $165 a 

KEYSTONE TYPE ON UNIVERSAL LINE IS OF SALEM 
GREAT ADVANTAGE TO PRINTERS AUXILIARIES 

This attractive face is one of the many that strikes Th ef the | 

the printers’ eyes at the first glance and holds their 

) attention. Use Keystone Type, get results. $12356 and ¢ . | 

. 18 Point Font $325 9A $140 18a $185 A Not ‘autos ae “i . 
| are put up separately, eac’ ) 

Hi PERFECTION IN PRODUCTIONS oe | : 
: sive, 50 cents each; 18 to 30 

| Keystone Foundry Type and Products | whew wn 
. are as near perfection as good material | ssi *Pnts ctsein ina 

e larger do not have ¢ marks. 

) and skilled hands can make them. $1234 
; 

24 Point Font $3 50 6A$165 12a $185 

: 
) NICKEL-ALLOY METAL IS USED 

In the making of all of our Types, Borders 
and Ornaments. Keystone Type leads. $12 : 

| 30 Point Font $425 5A $200 9a $225 

OUR NICKEL-ALLOY TYPE | 
| e oe 

| Will bring good results when used 
| e e e 

| by the progressive job printer. 123 | 
For fonts of Fractions see page 314 i 
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ar ‘SKILLED CRAFTSMEN 
Get better results by the use 
of Universal Lining Type. $12 

KEYSTONE TYPE 
Offers satisfaction to 
master mechanic. 18 

PROSPERITY 
Results Honored 

_ Flower Stands
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SALEM SERIES IN DISPLAY 

i POSSESS OS SOSSSSSSS SSS SS SOOS OSD 

, f . 4 4 4 + e 
! "s Br a) | Certs #£. ae £ 3 $ 

| OF PS TS oT $ 3 i. qaee. wale. wane. ‘|| Japanese | 
“~~. Y..UlClC SC ...UCOCMA SS. > $ 
a © FY Fa $ 3 Rwy Wr BW! ‘| Art Goods |: BG Rage sae AL, rea Sl 3 3 ———E 3 $ 

; z 3 

| + al 3 
| ’ 3 “AG 3 All Fools’ Club 3 VW 3 

3 CIC Vv 3 
Bs . & 

| ’ 3 a) 3 
| ¢ @ 

| Halloween ; : @ ¢ / i 3 A Rare Collection of Art $ 
i} é 3 Goods made by the Na- : j 
} 

| Frolic aa i | iy e > 
/ 3 3 ; 
/ $ = $ ‘| 3 $ 

3 $ 
ee $ 1 $ -| Nippon Store |- 

3 ORIENT ARCADE 3 
| 4 ? e 

: ; 3 $ 
| 999999999055 999 GSH 9S9 SSS OO09 

| 6 Point Border No. 1333 Parisian Fancies No. 400 

Life's dull care let us dispel : 
And join in nonsense and revel 

For we have not so many years 
: In this terrestrial vale of tears. 5 

Grill Room, Arline Hotel DISPLAY OF 

| ce S Al; E M 

Salem Ornaments, Characters 2 and 3 SERIES | 

| 

| Be SRPEPEUR EEE SORE TERE ee OR kk oes SUE NE EEE 

R H 

a i CONIA, @ i 
H SRD B 
m SW iS 

i} 5 =e 4 
| 3 iS = as BE y i 
- f —_——_————— ™ t oe] 

| E NIV F 
) '| Price, 5 cents the Copy aye Published Every Week |~ | 

=] j 
a et. i 

/ | goes —— | 8 i By 
a } 
© | PUBLISHED IN THE CITY OF SALEM jay BY THE SWEET CLOVER NURSERIES | — | 

re we 

! AEEXPERERE EOE REE ETA EP eR OR RR RR | | 

1 6 Point Black and White Border No. 9 Cut No. 3082 | 
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= i 3 Sepia ss 

et 5 

| «| Third Annual Convention |# 

SRL ESL BOLTS 

P | 1anoO i 
| 5 bid 

| Dealers 
of the 

United States of 

| America 

sate | 1D) 
1 o/ 7/11 i q 

| oe 

| : 
b November Fourth to Ninth 

Nineteen-Fifteen 

| 
: Ca VRVVTD 

| Se e e e e BS) 

| #| Held in Detroit, Michigan |8 

PER SERRE Br Be Bar ek Bakar Ao Oak LL OKO LK OL Oak OOK OAK OK OLA ok Ok OK OA OK OK OA OAK OK OK OK OA RO 
ft 12 Point Black and White Border No. 6 Cut No. 3302 

: 
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Ce | 

yet as 
| 

ee 

P | 
ie JOHN ALDEN SERIES see tenet 4 

| Registered in England j 

| 6 Point Font $200 24A $095 46a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 23AG110 45a $115 

| FRANKLIN NEVER SAW A RAILROAD, A TROLLEY CAR, AN THIS IS THE AGE NOT ONLY OF SWIFT RUNNERS i 

| ELECTRIC LIGHT OR AN ELECTRIC MOTOR BUT MORE PARTICULARLY OF THE i 

| Be seed Gell eiad seo te Matos eae aeachie icale Were Long-distance man—whose wind and muscle and grit are equal / 
| cooked in a swinging pot over a fireplace. His clothes were spun and to any strain he may put upon them. You may not approve of i 

| woven by hand and every stitch in them was made by the same ee the pace that is set, but you must either follow it or get out of 

PRE Gn taoe icctvea the saners ninety dave ater publication: the race and watch the others go by. It doesn’t do any good 
| In his day the modern battleship was yet undreamed of, and if one had to try to stay in and kick because others won’t wait for you. i 

suggested the automobile he would have been ener a ane SoU They can’t wait. They are after the honor and prize. Besides a 

| GAT Urge MIE ROU ELLTD Almapa nie Keystouc type. $1226 the pressure behind is too intense to permit lagging. $123456789 | 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz | 

| 10 Point Font $2 50 18A $120 35a $130 12 Point Font $2 75 16A $135 30a $140 

GREATEST BLUNDERS MADE IN THE OCEAN STEAMSHIP BURNS AND | 
SELECTION OF TYPE FACES GOES DOWN IN A GALE r 

Careful compositors using modern display type Unusually severe storm carried the boat out i 
awarded gold medals at the convention for fine fh I Ack oan i 

| display and commercial work. This exhibition ee One alae oar wit ae E 
/ is for the benefit of printers who never use the on board. Persons escaping 101 the life boats 

Keystone’s attractive series of type. $123456789 also perished in the high seas. $1234567890 

14 Point Font $3 00 13 A $145 26a $155 

JUST IMAGINE FOR A MOMENT, IF YOU WILL, WHAT 

Would happen if all printing-offices would close their doors. What would | 

) become of business, commerce, advertising, manufacturing and everything 

that goes to make up the present way of making our present and future 

progress? Can you induce yourself to harbor the thought of no more 

. newspapers, trade-papers, story-papers, books or magazines? $1234567890 

) P 18 Point Font $3 25 9AG$155 18a $1 70 | 

. BARGAIN SALE OF FALL MILLINERY 

| Ladies and children are invited to inspect our fine line of | | 

imported Merry Widow Bonnets, direct from the leading : 

| Paris modistes, at prices never heard of before. Come early 

| and avoid the usual Saturday rush; open until ten. $123456 ‘2 

24 Point Font $350 6A$180 10a $170 | 

BURNING HOT SAND BANKS | 

Men overcome by the awful heat of the sun | 
| | 

the hottest day that was ever recorded here | 
i} 

e e e e e | 

| since the Official Bulletin was issued. 123456 | | 
! 188 
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| Complete Series, 11 Sizes JOHN —— SERIES Kesar co pee $a doo 

“COLORED REGIMENTS 
Black soldiers performed daring feats 

| of heroism at the battle of San Juan 
| Hill in the late war with Spain. $123 

| HONEST LAWYERS ~ 
| Noted attorneys in celebrated 
| case accept enormous fees. $45 

AUTOMOBILE } 

~ Grand Annual Races 
held at Palm Beach. $6 

| OLD GOLD 
: ® 

_ Silver and Pewter | ~ 

|



} JOHN ALDEN SERIES IN DISPLAY 

y 
; ; " K 

ANTIQUES E i ( Lara ea se uae ae 
Shee ; Jo fz pe Ide: 1 Series” 

] WORKS OF ARTSOLD ~—_—s—sés|:—s*):« SOL AL Len SCTIEs © 
| ; | aie eee eee ey eR ce 

| KA. i 
i| —————— 

Se oe & SON 
1] a M ogi FULTON ARCADE SS 

| we SOUTH CHESTER | 
| Salem Ornament, Char. No. 5 

OK 10K 9 

oa Round the 
; 

| KEYSTO World | 
: 6 Point Panel mes No. 6 : : ae Nn ifs - : 7 | ig 

. ; ay i i] 
Sy 

| Ptr ee ee v: ( on | j 

Ce ere Gene ae) i 
jo PSUS Sue SES SUSlSlSSlSiS SS ein 

; His [eT : | 
i=1 rE Na i | 
i= fii } Itinerary Arranged and 

. : fia Full Cases Tr | Conducted by | 
isi Mean Saving of Time in Your Tin | 

/ isi Composing Room STi 
| il — ri | H.LPETERSON | 

Tk ° Tet eae | 
; TR =I | Tours Building | | | Purchase Weight | | eS ecemsanll 

ici Fonts eile | : | 
Iai ii 
 — oo 
Senn nT ae ia Telit ii i Marginal Ornament, Char, A 

| | 
If Not Delivered Return to | 

Caen nce eh cae ALIFORNIA FRUIT 
| ee ae 3 C “. COMPANY «. | 

| California Fruit Company Los Angles Gor | 
| GROWERS OF FANCY CALIFORNIA FRUITS AND IMPORTERS 
) OF TROPICAL FRUITS. OWNERS OF THE SIERRA VINEYARDS 

a Na SOT 

CONE Ninth and Market Sts. | 

. Te igais Los Angeles, Cal.__ 

| 

i a 
| | 
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| ¥ JOHN ALDEN SERIES IN DISPLAY 

i i oe 

| 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG AND PRICE LIST OF 

Silverware and Fine Art Goods 
Se SRD) MEST OED F(‘i~s~™S 

\ For the Season of ESN U(AAZY Highest Award at i | 
: 1915 De 9) St. Louis 

F HAVANA Main Office: Brewster Bldg., Bridgeport, Conn. CHICAGO | 

F | 
4 fig 

: : } 

| A Tale of John Alden) | BRASS | 
| and the Maid Priscilla RULE | 

By W. HOWARD MIDDLETON SLU 

CCURATE BRASS | 
i éj iN A Rules are as neces- j 
i hj 4 3 sary in producing good i | 

[yg er printing as accurate Type; ] | 

i “ ND ices i herefore, intain th i be Vb te gph pasty in one 
t , Brass Goods that we do in | | 
qi h pS \ Type. The raw material | | 

t ie we use is the very best ] | 
a d obtainable, and our work- | ' 

: ! bd manship is all that can be | 
ani | i expected from the best 1 } 

~ a | of skilled labor combined ] | 
oF, 4 f & with the latest improved | | 
T r§ a a, machinery. Our list prices ] . 

b ~ oe | 5 t are moderate and are | 
i \ —— subject to such di: | 
i Kit tee way i ae she act | | 

ft by the fluctuating market | 

f prices of the raw material. | i 

baal A ERS | | 

: j Printed and Published in the Year Nineteen Hundred and Fifteen KEYST O N Ec 

| THE PURITAN PRINTING CO. | | Type Foundry | | 
| Situated in the City of Cambridge, Massachusetts Ir 

[SSS a Geka Sates aTeaze 8 | 
Cut No. 3192 

494 

| 
j 

. 
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eee eo PRISCILLA SERIES Mosad os parma se00 | 

whee ee | 

| Ba a ieceriia nae AT ae wens one bar oo ca pe ides VED HE ia ak. Ee | 

/ eke he ice eine CnpesMe har; Rakes with apparens inital Hey Geerent 'riscilla noted his attitude and he thou. liscerned just a | 

| de fie, ert aga ae | gen of merient hing i her Bee 81343680 | 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz | 

10 Point Font $2 50 17A $125 34a $125 12 Point Font $2 75 16A $140 30a $135 | 

| SEVERAL MOMENTS JOHN YOUR INDUSTRY I ADMIRE | | 

| Sat buried in thought watching the turning wheel. He began, but he was at a loss for words 

| At length he suddenly aroused himself. $1234567 and again had forfeited his chance. $12345 | 

| ARMS LOCKED, THE PILGRIM LOVERS WANDER i 
And like our John Alden and Priscilla Series they were found much together , | 

| while their companionship was as congenial as these types combined. $12345 | 

| STRENGTH AND BEAUTY COMBINED | 

This dual quality, so eminently to be desired, is often found | 
to be the most striking characteristic of a Keystone face. $12 

CAST ON UNIVERSAL LINE 
Point Set and Made of Nickel-Alloy Metal 

| Puritan Sturdiness in Every Character 

I] DOWN EAST MAID 
| | | Romance of a Modest Herome 

48 Point Font $7 50 3A $410 5a $340 | 

| e # | 
} | ii TOLD in Nine Books — Hl : | | 

: 192 f 
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wh PRISCILLA SERIES IN DISPLAY | 

00 (_— | 

Ki PLPSESeeeeeeeeCee©lCSSCCSSCSS©CS SES OOS) 
5 (0) Missed tal ae oT mks i ® " os ‘{0) | 

a 

0 to} Illustrated Trade Catalogue iS : 

| 3| Reliable Fishing Tackle |i | . | Reliable Fishing Tackle | : 
a Q 0) . 

j | 10) ————— ee (0) 

\ iS Including a complete line of i, Sy . 

| (0) Rods, Reels and Fishermen’s Y 0) 

, S Supplies of Every Description GZ ot 
j NK i IW | 

ae 10) (0) 

| 0 ® | 
| 0} The Jackson-Blair Corporation | | 

iS Hudson Building, New York S 

| oy 8: | 
) COSSCOSCSCOCCCOCCOCOOOCOC COC CCOOOCCO OOO OOOO SOOO Y } 

Cut No. 3240 12 Point Black and White Border No. 8 Cut No, 3241 | 

| Priscill. | | || Priscilla || | 
; We Sell | Series | 

Complete Outfits | aN ; 
shel A \ 4 Si 

| 

f for Oe Asa) ie j 
ee oan eA \ 

Printing Plants WN \ y | 

5 = b> 
Cut No 4018 ll | 

Eagle P rinting Comp any “We have designers and writers, ' 
ee who will, if you desire, arrange | 

ART PRT) 17 TERS your printing in a manner that ’ 

: — icc pcetnieia aesacaiens iS mee will raise it above the common- | 

eee aay Ge: ig = place. Werecommend a trial of | 

(Ke eer this department to our customers j 

Estimates Promptly Imo Ea\ ___‘Three Color Work Le SH 
Furnished DD BIW a Specialty 

RSE 

Mansfield Building | 
"Phone Main 19-27 UV OriwO0d: lek, at ci 7 ne ee oe ae ty j 

Marginal Ornament Char, P Brass Ornamental Corners No. 6036 

193 | 

, | 
| 
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. & 
Spree ADMIRAL SERIES fea ce aa e100 

Patented ; 

6 Point Font $200 24A $085 47a $115 8 Point Font $2 25 22A $105 44a $120 i 

ADMIRAL DEWEY TAUGHT A LESSON NEVER TO BE FORGOTTEN slsene DECATUR SAILED INTO THE Sain OF i 
AT MANILLA BAY, DURING THE LATE WAR WITH SPAIN TRIPOLI IN 1804, UNDER HURRIED ORDERS i 

aranise sot tan castle, Soak: the abipe ail tateered- domaine Tribute was demanded by the Bey of Algiers and Decatur \ 
berseachl tortie ‘Srenlakiiiceen ca thet chet Meine ee cous ins cones 
ecure under the red and black flag, Admiral Von Diedrichs and in the morning, under menace ot e forts, the mina i 

-—__aitempte to intro ylang hn batcinebetwesy those | and Inthe morning, under menace of the forts, the sure . | 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyz i 

- 10 Point Font $250 19A $120 37a $130 12 Point Font $275 17A $125 34a $150 

IN A SHORT TIME THE AMOUNT WAS PAID ADMIRALS FIGHT BATTLES ON WATER | 
BY THE BOMBARDMENT OF FORTS THE BIG GUNS DO THE WORK 

wen the es came gut os sturgr ns ots When Uncle Sam's men smell the odor 
was vindicated. They did not relish our method of powder there’s “something doing. : 
of pay. Tribute was never again demanded. 10 They never stop to consider. 123456789 

| DURING TIMES OF PEACE USE NICKEL-ALLOY UNIVERSAL LINE TYPE 
KEEP THE CASES FULL AND YOU WILL BE BENEFITED | 

As it succeeds in silencing all the battles of prejudice, and holds the fort 
against all comers. - Thousands of printers are using it every day and find 
it most beneficial for all kinds of the better class of printing. $12345678 | 

| 18 Point Font $3 25 10A $150 20a $175 

| FAMOUS SEA FIGHTS RECORDED IN HISTORY 

a | Salamis, Spanish Armada, Trafalgar, Algiers, Bonhomme 
Richard and Seraphis, Lake Erie, New Orleans, Monitor 

| and Merrimac, and the Spanish-American. $1234567890 

With a determined mind, and with the aid of 
9 e e 

Uncle Sam’s Yankees, he attained victory. 123 

| | OUR WARSHIPS ON PACIFIC COAST | 
° e 

| On returning from a cruise around the 
| world stopped there to coal up. $1234 
| 194 

| 
callie erates, cmeenannine meee ens ne ees ele SS SRR tenet cinSeiascinmateta TY



WARSHIPS ARE INSURED 
Against damage from the firing 
line of our adversaries. $7890 

: DELAWARE FORTS - 
Built for the protection 
of our City Harbor. 45 

BOATS UPSET 
— Pleasure Seekers 

Painted Yellow
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ADMIRAL SERIES IN DISPLAY 

ay 

. 
Keyst d 

§ Bell Phones Halftone, Mo. ere QUSe &: 
| 

| , 
| Rei ie 

. : 

} To e 9 Dr. 

| 243 Riverside Avenue The Best Quality 
| e use Keystone Type Foundry ; . 

Ww Materials Exclusively Pri nting 

EH 
Telephone Cut No. 114 : 

| 
| 

‘ ; e6Ty? Thin Space Case “‘D 
| The most ical and t th f G d 0 | Sage ig we Pag erage ran era 
| cpt ey be oT in cis peccines pots one 

e prices and full particulars. opper, Brass an 

Lead Spaces, cut accurately and tis neat case. Seaso n 

KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 
| 9th and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. SIG. GOMARDI ye 
} Director 

i 

ath Psat European 

1 ali Artists Engaged 

ait 
ail RARAKARARARARARAAARARAARAARAAA AA a Mme. Rosa Serrate 

} Kk 2 SOPRANO 

‘a K Ki 
/ K| A HANDY POCKET GUIDE |p . 
- > a 
: a Ry 
a) 4 Si FAUST November 5 to 10 Hi ‘ For Anglers § FAT wine Si 
| | K a LA TOSCA November 12 to 17 

ie fe a 
} B 8 OTELLO November 19 to 24 

} K pa See ee 
j R Bi TRAVIATA November 26 to 30 | 

K a me ee a ee ‘ 
K BS | ce By CARMEN December 10 to 15 

| K a aS, Si een 

| K hae ee 2 MARTHA December 17 to 22 | 

K = = a Pea era ee | 
| R / a Si AIDA December 24 to 29 | 

| ; 2 igen Spiga eo ae 
K 1915 5 BS a | 

R Bi Seats $2, $2.50, $4, $5, at Bloom’s, 422 Chestnut 
| +4 i Reserved Amphitheatre Seats, $1.50 | 

vn tT K a Hartmann’s Piano Used | 
R 5 7 

i >, ui e@®®@Oeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoommmm|| ' 

| Ki With the Compliments of the 5 
} Q Si 

Mi R| MARKS SPORTING GOODS Co. |§ Grand Opera House | 
FS a 
R 3514 California St., Omaha, Nebraska Si JAMES McCLELLAN, Lessee BOSTON | 

| | K Ky | 
Ha | SVT IIS SES | 
} Cut No. 3310 Parisian Fancies No, 305 

Hal | 

HH | 196 ‘ 
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: ADMIRAL SERIES IN DISPLAY 

;—————— S8e er Oo SHRROTNEND ( © A Gor EMINTTATRENN WO BLA 
i | Return In Five Days to 

! PATENT CURLED ROPE CO. 
| Chicago, Illinois euecue 

} Tr Utilities for Job Work 
] Cut No. 3343 

| James | KEYSTONE | 
i di 

= SS cae]  |Ornaments 
| Or TRE | tae 
Ht ANMIRATIT 

i 
— AUMENXKAL 

B | SERIES orders EINE 
| 

1 A proper Ornament, Border, or an 

F peer = Illustration with a little color judi- 

} ciously used, enhances the value 

} ORTON’ of the printed page without injuring 

| M R ON 5 the simplicity of its design. There 
is an excellent collection of decora- 

! LOTI O N tive devices used throughout this 

' eee ee specimen book, a number of them 
} MS Nee Coe made for two colors. No printing 
} office can afford to be without a 

ff certain amount of this useful and 
ee handy material. It is necessary to ; 

i a Ps brighten your work now and then 
H Oe by a little ornamentation in order 

t y ff to take it above the commonplace, 

} every-day sort of printing which is 

i deficient in those necessary little 

| rax‘}, decorative touches that give to 
¥ the work character and originality 

i 

i : . 
i ad eae 
i For the Cure and Prevention a SSL 7 SE, 

; of Sunburn, Chapped Hands, — 4 

' Freckles, etc., and for keep- BOS 

E Ing Skin soft and smooth 7 e 

| ss ae 
Price, $1.00 

i 
HENRY I. MORTON . ae KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 

i 652 Lincoln Avenue 
1 Madison, Wis. Complete Equipments for Printing Plants 

t 
eee Be oc he Gt ERENT OOD o CORERUARTAETO DLA 

Cut No. 3306 
12 Point Border No. 12006 Cut No. 3338 
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| 

| eae LINING DE VINNE secs 

; | 534 Point Font $200 20A $095 40a $105 6 Point Font $200 24A $095 46a $105 

} THE ART OF PRINTING IS THE PARTICULAR FRUIT FROM THE UNSUSPECTING WILLIAM GOAT HAS A SAD DEMISE, GIVING A 
} TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, WHICH AMERICANS SUBJECT FOR DISPLAY OF SIX-POINT TYPE 
|| Have eaten freely. To the cynically-minded, this overworked art, A most charming little billy goat was looking for his dinner when he 

| which has been set to hard labor in every community on the continent spied a little old tin can, and he never raised a question of the limits 
i large enough to furnish a few thousand readers, is the most obvious of digestion but he ate it like a coon would eat a yam. Quickly he ran 

| emanation of ‘vulgar fate” which has appeared in the country. A around the corner with his stomach growing warmer, for the can was 
| glance at the so-called comic supplements of a great number of Amer= loaded! full ofa: it d the d it loded fe the littl t 

| ican newspapers fills the lover of his kind with something akin to ene a 4 =n a LeGieien Sed ns a fer natal HERE Mecat' Beiter 

i] eet Sree. ee pe nieean, oe gaeiee should not take a chance on any but Keystone products. $1234567890 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghiikImnoparstuywxyz 

| 7 Point Font $225 23A $100 45a $125 8 Point Font $225 20A $105 38a $120 

- COMPOSITOR WHOSE WORK IS INTERRUPTED TO SEARCH AN IDEA THAT ALL TYPE IS GOOD IS ERRONEOUS 

| FOR SORTS LOSES INTEREST FOR THE DAY MUCH IS TO BE GAINED IN CHOOSING 

A man may start the day cheerful and light-hearted, filled with a Keystone type, which is good type, and is designed with 
| desire to accomplish as much as possible. This spirit to progress a view to giving strong lines in proportion to style, be 

| will, in most cases, last until he gets a job that necessitates the it light or heavy, giving it the greatest resisting power. 
| picking of sorts. Then the desire to hustle goes in an instant and It is cast in high relief upon the body, with fewest kerns 

: the day that gave such promise becomes ordinary. The man has ibl d int a tical $1234567890 

| contracted a grouch and his work must therefore suffer. $12345 DOSSINIE (SIU AL OURADS Mir er. Vee ugeeen: 
, 

10 Point Font $2 50 20A $120 38a $130 3 Sere eee aa So ASE EE AOS Ri S0 

| PARAGON METAL LEADS AND SLUGS TRUE NICKEL-ALLOY MEANS GREATEST 
| TO WHAT THEIR NAME IMPLIES TYPE METAL EVER CAST 

i| We believe we have reached the top notch in the The purest metals, mixed in just the 

] making of metal leads and slugs. Our machinery proper proportions under the careful 

for making them evens, ae inches sone and of eyes of expert type founders. $123456 

| standard height is of special construction. $12345 

| i 18 Point Font $3 25 9A$150 18a $175 

14 Point Font $3 00 12A $140 24a $160 j 

| ALL-BRASS GALLEYS HEMPEL QUOINS 
iii Paragon All-Brass Galleys need Do not unlock a live form | 
: . . . ‘ 

hardly be mentioned since their to get quoins, they are too 
i} merits are so well known. $1234 cheap to bother with. $123 
ai 
; | 24 Point Font 63 50 6A$175 10a $175 

ah 
1 ai) 
| | POPULAR AND USEFUL SERIES | 

| e e e e 

Hi This type has enjoyed a popularity that its | 
- 

| b d ili lid 456 | | eauty and adaptability well deserve. $45 ;. 
| } 

: 
30 Point Font $4 25 5A$210 9a$215 | | 

| CREATE OPPORTUNITIES | 
| | Success does not come to the man Eg 
| ho sit d waiting for it. $12 | HI who sits around waiting for It. 
I 
} For fonts of Fractions see page 315 
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| ~“Trwo COMPOSITORS ~ 
| Desire Return of Lost Ideas | 

~ NIGHT OF MUSIC | 
Mozart Club Gives Treat | 
i gia dona . 

_ Hunter Meets Game | 

_ _ LEAN HORSE_ 
Cautious Traveler | 

PRIZE Amateur | 
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; Our Printing Inks Have a Reputation . 

| That is Second to None | 

| The Standard Bi-Tones That } 

) Tie gee 

. SS FINE BRONZES, DRY COLORS SS 

| | VARNISHES, ETC. 

| | Householder & Richardson | | 
| BOSTON AND NEW YORK 

| int Black and White Border No. 11 BEES So a a Cc 

) : Pf wiser. Pen ey a oe z Hoke Pie Elie sat eae ey tas Peete a | 

. fpemmna were set SAT ELS ELSES ESTERASES TITS | 

| bo i | 
| -| Grand O S Fi | -| Grand Opera Season |. 
i i Will open in Philadelphia on Monday evening, November fof | 

/ | Jol 10th, and will continue for a period of ten weeks. All the i | 

}of noted American and European Grand Opera Stars have been jel sh 

Wy he engaged to appear in their favorite roles. The Opera for ef | 
) hs the opening night will be announced in all the daily papers i } 

/ i LTT | 

iy ; ; : ef 
i ~| The Columbia Opera House, Philadelphia | 

| < < q g < 
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; Catalog and Brief Synopsis 

Miscellaneous Collection of 

| Rare Old Books 
} 

| and Papers 
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Comprising Some Ancient Copies 

: that were Executed by the 

Early Printers 
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The Art Preservative Library 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
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| a LINING DE VINNE OUTLINE aa 

| Pad aa ee” | er ee : 
| Keystone Type Foundry Productions Given by the Weary Willie Boys 
| have a reputation for durability. $123 Social, at Ragtime Hall. $123456 | 

| “ATTRACTIVE TYPE _ : ‘DELICATESSEN > | 
| For Neat Advertisements | German and French | 

| WORST FLOOD KNOWN | 
| Survivors Relate Many Hardships | 

PERILOUS VOYAGE 
| Hunting South African Lion t 

° ° | 

i Find thisa Handy Letter — 
| 48 Point Font $750 3A$415 5a$335 

|| . USEFUL Ornament | 

Choicest FRUIT | 
| 72 Point Font $12 60 3A $800 32 $460 | 

GOLD Miners | Ss J 
ps | 

| | 

mi Teen le a
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| FESS EES SS SSCS SSS SE! | 

ALONG THE OLD SANTA FE . 

TRAIL TO 

a aN ! 

§Californias 
a $ : | 

} EET 

| | 
: You can see American Indians | | 

| | in pueblos centuries old and the | ) 

| | || | GRAND CANYON — sf | 
| ; OF ARIZONA | 

This titanic chasm, a mile deep | 

and miles wide, is a grand scene | 

| ' ; 

| : Ql ICG) | 
| MS } | 
| : : | 
| 1 Bond Tour Agency | 
| HARRY JONES, Manager ) 

| | 
. New York St. Louis | 
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| Senet ae LINING DE VINNE CONDENSED Molaecbahee oat ae | 

eae 

ieee TYPE AND BORDERS ARE a he eae Seieboy oak, TO-DAY IS ee i Grackew av 

THEREBY CONSUMING BUT VERY LITTLE TIME IN JUSTIFYING NEVER COME; GET BUSY, USE KEYSTONE TYPE | 

Ur Pella bes (nak ad oe nop ae al. H lar ol pal wi ta a woe coe: How many printers of to-day have been hindered in their work by | 
| dition represents idle capital, was gathered up and shipped to us to be replaced with not haying the proper material in which to bring out the desired | 
| Modern Keystone Nickel-Alloy, Universal Line Faces, the workroom would benefit effect? Are you one of them? If you are, take our advice and | 
i| in several ways, viz: Improvement in the appearance, greater facilities and con- get busy. The only way to overcome this great drawback is the | 

Seslss Pei aes ot hs coe tues cp iluing w asieners sasanirio8 constant use of the Keystone Nickel-Alloy Products. $1234567890 | 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuywxyz | 

| A YOUNG WOMAN WITH A NICE FIGURE AND A PRETTY THERE IS TRUTH IN THE SAYING THAT IT | 
. FACE IS CONSIDERED QUITE ATTRACTIVE IS NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND | 

| Type Faces as well for they appeal tothe fancy of the ene. | FOr When Professor Early was late in getting to 
| tomer with the same effect, and he is never quite satisfied the home of his promised bride she covered him 

until he has captured the pretty faces and figures. $12345678 with kisses and felt no disappointment. $123456 | 

| 
| 14 Point Font $3 00 15A $140 29a $160 

THE OLDER GENERATIONS ARE SLOWLY BUT SURELY GOING THE VOYAGE 
| WHILE THE YOUNGER ONES ARE FILLING THEIR PLACES 

| The same may be said regarding type; many of the old style faces that were used 

during our forefathers’ time have found their way to the hell-box and have been 

replaced by Keystone Nickel-Alloy Type, known for its wearing qualities. $123456 ; \ 

LAUGHING IS SAID TO BE A HEALTH PRODUCER | 

. | But it is a known fact that an old maid went to a circus and while oe 

. | there she laughed so much that she went into hysterics and died. | 

aii The clowns were held responsible for tickling her to death. $456789 | 
HII) | 

| 24 Point Font $350 TAG1I60 14a $190 | 

i | 

HI THE BRIGHT SUN WAS SCORCHING HOT | | 
: ; | 

) And the people were carelessly wending their way to | 
the country and mountains seeking fresh air. $12345 , 3 

Entrancing effects of moonlight and water | 
e 

| on the beautiful Lake Chautauqua. 67890 | 
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™ @©~—'- COLD WINTER MORNINGS 
: Bring You Pleasure and Happiness 

| ~ BEAUTIFUL SCEN ERY : 
. _ Along the Susquehanna River 

| ~ PURE WHITE SNOW © 
_| Was Falling Over the Sea 

LITTLE WORDS 
— Cause Much Trouble 

— Furnish Pleasure 
|
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) | | BOOK AND JOB PRINTING i | 
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wy also wrong. Keystone Type, wy under the eyes of our super- SS . 

§ which is good type, isdesigned ee intendent and we employ only be / 

§ with strong lines in propor- op the best machinery and skill. x 

tion to the style, be it light or ane At a great expense we show % / 

heavy, giving it the greatest Zs new faces by demonstrating im | 

| resisting power, and it is cast es their uses in correctly com- / 

i & in high relief upon the body as posed printing and advertis- x } 

| with correct beveling and the a ing, for as Founders we must ne / 

fewest kerns possible. It is a also be good printers, antici- as | 
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P) accurate as to body, height vi pating the needs of all classes se / 
se ‘A ¥ ; 

Be and alignment, and the metal 4 of work and producing noy- ie ’ 
eo : at . . . x : 

$e used is hard, tough and dur- 2 elties for setting new fashions i ; 

4 ae able, withstanding all ordinary oe in typography. We recognize en ; 

f ae wear long enough to satisfy a all these necessities and are oS | 
aH a ae ; : sre 

| = the most particular printers a aiming to excel, thereby aid- ep 

H 3 and publishers. The reputa- as ing in the development and ms 

K % tion of Nickel-Alloy Metal for a general improvement of the es 
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ease es LINING DE VINNE EXTRA CONDENSED Aiea on case savic toa 

| WE MANUFACTURE SPRVICEBLE MATERLAL . " NICKEL.ALLOY STANDS EVERY TEST 

Keystone Foundry products are considered superior because Universal Line, Point Set Type overcomes much 

ae lh ee : 

| “SENSATIONAL PIANO BARGAINS “HONORABLE DIRECTORS — 
| Golden Opportunities Rarely Obtainable | Presentation of Memorial Tablet | 

| at Our New and Spacious Building. $78 | During Church Celebration. $123 | 

| “POLITICAL MEMBER | ELECTRIC POWER 
| Secured Merchant Position | Astonishes the World 

| FINAL DECISION GIVEN SHORTLY 
li Concerning the Selection of Diplomas 

| | AUTOMOBILE FURNISHINGS 
| Elaborate Satin Cushions Installed 

| eee a hs | 

/ PORTO RICAN Insurrection 

| Profitable INVENTIONS — rofitable } 
| iW 208 |
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Satie ar “ears DE VINNE CONDENSED No. 3 Asestts sei page? Si 400 ' 

6 Point Font $2 00 22A $090 44a $110 8 Point Font $2 25 22A $100 44a $1 25 

| THE MAN WHO STANDS UP TO THE PLATE AND HITS A FAIR THERE IS NEVER ANY QUESTION AS TO THE SUPERIORITY 

BALL DOES NOT ALWAYS MAKE A HOME RUN WHEN KEYSTONE PRODUCTIONS ARE USED 
But the man who puts his whole energy and determination into Don’t lay back fretting and worrying because the fellow in 

what he is about to do, establishes a standard, placing himself the next block below you is getting more business than he 

| Une tere yer ite) simatrarwangsertent tie maiaenee | sitatfend fo, while you are doing comparatively nothing. 
mark dead in the center; being assured of this, you will have Wake up, hustle night and day if necessary, with the de- 

| reached the height of your ambition, viz: the prize. $1234567890 termination that you are going to get your share. $123456 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
| | 

10 Point Font $250 21A$115 42a $135 12 Point Font $275 18A $130 34a $145 

WE ARE UP TO THE MINUTE WITH NEW FACES MANY ADVANTAGES IN USING KEYSTONE 

. ere PRODUCTIONS IN YOUR PRINTERY 
| Type that increases the attractiveness of any printed = 3 i ; 

matter enhances its value wonderfully. This causes a Bear in mind the time and labor Saving qual- 

. greater demand for the new and up-to-date faces ities of the type and other qT equisites made 
which the Keystone Type Foundry offers. $123456789 by this foundry. Sold on their merits. $1234 

18 Point Font $3 25 14A $145 28a $180 24 Point Font $350 8A $160 15a $1 

| 

| HIGHEST OFFICE BUILDINGS LEADER OF TROUPE 
Erected entirely of steel and concrete Received Several Medals 
are considered to be fire-proof. $123 

| 36 Point Font $5 00 6A $245 10a $255 
30 Point Font $425 6A $190 12a $235 FORCED SALE 

| e e e 

1 Great Acrobatic Feat — High-Grad¢ Pianos | 
| 48 Point Font $750 6A $350 10a $400 | 

| W e e | 

60 Point Font $8 75 4A $415 8a $460 

| 

72 Point Font $9 25 SIA $460 6a $465 ; 
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| Weight | 

| Races | 
AT MARTIN JUNCTION 
A Two-Hundred-Mile Race with all ale ae 

f the leading drivers of the world 

) Hy participating, will be the principal LECTURES FREE—NO CARDS 

event. There will also be several 
shorter races between cars driven 
by well-known local automobilists Course of 

Five Scientific 

Saturday, May 8 Lectures t 
a V 
1 <== 

{ 
| 

| ASHLAND R. R fuente | e e ‘0 be delivered in the 

' Lecture Rooms of the 

Trains Leave Every 
Ten Minutes SPENCER INSTITUTE 

i January, 1916 

. Cut No. 3270 p a Marginal Ornament, Char, U = 
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| ee gas DE VINNE TITLE Rech ea neanetl ta d08 

6 Point Font $2 00 18A $095 35a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 16A $105 31a $120 

THOUGHTS FOR YOUR QUIET HOURS GET SUNSHINE IN YOUR LIFE i 

Smiles and kindness given habitually are what win and Those who keep the world around them in a 3 

Beene clag tid eine Ak elles vuerattlne ohslele ee es tc tee Beer nen j 
tREEECGdT hevlcing to Rlcner embtclens. #1234867690 sing and are happy the livelong day. $1234567 . 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

12 Point Font $2 75 13A $130 25a $145 

: "FORTUNATE EXCURSIONIST ; BUILD STRONG DESIGN 

Discovered cave in the mountains full Keystone Nickel-Alloy Type will | 
if of gold and silver nuggets, hidden by produce the desired effects with 

. the Indians many years ago. $123456 least possible effort. $12345678 

} 18 Point Font $3 25 SA$i50 15a $175 | 

14 Point Font $3 00 11 A $140 22a $1 60 | | 

| ENLISTED SOLDIERS HIGHER PRICES a 
Fought their way clear thru Prevail in aristocratic | 
their enemy’s line. $123456 suburban localities. $1 | 

: 
| | 

24 Point Font $3 50 5A $160 10a $190 | | 

| SMILE WHENEVER ANGRY | | 

) Costs Little and Helps Bad Temper 
Hi) 

| 30 Point Font $4 25 4A $215 7a $210 oi : 

| FURNITURE EXHIBIT j 
Shows Skill in Workmanship | 

| 
36 Point Font $5 00 3A $280 5a $220 | 

i| SAILOR HONORED | | 
| 

| Queen Presented Medal | 
MH | 1 | 
} | 42 Point Font $6 25 3A$345 5a $280 q 

| T RISIN | i MOUNT RISING 
| Tow Above Cloud | | owers Above Clouds 
| | ps Point Font $750 . 3A $410 5a$340 : | 

i| Faithful MASTER | | al u | 1 Ly 
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; | PAPERS ANTIQUE WOVE 

\ BONDS 
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8 H LINEN FINISH 

ae sere Saeoe SUPERFINE 

i DECKLE-EDGE 

C LEDGERS 

l | BIRD PAPER CO. ~ Economy 
: 243 Main Street - AKRON, 0. 

q | Cut No, 3341 12 Point Border 1447 

| 
4 Printed | | rinted Matter 
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| eee 11 Sizes DE VINNE SLOPE SERIES For ape pee pages : 

: oan i OUR FRIENDS A ere ee z : Vea MEETING OF THE ey tees. . | 

renee ras re ae who es as, me Next Saturday night there will be something new 

said, “Who has deceived thee sooft as thyself?" Many a printer sprung on the sporting world In the way of @ high 

the time to Become wise hy using Keystone Type. 81234567890 parts of the world will participate. $1234567890 | 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU VWXYZ abcdefghijkImnopqrstuv wxyz 

| 10 Point Font $250 17A $120 33a$130 12 Point Font $275 14A $130 26a $145 

| GENIUS IS A GREAT QUALITY . OUR KEYSTONE BORDERS 

It strides out along new paths in various Often improve the appearance of 
| and promising directions. Few men can your jobs and have a reputation for 

ever possess this natural gift. $1234567 neatness and durability. $123456 

14 Point Font $3 00 12A $140 23a $160 18 Poin aoe ee SA BRO tS 8 S168: 

| AIM FOR ORIGINALITY GRAND CONCERT 
Keystone Type will aid you in At Musical Union in aid 
originating new ideas. $1234 of Charity Fund. $1234 

| 

24 Point Font $350 6A$180 10a $170 ‘| 

KEYSTONE FOUNDRY TYPE | 
Leads All Others in Quality and Design 

| 30 Point Font $425 4A$220 7a $205 

| : RKER 
| Undesirables Always Tabooed 
| 36 Point Font $5 00 3A$255 6a $245 | 

| DARKEST RUSSIA : 
| Seven Illustrated Lectures 

42 Point Font $6 25 4A$325 6a$300 | 

PRIZE WINNERS | i | 

| @ e i 

HI eceive ue Ribbon | 
| 48 Point Font $750 3A$425 5a $325 

A bile TRA j } utomobile TRACK 
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eee en 8 Sizes OLD STYLE TITLE SL OPE For Anes aes pages: 

I aig her on AMERICAN GIRL aie oto wehwca oie Rea Is THE xetonen been ESE 
Ww ; WILL ALWAYS LIVE IN PEOPLE’S MEMORY AND MOST DURABLE TYPE MADE 

ch ) Despite the fact that the crown of eagle feathers is dis- 2 i A s 
all ; tinetly Indian, the head is that of a Philadelphia girl. We want the printers to realize this fact, and while 
0 Sarah Longacre was quite a young girl when her father, this is a rather broad assertion we feel justified in 

He eee aed ts tae: ria pahek tee SE ae making it, for we know that the wearing qualities 
\ s ets, : d ; he Ade Seth ine. en - h ston ick 1-All - T ar vi 

a Be eet lee ieee | coaimieg tha aptmetvre mathe prasedevare 
i ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

of ‘ 10 Point Font $250 16A $120 30a $130 12 Point Font $275 14A $135 26a $140 

i j PICTURE COPIED THOUSANDS AND THE ENTERPRISING PRINTER 

: a se ane og aks aoe : USES KEYSTONE TYPE 
| ' t is safe to say that her picture has been sore 

{ copied more i the ae fy years, and And why not when he knows that it is 

i been more widely spread than that of any the Standard Type of the world? It 
1 other woman in the United States. $1234 is made of best wearing material. $90 

{ 18 Point Font $3 25 9A$160 16a $165 

ACKNOWLEDGED LEADER OF OTHERS 

Universal Line Type made on the celebrated Nickel-Alloy 
Metal is noted for having the best wearing qualities. $16 

l 
24 Point Font $350 6A $180 10a $170 

| Expensive French painting from the brush 

| of Alexander Lovett, the noted artist. $120 

: 30 Point Font $425 4A$210 8a $215 

Has his eyes on the loving couples 
e e 

who spoon in the moonlight. $168 
| 36 Point Font $5 00 4A $260 6a $240 

: NEW TYPE FACES 
| e e e e 

| Made from original ideas will 
if 

produce the best results. $680 
215
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6 Point No.1 Font $2 00 23A $095 44a $105 6 Point No.2 Font $2 00 17A $095 34a $105 

HE STOOD ON THE BRIDGE AT MIDNIGHT AS THE CLOCK WAS A WITTY SAYING IS WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD 
STRIKING TEN AND SOMEONE MOVED THE BRIDGE READ THE FOLLOWING POINTED EXCERPT 

The snow was falling fast on a moonlight night in drear December, You will suspect some kind of vanity in my genealogical 

Hetaciioslase te ad pur te tie sheee: ne plaoe te ieee but in e enthusiasm. Perhaps you are right; but it is a foible. 
| age nee He eat put Roneicors lees mating te dane at vse it poe sho ao in a peteoue ene pues ey 

er Heidsick, no one to love but his wife; as he trudged along he Een incamublie und oresariounl: We fatterocr 
Rites tec ease iit cs sccees Mauker Theta Mena Soe bones in the Pilgrim Fathers, and the Virginian offshoot of a 

i days, so merrily he rolled along humming the latest popular song; transported convict swells with the fancy of a cavalier i 
} life to him was one sweet dream; then he woke up. $1234567890 ancestry. This is the vanity of mankind. $1234567890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 

| 8 Point Font $2 25 16A $100 34a $1 25 10 Point Font $2 50 15A $115 29a $135 

| MODEL POINTERS AS TO THE BEST THING NEW DESIGNS ARE CONTINUALLY 

| TO DO WHEN SORTS RUN SHORT BEING ORIGINATED BY US | 

| In most every composing room there are times js ; 

when there is a long run on a certain letter. It will be to your advantage to keep in | 
| When such times occur you will invariably look touch with us. Keystone type, borders | 

| for a Job to aot ee and brass rule are to be found in every 
] Keystone Type Foundry who can furnish your . 

most pressing wants promptly. $1234567890 well-regulated print shop. $12345678 | 

} | 
| : 14 Point No.1 Font $3 00 139A $145 25a $155 | 
i 12 Point Font $2 75 14A $130 28a $145 | 

GRAND WRESTLING CONTESTS SPRING AND SUMMER COATS | 
BETWEEN THE CHAMPIONS AT A BIG REDUCTION | 

: Hadje Metke, the Terrible Turk, will We invite your careful inspection | 
) meet Hiki, the Wild Man, in a great Extraordinary bargains in a line | 

collar and elbow contest. $123456 of Imported Silk Coats. $123456 | 

| 14 Point No.2 Font $3 00 12A $150 22a $150 LS rnin eet Re Simeon 2686s 70 
: 

. APPROPRIATE SERIES ROMAN PAINTING 
No printer should be without it. A great work of art will | 
It is a handy letter for all kinds be on view at Exhibition 
of commercial work. $1234567 Hall all next week. $123 

24 Point Font $350 5A $150, 11a $200 | 

: 
| i GREAT BRAINSTORM RELIEVER | 

. Printers aim for a superior class of work | 

) Keystone Material works wonders. $123 | 
| 

| | 
. 30 Point Font $4 25 4A $205 8a $220 | 

| | 

| WINTER GOODS READY 

| Come and see our line of Paris : 
; | Bustles for crooked backs. $45 | 

216 | | 
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. ~ SWEET CHOCOLATE _ 
Most Healthful and Delicious 

: “EXCLUSIVE STOCK. 

a Neat Embroidered Laces 

7 GOOD LEATHER | 
| Fashionable Boot Store 

| TIMED Automobile 

~ Oronocos LAKE 

PURE Cream 

Mince PIES



Bue gigas EMERSON Aeauonpea mace oo 
Applied for Patent E 

6 Point Font $200 15A $090 31a$110 8 Point Font $2 25 14A $105 28a $120 

} NICKEL-ALLOY TYPE IS SUPERIOR MADE FOR HARDEST USAGE 

| seats grit feet stig shtaciattenig | SetPoint Line and Point Bods 1c has 
| Advertising as well as for general Job Work been unanimously adopted by printers 
| It is made from Nickel-Alloy Metal. $1234567 as being the most reliable. $12345678 a 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz : 

| 10 Point Font $2 50 12A $115 23a $135 12 Point Font $2 75 10A $135 18a $140 

CUSTOMERS PLEASED TIME OFTEN LOST 

This smooths the hard roads By using material which 
; to success and suits the taste was not Labor-Saving or j 
| of the most fastidious. $1234 Universal Line. $123456 

18 Point Font $3 25 6A $165 10a $160 

14 Point Font $300 8AG145 14a $155 

| OUR BORDERS CONTENTED 
s 2 

| Should be placed in Miser counts his 
| your print shop. $12 bags of gold. $123 

24 Point Font $350 4A$185 6a $165 

| VIEWED THE CITIES 
: e e e e 

Dirigible Balloon Ascending 
| 30 Point Font $4 25 3A$210 6a $215 

| DIAMOND MINERS 
| Amass Great Fortunes 

} 36 Point Font $5 50 3A$325 4a $225 

: ERS USE | 
| Keystone Material | 
| 42 Point Font $7 25 3A $440 4a $285 

| MAIL CARS | 
Travel at Night | 

48 Point Font $1000 3A $600 4a $400 i 
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‘ $ | 

¢ F EMERSON IN DISPLAY 
1 

1 

r ee ee ee ee ee |) 

| | Building Lots for Sale at | | aa i Building Lots for Salea | 
: t OOOO 

i 
, Sure-Thing Seven Miles 

Hy Investment from City I; 

i 7 

H ue SN a 

s peter An Ideal Suburban Location for $25.00 

f E TERMS Homes in the Vicinity of Chicago cM 

; lS llllSSSSSESEEELESSESESESSSS SS 

§ Munro Land Improvement Co. ! 

Os cseeeeieaiioenieteebeneiniinmnaaiaal 

6 Point Panel Border No. 2 

E Capea: ea ae 
a a eee - 

Pah, ey ee | Profitable | 

| : rinting | 
aie aN semseniaiaiiideiaiaplaciaetiadialaieaed 

| i i Cn it ATHY i Is the kind that attracts favorable 

i nae : notice. To attain the desired result 
i, appropriate type is as necessary | 

H as proper copy and workmanship. 

i The Emerson Series here shown is | 

{ a type which is readily adapted to } 
printing Announcements, Business | 

| Cards and Finest Mercantile Forms ) 
j | ’ 
i CE i 

! HENRY I. BR | 

} ! Keystone 
i 

Type Foundry | 
| ‘ Attorney-at-Law 

f Max Richards Established 1876 Louis Molineux 

| RICHARDS & MOLINEUX Ve 
. : Paints, Drugs, Chemicals us 

Plate Glass 
/ oot ce ete 
| 

/ 
| 
: £ ea MASON BUILDING Boston, Mass.,____ 19 

| Telephone Cut No. 114 

| 219 
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Compl 12 ies NIAGARA SERIES ee ae 

} ee idk LOCOMOTIVE HAS OUTLIVED seis va ay aoe au PRINTERS USE KEYSTONE UNIVERSAL 

| CONSIGNED TO THE SCRAP PILE FOR REDUCTION TO IRON LINE, NICKEL-ALLOY TYPE ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY 

ea ua aparece | Stan ncn te best meer splash” The me | 
to make it appear half decent. This is false economy in its greatest form. Every ter printer must keep his type and machinery up-to-date or he soon 

ee Trae Fi es ihe Reautes cork tetetp olice calitaslonsle becomes a tail-ender and a failure. The Keystone Type Foundry 
| Bikurtke prlafarer his cuafoners, Teabags vays tovese Keystone Type. $123456 supplies the best of everything needed by the Printer. $1254567890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 

| HAVE YOU A CASE OF HANDY, TIME-SAVING THERE IS SELDOM AN EXCUSE FOR BEING 
COPPER AND BRASS THIN SPACES? BEHIND TIME WITH YOUR WORK 

If print Id only be made to realize the value of |” Sia : 
ees taetd avaltisties they Soud neve? fat ‘without Keep YOUR Case > filled ; waste no valuable time 

them. Every space has the size stamped upon it. hunting for sorts which can never be had when 
Let the Keystone Type Foundry supply you. $1234567 wanted, for time lost eats the profits. $12345 

THE LIFE OF A MAN IS A MARINER’S LIFE AS HE BATTLES ALONG OVER 

| THIS OCEAN OF STRIFE FROM THE TIME HE IS BORN 

In the world’s mighty gallery of pictures hang the scenes that are painted from life, 

the picture of love and of passion, the picture of peace and of strife; the picture of 

youth and beauty, old age and blushing young bride all hang on the wall. $123456 
| 

READING DESERVES GREATER CONSIDERATION 

HII Make your reading matter attractive and pleasing to the eye of 
|| the curious and knowing public and it will demand more attention . 

| | Keystone Type will assist in attaining the desired effect. $12345 
: | 

| FIFTEENTH OUTING AND CLAMBAKE 

Given by the Reuben Glue Social, at Minnow Lake 

Tug of war, jumping, boating and crabbing. $123 
| 

ij 
5A$175 11a $225 

1] HANDSOME AND USEFUL SERIES ! 
| | e e e 

Hi For up-to-date job work the wise printer 
| e e e 

Hl finds this a most convenient letter. $456 | 
220 
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~ USE KEYSTONE MATERIAL 
Neat and attractive printing is the ) 
secret of successful business. 678 

BUFFALO LIMITED 
_ Trains for Niagara Falls 
_ leave Union Station. 45 | 

SPECIAL PRICE | 
Brilliant Diamonds’ | 

DELIGHTFUL 
| Summer Garden



| 
NIAGARA SERIES IN DISPLAY 

By 

| ‘f) 
. u ; 

—-= 
3, 

: Cut No, 3278 

| (PRISER IRR IRIA IR a PRG PRS ee 
. ea Bs GARDEN 

Se 5 ps 
ee ° as In the purchase of seed 

/ leg Guide Book Bird for the spring sowing it 
poe pa) ; 4 
es Br is essential to get only 

les Bx the freshest stock, thus 

fers e Bed insuring the best return 

era Be from your land. Years 

. ex Bs of experience in raising 

fed Red seed have taught us how 
ent ae to produce the best and 
ea Be most fertile seed grown 

Se Bay 

: cs Bs RICHARD MORTON 

: es BS) Hammondsville 
; Ios IB) 
/ Ge: ae eS 

] 

i 8 ee er sb BS Cut No. 3129 

iS Die Bs 
| | ii. a 

ee eee Biss 

ee Fae Bol Some Points on 
| a Se ’ 3 E Ba) Raising 

eS a Bo 

| g | bs TURKEYS Se 3 
| So ie astcaleg, is ee a photo bie 9 

Sf isopiiphte and ised Titags Ba ‘ 
i es courtesy of New York Film Co. os is 

od ied NVA 
ee Bost aa hy 

| Be: Bs as 
a Compliments of Be) Se 

he ‘ f pee: By Jim Crack 

“| The Electric Railroad |= 
| : 35 

les Buffalo and Niagara Bes 
) ea Gx POULTRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

; | (ed Bx Hamberton, N. J. 

Wit BISA 
: | 12 Point Black and White Border No. 6 Cut No. 4024 

; | 
Cut No. 3103 

| | 

| ae 
Wa 

] i} : 
j
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NIAGARA SERIES IN DISPLAY 

; 
i 

ea Open Day and Night Telephone Jos. Trenworth, Mgr. 

. He T th Cab S i ee renwor da ervice 

. aN Ja Deep ee 
f i“ t} | Office, Main Floor, Boston Terminal 

ue i 
| Lowest Rates in the City Most Courteous Attention 

i 

Cut No. 3268 

| | —— 
if 

| == 

i | The Niagara Series is distinctively in a class by itself _ 
i fe aicolay_ leiter for adveniicemente either inscome = | 

| as a display letter for advertisements, either in com- | 

j class of work where an italic job letter is appropriate, _| 
REG ee PULTE arte Se SRO ta W ate ne etn Sen eR eee | 

and there are many. Cast of celebrated Nickel-Alloy — 
, : Ha eee ee ee : 

Philadelphia :: New York :: Chicago :: Detroit :: Atlanta :: San Francisco 

Cuts Nos. 3211 and 3212 

JOSEPH N. SOMERS JOHN LAW WINTER SSF 

The art of making type as practiced 

° ° in the Keystone Foundry means that 

Arlington Mills Company TY P E 

od thus cast of Nickel-Alloy metal will 
outwear the others and then “some” 

OTIS STREET WHARF PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

223 
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| 
| 
| 

Sao EMPIRE GOTHIC SERIES ae area 

coe a MAKING A CHIMNEY eae Gs Abie ee. THE panes iavesien 

WAY WOULD NOT SELL FOR A PICAYUNE USED TO CHASE NEWS IN LONDON 

Ds reo wi aes avaeio we how Was a time when this literary genius would 
they are going to make the habitues of this slow, old sharpen his pencil and hie himself around a 

world rub their eyes and sit up and take notice when circuit of police courts to get a write-up for 

they eventually let loose the flood gates of their pent the newspaper for which he reported. This 

wp salonte But the practical cuss gets Wp In irefaso | was the school that made him. $1234567890 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 

NONE SECRET OF SUCCESS _ “IT HAS SIXTEEN SIZES _ 
It is a fact that the majority of men Empire Gothic Series will prove 
who have achieved great distinction j, i, 

have followed but one line of effort is neerur ee oer 

and have bent all their energies and composing room. It has a face 

thought to its success. $234567890 adapted to “ad work.’’ $12345 | 

NOTED COMEDIANS FAMOUS AUTHOR 

Kept the audience in a folly 

humor, while some were so Only need * P pete ne | 

} elated they went into small and inspiration to coin 

sized convulsions. $67890 the filthy lucre. $1230 

| 20 Point Font $3 25 
6AG155 11a $170 

1 : ROBBERY OF MEXICAN EXPRESS 

1! Lone bandit boards train at Eagle Pass and 

1 at point of revolver secures about $45678 

) | 24 Point Font $350 5A$155 10a $195 

| | TENTING IN TROPIC CLIMES 

Gigantic insects hold council outside 

| and decide to murder inmates. $123 

] | 30 Point Font $425 4A $190 8a $235 

i MERCHANTS COMPLAIN 
a= a a 

Wi Think conditions have reached a 
a 

| | state that is unbearable. $1890 | 
I 224 
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" $CHOOLS OF DESIGN 
. Great Ideas From Students 

-| TWO EXPLORERS” 
Recite Adventure Tales | 

_ Frosted DIAMOND 

_ HEARTH Stone | 

| North KINGS — 
INK Stand — 

 LinePEN | 
| |



Ht 

| 
i 

| SSS SSS22.(_<xS22. SS IF 

| | Empire Gothic | 
bY bg 

The Empire Gothic has few com- 

a petitors where strong display and 

bod individuality are points required | 
. 

. 

| KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 
i 

| ae ee | 

| Se 

| | BUY | THE OFFICIAL | 

| feaeee BASEBALL | Wh 
| | FONTS | | SCHEDULE | 
i | Che Pape ete | eo 
1 time is wasted and losses SAL 

Hi eee El oe Pas 
Bi Buying Job Type in Weight CG ee | 
} ; Fonts at Body Type Prices — XI K\ | 

ai | | ieheca, ia thle ner heosiare | —y _} | 
qi! omni natene wares ot es re | 

| | eres ren ne Ses ; For the | 
1 ble cost. These prices are lational and American Leagues 
| not slratied to a row old and 
} obsolete faces ut apply to ——_ 

| | | our new productions as well [ sélbcn oe 1915 

i} | | 
—— 

| KEYSTONE ee 
| TYPE Compliments of 

HY EAGLE SPORTING GOODS Co. 
| | FO UNDRY Ninth and Watnut Sts., co 

| a ease \ 

ih 226 
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I~LEESSSSLOELSSOCLLL LLL 
} >a 10) 

0 WNW ID, | ND | 3 

AM@éa | 
DAY Ke IN <a NN Ae lh, bad a 

0 (0) | 
0 0 | 

Fourth Annual . | 

: (0 0 | 

| || HORSE | . 10) 10) 
i () 10) . 

Hi ) LO) . 

(0) 0) | 

— | SHOW 
sik | 

j 0) 10) 

) 10) ) 

i () ms 10) 

e RIVERSIDE HEIGHTS 8 | 

0) March 13 to 19 0) 
8 1915 6% 

(0) (0) 
| ee Meee | 

0 : : >< 

| 0) An Se, Sen Cee aan 0) | 
| TICKETS - - $1.00 . 

0] 0 | 

SEBTESCSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSON | 

i 227 |
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. 

ee GHARTER OAK SERIES eee | 
—— 

| Scat We eibibiae AFTER THE biacccy ddaens Sica epigile CHAMPIONSHIP aieveue aot . 
5 HUNDREDS OF LITTLE CHILDREN TAKE PART CRACK RIDERS WILL FOLLOW MOTOR | 

; The glorious day will be divided up so that all can meet at the Per = 7 
‘ Fountain in the Park where a good dinner will be served to Some of the most exciting racing ever witnessed | 

rovcioun: Atter shaese they vt he whims’ @ vite on tae reer SO a eka al A eat 
1 Fratpes ser Buthitel: Pita keer eeey oe ee races tor championship honors, it being the closing | 

ji of school morning of outing. All are invited. $1234567890 of a most prosperous racing season. $12345678 | 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz i 

[ BEST LETTER FOR GENERAL DISPLAY GREAT FA VORITE OF PRINTERIES 
PLAIN, ATTRACTIVE SERIES BOLD TYPE SPEAKS LOUD ] 

y Cast on Universal Line of Celebrated Valuable faces for cover panes and 
Nickel-Alloy Type Metal. Durability is 3 is g 

f a good feature of bold type. Creates general job work. Well displayed 
/ good strong advertisements. $123456 printing catches the eye. $12345 . 

| 

KEYSTONE TYPE-FACES ARE MADE TO STIMULATE TRADE / 

| AND WILL PROVE A PROFITABLE INVESTMENT 

That progressive printer who appreciates a good thing when he | 
sees it, who is in the printing business to accumulate money will | 

i immediately recognize the possibilities of this series. $67890 

i 18 Point Font $3 25 8A $145 16a $180 . 

. THE PUBLIC DEMANDS ORIGINALITY 
: 

Be up-to-date and use Borders, Brass Rules and / 

Ornaments made by the Keystone Type Foundry. 
Make your ornamentation distinctive. $123456 

| e = ee CJ 

) Daring acrobats performing difficult 
] 
| stunts along the crowded beach. $45 

isf Satisfy your new customers by 
2 | 

using our modern faces. $123 
j 228 1



| ROMEO AND JULIET 
| Dramatic Lovers Idolized 

ANNUAL cIRCUS” | 
Sour Pink Lemonade | 

WINTER TRIP | 
Fast MailSteamer | 

PROFESSOR ) 
Violin and Piano 

IMPORTED 
| French Clochs |
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1?) ta 

e me rs 
Ye Colonial | AN INTERESTING BOOK |} 

a 3 FOR BOYS 4 ‘ Ties at $2 : ree : 
For the Young Ladies i T h % . 

ta 

: e 9@a | 
} ha DSS Uae ase | Hawk | 
>) >) 

ha Sy 4 
rs A <p rs 

The young lady must pay very ae 8 
great attention to her shoes, or rs RA fete! rs 
the care given to the toilette is fe ora Or y= >} 

wasted and the whole harmony ia oe 4 rd = i 
of her attire thrown out of gear. rs Ss as rs 
Our Colonial Ties make dainty 3 — pe » i 
shoes ups eae aren m4 

Til sat bie ele teaa.y high | A Thrilling Story of Lifeon | ¥ 
9 ba 

ake fiat oleate CHAE eI the Spanish Main i 
Made in all popular leathers. rs »s | 

rs 3 
en ne as a SCR r By Henry Park rs 

All Sizes from 2 to 7, A, B and E Widths ti een 8 

gra SRS, SEA GEER 2] te 
JA MES ROSS 3 At All Book Stores : 

Bootery Place | HAMILTON & JAMES |f 
Twenty-fourth and Race eee i 

i CLE ee 4 

Salem Ornament No. 4 Marginal Ornament, Char. L. 6 Point. Black and White Border No. 14 

PUXEXEEINISALS ASSESS SAALSASA SAAS EA SA ERE SERS SEAS ORES ERS SORSSERSSERSEEE SED Oe 
| od 

2 GRAHAM’S PRINT SHOP = oe od 
oa od 
od aoe 

jl ped Ped 

/ bed bed 
= Beck Printingot the higheet 2 /ree-Color and Embossing Specialists js 

| aod grade, a little better than you ped 

bed can get elsewhere. And the Dodd 

Eo] prices are as tow as you will i orren cacenpar || 1974 JANUARY 1914] 3 
; ped progressive manner. Printing EACH MONTH ped 
: ed done by us is a business getter - Sei ae MVE ieee Ree iy» 

} bed Let us ee eee next i LEG 1\:21'3\4\5\6\7 = 
= order. Satisfaction assured ‘ oni 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 = 

= cu er 15|16|17|18|19|20/\21| » 
Fi 29 MUNRO STREET 6) yv” |22/28 24 2526)27\28) F3 
= Phone, 29-20 A — 

oe ae 

PATXXIXEXIXILI LALLA LILA LILL LALA LALLA LULL LLL LE ALLL ALLELE ELLE LILLE LTE 
| Cut No. 1436 12 Point Black and White Border No. 10 

; 

i 

; 280 | 

mR | 
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Charter Oak | 

An Italic Letter of 
| great strength. An | 

unexcelled series | 
for job or ad-work | 

| Buy Weight Fonts | 
and save time lost | 
by compositors in 
their “‘sort’?? hunt | 

e 

Bold Series )



4 

seein tm LONDON GOTHIC SERIES ee | 

PH ee QUESTION daktabun baie wai 2icr4 A THE BODY ae aewene 1" 

OF DOGS IS RAISED BY A READER LARGE QUANTITIES IN TEARS | 

Merslunds Pasar Ceagohy, = dag bh was fond of tos deed Foil ent aS ee ae i 
; ‘ ae : icant e, the salts er in 

ail owed continuously all night. Ove might be Inclined te | grystallization according to the emotions that 
circumstantial stories told by trustworthy people. $123456 were instrumental in producing them. $7890 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz ; 

THERE IS NO QUESTION AS TO THE LITTLE ARGUMENT IS NEEDED 
SUPERIORITY OF NICKEL-ALLOY TO CONVINGE PRINTERS 

Universal Line and Point Set Type. It x ss 

is used by printers all over the country Of the value of this new gothic. 
who offer many enthusiastic comments Keystone products are noted for | 

about its usefulness and quality. $123 originality and durability. $4567 ; 

; PARAGON STEEL GHASES—NO SPRINGING | 

Have Made corners, riveted and brazed; no bulging of | 
sides or ends; are machine made; rigid, accurate and | 
true. Keystone Type Foundry will supply you. $1234 

NEW CONTINENTAL LINE TOURS 

. Nothing is more beneficial to health than a 

Winter’s cruise in the semi-tropics. Starts | 
on November seventh from New York. $567 

| | 

| GREAT PIE-EATING CONTEST 

| Between seven colored gentlemen for 
. : 

| the first honors of Razorville. $1234 
| 36 Point Font $5 00 5A$255 8a $245 

| SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT | 
a a a | 

Printers in need of a gothic get 
a a 

| wise, order London Gothic. $89 | 
| 232 i 

| a ~=,



| ee : : LONDON GOTHIC SERIES me 

_ CANINE ASSOCIATION» 
| Exhibiting more than four 

hundred prize seekers. $1 ) 

EASTER BARGAINS 
_ Imported and Domestic 

Gloves sacrificed. $23 

_ MOUNTAINSCENE | 
Viewed from the lake 
inthe Catskills. $456 

SPECIAL RACE 
_ Greatest Athletes



PSS wea - = a 

TIME-TABLE 

El Paso | oon | 
i eae eee i _ Suburban 

| Old Mexico | ais 
. ee Leaving the Central | 

Station 

0 THREE 0 | In Effect May 1st t 

TRAINS DAILY ae 
 G.W. & B. R. R. i 

Chicago q : 

| RIO | Poe SS . 

= : : TY - z | 

| Leave Dallas at 7.30 a. m. PT a 

2.30 p.m. 6.45 p.m. SEEN 

Dining Gars on All Trains t 

bipdesviealecbe rane | _ Weight Fonts | 
let which will be furnished ' 

wor Sad Maitet at ones i a caer 

eans oO 

u _ Saving Time in 
MAIN OFFICE the { 

246-48 North Mountain St. Composing . 
DALLAS, TEXAS Roars 

| beeen) ee : 

234 
| 

. 
}



| . == SS SS aaa | 

| A STERLING GOTHIC SERIES 

ij London Gothic | 
| ba ba 

Made in Twelve Sizes of Nickel- 

l Alloy Metal and is Universal Line 
by se 

KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 
Printing Plant Equipments 

re : 

: SLi Le Looe eee cee L eee Lee e EE CEE LEE EEE 

»| Buy Direct from Maker jz | 
: " = | 

: LINOLEUM : | © ~ | 
j had The best quality and most complete m4 | 

: we assortment of patterns that can be ree 

| S had in this city, at very lowest prices S ; 

«| HAMILTON, BORDEN & CO. j5 
{| 248 North Market Square - LOS ANGELES = | jo | 

ta 3% EEE EEES SESS: cz ELEC SS d cy EEE E ESSE ey [st |



aay rp deen, STANDARD COTHIC Rinaai on pause S200 3 

5 Point Font $200 21A $095 42a $105 6 Point Font $200 24A $100 44a $100 

THE FIRST IMPORTANT STEP, FROM A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL POINT OF VIEW A GOTHIC LETTER IS ONE OF THE FACES THAT IS AN ABSO- 
AFTER WRITING A VOLUME IS THE TYPOGRAPHIC PRODUCTION LUTE NECESSITY IN MODERN PRINTING OFFICES 

That this may be done either in a careful or in a careless manner, goes without a a ndae rntzin e 1 in 

SioreLdted sincsip ten’ mec snrfac otf ms cane ak segs sa Tope Faves ae that ie privee oan tool assured, by. plein’ them 
all that can be desired, the result of consideration without doubt; others may in his up-to-date office, he can produce results that will be entirely 

show a want of that element, possibly due to some ignorance on the part of those satisfactory both to himself and his customers. Our Standard 
responsible for the planning of the book. Unfortunately a printer does not always Gothic is made on Universal Line, a very useful, important feature 

este pvason ts enaieets Bette stinply. dlrsoteds liz oreduolta: ©: Cet woes) of modern types. Any number of faces cast on one body line accu- 
TeinGR fed fet Wah Hated ult ac phopac unourn oe Kecwledes, b1RE46 rately, without justifiontion, while the diffecent sizes; line: 3122458 3 

ABCDEFCHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdetghijkimnoparstuywxyz 

8 Point Font $2 25 20A $105 40a $120 9 Point Font $250 18.4 $115 368 $1 35 

OUR STANDARD GOTHIC SERIES WILL BE OF USE STORMS SWEEP THE WESTERN COAST 

TO ALL PROGRESSIVE PRINTERS BIG LOSS IN LIVES AND SHIPS 

Advertisements and some classes of job printing set Men frozen to death at the wheels caused 

in bold display are bound to produce all that is re- many boats to be driven on the rocks and 

quired. This handsome series, though plain in charac- everything on board lost. Several of them 
ter, is especially adapted to certain classes of work ‘ 

and for such purposes cannot be rivalled. Time and would have been saved had storm Treas ; 

money saved by using Universal Line type. $123457 been displayed from the light-houses. $1 4 ; 

40 Point Font $250 16A'$120 328 $130 12 Point Font $2 75 {4A $130 27a $145 | 

NICKEL-ALLOY TYPE, ORNAMENTS BOLD AND ATTRACTIVE TYPE i 
AND BORDERS WEAR LONG FOR GENERAL PURPOSES 

Printers need not fear about lasting Advertising is not the spending of : 

Bey Neat ie seed Micanin |.” NDUUL OE Sonem i tiewanniers Out 
and will stand all requirements. $1234 the securing of results. $12345678 

/ 3 

14 Point Font $3 00 11A $140 22a $160 18 Point’ Font $3.25 SA:$1 8016 «$1 75 ; 

ATTRACTIVE ADS NEED BOYS HUNT GOLD 
i nd legibl | Attractive and legible type That has been lost or 

faces and here we are with ‘Ai from the bank 
a neat black face letter, the Soren © Ss 

. Standard Cothic Series. $12 | in Gold county. $7890 j 
{ 

{ 
« 24 Point Font $350 5AS$160 10a $190 1 

) THREE FROLICSOME KITTENS 
| . . a 

| Frisking recklessly through blooming 
/ a 

| flower beds excited the temper. $123 
] 
: 30 Point Font $425 4A $205 8a $220 4 

; FIRST PRINTING PRESS 
: . | The first press used by early . 

/ a & 

| printers was built of wood. $14 
| 236 

: a | | 
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pee STANDARD GOTHIC ras eee 

- PEOPLE VERY ILL | | 
| Are Not Allowed to Speak | 

~NEW STUDENT 
| Kicked at the Football 

: SILENT JOHN 
Turned on Stream | 

CINDERELLA — 
| ArrivedinTown — 

— DISC Marked 

~ Brown HAIR



7 

: mn 
STANDARD GOTHIC IN DISPLAY a 

y i | 

IRON RAILINGS | | 
| 

| . / g ¢ | | 

7 
SOME PERTINENT FACTS CONCERNING 5 i 
THE ORNAMENTAL IRON INDUSTRY i 

j . 

HORACE McCANDLESS COMPANY | 
| 

12 Point Border No, 12006 Excelsior Ornaments 

| 
| | | 

az : | Standard Books | 
| ; 1 z 

2 | | TOO MANY VOLUMES LIKE THESE CANNOT 
POSSIBLY CO INTO A HOME | 

| Motley’s “Dutch Republic” . 3 vols. $1.25 Jane Austen . . . . . - 12 vols. $6.25 | 
Dumas’ “Romances” . . . ‘Lae. 5 5.75 Cooper’s “ Leather Stocking Tales” a8 1.25 | 
Scott’s “Waverley Novels” . . 12 “ 5.65 Cooper's “Sea Tales" 3h oe Bi 1.28 | 
Charles Dickens . . . . EB ser 5.50 A. Conan Doyle’s Select Novels . Soe 1.25 s | 
Washington Irving . . . . a. > 4.00 Rudyard Kipling’s Select Novels. s..> 1.25 4 | 
Victor Hugo . . . . . TONS 5.00 Bret Harte’s Select Works . . Pa 2.75 7 | 
George Eliot . . . . . ee a ese 7.25 Edgar Allan Poe . . . . pikes ee 1.65 4 | 
The Great Republic . . . . a. % 1.75 Motley’s “United Netherlands” . meen 2.25 
Shakespeare . . . . aetie 2.75 Hugo’s “Les Miserables” . . Se 2.95 | 
Boswell’s “Life of Jonson” . Bia 1.45 Ruskin’s “ Stone Venice” . aS 1.75 4 | 

| 
| 

THE CLINTON BOOK STORE | 
| 1236 South Calvert St., Baltimore, Md. | 

; aera anal Seat he a Ts PRE Sniae SEEN EEE TLS RSNA] TESTS MEXPUROSITGE 298 gg : 
: 20th Century Border—Part One | 
| | 

238 a 
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| | 
| < | 

-  |GOTHIC) — 
q } 

| 
TANDARD GOTHIC here | 

Ss shown needs no lengthy | 

argument to convince | 

you that it is a useful series. . 
| Wherever there is need for a | 

black Gothic you cannot go 

; wrong if you use “Standard.” | 

It is made in sixteen sizes, from | 
: 5 Point to 72 Point, on Univer- | 

sal Line, of Nickel-Alloy Metal. 

Order it in Weight Fonts and : 

; obviate the sort-hunting evil— | : 

caused by having insufficient ‘ 

fonts—a great time consumer ‘I 

in the print shop. A job case | 

holds a 25-lb. font comfortably 
| 

if 

| | KEYSTONE | 
| 

| | TYPE FOUNDRY | 
I 

| 239 | 

f | 

I |



rn gapde PARACON COTHIC re aatea 400 3 

E ouR ae FOR SUPPLYING WANTS OF PRINTERS IN foe saiehaet A as eda LIABLE TO HAVE NEED FOR A Borie Me ANY 

POSSIBLE TIME ARE NOT CONFINED TO TYPE ALONE, FOR WE CARRY A TIME AS GOTHICS ARE AN OLD STAND-BY. WHEN YOU HAVE 
COMPLETE LINE OF WOOD GOODS AND PRINTERS’ REQUISITES. $1234567 NEED FOR ONE WHY NOT GET PARAGON COTHIC? $123456 

ABODEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS TUVWXYZ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

KEYSTONE BORDERS, ORNAMENTS AND BRASS DON'T FORGET THE OLD MAXIM TO LAY 

RULE SHOULD BE IN EVERY PRINT SHOP. $123 BY A PENNY FOR A RAINY DAY. $12345 

; IF YOU DESIRE PRINTING MATERIAL GRAND MOONLICHT EXCURSION 

} ORDER FROM THE KEYSTONE. $123 DOWN THE CHESAPEAKE. $1234 

| 2 cise 

I PARAGON COTHIC LETTER MOUNTAIN CLIMBER | 

| ARTISTIC DESIGNER GREAT ADMIRAL 
WW 

| f 30 Point 5A $300 
| 24 Point 7A $250 re 

| ORCHESTRAS ROW BOAT | 
| 
| ei 
| 36 Point 4A $375 | 

| | BORDER 
| 

| 
| Ao Fah 3A $5.30 

| 

TH) 
i 

| 
i 54 Point 3A $700 ' | 

/ 

‘| | 
i 

| | 

+ 
| 240 

| | 
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ese KEYSTONE GOTH IC Seer 

f 6 Point No. 1 33 A $1.00 6 Point No. 2 29A $100 

: Disab! ike TRE REE Cute eat eee ne nice Mcicanaoey izea Oa URVEnSATiaLe LEG eter ace ep ete 
METAL. ALL TYPE MADE FROM NICKEL-ALLOY HAS GOOD QUALITIES. $123456 GREAT WEARING TYPE METAL—NICKEL-ALLOY. FIGURES Gadissreec 

; xetecane GOTHIC SERIES IS CAST ON series ae eos BEST AND EASIEST WAY FORA pacuk 

LINE OF NICKEL-ALLOY METAL. A CLEAR CUT LEGIBLE TO HAVE A GOOD TIME IS TO GO AHEAD AND HAVE 
LETTER SUITABLE FOR MOST ALL KINDS OF WORK. $12345 IT AND TO FIGURE THE COST AFTERWARD. $123456 | 

| | ; 8 Point No. t 23 A $125 8 Point No. 2 20 A $1 25 1 

] MANY A MAN NEVER KNOWS HOW MUCH HE A BOY’S BEST FRIEND IS HIS MOTHER 
VALUES MONEY UNTIL HE HAS GONE BROKE HE NEVER REALIZES IT UNTIL TOO LATE | 

| 
PUSH EVER ONWARD AND SOME DEATH OVERTAKES MAN AND 

DAY YOU MAY BE A MILLIONAIRE HIS RICHES ARE LEFT BEHIND | 
i 

| IN YE OLDEN DAYS WHEN STUDENTS GRADUATED . 

WE RAMBLED TOGETHER HAPPY COLLEGE CHUMS 

14 Point No. 2 11A $175 : ee os 

of FARMERS SOW SEED | RICE GROWING IN 
ep DURING SPRINGTIME THE PHILIPPINES 

| 

Hh 
36 Point 5A $375 | 

48 Point 3A $340 

241



5 Si. Displayed on following page 

omni eo LINING GOTHIC No. 114 ae 
std ee ee 

6 Point Font $2 00 19A $095 38a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 19A $105 37a $120 | 

MEN SOMETIMES GLORY MORE IN WHAT THEY GET AN EFFECTIVE TOUCH OF REFINEMENT MAY i: 

ABOVE WHAT IS EARNED THAN IN SALARY BE ADDED TO TYPE COMPOSITION | 

It is best for business and for the productive industries, as 

well as for individuals, that each should receive, in full In typography there is nothing more charming than 
measure, what is earned by his knowledge, skill and labors. simplicity if it is associated with the true artistic 

is receres Se ee ee ene Ne tala a ue in design. Simplicity may be crude or ugly, but | 

Bie ene tac ae tt Oe Deen ice eee a ee artistic simplicity is considered the most difficult | 
arc uniee stues'una wombbrs ot Gonarene-tasscerese | schlovement in the art of type composition. $1204 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 

WISE PRINTERS USE MATERIAL MADE REMARKABLE WINTER CAMP IN 
BY KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY THE WILD NORTH WOODS | 

Keystone T. d Borders a Cc ized as , | 
| ao onieind ae ne highest paduslion: earn People who conn in the far northern | 

a style and character, combined with quality woods at this season of the year are 

| never attained in the productions of any other. fewer in number than the travelers to } 
Originality one of the features. $123456789 the historical sunny south. $12345 | 

} | 

| 12 Point Font $2.75 14A $135 27a $140 14 Point Font $3 00 11A $145 220 $155 

| DISPLAY OF FINE JEWELRY NEAT GOTHIC LETTER 

} Call and see our odd stock of fine Made of our famous Nickel- 
imitation cut stones in diamonds : : 
rubies, emeralds, pearls in all the Alloy Type Metal and is Point | 

| latest designs at low prices. $1234 Body and Point Set. $12345 

| 18 Point Font $3 25 8A $160 17a $1 65 | 

JUDGMENT IN SELECTION OF TYPE 

Critics on printing declare that the most profitable and | 
{ 

| effective results are obtained from simple designs. $12 

24 Point Font $3.50 6A $190 10a $160 | 

EARTHQUAKE IN OLD WORLD | 

Thousands of lives lost and many without 
. } 

food or shelter, misery everywhere. $456 | 

30 Point Font $4 25 4A$215 8a $210 | 

| Very useful and attractive letter | 
} 

f ll kinds of Job Printi 12 | or all kinds of Job Printing. | 
242 ; 

| 
~ = bia a a - Sena = am = i ao — a a



~ DRAMATIC ARTIST _ 
| Best Amateurs Given Prizes 

~ KLONDIKE MINE _ 
| Gold Seekers Advanced © 

NEW DESIGNS © 
Please the Customers | 

~ OCEAN TRIP > 
— Sailedtothe Orient | 

CABIN Steamer | 

Electric LINE ©



pees | 

. 
LINING GOTHIC No. 114 IN DISPLAY .. i 

a 

| : 

New Story Book heh 

; N | N G for Children eh 

‘ i 

TALES 2 
TOLD BY f ee 

CANDLE f 
im 

LIGHT f 

N O. 1 1 € i is 

, 

VERY printing office should Wee 
| have a good Gothic Series. f ia 

Astyle that never goes out Fite. Colored Pigsutes, ‘ee 

of fashion, because there are $1.00 ‘ie 

| certain classes of printing for a 
: ‘ ie 

which no type will answer as Fee eet i 
well as a Gothic, and a job of Be 

that nature is liable to come ioe, ae 

. along at most anytime. That’s Published by Ae 

when a series like our Lining MORAN CoO. es 

| Gothic No. 114 will be appre- Sees 

ciated. It is made in fifteen ; 

sizes, from 6 Point to 72 Point Se 

inclusive, of Nickel-Alloy Metal j 

on Universal Line, Point Set. | 

Sold in Weight Fonts at Body RARAAAARRARRARARAARAARR ; 

Type Prices, and in Job Fonts at K Bi 

: the prices on preceding pages iQ NORTON’S Ki 
My Bi k| SHINEUM | 
K 2 

gy K 2 K pe K et 
i | 
K e) 4 | 
K gi 
ie [Black Cat Brand] Bi 

C Do KEYSTONE Stor woman A 
K) serving All Kinds of ne 

5 Leathers ie i 

TYPE FOUNDRY B ae 5 
% 10 Cents a Box oH 

KS aS 2 

/ Philadelphia, New York, Chicago R 5 
Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco i J. ms eee 2 

] K loston, ass. bi 

o ie 

; MSI ISS SSS ms 
Gelain Oniamvens ot 

Cut No. 3342 Brass Corners No, 24692 

: 244 ' 
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" a eee SKELETON LINING GOTHIC No. 19 Foracernatw soo 

ain uct oncvau ne Tene'n | OpBORTUNITY WILL KNGK GSE, B90" 
ey FAIL TO GRASP IT WHEN IT DOE 

| Sophy pee oedltad tacea tel elaleadeli It is said that Opportunity will knock at least 
a them up so that they can be added to your pile. Success once at every man’s door, but you should not 

a Se eerie oo oeveuurle and determination expect the panels to be kicked in. Better leave 
F Wise bs sanboorten finds himegitfooted. $1204607800 the door a little ajar so she can get in. $12345, 

f pe ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 

: HUMAN NATURE AND THE PRINTING EXCHANGE OLD TYPE, FOR 
_ BUSINESS ARE MUCH ALIKE UP-TO-DATE MATERIAL 

ke There are more twists and knots in them : 

3 than those that show on the surface. Get Do away with your old type and 
, = wise and use type made by the Keystone; equip your office with Keystone 

; it is made of Nickel-Alloy Metal. $1234567 Type Foundry material. $123456 

7, TIME AND TIDE WAIT FOR NO MAN 
7 Man has to learn the actual value of time before 

E. he can expect to achieve any large measure of 

E success in this great and ever busy world. $123 | 

’ : ' 

| Sherman’s memorable march through | 

| Georgia from Atlanta to the Sea. $123 | 

) AINE GOTHIG LETIER | 
For General Commercial Work



\ 

at | Comet erie 1 Sires SKELETON LINING GOTHIC See agate 4007 | 

6 Point No. 15 42 A $1 00 6 Point No. 16 36 A $1 00 1 

WHEN BREAKING IN A NEW PIPE, IT SHOULD BE FILLED WITH COLD WATER, FOR A MOMENT OR MANKIND AS A WHOLE I8 INTENSELY INTERESTED IN EACH FORWARD STEP TAKEN BY } 

. TWO, BEFORE FILLING AND LIGHTING. THIS SHOULD BE REPEATED FOR HALF A DOZEN OR MORE MODERN CIVILIZATION, BE THAT STEP SMALL OR GREAT, AND WITH THE MAJORITY 1 

TIMES IN ORDER THAT THE CHAR SHALL BEGIN TO FORM WITHOUT REALLY BURNING THE WOOD. OF THE PEOPLE THERE IS ALWAYS A DESIRE FOR SOMETHING NEW AND BETTER. IT 
'T 18 NOT NECESSARY TO DRY OUT BOWL BEFORE FILLING, MERELY TURN OUT WATER. $1234567890 18 THIS TRAIT THAT MAKES THE PRESENT DAY AMERICANS EXTRAVAGANT. 1234567890 } 

ABCOEFaMIUKLMNOPaRETUVWxY2 ABCOEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

6 Point No. 17 26 A $100 6 Point No. 18 22 A $1 00 | 

WHETHER BECAUSE OF NATIONAL DRESS, OR OF PHYSICAL CUL- KNOWLEDGE AND INDUSTRY ARE TWO NECESSARY . a 
TURE, OR FIELD SPORTS, THE YOUNG WOMAN OF THE MOMENT IS. ! 
TALLER AND OF GREATER WEIGHT THAN THE WOMAN OF A FEW REQUIBEMENTS 188 NelNDINIDU AE Cun LENDe 

, YEARS AGO. FIVE AND AHALF FEET IS AVERAGE HEIGHT. $12345 LEAVING HIS OR HER MARK IN THE WORLD. $12345 | 

8 Point No. 18 20A $1 25 10 Point No. 18 20A $140 { 

4 
AN EXHAUSTIVE REVIEW OF THE INSIDE MOST POPULAR MINSTRELS TOURED. | 

DOINGS OF THE CITY’S MOST RELIABLE THE COUNTRY IN FIVE MAGNIFICENT ; 

DEAF AND DUMB INSTITUTIONS. $123456 COACHES, TERRIFIC APPLAUSE..$1234 

‘ 

ean y 12 Point No. 18 16A $150 \ 

PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN GLASS HOUSES SHOULD NOT THROW 

STONES. ALSO, IF YOU CAN'T BOOST DON’T KNOCK. $123456 } 

18 Point No. 18 10 A $2 00 : ] 

ANIMAL ASSEMBLY CONDENSED LINING GOTHIC ] 
Complete Series, 5 Sizes, $6 15 a 

IN Tine FOREST, Sia} .- con sto | 
PRESIDENT LINCOLN HAD A SMALL HEAD, UNUSUALLY WELL SHAPED, BEING ALMOST A PERFECT OVAL AND 4 

COMPARATIVELY FREE FROM BUMPS. THE GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE CONTOUR POINTED TO FIRMNESS, CAUTION I 
AND THE DOMESTIC VIRTUES. PRESIDENT JOHNSON’S HEAD WAS MUCH LARGER ANO MORE IRREGULAR. $123456 ! 

24 Point No. 18 8A $250 { 

EASTER PLANT | ex»: wee | | 
WHEN THE FIRST SILVER DOLLARS OF THE CURRENT SERIES WERE MINTED IT WAS \ 

A GOOD BET AS TO THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE LETTER M APPEARED ON THE COIN. i 

| N F LCA F R $1 o REALLY IT IS FOUR, TWICE ON EACH FACE, LOOK AND YOU WILL SEE. $1234567890 4 

: 8 Point 40A $125 j 

AREA ia Sie ray CONDENSED LETTERS ARE A NECESSARY REQUISITE IN PRINTING OFFICES 
; THAT MAKE A SPECIALTY OF MAGAZINE AD WORK. PRINTERS READILY SEE > 

WW | N DS MV | a oo AND APPRECIATE THE GOOD POINTS OF THIS CONDENSED GOTHIC, $12345 

10 Point 36A $140 

PROFITABLE PRINTING IS THE KIND THAT ATTRACTS FAVORABLE i 

NOTICE. TO ATTAIN THE DESIRED RESULT APPROPRIATE TYPE 

IS NECESSARY; KEYSTONE TYPE IS THE PANACEA. $123456789 

36 Point No. 18 6A $400 i 

42 Point j 32A $150 1 

PRESIDENT GARFIELD’S HEAD WAS VERY LARGE, WITH A 7 

PROMINENCE IN THE LEFT OF HIS FOREHEAD, INDICATING 

A KEEN WIT AND AN IDEALISTIC STRAIN. $1234567890 

246 :



, ee 12 Sizes ae | BE [ E G OT H | C For ES eae pages 

TONGUE, WHO ee $1234567890 AND _ Huleainy Won ias se tle oS 

Se peaancatiSL FIELD, ALTHOUGH mega IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS, WHICH MANY 
f THE DEVELOPING STAGES, PRESENTS TO THE PERSONS ARE PRONE TO SPEAK OF, A 

AMBITIOUS MAN A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY. MODERN MAN WOULD FIND MANY CON- 

THROUGH STUDY HE CAN WIN FAME. $12345678 VENIENCES OF TO-DAY LACKING. $1234 

THE PRINTER WITH ANTIQUATED WHEN SELECTING GOTHICS 

METHODS IS ACTUALLY GIVING DON’T OVERLOOK THIS ONE 

HIS COMPETITOR MONEY. $890 IT CANNOT BE BEATEN. $56 

. THE INCREASE OF MACHINERY FOR ALL PURPOSES 

HAS REVOLUTIONIZED THE WORLD OF INDUSTRY 

| PROFESSIONAL MEN WANT A NEAT TYPE 

. FOR THEIR WORK AND THIS WILL PLEASE 

BEAUTIFUL PAINTINGS IN THE SALON 

JOSTLING TOURISTS GIVE APPROVAL



| 

1 Complete ae 10 Sizes El N | N G GOTH IC N O. | O 9 For Sere ee eS pages 

| 6 Point Font $200 22A $095 42a $105 8 Point Font $2 25 22A $110 40a $115 

| THERE ARE ALWAYS TWO SIDES TO A BUSINESS TRANSACTION COMPETITION IS AN AID TO HIM WHO STRIVES 

| USUALLY THE BUYER AND THE SELLER TO SUCCEED IN HIS UNDERTAKINGS 
| Both are entitled to fair and just treatment, but it must be remem- Nothi d | ti liti lik ition, fe ¥ 

| iene aes "oeha t's ne ane'conee thts sonelng | Know that a te alway fles against the winds not with 
that is not gold. When buying goods for resale his goods are often and no man ever worked his way in a dead calm. Every 

| civerd ine ne be pe eee: is as peerias pee res courageous man knows this, and courage is just as neces- 

shrinkage in value due to disturbing Anancial conditions. $i22400763 sary In Me siiecesetel RUCeUIE CR BUS C ss subarea mae 
} ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

10 Point Font $2 50 ATA $125 33a $125 pee ee Peon | 

NUMEROUS AND DISTINCTIVE METHODS ORIENT PRIORITY IN PRINTING | 
DEVELOPED WITHIN FIFTY YEARS SEVERELY CRITICIZED 

The introduction of three distinct branches of The Chinese claim for priority in the 

the . eh betes ieee oe in ~~ practice of printing was disallowed 
separated places, but all during the same perio. . nye 

showed the need of good printing. $2345678 by some of the foreign critics. $1234 4 

20 Point Font $3 25 TAS$L55 12a$170 ‘] 

18 Point Font $3 25 9A$145 18a $1 80 

CIVIL WAR IMMINENT TRADE REVIEW 
Secret purchases of shells | Confidence prevailing | 
and munitions of war. $23 | in business world. $15 | 

| 
24 Point Font $3 50 GASL75 10a $175 | 

Heroism Displayed by Continental Soldier | 
30 Point Font $4 25 5A $205 9a $220 

Debates on the Financial Question 
42 Point Font $6 25 4A$315 7a $310 | 

BROKERS ALARMED | 
1 

Great Slump in Bond Sale 
48 Point Font $750 3A$370 6a $380 i 

| BANKS REPORT 
onaitions Uncertain | 

248 4 
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| coment GOTHIC EXTRA CONDENSED reap tne 

| ai en ec as wk | "SOME PECULIAR OSES OF EARL PRITING 
7 ie ip 2 a : . a3 a Saal - One of the first purposes to Which early printing was 

ae in Europe Inthe tvelth cet fromaneatig abi in he ote said to have been applied was in the manufacture of 
century playing-cards were printed for the use of Chinese gamblers, $1294%6 colored pictures showing sacred edifices, etc, $123456 

| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWAYZ abedefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyz 

| RECENT PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PLANET MARS SHOW MANY LARGE CANALS 
| The photographs recently taken of Mars show @ number of lines, about one hundred and twenty 

of them, which are canals extending thousands of miles over the surface of the planet, $1234 

| ~ PRINTING HAS SECURED THE INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENTS 
Of the Past and now furnishes a sure guarantee of future Prosperity 

| THE SECRET OF THE ART OF PRINTING MUST HAVE | 
Been discovered many times helore ils value was recognized 

| Recording Knowledge for the FUTURE GENERATIONS = 

HAPPY GATHERING at Convention of Printers



HCH MINE DISCOVERED AND STARUNG MINERS | GOLORADD POSSESSES AN ATMOSPHERE | 
BECOME RIGH FROM GOLD PANNED IN ALASKA © THAT HAS PROVED A SAVIOR TO LIFE. $90 | 

DON'T RIDE THROUGH LIFE WITH THE GURTANS DRAWN BUT = 
KEEP LOOKING OUT FOR THE BG AND LITTLE THINGS. S120 

MARVELOUS DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN INDUSTRIES = 
HAO CAUSED A DEMAND FOR TRAINED WORKERG, S204 

ADHERENCE TO STRICT BUSINESS PRINCIPLES == 
WILL INSURE YOU PERMANENT SUCCESS. S123 

MONEY IS SAID TOBE THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL = 

TWO CHILDREN PLAYING HIDE AND SEEK 

| WAGTE NO-TIME HUNTING FOR SORTS



| ee NARROW GOTHIG SERIES a 

| ««;ERETREEIESIIE: | Sauer 
| THERE 1 OFTEN THE NEED OF A CONDENSED GOTHIC LeTER 1 NERY WW aDomTON To THEIR USEFULNESS 10 JOB PRINTERS, CONDENSED 

t PRINT-SHOP TO MAKE CERTAIN WORK LOOK NEAT AND ATTRACTIVE. $7890 GOTHICS ARE OF GREAT VALUE TO THE NEWSPAPERMAN. $1234567 

| THE RIVER WAS UKE GLASS, NOT A RIPPLE TO BE SEE HE WU LABORS IS NO FOOL, BUT A BREAD WINER 
: SKATERS TAKING ADVANTAGE OF MID-WINTER SPORT. $56 | BE INDUSTRIOUS AND REAP A GOLDEN HARVEST. $346 

THE REYSTONE Proucrs ane surenon USE NARROW GOTHIC FOR HEADS 

| ARGUMENTS AND EGGS ARE THE BETTER FOR BEING SOUND 

DEMONSTRATION OF SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS 

SINGING DOWN BY Tht MEADOW 
wad | | 

J a



" = 6 < ane " a 

i COMPRESSED GOTHIC SERIES a | 

. rn aie Teall SERIES WILL BE FOUND TO BE VERY = in sn ce ‘eotaes uid : MADE ON UNIVERSAL LINE, A VERY a aa: nie 
PRINTING ON ACCOUNT OF THE NARROW BODY ON WHICH COMPRESSED GOTHICS ARE CAST OF MODERN TYPES, AS ALL FACES CAST ON ONE BODY LINE ACCURATELY 

im re i eta nn otc, mln, w he ert wih nT 
ftp me or yt on ma wi ome ag | Nog ma rnd pp ey a al, 
ee rel piv call ou sone De cas ran ita bn gies Condensed Gothics, in one form or another, have for a long time been standbys, $12345 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuywxyz 4 

a i et FEATURES OF A wie gen dee TW NEW GOTH SERIES CAN BE USED WITH ainevve tear 

IN ANY LINE IS A RECOGNITION OF THE FACT THAT THERE IS FOR NEWSPAPER HEADINGS AND ADVERTISEMENTS 

> Frotuetean be ed wth soesty ether a sexo tor cuomer |. Useful for various classes of work on account ofthe narrow boy | 
= we must know absolutely what its cost to us is, To determine that cost © | ~ On Which the type is cast; much reading matter can be crowded 

necessitates a thorough knowledge of the processes of manufacture. $890 into a very small space without spoiling its legibility. 1234567890 : 

GREATEST MEN IN THE BUSINESS WORLD RAVE SUCCEEDED FLOWER GROWN BY SMALL BOY WON FIRST PRIZE : 
BY PAYING ATTENTION TO TRIFLING DETAILS AT THE ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW | 

Those which { ll to demand attention, in ti Aeaaa : 

wil devop and cause ble or runt te busines; -AUSD received firs honors for several previous 
that would otherwise be a most profitable one, $1234567 exhibitions of excellent collections of plants. $123 

| ; THE BEAUTY OF A FACE IS SUPPOSED 10 BE ONLY AS DEEP AS THE SKIN , 
\' The beauty of all Keystone Type Faces is in the fact that they last as long as the body 

| Nickel-Alloy Metal is used in casting this type which gives it long life. $1234567890 | 

30 Point Font $400 8A$170 16a $230 

CASE FULL OF KEYSTONE BRASS AND COPPER THIN SPACES 

| Will save its cost in a very short time; they are not luxuries but absolute | 
necessities if the time for spacing alone is taken into consideration. $90 | 

| 
: 4 

‘PRINTERS WHO ARE LOOKING FOR NEW MATERIAL | 
; y . . 1. 1 1 

\ Will find many points of interest in our Job Faces, Borders 
Brass Rules and Ornaments for the better kind of printing



prom , _— 

STONE BRIDGE WREGKED WITH DYNAMITE = 
Destructive Workmen Demolish historical Landmark 

CHEAPEST AND BEST INSURANCE RATES 
——‘Wssued to the Old Water Tide Boat Association 

~~ UNVERSAL LINE DISPLAY LETTERS. 
Give Accurate and Most Desired Results | 

SILVER WEDDING ANNIVERSARY 
Will Be Celebrated in the Green Room 

Our New Furniture DEPARTMENT



eee STAPLE GOTHIC SERIES ars 

a pea MAN IS THE ONE ult am : : 8 Mia Ob WORK HIS WAY IN A DEAD CALM ay 

And the publio will take off its hat to him and stand aside to make a Every courageous man knows this; courage is just as necessary 
respectful place fOr-him whenever he appears. Those who possass in successful pursuit of business as in battle, You must keep 
ee Oe ee raved te, (eat 8 oe pegging away if you Would acquire a successful business. 1234 

Ot. Peano Oe, aheefgisimnopqrstrnaye | 

“AMERICANS BORN IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES ——»—-FIERGE HARDSHIPS BRAVELY BATTLED 
mln yom Yash ene may oD 
are entitled to all rights of American citizenship. $89 blue during the battle at Gettysburg. $1234 

"FORTUNE SEEKERS RETURNING FROM THE GOLD FIELDS 
Many people who went to Alaska in search of gold have returned 
home with their fortunes and are now living the simple life, $567 

EVERY PRINTER SHOULD HAVE THIS TYPE SERIES 
Condensed type is an important factor in a printing office | 
This type is valuable where space cannot be wasted. 23 | 

WEEKLY EXCURSIONS TO THE MOUNTAINS 

Accommodations and amusements are gratis to | 
passengers holding transportation tickets. $890 | 

Educate Yourself at Industrial Art Schools 
254



L ie SERIES OF CONDENSED TYPE 
Is a very useful and necessary adjunct to | 
either the job or newspaper plant. $890 

DURING SCHOOL HOURS — 
Little Folks Learn to Read and Write 

JOKERS’ DOWNFALL 
Morton Amusement Parlors 

BEAUTIFUL PARKS 
Druid Hilland Fairmount



cite TITLE cova 5 ONDENSED se hiadleeequee 

a rons OF WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT CLOSED ‘ix nie ANY PERSON OF SOUND MIND AND LEGAL AGE MAY ARRANGE 

seein se wee a ar ates. FOR THE FINAL DISPOSITION OF HIS PROPERTY AFTER DEATH 

HOMEBOUND IN COARSE BROWN PAPER AND SEWED. 1234567890 | BY MAKING A WILL; IT SHOULD BE IN WRITING. $123456 

ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ae es ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ae 

| TO BE HAPPY KEEP WITHIN YOUR MEANS AND get BEAUTIFUL OPENING OF PARISIAN MILLINERY 
NOTHING MERELY FOR DISPLAY, BEGIN TO SAVE NOT ONLY THE MOST BRILLIANT BUT MOST 
EARLY AND IT WON'T BE A DIFFICULT TASK. $123 SUCCESSFUL OPENING IN HISTORY. $7890 

GENERAL SATISFACTION GIVEN OUR KEYSTONE PRODUCTS 
WITH UNIVERSAL LINE. $4567 ARE QUALITY LEADERS. 23 | 

PRINTING OFFICES NOT COMPLETE WITHOUT OUR 
PARAGON BRASS GALLEYS AND STEEL CHASES. 45 

BIGGEST COTTON DRESS GOODS BARGAINS | 
| PHILADELPHIA HAS EVER EXPERIENCED. 67
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ae MEDIUM TITLE GOTHIC Pesce 

re aw RR ATHLETE. WEA TNT AKA WAE. | GEEUAINTMORAROW ZNES FOLLONNG TO GREAT CLES 
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

cierichee IS AKIN TO GODLINESS, a hints THE TROUBLE WITH LONG ENGAGEMENTS 1s 

CLEANING IS MUM ON THE CONSANGUINITY. $5678 THAT THE NUPTIALS SELDOM NUP. $45678 

SWEET CHILDISH DAYS THAT WERE AS | KISSING GOES BY FAVOR, UNLESS 
LONG AS TWENTY DAYS ARE NOW. $90 IT BE THE BLARNEY STONE. $906 

GOOD GOTHICS ARE ALWAYS | FORTUNE RAPS ONCE ON 
| DESIRED BY PRINTERS. $56 | EVERY MAN’S DOOR. $78 

i PHENOMENAL MONEY-SAVING SALE OF CARPETS 
| FANCY RUGS. LINOLEUMS AND MATTINGS. $90 

KEYSTONE GOODS WORK WONDERS 

| |



' - a a -— a f 

Cote ee at 14 Sizes U N IVERSAL GOTHIC For Se er pages 

ai wane REQUIRES MUCH MORE aul ‘cea sennd SERIES IS VERY ornaeeae es The He 

ONE WHO IS UNSCHOOLED IN THE TRADE WOULD IMAGINE AND CAN FREQUENTLY BE USED TO ADVANTAGE 

av side Me Sri L Caaleaiis ke ON coocalsa cad cites Never fail to keep yourself in touch with the doings of the Keystone 

Saichent that the one make of type is about as good as another, and that Type Foundry. Original Type, Borders and Ornaments are constantly 

2 there is not much to be gained in choosing; bear in mind that the Point Set, being turned out for the embellishment of printing. A set of specimen 
Universal Line Type made of Nickel-Alloy Metal by the Keystone Type Foundry, sheets, showing our many type faces, may prove of much assistance 

thou siesee therouslomer” Showing Univorel othe foures 84294667600 to you in the laying out of typographical designs. $1284567890 
; ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 

PRINTERS OFTEN HAVE TROUBLES THAT A FEW MUCH A MEDIUM CONDENSED GOTHIC TYPE WITH | 
NEEDED SORTS WOULD OFTEN RELIEVE A PLEASING DESIGN AND COLOR 

If your compositors are continually looking for sorts you This gothic is suitable for most any kind of job 

vour eases fled withthe latest series, ‘We are makers |  WOTK as well as for advertising purposes. Let 
of the famous Universal Line Type and Borders. $6789 it prove to you its many advantages. $345678 | 

EVERYTHING GOES BUT THE CART THIS UNIVERSAL LINE TYPE | 
And that you have to push; not so with apa ‘ 
this series, for in many offices it is never ko greet favorite with many of the 
idle; constantly being used on long runs. up-to-date printers of to-day. For 
Consider its wearing qualities. $1234567 some work it has no equal. $12345 | 

| 20 Point Font $3 25 10A $150 20a $175 

| _ THIS SERIES OF UNIVERSAL LINE TYPE IS USEFUL 

Keystone Universal Line Type, of Nickel-Alloy Metal, possesses points | 
| of merit that modern printers recognize quickly. It is neat as well as 
| strong, and its wearing qualities make it valuable. $1234567890 

24 Point Font $3 50 9A$160 194 $190 | 

THIS GOTHIC IS GOOD FOR NEWSPAPER ADS | 
Universal Gothic is made on the Universal Line System and | 

| should be in the work-room of every up-to-date office. $123 | 

30 Point Font $400 7AG$175 16a $225 | 

PEOPLE ARE ENTHUSIASTIC IN SPORTS 

The public is well versed in football lore and will tender 
a helping hand to the local team during the season. 25 | 

258 : 
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| DATE OF JOHNSTOWN FLOOD 
| Fifth Day of November Eighteen Eighty.Nine 

| ~ DRINKING AND GAMBLING — 
: | Have Caused Sorrow in Many Homes 

|. GRAND DISPLAY LINE 
Won First Prize in Art Contest 

EVENING SOCIAL: 
Tendered to Poor Children 

- HANDSOMELY 
| Decorated Glassware



a LINING GOTHIC CONDENSED NO. 3 re 

Saar en ae OF TYPE THAT WILL BRING soak ean ae “ A BECAUSE WE BELIEVE SERGE ES / 

PRINTING OFFICE THAN A GOOD CONDENSED GOTHIC SERIES REDUCED PRICES PREVAIL AT THE KEYSTONE 
We present this series for your consideration, with the assurance that Our aim is to give our customers every advantage in durable 1 

oe ec tb ok bce tae and labor-saving material with reduced prices for large 
sizes will give you some idea of the practical usefulness of this type quantities, It’s unnecessary to obtain advanced quotations 
series, When ordering always send to our house nearest your location. to secure the lowest prices and discounts on our products 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvywxyz 

s THE BENEFIT OF OUR WIDE EXPERIENCE se THE KEYSTONE NICKEL-ALLOY TYPE 

As printers, and some have paid us the compliment Is made in well graded sizes of Nickel-Alloy 

" 7 Pee reine re ‘ ™ = Metal, on Universal Line and Point Set, and 
osal of our many customers, Tintin is an al : » 

a everybody should consider it as pes $123456 is the best wearing type made. $34567890 

IF DOUBTFUL AS TO THE WAY KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 
We may have obtained certain results | New designs in faces as well as 
in our printing, write us and we will | Borders and Ornaments are being 
give you the information desired. $12 turned out quite frequently. $123 

THE OLD FORT ALONG THE HISTORICAL BRANDYWINE 

Was built long before the Revolutionary War and is now used as 
a landmark commemorating the spot of that historic battle. $56 

THE YELLOWSTONE AND YOSEMITE PARKS 

Are considered the most beautiful in the United States and 

are visited by tourists from all parts of the country. $23 

) 36 Point Font $4 25 5A $205 9a $220 

| THE KEYSTONE IS INDEPENDENT 

| Of all other foundries and is conducted on 
| a basis which is beneficial to printers. $12 
| 260 ) 
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. | ENJOYING OCEAN BREEZES 
| | Rolling Chair Fiends on the Boardwalk 

| EXPERIENCED ENGINEERS — 
7 Understand Electric Automobiles 

: ~~ ARMIES MARCH 
7 Patriotic Societies Parade 

ARCHITECTURE 
Camden River Tunnel 

~ Thankful PRINTER



eee LINING GOTHIC EXTENDED ye cette aera 

a area eavese., | EERO ARID ea 
Light travels at rate of one hundred That justification takes time, the 

ye eee wien aC ine ake Ge SE Relnt amr eee ee Ae 
It 'Would take slightly over one and the quick and easy justification. 

@ quarter seconds for light from the Copper and Brass Thin Spaces 
moon to reach the earth. $1234567 will also save valuable time. 34 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijkI mnoparstuyvwxyz } 

Ser iCRRs Fe tee “GRAND SCENERY 
The retiring officers to be i 

honored with a reception Along the Perkiomen 

and entertainment. Cards is noted for its beauty 
of admission free. $3456 and grandeur. $2345 

14 Point Font $3 00 BA S145 15a $155 i 

THE KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 

Type made by the Keystone is cast from ; 

their celebrated Nickel-Alloy Metal. $1234 \ 

EIGHTEEN POINT EXTENDED 

Gothics are always in demand for 

certain classes of printing. $45678 

WEAEIDV/OOD VISITED 

ExcursionistSs On the beach 

enjoying ocean breezes. $18 

Demanded by Patrons : 
} 

Printers Rewarded 
262 4 
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s 

PROGRAMME Complete Series, 12 sizes, $18 50 
es 6 Point No. 5 31A $100 

. YoU NEED KEYSTONE VICTORIA ITALIC IN YOUR BUSINESS BECAUSE 
i 1, WALTZ GARDEN OF ROSES IT IS A LETTER UNSURPASSED FOR BEAUTY AND USEFULNESS $123456 ; . 

4 2. BARN DANCE KERRY MILLS Sen ae hoa 
; " THE NEWSPAPERS TELL FABLES EVERY DAY BUT IT IS VERY 

3. TWO STEP SINGING BIRD EVIDENT THAT KEYSTONE TYPE BRINGS RESULTS $1234567890 

6 Point No. 3 24 A $100 

4. DIXIE WALTZ NEGRO MELODIES FOOLISH PRINTERS STICK TO ANTIQUATED TYPE BUT 

+ THE SMART ONE BUYS KEYSTONE PRODUCTS $12345678 

DR. GEORGE CURLEY 7.30 To 9 6 Point No. 2 20 A $1 00 

E ARROW EST -OXEORE: TERRACE Pere tone S EVERY PRINTERY HAS A TRADE CONSISTING OF PHILADELPHIA 6.30 TO & x | MENUS, ETC. WHICH NEED STYLISH TYPE $12345 

; H 6 Point No. 1 17A $100 

THE PRINTER WHO WANTS THE DOLLARS iy 

BUYS AND USES KEYSTONE TYPE $28349 

12 Point No. 3 19 A $150 : 

YOU SHOULD NOT FAIL TO HAVE 

THIS LETTER IN YOUR OFFICE $89 

12 Point No. 2 15 A $150 

GEORGE M. CURLEY, M D. DISTINCTIVE TYPE HOR Als 
4920 OXFO. 

= ype seit KINDS OF JOB WORK $4567 

12 Point No. t 13 A $150 

7.30 TO9 A.M. 
HOURS: 2.45 70.4 M puavecPuiall FOX CITED CANDIDATES 0.30708 P.M 

18 Point No, 2 10 A $2.00 

Il. TWO STEP JUMPING JACK 18 Point No. 1 8A $200 

fa watre omer | | COINS TINKLE 
vin 

q 24 Point No. 2 6A $250 ‘ 

24 Point No. 1 6A $250 

Parisian Fancies No. 303 } / E FR BA \ ] a 

For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 

WHITE EAGLE BELTING CO., ALLIANCE, O SOUTHERN PORCELAIN CO., RICHMOND, VA. : 

HOME PACKING CO. CHESTER, PA. PHOENIX CEMENT CO., READING, PA. 

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS 

MONROE F 
BUILDING De 

WILLIAM M,. HARMON - 

RICHARD L. HARMON BOTH TELEPHONES PHILADELPHIA, 4 

; 263
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JAMES R. HAMILTON 
GEORGE M. BURRING 

HAMILTON & BURRING | 
PUBLISHERS OF 

RELIGIOUS Books 

HYMN BOOKS ah 204 RIDGEWAY AVE. ‘ 

FOR ALL DENOMINATIONS NORTHWEST | 

| 

| 

GRAND MASKED BALL | 
a a ee INCLINED GOTHIC | 

GIVEN BY Complete Series, 10 Sizes, $14 40 

THE ACTOR’S CLUB 6 Point No.4 25.A $1.00 . 
OF CHICAGO ROBERT STEPHENS, THE FIRST BORN SON OF HENRY AND 

MARY, WAS A GREAT SCHOLAR AND AUTHOR. $1234567890 

TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 1914 
SR NE Aes e Nae sotU NS a 6 Point No. 5 23. $100 1 

IT 1S NOT ALWAYS THE MARRIED MUSICIAN WHO HAS j 

Con rioxen FREE $ Ss HALL THE KEYNOTE TO DOMESTIC HAPPINESS. $1234567890 | 

Cut No. 3326 
j 

6 Point No. 6 19 A $100 | 

MANY PERSONS WHO ARE SOMETIMES OPEN TO 

CONVICTION GET SHUT UP IN JAIL. $1234567890 | 

FEE EE EEE REP OEP PEPE CEE PEPE OEE PETE RE PEPE EP PEER PEER PEPE DES orem ee ALR 
Bea erecr ear aa a AS A GAME FOR GAMBLING, POKER OFTEN 
I e GETS RAKED OVER THE COALS. $1234567 | 

. M4 H } 
MH HH 8 Point 19A $1 25 

| B WINE LIST B YOUR CIRCLE OF FRIENDS SHOULD 

/ Ey aN i LIVE ON THE SQUARE. $1234567890 

| H MENU : 10 Point 16A $140 fl 

B IGT B PERFECT PEACE, GOOD WILL 
rd Cony Si 

. H Be H TOWARDS MEN. $1234567890 
/ B SSe4 H 
j be oe . 42 Point 13. A $1.50 

Hi B ACTIVE PRINTERS USE 

H marae Menor H | KEYSTONE TYPE. $234 : 

| Hf Ee | THE LOST CHORD 

| B B 18 Point 8 A $200 

. EB | ourcn rarnsxeer | § | JEALOUS GIRLS 
eH BREAKWATER BEACH ie 

2 NEW JERSEY Ey 24 Point 5A $250 

| ‘or Accents made, see pages 321 to 

| 264 ‘ 
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WILLIAM H. GOODHOPE CHARLES M. STILLWATER HENRY T. MERCHANT 

PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT SEC’ Y-TREAS. 

t GOTHIC. SLOPE RUG COMPANY 
i Complete Series, 10 Sizes, $14 00 

f 6 Point No. 1 34 A $100 
| , LABORATORIES AT 

MODELING {5 THE PROCESS OF Workina Our IW concreTe ano piastio | J/MIICALS COALDALE 
i MATERIALS THE IMAGES OF VISION AND IDEAS OF IMAGINATION. $1234567890 

6 Point No. 2 30 A $1.00 24 HOWARD ST. 
ADVERTISERS ARE, AS A GENERAL RULE, WISE BUSINESS MEN, AND | 

ARE USUALLY ABLE TO TELL WHETHER OR NOT IT PAYS. $123456789 BALTIMORE 

6 Point No. 3 26A $100 | 

WEALTH AND EDUCATION INTERSPERSED WITH REFINEMENT | 

OF CHARACTER ARE MUCH DESIRED BY ALL OF US. $1234567 » 

6 Point No. 4 22 A $100 ) 

COMPLIMENTS OF THE FESTIVE SEASON, WISHING 

¢ YOU HEALTH, HAPPINESS AND CONTENTMENT. $890 CON Ci Kk / 

& 6 Point No. 5 18 A $100 GIVEN GY “THE: 

; ORIGINAL ENVELOPE CORNER DESIGNS CAN VW 

i BE PRODUCED WITH THIS GOTHIC. $1234567 / 1 / / E hes / Al < 

12 Point No. 6 20 A $150 BAND 

SLAVE TRADE /S STILL IN EXISTENCE 1 

IN SOME PARTS OF THE WORLD. $123 
RICHARD MONTGOMERY j 

12 Point No. 7 18A $150 BANDMASTER 

MODERN STEAMBOATS LEAVE ‘gato 

FOR PICNIC TO NIAGARA. $456 
if 1 “BEAUTIFUL BERLIN” CONRAD! 

: 12 Point No. 8 15 A $150 

HANDY AND ATTRACTIVE stan eniea RON NeRAne ae 
: MADE BY KEYSTONE. $718 3 “PAN AMERICANA” Neeser 

18 Point 9 A $200 oe ! 

i N 4 “THE BROKEN IDOL” ALSTYNE 4 

5 “LA CZARINA” GANNE 

24 Point 7A $250 
4 

FIN [— STOR f— 6 “‘G@RAND SCOTCH FANTASIE" —GooFREY 

7 “SOUVENIR DE WAGNER” TOBANI 

A For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 

f 8 “DANCE OF THE HOURS” PONCHIELLI 

§ SILVERWARE OPTICAL GOODS , 

DYAMONES Warcdes “STAR SPANGLED BANNER” 

; JOHN R. MILLER x 

JEWELER 
SEASIDE PARK 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 26TH, 1915 . 

747 BOLTON STREET 

FINE REPAIRING ASHLAND 

266 
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PENN GOTHIC 
Applied for Patent and Registered in England ' 

Complete Series, 9 Sizes, $13 40 MorRISON RUBBER COMPANY 
6 Point No. £ 30 A $100 q 

WILLIAM PENN, WHOM THIS TYPE WAS NAMED AFTER, WAS BORN IN is ELEKEED TO ADVIER 
LONDON IN THE PARISH OF SAINT CATHERINE ON THE FOURTEENTH 

| OF OCTOBER, SIXTEEN HUNDRED AND FORTY-FOUR, A. 0. $123456789 Ciel MAES AN ICUATOMIERE IW RIROoni 

| a 
] 6 Point No. 2 22 A $1 00 THAT 

/ HIS FATHER OCCUPIED A POSITION OF PROMINENCE 
DURING THE REIGN OF CHARLES THE SECOND, BEING MR. JOHN CHALFONT | 

; MADE A VICE-ADMIRAL AND A KNIGHT. $1234567890 j 

; REPRESENTATIVE ON | 6 Point No. 3 18 A $1.00 

j HIS FATHER WAS MUCH DISPLEASED AT THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE PAST TWO YEARS 

| HIM BECAUSE HE ADOPTED THE QUAKER Seman 

RELIGION, IT BEING UNPOPULAR. $123456 SE ie ae ce : 
| TO FORMER POSITION AS MANAGER OF 
i 8 Point 16 A $125 
| t 

] ENVELOPE CORNER CARDS OR BuFFALo House 

; 5 DAINTY LETTER HEADS. 123456 
] 1 

10 Point 14A $140 

IN LINE OF GOTHIC. $23 | 
) 

| 12 Point 10 A $1.50 

KIND OF PRINT. $12 
LITTLE NECK CLAMS 

: 14 Point 9A S175 | 
] oLives CELERY PICKLES h 

) NEAT TYPE FACE Winch eee 
% 

18 Point 8A $200 i 
ROAST TURKEY | 

FINEST WORK ee Te as | 
| FRENCH PEAS 

24 Point 5A $250 oe i 

E XE I i D IMPORTED WINES 

FRENCH PORT BORDEAUX 

CHAMPAGNE 
For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 

oe 

] DESSERT 

Pines oye We eee nee eee settee 
i ENGLISH PLUM PUDDING 

i ee ( 
| ANDERSON & GARDNER 
j Tee ee eee COFFEE 

THE OLD RELIABLE SHOE HOUSE, WHERE eeneee ee eee 

] THEY KEEP NOTHING BUT BEST QUALITY HAVANA CIGARS. 

i { 
} 

j WOMEN'S i E BOYS’ anb : ! 
. MEN'S GIRLS’ Boe 

i AMERICANO ff Y¥ CHRISTMAS 
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF THE IRONCLAD Masel | case, 
KNOCKABOUT SHOES FOR STURDY BOYS 

No. 39 SOUTH MARKET STREET - 

266 ' 
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| EM ERSON TITLE Hom DigniRie nr oT Om bee 
Applied for Pate 

Complete eins ee gis 20 EMERSON TITLE IS ADAPTED TO PRINTING | 
| 6 Point No. t 31 A $100 INVITATIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS, BUSINESS 

| ALL OUR BRASS AND COPPER THIN SPACES ARE CUT BY A SPECIAL TYPE CARDS, AND GENERAL MERCANTILE FORMS 

{ MACHINE OF OUR OWN DESIGN, INSURING THEIR ACCURACY 81234507800 

6 Point No. 114 26A $100 

n THE HIGHEST POINT OF USEFULNESS AND BEAUTY ATTAINED 

THROUGH USE OF KEYSTONE EMERSON TITLE SERIES 8123456 

6 Point No. 2 21 A $100 

| THE ART OF PRINTING WELL PROBABLY REQUIRES 

A LITTLE MORE TIME AND CARE, BUT $1234567890 cies ah ah cis 

| 6 Point No. 3 {7A $1.00 mt NN “Te mi 

MUNCHEIN WILL UPHOLD THE VERACITY he hes he he 
F OF HIS DISTINGUISHED ANCESTOR. $12345 FN NP NE aN pomN 

10 Point No. t 20A $140 

1 Be 2Ss v 4 PEOPLE a F ROFESSIONAL PEOPLE ADMIRE IT OUR NEW 

FOR ITS NEAT APPEARANCE $1234 

DEPARTMENT 
t 10 Point No. 2 14A $140 

A DAINTY ANNOUNCEMENT 
THE REPEATED CALLS 

; SET IN EMERSON TITLE. $4 OF OUR FRIENDS FOR 
SUPPLIES NECESSARY 

12 Point No. 1 12 A $1 50 
TO THE AUTO OWNER 

DINE AT THE EXPENSE HAS CAUSED US TO DE- 

OF FRIENDS OF OLD. 32 Nea ee ee 
a OF THE ANNEX EXCLU- 

12 Point No. 2 9A $150 CEN BE OSS a 
THEIR NEEDS. A CORPS 

QUAKER MEETING OF EXPERTS ALWAYS 
READY TO SERVE YOU. 

BY THE LADIBS. 12 Poco ears ae uate at 
18 Point No. t BA $200 

9 
NOBLE & WILSON 

13812 MELNOT ST. 
18 Point No. 2 7A $200 OPPOSITE THE ARCH 

COAL MINERS Cut No. 3269 

24 Point No. t 6A $270 

; 24 Point No. 2 5A $270 
i R tWwRSELF AND LADY ARE CORDIALLY 

A INVITED TO BE PRESENT AT A 

: For Accents made see pages 321 to 400 RECEPTION GIVEN BY 

AT THE CLUB HOUSE 

DREXEL HALL 

WEIGHT FONTS AFTERNOON OF DECEMBER 

SOLD AT PRICES oe NRE ae 

OF BODY TYPE 
PRESENT CARD AT DOOR 

267 
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| 
Wi ie RSE RIES 

1 
i Complete Series, 12 Sizes, $19 00 BLack & WHITE 

6 Point No. 1 30 A $100 TAILORS 

WHEN YOU HAVE ADDED THIS SERIES TO YOUR STOCK OF FACES THE 235 WALNUT STREET | 

PROBLEM OF PLEASING YOUR CUSTOMERS IS OVERCOME, $1234567890 | 
1 

6 Point No. 2 27.A $100 | 

Sie Fe yihid’ ee enciuinke bedeiees andes ANNOUNCEMENT phi 
OF NICKEL-ALLOY METAL WHICH INSURES STRENGTH. $12345 | 

6 Point No. 3 24. $1.00 | 

YOU ARE INVITED TO NOTE THE SUGGESTIONS HERE WE WISH TO CALL ATTENTION ‘ 

OFFERED TO SHOW THE NEATNESS OF THIS. $123456 TOOUR COMPLETE AND SELECT 

‘ LINE OF SUITINGS FOR MEN'S 

Cepia Noe ae eeu ee. SUMMER WEAR. OURSTOCK IS | 

IMPORTANT MEASURES ADOPTED BY LOWER Hee RA wiee Wet RUE ENE | 

HOUSE, GIVING INVENTORS A CHANCE. $1234 Sane DAD eeu bes ant | 
5 I 

ae Ma seakiae THE LATEST SHADES OF CLOTH | 
FOR FASHION'S STYLES, THE | 

THIS WORLD IS LIKE A BIG BEEHIVE | 
MATERIAL IS THE BEST THAT IS | 

GET YOUR SHARE OF HONEY. $123456 PROCURABLE IN THE MARKET. | 

: NOTWITHSTANDING ALL THIS. | 
12 Point No, 2 16.A $150 | 

GENIUS IS SELDOM FOUND IN 

THOSE WHO MODEL. $1234567 WILMER & CRISP | 

12 Point No. 3 14.A $150 

STONE BRIDGE WRECKED GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS t 

F 
fi 

DURING PIERCE GALE -SI23 | 
: MUNICIPAL B N ES GAS, WATER | 

i STATE RAILROAD | 
bi 12 Point No. 4 12A $150 | 

NEWER LIGHT FACES ee err | 
gee banNors 10 A $200 424 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE | 

COMING WINTER Ne 
18 Point No. 2 8A $200 ! 

Hone RACING | 
24 Point No. 1 7A $250 \ 

B | €) MI WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON 

24 Point No. 2 5A $250 | 

FE] N -. S |( ; N S of ee er pee erenass 
: 

For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 

| 
CHARLES HARRISON ERWIN MERLINGER DAVID SULLIVAN i 

PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER | 

| 
| 

BIRD PUBLISHING COMPANY | | 

SCHOOL BOOKS INVOICE FILES 
TECHNICAL WORKS in B O Cc) KS Eg TYPISTS SUPPLIES | 

OFFICE BOOKS JOB PRINTING { 

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS’ REQUISITES | 

CONNECTION rontm sracer VW ILMINGTON | 

\ 
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WHITTIER BOLD 
Complete Series, 12 Sizes, $19 00 

| 

| agioe oe WIT TAKES ITS elves cou | 
UPON THE HONE OF POLITENESS. $12345 CHARLES W. KENDRICK 

LETTER UNEXCELLED FOR FINE . 
| CARD AND JOB PRINTING. $6789 cewenas manscen | 

focus epee 35 KAN arp NeWvene | 

THE ENGLISH AVIATOR WAS 

HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL. $12345 . 

! 12 Point No. 4 13 A $150 

IN EVERY MAN THERE IS | 

AN APE AND A TIGER. 61 

| tr No sagen ANNOUNCEMENT 
LIGHT GAINS MAKE napa 

HEAVY PURSES. $7 
hg aps sem | SMITH & JONES COMPANY 
LARGEST STOCK CIVIL ENGINEERS . 

NEW GOODS. $12 TO Che Ledeen eee ae . 
24 Point No. t 7A $250 

TYPE MADE BY MR. CHARLES KENDRICK | 

| REVS lONE. SIS | severe rome I, 
SPR N G AND 35 ANN STREET, NEW YORK | 

Six Point Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 in preparation | 

EQUIPPING EXPERTS 

opin uni a ae eee AT YOUR SERVICE 

Se COMPLETE OUTFITS 
WHITTIER BOLD AT SHORT NOTICE 

IN COMBINATION KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 

REG R eee aie PRINTING PLANT EQUIPMENTS 

269 
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j AJAX TOURING CAR AJAX RUNABOUTS } 

fe 

i AJAX AUTOMOBILE Co. THOMAS J. SCATTERGOOD 

. ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
, } BOSTON . 

Bi my . 
i P=4) REPRESENTED BY COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS 426 BROWN BUILDING : 

i . N CHARLES W. BARTRAM NOTARY PUBLIC JAMESTOWN ' 

| Cut No. 3269 
| 

KEYSTONE VICTORIA 5 

fi Complete Series, 7 Sizes, $8 65 

JAMES WRIGHT FASE 30.4 $1.00 n 
q JEWELER IT IS ALTOGETHER PROPER TO HOLD OPINIONS, BUT THE SAME : ot 

‘ 235 WALNUT ST. CANNOT BE SAID OF THOSE WHO ARE HELD BY THEM, FOR PEOPLE 

i é 

j j a FOR PRINTING ’ 
6 Point No. 2 23 A $1 00 | 

THERE IS NO DISCREDIT IN SURRENDERING OLD IDEAS DAINTY zs 

i AND CUSTOMS IN FAVOR OF THOSE WHICH ARE NEWER . 

j FAR BETTER AND MORE UP TO THE MINUTE. 1284567890 STATIONERY - 

ql CARDS 
} Mr] 6 Point No. 3 21A $100 : 

ETC; 
j DURING THIS ACTIVE AGE WHEN EVERYTHING 

IS HUSTLE, BUSTLE AND SWEAT, THE PRINTER Z 
MUST USE GOOD MATERIAL TO SUCCEED. $128456 

q 
q 8 Point 22 A $1 25 

E : AS TO SHYNESS, WE ALL KNOW IT IS BEING 

] . SHY OF MONEY THAT MAKES A PERSON A 

i LITTLE FINANCIALLY EMBARRASSED. $125 

‘TEMPEEB 
{ 10 Point 19A $1 40 BAPTIST , 

i AFTER ONE GETS TO BE FORTY OR ; : i 

Bl FIFTY YEARS OF AGE. THE YEARS CHURCH 
Mr. & Mrs. He] SEEM TOGO LIKE SIXTY. $1234567 

F REQUEST YO) agus os AS AoE ER . . . REV. H. OTIS 

: JOYFUL ARE THE MISERIES { 

peer THAT END IN PHACE @67a90 (|. ne 
EDNA| 12 Point No. 2 12A $150 se ae ws SELECTED ; 

eV EN At PROPER Ge: 

i SLIGHTLY MIXED. 8234 |f°% 
| MR. ERNEST H 

For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 > elle w+, Se CHONE 

WEDNESDAY 1 
BENEDICTION= |. 02 fate oo wis ee PASTOR : 

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND FOURTEEN 

AT FOUR O'CLOCK BEM, TOvE MB SoM ’ 

ST. MATTHEW’S CHURCH EASTER APRIL 
SUNDAY FIFTEENTH 

\ BROOKLYN MORNING 1916 

i 
Cut No. 4037 a 
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Universat LIne, NickeEL-ALLoy 
Complete Series, 11 Sizes, $17 00 

6 Point No, 1 34.A $100 

METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA SCIENTIFICALLY EXPLAINED BY CAREFUL MEN 

6 oid ect Maes a 
DESTRUCTIVE VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS SEND FORTH TONS OF LAVA, SAND 
AND CINDERS. PROPERTY AND MANY LIVES BEING DESTROYED. $122456 PRINTING MACHINERY *»» SUPPLIES 

5 6 Point No. 3 25 A $100 

ENGRAVING MUST BE REGARDED AS THE FIRST PROCESS IN 

: THE METHODS OF PRINTING. THEN THE CASTING. $123456 KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY | 

* 6 Point No. 4 24 A $100 5 | 

COMPOSITORS FIND KEYSTONE PRODUCTS TIME SAVERS | 
AS WELL AS MONEY SAVERS FOR EMPLOYERS. $123456 | 

| 
E 6 Point No. 5 4 204 $1.00 an a eee eee 

WEST PARKSIDE DRIVING CLUB RACES LARGELY : 
ATTENDED BY NEWPORT SOCIETY FOLK. $123456 

E. 12 Point No, 1 214A $150 Marie AGNES WINSLOW 

FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHS FINISHED | 

: : .WHILE EATING LUNCHEON. $12345678 

12 Point No. 2 16. $150 JUVENILE PIANIST 

BUILDING MATERIAL EXPERT . 

’ 12 Point No. 3 14A $150 

4 18 Point 9A $2.00 

STEADY WORKER Cae a iene WESLEY M. E. CHURCH 

24 Point 7A $250 

so edu 5A $300 YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED . 

L MIC | 1 |¢ AN TO ATTEND THE 

F 161n ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING 

For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 OF THE 

Society oF St. BARTHOLOMEW 

WHICH WILL BE | 

CELEBRATED IN AN APPROPRIATE MANNER 

RICHARD M. WETMORE ON AUGUST THE TWENTY-EIGHTH 

; DEALER IN IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC NINETEEN FIFTEEN 

W | N E Ss AT WESLEY M. E. CHURCH 

: GoLp Top wy RED STAR 

CHAMPAGNE RHINE WINE MISS ANNA MORGAN 

SECRETARY 

j 24 SoutH StREET NeEwARK,N. J. 
Cut No. 3325. 
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| eee eee LINING IONIC Noeihieedis made san oate 

i 12 Point Font $275 12A $125 23a $150 

HEAVY HANGS THE HEAD THAT WEARS A CROWN AND UNEASY | 
REST THE ONES WHO COUNT THEIR GOLD 

] Most people imagine that members of the royalty go through life 

. iat snob ie fot the Gose: for whild they aye he awe etl ca, ut su s p av U. ’ 

! they never know when some fanatic ae rob them of their high Social YL 
) position by overthrowing the crowned heads. Figures $1234567890 

1 

f GOVERNMENT SOLD RESERVATIONS 
Much valuable property has been disposed of by the 
United States, so that it might be cultivated and 

| developed for the benefit of new settlers in western 
states, eventually producing large revenues. $12345 

| PROPERTY DIVISION FOUGHT | 

. Many corporations wrangle over ground 
| allotment given to municipality for the | 
| purpose of building public parks. $13456 : | 

| MODERN DESIGNS SHOWN | 

| Foreign creations attract the most 
i attention at the White House. $123 | 

i BEST HONEY FOUND , | | 

| Golden drops from the combs : 
| of busiest workers known. $12 

\



il. sors ane ee eee nn NR ee INR cee A 

| Suet eeanes ee OLD STYLE TITLE ire ile: 

6 Point Font $2 00 {5A $090 30a $1 10 7 Point Font $2 25 15 A $1 00830 a $1 25 

j THE EVOLUTION OF MARKET PLACES A NEW SERIES OF TYPE ACTS 
; Leads us back more than two and a quarter U sit lik y i hat 

) corantnay .ine Relgubornoed of whats wow | affects an old maid. Neither one le satlafied 
early as the year sixteen hundred and eighty- until the article is in use. Keystone Type 

three, butchers carried on business. $1234567 Foundry is making catchy faces. $12345678 

8 Point Font $2 25 15A $100 30a $125 9 Point Font $250 15A $110 30a $140 

i NOT TAINTED MONEY THEN NERVE AND DETERMINATION 

: The first college for the higher education Almost all of the failures in life are by 
; eS sinus ice in —— ae hv haggard those who are not willing to fight to the 

ya rewer al endowe: wit money » 2s = 

made in the brewing business. $1234567 Bee ACCT OE Le eee ee 

Tia nee eeee rd te ee 12 Point Font $275 11A $120 22a $155 

LIVING IN AN AIR CASTLE MISERLY INSTINCTS 
| Beware of the man who is going to Some folks do not know when 

do things to-morrow. He may mean they are well off—so they keep 
well, but there’s many a slip. $12345 on piling up more. $123456789 

14 Point Font $3 00 11A $145 20a $155 

FAILURES ALL OVER THE COUNTRY 

Many poor families lost their hard-earned sayings of years 

. and became entirely destitute during the late panic. $1234 

18 Point Font $3.25 7TA$150 14a $175 

LET US SUPPLY YOUR WANTS 

Keystone Productions should be used in every | 
| 2 e 
| print shop, they insure quality and style. $1234 | 
} 

. 24 Point Font $350 5A $180 8a $170 

2 | 
Much Used for Good Display Work | 

} 30 Point Font $425 4A $225 6a $200 

| WAY DOWN SOUTH ) 
* e e _e 

ir Darkies Eat Delicious Melon ! 
| 36 Point Font $5 00 3A $265 5a $235 

| DANIEL RIVERS 
Id Celeb d Pict | So elebrate icture 
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| corr ceesae! OLD STYLE, EXTEN DED Seti Cae 

| 6 Point Font $2 00 16A $095 30a $105 8 Point Font $225 13A $110 26a $115 

| MAN WILLING TO SACRIFICE A MILLION THE COQUETTE AND THE OLD 
| DOLLARS FOR UNIVERSAL PEACE MAID OF FIFTY YBARS 

| Wnt te dine he wi save one milion aotere | The coquette te generally considered 
| for universal peace. There is no doubt but that bewitching because of her youthful- 

| he will get it. It is really a shame that such a ness. Nothing is more incongruous 

| large amount should be left See but still he than an old maid attempting to con- 

| eR Rene eigeieerecs | vey @ coquettiah impression. $1234 | 
a 

‘ 10 Point Font $250 13A $120 24a $130 12 Point Font $275 11A $130 21a $145 

i DON’T GIVE UP STRUGGLING FLYING SNOW FLAKES 
| ROR DAILY HAPPINESS FAST DESCENDING 

A hard fought ge is a noble As pure and white as the 

| one: whether victorious or 70t. Mice OR tE Rat Sy aes 

| If we struggle on righteousness Lilies of the ae So 

will triumph in the end. $1284 said to contain germs. $12 

| . 

| 18 Point Font $3 25 7A$140 140 $185 

| HINTS POR TRAVEL ABROAD 

You need only one suit for the trip Over; or 

| if in summer, add a flannel suit. A capjis i 
| d 

iore useful to:a man than a At BSizs456 

24 Point Font $3 50 % 5A $180 8a $170 

a oa | 

EVERY DAY SPORES 
4 ‘ e e 

| College students practicing on 
| ; : ° . : 

the Varsity Athletic Field. $28 
| a 

| 36 Point Font $5 00 3A $295 4a $205 

. Cr NCy SO Ni Te 
| O h e | arsmen on the Lak j 

, 
H 48 Point Font $8 15 3A $485 4a $330 
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. se STUYVESANT SERIES nents 

3 : ie ae OF DEVOTION TO ice e : pS cone IN VOGUE IN as pase & 

om on Jour arm srding tarde heres eoneecesecetteart | Atone time it was customary in this country to furnish 
iD place of merriment, did you ever notice a little band of half a dozen free booze to farm-hands. Less than a hundred years 
= people kneeling in the street? Of course you have, if you live ina city ago heavy drinking was not considered a disgrace. A 
- of any size. They are members of the Salvation Army. $1 23456789 scolding wife was ducked in the pond. $1234567890 

E “DO vou WANT TO SAVE MONEY? . "EXCURSION BY MOONLIGHT _ 

5 Wise Printers know the many advantages our | Steamer leaves Calvet Pier at eight | 
Nickel-Alloy Metal has over others. $123456 o’clock sharp. Oh you kiddo?! $123 

© Point Font $3 25 9A$150 17a $175 

; RESERVE FORCE SHOULD BE CULTIVATED 

An old Persian story tells of a wrestler who taught his 
: favorite pupil all the holds he had at command. $1234 

e 24 Point Font $350 6A $165 12a $1 85 

5 | CELEBRATED NICKEL-ALLOY TYPE 

Manufactured by the Keystone Type Foundry 

: Deductions Illustrious and Audacious | 

a } peung 

AMERICAN Dressmakers | 
fe j 

k 48 Point Font $750 4A $370 7a $380 ] 

k = 

Trans-Atlantic VOYAGE r 
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| et Sion 11 Sizes ANTIQUE No i 5 For ae pens pages 

| sie ei eee meres 

| 534 Point Font $2 00 20A $090 39a $1 10 6 Point Font $2.00 18A $090 35a $110 4 

I THE STORY OF THE FOUNDING OF VASSAR COLLEGE SOME NEWSPAPER STORIES EXAGGERATED 

| Is one of unusual interest. It was inspired by the reading of three Biddy may be as homely as a mud fence, but in the paper 

i ‘words on a monument in London. Matthew Vassar was the son of a she is not only beautiful and accomplished, but she also 5 

I brewer. His father had made Vassar ale a household word in a large has hundreds of friends. In every newspaper office it is 
| part of New York. Young Matthew got a job ina store. Ina short time against the rules to fake—and get caught at it. Is it any 

he rose to head clerk and saved a hundred and fifty dollars. $12345678 wonder that reporters make the most of a good story? $12 

| 8 Point Font $2 25 18A $105 35a $120 9S Point Stowe e260 18A $120 380 $120 i 

NOOR Secor e Oat ate CELEBRATED NICKEL-ALLOY METAL 
| There is a wide-spread belief that typography was : 2 2 ; 

in its many details, a purely original invention. A Universal Line, Point Set Type COS aay 

| popular version of its origin, however, says that it advantages that the modern printer never fails 
was the result of an accidental discovery. $123456 to recognize. Made by Keystone Foundry. $1245 

10 Point Font $2 50 17A $120 32a $130 12 Point Font $275 14A $130 26a $145 

/ ONLY A COMPOSITOR’S DREAM MERCANTILE PRINTING 

He saw a print shop equipped with Keystone 3 ; | 
E labor-saving méterial. On awakening, seaing Printers find this a handy letter for u 

| the old material, sighed wearily. $123456789 mercantile jobs of all kinds. $1234 

i 
i 18 Point Font $3 25 9A$155 16a $170 ; 

rf 

HERO SAVES EXHAUSTED BATHER 
iy ‘ 

Reckless swimmer disregards the advice of coast 

guards, ventured out beyond the danger line. $3456 
| 
j 24 Point Font $350 5A $150 11a $200 ow 

FOUR PROMINENT THEAMS | 

| Will Meet for the Football Championshi 
| 30 Point Font $4 25 4A$210 7a $215 

i: es e 

Liberty Hnlightens the World 3 
; 36 Point Font $3 00 3A $305 4a $195 7 

42 Point Font $6 25 3A $375 4a $250 oP 
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Bhi. elle oe : : 

eee 8 Sizes LIGHTE Ae No. 5 For fanaa seers: pages: 

a : 6 Point Font $200 19A $090 37a $110 8 Point Font $225 16A $100 32a $125 i 

per SURPRISING FIFTEENTH CENTURY REMINISCENCES MOST TERRIBLE ACCIDENT EVER KNOWN 
re COORNHERT’S PRINTING NOTICE IN HAARLEM THOUSANDS KILLED OR INJURED 

any bs enone ney al Suet canvary, Woetyien Ven Zaren One of the worst catastrophes known in history 
312 eon tue Heeeieen! SEOs STE ainaubetant = tree occurred last evening, wiping out thousands of 

master of the town of Amsterdam; Coornhert, who was a lives and destroying property to the extent of 
notary and engraver of no small note, is said to have been millions of dollars. Wires are down and city is 

30 the instructor of the famous engraver Goltzius. $1234567890 in complete darkness. Full details later. $12345 

hy 10 Point Font $250 16A $110 32a $140 12 Point Font $275 15A $125 30a $150 

ils ; HANDSOME, DISPLAY OF SEALSKINS IN ALL CUSTOMARY FORMS OF 

“ F Pa eens rye GOVERNMENT THE RULERS 
: To-morrow morning we will place on sale ; : etc ees 

‘5 ; a fine line of Russian and Alaskan Furs for Are on the average mor ally far WwOTSe 
men and women, at prices that will come than the ruled; the result is to give the 
within the reach of everybody. $13456789 | bad control over the good. $123456789 

or 

4, 16 Point Font $3 00 9A$140 18a $1 60 

MAKE SURE YOU ARE IN THE RIGHT 

. § Once upon a time a man in Italy thought that he knew 
. the way to make anew kind of pottery. He knew that he 

t was on the right track,so he stayed on the job, and ina 
5 CUE few years he revolutionized the pottery industry $123567 

20 Point Font $3 25 7A$160 13a $165 Yi | 

MOVING PICTURE EXHIBITION . 

The late Arctic expedition, showing actual scenes 

from photographs taken at the North Pole; the | 
| most wonderful performance ever given. $123456 

E 24 Point Font $350 5A $160 10a $190 

har. zi ay EN 5 

| WORLD IS RETROGRADING 

A learned justice expressed the opinion 
| that the world is growing worse. $12345 

30 Point Font $4 25 ; 5A $205 9a $220 

| APPROPRIATE LETTIR 

For all kinds of fine booklets and a | 

- line of high class job printing. $123 
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CONDENSED TITLE No. 4 HEAD LETTER | 

| Complete Series, 7 Sizes, $20 25 For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 a 

6 Point Font $200 25A $085 50a $115 iid oud wows wees Tinie ROMAN: 18A $095 360 $105 a | 

| THE INVENTION OF PRINTING HAS ALWAYS BEEN RECOGNIZED WOMEN ARE BECOMING MORE CHANGEABLE a | 

| By educated men as a subject of importance; there is no other mechanical The divorce courts all over the country are proving it; just think | 
| art that has received the same consideration and attention. $123456789 how easy it is to change one husband for another. $1:234567890 5 if 

| i - 

| Reueks tee rarer mean 6 Point Font $2 00 TITLE ROMAN 19A $095 36a $105 oft § 

RUDOLPH SHOEFFER WAS BORN AT GERNSZHEIM BRIGHT AND CHEERFUL, BALMY SUNSHINE 3 Y 

| A small village situated near a high bluff along the Rhine, Penetrating through every crack and crevice bringing a 

| during the fifteenth century. He died an old man. $123456789 joy to the hearts of the poor and suffering. $1234567890 is | 

| 40\Point | Nont $2:50) 204 $120 '38'e'$1'50 7 Point Font $2 25 TITLE ROMAN 22A $115 40a $110 a | 

| ARTISTIC DESIGNS BY GOOD PRINTERS STEADILY ADVANCING IN CIVILIZATION 7 

| ri sitor’ i a Pushing onward through the primeval forests and felling i 

| Showing compositor s skill to the best advantage stately oaks and lofty pines in its pathway. $1234567890 > 

| in the pages of every art magazine. $1234567890 ‘i 

| ‘ 8 Point Font $2 25 BOLDFACE ITALIC 16A $110 32a $115 4 fei : | 
1 12 Point Font $2 75 19A $125 37a $150 CH 3 4 voc po NE BY CYCLONES Bs 

| MUC AVOC NE & ] ‘ A 1 fs | 

A NEW K ORM OF ELECTRIC ARO LAMP Sweeping the towns with such force as to destroy | 

| Carbons are formed and supplied as consumed everything that came in their way. $12345678 a, i 

1 through use of an automatic device. $1234567 . 7 
i 10 Point Font $2 50 BeARERMON COnDER ED 22AG115 43a $135 BS 

: 18 Point Font $3 25 14A $155 27a $170 PIONEERS HEWING A PATH TO THE OCEAN a 4 

JO PN AD \ i i ‘ z * 
] PASSENGER COACHES UPSET Travelers Dragging their Belongings Wearily Through oj 

Four Trains Wrecked in Rocky Gulch ee ‘omens agli of 
TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1915 4 

24 Point Font $3 50 9AG$165 17a $185 2 a 4 ¥ 

ry 1 BALTIMORE MORNING ADVISER r 
CHOSEN COMPANIONS 

e 12 Point LIGHTFACE No, 2 15 A $150 4 

6 Ty T % é Marching Nervously to the Altar FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1915 
is BOSTON EVENING HERALD | 

30 Point Font $4 00 7A $200 12a $200 j 

e HALF-TITLE ; 

| Year Should Be Discarded uae 
/ 10 Point 18 A $1 40 

H For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 NEW SPAPER IN FARM DISTR ICT 

SCORING TYPICAL CITY SCENES 

; HALF-TITLE No. 2 11 Pome 4A $140 
| ‘omplete Series, 3 Sizes, $6 5 / i . PI pe ea ee) ore COMEDIES IN RURAL LIFE 

j 6 Point Font $2 00 19A $095 36a $105 

i SPELLBOUND SOLDIERS OF THE LEGION é ; ih 
| Witness the death of their beloved commander without erie aee Pee SEEC 4 
1 the power to take just revenge upon the assassin, who is Ty wy wy 4 

| made his escape and safely eluded Hausa: $123456789 WON DERE U L A T iL R AC T ION 

7 Point Font $2 25 19A $105 38a $120 12 Point 2 12A $150 

4 ar 
VICTORIOUS IMPERIAL SPORTSMEN 7\ 7. I ny hi 

F Triumphantly carrying home trophies of the chase F REEDOM OF THOU GHT [ 

are welcomed by a rejoicing populace. A holiday Y 

in the village when visited by royal family. $1234 aren 13. A $175 I 
; at 

oot ou $228 16 6100. pr0'81b0 POWER OF STRENGTH 
ELOQUENT NATIONAL STATESMEN 

_ Spoke against the unjust legislation which Ao Folnt 10A $175 
permitted corners on food-stuffs, which is Ie 

the cause of the increase in prices. $123456 THE GREAT DIV IDE hae 

it 3 i For Accents made, sce pages 321 to. 400 For Accents made, see pages 321 to 400 
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' 9 Complete Series, 6 Sizes DREXEL SE IE ‘S For Accents made, see pages | 
1 # $15 75 RI R) 821 to 400 

S105 i Payne et os | 
f i 6 Point Font $2 00 23. $095 46a $105 8 Point Font $225 2LA $110 42a $115 | 

think F DISTINCTIVE MODERN TYPE FACES ARE NECESSARY IN THE SERIOUS PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE PRINTER 

a : WORK SHOP OF EVERY PROGRESSIVE PRINTER CAN BE SOLVED BY USING KEYSTONE TYPE 
i Types of merit, the attractive qualities of which are recognized by all the To bea successful printer requires constant study, not only 

we ment cr nearer arn tnd 2. |p the asec eft af the pple with hom on 
a drawing card to attract new customers into your shop, $1234567840 deals. Keystone Type will prove to be helpful 123456754 

i809 E 

: 7 10 Point Font $250 21A $130 40a $120 12 Point Font $275 18A $145 34a $130 

a TRUE KNOWLEDGE 1S GREAT POWER A FEW WORDS TO THE DEVIL 
ling F Never fear that you will learn too much; always bear in “There are mahy chahces for the dévil-to waste 1 

890 f mind that every day you must ehdeavor to invent hew ti which { i cody nh halite 

F ideas to meet with the demands for better printing. aes : US if ye uy SEVCOING ES J 4 

a Universal Line Type is the best made. $12345678 questions will place him among the great. $35 

j E ‘ | 

ye E 14 Point Font $3 00 16A $155 30a $145 ; 18 Point Font $3 25 11A $165 22a $160 ; 

' 2 A WIDE RANGE OF READING PROFITABLE BUSINESS 

— = ee Ih Oils books Srom. subline Is assured. by a combination of | 
Ff to ridiculous and representing many original ‘ ik oe ds. $1 

gh kc thoughts of the “comps.” who set it. $6 brains, capital and our goods. 

0 P : | 

| ‘ omplete Series, 5 Sizes For Accents made, see pages : 

i a Commesi700 WORCESTER SERIES ie a1 0400 

0 = — ae, 

” 10 Point Font $2 50 20A $120 38a $1 30 12 Point Font $2 75 18A $135 35a $140 

) a FROLIGSOME MALTESE KITTENS ; DALMATIAN GREYHOUNDS 

Frisking recklessly through pretty flower gardens leaping over fences and ranning through 

pietigs "ei os ss x eae. ibe fields hot on the scent of the sly reynard | 
} maids who are chasing them wi atirons an Poe 

ie doing more damage than the kittens. $1234567 that is oie them a good tan, $1234567 | 

: | F 18 Point Font $3 25 12A $165 22a $160 24 Point Font $3 50 6A$170 12a $1 80 

| MOUNTAIN GAZELLE BUFFALO HERD 
Grazing peacefully on the hillside : 

| ee Traveling for the West 
keeping distant from the homes : tre 

of hunters and sportsmen. $234 seeking shelter. $890 

36 Point Font $5 00 
5A $250 9a $250 

. . h e 

| With rosy cheeks and waving hair | 
. | 

| — pretty blue eyes and ever fair. 125 
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| aa LATIN CONDENSED SERIES rene | 

| sian wee SERIES IS ONE OF THE sie aehaeiy wr WASTER “PRINTER NO LONGER ie DRE aD 

| USED FACES FOR JOB AND NEWSPAPER WORK DIRTY LOCATIONS TO ESTABLISH HIS BUSINESS } 

Ith een aay us| ysl ho Gmelin int hop hae oe | 
a kn fda he ew | fhe ns to vin hat th ores, S407 

” QUICK SERVICE IS VERY IMPORTANT : Y GOOD St APLE INVESTMENT. | 

| Aa a eri ny Kee 
your work, Telephone the Keystone, $193466 | Nickel-Alloy Metal Products. $890 | 

1 int Font $400 8A $195 14a $205 , 

| TWO BROTHERS VISITING A VERMONT FARM | 

Have Satisfaction of Enjoying Fresh Fruits and Vegetables | 

| COMING THROUGH THE RYE FIELDS | 
) Passionate Lovers in the Good Old Summer Time | 

Beautiful White Ribbon Animal Winners



™ es Ee : tas — 

te BYTRA CONDENSED SERIES Fr scm mde: ee 

NATIONAL GUARD INSPECTION VERY IMPORTANT. oT FARTIQCAKES ALONG PACIFIC BORDERS | 
f Crowds gather every year at the annual eneampments to witness Many lives and valuable property lost during recent earth shocks 
f drills and see the military tactics displayed by soldiers. $12345 Which devastated towns burying people beneath the ruins, $678 | 

| “Suerte we sve vine aoa” | SOUVENIR PROGRAM GIVEN AWAY | 
Fierce Gales Destroy a Lange Number of Unfortunate Ships Blahorately Designed Menu at Clover Day Banquet | 

AUTOMOBILES ON EXHIBITION GOVERNOR BROWASTOUT | 
Limousines, Toure Cars and Runabout’ | Reeerved Medal on Race Taek | 

ee DTC WATCH AW | DONIVING TMH i ce | CRICKET MATCH WON BY REDWING TEAM | 
Practice (ames [eld on Indian (irounds at Summerville, Pa. 

| coals ITALEL CONDENSED SERIES mag 

ee BULLION DISCOVERED BY PEARL DIVERS ~TNDE ONLY OR CONDENSED SPACE x 

ene Tipe a a in Pas S03 | 
24 Point Font $3 50 9A$160 17a $190 | Banana %, oe : ca) | 

PRINTERS WILL RECOGNIZE UMN ERSAL LIME TYPE 
. The Superiority of heystone Goods -Ahyays Simplifies Typography 

~~ BROZE TABLET ERECTED in Honor of Noblest ‘Nets 

Which Have Proven TRUE TO PROMISE 
: 281



| ea HEAD LETTER No. 2 Taare ree 

| | ‘ "THE CLOSE CONNECTION BETWEEN LceT IND SOUND y . "MEDICAL WORKS ABOUND WITH INSTANCES a 

| ft eum ben ang ah sci cimetOFstange awakenings ‘ofthe sabasins mi; : 
eam a8 | ni tn ne aly an, 3 | 

| ~~" HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF WORKERS WHO OUGHT TO BE BOOSTING = | 
. The firms they work for, spend most of their noon-hours and a lot of their evenings telling 
| what @ grouch the boss had or how hard this or that foreman is to get along with, $1234 | 

| “PRINTERS REQUIRE NARROW TYPE WHERE SPACE IS LIMITED | 
| Condensed letters made by Keystone Foundry have an untarnished reputation | 
| Manufactured from the famous Nickel-Alloy Metal and is Point Set, $12345 | 

} TTR NEWSPAPER HEADINGS HAVE GREAT WES 
| Detaled Summary of Eten Furnished to Sportsmen at a Single Glace 

MONEY SITUATION CAUSES UNFORESEEN FAILURE | 
| Considerable Advances in Rates Uniavorable to Stock Brokers = 

Fantastic Colored Dresses Worn on Hallowe'en =



| | 

| ee ne ANTIQUE EXTRA CONDENSED ern 

soon Feuts 0 VEGETABLES ARRIVING vu Fist ‘ROIS LINES HOST & HINT 10 EVERY BUYER OF MATERIAL FORTHE PRINTING 
AFTER HAVING BEEN DELAYED BY THE RECENT HEAVY STORM DEPARTMENT WHO WISHES TO LOWER EXPENSES 

The commission merchants, both here and in New York, who handle southern Ih saving time you are saving money. It takes time to Dick from one 
} fruits and Vegetables exclusively have been doing very little business the past job to another when you are out of sorts. Eliminate that most ruinous 

: week owing to the sais slorm prevailing recently all along the coast. $1234 | practice by calling up Keystone Type Foundry, 9th and Spruce Sts. $1 

| 

| -—HECHANICAL ENGDEERS CONTENTION =| MISPLBMOE AND HOLLY BOUGES 
| i pet isa ee ite 
) construction au operation of Icomotires, 1234667860 Such a8 school-honses, churches and halls, $123456 | 

| SNOW Covaran couwrRy Roa) =—»——-HRAR THE WINDS HOWLING | 
| Rendering it Almost Impossible to Travel Through the Pines and Up Over the Hills | 

| BEHIND EVERY CLOUD THERE [S A SILVER LINING | 
| SUNSHNG Seems Brightest After Thunder Storms Have Passed | 

| QU NOT LABOR UNDER A FALSE IMPRESSION | 
TAY the Quality of Our Productions and You Will be Convinced | 

| CHASED FROM TOWN BY AN ANGHT CROW) 
~The Burglar who Stole Our Minister's only Daughter 

Tp Be Alive the World YOU MUST Be ACTIVE 
| a



a ia FAGHDE CONDENSED No, 2 SERIES ree ta 

Ike itt ‘HE HUNDRED THOUSAXD ATONOENE WT coor i ri DVENTAGS OF UNIVERSAL LINE, POINT SET TE HAE BEE 

an Eo a INT OT, | 
| ccimercmee crete, | ne ue Wei en | 

| = NET MOWGRT OTHE ANOS PAK THERE ARE WO SWVLES O YP MRE SEL 
Bands fotsre tourists faligued {tom climbing tne sleep and = 10-0 printing plant than Gothies. They ore. appropriate 
dangerous ils waiting the aval of daybreak, 1234567890 | for most elasses of work, This i$ 0 good Nead tine, 23 | 

~ GRD OSPLAY WSK HOSERY MAKE YOUR PADER ATTRACT | 
Gils Parading te Boulevard in Slommy Weather = {fse Wns Lelley ir Vall Colmn HeanS | 

Gis Ue Pench Bastel Hal Poin Sel, versal Line ype
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Complete Series, 6 Sizes ’ . . For Accents made, see pages | 

era Gothic Script Series ane | 

8 Point Font $2 25 16A $090 48a $135 10 Point Font $250 14A $100 42a $150 | 

Sunshine Makes Us Hil Feel and Work Better Under Rattle of the Wammer and Scales 

First comes the infant, ward for the tender cares of a fond This is a very common phrase among advertis- | 

mother, then the urchin, plodding along to school under his ing men, used to illustrate the activity in the | 

Joad of books, from which he hopes to gain wisdom and business centers of all large cities and to show 

knowledge sufficient to meet the vicissitudes of life and fit how many of the world’s greatest achievements | 

F him for the more strenuous trials he has to master. $12345 have been made amid just such noises. $123456 | 

12 Point Font $275 12A $115 360 $160 14 Point Font $3.00 11A $125 30a $175 . 

; Prosperous Merchant Astounded brilliant Statesmen Praised . 

By red haired servant girl eloping with or formulating such measures as 

coachman in kis employer's alutornobile the Panama Canal Bill, and other 

while ke patiently waited to be driven to important Jrans-Htlantic disputes | 

his office to keep an appointment. $1234 Which involved many millions. $12 

18 Point Font $3 25 9A $145 240 $180 24 Point Font $3 50 6A $170 15a $180 | 

Prisoners Given Releases JFleasure &xcursion | 

With requisition for full salar. ee 4 | Maliled largest crowd of 
covering time imprisoned and 
transportation to homes. $1234 the season to shore. $12 

Compan tetiet 4 sizes @rayonette Series is hove sanesice tenes 

12 Point Font $275 11A $130 31a $145 

. [nteresting Oxtracts from the Biglow Papers by Games Russell Dowell 

; [t is very singular how impatient men are with overpraise of others, how patient with 

; overpraise of themselves; yet the one does them no injury, while the other may be their 

ruin. People are so apt to confound mere alertness of mind with attention. $123%567 

18 Point Font $3 25 7AG$1i65 20a $160 

SFftlantic Gable Proved Indispensable to WTerchants 

Nfessages Sent at the Rate of Pwenty-two Yords a Jifinute 

24 Point Font $350 4A$170 12a $180 

| , Gantilever Bridge at Jfiagara Ralls 

hike a Spider (Deb, it Ffangs in Nid Gir 

36 Point Font $5 00 3A $250 9a $250 

1285 
| 

| 
; 
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aS MURTLINE Genes Cisse 

| ae NIGKEL-ALLOY TYPE ” MUSIC RENDERED | 

ig achieved wide reputation Im a most pleasing amdl 

or superiority and in wearing ee 
qualities has no equal, being artistic manner every 

made of best material, $1234 | might at the opera, $i | 

EXPERIMENTS WITH ELECTRICITY — | 
Prove its superiority im mechanical work | 
Over steam and horse power. GI2Z34567 | 

 BEWILDERING STATESMEN | 
Questioned the actions of Gongress 
im passing mew Postal Laws. $128 

| COMBINED MERCHANTS — 
: neduced transportation prices | 

by presenting a petition. S890 | 

HOMINY PLANTERS 
Enormous ricids Covered . | 

MEYSTONE TYPE | 
O i 

Outline Faces Shown.



ye . | ee ” 

WOE chwaor unMge mAFFMEs, | FALL IS THE POETIGAL SEASON 
PEOPLE SHOULD G0 a. Ate WhIEN JACK FROST FURNISKIES . 

WITHOUT ENJovING THAT PLEASURE. 25 | A COOD DEAL OF THE RIME. 38 | 

DON'T FORGET THE COLDEN RULE: LEARIN OT WEIL. OX | 
LIFE’S DAV SCHOOL, ANO 00 UNTO OTHERS &S YOU | 

| —-- WOULD HAVE THEM 00 UNTO YOU. $1284567890 

YOUTHFUL PASTIMES OF LONG ACO 
AND THE MEMORIES OF YESTERDAY 
DREAMED OF IN THE NIGHT. $1278 | 

AUTUMN LEAVES ELABORATELY = 
COLORED IN VINVED SHADES. 12 | 

—— SOUVENIR CULLEGTURS ONY 

+ THEOLD BATTLEFIELD. 90 ©



ee ce es Quill Outline SS pages 

mn “The Doster @ho Prescribes for Patients @hen He Knows Not What Ails Them a 

; The lawyer who takes the case of a client whom he knows to be guilty, the advertising man who | 
spends his customer's money in mediums that pay the biggest commissions regardless of their value 
fo the customer—all these men are prostituting themselves no less than the petty criminal, and 
between them and the degraded element the former deserve the larger share of criticism. $12346 

Optimism is Good, But a Little Pessimism is Necessary 

Sometimes as a balance-wheel. Optimism does not consist in saying 
that everything is lovely: optimism is rather a firm belief that things 
are getting better and that in the end all will become right. $J23456 

Melange of High-Class Burlesque Stars ? | 

Frolicsome and winsome soubrettes traveling with 
original comedians, introducing merry burlesques on 

| leading operas and dramas; creating applause. $J23 

Used by Printers Everywhere | 
Spltractive Letter for Color Designs 
Known for its artistic qualities. $128 

~ Russian Bloodhounds — 
Pursue Jexas moonshiner 

P O° 

for breaking the laws. $J2Z .
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E ee Quill Jeties ror aceesgtte 400 | 

‘ Exh of Aintique ~~ Pin Btvige j “ecepeable Jeries oat 

, Fst a ginny | Printers desiring Unique Type 
5 initials. Nickel-Alloy Metal used. sizaes | for good display work. $/2345 

0: “Bankruptcy Sale of Foreign Importations oe 

, Jomorrow morning we will sacrifice a line of Gents 
| English Qaistcoats and Hightide Pantaloons. $123 

Originality and Zaste Combined 
Neat and Useful Keystone Borders 

frutumn Harvest Jime 
— e 

Leaves Commence falling 

Drawing Plans 
| Renowned Architect 

Cotton Plantation — 
<—O 3



| 
Complete Sari 14 Sct Washington Gext Series Aevents on pases 32i to 400 

Patented in U. S. and Registered in England | 

6 Point Font $200 18A $105 50a $095 8 Point Font $2 25 16A $115 48a $110 4 

Dhe Early Home of Washington was a Low-roofed, Comfortable Old Farmhouse When George Washington was Sixteen Years of age he Surveyed 
Situated on a Hill that Sloped Gently Down to the Potomac River the Greater Portion of Virginia, owned by Lord Fairfax } 

dita sala triel ed calc ete See ca eee te ae Bhis great land-owner di not hnow how much land he owned as it ' 

rani placa | Raping amp arated ewan oh peated tr 20 RW gar ee spt eta | 
he was the fastest runner and best wrestler among all the bops in the neighbor- t ctosccss rousheacitatiiaa an eal ah: brink as abeies W og 

coke Glad ple pop ge ge mdeg Te ret cml bam emerey anreg yore omnes hayday mrt 
ABCD EFS HITKAMNOPORSGUVWRYZ abcdefghi{himnopqrstuvwxpz } 

10 Point Font $250 14A $130 38a $120 12 Point Font $275 12A $145 32a $130 

Ghe French had made New Homes in the Worth of Virginia's Governor Determined to Expel the 
Canada and were Moving Southward French from the English territory 

Ghey claimed all the land west of the Alleghany w buil I led 
Mountains as their property. Wajor Washington ashington built a fort at a place calle 
was chosen to carry the protest to the French com- Great Weadows, situated along the coast of 
mander at the mouth of the Obio River. $1234567 Virginia, and named it Fort Wecessitp. 234 

14 Point Font $3 00 10A $155 28a $145 ' 

Ghe Battle of Lexington was the First Battle of the Vevolution; Wow that War had | 
Really Begun there had to be a Leader so Washington was made Chief 

We went to New York where he took the oath of office in the presence of many 
people, by which he swore to carry out the laws which were at that time in force. 
He was first in war; first in peace; first in the hearts of his countrpmen. $123456 

18 Point Font $3 25 7A $160 21a $165 | 

We was President Washington for Eight Years 

And again, after his second term, the people wished him to be elected 
a third time, but be refused, and returned home to Wount Vernon. 
He died in 1799, leaving the country to mourn its loss. 34567890 | 

24 Point Font $3 50 5A$195 12a $155 j 

Washington had Mules for Self Conduct 

One was: Labor to keep alive in your breast that 
spark of celestial fire, called Conscience. Ghis was | 

i 

a rule he always practiced as well as preached. $123 
30 Point Font $425 4A$230 10a $195 

+ 

Washington was Selected by Congress 
a . —_~7_ 

Go take command of the American Groops 
and drive the enemy from our shores. $123 

290 }
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. "Suffering at Valley Forae be 

Croops encouraged by Washington 

: “Executive SYansion | 
: Dright Polished SMarble 

, Native Virginian 
——— Renowned President 

: | 

——« Greatest Warrior 
84 Point Font $14 40 SA $1055 3a $385 : 

Brave General 
¢ 

—— Soldier Bold
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WASHINGTON TEXT SERIES IN DISPLAY | 
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: | ae | | Washington Fi : | 
| —__ estiva | | 

| KesLqrinters who are in the 
| Ny A. will find it to their inte 

gy At made of the celebrated 3 : 
Wee we also carry a full line 

-_ 4 : 

| Keystone Gype i 
| oT AN 

‘ i ? = 
Ancient Roman Initial Series P r i} | 

y 4 
: s 

| , j 

Cut Glass | 
SF kit Washington's 4 | 

xbib | | | Birthday | LINO ea rH | 

| AQAA 
SAY lms” ZA celebration in honor | 

| Ln of the one hundred and | 
| “P_ eighty-third anniver- 
| | sary of the birth of our ' 

| Noble First President | 

| Bush Wilitary Academy 
February twenty-second, 1915 

‘ 
Patronesses 

Annual Exhibition 
| Wrs. Howard Stephens Wrs. Charles Albertine 

| 1915 Miss Geraldine Runkle Wrs. Benj. Powers | 

i Wrs. Oscar Blanchard Wrs. Richard Engle : 

| Soret Mes. Philip Naylor Mrs. August Lincoln 
Wrs. William Bloch Wrs. George Bastian \ 

| Domino Galleries Mies. Quentin Norcross ‘Mees. David I. Barthel 
w bi ton. D. € | Mrs. Samuel Winters Mrs. Ghomas Crowell 

ashington, D. €. 

} (Deyn 
Cut No. 3119 6 Point Panel Border No. 4 Cut No. 3190 
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. WASHINGTON TEXT SERIES IN DISPLAY 

Chambers, Sanderson & Company | 

‘ | Statuary | Watch Makers, Silversmiths, Diamond Setters 

Antique Hall Clocks 

Gel me 
£ ue Vendome Building, Sandusky, O.,— 'D 

WWenu 
k 2% = = 

f “Little Mech Clams Blue Point Oysters  —, az | 

i Olives Clery Pichles Art f rinter Ss 

§ aioe Cita ae 27ST | 
sue © We have designers and writers, and if necessary | 

: can write, ie waren at Bei wie ce 

ft ina \s ferent from ye ordinal ino, 

i Roast Gurhey | thereby lifting Bae printing above the eouasucglice | 

j Cranberry Sauce “Escalloped Squash | WEIN YZ || 

fi Baked Sweet Potatoes | RSS y Ce a | 

— Sager | 
I Imported Wines a s ee | 

‘ French Port Champagne 

i a 

5 BE see ta Re Taree | | 
Mince Pie Pumphin Pie Apple Pie 

evteltn Tov ec Godwin & Sansom — 
i | Mo. 1925 March St., Detroit 

- | 
E Cut No. 3152A 

i — LO 

" 
f No. AD a Laat eck 2 Sse seas aa | 

ke ° | Western National Bank 
j | 
f PPG OT teense ae ee RENN Se Sie ae a a ee OT order | 

f BRT er aed eile grate ed bestia tes Be eens Se Te A Bee Vl A cg ee a ae 

phe . 
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E 6 Point Panel Border No. 3 - 
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mplete Series, 11 Sizes For Accents made, see pages 

ones Tudor Black Series pared 

) 6 Point Font $200 16A $085 48a $115 8 Point Font $2 25 14A $100 40a $i 25 

j The Printer Who Weglects to Look After Mis Office Affairs The Printer Who Starts In Determined 
j Stands about as much sbow of baving a successful and paying business TG Uni [Li d Wickel=All Tt is sure 

) eget run ae ncuron Sey | gp up a substantia and profitable printers” rade 
| constantly bave bis eyes wide open looking forward to the betterment Originality claims admiration everywhere and printers 
\ of bis business equipment. The answer? teystone Products. $123 generally know a good thing when they see it. 1234568 

j ABCDEFOHAIFKIMNOPARSTUVWEVZ abcdefgbijkimnoparstuywry3 

B 10 Point Font $2.50 12A $105 35a $145 12 Point Font $2 75 11A $120 52a $155 

Farmers re the Most Independent Ge Careful Where Pou Strike 
i They work from sunzup to sun=down during ‘ 

| the warm summer montbs and in the winter It is necessary to strike a man below the 
they sit by the fireside and are bappy. $123 belt if you would reach bis pocket. 6890 

be 20 Point Font $3 25 5A $150 13a $175 

f 18 Point Font $3 25 7A$140 21a $185 i; r 

) Fl Brand Hew dea Sailor Returning 

fs One of Earth’s Treasures | Wome from the Voyage 

24 Point Font $350 4A $160 10a $190 

| Charity May Begin at Dome | 
} r r r 

H ~~ 

: Hnd it Should also be a Daily Practice 
} 

| 36 Point Font $5 00 3A $230 9a $270 a 

The Present its the Time 
| f r 

| Opportunities are Ever at Mand 
42 Point Font $6 25 3A$310 7a $315 

) End ) noured Darodships 
| Vessels Domeward Jound 
| 48 Point Font $750 3A$395 6a $355 

| nited States Records : 
| 72 Point Font $11 50 3A $705 4a $445 

| 

Bncient Mouses 
| | 294 ’ 
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: coms tm Tudor Black Outline meena 

; Yor TwHoeColor Jobs Runt This Tope ‘This Fine Outline series. 

SF Sis mrsron tte semlat | gor colotework bas no tival 
: and attractive twoscolor result. $12345 for beauty and quality. S90 

| Open Type Faces Mre Verp Fashionable 3 

ae Rictistic effects are produced by using this face in 
conjunction with the black face of this series. 190 

my ‘Dumorous CourteiRoom Scenes 
: Demonstrated by Cheatrical [Performer 

ae Viewing the THigh Wands 
| ~—s- Over the Blue Ridsge Mountains | 

| Elaborate Luncheon — | 
— Wenronase ad Mee Cream 

Gia Poutey 60, Shh cue | 
| r | 

| Bletions Gracetul | 
l 7 . 

Craineds Circus Horses | 

Enimals Tamed — 
295 | 

| | 
<8



ee Tudor Black Condensed ons | 

“aed aon and ftustated cite. JZ | 

Given for the benefit of the Little Sisters of the Poor, . 7 

Bas waks. Gus ah emo be Easter Berviees 
the Social Fund Committee or at the church on nights of ; 

Entertainment; doors open af seven o'clock. $1234567890 

ABCDEFSMAJKLMMNOPORSTAVMXYZ Exercised of Song and 

18 Point Font $3.25 10A $150 300 $175 Praise in the 

Ancient and Historical Bibles 

(Ulere unearthed in a small town near ; 

Pekin, China, by workmen engaged in (Madison : 

removing some buildings. $12345678 i : 

abcdefghithlmnopgrstunwxy3 Clniversalist 

Sixteenth Anniversary Church 
Of the founding of the firm of 
(anton Hros., Silversmiths 

and Fart Engravers. $12345 

Good Job Letter 
, , He is not here for be 

Printers with taste ih 
f c where the Lord lay. d 

know its merits. $48 

(usical Fund Rev. G. Barrett Heinman 

Art and History — 

: a nm ae am a ne ge RR Sie
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eager 9 Sizes Roy al Cext Series For aaa sup hvig pages 

| 6 Point Font $2 00 19A $090 55a $i 10 8 Point Font $2 25 16A $100 48a $1 25 

@ Square Deal for the Printer Explains Keystone’s Success Magnificent and Appropriate Gifts for the Holidays 
j The Keystone Type Foundry was begun in eighteen eighty-eight because With the coming of the holidays we wish to acquaint our man ‘ ; ; ; 3 poliday, 4 4 
a oe ee ria Uh pee ht GL Ochi friends with the fact that we are now in possession of our special 

this foundry was to establish and maintain for the publishers with whom assortment of holiday jewelry comprising many beautiful and 
their dealings in advertising had been so mutually satisfactory, an equally exquisitely wrought designs in gold and silver. To call and 
fair basis of dealing for the manufactured products of a foundry. 125456 see our stock is all we ask; the goods will convince. $123456789 

ABCDESGHIKEMNOPQRSTUOWXYS, abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvmwxyz 

10 Point Font $2 50 14A $110 42a $1 40 12 Point Font $2 75 13A $125 39a $1 50 

| Wost Professional Folks Are Exacting Some Jmportant Facts for Printers 
Gs to their stationery. With Royal Text added to : : | 
your plant the difficulty of pleasing the most par- nt dealing with the Keystone you alwaus get 
ticular may be overcome, for every one appreciates the best so far as real value is concerned: the 

1 ts artistic points and general excellence. $123456 most up-to-date in quality and style. 1234567 

| 14 Point Font $3 00 10A $1 30 30a $1 70 

' Complimentary Cestimontal ps 
Cendered to Walter Kina, treasurer | 
at Oriole Cheatre, Way twenty-six Christmas 

; nineteen hundred and fifteen. [23456 | 
| | aes eee Entertainment 

i ’ ’ , 

Daris Winter Suits | 
, , , Zak 

GES You are cordially invited Cry | 
' } to our opening sale. $2] <=> | 

| 

30 Point Font $4 25 4A $205 10a $2 20 { 
Happy with laughter and chatter, 

, Gladdened by shouts of the boys | 
Oriental ®oods We wish you a Merry Christmas, 

7 Gnd much of the season’s joys | 

i ° 

Wiatting and Ruas ae | 
| | 
i Given by Scholars of 
i 36 Point Font $5 00 4A$245 8a $255 2 

’ kk | The Central High School 

| Print Books | | 1 : 
g PI ae 

u ra e e Crs Cut No. 1401 Brass Ornamental Corners No. 6414 

q 48 Point Font $7 50 3A$3 65 8a $3 85 
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Sica eee eee 

Le Slice Chik Goin Rad Sih Os eed 
Moat “Printers We. Nickel=Qtloy, Unineroal Wexico sanctions much of thie ofeort ' 

Ling, “Poi 7 w ; ws ’ aes! se oo ee - oa for amusement of many Couriote. $12 

| ’ “Tpuoinedo “Prospects Grow Ereowraging | 

| Gxports of the United Slateo Far Exceed Their Importo 

Quality Gower Show Now Open 

| Rare and Coolly “Plants Gor Sale | 
\ 

pe tes Lee rhs sed at cae | 

Opened under the most favorable conditions on -c ’ 

inte: v a itch on inedi= gat hones. ees ee Saturday 

| dunt Lmcn the pleanun of the eerudon. ging | 64 Gratoon and Stuart, $1235678 : 

“The. Charcoal Sisters in a “Pic. Eating Conteat 
| Subslantial Occupation for Aungry “Travelers bo Follow | 

acentisls Dircover “(Reason 

Denatured CGleohol Was Used for uel | 
48 Point ae : . : , : : 7 | d ies $380 8a $370 

Guide. atlorice &xfp ined 

| | 
Pn a i tre a . vias fivesciia
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geo LINING LAW ITALIC eS aa j 

8 Point Font $2 25 15A $080 45a $145 10 Point Font $2 50 12A $090 40a $160 

AND IT IS FURTHER AGREED BY AND BETWEEN | LESSEE DOTH COVENANT AND AGREE 
: THE PARTIES TO THESE PRESENTS THAT THIS PROPERTY SHALL 

That if default shall be made in the payment of any : . 

) of the above-named installments, then it shall be lawful | Be taken to his place of business above-named, 

for the Lessors to re-enter into possession of the personal and there held and kept, not to be removed 

property above-described; and for this purpose they may therefrom without the written consent of the 
enter upon the premises of the Lessee and upon any other | a . is ; 
premises where the same may be found, and take away, BEES LEY ae oe Ue i se edi 

repossess and enjoy the said personal property. $123456 possession at expiration of term. 1234567890 ; 

4 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefshijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 

‘ | 
12 Point Font $2 75 9A $085 38a $190 14 Point Font $3 00 8A $100 30a $200 

LESSORS DO HEREBY COVENANT THIS LESSEE SHALL NEVER ee 

AND AGREE THAT LESSEE ASSIGN THIS LEASE 

On paying the above specified install- Underlet or sub-hire the said per- 
ments, and performing the covenants 1 z thout th Ht 

aforesaid, shall and may peaceably and SOTA FORGES tere tg bales se 
quietly have, hold and use. $123845678 consent of the Lessors given. $123 E 

Any Universal Line Leaders will line with Lining Law Italic. x 

r 1 

Chis Mndenture, PAE CI OUB ages eS UY POY do cette eek 

191 , between The Sunshine Machinery Co., of the first part, hereinafter called : 

IUCN T AOR COPURU ocala cee Sg eee veg Sop ees nee eae ee eee 

OP cerccesseseertencrceencessteensennetnenteeinenimanrnirninenienrne Of the second part, hereinafter called the Lessee, 

, Wiitnesseth, That the Lessors have let and hired for wse, and by these 

presents do let and hire for use, unto the said Lessee, the following described machinery 

all f. 0. b. Philadelphia, Pa. 

FOP Ee COP Offa ooeccsecvverssirnvrrrsrrirrrnnerrirrnennnne MOnths from the date hereof, at the rent or 

hie Of ee eS Neier ease Dollars, (pte a) Oy aule 

} Ob ne oe See a, ee oa ae ONO ee. aay OF URelmunti: 

Wn Witness Wihereof, the parties have hereunto signed and sealed this 

indenture the day and year first above written. 

By 
Witness as to signature of party of first part 

TUR, Ronnie eee Se OR GOPSE 

Witness as to signature of party of second part Pe 

ees i a ee BES, 
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6 Point German 8 Point German | 
Qn Deutfdland war die fpige Schwarsfehrift ftets der bevorsugte Stil Qn Deutjdhland war die fpibe Sdhwargfdhrift ftets der ' 

fiir Rircdenbiider. Je ftattlider das Buch, defto ernjter und erhabener war bevorjugte Stil fiir Kirdenbiider. Ye ftattlider das Bud, f 
ber Charatter desfelben. Bielleicht eine dex febinften Urten diejer Schrift: f 
gattung in einem gebrudten Bude war in der Bamberger Botfdaft vom defto ernfter und erhabener baie der Gharatter desjelben. 

Jahre 1481 enthalten, deffen Tertbudhftaben dreiviertel Boll hod) waren. Fir Vielleicht eine der fchinften Arten diefer Sdhriftgattung in 
diejenigen Bilder, welde jpegiell sum Lefen fily Laien gemacht wurden, ftand einem gedrudten Bude war in der Bamberger Votfdaft vom } 
eine einfacere Form der sens in grofer Gunft. Cin gutes Crem Jahre 1481 enthalten, deffen Terbudftaben dreiviertel Soll \ 
plar derjelben, weldes Gutenberg sugefdhrieben wird, ijt im Catholicon vom +S Pees , : Q, ‘ 

Jabre 1460 ju finden. Die gleide Form ift in dem Ablaforief von 1454, in der hoch waren. Fiix diejenigen Biidher, welche fpesiell gum Sefen { 
SwhAfferfcen Ausgabe des Cicero (1465) und in vielen der populdiren Bilder fiir Laien gemacht wurden, ftand eine einfacjere Form der : 
der erften deutfden Buchdruder enthalten. Diefe Schrift hat teinen bejtimmten Sdhwarsidhrift m grofer Gunft. Cin gutes Exemplar derfelben, | 
Namen; frangofifdhe eee nannten fie Lettre de ee die weldjes Gutenberg zugefdrieben wird, ift im Catholicon vom 
englifden Semi -gothic. Wir geben ihr ben Namen Round Gothic, um : : i 

fie von der Pointed Gothic 4u unterjdeiden. Beder die eine nod die Sabre 1460 ut finden. Die gleidhe Sorm ijt in Dem Ublag- 

anbere biefer Formen geniigte ben Drucern und Lefern des 15. Jahrhunderts. brief von 1454, in der Sdhiffer’'fdjen Ausgabe de3 Cicero 
Es madte fic) ein Verlangen nach griferer Ausjdmiidung und Verfcdhieden- (1465) und in vielen der populiren Bilder der erften deutiden 

beit geltend. Erhard Rewid fdeint mit feiner Sdrift im Jahre 1486 ben Buddrucer enthalten. Dieje Sdrift hat feinen beftimmten 

SPACED Gen sUeaTtn Sebcad Mee eitioien Cera ea Namen ; feanponige Bibliographen nannten fie Lettre de 
Indtirberg gebruten Gedlgtes tenn aie ons Sisto, wenn nit ate Mopeds pomutie, bs sna Set ante ee ee | 
mee : ", " amen Roun othic, um fie von der Pointe othic 

Ia nsterte Giltianh woud BS faved, viele Beet atk cane Bechet unterjdeiden. Weder die eine noc) die andere diefer Formen i 
Ee agree wt era Mg art she hoy wes meat gitar a Ai | 

t ; om rece} 5. macte fic) ein Verlangen nach griferer Mu gw 
Hh stn ete bap Somer ofeatace eps gt qemu he Rer|chiedenheit der Serift geltend. Erhard Rewid {deint 
Pgund Gothic, mdi as Hae ee an, gee Senne ware eaHea Se eee oot Di aha were | 
unter ‘den Ramen » B ‘ infiihrung einer Serie neuer For , 

® | sand intetner Melle beetnerageine Hou bet Sudiaben mush, in Det {ahlieflic) jum allgemeinen Gebraud) der mobernen deut{den { 
ftaben anderwarts. Gebilnete Sefer jopen alerdings die rdmijfcen Budftaben Serift im ,,Theuerdant”, eines im Qahre 1514 bet Sdon- 
aT a eas tahoe enter eee fperger in Niirnberg eet Gedidtes, fann als Motiv, f i : ; Roo 
GAULion Clenenoneneny worten the griseicbener Tertbitdher in apa, wenn nidjt als Modell, fiir die unter Den Namen German 
gothifher Schrift, ebenfo alle frithen Gebet= und AUndachts-Biider. Filr diez Ke 

abcbefghijtimnopgrituvmry; abcdefghijtimnopqritunwry 5 i 
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In Deutfdland war die fpite Schmargfdjrift ftet3 der bevorzugte Stil fiir Rirdjenbitdher. Ye ftatt- | 
Tider das Buch, defto ernfter und erhabener war der Charatter dedfelben. Vielleicht eine der fchinften | 

Arten diefer Schriftgattung in einem gedructen Bude war in der Bamberger Botfchaft vom Jahre 1481 q 
| enthalten, deffen Tertbuchjtaben dreiviertel Boll hoch waren. Fiir diejenigen Biidher, weldhe fpegiell zum t 

Lefen fiir Laien gemacht wurden, ftand eine einfadjere Form der Schwarafehrift in groper Gunjt. Cin 
| gutes Cremplar derfelben, welded Gutenberg zugefdrieben wird, ijt im Catholicon vom Jahre 1460 zu 

finden. Die gleiche Form ift in dem WAblafbrief von 1454, in der Schiffer’fchen Ausgabe des Cicero 

(1465) und in vielen dev populiren Biider der erften deutfdhen Buchdrucer enthalten. Dieje Schrift 

. hat feinen beftimmten Namen; frangififdhe Bibliographen nannten fie Lettre de somme, die englifden 

| Semi-gothic. Wir geben ihr den Namen Round Gothic, um fie von der Pointed Gothic 3u unter- 

fceiden. Weder die eine noch die andere diefer Formen geniigte den Drudern und Lefern des 15. Sahr- ‘ 

] hunderts. G8 madhte fic) ein Berlangen nach griperer Ausfehmiicung und Verfdjiedenheit der Schrift b 
| geltend. Erhard Rewid fceint mit feiner Schrift im Jahre 1486 den erften Sehritt in der Gin- : ' 

fiihrung einer Serie neuer Formen gethan zu haben, welche fclieslic) gum allgemeinen Gebraud) der | 
| modernen deut{chen Schriften fiihrien. Die Schrift im ,Theuerdank’, eines im Sabre 1514 bet Sdin- | 
] fperger in Niirnberg gedructen Gedidjtes, fann als Motiv, wenn nicht als Modell, fiir die unter dem | 

| Namen German Text befannte Schrift betradhtet werden. Der moderne Gefdhmac weigerte fic) jedod), diefe | 

] Schrift als eine Verbefferung der alten, einfadjeren Form anguerfennen, wahrend die Cigenheiten der- | 
| felben nad) und nad) von allen deutiden Buchdrucern acceptiert wurden. Zieht man die Angularitat } 

| abcdefghijflmnopaqritunwry; | 
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} 11 Point German 

In Deutfehland war die fpike Schmarzfdrift ftets der bevorgugte Stil fiir Kircenbiider. | 

Se ftattlider das Buch, defto ernfter und erhabener war der Charafter desfelben. Vielleidt eine j 

der fcinften Arten diefer Schriftgattung in einem gedructen Bude war in der Bamberger 

: Botfhaft vom Jahre 1481 enthalten, deffen Tertbucftaben dreiviertel Zoll hod waren. Fiir 

diejenigen Biidher, welde fpeziell zum Lefen fiir Laien gemadt wurden, ftand eine einfachere Form 

der Schmarsidhrift in grofer Gunft. Gin gutes Gremplar derjelben, weldhes Gutenberg jue 

geldrieben wird, ijt im Catholicon vom Sabre 1460 ju finden. Die gleidhe Form ijt in dem 

Ablahbrief von 1454, in der Schaffer’fdhen Ausgabe des Cicero (1465) und in vielen der popu- 

7 laren Biicher der erjten deutfdhen Budhdrucer enthalten. Diefe Schrift hat feinen bejtimmten 

J Namen; frangofijde Bibliographen nannten fie Lettre de somme, die englijden Semi-gothic. 

‘ Wir geben ibr den Namen Round Gothic, um fie von der Pointed Gothic zu unterjdeiden. | 

Weder die eine, nod die andere diejer Formen geniigte den Drucern und Lejern des 15. Jahr- 

; hunderts. Cs madhte fic) cin Verlangen nach griperer WAusjdmiicung und Verjchiedenheit der | 

Sehrift geltend. Crhard Rewich fceint mit feiner Schrift im Jahre 1486 den erften Sdhritt | 

: in der Ginfiihrung einer Serie neuer Formen gethan 3u haben, welche jdlieplich zum allgemeinen 

Gebrauch der modernen deutidhen Schrift fiihrten. Die Schrift im ,Theuerdant”, eines im Jahre | 

1514 beiSchinjperger in Nitrnberg gedrudten Gedidhtes, fann als Motiv, wenn nidt als Modell, | 

; abedefghijflmnopqrituvwry; 
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Yn Deutfdhland war die fpige Schwargfehrift ftets der bevorzugte Stil fiir 

: Kirdenbiidher. Je ftattlider das Buch, defto ernfter und erhabener war der Chavatter i 
desfelben. Vielleicht eine der fchinften WArten diefer Schriftgattung in einem gedructen 
Buche war in der Bamberger VBotfdaft vom Jahre 1481 enthalten, deffen Tert- 
budftaben dreiviertel Boll hoc) waren. Fiir diejenigen Biicher, welde fpeziell gum 

} Lefen fiir Laien gemacht wurden, ftand eine einfachere Form der Schwarsjdhrift in 

grofer Gunft. Gin gutes Gremplar derjelben, welcjes Gutenberg zugefdrieben wird, ; 

ift im Catholicon vom Jahre 1460 gu finden. Die gleide Form ijt in dem Wblapbrief 

: von 1454, in der Schaffer’fdhen Ausgabe des Cicero (1465) und in vielen populdren 

Pitcher der erften deutiden Budhdructer enthalten. Diefe Schrift hat feinen beftimmten 

Namen; frangofifee Bibliographen nannten fie Lettre de somme, die englijden 

i Semi-gothic. Wir geben ifr den Namen Round Gothic, um fie von der Pointed f 

: : Gothic 3u unterfdeiden. Weber die eine, noc) die andere diejer Formen geniigte | 

/ den Drucern und Lefjern de$ 15. Jahrhunderts. Cs madhte fich ein Verlangen nach j 

; griperer Uusfdhmirung und Verfdhiedenheit der Schrift geltend. Erhard Rewid | 

fdeint mit feiner Schrift im Sabre 1486 den erjten Sdritt in der Ginfithrung | 

; abcdefghijilmnopqrituvwry3 : | 
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a MAKERS OF NICKEL-ALLOY, UNIVERSAL LINE BE “ 
a 

' Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. = 
he Mr. Master Printer, i 
a Prosperity City, Everywhere. ai 

Dear Sir: S 

f fo give the best there is in type founding products has always been one of a 

i the cardinal points in the desire of the Keystone Type Foundry, in fact it is . oe 

" one of the main reasons for our existence. This desire has never waned and we Se 

i fully believe the increasing popularity of the Keystone can be attributed very ie: 
largely to this one feature. This assertion is assuredly.strengthened by the 4 

sit testimonials of the thousands of satisfied printers and publishers who are to-day i 

as, A using our productions to the practical exclusion of all others. The growth of & 

i anything is stunted unless properly nourished. ~We could not live, let alone grow, =3 

om 4 without the nourishment afforded by our customers--and‘we have grown. A few years q 

Ie ie back we were practically a local concern, hardly known outside of our own baliwick ee 

= while to-day we are known throughout the world, with busy: warehouses in New York, “3 

q Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta and San Francisco, besides the main office and foundry a 

Hi in Philadelphia. It is said: "A machine is only as strong as its weakest part." ag 

: We believe a printing establishment is only as strong as its type, for the founda- Sa 

Bait tion of printing is type. It is evident,’ therefore, that the best results can only a 

E be attained by using the best type. Type is our strong point and practically-our ‘= 

i main efforts have been directed in making it of the highest quality. ... pe 

me TEN POINT NEW MODEL REMINGTON TYPEWRITER a 

; E s The following characters are furnished with each complete font, except the fractions, — 

1 which are fonted and priced separately: vee 

. a bed ef enhijgk ton opaqarstuvwxy2A BCD EF igs 

; Oe get ae ees = 

te et | Ae 8 Re eho Or (~ ) a. 5 eS ea aS 

. 10 Point 20A $1.30 100a $4.50 Font, $5.80 Fractions 85 ets. per font ele 

i Justifiers in 1 and 5 Ib. fonts at 54 cts. per Ib. ee 
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PD, : Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. ae 
ys ; Mr. Master Printer, 

ae 

Prosperity City, Everywhere. re 

Mala Dear Sir: : : 3S 

; The idea that all type is good type is erroneous. The idea that there is oa 

is 4 not much to be gained in choosing among the various makes is also wrong. 2 

Lae Keystone Type, which is good type, is designed with strong lines in proportion a 

in to the style, be it light or heavy, giving it the greatest resisting power. It ei 

2 | is cast in high relief upon the body with correct beveling and the fewest kerns as 

oo ee possible. It is accurate as to body, height and alignment, and the metal used oa 

een is hard, tough and~turabte; withstanding ordinary wear long enough to satisfy S38 

; ap, the most exacting. To attain perfection in Nickel-Alloy Type we use the purest ine 

eh metals mixed in proper ahd unvarying proportions in our foundry under the eyes Be 

i Th of our superintendent, and oY only the best machinery and skill. At aettt oa 

io expense we show new faces by emonstrating their use in correctly compose : 3 oe 

om printing and advertising, for as founders we must ‘also be good printers, anti- ‘a 

; cipating the needs of all classes of work and producing.novelties for setting a 

oe new fashions of printing. We recognize all these necessities and are aiming Fe? 

cs he to excel, thereby aiding in the development and improvement of the art Se 
Sie preservative of all arts. ; aS = 4 

are | TEN POINT ELITE TYPEWRITER “4 
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PHILADELPHIA NEW YORE CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO 

KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY : 
MAKERS OF NICKEL-ALLOY, UNIVERSAL LINE 

Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A. t 
Messrs. Printer and Publisher, 

Typewritten Letter Specialists, 
Towns and Cities, U. S,..8; 

I Gentlemen; 
This new typewriter face was cut directly from the steel types f} 

purchased of the Remington Typewriter Company. The utmost care was 4 
taken to avoid any variation in shape, width or heft of the letters. 

A close comparison of a machine written letter with this form, yy 
which was printed through Japanese Silk, with Typewriter Process ; 
Ink, will show that we have exactly reproduced the type used on the 
NEW MODEL REMINGTON Visible Writing Machine. 

F Crepe Chiffon or Regular Ribbon Cloth can also be used on a 
regular Job Press, the material being stretched slackly on the grip- 

ks pers. ‘The Chiffon gives a lighter and sharper impression, while the 
: Ribbon Cloth gives a heavier and more blurred impression than the 
: Japanese Silk. Hither of. these materials. should be-thoroughly washed 

in soapy water; the rollers and bearers should be perfectly clean, 
and the Process Ink distributed as,usual. The material must be ' 
evenly saturated with Process Ink, and after the first few .impres- 

E sions the result obtained will be the same: as that from typewriter 
ribbons on the machine. 

To print. imitation typewritten ‘circulars on a Cylinder Press, 
two or more up, use a good light weight Japanese Silk, saturated as : 
above mentioned, and stretch it loosely across each form, locking 3 
the ends in the furniture at the top amd bottom so that the rollers 
will not catch up the material. Run two sheets through at a time 
on the. form until the cloth is forced down to the shoulder of the 
type, which will prevent an excess of blurring. If the type fills . 
up while the job is running, wash the silk with benzine. 

Ribbons used for.filiing in the names and addresses should 
contain the same ink-as,#hat used on the press, and if rollers, etc. 
are absolutely clean there will be no difficulty in matching exactly. 

It makes no difference how well a circular letter is worded, 
nor what its purport may be, it is sure.to go into the: waste basket ve 

: unless the work'of reproduction is cleverly done. With this new 
face there’ need be no failure. 

TWELVE POINT NEW MODEL REMINGTON 

* The following characters are furnished with each complete font, except the fractions, 
which are fonted and priced separately: 

a-bedef¢h 1:3} kaom-nioprrqoree-tuwewm yo A BC D-EF 
GH IlWseMEM NO PsQGR S TUVUK YE 2 Gohl 23 4556578 9 0 

PRE REEE LS 7 BELO IGG GON oe yaa 
12 Point 20A $1.70 100a$5.65 Font, $7.35 Fractions 75 cts. per font i 
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a) 3 Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. ORR. 
sae Mr. Master Printer, : = 

ee Prosperity City, Everywhere. a4 
ay Dear Sir: S 
. To give the best there is. in type founding products has at 
aoe always been one of the cardinal points in the desire of the Keystone : # 
a) Type Foundry, in fact it is one of the main reasons for. our ex- s 
oie istence. This desire has never waned and we fully believe the a 
or inereasing popularity of the Keystone can be attributed very largely i 

= F to this one feature. This assertion is assuredly strengthened by z as 
i the testimonials of the thousands of satisfied printers and pub- ig 
a F lishers who are to-day using our productions to the practical 2 
ie exclusion of all others. ae 

a The growth of anything is stunted unless properly nourished. -* 
ae F We could not live, let alone grow without the nourishment afforded - 
Fe ; by our customers--and we have grown. A few years back we were prac- a 
ns tically a local concern, hardly known outside of our own baliwick, = 
au : while to-day we are known throughout the world, with busy warehouses a 

as in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta and San Francisco, besides : = 
pie the main office and foundry in Philadelphia. ES 

“g F It is said: "A machine is only as strong as its weakest part." 3 

ee, : We believe a printing establishment is only as strong as its type, Et 
2 : for the foundation of printing is type. It is evident, therefore, a 

ae that the best results can only be attained by using the best type. = 

=i4 Type is our strong point and practically our main efforts have ee 

Poe been directed in making it of the highest quality. a 

3 : The idea that all type is good type is erroneous. The idea - 
J that there is not much to be gained in choosing among the various 8 

makes is also wrong. Keystone Type, which is good type, is designed : Baers i 

with strong lines in proportion to the style, be it light or heavy, ess 

giving it the greatest resisting power. It is cast in high relief a 

a upon the body with correct beveling and the fewest kerns possible. ae 

; It is accurate as to body, height and alignment, and the metal used Be 

is hard, tough and durable, withstanding ordinary wear long enough Bess 
to satisfy the most exacting. To attain perfection in Nickel- oan 

Alloy Type we use the purest metals mixed in proper and unvarying ae 

proportions in our foundry under the eyes of our superintendent, oa 

. F and employ only the best machinery and skill. — 3 Be 
ees 
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PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO 

MAKERS OF NICKEL-ALLOY, UNIVERSAL LINE 

zs Philadelphia, Pa., U. 5. A. 

Mr. Master Printer, 
Prosperity City, Everywhere. 

Dear Sir: 
To give the best there is in type founding products has 

always been one of the cardinal points in the desire of the Keystone 

Type Foundry, in fact it is one of the main reasons for our ex- 
istence. This desire has never waned and we fully believe the 
increasing popularity of the Keystone can be attributed very largely 

to this one feature. This assertion is assuredly strengthened by 

the testimonials of the thousands of satisfied printers and pub- 3 

lishers who are to-day using our productions to the practical j 

exclusion of all others. 

The growth of anything is stunted unless properly nourished. 

We could not live, let alone grow without the nourishment afforded 
by our customers--and we have grown. A few years back we were prac- 

tically a local concerg, hardly known outside of our own baliwick, 
while to-day we are. known throughout the worid, with busy warehouses 
in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atianta and San Francisco besides 

the main office and foundry in Philadeiphia. 

It is said: "A machine is only as strong as its weakest part." 
We believe a printing establishment is only as strong as its type, 

for the foundation of printing is type. It is evident, therefore, 
that the best results can only be attained by using the best type. 

Type is our strong point and practically our main efforts have 

; been directed in making it of the highest quality. 

The idea that all type is good type is erroneous. The idea 

that there is not much to be gained in choosing among -the various 
makes is also wrong. Keystone Type, which is good type, is designed 

with strong lines in proportion to the style, be it light or heavy, i 
giving it the greatest resisting power. It is cast in high relief 
upon the body with correct beveling and the fewest kerns possible. 

It is accurate as to body, height and alignment, and the metal used 

i is hard, tough and durable, withstanding ordinary wear long enough 
to satisfy the most exacting. To attain perfection in Nickel- 

Alloy Type we use the purest metals mixed in proper and unvarying at 

proportions in our Foundry under the eyes of our superintendent, e 

, and employ only the best machinery and skill. 
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assortments or over, and sold at the prices shown. In addition to those here shown, figures for any size or series in this book can be furnished in | 

above quantity at the regular pound price for the type. For Body Type Figures see Body Type specimen pages. 
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. 110 5c, 26 6c. - ‘ 

bes es as SPECIAL LOGOTYPES iL or dae seth ao anita! WeTOGy 
pe Special Logotypes of every description prompt- | ‘Pe rates: 

ly cut and cast to order. Prices on application. — 

LOGOTYPES = 
PPL ns pvemiar es oe ape CATTLE BRAND BLANKS 

o. ¢ oS Key iS > SHILLING MARKS 1, 5e. 2. Be, 3. 5c, 4. 6c. 5. 6c. 

pLlee aed C or Made from 5to 12 point inclusive,/ Sold bythe | & a i ze 

=a & 9 100. pound at prices shown on page 318. 

o e % g DEGREE, MINUTE AND SECOND a Hi 2 Ed 
18) 15¢ 11 5e. 12 6c. 13 100. 14 10c, MARKS 

Gh” FF SP | mtorrenn ar anaes Beka | tea ad i sacae a 
Price per font, one each, 50c. page 318. shown on page 318. 

THEATRE LOGOTYPES 

CAST ONLY TO ORDER—Fifty type or more from one matrix—6 point at the rate of $1.28 per pound; 12 point, $0.74 per pound; 18 point, $0.66 per pound; 
less than fifty type from one matrix—6 point at the rate of $2.00 per pound ; 12 point, $1.16 per pound ; 18 point, $1.00 per pound. 

a Each of the following days of the week are cast on 6x60 Points: The following are cast on 12x96 Points: 

6003 6004 6005 1245 1247 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY gee . = es im CHAIR pox SOFA 
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY ines nas 

Sarienay CIRCLE DIVAN 
1249 

F Retain ie cles Retain soe dianel LO G E 
6x60 Points This Check 6x60 Points 1258 1260 

18x60 Poi 

Bk ORCHESTRA CHAIR PROMENADE CHAIR 
Each ef fe following oe we a wee are cast on 12x60 points, read 

f except ednesday, which is 12x’ ‘oints : ~ = 2 __ ORCHESTRA STALL 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY —§  Oncuestra GincLE PARQUET CIRCLE 

1240 1241 1242 
1268 1271 

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY DRESS CIRCLE FAMILY CIRCLE 
pees 1244 1243 

SUNDAY MATINEE EVENING 
Nos. 4803 and 4804 are cast on 12x 48 Points; No. 1223 on 12 x 36 Points. Pp A R L OR C H A l R 

B 4803 1223 4804 
1256 1255 

EVENING © "sss" MATINEE PLUSH CHAIR OPERA CHAIR 
an ie - i : = 1263 1262 1264 

a ebiaem eerste BALCONY PARQUET GALLERY 
1224 1225 1226 1227 1228 1229 1230 1251 1253 

Jan. Fes. Mch. Apt. May JUNE JuLy LOWER BOX UPPER BOX 
1231 1232 1233 1234 1335 1269 1252 

Auc. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec, FRONT BALCONY BALCONY BOX 
1217 : 1218 1261 1270 

Eva. Mat. ORCHESTRA BALCONY CIRCLE 
1220 1221 1222 1219 1273 1272 1265 1254 

$100 $150 $200 Centre LEFT RIGHT ENTRESOLE RESERVED SEAT 
320
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eae HIS SHOWING OF ACCENTS is a new and valuable convenience to 

aa Ny buyers of type, and the first of the kind compiled by any foundry in 

ee Se By this country. It contains all the Accents made by the Keystone Type 

ee Foundry up to the time it was printed in July, 1910. The pages 

eo run in the order of the type bodies, from 5 to 120 point. All the Accents 

eke =] required for each of the languages are grouped at the top of the respec- 

} tive columns. The type faces are in alphabetical order in the first column to the left 

; of each page and the Accents made for the different faces are carried out in the 

respective columns. EXAMPLE: To ascertain what French Accents are made for 6 

{ | point Lining Roman No. 108, turn to the 6 point pages and run down the first column 
to Lining Roman No 108 and by glancing to the right in the fifth column, headed 

| FRENCH, it will be seen that of the fifteen characters necessary in the French 

| language, all are made in Caps, Small Caps and Lower Case. Another EXAMPLE: To 

| ascertain what Spanish Accents are made for 8 point Caslon Bold, turn to the 8 
| point pages and in the same manner find that of the seven characters necessary in 

] the Spanish language, four Caps and Small Caps, and all the Lower Case letters are 
i made. If the additional Caps or Small Caps are desired, they can be made to order, 
i. Heretofore printers and publishers desiring to do composition in foreign lang- 
| uages have been greatly perplexed as to what Accents were made by the foundries 

Ft for their various type faces, and even upon inquiry little satisfaction was obtained, 
E because the founder himself hardly knew just what Accent Matrices he had for 

ai certain sizes of certain faces. To be sure he could get out the matrix record and 
make up a list, but this was a tedious job and not always convenient. Therefore 

H the customer was generally told: ‘Make up your list of Accents and we will let 
} i you know what we have of them.”” As a matter of fact most printers do not know 

| just what Accents are required for the different languages, and could not tell how 
: many of each were wanted without going over the “copy” and counting them. This 

was also an irksome task and often resulted in errors, sometimes necessitating several 
! expensive sort orders on the foundry for different lots of the same character. All 

j H of this is now changed, as the printer upon taking a job to be set in French or any 
i of the other languages in, say 10 point type, can turn to the 10 point faces in this 
} book and see just what Accents are made, and if he has a font of Keystone type in 

his office, suitable for the work in hand, he can order so many fonts, ounces or 
] pounds of the required Accents and they can be supplied promptly. If, on the other 
ip hand, he desires to purchase a new font of type with the necessary Accents, he can 

i select a face for which accents are already made, and thus avoid any delay or 
extra expense for making matrices. 

A job font of Accents weighs approximately 10 per cent. of the weight of a 
job font of type of the same body, and contains an equal number of each accent 

/ made for the face ordered, unless order specifies otherwise. The price is 10 per cent. 
} . of the price of the type font when ordered at the same time. When ordered sepa- 
/ rately from the font, the charge is not less than 35 cents. 
" Accents of weight fonts ordered at the same time as the font, the price per 

| pound for type will be charged. When ordered separately the minimum charge is 
cents. 

} The compiling of these Accents required considerable time, labor and expense, 
but we think it was well spent and believe it will simplify or dispose entirely of 

| all your Accent troubles, and we trust you will show your appreciation by sending 
; us your orders not only for Accents, but Type, Machinery, Furniture and Printing 
. Material as well. 

| KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY 

) Boe $$$ 
: 322 
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At the top of each column we show ALL the accents required for the Languages named. In the same column we show 4 

the accents we make for the several faces. Prices for making others quoted upon application 

BOHEMIAN eee DUTCH FRENCH GERMAN| HUNGARIAN | ITALIAN POLISH | PORTUGUESE SPANISH | SWED. 
5 PE, AOOrTHENRSTOZ MG") ¥ BARIONRIOARIOD) AOU A616GO0HE ABIOU]6A RCENSH/ AMIOTOROCAOS AHIOWUN AO A 

© 616NVECENnFSCNZ 4 ¥ jeaciddeivadioag ada ACLGOUHUSHACLIO LG geeInszZAcToNHedgAdHACIoOn i Ha 6 a 

Caston Bold rec acre oe Seen ee eee eee eee gay 
ee NE OLOUR. cane sce. ceber selene ces lely cst Ol OlLG1 ULSIO US Mot METOUSH ACTON O20. UeOTO ANOS EN .. | PELOU UR WO... 

Caslon Bold tate... { Sereteeeseeeeseseedleerereddescees byte cha Ne A MO Da olay Sas es Tefal Nene ER ns Sl RAMAN ee nA ee Nl 0 see Fr tee, Walang 

Cason Lightice ..... { sheseperseauiarstesusteesdetccrsi[sesrs|eeehosssessssseeeseseteafasette 
dees sstveceusieeesssss|soresesecseceeslceceresesereteteos[tsessuteteciliceess 

mu PSO Uioee ce ee ata Nits safes AINE. lycameenene.|. 1 Ave SEEOUTU: 3) IAB) 2, <[Oesas sds.) 2 i PR LOUILION oa, fA BOU LEN Gey a4 
Lining Ne. 4 TOU ieee alee ee TEA ee ee cee tt A EOU EL (Adee [Oe vel er ARI OUO ROR 350 ABIOUUN Gales su 

AE6ITOO 2.2.0... 2... ee eee eee fe... OACTODSITASCIO NG AOD ME16GGH....JACIO NG ............ AEL6UTEb6CN....66160 0 HA6 .. 
tO | os tT i CGIOTOR mt 

Lining No. 105 Matic. | ABLOU... 002s eee reef mer OG! westete eee eeteeeees soos |AELOU.. 2... vereeet lO coerce |ABLOUON s1++--|MELOON. |... 
S6ION 2.2.22 .e ses... fee. JERSIONEIT A CIO HG AOD MEI6N6H....JA610 016 .............A61IGGRES6CH... ACTOR TA AS .. 

a GA a6) AO a AR * Ae vy OTT K¢ Maret Wocaan eth esse uate ecwtoretes ose sees JEABURG ......-..00 AOU ABOU........|AE.... veretessess+s |AEUBON --s+++++|AEUN bees AOA 
S 1 A6LO0~ 2.0.2.0... ef eee (FE ACLONETTACIONS AGO AE1O0GH....JACIONOG ............. ME16UHEOCON ..JA6160H HAGA 

= i y CN N Standard Gothic... { me horee srt iste oom asm fesse ts [tnone IQ vanes ata santh i coals Geek |e eadst a teased veal tse sonst IONS nee sesnoeenens|Neecese cos sss. 
BELOW. 0. eee eres eeefereese fees fEMCDT ACNE ......... HO S616060....Jke0...16............ A6f60TE GH ..... A61607 46 .. 

1 | BOHEMIAN Ween DUTCH FRENCH GERMAN| HUNGARIAN | ITALIAN | POLISH PORTUGUESE SPANISH | SWED. 
5 ey Ph, lowvconxnster 0 ¥ |RARIOUELUARIONG AOU |AEIOUOUOU|ARIOU|OARCENSZZ|ABIOU UROGAON|ABIOUUN|AOA 

FACTOUNVEMENFSEHZ g fF SACIONETTACIONG AGH METONSHS Aco dogecInszsaAciouedgAsHAcioui Ha 6 a 

| AntiqueNo.5.......,{[occcvcctceesete eff peli feces lic eeleeser rc bersetre stress esseterereeleneees 
GIMGT OM OS. eee ita awe eoa sekl owas HOMO ceewtientonws veces as MOM [BOL OUOMELS sohnsa. aartOrrs > scsi haa ph ONO OU 6 RO Mitra .xithi@ 1 Cel ahah Onn 

: Lining De Vinne...-.. { |c-rcvccctcceeeeeette ete eferetee fern eee e etree eee eee DO SMa yin alge leis ac ayes aeh SA ae ey dn canes ee ae ig 
(Ja6f60 0. fee 6D AbOOG....0...) AOD AELO GGT... J2d0...16 0.0.0.0... ETO D EO CATA CIO GH) 464 

a { ORAS 3s ee a ea des RR aed el, RS eS A aie cee, Me as ot J RN 5 
Liming, Reman: We. 106 ges. pusaeore << ice] ws soe hae PAI erg | aes A ey eA Oe RMR one AM api 

( AETOW 0. eel JOON STH ACTONG....) AGH [ACTOHSH....JaeD...16 ............ ETOH HEOGH....|A6T6OUH) AGA 
Lining HalicNo. 106... { AB ieee xc ERE AIIG Sb een is a tos es PAID oa cere oils ve JABON ee AEN wentereeeees 

BEIOU Ce refer 6 IO G 2 ese eee |e ee OPO MIO oe. ae MCLOU EH ....6.5) | SOTOO ..|...... 
| s TitleRoman......... {forse feel fee eects reefers diceeeeeeleceeeseeesee dN cscs Meee eefereees 

B CHG LO Bis ionie saok bean dri Shot sew Sa Se « HONG ea sete sense vee gel: Gy Ov fetoadda....|........J6 cesierereese MOLODRCEON.... |A6E160 0/40... 

NOTE—Job Fonts of Accents are put up to weigh approximately 10% of the weight of Job Fonts. The price is 10% of the price of the Job Font if ordered at the same time 
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At the top of each column we show ALL the accents required for the Languages named. In the same column we show 

the accents we make for the several faces. Prices for making others quoted upon application 

BOHEMIAN oR ann DUTCH FRENCH GERMAN| HUNGARIAN os, POLISH PORTUGUESE SPANISH | SWED. 

6 Pt ABLOUYCDENRSTUZ) 6 Y [KARIOUEICALIONG AOU |AKLOUOUSU|ARIOU|OA BCLNSZZ|ALIOUUROCAON | AEIOU UN/AOA 
; i feeronyedentstaz o y f6aeionéivasioig aaa AETOUSTSHACION GAC EINSeAKCTONHedEROA|A6I6 0 AAA dA 

(JP CLO Us coe eee. awe |e. chee oleae ED ODURCUE 5. | ROR NACTOUO RE AOD 16... POLOAROCHO DIE TOUUN AO... 
: ~ + Antique No.5 ....0.. [erste dO eters [rtf ect fife HON Nees feces 

WIE O LOG zien cea sinntncs en su olis pea UEC AG ate vanes wes esse OU |W Ol O WO dcr |cotias JO. snes t gets OLOU RCS OM.1 or |e Od Ost fe Oa. 

LIRETOG inc cden ceheatfienre ere ONC UU AS 16.0621 | A OMIA OTOU OO. (P OU. (Onn ee MOON DEE Me. (Oto OU MN Oe: 
st X Ben. Franklin Cond... {|vccoccvcctcetterreett freee (Oecd freee eee ON cee ee IN pee g 

: ([46160 2... lef he JCAOLONHACONG 2...) FO S616 06U....JACIONO..............A61TONTEOCN.... A616 01 Had .. 

& ( |ABco ees ete sy aa). gees 5 ue ABUARO. sccay Osan) AOU AO Us cos |AB i | ee atauets os (AD ONION con occa AMUN: ies AO. 

{ METOG . 0... ece ee ceeferee eee]. e CRCLODECIOACIONE FOU A616000....JACIODOG ............ AELODHEOGASHSCIOUNHAS.. 
or J (ecnal Minto sees erence PN ete cred eNO ete tects el rt Ae cee n elONe a eee ees les 

AD OTS Wa. oe een asess pawns SO) OR SITUA CITON eC AOU A6ETOGGU....JACL1ON/G .............METOKHESGAOHACIOU UNAS... 

i BO oe cccseeceee Gein dds Oo -)es ce AON s+. ts PROD OOO .....- (ABs... JOARCENGEZABOUBCN 2.3. ...,eOU les. AOA 
Gaslon Bele tee 8 Ne sae seb os cess ee le PBARUBG oy. eee ee ec scene ARG ews ane ac dO ON. wo tea en (BUN nie 

( MOTOWN ............0..00[ O oof. OACTONSELITACIONG AST [AE1OGT... fACIONGO ge EI NHnSsZHMACIOCUEOGATHACIOH UH AGA 

Caston Bold Condensed { [0 ..--.-.2-0eseeeeeeees[e O ol... IBABORG ............., AOU [BOOU........|AB... JOARCENSZZEOUEON .........JROUN ....)AOA 
(146160................... 0 [0.0.16 aC TODETHACIONG AGT [AE16HGU.... JACIODOge EI HSZFACIOHNEOCH...A6160TH Aba 

Caslon Bold Italic .... {|evccvscssceceecceeceeeeefen eee fee dO veces tee] AO IO fete HON IN |AOA 
UIR616T1. cis dioceses EO RODOUTA Ole. BO UR CEO NON... NOT OU6 oss, OOLOU RUSCH... .... MOLOU RIN aon 

i (|ABLOU...............0./....--+]..... PABLOUBIUARIONG) AOU AL{OUOU...J|AEIOUIO........7... |AEIOUUROON ...|\AELOUUN) AOA 
Gaston Tightince 3 no) fs oe rg HEE Sh eas vce | toe ae ae abate rene | ea canis ic Gr I Read rte ral ble kee Reale vag ate eens gi mea ez sleet ae 

Caciou pbetdevsccvcuctcsievercecfessss OAGTONEI“A C1ON GC AGT [FETORGOT....JAC1O 016 ...........) MELGUUEO GAS HACIO GU Hada 

Caston Lightiace Cond. { oc 5 eon ci RB bean BS ae NBye o eS Oe i dra es aM Sea Re ra onal Seana vette eM at DRPM mtg inc ae are as aces Dae ng eect eels ee enti tees aa Ne crea nee 

Caslon Lightface Italie { Dihdetiatatcie ad + les $0 weiner pee ocean | wasorarec ube maar ence iets Soh catalan vtota acne Gemear aisha Gram cca mle ernie eatsccratUoliata vie wieil oom stele sectoral Mleibg (nial Si aioheiate areca [esapate ery mL ae tata tesa ret eae 

( ABD ESO EG OLAS OA UA Be. seein 3 2ee( OU AMO User usr | Art vel oss yee uu ce eal IEA ING atlaorsiug oo] AcE Neti Oe 
Coston Gla Styles ie AG yes sos Rare af af OR ON Oe RO 6 os RR oe, oe ORR eo RU ot Ome 

\ A6IOG .............0e [oe GD oufee ERSLTONEIRDACIONG AGT [AE1OHOU....jA61O D/O ............ JF6E160TCb6GH... AEIG0 HAGA 

NOTE—Job Fonts of Accents are put up to weigh approximately 10% of the weight of Job Fonts. The price is 10% of the price of the Job Font if ordered at the same time



ae 2 - (Ulaeton ................ |.. o ..|..... Jeaei ounsiuaeioag 26a lactousaH....Jacioul6 ............-,AETGDUEOCNH....fasctoauHnadsa = es Icecream Nk le | OST A O80 Ho] RS ete SO NNO WS mer STO A MRO OA Stee OIE aS : 
= NOTE—30b Font ot Accents are put up to weigh approximatery 10% of the Weight of Job Fonts The price is 10% of the price of the Job Font if ordered at the same time 

BOHEMIAN Rrasn bures| FRENCH GERMAN| HUNGARIAN | ITALIAN POLISH PORTUGUESE SPANISH | SWED. 
6 Pt AE{OUYCDENRSTUZ 0 ¥ MBARIOVELUARIOUG| AOU |AELOUOUGU|AEIOU|OARCENSZZ|AEIOUUROCAON|ABIOUUN|AOA 

EF Cn RSTO UYEAERTEC HD “y ¥ Jsneioneiiaeione AGW lA616HSUS Hac ODO ge sINSZZlA6I6ULeSCHOTMACION ADA 6 A 

cain spe, { [Boones scee fi Oli TRAD aa] RO LAO ee AB [eso ne MBOGN [BOR [AOA 
; GLOW... eeeeeee [ee O os[eee ASTONSLHACIONG Abt lAGIOHSH....aeIOAD.............f86fOTHedEH....Jeefonun|ada 

t Nr f Charter Oak......... {\ocr ttf dG cee ee cece seer reese eealeceeees vevteetetteeteleeseeees sorcerer ON cece IN venees 3 
; 1 bie ae os veesslevseeeclecoes OAEDEDAONG........) FOR ME1OGGT....JRED...16 ..... 000. CTO ORECAST ..6 6160 a fil 86 ~. 1 

sed Gothic... i ee a : ; ee eaten oe cles. a BASAtAeiig a Clee eroaaee men 6 <1 oe merooneeh Ce oron ano 
Cond. German Title... {|rovecc cette ea NS aes wears se orca ae es HIRO Us| OUT ree sores p< ace ees aie Oinie fekic oa enaniee + Pe ee ee IO 

- point Re a ene Mee REC ri Nn a ape vias MIRE nea eee Saeco sa VIP OMG as ae SIS ep wma LORS Seta wr wie LER TST ois earl eed een eee ’ 

: Wii Wiel ON ogee ts ba co Nn oo aE fey ee ve Ps ag ene Pau oe wea conc tdaw ad wad | Wears fs Sans Deeg renee tootnes 
Remedi ea bathe Was Sts ce ree an yi lores remem Oral aca e Seilah ule renee | Ue eras eRe Toc RE orooa wclus ENN Gag be oco SR OMI eee eae ( 

Cond. Title No.4... | Bo ie eine mg Oe el ee rare le eente se eens ac PL ale eta “ae Wiebe ceuica Cnet worrea memes Goes, eee ae anaes 

r De Vinne Cond. No.3. {o-oo esses Suen Rig in Mae ea MRT OWS Ae loc iG eee TOU memo nearer niweos 

Pee ee eM ern oa ete ete alc WO Ge ots ROM MEDOOOOs.. al wile a oe Belem aeo CaonM aod anlaace 

i 8 De i ogiiy eee ee emo NOR eTOn en ule ae os metodtc On... weroa a nheo. 
AGRO. occ cececeefecese feos BOO. ee eeeeeeeee | AOU [AmfOUOO «of. 6... OOWGR ..... LetOCOR] AO... 

: STON eves Ain oe BONG strokes. tie -| WOW IROTOM OM less. -c1bec. oon MELON NCH Al. ASOLO a hao o ; 

Pees Ne orice ie Senn Rion eeiy a a We eID Ad ae elo ca oe WELOTM Gh ene aieicees 
ee ree ee ets es useage oto le ee 

BOIOG 6.2... ce eee eed ewes ee fees ee CMOLONEIRACIONG AGT A61OGG6H.... ACIO DOS .............FKET6OGCTESCHOMA 6I6GaH/ AS .. 

ager den Ele Nes Seco ees tenet cle oats bee Sete eerie ras destin, = tates one dae care arom atoutet finaea’s GobapaGes » Aneeese on crn e aN eeeeaicls cis sae oes sata Ieee ee 

F Rmeectoena (ile MOAR oes crac a ene ed ts w/c eet ew eerie fos see ey eo arias Slats ee ed ae oracle ONC are nt na a eggs, econ meas 

tas PO ro ee 

ae pte are once eh lee Se ee a at eae we eee ates ieee Wane acme. (pear ale ings ; 
} BNE OSG Wai scne sche owstina scutes ee PROUURONG..c-., ce HOU 61600 U...7)bOU ..:16)..5.c.1.50.0 AOLOUUECRON 66100 Nihon. ; 

E SAA tor | ate Pa rect aie Reed i Os Te es ee tee Remco ceee IA Dh 3 
Encore Condensed... {|e c vcserifeesse OMODDACOS.....-..., 808 eeroasa....laed...l6.....0.......e6fonuech......e61oannad.. a 

i Serene ete eee Cw CRO, Cag UOT RRS a Murr e, Rag ee, Tr ES ORM TT neat age nee Mie eee cee bakedcg eT Ode SER NORA ES che cn pay OT at eee 

NOTE—Job Fonts of Accents are put up to weigh approximately 10% of the weight of Job Fonts. The price is 10% of the price of the Job Font if ordered at the same time i 
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} BOHEMIAN piel DUTCH FRENCH GERMAN | HUNGARIAN | ITALIAN POLISH PORTUGUESE SPANISH | SWED. 
6 Pt AEIOUYCDENRSTUZ) oO ¥ |BARIOUHIUARIONG| AOU |AKfOUOUSU|AEIOU|OARCLNSZZ|ABLOUU ROGAON|AEIOUUNIAO A 

| Esitech © lncroayedentstaz| 4 J jeaeidnsitasiode/ As t MeronsdSHpciddogeétnsssacioutedeAdHAcrodania d a 

BELO deh rary sok Mees ta PRSUASE con, Abc! WOM S6LOUOM (O00 wise davies OLOM NOG Mn vo Gi6 16 0 iN Bol 

ACTOG .......c eee eee fee eee eee fOASLOVETMASLIONG AGT [A6TOGSH....Jad1ODIO ............ MOTO KHESCATHACIOGUH) AA 

eae: He peer Ol ea cae caer acre ee et a ee OM ctl ee tn ore Mii ee lattes 
AGLOG ........ ccc eee fee eee efor (OASTONETHASIONG AGH [AGIOHGD....JAd1OAO ............ METOKHOOCATHlA 6LOKUH/ AGA 
gd Lowe eaters stein Sepak a cA Maser) AEN SEN bay coetge tot aye ee RR OI Usa at NC oe cate On ce eSirar BE Male. waco Ue Spam gece oe tea es 

: PGs Ue ks ne a hae CM aT UR cs MN Me MeN Oar meme act Bg ME Wale eames A FON a teah oa onal eatin MRE Rie ce Nia eee eam a eels ce Toe 

Gas Shes Wah aig aes bis oc Po Om oc Sais Papas 5 ohne Ug we teres os als Speen gah Sr SPORE NOs oun sae crs Mes Un aie oe 
GtMle SORE Noe Beas ss i [as sa oe et ae coe acne x weer ac oS gee R eo cclepe a NOs naan mtn sb aie il neta cin ara his cierbe.g | ie, oturseeaMianeaNg 0G/ cee cing tetas = aha <coteteiane tee aati Seg sia ao' a eel nea 

GUE AN MOE ik Lio ackeiec 6 5a ae a EE Sh wo a gd MEN ay AS Ea RL aia ONS EK A wi Fie VRE MIU 1 ISM Oat ea LS ee 
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At the top of each column we show ALL the accents required for the Languages named. In the same column we show 

| the accents we make for the several faces. Prices for making others quoted upon application 
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| BRASS TYPE 

| We are selling agents in the following States for the Brass Type, Borders 

ii and Ornaments made by the Missouri BRAss Type Founpry Co.. of St. Louis, 

j Mo.:— Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, 

j New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, District of Columbia, Delaware, 

] Virginia, West Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and on the 

| Pacific Coast. Specimen Book showing faces and prices will be sent on application. : 

Our Brass Type faces are mainly of plain, substantial, durable character, and 

p will stand the heat and pressure required in bookbinding, and the wear and rough ; 

handling required in printing on wood, leather, cloth and other hard surfaces. The 

; metal used in its manufacture is the hardest and best quality. Especial attention 

is called to the deep counters which are essential in brass type to produce good | 

| work. Our Brass Type is smoothly finished, uniform in height and good alignment. ; 

] Our large assortment of faces will meet almost every requirement. i 

. A small assortment of spaces and quads accompany each font of Brass Type. : f 
aS : 

f 

- Movable accents will be supplied to order for all Brass Type faces. They are 

P easily adjustable to meet all requirements. | 

4 Cap fonts of Brass Type contain 100 types properly assorted. Cap and lower 
; case or cap and small cap fonts contain 175 types. } 

XG Our Brass Type and Borders are made any height from 1-4 inch high to 1-32 

inch above type height, but are furnished regular height of type unless otherwise | 

: ordered. ; 

; Those accustomed to using the rough, uneven, poorly finished Brass Type from 

+ other manufacturers will be delighted with our superior goods. We invite you to 

A compare our Brass Type with any other. { 

: We are generally able to fill all orders for Brass Type with reasonable prompt- } 

| ness, but special faces which must be cast to order take a little more time, owing 

to the necessarily slow process of manufacture. 

| As the manner and cost of manufacturing Brass Type, and time required can- | 

i not be compared with metal type, it is necessarily more expensive, but it should be 

S remembered that it is much more durable; one font of Brass Type will outlast 
i many fonts of metal type. 

Wa Brass Type can be used economically and with best results by Bookbinders, 

} Badge Makers, Box Makers, Advertising Novelty Manufacturers and for embossing, i 

+ stamping, printing on wood, cloth, leather and other hard surfaces. It can be fur- 

] nished almost any size and height, and is hard enough to stand severe usage. i 
i : 

| KEYSTONE ‘TYPE FOUNDRY 
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ro Color Pieces Same Price as Regular Cuts | 

LS PIE (OY, 2? 

( Ds (9) GG 

sy SSS WAR? No 
= Sh ENYA BINS 3149 $1.00 sete 

C > : 3U49-A 500 
Ure 3152-4 500 

ip, _& 
. FORA — ie 5 

rio im 5 atl 0c 3150 500 St Te 

i eee ee eee ee oe 

cee _ oe cma 
ee YS - C4 DP) ot : 

Nine different characters. Nos. 3166, 3167, 3168 and 3169 FS aE : was t= , 

made for two colors. Nos. 3161, 3162, 3163, 3164 and 3165 sien naclebak alos 
are made for three colors. 

te oy? | [or 7 EACH FONT CONTAINS A 
ype oy Leta one each of Numbers 3161 

HES fem iecateges | oh Je ") 4 ‘ ra four each of 3166 and 3168 

f ae iy", yy @, iC Y Y hae Font of Ornaments as above 

Beat olor Sal Al <> ieee eolge one color, $5.00, Tints extra 
eee tT} rAK be A ae 3161 40¢ each color 

eA? = AS 
ty) YH] : IEA KOON AC Cra 

1 an?) WZ 
] (we SA) ————S 

3165 50c each color en iS ; ~~ 

| 3164 50c each color 3162 75e each color 

| | Philadelphia, New York, Chicago KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco | 
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; | ELECTROTYPED CUTS | 
; $¢-——$__ pH 

Caslon Bold Ornaments No. 2 
Color Pieces Same Price as Regular Cuts 

fg , , - 
= e,\ LX Ct hy a 2? y 

_ fa NAL Ty) [9:3 “J 

VAN 3 Wi SV a . 

Gy yp SA TD hex 

/ 3173 Mortised $100 ONO 

AN ony Mon 24 a 

Dey . 3 LQ eo oO. x i} 

ame LE > Re ya * RN IN 

VL ADOLZDYYSD XO 0: | 

> : rr - a Ce => YD Cy | 

I TE Se? OHTY i 

| eS hago RCE | 
| OY Y ) y i 

re QS a) 7\S AS) 6) | é tin \ é 4 () bd i | TVA 7 } nities ¥) | 
A oe KS) 3 S | 

f AY wh 9 “I 7:50 r 

Y | 

| 3181 $1.00 £180 70 ] 

t 3174 and 3175 can be furnished 3% inches high, numbers 3187 and 3188 at $1 25 each 3 

i Philadelphia, New York, Chicago KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco | 
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ELECTROTYPED CUTS | 

(> Ancient Roman Page Ornaments Q | 

Ne are Wp er cBaJ G26) KOO YS 2 CRSA GRA 
/ sees p 2018 Mortised $125 we ) 

KG lh @ ge } We make each character of the Ancient Roman “A cA S77 » @ 

NM Whe pe | =e Ay ce | 

br == [BEES] Poy 
id D , | ecco ) Ke 

lA J : ee ° ly 
Ze Kin, |) seabirds No. 2022 here sown. i i) 

x © ( a GN i 

iS) GA. a 

RE S i) ( o) Y ZY 
gs a Li 
& . (aN \ » 

+ ote ft { | 
ee a) \) i) fr 

8 IX Wp on VX Xe Te 

aD 2019 400 Oy, 

Ay) se a ay 4 

ie — SuSERE OS 
\ie A. 213 Mortized 65e XA. y] 
f\ AS i ie y)  ~ ; 

f IX A Me Cé¢g 
f agr : } See eee, LINO WW 

~ ) 
LX eC 

ASCE we mre BN | 
at 4 @ LOL“G; ey Saal 

| Orla ENO 
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| | ELECTROTYPED CUTS | 
7 Ga 

Gi | La ; we ee GP > hele bO\. | (AV ; SUL | Feo anos ) 

Ws mean Acs | A | 
Av BO Ne a PCO Lesh | 

Sok q- = : us COR, vt 

ee Ru tees, eee | Mea tt ) HHT f Gr | 

Ph MN me (23 ss eee | Soa ee & i te wy & hye Zo. AN a, 3 es PN ee 7 

Age OM yo “- eee pm 2) 3004 6 ck : 
Sites th Ee ike Ge Die ee gary...) 
Seerscael if Ly 5 ee Pera a , AW 4 
ay t wa 070 50 ) | 

les yi ~ oa b og) Ee 

: a Ee = fi a iS S 8s | 
1 Ry is : | eae " on F a el 

32076 $1.00 : “ih SRI ae, | { Hsitzeonise ax | Fi 

; Ha As O | x ( SSS NY iW AN 
Cus. AWE: Wiese ( 5 Tho ] 

; QO 2s NX Pe | sah iad we We Wee fo 
. <u NS 4092 Two Colors 75c each \ AS | |e - i @e| | 

i he te Nv, a ih g cs 20 or oe 

se OF HERS Ur) | S c= aN LESS Ne 

e aN ric Lo! 
Ee er | ; eee 

; ( So wail i fit rit bg ‘| AS a4 oleae 
j nies cial LA Ore = ose 

| Pi | aS SA C | 
oa yey 3g le =z Se = Vn’ | yt a! | 

SE le SZ ee Ly” i 
E 3078 600 S= > a ee A \ wat Q Q 7 

$266 Two Colors 0e each 3019 fe NY Nh hg >a, 

lle <—F — LO ca x “ fae PRT eee 

= = Se = = —S = = =< z 
= _— — = a5 aN v 

> ss <2 ES vO 
/ 3002 250 3003 0 3004 25e 3005 350 ae 

SET OF FOUR—75 CENTS tort 0 | 
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ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER SUB-HEADINGS | 

HOME JOURNAL, NORMA PRESS SUNDAY ITEM | 

SATURDAY HERALD PELHAM STAR) ERIE TRIBUNE | 

BLAIRSVILLE COMPANION COUNTY REGISTER THE GAZETTE 

THE BEE HIVER CITY ORGAN FIELD NEWS 

SALEM WORLD ATLANTA ERA | FRIDAY TOPIC 

DOG FANCIER CAMDEN TRIBUNE| EVENING SMILE 

DAILY TELEGRAPH WAYNE HERALD GOLDEN DAYS 

THE MORTON POST MORNING NEWS TEXAS HERALD 

The Daily Express THE POST FIRESIDE COMPANION | 

Irstminster Pemorrat Washington Gribune CHELSEA ITEM 

The Sunday-Sebool Sun | YORK OBSERVER HOME FREE PRESS. .; | 

) BAPTIST TIMES OXFORD TIMES TROY SIFTINGS 

CANTON ERA RURAL NEWS TAMPA WEEKLY 

TRUE ADVOCATE EVERY EVENING AMERICAN PIONEER 

THE LITERARY ANALYSIS. STATE RECORD THE UTOPIAN 

PARIS LEDGER AMBLER CALL LODGE NEWS 

| COMMERCIAL RECORDER THE BANNER SEAFORD DAILY CHRONICLE 

. TROY REGISTER THE WEEKLY REGISTER | JERSEY PILOT |



| 

| 
} i] 
| fee 

| ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS | | 
| So a Se ea 

: 3 | 

} PRICE LIST \| 
j No. 101.—Forty-Eight Point size one woro | Two woRDS ee i 

| ’ 6 Line or under . | $125 | $175 | $050 i| 

[ Q i RN A ' a 250 | 100 | 
j ek BRASS HEADINGS | 

} Three word plain or text-letter head- | } 
; A ing without mortises about . . . $1000 

With mortises . . i 1250 | 

No. 102.—Sixty Point | 

C OUNTY LIMES | 
| {| 

No. 103.—Sixty Point | 

| 

| ) | 
eth | 

No. 104.—Thirty-Six Point | 

UTICA BUDGET | 
‘ i 

| | 
° No. 105.—Forty-Two Point I} 

il 

'TACONY NEWS | 1 
: 1 

F No. 106—Forty-Two Point 

a PAMICO POST : 
L 

| L No. 107.—Forty-Eight Point 

. 
‘ee no CHRONICL 
; 

capi. ila 
} | bittoasiphie, Nevivor: Ceo KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY. = -ocon aces copes | 

SR eee 
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Auburn Review 
Giaga Cimes 
Puerto Wico (Morning Times 

Maritime Register 

Daily Reports 
Gexas Daily Stem 

Sunday Goesin |



| | ——. 

HOME JOURNAL | 
| | CUBAN VIsITOR| | 

THE WORLD| | 

DAILY CODE 

| REPORTER 
| SATURDAY HERALD | | 

| DAILY REPUBLICAN |



EVENING TIMES | 

| MORNING STAR 

| THE SIFTINGS 
MARION INDEX 

| No. 127.—Seventy-Two Point | 

mm | DAILY PRESS | @ ——-



1 | . ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS | | 

| No. 130.—Seventy-Two Point 

| RURAL NEWS 
| No. 131.—Seventy-Two Point | 

| 

THE EAGLE 
No. 132.—Seventy-Two Point 

| | THE FRONTIER | | 
. No. 133.—Seventy-Two Point N | 

e Philadelphia, New York, Chicago KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY __ vetit, atanta, san Francisco 7



ee eee : | 

f ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS | 

No. 134.—Seventy-Two Point | 

OWL NEWS © 
No. 135.—Seventy-Two Point | 

GAZETTE | © 
THE WESTFORT ITEM 

| | 
| No. 137.—Seventy-Two Point 5 

1 ELMIRA SUN 
' i No. 139.—Seventy-Two Point 

a 

| |SENTINEL | — 
a ee a ee ee | 

= me i ER SR
 oem 

<r
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J [ ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS q 

| STATE ISSUE 

, Boston Advocate
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Be eee eee | 

| ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS | | 

See eg 

No. 146.—Seventy-Two Point | 

No. 147.—Seventy-Two Point | 

| | 
od | 

( 

! No. 148.—Seventy-Two Point 

| 
| 

No. 149.—Seventy-Two Point | 

) | 

No. 150.—Seventy-Two Point ‘ 

§ 

| No. 151.—Seventy-Two Point 

| 3 

| Phitaetphia,New York, chiro = KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY __ mei: atiann, san Francisco j 
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~199 
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=i | ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS | 

No. 152.—Seventy-Two Point 

| No. 153.—Sixty Point 

i No. 154.—Seventy-Two Point 

| 

| 
No. 155.—Seventy-Two Point ! 

| 

| : 
No. 156.—Seventy-Two Point | 

No. 157.—Seventy-Two Point 

; \ ® | 

| 

| i Philadelphia, New York, Chicago KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY TAOSAE SR CANE en | 
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| ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS | 
gee aa on ee 

No. 158.—Fifty-Four Point 

we) ‘ No. 159.—Fifty-Four Point | 

| No. 160.—Sixty Point | 

| No. 161.—Sixty Point 

: No. 162.—Seventy-Two Point 

| : | 
No. 163.—Seventy-Two Point 

gy, *“'g 

| Puidanidiinen von Chia KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY petit Adentieen Beceatecs | 
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AURORA DISPATCH 

| OXFORD REVIEW 

- 'TIMES-AMERICAN 
SALEM RECORD 
HOME BANNER 

LIMA TOCSIN. -



Nore epee cetera tec re TT ee 

aw oO 

| | ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS | 
| a i a ea ee Ea i ee 

| No. 170.—Seventy-Two Point ; 
| 

x i 
| 
] 

] 

No. 171.—Eighty-Four Point 

| 

a 
3 3 
eer ANY ETT ET EET ics EES GS ET Ee i 

e ELECTROTYPED RUNNING TITLES AND 

DATE LINES FOR NEWSPAPERS 

For such lines when made from 10-point Half Title, there will be no extra charge for composition. If 
| made from any other type, customer buys the font at regular list price and prevailing discounts, with $1.00 

net added for laying the type, setting the lines and repacking the type, which will then be sent to the customer 

with the electros, for which the following charges will be made: 

RST ONE FIRST ONE 
Name of paper, 4 words or less,each .......... . $045 Baek PNG Se Neues: sash 6 ode Phat s th edcgt es ae ReaO OD. 
Bach (dayjot week we wes ass kes cohe a a OOD Ench years 191 Or 191 sey = yo. ia ess aot ee as OO0 
Each month of year... . . eee Secs hea 0 90) Each single date, such as “Scranton, Pa.” ... 2... . 045 
Eachit Vols 25 nt, Weave Pu Been Poagey 00 0 

Duplicates at prices for solid metal lines, viz:—15e per running inch less discount, with a minimum price 

of 30 cents for each piece. 

Periods, commas or spaces will be cast attached to electros when so ordered without extra charge. 

eee eee eee 
$ : 

ELECTROTYPED DATE LINES 

Price is for any city as per style below. Length of dotted line about 9 picas. Any face in the book, not 

larger than 24 point, can be selected. Price, $1.00 each. 

12 Point Washington Text 12 Point Powell 

Portland, We., 191 Saltillo, Pa., 191 

18 Point Caslon Bold Italic 18 Point Paul Revere Italic 

Denver, 191 Newville, 19] 

i 24 Point Lowell 24 Point Paul Revere 

. St. Louis, 191 Dover, 191 

i ° i : : 
i | Philadelphia, New York, Chicago KEYSTONE TYPE FOUNDRY Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco | 

j ena hk rnc ei acc gn on atid apiece 
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| Brass Goods. | | Brass Goods 

| Brass Rules 

: . Brass Corners 
} 

Brass 

Center Pieces 

Brass 

. Leads and Slugs 

Brass Braces 

Brass 

| Take Slugs 

| Keystone Type Foundry 
| Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco
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i | NFORMATION ~ | | | BRASS GOODS INFORMATI | 
Hh | ee ‘ 

} ¢ ' 

L BRASS RULES SUGGESTIONS FOR ORDERING 

iz Accurate Brass Rules are as necessary in doing good printing _ ADVERTISING RULES: State poe ieee a whe give 

| as accurate Type, therefore we maintain the same high quality in width of column and Specimen Book number of the rule. 

if our Brass Goods that we do in Type. The raw material we use is ees 

| See eee ee Te eaten wa BEVELED LINOTYPE COLUMN RULE: State how many are 
1 nea a © ns silos oes peas aa aa uk th: wanted, the body and give the measurement of face in inches, 

i See Shree dunndie ete ae Ec one Se ete viz:—for a six-column paper 19% inches, ete. Unless otherwise 
| sree Finda tikeucticockecfieutaHHere Coe ae 2 Seeaitiod elk, Beveled Linotype Oia ules will Ue: uotaned te t 
Fle re ee re a same as regular Column Rules, Style O. Rules for the front page 

| In addition to our extensive Brass Rule Manufacturing Depart- of a paper must be shorter than the other pages on account of the 

| ment in our Main Foundry at Philadelphia, we operate similar heading, therefore be sure to give face measurement of the front 

| plants in connection with our Branch Houses at Chicago, Detroit, page rules. . 

: Atlanta and San Francisco, each of which is giving prompt and 3 : x i 

i satisfactory service, and turning out a product uniform in quality BRACES: Our Brass Braces are made to 12-point ems, Give 

| with that made at Philadelphia. the Specimen Nos. and quantity wanted of each. one 

/ ae Ss 
. * The large variety of stylish Brass Rules, Corners, Dashes, : 

| ie Circles and the superior quality of our Thin Spaces, Leads and BRASS CORNERS: We make many styles and sizes, four fi 

| Slugs, Galleys, &c., shown in this book excel any similar exhibit corners to a set. State which are wanted and how many sets of 

] heretofore made, and many of these items cannot be had elsewhere. each. fea tpenoe te 

| Our Brass Ornamental and other Corners, Braces, Brass and Fe _ 

| Copper Thin Spaces, &c., are made with special machinery in- BRASS LEADS AND SLUGS: Standard ne % of an inch. ’ 

e: vented and patented by this foundry, and a glance through these When ordering strips, state the body, and also the quantity in | 
17 pages will convince users that the Keystone is the leader in this pounds; if cut to measure, state body, width of column in ems, or 

| class of material. fraction thereof, and also the quantity in pounds; if labor-saving, 

iE state body and weight of fonts desired. 
| Our list prices are moderate, being based upon actual cost of 

iH | material and labor, and are subject to such discounts as are made : 

: necessary by the fluctuating market prices of raw material. CIRCLES, DIAMONDS AND OVALS: Circles and Ovals are 1 
th confined to single or double rules, 6 point or less in body. When ‘ 

] | Bea: ordering, state the number indicating style of rule and, for size, 

vl give inside diameter of circles, inside length of diamonds and 

. ovals; if shape of diamond or oval wanted is different from our 

a ORDER BY MAIL regular shape as shown on page 528, give both the width and length 

i inside measurements. 
iF | The material listed herein has been carefully arranged to facil- Sane oe 
1 ‘ rie e : ‘i ‘ 
i | . itate ordering by mail. Every article is designated by name or COLUMN RULES: State how many are wanted, body and give él 
re number and indexed for convenience: Clippings are undesirable the measurement of face in inches, viz:—for a six-column paper . 

el and easily lost, therefore don’t mutilate or deface these pages, but 1984 inches, etc. Also specify how the rules are to be nicked or Ny 

iF write your order plainly, giving the description and numbers as notched, whether according to Diagram, Style O, Style 1, Style 2, te 
| ra printed. If the material wanted is to be made to special measure- Style 3, ete. Rules for the front page of a paper must be shorter i 

] | ments, state them clearly in your order. It is advisable to send than the other pages on account of the heading, therefore be sure t 

Hy < samples for sizes when convenient. to give the face measurements of the front page rules. If short } 

] |g é Our houses are located at PHILADELPHIA, Ninth and Spruce or labor-saving pieces are wanted for broken columns, give the » , 

eee Streets; NEW YORK, William and Spruce Streets; CHICAGO, 529- number and length of each, not forgetting the style of notching. 
eh 531 Wabash Avenue; DETROIT, 43 Larned Street, West; ATLANTA, ——_—_ 

Pe ‘ 24 South Forsyth Street; SAN FRANCISCO, 638-640 Mission Street. DASHES: (Ornamental) Give the quantity, width of column é t 

; Address the one nearest to you and mark your communication and Specimen Book No. indicating the style. 
ee. . “MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT,” which will insure the special t 

iia ~. attention we give to such business. 

3 i how your shipments are to be made, whether by boat DASE UES Give tie dusndliy, svat oh count ena 
et See . ” face in ems and Specimen Book No. indicating the si l % 

ia freight or express, designating line when possible. Without such qn which the naeies ss to be cadets pea teng the ista e on iae 

| | Bs instructions, we will ship according to our best judgment. Mail # 

eh parcels are limited to four pounds, but larger quantities can be a ' 
ie ae a ei HEAD RULES: Give quantity, body, length of face and Spec- * ‘ 

i E igi demand ene hy tall is so/otdered) x euntornere) rials imen Book No. of rule (double and parallel) from which they are | 

i We allow freight charges on all orders for Printers’ Brass to be ‘made. It is also well to state number of columns in the “i 

a Goods amounting to $20.00 net or over, when ordered at one time paper, the width of columns and the body of Column Rules or 

phe and forwarded in one shipment; customers wishing material sent Slugs used. 

. by express will be allowed that part of the express charges equal ~ ie 4 

1 to what the freight would be if the shipment was made that way. __INTERLOCKING MITERS: Corner Pieces or Page Rules, 8 4 
j Credit memo. for such charges will be attached to our invoice and _—‘Miters toa Set. Say how many sets are wanted and give Specimen 
| the amount should be deducted when the account is paid. Book No. of rule from which they are to be made. For Page Rules, at 
| > All Re adi . ohare ‘th state the measurement inside or outside and specify which is 

i BE. Oe our prices an iscounts are subject to change without given. For Miters, other than regular lengths, give inside meas- 

eh : urement, ‘ 

j Our bills are subject to a cash discount of 2% if paid by the z 3 ‘ 

i 15th of the succeeding month. Overdue accounts subject to sight LABOR-SAVING RULES: Give the weight of each font and 
| | draft and 6% interest. Specimen Book No. of rule to be used. If miters are wanted, say 

| Accounts will be opened with new customers rated in Com- Bobi gueny sete: UHbr ere, exe 

| mercial Reference Books; otherwise to avoid delay, about 50% of 

| the amount of the purchase should be sent with the order; balance LABOR-SAVING BRASS PANEL RULES: Made from flat face, 

| to be paid upon delivery of the goods. double, parallel or other plain rules. Fonts contain four pieces of 4 
. 4 i : each length, 1 to 50 ems, inside measurement, graduated by picas. : 

| Be cut to special lengths or made to order is not return- Give the body and Specimen Book No, of rule to be useds-for. 

; . example: 1 font 2-point L. S. Brass Panel Rule No. 604, 1 to 50 ems 
: Old type, electro and stereo plates, leads, ete., taken (subject inside miters, $13.55. Panel Rule of any plain face cut to order to 

| to our rules) at highest market prices, and credited against pur- any scheme or length, but always specify the rule and number of ! 
ia chase of new material. pieces of each size wanted. : 

| Bo ¢§ ; 
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| BRASS GOODS INFORMATION 4 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ORDERING—Continued equal in body the size of the type plus the rule, viz:—if the matter a 

is set in 8 point with 2 point rule underscore, use 10 point spaces 3 

PERFORATING, CUTTING AND CREASING RULE: (Steel rule of proper thickness or “set” to equal the regular 8 point spacing. qt 
not accurate to point body) State the quantity and point body de- Make the rule fit snugly between these spaces and justify the 

sired. If special tooth Perforating Rule is wanted, send sample balance with 2 point leads. This method will not allow the rules a 

or describe it accurately. State whether Cutting or Creasing Rule {0 slip to one side or the other as is often the ease when leads ql 

is to be soft, or tempered and polished, or tempered and not only are used. aa 

polished. ———— a 
<a 

pies tees : See the splendid assortment of Brass Dashes and Brass Braces | 

RULE CUT TO ORDER, Special Pieces or Sorts: Give the shown on pages 508, 509.and 612, They are all machine made of the a 

quantity and Specimen Book No. indicating style Gtimme te be best brass obtainable which insures sharpness and accuracy in a 

used. , If rule is to be stamped with size on each piece, beveled, cutting: combined wilt dnkailies 4 

notched, nicked, ete., note it carefully on the order. 4 

SCORING OR PERFORATING RULE: State the quantity and One of the most vexing problems which confront both compos- e 

point body desired. If special tooth Perforating Rule is wanted, itor and pressman in these days of numerous panels and increas- ag 

send sample or describe it accurately. ing use of rule for borders, is the proper joining of the rule at BS, 

corners. Difficulties of this kind are invariably blamed on the a 

; cs aoe manufacturer, whereas in the great majority of cases it lies en- ae 

STRIP RULE: Give the number of feet wanted, size of body tirely with the workmen either jointly or individually. Unless a 3 

: and Specimen Book No. of the face, viz:—500 feet 2-point Brass Rule form is locked up and planed down perfectly all the work a press- 
2 No. 504. man may put on corners in such a form is labor lost. Where rule 

is joined extra care must be taken that the page is absolutely ae 

; — sauare, otherwise the miters will not join promptly, as the least ‘| 
“belly” in the rule is oftimes the cause of “bad joints,” “bad fi 

language” and costly delay. If, however, the form is properly ey 

4 BRASS RULE HINTS locked the break may be due to several causes, viz:—improper @ 

: : ; . planing, one rule worn more than another or one rule working off a 

Every composing room should include a few fonts of our new _ its feet. All of these latter faults can be readily remedied by a 7 

Labor-Saving Brass Panel Rules. Regular fonts of these ruleseon- good pressman. The writer has found that one of the bestmethods x 

: tain four pieces of each length a 1 ee ane for “bringing up” the corners after the form is evened up, is to of 

: * measurement, graduated by 12-point ems, and can be furnished “pull” an impression on the “tight sheet, ” then cut a very narrow i: 

: in any flat face, double, parallel or other plain face shown herein. —_ strip of French folio and paste diagonally directly over the break B 

As each rule is mitered at both ends, panels of any even 12-point in the joint. Do not paste large pieces one on top of the other over x 

ems up to 50 12-point ems inside measurement, can be made quickly the entire corner as this tends to make a “bad impression” and a 

and with the minimum of cost. A rule around a page invariably does not help the joint. If the above method does not entirely | 

; gives it a better appearance, and wherever anything requires Gtiminate the break, take a fine rubbing or “scotch stone and aa 
special emphasis these panels are very effective in bringing out rub with a circular motion over the face of the rule at the joints. a 

: that portion clearly and forcibly without undue harshness. Any When this is carefully and properly done the result will be a ae 

. 3 further information regarding these valuable accessories can be perfect joint. q 

E found on page 499. 
1 

= ; By heating brass rules tntil about to turn rediand then im-  _._ VerY-good eolen ctfects ae SASS yee ted for 4 

mersing in cold Water they can be easily bent toany desired shape. 4,4 tint should always be a trifle smaller in body, viz:—10-point aa 
at Sey rule No. 613 in red or any tint desired, under or on top of 12-point a 

i parallel rule such as Nos. 648, 692, 727, 745, 755, 925, 923 or 648 ‘a | 

Our Panel Double Corners shown on pages 520 and 521 save the printed in black or other strong colors. ql 

K compositor four joints in forming a panel. That means something ee. 

in time saving and results wherever this form of embellishing is a 

F used. In selecting the rules for a newspaper bear in mind that one i 

a factor of great importance in giving a good impression is harmony. a 

Don't select one style for Head Rules, another style for Adver- 4 

Notice the beauty and effectiveness of our Brass Ornamental tising and Local rules and still another for Dashes. Select the <a 

Corners, Brass Standard Corners and Brass Round Corners shown style of Head Rules most suitable for your purpose (see page 497) 2 ae 

q on pages 514 to 519 inclusive. These corners are accurately made on and then get the others to harmonize. If not of exactly the same oa 

. machines especially designed for the purpose and give a far greater face, get them, at least, of the same color values so that all the : ig 

field of usefulness to brass rule than has ever before been attained. pages may conform with one another, for example:—Suppose we af 

4 select 4 point rule No. 655 for Head Rule, then we would suggest 4 

i : 4 point No. 652 for the Advertising Rules; 4 point No. 652 for Edi- 2 

= In scoring cover stock or cards for folding it isa common error torial Dashes; 2 point No. 532 for Monkey Dashes and Local ‘a 

‘ among printers to use ordinary rule for the purpose. The result Dashes style No. 179. 6 pointrule No. 510 is the size and face of E. 

Ft is a rough edge when the stock is folded owing to the rule having rule most generally used for newspaper columns. By the use of ag 

sharp edges which, when pressed into the stock, breaks or cuts the this size in making up 2, 3 or four columns all measures will be 4 

E edges. The remedy :—Use scoring rule which is made round on even 12 or 6 points, viz:—a double 13 em column with 6 point rule a 

E. the edge and compresses without breaking or cutting, thus giving between measures 26 picas and 6 points, whereas if 8 point column + 

E the stock a smooth clean edge when folded, rules are used it makes the measure 26 picas and 8 points, which ag 

E would require odd size leads and slugs, not a very good idea Pe. 

B iret po agar especially when news and job work are carried on in the same a 

e The Brass Center Pieces shown on page 522 add attractiveness workroom ss isthe case tn the majority of Spy, Sfconrinnes Aq 

; aiid sanvidaaliéy to ancoliier wine plain dane) effeol by subdivide’ Proken eolumha (sre mauites ama Siae ina see eres oe 1 

; ing the large panel into smaller parts and with the least possible most economical to have a font of labor-saving column rule. It = eed 
works and looks better than to ‘make up” short pieces with reg- . 

trouble. ji ; # 
eyes ular rule and leads and is much less expensive than cutting down “a 

& regular length column rules. In newspaper work brass leads and ss 

In underscoring words or sentences with a rule to give em- slugs, while somewhat more expensive in the beginning than ce 

phasis, a simple method to obtain perfect alignment of the rule regular metal, will prove cheaper in the end and give more satis- oe 

q is to use spaces at either end of the word or sentence that will faction at all times. =y 
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HI LIST PRICES OF BRASS RULE SINGLE SETS OF MITERS—TABLE E 

Pi i i i i ingle sets from 1 to 6 ems in length, (4 
Wh All Brass Rule is sold by the Foot, Piece or Standard Labor- Miters will be sold in sing! 4 z 

Saving Fonts. The former plan of selling by the pound has been each, right and left) at the following prices per set. Price includes ) 

I abandoned. rule and mitering. 

Be In extending the prices of cut or strip rules, count fraction of 

p cent as full cent. Boor PRICE PER Booy ee Booy Mer 
8 

a Minimum charge for cut rule in one order is 40 cents, list. a <i |___. 

i: All charges for Brass Rule are subject to the prevailing dis- 1 Point .. .| $015||5 Point. . .| $025]| 9Point . . .| $040 , 

4 counts. B4Point || .|  15|]54Point. . -| 25 ||10Point ....| 40 ‘ 

i —- 2 Point... | 15||6 Point. ..| 25|/11Point ..°.) 40 
ft 3 Point...] 15/7 Point. ..| 25|/12Point ...| 40 | 

a BRASS RULE IN STRIPS, PER FOOT 4 Point | 31/8 Fol) i 
| 
| These prices are for plain rule (one body and one face ordered I 

; at one time) which includes Scoring, Single, Parallel, Lined (Dotted 
ee and Hyphen, the face of which is not more than 1 point wide), reg- PAGE RULE MITERS—TABLE F ! 

iF: ular Wave Rule, 3-point and under, full face Rugged Rule and full oe jece”” as per { 

| face rule. All other is Faney Rule, to obtain the price of which add, ,Miters over @ ems are sold by the "or ie Dt nr ne tist | 
17 20 per cent to the following table. For Beveled Linotype Column eg eae od astera: 
ie Rule add 40 per cent. using the larger end of the body as a basis. hs ; 
i For Brass Perforating Rule add 50 per cent. to the following table: OOOO SOOSo—a———> if 

| ———SSS SS ae 1705 1-2 point | 61012-PoINT | 14 TO 18-POINT | OVER 18-POINT 

he: 
PER SET PER SET PER SET Pen SET 

| powr | 1 F007 | rowr | AT Y pour) "fer | rot | ‘arte | Pow or | | | — | 4 

ie SE OE Oe oat etek Wee aeeiec st ya een ugg sors $016 $020 oe 

ie 1, |so05 | 4 |so20 | 7 |soas | ix |soss | 18 |s090 Hie UP cea ire i a “ 18 
| 1%| 7%] 5 25 8 | 40 | 12] 60 | 20 | 100 AT ROPE os icp en B 7 

| 2 10 5% 27% 9 45 4 70 24 | 120 Over82) 2. 2. 09 i 7 

1% 3 15 6 30 10 50 16 80 30 | 150 SSS 00080 Se ee 
| oe 

| INTERLOCKING MITERS { 
Es LABOR-SAVING FONTS Bee 

Hy FOR REGULAR AND REVERSIBLE RULES 
at Miters are not included in any fonts. For prices of miters see - 

| table below. We have placed upon the market in connection with our Brass i 

ere : ; Rules the new Keystone Interlocking Miters. They are a great im- i 
E The prices in the labor-saving font table below are for the par- provement over the | 

ia ticular schemes shown on pages 494 and 495 inclusive. The fonts old style miters—time, 
| cannot be altered, added to or subtracted from in any manner. money and labor 

it | All rule cut to or put up by any other scheme will be charged savers, to say nothing 

il : for in accordance with the prices in Tables H and I. of the work spoiled t i 

a All other bodies, not listed herein, are so seldom called for that by spreaded corners. 
: | PS fonts are not carried in stock, and will be made up to order only at Corner pieces and 

ee prices in tables H and I (see next page). page rules made with } 
| - these miters fit per- 

re ——- fectly and cannot get 
} | out of position. The j 

th LABOR-SAVING FONT PRICES body of the rule is cut « ¥ 
i) im so that the ends butt ( 
ty against each other, as 

rh sue rom, 2-poinT | 3-POINT 10-PoinT | 12-PoINT well as against the 
rt eae furniture around the q 

ee page, preventing cor- 
| 1 | 210 eS SLieslas nérs from becoming 7 
id i i iti disarranged. q 

| Ss 1 for larger tities. j 
ee eee ee They are sold by the “price per piece,” as per Tables H and I, for { 

a the length of rule used, plus the following list prices per page or 
eh ODD SIZE SCHEMES set of Miters. Eight Miters to page or set. 
ia” Odd size schemes may be put up out of any two regular schemes: od 

1 | thus a 30 pound font may be made out of a 25 and 5 pound font; 20 1105 1-2 powr | 61012 Por | 147018 Por | ovER 18 POINT ! 
et and 10 or two 15 pound fonts; but it may not be made out of 25,3 and Peer PER SET PER SET PER SET PER SET 
rh 2 pound fonts. Such fonts will be charged at the rate of the next ———— _ qcqcr_-m oe—-_-ecr 

| = smaller font. In the above case (30 pounds made up of two fonts) Lioe ca: $0 18 $0 24 $0 30 $0 35 
23g divide the cost of the 25 pound font by 25 and multiply by 30. If a St616=2 =, 17 23 29 34 
. 5 pound font were made up of a 1 and a 4, the combined price of the Wtos .. 16 22 28 33 

cP two fonts will be charged. Over 32... 15 21 21 32 j 

| a tt 1 

i FONTS OF MITERS—TABLE D 1 

3 a 
d eae ae Standard Labor- e A : oe Miaaabiank Naas Resta Rents ab ane BRASS LEADERS—LABOR-SAVING FONTS \ 

: —_|—_____————_|—_ contain miters; they s No.1 Styl 4 
1 Point | 2 sets each 2% and5ems | $050 — are put up and sold ee NO as evi No; 6 Bie Nog 

§ 1% Point |2sets each 2 and5ems| 50 separately in fonts at or BSTs Bese cess Ga chee tel ee 

2 Point | 2 sets each 2/4 and5ems 50 the following prices Sorts are sold h i 7 + ‘ y i per hundred pieces at prices given in Table H. 
} 3 Point |2sets each 2/4and5ems} 50 and contain the num- When ordering leaders to line with any type not on Universal 

/ 4 Point | 2 sets each ng and 5 ems = ber of sets as noted. Line, be sure to send sample type ‘‘H” and “‘m” and state whether i 

| 5 Point | 2 sets 274 and 1 of 5 ems A “set” of miters dot or hyphen leaders are desired. See schemes for labor-saving 

| 54 Point |2sets2%and1of5ems} 50 consists of 4 right fonts on page 495. ij 
| 6 Point|2sets 234 and1 of 5ems| 50 and 4 left miters. ‘ 

F 7 Point | 2 sets 24 and 1 of 5 ems 50 a ee ih 

: 8 Point|2sets2%4and1of 5 ems| 50 ,. Larger than 12-pt, i 
9 Point|1 set 24andiof5ems| 50  figurepriceperpiece SIZE FONT 6-POINT 8-POINT to-poit | 12-PoINT H 

| An Polie| f wet 4 and t of fh emma| | Oe «(enone 10 Tables, 
] 11 Point |1 set 2} and 1 of 5ems| 50 Hand (page 48s), 1Pound.........{| $170 | $160 | siso | $140 

GeelPothel tact Se and 1 OO 0-ee|. Beis NLRC, Re 
; ——— SS, tering in Table F Special prices for larger quantities. | 

® e 
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PRICE LIST OF CUT RULE SPECIAL CUTTING a 

All rule, except regular Labor-Saving Fonts put up and carried If a customer sends in strip rule to be cut, the strip rule will Se 
in stock,. will be charged for according to the following tables. be credited at the prevailing prices for strip rule and then the aa 
These prices are for plain rule. The price of fancy rule is obtained cut rule will be charged for the respective lengths in the finished % 
by adding 20 per cent. to these schedules. For Linotype column order at the prices per piece in Tables H and I. ea 

; rule add 40 per cent. using the larger end of body as a basis. For If the customer sends in old rule (or new rule in other than ah 
brass perforating rule add 50 per cent. For any length between full strips) the cut rule will be charged for the respective lengths : 
those given in the tables, the price of the next longer piece will be in the finished order at the prices per piece in Tables H and I, a 
charged. For larger bodies and longer pieces send for prices. Then figure out the number of ems in the finished order in all a 

pieces up to 10 ems; the number of inches in pieces 10)4 ems and wa 
longer; reduce the same to feet (6 ems to the inch—12 ‘a 

SHORT LENGTHS—TABLE H inches to the foot) and figure out the total price at the : 
: ; regular one foot rate. Deduct this amount from the ‘ 

Price Per Hundred Pieces, more or less at the same rate total “price per piece” charges, and the difference will 3 

—= be the charge for cutting, which is subject to the rm 
SG ote sD a eee SO eltee Les Reece regular rule discount, but not the quantity discount; ca 

__Pica | pout | rout | rome | powr | pont | rowr | pomwr Lrowr | row | row | row | pour | point Example: 7 

1 $60 | $70| $70| $90 $1 10 {$1 20 /$1 30 [$1 40/81 60 [$1 80 [$1 90 \g2 00 [$2 10|$2 20 Customer sends in a lot of 4 Point rule to be cut a 
1} 60} 70| 80] 100| 120] 140/$150| 1.60] 190| 210] 230| 240] 2 50\$2 70 down to labor saving lengths. After same is cut the a 
2 70} 80| 90}110| 140] 160] 170) 180] 220| 240] 260| 280] 290| 310 prices in the finished order are as follows: i 

24 70| 80] 90] 120] 150] 180] 190] 200) 240) 270] 290] 3 10] 330) 340 oF 

3 80} 90] 100] 130] 170} 200] 210] 220) 260) 290] 320} 3 40) 3 70) 390 FOUR POINT RULE ie 

- 3h 80} 90] 100] 140] 180] 220] 230) 2 40] 2 80| 3 20] 350) 380} 410) 430 a 

é 4 80] 100] 110] 150] 190] 240] 260) 270] 310] 350] 3 80) 4 10) 450) 480 : ne AOea ACW SORE are aS 

a 44-5 90] 110] 130] 170] 210] 270] 300| 320) 3.60) 400] 4 40| 480) 5 20) 5 60 8 ems, 250 pieces. . . - $3.00 $750 2000 a 

¥ 5}-6 | 100| 120] 140] 190] 2 40| 300] 3 30| 360] 410] 460] 500] 5 50/ 590) 630 9 ems, 250 pieces. . . « 330 825 2250 iy 

B 63-7 | 100| 130] 1 60| 210] 2 70| 330] 3 70| 400] 460] 5 20] 5 70| 6 20/ 6 60) 7 00 10 ems, 250 pieces. . >. 360 900 2500—1125 ee 

, 74-8 | 110] 140| 170| 230] 300] 360] 410] 450) 5 20] 5 80/ 6 30/ 6 90] 7 30| 7 70 11 and 12 ems, 100 pieces fei. 

81-9 | 120| 150] 190| 250] 330| 400] 4 40| 490] 5 70| 6 40| 7 00| 7 60) 8 10) 850 each, 200,at...... 04 800 400 pa 

9}-10| 120] 160] 200] 2 70| 360| 440] 490] 5 40| 6 20| 7:00] 7 70] 830] 8 70) 9 50 13, dt and 15 ems, 100 a 

pieces each, 300, at. . 05 15 00 750 a0 
16, 17 and 18 ems, 100 7x4 

E ‘ fi 1 a 
LONG LENGTHS—TABLE I pieces each, 300, at . 5% 1750 Ba! a 

z Prices per piece in Cents and Fractions Total Piece Price... ... . . $6525 3175 2644 Bi 

; oo Credit for old rule. ...... 5290 ei , 

vie] 2 [3 5 {sve} oe | 7 |] 8 | 9 | to] 11] 12 + — 2a 

ERS 1% | pow} Pon} Pow] Pei] Pour} Pon} Powr| Pour] Powr| Pwr} Pow] Powwr| Pour] Pony Charge for cufting rule... . $1235 a 

; toto 12 .| 2] 1] 13] 2] 3] 4] 5] 5a] 6] 7] -8| 83} 99) 100] 11 This charge is subject to the regular discount on 2 
124to 15 .| 24] 13) 2] 24) 4] 5] 6} 68) 73) 84) 94) 103) 114] 123) 13) brass rule. “a 
19hto 18 .| 3] 2] 24) 3] 44) 54) 7] 7] 84] 10 | 11 124] 134) 15 | 16 ay 

18hto 21 .| 3i 2] 3] 34] 5] 6H 8} 9 | 10] 114] 18 | 144) 16 | 17}) 18) ei 

2to 24 .| 4] 23] 8] 4] 5d] 7H] 9 | 10] 11 | 13 | 143) 16 | 18] 194) 21 EMS, INCHES OR FEET TO THE POUND 
24}to 27 .| 44| 24] 3h] 44] 68] 8 | 10] 11 | 124) 143] 16 | 18 | 20 | 22 | 238 SAD EOS UR vet So lA UNE Sg. eee oat ea a Bat 

P 27k to 30 .| 5} 2 4] 5] 7] 9] 11 | 12 | 134) 16 | 18 | 20 | 22 | 23)) 26 koa 

; 30} to 33. | 54 2%] 4| 58] zi] 10 | 12 | 198] 15 | 174] 198] 92 | 24 20] 28h sue ra peer lc anes te poate ewe as 
F 33h to 36 .| 6| 3] 43] 6] 8 | 10h) 13 | 144) 16 | 184) 21 | 23)) 26 ae 31 a 

b 36h to 42 | 7] 4] 8) 7] 10] 18] 16] 17 | 19 | 22 | 25.| 28) 31 36 i Poids isis we ; 
' wito 48 .| 8} 4| 6| 8] 11 | 14] 18] 19 | 21 | 25 | 28 | a1 | 35 | 98] 41 eons ea ae AAG ie 

48} to 54 .| 9] 5| 7] 8] 12] 16 | 20] 22 | 24 | 28 | 31 | 95 | 39 | 43 | 46 ty Balt Pong 1082 im 143 ae 
54h to 60 .|10] 5| 7] 9] 13] 18} 22] 24 | 26 | 31 | 35 | 39 | 43 57 | 51 2 Point... 774 129 10.75 it 

> GO} to 66 .| 11] 6] 8] 10] 15 | 19 | 24} 26 | 29 | 34 | 38 43 | 47 | 52 | 56 8 Point... 516 86 12 2 

ot to 72 .|12] 6| 8| 11 | 16 | 21 | 26] 28 | 31 | 36 | 41 | 46 | 51 | 56 | 61 4 Point... 387 64h 54 ne 7 

72hto 78 .|13}.6| 9 | 12| 17 | 23 | 28] 31 | 34 | 39 | 45 | 50 | 56 | 61 | 66 6 Point... . 310 Bie 43 * a 

78h to 84 .| 14] 7] 10] 13 | 18 | 24 | 30 | 33 | 36 | 42 | 48 | 54 | GO | 66 | 71 5h Point... 289 47 3.9 ae 

844to 90 .|15| 7] 10] 13 | 20 | 26 | 32 | 36 | 39 | 45 | 51 | 58 | 64 | 70 | 76 6 Point... 258 43 3.6 3 

: a 90} to 96 .| 16] 8| 11] 14 | 21 | 28 | 34) 38 | 41 | 48 | 55 | 61 | 68 | 75 | 81 7 Point... 291 365 3.0 % 

; 96} to 102 .| 17] 8 | 12 | 15 | 22 | 29 | 36 | 41 | 44 | 51 | 58 | 65 | 72 | 79 | 86 8 Point... 194 32h 27 a 

; 102} to 108 .| 18] 8 | 12 | 16 | 23 | 31 | 38 | 43 | 46 | 54 | 61 | 69 | 76 | 84 | 91 9 Point 4 172 28% 24 y ; 

108} to 114. .| 19 | 9 | 13 | 17 | 25 | 33 | 41 | 46 | 49 | 57 | 65 | 73 | 81 | 89 | 96 10 Point... 155 255 20 ee 

: 114} to 120 .| 20] 9 | 13 | 18 | 26 | 34 | 43 | 48 | 51 | 60 | 68 | 76 | 85 | 92 |101 11 Point... 141 234 19 ‘ 

. 120} to 126 .| 21 | 10 | 14] 18 | 27 | 36 | 45 | 50 | 54 | 63 | 71 | 80 | 89 | 98 |106 12 Point... 129 2th 18 ‘ttl 

, 126} to 132 .| 22 | 10 | 15 | 19 | 28 | 38 | 47 | 52 | 56 | 66 | 75 | 84 | 93 /102 |111 18 Point... 86 14) 12 ic 

132} to 138 .| 23 | 10 | 15 | 20 | 30 | 39 | 49 | 54 | 59 | 69 | 78 | 88 | 97 [107 |116 a ee See ee ee * 

138} to 144. 11 | 16 | 21 | 31 | 41 | 51 | 56 | 61 | 71 | 81 | 91 |101 f111 121 a 

2-foot strip .| 24 | 10 | 15 | 20 | 30 | 40 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 70 | 80 | 90 /100 |110 |120 £ a 

144} to 150. -| 25 64 | 74 | 85 | 95 |106 |116 |126 3 Ha 
150} to 156 | 28 ¢7 | 77.1 88 | 90 [110 [190 las1 No. PIECES 2-POINT BRASS LEADS — 

F 156} to 162 .| 27 69 | 80 | 91 |103 |114 |125 136 ca 

p 162} to 168. | 28 71 | 83 | 94 [106 |118 |129 |141 TO POUND <a 

SPACE RULE FONTS—TABLE K es fs cas i 
Consisting of all faces and bodies from 1 to 12 point containing an equal 1 936 16 58 34 27 <i 

. number of each-length from 1 em pica to 4 ems pica inclusive, by /4 ems pica. 2 468 18 52 36 26 pe 

q Fonts weigh approximately, one pound. 3 312 20 7 38 24 al 

a 4 239 22 42 40 23 cd 

; Wo. PIECE no, PIECES 6 156 4 39 2 2 i 

: en uaa re ser EACH LENGTH Pen Fowr 8 117 26 36 44 21 ig 
{ a i_r-cnn cel ji. — 10 93 28 33 46 20 oom 

| 1 90 $4 50 6 15 $2 10 12 B 30 31 48 19 aul 
1% 59 3 40 z 13 210 4 67 32 2 50. 18 7 

2 45 2 85 8 i 200 ar nn 9 

: 10 ‘ : 2 F a a o : S To get number of odd length measures to pound, 5 4 
‘f 18 225 rt 8 180 add one-half the difference between two sizes to the hi 

5M 16 215 12 7 170 longer length. a 
oo oO Six point Slugs run one third of two point quantities. a 

. a 
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i SCHEMES FOR LABOR-SAVING BRASS RULE 
ze. 

5) 

Ee Giving the number of ems and pieces contained in the different size fonts. 

i | | | co] ca] cn anf o0| co] co] vo] v0] sa} cn} cal ca} cn] cn] co] co] co] co] va] va] ca} xa} cn} en} eo] en] col ca] ca} xa} x} sn} x2} xa) an) xn) on) ea ca gn | 

E wopy | ron |&{5(5/S12(E{ 6 s(elelel els elelel els slolel els stelelele slelelele)s/=te\s{5)5/=\e(e|slo|s| 2e| 22 
; Fad GG Gd db Cd Dd Ed ab clelalchiaskekieleeeleisialel “= ate 

i es a ed Shor Es! |_| ah elt oe 
( 

‘ 1 Point ..| 11b.{ 8 8 8] | 8 881 8] 8 8] 8 8 8 sl 8 8 8 81 8] 4} 4} 4) 4) al 4) 4) af af a) af}. ddd 198) 1584 [ 

@ 1 Point | 2 Ib. |16|16l16l16}16116]16|16116]16 16)16)16|16]16)16|1G16}16) 8} 8 8} 8} 8 8} 8 8] 8 8] 8) 4}..). |. .|..)..)..)..)..).. 396) 3168 

1 Point _.| 3° Ib. |telteliel1e}16l16|16}16]16)16'16 16)16}16}16)16}16)16)16}12]12}12112}12}12}1212}12}1 2110) 1010}1010}...]. -}. |. .). |.» 474] 4682 

P 1 Point :.| 4 Ib. Bozoz0p02020 202022020 20 20202001 (OBO GILG|A GILG GIL6LGlL61GI16) 8} 8| 8 8 8 6 6 6 6 B.. | 610) 6330 

1 Point ..| 5 Ib. f2020}2% Po 20.20 Po2ozozoeqzozqeopoporgigigigigigigieieiei 212121212 § 8 8 8 8 | 664] 7874 : 

, 1 Point ..| 10 1b. 140 0}40/40140} 140) 40/40) 0/4014 40)32/32/32)3 js24324 solgaigoigoleglogio4iogio4ii 616116]16]16) 8] 8) 8| 8} 8} 8] 1328) 15748 

1 Point ..| 15 1b. 0{60|60\60}60\60)00 160 60/60)6 eof GOIGOMSUSlsS48/48148148/48l48148;36)3636)36I36)241241244124119 oll 19921 23622 2 

E 1 Point ..| 20 1b, s0ls0lsolsolsolsolsols0ls0180 80 s01sos0s0ls0s01s0806 (losloslosloslosfoaloa oalstss slasashios2i282S2{ 0]. 6H6|16)16)16) 2656) 31496 

: 1 Point | 55 1b: |-————160 each-- > B0}80180)80180180180/80180}80]60}60160160160|40}40|40140 Popo pO 2020-20] 3320] 39370 : 

Bi 1 Point -| 25 ib, (<2 900 each» — 160 each ——>4-120 each-»8080.808038040404040]4010] 640} 78740 
3 1 Point _| 100 1b. }-————-——400 each ——-————> 20 each - —>-240 each (160 each-)808080}80}80}80}13280]157480 

1} Point ..| 1b. | 8| 8} 8} 8} 8 8] 8] 8| 8) 8 8] 8) 8) 8} 8 8 8 8 8) 4) 4) 4) 4) 2h.) |). fede de fected aden a 170} 1066 

e 1} Point ..| 2 Ub. }12|12/12}12/1212}12}12}12}12}12/12H1 2112112}12}12}12/12| 8} 8} 8} 8) 8) 4) 4 44}. fof of fe ode ee foots ef aA 88} 2134 

* 11 Point ..| 3 Ib. /18}19]18118}18|18!18)18|18]18}18|18}18)18|1818)18|1818}1212112}1212) 6) 6) 6) 6) 6). .|..|..|..]..)..]-.]--|--]-- vf f 482} 3201 

3 11 Point |_| 4 Ib. [18]13}18|18}18]18118}18]18]18}18|18}18}18|18}18}181818}1212112}1212) 8} 8) 8} 8) 8) 8) 8 8 8) 4)..)..|..). 1. vl. 478} 4201 

. 1) Point ..) 5 1b. eed 0/20/20)20 0}20)20)20/202 120}20/20}20)2011: 1212/1212) 8] 8} 8| 8! 8| 8} 8 8] 8) 8} 8 8) 4 4) 4 «[e.] 548} 5282 : 

1) Point ..| 10 Ib, }82)82)82)3282)3 Benoa 2 igolgoboaloalogloalogtogtogiogtogiogli i121 21121191 8| 8) 8| 8| 8) 8} 4] 4} 4) 4] 4i) 976) 10492 ; 

Ber 1) Point ..| 15 Ib. }48}48}4848/48)48148/48}48}48}48}48/48)48 48/48) 48 6136)3636)36)3636;3686 6)18}18}18}18)18)12}12}12)12)1: 6) 6) 6] 6) 6) 1464) 15738 

Bc 1! Point ||| 20 Ib. }64}64\64164)64|64\64\64/64\64)64\6416 64)64]64\6a} 48/48] Susi 8) Susi PAdDdr4I G}1G)1616)16)16| §| 8 8 8 $I 1952) 20984 
Ee 1} Point ..| 25 Ib. }80/80|80)80)80/80/80/80/80/80/80/80)80 80/80)80}80/60/60/60\60/60/60}60/6 \60160}30)30)303 aaouoaoso4oko Q}10}10}10}10) 2440) 26230 

ay 1} Point ..| 50 1b. }-——————160 each > 120 each ———>160160160160/60}40}40}40/40/40 0}20/20}20/20/20]| 4880) 52460 » 

a 1 point + 180 iby 390 each > 240 each 4-120 each-}80}80}80}80}80}80/40}40-404040] 9760}104920 f 

4s 2 Point..| 11b. 4) 4} 4! 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4 4} 4} 4} 4} 4) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) a)... | 99} 792 

= 2 Point ..| 21b.|| 8 8| 8} 8 8! 8 8} 8 8 8} 8 8 8 8) 8} 8 8) 8! 8} 4! 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 2). |) } 198 1584 F 

Bp 2 Point || 31b.|| 8 8| 8} 8 8} 8 8| 8 8 8] 8 8] 8| 8] 8} 8! 8 8] 8| 6) 6) 3 6 6) 6} 6) 6 6 6) 5) 5| 5) 5) 5)..).. 237) 2341 i 

2 Point || 4 Ub. |}10}10}10/10}10/10}10}10/10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10)10}10}10) 8} 8} 8) 8} 8) 8} 8) 8 8) 8) 4) 4) 3) 3} 3) 3) 3 |} 305] 3165 

; 2 Point ..| 5 Ib, |10}10]10)10}10}1010]10}10}10}10}10}10}10|10}10}10}10}10} 8} 8} 8} 8 8} 8 8! 8] 8) 8) 6) 6) 6) 6) 6 4) 4) 2} a 332} 3937 4 

F 2 Point :.] 10 1b. [202020 02020202020202020200ROPOPOLOOLELELG gg GugLgLgLEN 212121212] 8 §| § 664) 7874 
2 Point ..) 15 Ib. [s0s0i3 BoBoBos0R0s0R0B0303030R424b4baba)ab j24)24/24)18)18)18118)18)12)12)12) 6) 6| 6) 6| 6| 6} 996) 11811 ® 

} 2 Point || 20 Ib. |40}40 Isolso/40}4o OuOwo}old LolsjsolsobosaeisopohobolsobospsrdsrslteioiGigig| 8 8] 8 | S| 8 1328) 15748 
e 2 Point ..| 25 Ib. [5060! 50150150150150150'50150150/50150}40/40/40|40}40140}40/40/40 Jnan.0903020200e)2010 ol1o10}10l10) 1660] 19685 

| FO eee n'100 each > 80180180, 80, 80,80, 80}80|80180,o0l6dlGdlGdlco}so}so}so}soHoeoeqeqzqz020} 3320) 39370 
F pont | OO iby 200 each > _— 160 each ——>k-120 each~180}80}80}80}80140}40}40}40}40140) 6640) 78740 

Rs 3 Point ..) 11b.} 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4} 4) 4! 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 2) 2) Ape fe cfeche fends she ofesfecede | ni 85 533 ‘ ; 

oe 3 Point ..) 2 1b. 6} 6} 6 6] 6 6) 8 6} 6} 6] 6 6) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2)... By 1 1067 

ie 3 Point...) 31b.} 9 9} 9} 9} 9] 9} 9} 9} 9} 9 9} 9 9] 9 9] 9} 9 6 6 6 6 G 3) 3 3) 3) 3)..)..)..). 1. oH 216) 1600} : 

D 3 Point..| 4 1b. 9} 9} 9} 9] 9} 9} 9] 9 91 9} 9} 9} 9} 9} 9} 9} 9} 9 6 6 6 6 6 4) 4) 4) 4] 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 2 . | 239] 21004 

r 3 Point ..| 5 Ib. |10}10|10}10{10}10}10]10}10]10}10}10|10}10]10}10}10}10}10} 6} 6) 6) 6) 6) 4) 4} 4) 4 4 2} 3 274 2641 

P 3 Point _.| 10 Ib. |16}16]16}16116}16}16}16)16]16)16)16|16]16]16)16)16)1G116}12}1212|1212}1211211211212| 6) 6) 6) 6) 6) 2} gs} 5241 

re 3 Point _.| 15 Ib, j2seabslosbabababoaioaboaboabogiogtoglogtogloatoatodit 811 8]18]18/18118}1818}18118) 9] 91 9} 9] 9| 6 6) 6 6 6 6) 3} 3) 3} 3) 3} 732) 7869 

a 3 Point ..| 20 Ib. /82)82)82)3 p28 32/32/32 213213213 apoio papas 424124124 124)24124)12)12)12112)12) 8) 8) 8) 8| 976) 10492 

Hp 3 Point «. 25 Ib. Ko 0}40}40}40)40) 40140) 0}30}30}30}30}30}30}30}s0}s0 B01 515 15}4 15/10]10|10}10/10}10) 5] 5 1220] 13115 : 

be 3 ‘oint ..| 50 Ib, 80|80}80|80}80} 80180|80}60/60)60}60}60)60/60}60}60}60}30)30,30}30)30}20}20'20/20/20)20} 1 0}1.0}10}10}10 0} 26230 

bi FE a eee) eget ea eee poo Bo eueOLOLOMoAOAOAoPOBORDROLO] 4880] 52460 

He 4 Point ..| 11b.| 319193 sl 9 a..l al. a..fal. a). a fat dt... eefesdecleefeafesfeof! 92 992 : 
cS 4 Point...| 2 Ib. {}12|12}12!12/12/12/19}..) 8. .| 8}. .| 8)..] 8)..) 8..] 8) 4) 4) 4) 4) 2)... td 0 eafeefee]e-fl 150) 800 d 

i 4 Point ..| 3 Vb. }112}12|1212/12/12/19). .| 8]. .| 8)..] 8). .| 8..| 8}..| 8] 4) 4) 4] 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4 oa colreheshesl 2 1190 

“aN 4 Point ..| 4 Ib. 12{1212}121121191121 8} 8] 8) 8) 8} 8 8) 8] 8] 8) | 8] 6) 6) 6) 6 6 4) 4) 4) 2) 2 a pope e[e-fe]f 226) 1578 

a 4 Point ..| 5 Ib. |}12}12|12/12!12/12/12) 8) 8| 8) 8| 81 8) 8! 8 8 8 8 8) 8] 8} 8) 8} 8 4) 4) 4) 4) 4 ou ae]e feo]. 248) 1958 

a 4 Point ..| 10 Ib. Meltelteiialieitelie|12]12112}121219}1212119}1212112} 8} 8} 8] 8 8 8 8 8} 8] 8 8} 8 8 8 a fc] 392} 3924 ' 

By 4 Point ..| 15 Ib. [24}241241o4)4}o4i24}1 8}18}18]18]1818)18}18}18}18)18)18)12)12)12}1211212)12)12)12112) 2} 6) 6) 6} 6). . safe e[e fe fl 588) 5886 

L 4 polis ee B2s2s2821828 p22 Baa j24l24}24124 12412412411 6116)16]1.6)16}16|16}16]16)16)16]16}16)16)16) 8) 8) 8] 8). aefeefee[e ol] 784) 7848 

Ee oint .. . /4.0140140/40140140140)30/30/30}30/30130/30/30130/30130/30/20)20/20120120)20120/20/20)20/20)20/20)20)20} 10)10}10/10).. calefes[.-f) 980} 9810 

4 Point .| 50 Ib. so}s0|s1s080'80)0|60}0)0}feonis0iolele060(0 0 OHO|sO Koso. 40.0 of4olg0202020 20) SETI 1960} 19620 : 

F pont sO iby [e160 each—>k—120 each_ 8080.80.80 80,80}80}80.80180}s0}80}80.80;8040Ho!g0440)..|°°1°:)-°)°°1::1° "1 soa0] 89240 i 

- 6 Point ..| 11b.]| 4) 4 4] 4] 4) 4 4}..) 4.) 40.) 4.) 4) at] es | nape cde ede 3} 640 i 

: By: 6 Point ..| 2b. |} 4) 4] 4) 4] 4) 4) 4} 4) 4 4) 4) 4} 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 2) ng ss aefaede she ol 86) 548 

tp 6 Point ..} 3b. |} 4) 4] 4) 4} 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4 4 2) 2 ia vefee[e J. -] 102) 800 

j 6 Point ..| 4b. | 4} 4] 4] 4] 4) 4] 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4] 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 2) 2) 2) Ne wafecfesfe eff 114] 1058 

1) 6 Point...) 51b. 4} 4] 4} 4} 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4 4 2| a aafe [eal 128) 1320 

re 6 Point ..| 10 Ib. |] 8| 8} 8] 8| 8] 8 8) 8 8| 8 8 8) 8) 8] 6 8 8) 8 8] 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4) 4 era alatban 6} 2672 

i : 6 Point ..| 15 Ib. |}12/1212/12}12}12)12}12)12/12)12)12)12)12)12}1212)12/12) 9} 9 9 9} 9} 6 6 6) 6| 6 6] 6 6 6) 6 6 wafeefes[e-f) 369} 4008. 

i . pos Fee Eo ee Soo popceueeoeopupo epee eo 0}10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10} 8) 8 8| 8) 4) 2} 2 80} 5230 

; ‘oint ..| 25 1b. |2020/20:202020)20;20)20;20,20}20,20)20/20/20}20)20}20112)1 2112112 12) o1ol10l10l10 6| 6! 6| 6! 6 3| 3] 3] 31 31 3) 598] 6543: 

6 Point _.| 50 Ib, |40lg0l40l40140/40140140/40/40)40 O00 ols0l40l40R5 25125252525 2515/2525 20202020/20110)10|10|10/10110/101 5] 5| 1200| 13075 i 

/ G 6 Point |_| 100 Ib. HOWOTO Ao HOuO10}4so}O149 OO LOKOAOKOLOHORS!25 55 pEz=P5B5 puoooZodoPoPoPOLOBOPOPOLOLOROKOL 24001 26150 i 

ie 8 Point...) 1b. 44.) 4)..) 4). 4. 21. 2)... Rodeatecde at set ca aa eofecfeefecfee]eafeff 46) 196 Bf 

ia 8 Point ..| 2b. ]| 6 6} 6 6] 6 6 6)..| 4]..) 4)..] 4... 4 3 2 2) i). J... aefe ede s| aioli ol ual ecshoa| ssl) = 90) a. ANU 

a” 8 Point ..| 3 1b. |} 6 6} 6] 6 6 6 6)..| 4)..] 4)..) 4)... 4) 2 2} 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) ates fs seve sca ale fo oho 86} 595 é 

| 8 Point..| 41b.] 6 6 6 6 6) 6) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4 4| 3 3} 2} 2) 2) 1 esfavis oles featnalvaleslesy 2ARIt) tee. 

At 8 Point ..] 5 1b.| 6 6 6 6) 6| 6 6 4) 4) 4] 4) 4] 4) 4} 4) 4) 4 4} 4) 4} 4! 4} 2} 2) 2} 2) toot vedeff Ef pp 124) 979 Hi 

Ry 8 Point ..| 10 Ib. || 8 8} 8| 8| 8) 8} 8 6) 6) 6 6 6) 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 4] 4! 4) 4) 4} 4! 4| 4) 2) eefeefoefeede-]o eff] 196] 1962 

ie 8 Point ..) 15 Ib. 21211 12112} 9] 9} 9} 9) 9} 9} 9} 9] 9} 9} 9} 9} 6) 6 6) 6) 6 6) 6) 6 6 6) 6) 6 6) 6 6 3) 3 ncfesdeofecfeefe fe off 294] 2943 i 

| 8 Point ..} 20 Ib, }}1616}16)16)16}16)16)12)12)12}12}12}12/12) 12} 8| 8 8} 8] 8 8} 8) 8 8) 8} 8) 8 8 8 8 4! sfeefeefeede [fe ff 392] 3924 & t 

| : Toh ee ]20}20)20/20 Sea ee 15) 10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10}10)10) 5) 5 cafefecfe-fe-fes]-.]) 490) 4905 i 

‘oint ..| 50 Ib. |40/40/40/40}40!40/40/30/30/30)30 0/30'30/30!3030/30120/20/20120;20'20/20/20)20/20'20/20/20120/20110}10)10]10}10). .|..)..}..]..|..]] 980} 9810 

; pr 8 Point __| 100 Ib. [80/80'80/80'8080'80160}60160\60160160}60}60\6060}60)60140140|40140/40'40/40/40140140140 duolaoaoeo2020e0PO). |.1.-1°2)°.)::} 1960] 19620 

tT 9 Point ..) 1b. Ce ee ee ee ee ee eee ilvot eal Waalen laces At? 1 78) ae 

. 9 Point ..| 2b. }) 6 6 6 6 6 6) 6) 4)..) 4 4) ab) a a pp ppd pd eld aedesfoc ae feelespieh care SAB: * 

| 9 Point ..| 3 lb. || 6 6 6 6 6 6} 6) 4). .) 4)..) 4]..) 4}. .] 4}. .f 4} 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) Oh at dd a ohooh faehovol ate 87] 526 “ii 

| . 9 Point ..| 4 Ib. || 6 6 6 6} 6 6) 6 6 6 4) 4) 4) 4)..) 4). .) 4). .) 4) 3) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2 2) 2) 2h) tt sefacfoclee]ofeofecp 20 694 

ep 9 Point ..| 5 1b. 6] 6) 6| 6 6) 6 6) 6 6 6 4} 4} 4} 4} 4} 4} 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) 2) BA ead. ate eafeafesfesfes]ee[e off 12d) 869 “th 

He 9 Point ..| 10 lb. 6] 6) G6] 6 6) 6 6} 6} 6} 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) ‘2 2} 2) 2] 2 2 Up -}..|..feef. [ff 123) 1727 " 

rr 9 Point ..| 15 Ib. 8 8 8} 8| 8 8) 8 8] 8] 818) 8 8) 8} 8| 8 8] Gl 6 6] 6 6] 6 6 6 6 Gl 4] 4 4 4 gi a a] OF 2) tt) 24e) 2602 7 

| 9 Point || 20 Ib. }110}10}10}10}10]10}10]10}10}10|10}10]10}10)10}10}10)10}10} 8} 8) 8) 8 8} 6| 6) 6 6) 6| 4| 4} 4! 4] 2] 2] 2 2) 2) 2) 2 3 2) 2} 300) 3451 : 

: 9 Point || 25 Ib. }10}10]10}10}10}10}10]10}10}10]10}10]10}10]10}10}1010)10) 8} 8} 8) 8 8| 8} 8| 81 6! 6| 6) 6 6 Gl 6 6 6 6| 3) 3) 3] 2 2) of 4311 
9 Point ..) 50 Ib. 20}20)20720)20 202020 20 20 22092020 20 20/20]20|1 616116) 16}16)16)16]16}16)12]12}12|1212}12]1212}12112] 6| 6} 6} 4| 4} 4) G94) 8666 
9 Point ..| 100 1b. 40) 140}40/40 40) }40,30)30;30/30 30 30}30)30}30)30}22 22/22/22 22}22'23}29/2012211 4)14H1 14)14]14]) 4140) 17254 ; 

: 
| i 

i ee ga rey ese roe ie aa OB ine i ns east WE eee eee ae de ar pee egg f 
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a a ig sala ka i i a a I i a ee
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SCHEMES FOR LABOR-SAVING BRASS RULES—Continued a 
j ST TT inicicinlctel i tin) il een bot 5 

Booy | FONT ddeee deeeeecieeleddedededdecddececedgedsadaed 3 3a He 
HAR ere Fassia sisi )a = aisles] 5/5) a eel ee Bee 

: be | eyelet telat {i Peart Pnvert * 

10 Point 1 Ib. | 4) 4) 4 4g of Me ef BPO PO Pepe feted fe deep ftp fede fe efecdeafe fe afecfeele feed oie fof 40] 160 a 

10 Point 21b. | al al al al al 4] al 4] 2) 9} 2) 9) 2) 2) a] pa ty de dd dd Leaded desde feoleele feof 60} 925 x 
10 Point 3:1b. | 6 6 6 6 6 33) 31333333 S39 AAAAA | tL ld 85] 484 a 
10 Point 4 1b. | 6] 6 6 6 6 6 3} 3) 3} 3} 3 3} 3} 3) 3} 3} 3) 3) 3) 2 2 2 2 a DD Ab, fends cfeafe cde ele slo sde fe ofe feel ele ole of of 04] G42 oe 

10 Point 5b. | 6 6 6 6 6 6 3} 3 3 3} 3] 9) 2) 1 2) 1 a oo abe ede afe cde efeefecfeafeofeofe ates <ff 101 | 704 ee 
10 Point | 10 1b. | 6 6 6 6 6 6) 6| 6 6| 6 6 6 6 6| 6) 6| 4| 4 4322 2 aI ICEL 166 | 1609 oa 
10 Point 15 Ib. | 9} 9} 9] 9} 9 9} 9} 9 9 9} 9 9) 9) 9} 9} 9) 6 6) 6 6 6 6 3/3 3 3 3 3) 3B] Bf [e-d.J- fof 249 | 24134 ee 

, 10 Point | 20 Ib. }12}12112}12}12 1212)12}12]12}12]12}12112}12112}12119}12) 8} 8} 8] 8} 8] 8 4) 4 4 al 4 aj PP 332 | 9218 ao 
10 Point | 25 Ib. [15}15]15|15]15 15]15)15}15)15]15/15]15|15)15]15)15|15|15 1010110101010) 5} 5 5. 5) 5 5 55 Bled -fee]--fe-ff 415 | 4022 bee 
10 Point | 50 1b. |30)30,30,30:30 30,30)30|30,30}30;30 30, 30:30 30,30330 30,2020 20,20 20/20(10}10 10 10110,10,1010)10,10,10,101010}.-|..}--|--|-.}--) $30 | 8045 3 
10 Point | 100 Ib. {606060 60(60)60|60/60}60/60 60 60'60'60160}60/60,40/40/40/40'40.40,20 20 20 20 20,2020 20:20 20 20) SISETSISIST 660 | 16090 ce 

12 Point 1 1b. 229.19.) 2.2.) 2).. AAD doef sfeoteafeafoelseteoclo atu feet ofestaefesfeeles|eet celeste stsat=4i 2 260i]. ae 3 
E 12 Point 2 1b. 2} 2] 2 2) 2] 2 AAA 7A Ao AY WYN YP ey ep Lp 48] 27d ae 

12 Point 3 1b. 2} 2) 2 2 2 2 2 2 Jf} 779 779 ag aa a yy yy tbe 51] 400 i: 
12 Point 4b. } 2} 2 2} 2 2) 2) 2} 2) 2 2} 2} 2} 2} 2} 2} AAA aaa Pay Paya yy to) 529 e 
12 Point 5 lb. 2! 2) 21 2) 2 | 2 9) 2} 21 2 21 2 2} 2 A229 YA ya yt 6k) 660 ig 

12 Point | 101b. | 4} 4 4) 4) 41 4! 4 : 4| 4] 4) 4] 3) 3} 3) 3 32 2 2 PAW LL ||P 128 | 1836 i 
12 Point | 15 Ib. 6 6} 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6| 6 6} 5) 5} 5} 5] 5] 5} 5] 4 4/ 4! 3) 3] 313) 3] 3) 2) 2) 2.) | |) | a87 | 1996 + 
12 Point | 201b. | 8 8 8| 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8| 8 8 8 8 5| 5} 5} 5] 5) 5] 5] 5 5 5 4! 4 4} di 4) 2 2} 2 2) 2 2) 2) A} 4) A) 1) 240 | 2615 be 
12 Point | 25 Ib. |10/10,10,10;10 10}1010}1010, MHO}LO 1901910 O10) 6) 6) 6 66 4] 4) 4 4| 2] 2} 2] 2 2) at 302 | 3397 ag 
12 Point 50 Ib. 20;20;20 20}20)20120 10/20/20,20 20: 20;20)20)20 12121211: I12}121121121212} 8} 8) 8) 8} 8} 8 8 8] 8 8 4 4) 4 604 | 6794 oH 

i 12 Point | 100 1b. 40) 40 40 40}40}40/40 40 40}40 40,40 40 40,40}40}40 24;24)24 24124 24/2424 24 2411 6}16}16}16}16}1616)16}1 16; 8] 8 8| 8} 8) 8] 1208 [13588 i 

| nt aN ee ee ee 
SCHEMES FOR LABOR-SAVING BRASS LEADERS ee / 

Giving number of ems and pieces contained in the different size fonts ae 

gl gl £1 £1) 81 18121218) 2/2) 2] 2/2/12] 2/2] 212121€1214)/ 2/2) 2) 8/2128] gz o 
im BODY FONT | 8| 6] 8| 5| 8| 6] 8] 3] 5/5] 5] S| 5] 5] 5] S| 5) 5) 5] S/o] 5] 0) 5) 5/5) 5/5) 5/5) 5/5) oo) o& a 

=|] ea| a] oo] | +] 3] 0 |S]o]S]e |Z] 0/Z]o/Slolalalal*|slelelelalalaialay “=| © 4 
—|—|— a 

: 6 Point 1lb.]} 6 6 6 6 4 4...) 4... A Mi MSR dA hw Pe fewepepeleeste vo] ecole sO ceiiesleestn. fa 00 hae ig 

6 Point | 2b. | 12 12 12) 12) 12) 12) 19). ) 82) Be eo dg tld deeadeedeede eof 128) 530 i 
6 Point 3Ib. | 16, 16) 16) 16, 16) 16 16...) 8}...) 8...) 8...) 8...) B..] 8 A Al AL ped l ee facleesleesfeeeteee fl 172) 784 a 

| 6 Point | 4 1b. } 16 16] 16] 16 16] 16, 16)...| 8...) 81...) 8...) 8...) 8...) 8h Mele dec i usleebacfeaa|esc dee POR ae 

q 6 Point 5 Ib. | 20, 20) 20] 20) 20) 20) 20)...) 12}...) 12)...] 12)...) 12}...) 12)...) 8 8 8 8 8 4...) ttle 2dd] 1310 es 
qi 6 Point | 10 1b. } 28} 28) 28) 28) 28) 28) 28...| 16)...] 16)...) 16)...| 16),..] 16)...| 16) 12} 12) 12) 12) 12) 8 seefeeedes eff 388 | 2630 > 

é 6 Point | 15 1b. | 42] 42} 42) 42] 421 42] 49/°°") o4f | 2a”) oat) oat’ °) al.) 24) 18) 18] 18) 18) 18) 12] 12) 12) 12) 6)...)...)...] 582] 3945 a 
6 Point | 20 1b. | 56 56] 56) 56) 56) 56] 56)...| 32}...| 32). ..) 32}...) 32). -.) 32}. ..| 32] 24) 24] 24) 24) 24) 16) 16) 16 16) 8)...)...)...] 776 | 5260 ae 
6 Point | 25 Ib. | 70 0} 70| 70} 60) 70)...| 40]...] 40)...] 40. ..] 40...) 40)... 30) 30) 30 0) 2 20) 10).2]. 2/2. 970 | 6575 oe 
6 Point | 50 Ib. {}140]140/140)140}140/140)140). ..| 80)...| 80)...] 80). ..| 80)... 80)...} 80) 60} 60} 60 0 ee efeeefe eff 1940 | 13150 ee 
6 Point | 100 Ib. f2so2so2so2so2s0280280). |... :|160). :}160): <“]160|°*“}160|:° :160}120]120112011201120) 8 see} ef «| 8880 }26300 ie q 

: 8 Point 1lb.] 6 6 6 6& 6 6 6...) 2...) 2.4 2. she wc ba gh wale othe sl secede eee noaleseds ed oeale Pal cestoceeh a Lc ae al . 

P 8 Point | 2b. } 10 10 10] 10] 10, 10 10)---) 4] afc) a) a a aa peepee deel 98] 399 ‘i 
; 8 Point | 3b. | 12] 12] 12) 12) 12] 12 12)...) 8.) 8.) 6.) 6.) 6... el tle thal ienfes) suchiatees fee Pc OOO em 

9 8 Point | 4 1b. | 1 19} 19) 12 19) 12). ) 8.0) 8] Bh) o) 6h.) 6 ee Pt 146] zoe 4 
+ 8 Point | 5 1b. | 16) 16] 16| 16 16 16] 16). ..] 10)...] 10)...] 10). < | 10...) tO). ..| 10 4 Del rdwdrsals-sfecofe asf a8 Ud 0 

( 8 Point | 10 1b. | 20 20] 20} 20, 20] 20) 20). °-) 12}. ..) 12)...) 19)... 12). ] 12). ) 12 § 8 8 8 6 pesfees]e eff 282] 1950 “te 
a 8 Point | 15 1b. | 30 30] 30, 30, 30] 30) 30...) 18}. .) 18...) 18)...) 18. .] 18). ..| 18) 12) 12) 12} 12) 12) 9) 9) peefeecfe eel 423 | 2925 ‘a 

} 8 Point | 20 1b. | 40} 40] 40) 40] 40] 40) 40). --| 24]. | 24]. °.) 24l.|) 24l. 2) 4) ) 24! 16) 16) 16) 16) 16) 12) 12} 12] 12) 12)...)...)...) 564) 3900 Be 
i 8 Point | 25 1b. | 50} 50] 50) 50] 50] 50) 50). -.| 30). .| 30}. -.| 30). ..) 80). .-] 30). ..| 30, 20) 20) 20) 20) 20) 15) 15) 15) 15) 15)...)...]...] 705 | 4875 - iu 
_ 8 Point | 50 Ib. |100}100/100;100}100}100)100). . .| G0}. .| 60)...} 60). ..| 60}...| 60). ..| 60 40} 40 30) 4 80}...)...]...]] 1410 | 9750. ie 

y 4 8 Point | 100 Ib. ]200}200,200/2001200)200,200. - 120). .|120). - -|120).. |120). --|120}. . 1120] 80) 80} 80} 80] 80) 60 seafeesfe «ff 2820 [19500 as 

: 10 Point | 11b.} 4! ae | ae eee oe bal. loot all allay OS Wie ik locale dees nse Oa ee 
10 Point 2lb.} 8 8 8 Bec). Med! Bec A A a Lod alee ade cefeenfeealeselorefrole rsp OOi) :aa0 ett 
10 Point | 3 1b. 12) 12) 12] 12) 12) 12) 19,03] oo] Oh) Bo) OL) Bd Oy td 120] 480 eh 

4 10 Point | 4 Ib. | 12) 12) 12) 12} 19) 12 12)..] 6...) 6...) 6...) 6...) 6...) 6 2 3 Dsl catbsmelasol alee fout fs ARR” Ole im 
, 3 10 Point | 5 Ib. | 12} 12) 12} 12} 19) 12) 12). | 6...) 6. 6...) 6) 6...) 6 4 4 Ty 144] 80d ae 

. 10 Point | 10 1b. | 16) 16) 16) 16) 16) 16) 16...) 10...) 10...) 10)...) 10)...) 10...) 10) 8 8} 8 8} 4 4 4}...}...J...f) 232] 1610 ia 
4 10 Point | 15 Ib. | 24) 2a} a4} 24) oat 21) 15). 2.) 05). 2) 15). 2.) 15). .] 15]. °.) 15] 12) 12) 12} 12} 19) eesfee fees 348 | 2415 a 

10 Point | 20 1b. | 32} 39] 32} 32] 32) 32) 32}. .| 20/.--] 20)...) 20). .-] 20)...] 20. .| 20) 16) 16) 16) 16) 16) 8 8..]. 2)... 464] 3220 a 
10 Point | 25 1b. || 40| 40| 40] 40] 40] 40) 40). <:) 25:2] 25). ..| 25). .-| 25]. ..) 25). <] 25] 20} 20] 20] 20] 20] 10] 10} 10) 10) 10). -]...). 580 | 4025 3 

f 10 Point | 50 Ib. | 80) 80 80} 80} 80) 80)...| 50)... «| 50}. ..| 50). ..] 50}. ..) 50 0 0} 40} 20} 20) 20) 20) 20)...|...]...]] 1160 | 8050 es 
10 Point | 100 Ib. 160}160)160}160}160}160)160). . .|100). . .|100}. . ./100). . .)100}. . ./100). . ./100 80} 80} 8 0) 40)...)...]...]) 2320 |16100 a 

; Point | 11] 3 93 9 99 9..) Fe 8) Alo) Ap ol tp de go) age 4 
12 Point | 21b.) 6 6 GO Go| ale Me abi ALM Be a cahectoes|eesbastieolocafpeeestecales fice allo mee 5 
12 Point | 31b.] § 8 sf 8 8 Boo) el a) a) ae ao a df 88] 892 a 

a 12 Point | 41b.] 8 8 sos 8) 8.) ac) ad a) a) apc) gl Et 96] 520 7 
a 12 Point 5 Ib. | 10] 10} 10) 10) 10} 10) 10...) 6...) 6...) 6...) 6...) 8...) 4 MG Dede ecleesfeo ede oft 122) 655. 3 

q 12 Point | 10 Ib. | 14] 14] 14 14) 14) 14) 14). ] 80) Bh] 8) Bh) Bt 8 6 6 6 4 4 reseeede ee] 194] 1815 We 
: 12 Point | 15 Ib. | 21} 21] 21] 24) 21] 21] 2a}. 2] 19). °.) 12). 2] 12). 2-) 12). ) 12) 13) of} of 9} oO} 6) 3)... /. ct 2on | 19724 oa 

; 12 Point | 20 Ib. | 28) 28| 28) 28) 28) 28) 28). - |] 16). ..] 16). ..] 16)...| 16). ..) 16. ..| 16) 12) 12) 12} 12] 12) 8 8) 8) 4... 01.7 398 | 2630 ios , 
12 Point | 25 1b. } 35) 35] 35] 35) 35)... :} 201. : | 201. <.] 20). --] gol. <] 20]. <-1 20} 15) 15} 15] 15] 15) 10} 10) 10) 10) 5)...1. 2]. 485 | 32874 a 

12 Point | 50 Ib. | 70) 70 | 70, 70 70). ..| 40). ..] 40)...] 40}. ..] 40)...] 40). ..| 40) 30] 30) 30) 30) 3 20) 20] 20) 10).2-). 2210.2 970 | 6575 BE 
12 Point | 100 Ib. }140/140|140/140140'140}140). --| 80). | 80}. ..| 80]. -.| 80]. ..| 80]. -.] 80} 60} 60} 60} 60} GO| 40} 40) 40) 40] 20). ..|...)... | 1940 ]13150 aa 

1 a a alates : a ett ale a Bi 

f oo 

LIST PRICES BRASS LEADS AND SLUGS STANDARD BRASS LEADS AND SLUGS zig 

7 — Standard Height %4 inch. This table should be used inestimating. Sia 
f ver. user] zen. | oer | oon | 6 er. = a alee aiareanibainaeenes “3 
i | JUNER OF EMS | NO. OF INCH s| no. of 

Strip per Ib................| $0 85 | $0 80 | $0 75 | $0 75 | $0 75 | $0 75 fer |e aroun TNE | ose teva dice te mane, fe: 
Cut to measure per Ib.....| 125} 115] 100] 100 95 95 eta ca ee ed er ee nie eh a 

y Labor-saving per Ib.......|_175| 160| 125| 125| 120] 120 1 1872 32 3 24 104 1 

: b) # | 21d] 8 | 4 
Cut to measure is 10 ems or longer and not less than one pound 4 52 ay 

t of a length, otherwise labor-saving prices will prevail. Z $36 156__|_12_| 156 _| __26 e 

o 3 aay 
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: | BRASS GOODS INFORMATION | i 
be! 3 : i an 9 ee, i 

i 
Bei BRASS AND METAL FOOT SLUGS INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING BRASS HI 

yi BRASS SINGLE COL. DOUBLE COL. METAL SINGLE COL. DOUBLE COL. COLUMN OR HEAD RULES ‘ 

; He Le teay i | BO eee ci Sage Unless otherwise ordered, our No. 510 Rule is the STYLE OF | 
; 24 Point... . 25 35 | 24Point.... 06 08 FACE furnished for Column Rules. ‘ ll 

Bi STYLE No.0. Give quantity, size of body, and length of face. i 
ee FF aE eaBEN The shank on this style is always made as long as the body of the | 

2 iS rule, viz: on 6-point rule shank is 6 points; on 8-point, 8 points, ete. 7 i 

e KEYSTONE BRASS TAKE SLUGS STYLE No. 1. Give quantity, size of body and length of face, 5 i 

Es and length and height of shank. This is the style rule most gener- 7 iN 

FE: ally used for stereotyping. i 

4 . STYLE No. 2. Gi tity, si if bod, id h of face, il 
g The finest and best made slug ever put on the market. Price, $0 30 length and height Gab MEMunt Ce need lek Sediaath ead i 
AS height of nib. : i 

as STYLE No.3. Give quantity, size of body and length of face, i 
: BRASS FOLIO SLUGS length and height of shank and length and height of nib. 1 
Re Pe ; A STYLE No. 4. Give quantity, size of body and length of face, a 

F te " The figures are cut in relief on brass i : me 
ie igtid. do ‘vot eiiash) weauon become battered ete eno pean of shank, height of head-nick and length and 

Ee like metal figures do in printing, electro- ie | 

ie typing or stereotyping. With the use of STYLE No.5. Give quantity, size of body and length of face | 

bi these slugs the folio figures always print length and height of shank and length and height of nib. q } 

Bs clean and sharp, and there is no breaking HEAD RULES. Give quantity, length, number of face, width } 
8 off or dropping out. Made in the several of column and style number. For styles most commonly used, see | 

Ei, bodies from 6 to 24 point, 72 points long. the following page. - 
i i 

Br) 6, 8, 10 and 12 Point bodies ................ each, $040 LABOR-SAVING COLUMN RULES. When Column Rules are 
18'and:24 Point bodies... 6. fe ile each, | SO ordered cut Labor Saving, state whether any pieces are to be nicked } 

fe and in what style. Unless otherwise ordered, Labor-Saving Col- 
E* . Seen umn Rules will be cut to multiples of 6 and 12-point. 

ee SCORING, PERFORATING, CUTTING AND ] 

Sy CREASING RULES | 
Bs 9 } ; 
a BRASS SCORING RULE—2-point, 10 cents per foot; 8-point, 15 ILLUSTRATING STYLES OF NICKED COLUMN | | 
a cents per foot. z RULES MOST COMMONLY USED leat 

i BRASS PERFORATING RULE-—2-point, 15 cents per foot; 3- i 

: point, 2244 cents per foot. eC Re eee 
ey STEEL PERFORATING RULE—(These rules are not guaran- ) 

re teed accurate to point bodies)—Blued Soft: 2-point, 40 cents per m j | 

a foot; 3-point, 50 cents per foot; Bright Hard: 2-point, 50 cents per | : 3] } 

a foot; 3-point, 60 cents per foot. Font of four feet of Steel Perforating “PH Pt, re al | 
¥ Rule cut to pica ems of assorted lengths, per font, 2-point, $2.00; ; 

, 3-point, $2.50. Ree ee Regular Nicked Column Rule, Style 0 i 

STEEL CUTTING RULE—Tempered, not polished—2-point, 15 ee | 
Bt cents per foot; 3-point, 22 cents per foot; 4-point, 30 cents per foot; | 

a 6-point, 35 cents per foot. Tempered and polished—2-point, 25 Perrronrenr eset 3 ~ > \ 

ee cents per foot. | 
. SOFT STEEL CUTTING RULE-—2-point, 10 cents per foot; 3- re | 
E point, 15 cents per foot; 4-point, 20 cents per foot ; 6-point, 25 cents in z sa er om | 

; per foot. AatNe a 2 oi hes ae i 
E STEEL CRE AND SOFT STEEL CREASING RULE at | 

same prices as Steel Cutting and Soft Steel Cutting Rule. Netley Style Eee ne Sue aCe | 
ie — i 

i. Konseeeneeeneen PNG serecenenenrend | 

ae BRASS COLUMN RULES | 

| Unless otherwise ordered, our 510 Rule is the STYLE OF FACE 
/ 2 furnished for Column Rules. See illustration opposite for styles of 

- nicking most commonly used. ‘ial Nick 
Ee The prices following are for Column Rules, figured according Speciale, Style aoe peared sige don | 

to Tables H and I. Full length of rule over all used as measure; | 
ie other bodies and lengths figure in the same manner. Se See eek) te | 

te a eee ee: 
He size woes | e-powr | 7-powr | e-powr | 9-roir | 10-Poinr r | 

vy 5 | | | | 
Th 4-Column .... | 13%4 | $036 | $042 | $048 | $054 | $060 a ! 

ia Polen areal ime 2 a a y i Special Nicked Head Special Nicked Column Rule, Style 3 ! 
| 7-Column ... . | 2134 so | 66 | | | 9 ; 

f 8-Column .... | 23% 61 a 81 1 101 F ‘ 
a: 9-Column .... | 2534 67 7 88 99 110 pests St es iae tae i 
ee SSS EEE a nana | 

iS | 

i Pe Add the following prices for notching, shanking, etc. For each i i | 

oh notch over as style O, 2 cents; for each lug or shank as style 1, 2, 3, seed 4 

= 4 and 5, 10 cents ; for each head nick as style 2, 10 cents; for each | 
tt head nick as style 3, 4 and 5, 5 cents. ree eee pee Special Nicked Column Rule, Style 4 

Ph A “Notch Over" is the shoulder cut from the face of column | 

oe rule to allow for foot slug as per style O. This style is seldom used ‘ 
iF | for perfecting presses. A “Notch Under” is where column rule is Reanni eines eS ORG Rafer VW 

aE cut out at the head to allow for brass or metal reglet next to head ea | 
| rule as per style 5. This allows column rule to go flush to head 

rule, and obviates the necessity of using a slug at head of type 2 sie | 
| i. column. : 

. A “Lug” or “Shank” is the portion of the column rule which is Special Nicked Head | 
Hh cut off face at foot to allow for foot-stick in perfecting press chases. pefualey Styles ee eels | iif 
} 

if iz 3 a | 

: ee et Mearet rae ne nee 
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| BRASS GOODS INFORMATION i 
i. j | Se ee eee ; ; 

‘ BEVELED COLUMN RULES, LINOTYPE BRASS ADVERTISING RULES 

Prices below are for Rules notched as per Style 0, regular Cut from any single, double, parallel or triple rule shown in dy 
Column Rule this book. The rules here shown are those most commonly used. 

ed In ordering give width of column and thickness of column rule 

LL... cowun{ 9X8 | 6x7 | 7x8 used. J 

i oe 6 $0 74 | $0 86 | $098 ‘SIZE coLUMN eMs a-rowr | seomr | «rowr | s-romt | s-romr a 
ua 7 ai] 95] 107 ll |} |__| i 

at 8 88) 102] 116 Single 1244 to 15 | $0 0234 | $004 | $005 $006 | $0 07}4 x 

‘ Se et Single... 15}4 to 18 03 04s 05) 07 08} 1 

; Double ... | 24%oto27 | 0434] 065s] 08 10 | 126 % 
i For other sizes and Double . . . | 2744 to 30 05 07 09 il 13% 
ne lengths, figure accord- Triple . . . . | 36sto42 | 07 10 13 16 | 19 ‘ 

bs ingtoTablesHandIfor Triple . 4254 to48 | 08 it 14 1s | 21 
= the largest body, (6x6 4 

5x6 Linotype Column Rule figures as 6-point). Add 4 
40 per cent. for beveling For other bodies and lengths, see Table I on page 493. am 

to which must be added for the different styles the same price as 4 
given for regular Column Rules. No. 504 2 Point No. 634 3 Point ¢ 

7 No. 532 2 Point No. aS Spee 7 

BRASS HEAD RULES SS ee eee & 

y ‘The followitig prices: are for any siigle, double, parallel or’, /D°SET si Re ee pe 
triple rule shown in this book. Regular sizes 13-em column and 6- Ri Rae ne sate a 

; point column rule. For other bodies and lengths, see Tables H No. 770 2 Point al 
| and I on page 493. The rules shown below are the styles most oat aad a 

commonly used. ea ae i ee a 

‘Add the following prices for special nicking. For Head Rule No. 775 2 Point = 
Style 0 and 1, prices only as per Tables H and I. For Head Rules || 000000 ess fy 
nicked as Style 2, each hole 5 cents; for Head Rules nicked as Style ee og NE 4 

3, each nick 5 cents; for Head Rules as Style 4, any length 25 cents; Se eee Sa ee a 

for Head Rules as Style 5, any length 15 cents. ee 3 
No. 663 4 Point 

i a a No. 621 3 Point Se 7 

size ica ems| 3-Poinr | 4-oiwt | s-roir [5 powr| 6-point | 7-PoiNT | 8-PoINT peta Tek cia ay 
I s |___ J} _}_-__ eps : No. 673 3 Poi 7a 

4Column . . . .| 53%4| $0 12 | $0 16 | $0 20 | $0 22 | $0 24 | $0 28 | $0 31 No 6Rs Se ea ee - 
5-Column . . . .| 67 16| 21| 26] 28] 31] 36) 41 : 
6-Column . . . .|-804] 18] 24] 30] 33] 36] 42] 48 ane we ite igelas 3 
7-Column ... .| 9 ai} 28] 34) 38) 41) 48] 55 Now633 PO = 

: 8-Column . 1074| 23} 31) 38] 43) 46/ 54] 61 Resa ree , 

f 9-Column . . . . | 121 27| 36] 45| so| sa] | 7 
Se : . ad BRASS DASH RULES es 

10, 559 Poi 5, ; % 
ae Cut any length face and to suit any vidth column from any sin- 

. gle, double, parallel or triple rules shown in this book. Rules here 

j ca Na GAP (OE AEE ie a ee arse Ui a oe eee shown are the most popular used. Prices given below are for dash i | 

San os De eae ee rules cut 12% to 15 ems. For other bodies and lengths add 5 cents 3 
No. 635 4 Point for each piece to prices in Table I on page 493. id 

SSS ie 
: No. 504 2 Point, either style, 736 ets. na 

No. 622 4 Point - oo _ ns ‘ Si 

— — = —- ——-- Bh 
No. 532 2 Point, either style. 74 cts. al 

No. 623 5 Point pee See 0 ee : 

No. 770 2 Point, either style, 74g cts. a 

No. 625 6 Point 

No. 775 2 Point, either style, 7H ets. ‘i 

No, 652 4 Point ay , 
NGL She ea ea a a ; 

- = — = No. 776 3 Point, either style, 9 ets, a 
San Bae aR Rese age PARAS 

SiO SEO Se ee ee ec ee eet 
ae No. 620 2 Point, either styte, 7% ets. d 

No. 655 6 Point 
heen ne rere eer ee ere se Aen an she ig No. 621 S Point, either style, 9 ets. * a 

q No. 656 7 Point fi 
———_—_————— No. 638 3 Point, either style, 9 cts. 

No. 674 eriiat No. 654 5 Point, either style, 9 cts. 7 

NSIS a role No. 652 4 Point, either style, 10 cts. s 

No. 677 etd esi No. 662 3 Point, either style, 9 cts. 5 

cereale eR Ses peSrihpisnilcssre tedndBk at. 4 

ie Pol ‘ 

a OR Polat eles i 2 i 

No. 666 6 Point No. 674 4 Point, either style, 10 cts. ’ a3 
ns eee een ee ae ; 

ee ere ere te ay aie FS ee eae Pea = pee it 

: 
e 
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1 BRASS GOODS INFORMATION | i 
yf aise ocean AL le Sa BN ee 
| ; ; 
| | 

| KEYSTONE BRASS RULE BRASS PANEL DOUBLE CORNERS i 

i FOR LINOTYPE RULE AND FIGURE WORK STYLE A. Made round both outside and inside. i 
| Made According to the Rogers’ System STYLE B. Made square outside and round inside. ; 

| . e 2 STYLE C. Made square both outside and inside. 

Pe They can be made for any plain side face rule on 6 point body. 

| 4to 8 pica ems inclusive by }4 ems, per piece... .... . . $012 
4 a 9 to 12 pica ems inclusive by % ems, per piece... . . . 15 

yy ro 13 to 17 pica ems inclusive by ?¢ ems, per piece... .... - 18 
, 18 to 22 pica ems inclusive by ems, per piece... ...... 2% 

Wu : 
iP " We 283 to 26% pica ems inclusive by 4 ems, per piece... . . 30 \ 
as ni i 

z me | eapremenahd 

; ui 
is BRASS OCTAGON CORNERS WW 

Pp Teno v8 owt aor | 24 rOMT aor 
a PER FOOT PER L8. IN STRIPS PER LE. LABOR SAVING QUANTITY 1 TO 12 POINT FACE 1 TO 12 POINT FACE a 

A BAsBOINt ee iste sats. -acaries OO US: $3.00 $4.50 IN SETS OF FOUR IN SETS OF FOUR 

a pe Bay eot | ieee ame Ye 05 350 500 Sit eet Eee gee] eee ea On eo 

cb 56) feet in strips of 2 pt. to a pound VO 16» ie ee $035 $050 ‘| 
i 70 feet in strips of 1)4 pt. to a pound tos. 2. ee ‘ 4 49 

. 4 OTC ABS 9 Oe ante tts a pte teas 33 48 
With the use of these rules, as shown in cut, it becomes possible ; 

b . *y - AD Ee OAs Fe Nar Sean can se 32 47 
i ‘ to set rule and figure matter and tables on the Linotype machine. 65 to 80 31 46 } 

i, viz: the machine produces the ordinary horizontal slugs with slots ee atek, Cone eS 
4 ‘ ; ‘ Steroverc kos yore eae 30 45 

a to receive the shallow brass rules, as shown in the cut, no sawing, ee es 

a cutting or other treatment being necessary. After the proofs are I! 

Pe pulled and corrections made, the rules may be inserted in an The quantity prices allowed only on quantities of one style F 

ie instant, and when the form is locked up the rules are held securely corner. 
Lf in place. For style of Brass Octagon Corners, see page 523. 

| E ae: 1880 TO 1903, INCLUSIVE ane 
ia COMPANIES ————_——_ |————_ —_ BRASS STANDARD CORNERS 

ih aecan in | no. of} risks | Premium | tosses 
ia stare | veans | WRITTEN | Receweo | PAID See pages 516 and 517 

| . Aukicn io Mining BG | igs ol een | eer | ene Por Bet oP a ese 5 costes eee ets en geitarte peateene las tal Okt) Oe 

ee tna, Connecticut.............] 1880 25 | 27,273,932 | 154,928 | 58,853 
ia Aepioniet a New sony ain] 1880 24 | 9,549,958 | 74,728 | 29,170 
| Allemannia, Pennsylvania.....| 1901 4 811,745 | 2,54 218 
{ ‘American, Massachusetts,.....| 1888 8 445,183 | 2,500 254 BRASS ROUND CORNERS ‘‘C”’ i 
A: 5 es ig aprile Pee da a Oe de POA SES 1 i 

; 3 a rc i ae ; 
PK. SELF. ADJUSTING BRASS RULE BORDER QUANTITY al sate crm sa'batd oo tae che oe a } 

re Price per font, $3 00 ips a eg ree I 

oe Each font contains 8 Brass Corners and 4 pieces each of rule SW IO ig 8 has $0 35 $0 50 $0 60 q 

ae from 1 to 10 nonpareil ems*inclusive and 2 pieces each rule from 20 1Tito 32) os se 34 49 59 i 
a to 28 nonpareil ems. All numbered. See also page 523. Extra S3to48.. 33 8 58 \ 
E: ' GOLETA) HOW SEL OFD) sca. fone Oe wee eae se oe Se ROO 49to64...... 32 47 37 
y on | ee 31 46 56 
i 81 or over salen 30 45 55 

fi NEW REVERSIBLE RULES ed i 

; These rules are made with side face and finished on top and Th i rt iti 
: ; itdom so that noth aideeg? rulecan betiseds AwEW Origiidl aid “Ss it Saree nyt ee ee ee 

; A ‘ Ff ‘ corner. See page 514 and 515. 4 
ie practical scheme which economizes the investment in brass rule 
| heretofore necessary to obtain a variety of the up-to-date styles of —_ ld 

3 brass borders, corners, etc. Labor-saving fonts of the three rules 
‘ shown, with a judicious selection of several styles of corners to KEYSTONE BRASS ROUND CORNERS “K’’ j 

match, afford ample variety of useful ornamental brass borders i . i 

| for the average printing office. Some of the border effects ob- These corners are made on a specially constructed machine out 
tained from these rules used singly and in various combinations _°! Single pieces of rule. The length of one extension is 4 picas (or 

| are shown on pages 510 and 511. Put up in regular labor saving smaller if desired), the other is 6/4 picas in length, so that two j 
| fonts and also sold by the foot at the following list prices: place somernen equal ey Sees column in width 

: 7 and make only one joint, where ordinarily two are required. ; 

i” sym ag oN igs Sapte Bee pau B ae 08 ” : Another feature is the extension which allows ample binding room ' 
| babe z os 4 Re a in locking up, and practically effaces all difficulties in making the a 
| . 9 point No. 894 . per pound, 150 per foot, 45 las icine Bee pace Bik t 

| , 3 point No.903D .... .. .per-pound, 180 per foot, 18 a = eo Dae re - 
ce 8 point No. 905 D : peeeeusa 5 per toot 186 Sets of four, any one size and face, 1 to 6 point body, per set $0 50 i 

| 9 point No. 9064D .. . per pound, 175 per foot, 54 | 

| Miters or corners are not included in fonts. Vy 

rT ; ee KEYSTONE BRASS CORNERS “0” ; 

| BRASS BRAZED CORNERS Made out of a single piece of rule in the same manner and 
6, 8, 10 and 12 point c 2 x contain all the economical features of our popular “K’’ corners. i 

| eee ae Spee ewe See aves Bioko Length of one extension, 4 picas, outside measure (or smaller if de- 

f 2,8, hor @point, per setot4.. 5... rie vs css $050 sired); the other 6% picas. Furnished only in any 1 to 6 point full | 

| Brikior Whole peraefuta sc os coe jen cc Sani OO SE ne ee 1 
| NG point, pee act OFS iain nse ial son eens ey ea oe omg eee Sra |} 
1 We cannot recommend the 2 and 3 point corners as the rule is i 

too thin to permit a satisfactory job of brazing. See pages 526 and ATLANTA BRASS ROUND CORNERS | 

i. ae x (Round on top, square on bottom) |] 

Ey | : 6 point, 4x4 outside measurement... . . . . Per set of four, $1 00 ‘4 
EL BRASS PANEL SINGLE CORNERS 8 point, 4x4 outside measurement. . . . .Persetoffour, 120 1 

These corners are made 6) picas long on 6 and 12 point body of 10 point, 4x4 outside measurement... . . . . Per set of four, 120 ‘| 

a any plain side face rule. Two together make a standard single col- 12 point, 4x4 outside measurement... . . . . Perset offour, 150 i 
Ef umn newspaper width. Examples of Panel Double and Single Cor- Not made from rule smaller than 6 point nor larger than 12 point. \ 

| ners shown on pages 520 and 521. These corners can only be supplied with solid black face. See page i 

ey Ber eet er sone. se a a a OO: 513. qq 

| 
ee 
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i | BRASS GOODS INFORMATION | 
“0 . . foie ee | 

KEYSTONE BRASS SQUARE CORNERS SECTIONAL BRACES qt 

ee , ee Cau ore Made only in Rule No. 510, Each font contains two center pieces, | 
1, 2, 3, 4. and 6 point face, 12 point body, plain faces, per set of two rights and two lefts and four pieces each of rule from 4 to 5 ems | 

TOUr oe eg so ses . .8035 inclusive and two pieces each of rule from 10 to 14 ems inclusive, ; | 
8, 10 and 12 point face, 24 point body, per set of four . : 50 all numbered. See page 513. a 

18 point face, 36 point body, per set of four . * ee See Per font . . Mer Nee She ee peer pales th $2.25 a 

Double or Fancy Feces, 12 point body, ver est.of four Ee Extra Braces, one left, one right and one center piece, per set. 30 , | 

BRASS SQUARES _ | 
See ie 522 LABOR-SAVING BRASS PANEL RULE a 

6, 8, 10, 12, 18 and 24 point, per set of four $0 35 Brass Rule panels or boxes are constantly growing more 4 
36 point, per set of four . . 50 popular in large newspaper advertisements. They are effective in 

peers emphasizing articles and prices in single and double page adver- a 
sa TORS tisements, which are read at a glance, and must be clear, compre- ! 

BRASS CENTER PIECES hensive and convincing. They also give a bright and clean-cut 
See A See page 522 ; 3 appearance to large display work. To meet this demand and effect % 
2, 3, 4 and 6 point plain faces, 12 point body, per pair. . . . . . $0 35 a great saving in time, labor and composition to our customers, we a 

2, 3, 4 and 6 point double or fancy faces, 12 point body, per pair 50 now furnish regular fonts of panel rule, each piece cut to even a 
8, 10 and 12 point plain faces, 18 point body, per pair . 3 50 picas inside measurements. Each piece is mitered at both ends 3 

8, 10 and 12 point double or fancy faces, 18 point body % (see illustration herewith) and the inside measurement is stamped : . 
ee upon each piece and is always even picas unless otherwise ordered. 

40 aT o Panels of any given number of ems up to 50 inside measurement a 

; BRASS MISCELLANEOUS CORNERS may be made with four pieces of this rule, and with a font, “ads a 

oe ‘ See pager 524 and'825 with panels” can be as quickly and cheaply set as ordinary matter. ; 

12 point body; per set of four . . . re 9085 ‘The illustration is made up from a stock font of Rule No. 592, | 
JE polny besre ex scone, oee Le -..-+ 80 showing how panels of various sizes and lengths can be set and the | 

ae DOlnt body, Lee: set oF tour: ei 60 great economy is apparent. Regular Labor-Saving Rule fonts are 
ee inadequate for this kind of work and the waste and labor necessary ‘ | 

BRASS ORNAMENTAL CORNERS Non inaee trip Rule is large and expensive, but with ! 

Per set of four, (See pages 518 and 519) $150 Regular fonts contain four pieces of each length from 1 to 50 by a 
ue TE 12 point ems, inside measurement graduated by 12 point ems. ff 

IRC r x Brass panel rules can be furnished in regular fonts of all plain ¥ 

BRASS CIRCLES AND OVALS faces and regular bodies, at prices below. They may be cut to ! 
aeaeaeaaa———ooaooroT E order of any face rule to any scheme or lengths wanted at prices _ 

DUMETER OR LENGTH prose ant wales Maelo ge bapea ge quoted upon application. | 
se pas _ Flat face, double, parallel and other plain face rules furnished a 

6 ems and smaller, 1 inch .| $ 75 | $ 90 | $ 90 | $100 in regular fonts at prices below. i 

7to12ems, 2 inches .| 100 | 125} 120} 145 ser ea cane Earner a in a 
iets ie cmd Sinnties is | eet deel ae LIST PRICES OF LABOR-SAVING PANEL RULE IN FONTS 4 

19 to 24ems, 4 inches 150 | 195 | 180 | 235 2 Point, 4 pieces each, from 1 to 50 ems, inside miters - $13 55 ‘ 
25 to 30ems, 5 inches 175 | 230 | 210 | 280 3 Point, 4 pieces each, from 1 to 50 ems, inside miters .. . . 1495 q 
31 to 36ems, 6 inches . : 200 | 255 | 240 | 325 4 Point, 4 pieces each, from 1 to 50 ems, inside miters . 20 10 | 
37to42ems, Zinches. . . -| 225 | 290 | 270] 370 5 Point, 4 pieces each, from 1 to 50 ems, inside miters 23 25 ¥ 

6 Point, 4 pieces each, from 1 to 50 ems, inside miters . . . . 2850 | 

Diameters of Circles and length of Ovals (long way) is figured 8 Point, 4 pieces each, from 1 to 50 ems, inside miters .. . . 35 65 | 
Socnvding th iialde saeasurenient. 10 Point, 4 pieces each, from 1 to 50 ems, inside miters . . . . 4045 i 

12 Point, 4 pieces each, from 1 to 50 ems, inside miters .. . . 4820 4 Hl 
Saeed stan 

| 

. i 
BRASS DIAMONDS q 

EN SS oe ee pea aaa i 
eae eee mn 

LENGTH THE LONG WAY, INSIDE MEASUREMENT ra Fancy. 
iO 

mus | Rute 
REET Ns a ea ll sree ee 
6 ems and smaller, inch . . . coil $0 90 | $1 00 % 
7to12ems, 2inches . 120 | 145 a 

13 to 18 ems, 3 inches 150 | 190 
; 19 to 24ems, 4 inches 180 | 235 

25 to 30ems, Sinches . Pas : 210 | 280 | 

31 to 36 ems, 6 inches ay L1i2me. | 3:25 | 
37to42ems, 7inches . . . 270 | 370 r 
43 to 48 ems, 8 inches 300 | 415 
49 to 54ems, 9 inches ‘ 330 | 460 

} 55 to 60 ems, 10 inches ST. 8 OS | 
61 to 66 ems, 11 inches re a 8 Wa] 1S 0 
67 to 72 ems, 12 inches 420 | 595 | 
Each additional inch of length . 30 45 j 

See page 528 for Brass Circles, Ovals and Diamonds. ; 

BRASS CORNER QUADS ; 

2, 3 and 4 point body, solid, per setof4......... $020 

1 to 8% ems pica inclusive, by }4 picas . het $012 
9 to 12 ems pica inclusive, by % picas . 15 7 

; 13 to 17 ems pica inclusive, by picas . . . 18 | 
18 to 22 ems pica inclusive, by picas . . - oda 25 
23 to 27 ems pica inclusive, by picas Fee hes 30 : 

SIZES OF BODIES—1 to 3! ems, 4 point body, also made on 6 point 
or heavier body if wanted. 4 to 11 ems, 6 point body. 1114 to 27 
ems, 7 point body. See page 512. 

NEW LIGHTFACE BRACES =? 

Made on 6 point body. Same prices as Brass Braces. Page 513 
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: UNIVERSAL LINE—POINT SYSTEM BRASS RULE S SOLD IN STRIPS OF TWO FEET | 
| 

bE 
{ 

i: SSS ——ououw=mys | 
ig j 
; No. CENTER Face Cts. per ft. No. CENTER Face Cts. per ft. No. sive Face Cts. per ft. 

| S 501 1 Point 5 539 9 Point 45 573 6 Point 30 

| gg | | 
‘3 4 Poi 74 7: i 35 

) 503 1} int oes | an doo ne 574 7 Point i 

| Se ae ee | / 04 2 Point 10 eS cae a | 
| sea feces . 

a +, ie 541 11 Point 55 

| 506 3 Point 15 

_ ee 576 9 Point 45 eee 

. 507 4 Point 20 fait 66 i 

aR 542 2 Point px 
i es 577 10 Point 50. 

508 5 Point 25 
ESS 

- Pas) 
os . . et 578 11 Point sa | 

ag 509 534 Point 27% SIDE FACE 
| 5 PEA : 

rH 543 1 Point 5 
| 510 6 Point 30 9 12 Point 60 Ea 

| Ss eae UST sa 134 Point 76 
7 Poir 3s 

A ua Bolt > CENTER FACE 

| mmm | 2 Point 10 
sree ce) bh Bn Se te ee 8 cata A ae 

| 512 8 Point 40 eo oats oh ti 

' Be i ans +_ a | 50 3 Point 15 er eats eihtee 
| =. ir st 3 Point 15, 

5 eee 513 9 Point 45 oe ; ; 547 4 Point 20 
- - —- ev 4 Point 20 

i eS eee 
| 514 10 Point 50. 548 5 Point 25 

] ‘: fs] | ss 5 Point 2s 
| nS 549 6 Point 30 

| 515 11 Point 55 SPS 

; oe z ES ee 584 6 Point 30 
| 550 7 Point 35 rE | 

| . eee] a ae ae pe ee ee 
] EES 

| 586 8 Point 40 

K Et oes as ae aay a —_____ 

i ; 2 517 1 Point 5 587 9 Point 45 

i 5 eee hear 10 Point °° eg 

‘@ 518 134 Point 74 
oe = nes) B : 588 10 Point 50 
14 519 2 Point 10 ses a eorn = 
4 fase 
1s 520 3 Point 15 we a ‘ bei 
| ame ioe 12 Point - ee 589 11 Point 55 

| set “4 Point 20 ———_ i 
| NSE | 590 12 Point 60 } 

| 522 5 Point 25 Soe pice rors \ 

F 44 Poin M4 
| 523 6 Point 30 SEC sass 4 5 MV SIDE Face 

557 2 Point 10 ae as 8 
524 7 Point 35 SS eee ee ee arnt 

| a eee 
| Me Css 3 Point 15 r ge Ss Ponte : j as F 592 3 Point 15 
= 52! 8 Point 40 Fee = A a 

; 559 4 Point 20 ; stig) # Balt eee ccs ; ‘ 
7 593 4 Point 20 li 

| 526 9 Point 45 560 5 Point 25 
| x SO S Polat 25 

nt. 527 10 Point 2) Sot 6 Point 30 
rr 6 Point 30 

| PASE enema | 
P ie ee ae 562 7 Point 35 

Hy 528 11 Point ss | Sr | 22 7 Polat oe 
Hy | ——____—__—___ 

a 563 8 Point 40 i | 

a 529 12 Point ia a 8 Point 40 
EL ele 

eh | 56 Poi 5 | 1 ca 9 Point as 598 9 Point . 
Hy CENTER Face i 
iiag 565 10 Point 5 5 Poin ie a0 aches is z 0 599 10 Point a 

] Bt tas Feit Us 566 14 Point 55 600 11 Point 55 ee il 

| a 532 2 Point 10 fea i 

1] 567 12 Point 60 08 32 Ealgt es 1 
| 533 3 Point ts i : ees ae ————_ i | 

re | 534 4 Point 20 bites 890 3 Point 15 

H J 
- SS 

Ey eee 568 149 Point 76 R 
5 535 5 Point 25 Te ea ee eee ee 4 Point 20 

] as a re rt tn 

ig . 569 2 Point 10 
ili 536 6 Point 30 SD 892 5 Point 25 

| et = a eer Tere | | 
570 3 Point 15 

j i Ea ue ere Se ee ee 
- BS 7 Point 35 893 6 Point 30 

i SSS: |S 74 4 Point 20 Tl 
RD 

F. 538 8 Point 40 a pes “ 894 9 Point 45 
72 5 Poin 25 

i | i 
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|] 
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UNIVERSAL LINE—POINT SYSTEM BRASS RI | ES SOLD IN STRIPS OF TWO FEET 

a 

No. Cts. per ft. No. Cts. per ft No, Cts. per ft. 

6 5 Rink ea cemeee eee ——_—_—_—_———————————— 
A ie tn as alae 5 Point ela 5H Point ants ee eee cient tates asian —_———— 
"1 604 2 Point 10 rae eee eee eeaeas : : 
i 605 $ Point 15 SS 

645 6 Point 30, 679 7 Point 35 aa Vas | ec ee 
1 a j 

] | 

We —————eeEeEeE—— Sly SPSS ST 

RS eet ce 10 Point 50 
ASSESS A ESL NTE 

610 7 Point 35 RRR RSIS FAS Sei) ROE RI 

Sa Poin 90 | 683 Lt Point 55 

ott 8 Point 40 “es 
5 iE | ‘abet 60 

612 9 Point 4s | ost 3 Point += 

~ Eee eee aes LP SEP Sa ae 
652 4 Point 20 

sis 10 Point 50 2 

: Eee ro tae as ie ag ee 
Sot 5 Point 25 

a 614 11 Point 55 _—S_ 

a ainsi oo oae 6 Point 56 
a Gls 12 Point 60 655 6 Point 30 et! 

656 7 Point 35, . 

616 18 Point ee |, SOR ae SSS Pe RB EO 

617 24 Point 1.20 

ee = = 2 = : 

2. TSF eaeeet Raabe Meteo {SO CC 

i 659 0 Point 50 ee eee Ae 2 Point 10 So 7 as =| ieee 5 Point 15 

0 eS BATES See gay 4 Point 20 ee aia eee 
22 4 Point 20 

2 (oa OO ‘i 62a 5 Point 2s 
_ | 

663 4 Poin’ (RR RS aR a ESE A 
= 625 6 Point 30 663) 4 Point aa 

= Z 664 5 Point 25 | 691 10 Point 50 
626 7 Point Ue | a 

aa ane sis, | ag le pie eS 

See Oa eee } 
628 9 Point 45 ; | 2 rs. a 694 18 Point 90 4 

{raha cits te reer _ —— - een ; ee a ee 

al beta se cole = NRA FRIES CA A RS 
peat eee ee eet eg a oe a auneeneeadedeceen — 698 6 Point 30 
Se ot ee ey aE? i: 

3) 634 3 Point 15 699 7 Point 35 

ae oes, vo | 670 10 Point 50 " 0 | es | 705 eh ob 

SB SE Nc aa ee aS a 4 Point 55 
ee | he | 712 4. Fotas 20 

_ 637 6 Point 30 
AO OO 

Sega eee Te et ee ee 672 12 Point 60 F138 5 Point 25 

LE 
Ib SESESEphUOE*Eh_=EeELL_=>E>=>S=SSS 

= 638 3 Point 15 
——————— i ia¥s ea - 714 6 Point 30 

639 4 Point 20 | 673 3 Point SS ee eee re eS =] ee is 7 Point 35 ae RR alae) ee geil Sac es a ies ae ae 
a) ae = —S = So 

eat 6 Point 30 | 67s 5 Point wb | 2A ee a cl aaeeeenee a tO i a On a ere 
rT —————————— SSocacepeeeeeerge erm caie eeemeaioeee ; 
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UNIVERSAL LINE—POINT SYSTEM BRASS RULES SOLD IN STRIPS OF TWO FEET i 
t i] 

i 
No. Cts. per ft. | No. Cts. per ft. | No. Cts. per ft. | 

702 4 Point 20 | 880 6 Point 30 | o15 aspoin ae | 

703 5 Point yes 25 916 6 Point 30 | 

SS eee pscles _ one | ; tosses tc cei aaa 
704 6 Point ()(——— | 

i ea O17 8 Point 40 | 

— so nant . ieee | | 705 7 Point ee ren en nnn 

| mn | | 
i eo erry aerate aie . 918 40 Point 50 1 

OEP ORAEIGA SEE PSE: Ren NS ee —SE~7“=L i __—_—_—====== » 

) 708 6 Point hee ao wpas aipnine ay ee 12 Point 60 i 

| Rud oP oes Sei) 742 6 Point 30 Wi 

; 710 8 Point 40 
: ACETATE 8 Point 40 

| adh Si EA Me Se Raa a 922 6 Point 30 
; ——— io Point 50 | eens 

. ji sk LL —| == — 
| 

A 4, 745 12 Point 60 EEE EL EY 71 4 Point 20 

5 7 5 Poi 5 (gE re NS ] 722 5 Point 2s 
a —_ 4 Point 9 | 

= 
723 6 Point 30 925 12 Point 60 { 

SS SSS>*o>S>*>> > SF"lLh\_"_== [| 51 5 Point © RESSTTR Neches aR Ne | 
A, oe | SSS 

7 724 7 Point 35 
; | 

; s a 6 Point no | 926 18 Point 90+ | ; 

i ————_—————— ieee | 
i = ee f ee — | 75 8 Point 40 

928 6 Point 30 
726 10 Point 50 eeiniieieicdies amen ees eae ae | 

] 2 men rere eee re aa a a eI eI RETO eee ee SS ee } ee Ses | 754 10 Point 50 
| pS a eee ey 8 Point 40 

| 727 12 Point O___————— } ae aaa ] a) - 
73 12 Point 60 Y ee |: 2 930 10 Point 50 
Se 

r SEAS LSTA E SIE SESE TEE 

RRS 1 Point 5 | ost 12 Point 60 | 
- CRETE RAREST ETH LEE BATS FTN TUE TEST atk Renters Cn mete eT SON RT | Re a aca ae Ra ee OR t | 

1 3 TREES TE TN TT 1 782 6 Point 10 | 901 134 Point 76 
EE——____-_-_E 932 18 Point 90 

902 2 Point RR TE 
733 8 Point 40 | net | SS 

a one RRA ALLIES SEARO LLL TELL iH] SSS SSS Se Een a 
ee at Be O34 6 Point 30 

eee eS ‘Gon—sionenaeaaipssogssite anti esaninsss 
| ————————— 904 4 Point 20 a | 2 —SSS>S>ESFrLL___»»_LDL__== fo ee 

| oss 12 Poin 60 } i 738 12 Poim 60 : a 
SS eeeeeeeeseareneae See eee ——EE——————————— 

| 737 18 Point 90 | 906 8 Point 40 | 936 18 Point 90 | 

] —Kuooncaccomosa=e igi aN; Lae : 
i 

: 

ame eee ALR Rea i j | a ee 9 Point 45 

| EES eee a 5 Poi 4 i 874 6 Point %0 280 3 Point 15 | 
; os ceeneenetansiecieeiieesiliatimeemisinaiiieenitataiainn SS 

| i 10 Point 50 

I DOG { oe 6 Point 10 ES 

SSS I= ede Ps ipa vi 

| SSS SSS ¢ 983 8 Point 40 
HE | on 1 Point SN aa a i Cee 

| ——— 
li 877 12 Point 60 Sn ee 

: i ———————_———— _ | ,,, 136 Point Te ae perks ss 

| 878 18 Point 0 | 
| ———— 985 12 Point 60 ! 
] SS ee 3 Point eee 
| a er ie _ Te a RT EE IO TR RR SRT LONI TEE ES i] 

1 502 ' 

| 
i \ 

| | 
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, LABOR-SAVING BRASS RULES | i 
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| i ! 
1 These Rules are accurately cut to Pica (twelve point) ems in length. The smaller pieces from 1 to 10, graduated 3) 

| by Nonpareil (six point) ems. Each piece is plainly numbered. See font prices on page 492 r! 

| i 
] 

| 

| 
} | 

{ 

| No, 504 2 Point Per Ib. $1 60 No. 762 2 Point Per Ib. $1 60 i 

| : 

. No. 545, 2 Point Per tb. $1 60 No. 766 2 Point Per |b. $1 60 

| Ga ig ee ae ee eee A 

a pl eae gh IE yl oe Bt 

i. eg i ee 

rs No. 569 2 Point Per tb. $1 60 No. 633 2 Point Per Ib. $1 60 

— eee Ae ae Som ae a a 

SEE Ua EES 

| : No. 604 2 Point Per Ib. $1 60 No. 913 2 Point Per Ib. $1.60 i 

———— —— : 
i — —_— OO } 

1 Re eeienes oe none Oe eg ee | 
] ———aae SR \ 
| ee eee et Veo 

———————————— _—_— 
ve —— eee 

| ———— a | 

| No. 624 3 Point Per Ib.$1 55 No. 638 3 Point Per Ib. $1 55 1 

4g 
Sc Wee 

| ee Ee i 

| é = ————————————————— 

t tee el tetas ieee OEC Gg Stan eee an se aes ae 
| = ae oe \ 

5 —————— ~ ~ ea a eee ea i 

| ] ; No. 673 3 Point Per Ib. $1 55 No. 686 3 Point Per Ib. $1 55 i | 

| — = => ¢ 

iF | | rete Magee Te Cee > ST RAY Ss aT bia ee 

i ee ee ieee eee ee 
Hh ee = = = i 
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i ieee a : 
rh e ke 
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These Rules are accurately cut to Pica (twelve point) ems in length. The smaller pieces from 1 to 10, graduated 

by Nonpareil (six point) ems. Each piece is plainly numbered. See font prices on page 492 

No. 622 4 Point Per tb. $155 No. 639 4 Point Per tb. $1.55 

; 

No. 674 4 Point Per th. $155 Nowés7 4 Point Per Ib. $1 55 
ao — 

ae —_— —_————————————— 4 

ee eerie SS 
a ce aoe —_—_—_—_— 

i —_—_—_—S = 4 eeeennneaeemeteeeamaennneine : 
a = ieee —_———————— = 

——— i 

No. 721 4 Point Per Ib, $155 No. 904 4 Point Per Ib. $155 
eee Fea SRR Sterne Ra ENO ; 

eee MRR SAREE RET ‘ 
eee ED RTC EASE 
i AES EERE 
OS (CRATES PRIS : 
SS OER NTR a ADEE d 

7 t 
; No. 645 6 Point Per tb. $1 50 No. 666 6 Point Per tb. $1.50 ; 

— Bs cece er eee oon eet ara eeeetel 
ee OCT—————— 

; — i rN ; 
aS Ol“ 
a leer | | aeeeeeieentseae gee tenaresataeeasiaa anes 
SS Ol“=O=OEEEENNNN 

Nee ee ee 
——S=Ssr> OQOE—=EOEEeeeee 

ee ST 
—SS=Sr=_—_C—~—EE—EEE 
—— a a 2 a ere nie Ce 
—S= OOEO=NE———— 

ee a aeyaeeiinileiiad " Coataliesiinineaneeae 
SS CLl*—=NEE——— 

No. 678 6 Point Per tb. $1 50 No. 689 6 Point Per Ib. $1.50 | 

ey RR SN ers) eee naan sareranesse ne sean SRE 

eae eS ERECT TE | 

ecm NeSRESSOO S| See 

ees SE Per Ee 

RENOIR RE OSE ST RES (aE RR RR RRR 

eal CRM ROE RAEN : 

eel EEE NST 
> 

No. 728 6 Point Per th. $1 50 No. 916 6 Point Perth. $1 50 a 
— ' 
ES= — Oe 7 RE sey i Lh >= fh 

fe 
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=S Soe" i 
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These Rules are accurately cut to Pica (twelve point) ems in length. The smaller pieces from 1 to 10, graduated J 

by Nonpareil (six point) ems. Each piece is plainly numbered. See font prices on page 492 

F 
i 

i No. 657 8 Point Per Ib. $t 50 No! 983. 8 Point Per Ib. $1 50 | 

Bing erie eee eee ee ee ee a SSS 
aera Bee SS eee 

| fee enh oct ae —— | / Si 
. a : = SSS SS— 

oe eet een SS OC 
r Bites ae a ere | 

i a ee ee ae _ { 
F b ees us woe _ ‘ | 

| No. 716 8 Point Per lb. $1 50 No, 923 8 Point Per Ib, $1 50 

sae: —_—_——_——————
———— rset Rt Die a AO RM TR TR Te AR 

q — —$$_ = RSE EAE AG OSES OLE EO ATL ET ET I 

1 : 
} 

| _ a ee 

q —— SS maken RR I EE 

| SES ee C ametenionniannyl aca TS Taney eel ae 

| SSS ee CS 

| ; —— a 
} ——S Oe 

; 
i j 
{ 

; No. 670 10 Point Per Ib. $1 50 No, 682 10 Point Per tb. $1 50 q 

| eS Se ETE ETP 
a os = EG PASSE ce ~ 

SS 

yo | 

D ESSN 
q 

bs neeer DET EEE Taco 

ye No. 876 10 Point Per Ib, $1 50 No. 930 10 Point Per Ib, $1.50 | 

— OOO ae Fiat RRE  R  ATET 

SS —E=S================= = ao | 

tT SSS ESS _— eee eee | 

a SS =—oooaaaeaeaea—a—— eae NERS AG REELS TOTO LI SOT { 

| 
S=—|SS= WSS Eee eee 

| ——— —————eee
 Ce cet AE RRA SE AEN 

| No. 648 12 Point Per Ib. $1 35 No, 692 12 Point Per Ib. $1 35 

a AES RTU LAOS BEST EAT / = 1] aE 
li a — f 

| EMAAR PAPER EL SONG PET | — EE] ii 

F MERU UALR TUT EE TGS 2S UST CESA meee oe ee eet ee ae ar neem eee A A AR 

E SE iT Lal 
| Bi EEE | EEE EE See en | eS | 

1] 
it No. 727 12 Point Per Ib. $1 35 No, 735 12 Point Per Ib. $1 35 lf 

iW eer creer enn SNe PTE TS =| Wi 

ia —————————_—__ SS 

| ——————— ————————— 
| Se —OCO™——— ES=S= 
| 

F ah es 
; ee ae re ern SSS —————————————EE 

| eee ee ger me ne RE SE SS ——E—E—E=E=EeEEeeeeeeeeee 
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SEAN 1 tes SES SS SAR TR Lah RP PTT PETS a ET 

| See ESS as WARD ed Gaeta s a A 

2 ee i | 
| af arora Teac i 

een ee wn 
oe i 

& A



= ices ae 

y oh 5 4 j 
| 

| | 
| 

| 1S ee 

i Cut to column méasure. Nos. 150 to 287 inclusive, 10¢. each. Nos. 238 to 259 inclusive, 15c. 

Larger dashes furnished if desired. 

f 150 175 199 
i ees = —— — ¢ = 

| i 154 eae 200 _ o \ + + 
: 152 177 

ia Se: to 204 
i63 eS —- + : 

és ee eee 

at 179 ee 
_ a 

155 203 : 
, . 180 — 

+e 
| 156 “ 

7 — 181 eG — 
é = +O+ 

: 157 
| ae = 182 205 

| 158 
+2 

183 206 
] is9 —_- ae gg 

B ++ 184 fs 

i 160 8 ~>- e+ = 
| > 1 185 
T 161 oer gee 
i ° j 186 

i 162 —_ 209 
t —— —_—e 

187 
i i7 AGGe-80. +o+ 210 

Peter on cot eee 
| 7 464 188 
| a +o. ee es: 2t4 

i —~e—= ~ 
i 165 189 
i ete te sip 

- ——a— . 166 190 | 
| ce. —_- 

] 213 
i 167 1914 —_-. . 

se - 8 
iS 214 
. 168 192 — +o 

e+ e+ = 
215 

fF 169 193 ——__~+e-« 
i tee —o 

ia Soh sz 216 

ry o—— to ee 

= > 
] ———__—_+———+ =e 
} 172 196 218 

| toe —-— ——_+—> e+ {i 

i 173 197 219 
= — = —__—— + + = 

F 
E 174 198 220 

| = Oe ooo — | 

/ i All Brass Dashes that are sold for 10 cents each can be supplied any length for news columns not 

] | : exceeding 15 ems pica. All of the above Dashes are on 4-point body. 
; i ny | / 

, |, i 

re : 

nL 
ia : 

Hh 

1h ; 
vty 
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Cut to column measure. Nos. 150 to 287 inclusive, 10¢ each. Nos. 238 to 259 inclusive, 15¢. 

Larger dashes furnished if desired. 

224 226 231 
0 -- -e—— eee —0 + <> + 

222 227 232 
Bak age gig tae ae ae eae $< 0 ++ + 

223 228 233 
— -_—_—. — 2 > 

224 229 234 
= — <= — Seep 6 ae 

225 230 235 
ee _>_+ os ee 

236 ies 
— $+ —> + a + 

é 237 246 
a +> + wee > 

* 238 247 
— +emer _ -_ +e owe - 

239 248 
— <a ee we ee 

240 es 
o—e—e he ene 

a 250 
ce 3 vee + 3. + +e-+ +e. 

242 281 
> + +r > See oe ae ane 

243 252 
+ —--— - Ss — + 3+ © +e 6 — 

244 253 
—_ > 6 > — 

254 
— 0 ee 

255 
— + 

256 
. ew ee 

—— 0 ae ee 

A 258 
— 0 ow oe 

259 7 
—— + ter ee 

All Brass Dashes that are sold for 10 cents each can be supplied any length for news columns not 

exceeding 15 ems pica. All of the above Dashes are on 4-point body 

509
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. REVERSIBLE RULES 
H Combinations Nos. 1 to 8, made from 8 Point Rule No. 570. Combinations Nos. 21 to 28, made from 6 Point Rule No. 893 
i. Combinations Nos. 31 to 38, made from 9 Point Rule No. 894 

No. 1 6 Pt, Combination made of 570 Rule Our Reversible Rules, an original and practicalscheme which No. 27_ 18 Pt. Combination made of 893 Rule i 
aeeerecrrce—ES —economizes the investment in brass rules heretofore necessary _uaaammmmmmaes 

: ee _ © obtain 0 varicty of the up-to-date styles of brass borders, | 
| corners, ete. They are made with side face and are fi ———— 

E yee: e on the topand bottom so that both sides oftherueanO EE 
No.2 6 Pt. Combination made of 570 Rule viz: Combination No. 25, shown in the left hand column is a 
ee _ Combination ‘of the bottom side of 6 Point Rule No. 893 and the 

| eee tac side of the same rule with the bevel inside. Labor-saving — .) 95 94 pt, Combinati ; | 
fonts of the three rules shown, with a judicious selection of sev. No. 28_24 Pt. Combination made of 893 Rule 
eral styles of comers to match, afford anample variety of useful a i 

No.3 9 Pt Combination made of 570 Rule and ornamental brass borders for the average printing office. 
No, 3_9 Pt. Combination made of 570 Rule 479 POwerewith some of the combinations that can be Dh ————— t 
a _ cwith these rules.” They cost no more than other rules. een an oa een tant 
PSE S et ete Gee haere a —_—_— 

ener een eee 
. No. 412 Pt. Combination made of 570 Rule No. 3t_ 18 Pt. Combination made of 894 Rule 
] ————————————— 3 Point No. 570—1 Point Side Face —E——————EEEe 
] ee ; ——————— —— 
] 6 Point No. 893~2 Point Side Face 2 
] [gg 
; ; - No.5 6 Pt. Combination made of 570 Rule OP 10. 89 Point Side Fac: 
] Se eae Robes M0: Stas Sule Sle ace No. 32 18 Pt. Combination made of 894 Rule 

_—_—_—_— eee EIS 
3 Point Rule No. 570 will work singly or in combi- 

| No. 6 9 Pt, Combination made of 570 Rule nation with the following Brass Corners: Keystone AS EN 
ee ____— Round--8 Point No. 605K ; Panel Single or Double— 

] SS a Point Black Face, 1 Point Black Face; Brass Orna- 
eevee eens Teese nrrey tai mental—Nos, 6025," 6393, 6024, 6415, 6413, 6414, 6023; iol 8037 Pe Combination made of 69 ‘ 

Brass Standard—6so1, 6892, 6411, 6412, 6891, 6392, 6051, Wot 27 Bs Cotiblnation nade. of2)s Sule 
: = ‘ Ms 6052, 6021, 6022; Round ‘*C”’—G02e, 605c, 639C, B4lc, 7 

No.7 9 Pt. Combination made of 570 Rule 689c, also New Combination Round Corners ‘‘C’’; = eg 

AT NSIT TEATS PG ES SEES adel Octagon —No. 605; Square—Nos. 11, 31, Miscella- 

a neous--12814, 12115, 12815, 12317, 12114, 12818, 1880, —— | 
i 18115, 18315, 18317; Brazed—8 Point, Nos, 605, 6 Point 

{ Nos. 641, 689; Center Pieces—Nos. 31, 32, 33, 6391, 
‘ 57 6392, 6411, 6412. No.8 12 Pt, Combination made of 570 Rule » 641, i AURes ies Ran esate abe aaRole 

; Oo 6 Point Rule No. 893 will work singly or in combi- Nout 25S Combinadonisbeds of S320) 
———————————— hation with foliowing Comers: Keystone Round— A 

| =S=S—S—SS=S=SSSSSSSS— No. 609K; Panel Single or Double—2 Point Black naeiniiessleleaesensneiiaaiaesiaaeemens 
iy Face or @ Point Black Face; Ornamental—6003, 6094; \ 

| Standard—6921, 6922, 6091,’ 6092, 6041, 6042; Round ys aE 
q rath eo HUGE At Anas eile “'C"'—G0de, 609¢, 692c; Octagon—604, 609; Square—21, 

: No. 21 12 Pt. Combination made of 895 Rule 61; Miscellaneous—12215, 12615, 12616, 12217, 12617, oS | 

- ——————————— 12218, 12618, 1861, 1862, 1863, 1866, 1865, 1868, 1869 18610, | 

LT 18611, 18613, 18614, 18692, 18215, 18618, 18617, 2460, 2461, 

| 246, 2462, 2463, 2466, 2467, 24692, 24614, 24615, 24617, = - ie ers 

| 24618; Brazed—Nos. 609, 692; Center Pieces—21, 22, No. 35 18 Pt. Combination made of 894 Rule | 

No. 22 12'%t. Comblonion made ot 899 Rule Gi, 8, a. SEE uN RDS TAA Sa 
—_—— 9 Point Rule No. 894 will work singly or in combi- 

nation with the following Corners: Panel Single or 
| ———_ Double—4 Point Black Face, 9 Point Black Face; 
] Standard—#061, 6062; Round ‘+ ©" sofe; Octagon ~ | 

| | 606; Square—41; Center Pieces—41, 42, 43; Miscel- 

| s laneous — 1241, 1246, 1245, 1248, 12411, 12415, 12417, No. 36 27 Pt, Combination made of 894 Rule | 

No, 23. 18 Pt. Combination made of 893 Rule 12418, 18417. Se ee ee 

———_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_——— Sold at the following list prices: 
a teat ee etn seine a Pana ie UL Lre Tet 

| 6 Point, per foot. | 30; per pound. . 150 , 
| 9 Point, per foot |: 45; per pound. | 150 DOS ae real 

No. 24 24 Pt. Combination made of 893 Rule Put up in regular labor-saving fonts at 
ne ; the above pound prices. _ cued asics ‘ ‘ 

Miters or Corners are not included in fonts. No. 37.27 Pt. Combination made of 894 Rule 

; —_—— All Rules, Corners, Panels, ete., having a 1 Point [SR ee 
| ——— Face will work with 3 Point Rule No. 570; those having 
| 2 Point Face with 6 Point Rule No, 898; those having a ee 
| 4 Point Face with 9 Point Rule 894. i 

| No. 25 12 Pt, Combination made of 893 Rule 

| RRR 
i ———_—_—_————— fc No. 38 36 Pt. Combination made of 894 Rule 

. aa Aa | : . Useful as corners. | 
i No. 26 18 Pt. Combination made of 893 Rule Per set of four,,25 conts,”(Useful as'corners RSET SET 

| Renee ee EIEN 6 Point 12Point 18Point 10Point 8 Point 
] ‘SRE OTD 

Hi ES "= i a #s«ff pL CEST ESSE 
| 

HH] 
| 

i + “aPC : * 

i INTERLOCKING MITERS (For Reversible Rules) ROUND CORNERS 

F 75e per set of eight, 18 point body, 6!4 ems outside; 60c per set of eight, 9 or 12 For Reversible Rules 

Wi point body, 34s ems outside ; 50e per set of eight, 6 point body, 3s ems outside 
| | No. 3 M No. 21 M No. 27 M BR OR TR 21R  22R 
Hy —— — -—————— - /~—ee ree 

| I | 

il —=——_ | 4 &  ( | ose ee Ch C 
ti} ee ha ——_$——————<—<— nee 

| end EE ae a3 'R Pay aR 

ace Deen ec 

i ——_—_—_— No. 32 M i £ i 

No. 6 M eee nomne CE EETT ESTE TSDEEERE RET j 

a = | 
aero are eae noe ee 26R 27R 35R Set of four | 

No. 26 io. 35-M 7 | 
————— : 12 Pt. $035 | 
———— wet 

ser 
3 | 

| > SR ig G FPL 60 i 

: | Interlocking Miters or Round Corners can be made to order i 

H 
/ 

| 
] 

| 
‘ 

| | 
| 
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Reversible Rules No, 2 are finished on the top with an ornamental face full on the body; on the bottom with a side face. The following useful combina- 

tions can be put together quickly and economically. Plain square corners or miscellaneous corners such as Nos. 1241, 121214, 12615, 12618, 1863, 18189, 1862, 1866, 

18612, 18615, and others of the same character, can be used satisfactorily with these combinations. Interlocking Miters and Round Corners can be furnished 

for all plain parallel combinations, such as Nos. 101, 102, 103 and 104. No miters or round corners can be furnished for any combination containing the orna- 

mental face, such as Nos. 105, 106, 107, ete. 

Top of 3 Point No. 903D—Full Face Sold at the following list prices Bottom of 3 Point No. 903D— t Point Side Face 

Top of 6 Point No. 905D—Full Face 3 Point, per foot $0 18; per pound . $1 80 Bottom of 6 Point No. 905D—2 Point Side Face 
EOSIN 6 Point, per foot 36; per pound -. 175 LT 

9 Point, per foot 54; per pound .. 17% be ie : 
Top of 9 Point No. 90644D—Full Face Put up in regular Labor-Saving fonts at Bottom of 9 Point No. 90614D—4 Point Side Face 

PGES the above prices per pound. ————— 

COMBINATIONS MADE WITH 3 Point RULE No. 903D 

No. 101. 6 Point Combination No. 102. 6 Point Combination No. 103. 9 Point Combination 

POLE RUN ACE ORR eee acca 1a oak NG ADRS RISE CO eel ena, 2 NAO 2. EOL pe ences 

No. 104. _12 Point Combination No. 105. 6 Point Combination No. 106. 9 Point Combination 4 

———————————————— en ee tent 
| SS Ne —— Eee 

No. 107. 9 Point Combination No. 108. 9 Point Combination No. 109, 6 Point Combination 

— eee ee SSS 
‘ 

—— 
No. 110, 12 Point Combination No. 111. 12 Point Combination No. 112, 13 Point Combination 

No. 113. 12 Point Combination No. 114. 12 Point Combination No. 115. 9 Point Combination 

EE EE ee 
q 

TS ET ———— aS 

~ r x + a taas * 
COMBINATIONS MADE WITH 6 Point RULE No. 905D 

fq No. 124, 12 Point Combination No. 122. 12 Point Combination No. 123. 18 Point Combination 
OT ee 

——————————— 
SS 

EU 
LT 

No. 124. 24 Point Combination ai Se 
————_—_—_—_—_—_—_— No. 125. 12 Point Combination Si ages. $e Wola Counabontion 

Qa eget —_—_——— SS ————$_$_$_——— 
LL 

LT 

Pee No. 128. 18 Point Combination 
No. 127. _ 18 Point Combination ——_—_—_————— No. 129. 12 Point Combination 

Rs pws ee ————_—$—$__$_—_— —————————_—_—_——— 

No, 130. 24 Point Combination No. 134. 24 Point Combination No. 132, 25 Point Combination 

SS BADR SS Ba Shea 
SESSION POMERAT HES 

No. 133. 24 Point Combination x 4 

jeicpeinim taste cee eae No. 134. 24 Point Combination No. 135. 18 Point Combination 

——_——_—_—— Rasy AEN 

n ~ 7 * mJ 1 

COMBINATIONS MADE WITH 9 Point RULE No. 906%D 

No. 141. 18 Point Combination No. 142. 18 Point Combination No. 143. 27 Point Combination 

CARRE ME GTO at PR ETS 
| SS 

(DST MOSS 

No. 144. 36 Point Combination 
GATTI OE FTE EY STEN No. 145. 18 Point Combination r ‘ 

No. 146. 27 Point Combination 

I Licata 
_ com RECS ATI ESE 

i 

SS eS ES 
No. 148, 27 Point Combination 

No. 147. 18 Point Combination ET slg Ege atRN COR DIATE 

Te 
No. 150, 36 Point Combination No. 151. 36 Point Combination 

[RVI ESAS OF WR No. 152, 37 Point Combination 

PAPEL BIRR + Re aaa 
ee ae 

Baap AS ee ee ———————— 

PEs ea eal No. 153. 36 Point Combination 
—————————EE No. 154. 36 Point Combination 5 

ERTL REARRANGE aqua Oe RA OES 

B14
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4 BRASS BRACES 1 
] 

Nos. 101 to 106 on 4 point body—will be made on6 point body or heavier if desired ; Nos. 107 to 126 on 6 point body; ‘ 

Nos. 127 to 141 on 8 point body. | 

‘ i 

3 | 

rm | 

) No. 129 25¢ 1 

. a OSS | 

hr No. 125 18¢ 

No. 121 15¢ 
ef Se Seg ET SS 

No. 119 15¢ eg ee 

, 
No. 117 15¢ 

a 

| 
No. 115 12¢ 

| Oe a eagle 

No. 113 126 : 
; : a 
‘ No, 111 12¢ » 

i ~~ Or 

Hi , 
No. 109 12¢ 

| eae a 
No. 107 12¢ 

q] 
~_— 

| 
No. 105 12¢ 

] aS 

HEE Se) See No. 101 12¢ RC Crt ies : 

He No. 104 126 

| ‘ No. 106 12¢ | a 
mh No. 108 12¢ 

1 f =r 

] No. 110 12¢ 
i ee 

| No. 112 120 
; a 

| 
No. 114 12¢ 

| 
a 

No. 116 12¢ 

] 
ee 

He | No. 118 15¢ 

| 
2 af as ages ae 

i } No. 120 15¢ 

| Try i ce ‘ 

| No. 124 18¢ 
Hy mt. OO 

HH | No. 128 18¢ i 

] Lr ; | 

] F mm | wtf : 
i No. 136 30 | 

wa See : | : 

li} 
Hy : | 

; | 
| al 

] i 512 
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pe ape | 

q 

a 
ai 

i 

{ 
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MADE ON SIX POINT BODY P 

No. 210 300 
: 

No. 209 30¢ 

No. 208 25¢ 

No. 207 180 

No. 206 18¢ No. 205 150 

No. 204 15¢ No. 201 12¢ No. 202 120 No. 203 120 

Each font contains two center pieces, two rights and two lefts, and four pieces each of rule from one to ten Nonpareil ems 
inclusive, and two piéces each of rule from twenty to twenty-eight Nonpareil ems inclusive. ¥ 

Allnumbered. Price per font, packed in neat box, $2.25 Extra Brace, 
30c per set of one left, one right and one centre piece 

Face 604-0 605-0 3 

“aA” 
The only corners that are perfectly round on top BRASS CORNERS “O 

and square inside, accurately made and practically 
as indestructible as the solid piece of rule. For the 
printer who wants only the best that can be had and Set of four any one size and face, 1 to 
is willing to pay for them, these are the corners to Vee : ets ccc ! 
buy. Made from six to twelve point inclusive with 6 Point body, 50 cents per set f 
solid black face only. Paths ‘ 

PRICES PER SET OF FOUR These corners are made in the same manner as i 
; ‘ our popular "*K"* corners and can only be fur- 

6 pt., 4x4 outside, $100 10 pt., 4x4 outside, $1 20 nished in any 1 to 6 point plain full face rule. f 

8 pt., 4x4 outside, 120 12 pt., 4x4 outside, 1.50 S060. 609.0 i 

Rase 

519-K, 2-pt, Side Face KE \ 7 STONE BRASS 504-K, 2 pt. Center Face ; 

{ 545-K, 2-pt. Side Face ROUND CORNERS Si2-K, 2.pt, Center Face ) j 

569-K, 2-pt, Side Face 557-K, 2-pt. Center Face é 
oe ” 

591-K, 2-pt, Side Face 580-K, 2-pt. Center Face 

603-K, 134-pt. 604-K, 2-pt. 

605-K, 3-pt. 607-K, 5-pt. . 

606-K, 4-pt. 609-K, 6-pt. 

‘ q 

Set of four, any one size and face fi 
1 to 6 pt. body, 50¢ per set a 

‘These corners are made on a specially i 
constructed machine out of | single i 

902-K, 2p pieces of rule. The length of one ex- otek ai 
ethan de Fension is 4 picas (or smaller If desired) ioe ape 7 

the other is 6! picas in length, so that i 
903-K, 3-pt. two placed together equal a Standard DLAEK, Spt 

single newspaper column in width and a. 
make only one joint, where ordinarily mike 

904° K, 4-pt. two are required. Another feature is 915K, 4-pt. | 
the extension which allows ample 

sie binding room in locking up, and prac- Aine 
DUSK G-Dty tically effaces all difficulties in making 916-K, 6-pt. i 

the rules join, 
i 

§ 

i A Ne 7 

513 
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4 ¢ ai 

II | 
i BRASS ROUND CORNERS | 
i a These corners work See ee oe The letter ‘ce’? denotes 

. | 12 Point Body Per Set of Four, $0 35 : : 

| | oe a | yon cf ie 3 506-¢ ee ro | f 

FE 605-¢ 607-¢ 609-¢ 742-¢ 604-¢ 606-< 

1| CX £8 OX CNM 

I) és é< é% és dS eX FS FX | | 
| CX CS FN OX ES COO 

|| @\ © @% FX @\ @®X EN FN 

. ; 18 Point Body Per Set of Four, $0 50 { 

i ee 
i : 604-¢ 606-¢ 607-¢ 609-¢ 605-¢ 603-¢ | 

|| CN LN ANOEN ENON a 
] 

_ C\ @™% AX 4X 4A FA : 
i | f re 633-c 634-¢ 639-¢ 637-¢ 635-0 ; 

HT LA LONG NO NON 
/ ‘ 

j ti 720-0 718-¢ 72t-0 666-¢ 674-¢ see 

| EN C8 TX ON ON OO | 
iin iy 
Hh 641-c oe 642-0 ee Bs 639-¢ j 

HH yt NNT N.C ee i] 
: : 645-¢ sire 648-¢ 692-0 643-¢ 644-0 

|| f\ CN CN EX FN FS | 
Wi iy 
We iy 
| 

| 

| 
iy B14 : 

Hh} : 
Hh



| | 
| 

| 
__BRASS ROUND CORNERS _ | 

C\ OX Be AX FN 

7\ ON ON ONO 
OX ON EX FX FN |. | 
C\ @\ &@® FS E% | ’ 
7C\ &@\ EX @%\ F® 

@®% #&% ER FX FX |



| 
Oe eee | 

| — = 

i yt > o> 
| “> ¢} 
\| i ee 
|| ot | 
i (\ Ge. Ge 

| fo tae aN 
| oo fa 

| 44r a eS 

| Aioeececunl sesame? 

| S | 

| c |
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| i 

_ x rf 
| —$—_ 

| Sh er eee ere ee 

i} BRASS 
i} ORNAMENTAL CORNERS 

| <P ees 
| Poe ye eas 
Tie 
1 so as No. 6395 No. 6394 

i} Pa 

il] me ate it gin ale | 
i] ee 2 os ee 

i r+¥na ec 
Hy OR Se a 

| : [Fat ina] $1.50 per Set of Four eS ¥6)| 

i) | iu 
| Y 

| : 518
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gi ee ae i 
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lf BRASS 
ORNAMENTAL CORNERS 

YN FAP 

iT a] | i i 0% GF 4 | IRs 

raw NS ee 

rar ae te | 
ee ee d 

| _ |RFaABR PR] _ | 
oe 5 eae 

; a $150 per Set of Four =F : 
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7 — —— = = " 7 7 2 ae a Bia oa AE 7 Re ee ee : 

| We : re a 
1 . hte 

we hie 
Th 

¢ 
ae : We 

; t 

) ) é 
: j 
a i | 

; 1 
| 

ii | if | 

Hi 
| 

We PANEL SINGLE CORNERS 
wi 

i Made on 6 and 12 Point bodies of any plain side-face rule. Price per set of four, 50 cents 

H eee (EA ay 

\ : 609L-P 6092-P 

t 
it 

iG 6051-P 6052-P 
4 eo PPR SN RT PE RAE AR 2 TEESE EMAL ATTN yy 

i These corners are 6!4 picas in length, two together making a standard newspaper single column width 

lig i 
ai Peon ies! oh RPL sec het a ae et 0 ee ge a ee | 

wi ee ope ogee eT CTE kk Fgh ay ON SR ete nw SEE NAC Tiger Toe Faye ae | 
| 

i} 

| PANEL DOUBLE CORNERS—Style A é 
if — 

] he ROUND OUTSIDE AND ROUND INSIDE { 

i P 2614 ems outside 30c dems outside 12¢ 

ine po SE SSE I MR RESET, eee 

26 ems outside 30c 5 ems outside 12¢ 

, pr rere cn ER SOAR precseetcamcnacaty 

rs 
; 

) i 25 ems outside 30c 6 ems outside 120 

| cee eR RETR NTA ES somone a 

b 24 ems outside 300 Jems outside 120 

| pS mr poe matte 
ft 

: 23 ems outside 30c Sems outside” 12¢ 

He =—=————————_———, Fe teensy, 

| | 22 ems outside 25¢ ems outside 15¢ | 

] i (Fo Serre ne SE SERRE SE (FeO ne aE RRS 

i a 
| 2Lems outside 25¢ 10 ems outside 15¢ 

] : (RE RE TEESE PRR CEES EAE 
| 2 

i 20 ems outside 25¢ i1ems outside 15¢ 

] F 

| 19 ems outside 266 12 ems outside 15¢ 
| } ; =A LT RA ESA EE (FEN RR TE, 

| # 18 ems outside 25¢ 13 ems outside 18¢ i} 

We cS RSS SE (Po ra a 
] 5 17 ems outside 18¢ i4ems outside 18¢ H 

poorer saa MESES (fe er ra SEAN ROR 

iy 
] . F 16 ems outside 18¢ 15 ems outside 18¢ 
iiae fr RRR cn TR ERE, 
ig 
j | 

| i RE TR A TR I 

ii Showing Double Corners used | 

| yr. Oni exces These Double Corners are time savers q 
aa in the making of panels with the round l 

{| poh SR ae ee corner effect, there being no corner- 
iW pieces to look for and to justify. They | 
We work with our Rule No. 605 and are 
ay made on 6 Point body. Sizes shown ] 

|] ated by 12-pt. ems except the longest 

1] which is double-column newspaper 
i S measure. Other lengths made to order. 

|| (oS Sn en cho ERR, Can-aleobe made fon 1 point, 2 point 

] and 4 point plain side-face rule on 6 

| Showing Double Corners used point body as. shown’ on opposite nage | 
i : top and bottom WE 

| ; 

ae. e ae oe aay 

We | 

| B: 
r . 

i 

| 
| 
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= 

SQUARE OUTSIDE AND ROUND INSIDE 

RY poy 

) : 26 ems outside 30c Sems outside 12¢ 
: [Fc NT A pose 

. 25 ems outside 30c Gems outside 120 1 
EY prnenncreceeag ; 

24 ems outside 0c Jems outside 12¢ 
SY [Paice rememaney 

i 23 ems outside 30 Sems outside 12¢ 
poo acne ce RATE EN (pee ey 

22 ems outside 25¢ . Qems outside 150 
[pre enone cor EG (Sy 

Made in the same sizes as Style A, shown on opposite page ; 

J 

oe pees ee i ae 

* * 
Panel Double Corners can also be made in the following styles 

, No. 602 Style A No. 602 Style B 

q 
No. 604 Style A No. 604 Style ft 

; ep ey s 

No. 606. Style A No. 606 Style B 

} ea Pee ie te ne te ee q 
{ 

Above Rules can also be furnished in Style C j 

. Le Ae ee ies a na 

; 

’ 

PANEL DOUBLE CORNERS—Style C 

SQUARE OUTSIDE AND SQUARE INSIDE 

21 ems outside 25¢ 10 ems outside | 15¢ 
pr ct ne er nce tae renee 

20 ems outside 25¢ 11 ems outside 150 
 naceeeeeieitieeanieabaeaenameaeatneiiamemmentminemmmememnnemnemmennt: | [ee ce 

19 ems outside 25¢ 12 ems outside 15¢ fh 
oS Se 

18 ems outside 25¢ 13 ems outside 18¢ ‘ } 
; Tn eee | [pr ’ 

17 ems outside 18e 14 ems outside 180 
i a 

16 ems outside 18¢ 15 ems outside 186 . 
a | Y 

Made in the same sizes as Style A, shown on opposite page 
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i BRASS CENTER PIECES 
| 

pa ise Naas Se 

i No. 6381 No. 6382 No. 6394 No. 6392 No. 7271 No. 7181 No. 7041 

] \7 \7 See a 
i soles: eS Eh NE Yr SNe 1 

we No. 6441 No. 6442 No. 6441 No. 6412 No, 7272 No. 7182 No. 7042 } 

He AG AVG Pe NG vr ANG “ 

z No. 7231 No. 7232 No. 6451 No, 6452 No. 7273 No. 7183 No. 7043 a 

I Oe eo ae ee ee ee 
; No. 121 No. 64 No. 21 No. 81 No. 31 No. 41 No. 104 i 

. Bi No. 122 No. 62 No. 22 No. 82 No. 32 No. 42 No. 102 

Ti No. 123 No. 63 No. 23 No. 83 No. 33 No. 43 No. 103 | 

| P 2, 3, 4and 6 Point Plain Faces, 12 Point Body, 35c. per pair; Double or Fancy Faces, 50c. per pair. 8, 10 and | 

vi 12 Point Plain Faces, 18 Point Body, 50c. per pair; Double or Fancy Faces, 75c. per pair. | 

ina : : 

| | BRASS SQUARES 
we 

i 
| 

= of mg 8 

| ome: i 18 18 

] 24 24 | 

wae 36 | 

] 6, 8 and 10 Point, per set of four, 25c. 12, 18 and 24 Point, per set of four, 35c. 36 Point, per set of four, 50¢ 

y 
| 

1 
i BRASS SQUARE CORNERS 

| —————— | 

| | : No. 181 No. 81 No. 104 No. 121 | 

| FPaerir wr | 
| 

| 

i 
) No. 6397 No. 61 No. 41 No. 31 No. 21 No. 11 No. 7046 No. 6786 } 

Hh PAP Pr Eee ea eS | 
HE 
Hi 4 ral 
WW i ae 1, 2, 8, 4 and 6 Point Plain Faces, 12 Point Body, per ae ae 
ay tee tl set of four, 35c. 8, 10 and 12 Point Plain Faces, 24 Point ie | 

; i Body, per set of four, 50c. 18 Point Plain Face, 36 Point 

ee Body, t of four, 75c. Doubl Fi F; , 12 Poi 
| ) ir =I ae Ze = x ae vee ouble or Fancy Faces, 12 Point Iz a 

] No. 7186 No. 7356 

| L 2 

i] | 
| 

Ty 
iF 

We 
| F 
ii 

| 

} | 522 | 
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12 Point Square Per Set of Four, $0 35 . ‘ 

519 569 605 607 609 606 604 545 $ 4 

EL LSM INS OR ERT ’ 
y 

18 Point Square Per Set of Four, $0 35 | 4 

519 569 605 606 604 545 he 

. 
{7 

| 
JN 644 615 613 ~ | 

® 
ft 

24 Point Square Per Set of Four, $0 50 

519 569 604 545 | 

: t 
F 608 609 606 607 ; 

Bb 
| i 

ott 615 613 3 

Seen ie eis eek Reg AA aN ay gh ae NG Se Se ga AO ee one } 

ee ————————eeeeeeeeeeeeee 

| 

Ss ean rr 

Very Useful for Newspaper Advertising, Drug Labels and General Job Work 

Re eee ‘ 

Corner No. 1 Rule No. 2 Corner No.5 Rule No. 7 a 

—___________—_—Y——-e Es Ey 7 

Corner No. 2 Rule No. 3 Corner No. 6 Rule No. 13 | 

Sea ee ee Eee eee j 
i 

Comer No. 3 Rule No, 9 Comer No. 7 Rule No, 10 ie 

= as - a 
aaa ———————— rs i 

Comer No.4 Rule No, 12 Corner No. 8 Rule No. 8 4 

es eee > 

Corner No.9 Rule No. 11 i 

EL SA ae 
j 

i 
Each font contains eight brass corners and four pieces each of rule from one to ten Nonpareil ems inclusive 

and two pieces each of rule from twenty to twenty-eight Nonpareil ems inclusive. All numbered. F 

Price per font, packed in neat box, $300 Extra corners, 80 cents per set of eight. t 
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| | 
1 MISCELLANEOUS BRASS CORNERS | 
i Hote ee 

i : 12 Point Body Per Set of Four, $0 35 

i} ex vu ee Ne eS 

i rN fN TN oO’ 2B , 

Ii ey FS roy ert ee 

W Pes PS Pe ee | 

| F "XN vPNvrUtwe@tepedE 

etl ee s 18 Point Body Per Set of Four, $0 50 i 

il XxX KM Rt am AR | 

| Aran YR YN ARUBA VG | 

il Oe AN ru PW TN : 
. 1 18692 18648 18723 18727 18115 

i PN FPN FNCUOFN UT C7 | 

| . rN AY St eS. aS 

rPruUY Peavy £#& BE 

| PIUPUPEIN IN AS | 
. | 

| 524 f 
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; fal 5 ie 

in E | ; S 

; oe | | 
/ a Prices are for a set of four } : 

i To Ps ee | 
az | 2 Point No. 604 50c 2 Point No. 633 50¢ 2 Point No. 902 50 | TE 

y e 2 Point No, 913 50c 3 Point No. 605 50c 3 Point No. 638 S0c f 

| a | 3 l 

; } 

E 3 Point No. 634 50¢ 3 Point No, 720 50c 5 3 Point No. 903 50c | y 

& | 3 Point No. 914 50c | [ 4 Point No. 606 50c l [ 4 Point No. 642 50 | 

ae 
! 

| . : 4 Point No. 639 50c | 4 Point No. 663 50c _ : | 4 Point No. 721 50c | 7 

i I | 

1 % | 4 Point No, 687 50c | 4 Point No, 904 50c | 4 Point No. 915 50c } | 

ia 
] % i 6 Point No, 609 50e 1 i 6 Point No. 645 50e | | 6 Point No. 641 50c | ‘ 7 | 

We : | 
We | 
1 5 ———a ot t 

| i i | | 6 Point No. 704 50c 6 Point No. 732 50c¢ 6 Point No, 723 50c | ‘ 

Va | | Vt | 
We Pet ff -. 7 Pe | 

[ c 6 Point No. 718 50 6 Point No. 714 50c | 6 Point No. 982 50c¢ 

| : a _ seems ——— ss ; 
4 4 6 Point No. 689 50¢ | 6 Point No. 678 50c | | 6 Point No. 666 50e | 1 | 

ai | i 
in | | 

Hie ‘ 

; ; F ; 6 Point No. 742 50c¢ 6 Point No. 752 50¢ 6 Point No. 874 50c 1 

HW é I iia Sa SUUUUTUUUAUUUNAAAAEAAL (ULCER = 3 4 

ra [ 6 Point No, 880 50¢ | = 6 Point No. 806 50c = 6 Point No. 928 50e a 
1 il 2 = 

Hii 6 Point No. 922 50e 6 Point No, 905 50e 6 Point No. 916 50¢ 

. | F Above corners are made 2 by 4 ems pica i 

HW 

i = 
Hh a, | 
ty 7 526 | 
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5 Tee = ” 2 mee =F fhe ee ee Ree e Ce oa * 

Wh ¢ ; é Sere ; TT 

wt ° Shit 
|i : UT 

win ai 

Hi | 
if = : | 

ait et 4 

wh § wat | : 
1 Hel BRASS CIRCLES, OVALS AND DIAMONDS ap 

anh In ordering, FOR SIZE, give inside diameter of circles; inside length of diamonds and ovals; 5 
aint if shape of diamond or oval wanted is different from our regular shape here shown, give both the ; ; 
wal width and length inside measurement; for face give the specimen number of rule desired, shown f 
i Bi on pages 500 to 503 inclusive. 

; For complete price list of Circles, Ovals and Diamonds, see page 499. Larger size Circles, f \ 
it Ovals and Diamonds made to order of any face rule. f 

: Be x N 
mie a y/ N 5 

is — — f \ 

a —— Be Re K \ j 

2 — — ~ N Y \ \ vt -/ eo. Ss \ ‘ f SS \ . 

ai) \ / \ \ : 
] j / / \ \ 

i a }) ) LY / a | 4 
We i <7 J V 
We << Sa ; WF viet i ae 
i =e No oe ss 

] i a — " ae 

a a 
i 

: eS 

Wi COPPER AND BRASS THIN SPACES AND METAL 
1 til JUSTIFYING LEADS 
wa 
1) over 21 < we OCAGR ” | \ \ KEYSTONE THIN SPACE CASE ‘D 

a es | \ \ \ ee This case holds one pound of }4-Point Copper 
ve ae | i \ Thin Spaces, one pound of 1-Point Brass Spaces and 
ie 4 Bis \ \ ‘ sth a three pounds of 2-Point Metal Leads. The Copper and 

iB ey | i) i bi oN “h Brass Spaces are cut to the following sizes :—6, 8, 10, 
i) i ; ) \ \ \ 4 \ 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72 Points. The Metal Leads 
Tie \ \ | FA \ \ \ " are cut to the following sizes :—18, 24, 36, 48 and 60 

lie sa ra Wy van Ses Points. 
We a ; Price of Case Filled’... .. . psa sn n85 00 
Hl > Pd i b\) A Price of Case Empty aoov de ech le co eae TOO 
ta F e, Two ounce package of Copper or Brass Thin 
q ies H a Spades, One sizes. clh < . - oes eae er en awe ee 
a rs @ 4 a 

a +? 

tf oe 
na 
1 ONE DOLLAR FONTS cs 

it \g-Point Copper—6, 8, 10, 12 and 18 Point ; 
] Nomi” sizes (1)4 ozs. each) a 
fn S 

i ie Y-Point Copper—12, 18, 24, 36 and 48 ee ei 
] A No. 2 Point sizes (2 ozs. each) ; oe 
] eee > 
a 1-Point Brass—6, 8, 10, 12 and 18 Point a Eo a 
ee No. 3 sizes (1's ozs. each) i |e hoes "gp ‘ 
rat : i Ai 4 
ri 1-Point Brass—12, 18, 24, 36 and 48 Point 

ee No. 4 sizes (2 078. each) -> | ee 

Hee) | ] ; . ot 

i . j BRASS OR COPPER THIN SPACES | 

Hea CUT TO ORDER relic Ae | 
i fe Pe | 
] i} E 5-Point . . SO Nee Per Ib. $2 50 Ui, , 

te 5ye-Point . -Perlb. 225 a A 
Hee 6-Point . 4 . Per lb. 200 \ bi 

ee WP RIGEL steed eucrae sy Per lb. 185 Piet | 
| F | 8-Point . . aan eas Per Ib. 175 e me c 

i} S ®ePOME eae dies ss 4 2 Per Ib. 165 ae 
i TO POtnb oc 1ien 2.5 gdh aapce Ren ia, 1 on ced a 

] i 11-Point : ‘ -Perlb. 145 ” i : 
ii 12, 14 and 16-Point . . aaa - . .Perlb. 140 3 

Ht : 18, 20, 24 and 30-Point ‘ Per Ib. 135 5 
Hy : 36-Point and larger . . * ‘ . Per lb. 130 = ] 

ii One Pound Copper or Brass, Assorted One Pound Copper or Brass, one size | 

i 4 # Please note that Copper Thin Spaces are intended for use as Spaces only. They are not exactly }4-Point, and cannot be used as leads | 
i. to justify different sizes of type. They. are intended simply for spaces to take the place of hair spaces in fonts | 
- G | 

| é Wl Wa 
a 2 ESaSapaoaoepeSeESESESEBE=>SE™E*~™ECIE™E™»™~»>E>™r™~L™»ELE=™EL"|__"_LS=_ ZZ’ } 

| | 
; ES 528 
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1) . “t 
Hy | MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL | 

] gn 
| 

Ee | : 
$ 

wah | 
| 

] BELLOWS BLANKETS—Rubber 1 

| i 1-16 IN. THICK 1-12. IN. THICK. 1-16 IN, THICK 1-12 IN, THICK 

aikee sme atecngly mate tthe woe etano" ret Yano wort en and PER YARD | 

i best material. 26-inch . .$ 600 $750 46-inch . . $11 40 $13 20 | 

30-inch .. 660 810 48-inch . . 1260 1440 | 

| 4 32-inch .. 690 840 50-inch . . 1440 16 80 

i 
34-inch .. 750 900 52-inch . . 1680 19 20 | 

ei) 36-inch .. 780 930 54-inch . . 1920 21 60 

in| 38-inch .. 870 10 20 56-inch . . 2160 2400 | 

Bie} 40-inch .. 900 10 50 58-inch . . 2400 26 40 | 

| Regular 8inch . . . $100 42-inch .. 960 1140 60-inch . . 2640 28 80 

Large 10inch. .. . 125 44-inch . . 1020 1200 72-inch . . 3360 36 00 

| / pee ais 
| ! ir BODKINS AND TWEEZERS j 

va f\  BENZINE CANS 
| ea! l 

- | 4 | 
= L Fy 

i Gu) z No. 401. Steel Bodkin with wood handle. .......... .$010 

| ——— 9 | Le 
| ae i ——_ : a 

| 71S Ss | 
Hy 4 Need : ts z — 

| Mh f ; 1 f 
Hy f j tl F No. 360. Spring Bodkin and Tweezers, first quality steel, nick- 

| a . ' a eled, length 54 inches ....-... +--+.» -$040 
i My ONT IN n EWESEUAR suey 

mei) , vee ——— 
alga) i : Misia. EE se 

uh fey, e 
| ee 7 ; | | a No. 340. File cut back and points, nickeled, length 4 inches . . $0 75 j 

| % i : dl No. 340B. Same as 340 but without back pinandshim ..... 50 

; EN q i ae 8 , - ie | 

| = EE | 
i UNION SAFE FLUID CAN Ee See oe 

| ] No. 336. Deep hand-cut file back, same as cut but without pin, 

| | The stopper is made of heavy stamped brass and is attached by nickeled, length 4%4 inches .... «1... .. + . $085 

ie a chain to the can which prevents its being separated and yet 

| admits of the can being easily filled. The can is made of heavy 

1) i tinned steel and is |japanned a brilliant red which makes it con- 5 Sees 

spicuous and easily found. = =, 

He Made only in the Quart size, price .............. .9050 Ei 
; 

ee ee | 

] WESEL STEEL-CLAD SAFETY BENZINE CAN No. 351. Folding Bodkin and Tweezers, fine steel tempered | 

This is the most indestructible can ever offered. It can be andl niokbisanlenani are r cele as 

1 abused to almost any degree without danger of springing a leak. : * | 

} Panera Ch ee ee oh nL Ww | 
| Quart’ Can teonpereds .foh ses ee tee ccs eee pee Z | 

| HESEEER Ee ounere 220 a No. 340. dene ved Loc | eee By pressing the sides of | 
the Tweezer inward and holding the points upward 

SUCCESS SAFETY BENZINE CAN the lock will fall. To unlock press slightly inward, 

; This can has successfully passed all tests of the insurance com- holding points downward. - tt cannot become Glog. 
vB panies and has been approved by Board of Fire Underwriters in the ged with dirt or get out of order easily;nickel-plated $0 90 ; 

] | United States and Canada. Made of brass and is strong and durable. y 

] Half Pint Can... ... .$060 | OnePintCan...... .$070 
| One Quart Can... ....... «$085 BOOKS FOR PRINTERS 

] i American Handbook of Printing. ........ +++ ++ -$200 

| | UNION STORAGE CANS Color Printers 6:06 dca sy ge le eee ey eee ¢ AOD 

} i 1GallonCan.......-.... 9200 Gj Goat OF Peneing dsc 5754s anc 0) ots Sasieae elesictiei sak ay 

1 $ Gallon Cat 202.04 ose BBO Drawing tor Printers’... cece es 8 a ses ge ae CD 

H SGallon Can... 0.4 6.6 « 300 LN a Embossing—How itisdone ......-...--s655+- 26 

1a SAD Graphic Arts Year Book ......-.----+--+-+-+-+- 500 
al LYON BENZINE CAN Ro SSAC Guide to Practical Embossing .........-.----- 5 

] } oe Pinte owlainoelon PO aa eecasie io eects es gaye eee OO 
| Made of galvanized iron and excep- a a; \ Mail List and Subscription Books. . . . . . . . (see page 547) 

| | tionally strong. Valve is located just RA ea if i Master Printers Price List for small Job Work ........ 25 

| above the handle and is easily operated Ps eed i Paper Purchasers Guide... 2... 0s eee eee eee es | 

| by the thumb. It is recommended for Sea kr \ Puote-Mngraviny sc 2-9 5.7. eralene aCsur vse Se wiemeh ent, B00) 

| use in large offices where a practically itt 2 E Practical Facts for Printers .....-.+--+-++++-+-++ 80 

| indestructible can is a necessity. i age ae as Premewrorle. Gass. 6c se so ahey eae ees ema alpen OT ag oat aE: 

| 
4 at 

| ‘Quart Size. cilia sv ss ane eh OO Bie >) tae aa Prices for Printing 0.5206). \s+ seein se ees be LO: 

Two Quart Size ........... 125 Bes sh st Printers Account Book ........... . (see next page) 

GalonSie lll ll 10 SE a Printers Ready Reckoner .-..2s +++ +++: sees es BO | 
Pamuk Simplex Tyne Computer os 26. 3 os es ae ee SOO 

| <a Specimens of Job Work (Bishops). ........-++-+- 200 

| ‘The Artof Bookbinding 6/506 066 oe nis yt «2 
Cah Twentieth Century Cover Designs..............- 500 

i 5 BLANKETS—Thick Felt Type Designsin Colors ....----+--+-++++++++ 10 

| 36 inch per yard se + 18540 | 44inchperyard .... .$660 Typographic Style Book 2005/06 5 8 te ee ts ee 50 

| | S4inch peryard........ .$810 Vest Pocket Manual of Printing ...............- 50 

) a a a ie ee 
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if | SC OUS MA A Bac: | MISCELLANE MATERIAL 
! 3 ; TT 

M2 
fae PRINTERS’ ACCOUNT BOOK BRONZING PADS 

$3.) i Receives the [bronze in a cavity on top (which is closed tightly 
Mw ESR with a slide) and delivers it through valves which are opened and 

16% . closed by the thumb screw at the end, which regulates flow of 

9%) Le = : bronze into sieve 
10) in the midst of ty 22 SPA GAR 

40) fine fur. The cpu se aaa i q 
84) : bronze is fed only Seema et Men | TN 

an aia tate lll i 
00 a ic as FG. CO. AIS na) rermeriee® 2ULLOCK MFG. CO. 419 es) 

work, and not & ne 
over the whole 
table. No bronze escapes except on the work being done, and a 
large quantity usually wasted is thus saved. 
Large, 6x6 incher's.4. 6.5 0. ssn 45st eine 6 ee 

S: Small, 2) inches square, for light work ............ 150 
— P 

ey: : BRUSHES 
= BENZINE BRUSHES 

—— 5 No. 10. Small Bristle . . $0 40 
; No. 10A. Bristle, with 

nick: handle ...... 50 
: No. 20. Medium Bristle-. 50 
oe A a i No. 30. Large Bristle. . 75 

a 4 4 

= i LYE 
i 

hes. 407% 7 4 BRUSHES 

ae ‘ ae “4 

: By 4 No. 7% ‘Small Tampieo. ©. i7s0.-ate Gis ss ee ROO 25 
J S ey No. 8. Medium Tampico Maange enone aD 40 

i 7 No. 9. LargeTampico ........-.-+ orate 600 50 

ut pin, 
oo M8 , The book is ruled and printed with provision for entering STEREOTYPE BEATING BRUSHES 

orders for all kinds of book and job work. Every item of expense e 

in doing the work is provided for and the total cost and net profit No. 120. . . .9500 | No. 121. . . .$800 | No.122.. . .$700 
or loss is shown on every job so entered. A complete record of all 

. work is thus obtained and for reference this record is invaluable ; 
particularly when an order is to be duplicated at some future time. TABLET selina bat 

Buy one of these books and run your shop systematically. It costs RUSHES ‘a 

npered very little more than an ordinary salesbook but is worth a hundred BRU} __< pte 
005 times more on account of its completeness and labor saving advan- 1 in., each. . $0 30 

rl tages. This book is regular salesbook size and is made in two sizes, Din.,each.. 40 OUND | 

- viz : 200 page book for 1000 jobs; 400 page book for 2000 jobs. 2 ‘in, cach.; 55 | 

= 400 Page Book for 2000 Jobs... -..--++++--++. $500 © 4 inyeach.. 75 ; 
200 Page Book for 1000 Jobs . . rtigie ay a Fico ets aE as ae 

idesof __ 
pward ; . 

net 2 CARD CUTTERS 
2 clog- 4 9 ———— 
plated 900 nme egcenactnaseteemnntminn ene RE rae THE PREMIUM nS, 

oe This is an all-round QJ ey 
i li «er machine, meeting the re- — eS eer ee u e J 
— — quirements of a medium- -_ Zi 
eee ee pee et [4] sized cutter. A distinctive ine so 

2 820 et LI advantage is secured by a Nig 
oe 1000 IM SRaNmERTRNANET Saapee eeawaeen ae —- peculiar arrangement of 
SOW ed ee ee er the joint, by means of which a sheet of any length may be cut. By ee ot 
ae = ee eng ere eae aes the simple adoption of a spring overhead, connected by a cord 
atone pee cite re recesses attached to the handle, the cutter is adapted to rapid work where a 
.. 50 ‘| ome ———- great number of small pieces of uniform size are to be cut. Atten- 
wea e ne. Peeertit ere tion is called to the adjustible back gauge, shown clearly above. 
Lee — ee Premium Card Cutter, 12-inch blade... ....... +. $1000 

ce 64) ee Ri 
racers leven THE MANUFACTURER'S This is a very strong 
ae a Za machine, adapted as a 

Ee . a hole t y 
ee The above illustration shows part of a page in the book. There = | NM awurk fer wiiona 
ee Se are blanks for five jobs on each page. gee eal cutter may be used. 
aaa 10) se f >— > An essential feature 

page) — ae a formanufacturing pur- 

ane . we - Ze poses is the automatic 

tte wy ‘ grip or binder, which 

va 20 BRONZING MITTEN securely holds the 
_. 10 § pass i work in position before the descending blade begins to cut and 

500 gee tenaae pee wan eae throughout its movement. An automatic gauge attachment is made 

rue 4 é for this cutter, for special narrow work. 

fee ‘ Price, each 2.0... ee eee ee eee ee es + $050 Manufacturer's Cutter, 24-inch blade ...... ~~...» . $2500 

' $< SSS ed 
et : 
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i 

iil | ] WAH PARAGON STEEL CHASES 
i Cee Paragon Steel Chases with Riveted-Brazed corners, are not equaled by any other make or 

TA style of chase manufactured. They are strongly backed by many testimonials, and best | 

na of all, by the ever increasing orders. No other chase suits the stoneman or pressman after having 
HE | once handled a Paragon. Our new Riveted-Brazed corner is the best obtainable, as there 

} can be no flaw or weakness similar to that caused by the imperfect fusing of welded chases. In 
HT | order to make good our claims that the “Paragon Chases” are eae 

Hy accurately made of the best grade of polished steel, with riveted QUARANTEE Wentit space 
} and strengthened corners which will hold, and may be relied upon —_ ny chase of our make that is broken as a result 

| i Bi ° of poor workmanship or material, provided the | 
! to stand the hard use chases receive, we offer this guarantee. claim ismade within a reasonable limit of time. 

} PRICE LIST OF PARAGON STEEL CHASES 

j On this and the following pages will be found list prices of Paragon Steel Chases, Riveted-Brazed, in which we 
; give a size to fit the bed of every standard make of flat bed cylinder press in use in the United States. Chases are | 

; made, unless otherwise ordered, one-quarter inch smaller than the advertised width of beds between bearers, to 
; allow for variations in beds and spring of chases. The prices are based upon a unit system introduced some years 
vee ago, and by using this system, as explained below, it becomes a very easy matter to ascertain the list price of any 

] il size or style not given in the regular price list. 
j 

/ IMPORTANT—In ordering, be careful to send the correct measurements, as all chases are made to 
] order, including those listed, and cannot be returned. In ordering, state (1) kind of chase required; 

(2) inside dimensions of each chase; (3) outside dimensions of each chase—or, in case of twin 
} chases, the pair taken together; (4) if twin chases, give width of backs; (5) width of bars (if any). | 

| TO FIND LIST PRICES OF CHASES DIMENSIONS OF MATERIAL 
i NOT LISTED IN CHASES 

Add together the outside width and Unless otherwise stated in this list or 
| length of chase and multiply by following ordered by customers, all chases will be 

i factors: made of material % inch thick, and of 

ij For Skeleton Chase ......... 11 the following widths : 
| For Twin or Folio Chase... . . . . .19 CHASES, THE LENGTH AND CHASE CHASE 
- | For Twin with Bars or Quarto Chase . 22 BREAOTH OF WHICH MEASURE WITH BARS WITHOUT BARS 

; For Quadruple Chase... .... . .28 40 in. and smaller... .1 in. 1yyin. 
iH For News Chase, add $2.00 to list price of 41 to 60 ins. inclusive . .1ysin. 1% in. 

| | Skeleton Chase. 61 to 80 ins. inclusive . - lyin. 14 in. 

| | For Book or Shifting Bar Chase, add $6.00 81 to 100 ins. inclusive . lyin. 1% in. 
| to list price of Skeleton Chase. 101 ins. and larger .. .1ygin. 1% in. 
i For Book Chase with one bar shifting, add The measurements given represent the | 
i $5.00 to price of Skeleton Chase. combined length and breadth of the 

| 1 For Book Chase with both bars stationary chase as printed in Length and Breadth | 
i ] add $4.00 to price of Skeleton Chase Columns in price list. | 

HE For Extra Bar and pair Dovetails, add $2.00 
i | For Bar only, add $1.00. CHARGES FOR EXTRA MATERIAL 
i | For Pair Dovetails, add $1.00 to the list. When steel is required thicker or wider 
1 j For convenience, measurements ending than the regular, add to the list prices as | 
| ] . in fractions will be figured as next full follows: 
] it . figure. For example: 17 + 2034 = 3734 inches, figure 38 inches: FOR EACH 1-4 INCH WIDER FOR 3-4 INCH THICK STEEL 

j | 334 + 4534 = 794 inches, figure 80 inches. 40 ins. and smaller . . . .$020 | 40ins.andsmaller .. . . $060 
| 41 to 60 ins. inclusive ... 30 | 41 to60ins. inclusive .. . 100 
| i MINIMUM PRICE OF CHASES 61 to 80 ins. inclusive ... 45 | 61to80ins. inclusive ... 140 
He ‘The following are the minimum prices of all styles of chases: 81 to 100 ins. inclusive . . 60 | 81 to 100 ins. inclusive . . 180 
i | Skeleton Chase, each . . . $450 | Quadruple Chase, set of 101ins,andlarger .... 75 | 101ins.andlarger .... 220 

] | News Chase, each. ... . 650 four... 2... +... $1800 For both extra width and 34 inch thick material, add both of the 
| j Book Chase with shifting Heading Chase,no bar. . 450 above advanced charges. 
| i bars,each...... . .1050 | Heading Chase, with bar 650 In figuring charges for extra material in Folio, Quarto and 
] } Folio Chase, per pair . . . 900 | Electrotype Chase, 1% in. Quadruple Chases, consider each chase separately ; charges will be 
] | Quarto Chase, per pair . . 1200 steel, each... ......570 made the same as for Skeleton Chase. 
i | BEARER CHASES cost one-half more than regular chases. i 

Nal 

CHASES FOR JOB PRESSES | 
| 

+e ERM hv nae 3): BODO 1A oo Oe TAO shoo 5 RTS | 
Wa SRA ce, S00 | aedB ee OO Rika Ole ors 
i i 9x13 Plea SEO ABAD oe 5 00) 1434 x 22. be a 
| ei AOC eo on ck SOO } 
| Chel 
| & When ordering it is only necessary to tell us the size, name and make of press. 

} FITTING CHASES TO JOB PRESSES | 
| Our Paragon Steel Chases, Riveted and Brazed, for Chandler & Price, Challenge Gor- 

"i don, Universal, Colt’s Armory, Golding and other Job Presses are made to our standard 
patterns and would always fit the presses for which they are intended if there was no 

: variation in the bed dimensions, but the builders do not make the beds of all their presses, 
a el 8x12 for example, to a standard measurement, and for that reason our chases for Job 

: . = si t Presses are made with lugs on the ends, so that they can easily be filed off by the ‘“‘devil” 
or anyone else in the office, until the chase fits snugly into the bed of the press. | 
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Hi Gee NEWSPAPER CHASES, FOLIO 
ii | id Two sizes of chases for each standard size of newspaper are given, the 1 | 

| smaller for use where the bed measurement of press limits size of chase, the i | 
i Tl larger size for use where the bed offers ample room for lockup. | 

ra : rf ‘SWE OF PAIR] SIZE, EACH | wioTH | sie or | PRICE | 
/ 5 ts me SEE RENEE ‘OVER ALL HALF, INSIDE | OF eAcKS | RON | PER PAIR | 

Wi i H i 1] 6-Column ...... . ./ 2194x28 | 12%4x1994| 38 | 1ux4] $9 50 | | a *2| 5-Column |... ! |: || 2ab4x20%4 texans 4} |agixds| 9 90 i 
| 3|6Column :!!!! |!) a4 xspte| rloxai7e | Hi |1pex%e| 10 85 

; | *4| 6-Column 22.2. :::/ 24 x9%6] 15 x2r%, | 4) [1texds| 11 00 
| 5|7-Column ||: !: |: ‘| 9594x38 MyxBa He | tigxde| 12 15 
j *| 7-Column <2... : | 96° xaer | r7igxaaig | 4) [14x95] 12 35 } 

1 7| 7x6-Column’ ||| | | 2/94 x38%2| i7igxaisg| 2 |atexd<] 11 95 
| 8 | 8-Column . ete 2 eae 18) x33 $5 |144x24! 13 30 | 
] *9 | 8-Column || |! . * ‘| apigx4ag | to5x25% | $f |1%4x9e) 13 70 

th 10] 9-Golumn ||) >!) 22] a0%gx47 "| aryexas | |1%4x56] 14 80 
| NEWS CHASES—FOLIO AA Conran ye: 4. Seen 304 x 4894 22 x279%4 te [14x] 15 00 

] 12 | For Paper 4x36 |.) || 26%4x40 | 18x24 | He |1%axde| 12 75 | 

| *These measurements allow for 13 ems pica columns and 7-point column 
val rules, except for 9-column paper, when 8-point rules are used, allowing 134 
i : 2 inches for lock-up. | inches for lock: 

' | NEWSPAPER CHASES, QUARTO 

y rf Two sizes of chases for each standard size of newspaper are given, the 
WT smaller size for use where the bed measurement of press limits size of chase, 

i” the larger size for use where the bed measurement allows ample room for 

| havea 4 lock-up. 
Bl SIZE OF PAIR SIZE, EACH wioTH wioTH SIZE OF PRICE 

| pts aoe OVER ALL HALF, INSIDE: OF BACKS OF BAR IRON PER PAIR 

va “1 ]4-Column ... . 2414x9876 16 yx 22% +h u lex | $13 40 1 
ine 2|4-Column . . .| 244x36 16/6x 22/6 R 1 1yyx?e | 13 40 
i” 3 | 5-Column . . .| 28%4x43 19) x 26% # 1 Vax?s 15 85 
] *4 | 5-Column . . .| 2954x 44% | 20'4x27!4 a 1%x% | 16 30 

ae 5 | 6-Column |: :| 3244x46 | 2013x30 Hh 1 | 1%x¢] 1740 

1 op SRR EE Beem) | |) ae Column .. . x 4X x5, 
ae Ee eer eu 8|7-Column | | || 3734x51.- Bix 4 1 | 14x52 | 19 60 

ve *9 | 7-Column | | || 39° x52 | 2314x360, | 42 1 | 1x4 | 20 25 : “10 | 8 Column ; : || 43%4x56% | 254x407. | 2 | 1 | 1exds | 22 00 
: = a CT 
i} Pe rain ss Be : *These measurements allow for 13 ems pica columns and 7-point column 
a Bs rules, except for 9-column paper, when 8-point column rules are used, allow- . 

i | K es ing 1%4 inches for lockup. 

li 1 ie R 4 QUADRUPLE CHASE 
i ANTE cae a SIE OF SET | SIZE, EACH Size, EACH | WIDTH | sie OF | PER SET 
i i Speer ee Over At _| CHASE, oursiDe | cHASE, inside | oF sacks | iON | OF FOUR 
| i Sees 1 | 5-Column . .| 28 x24%4| 14 x21!4 | 12’4x1934| 48 |124x%%! $19 90 

iE | la|5-Column . . 2914x427, imexal 1214x 19) th Wx Ye 20 45 
val 2 | 6-Column | || g284x47° | 1614x238! 1ayyx2iye | He |itexde| 22 40 

ee 2a| 6-Column * :) 93¢x 467% | 161dx23/;, | 14/ax2ila | 4) | i%ex5| 22 70 1 } a 3 | 7-Column ; || 38 X50 19 x25 | 16}}x23, | 4) | 1%4x%<| 24 90 | ij al is 3a| 7-Column | || 3854x51% | 19% x25t4 | 1Haxa3ls | $3 | 134x9a] 25 20 | 
: te am a) ; 

| i eri skunir. ee be 2s e Unless otherwise specified we will supply the 1a, 2a and 3a sets. They are | 
ii designed to accommodate standard size pages, made up of 13 em matter, with 
ij NEWS CHASES—QUADRUPLE 7-point column rules. With side and foot sticks % x 5 inches, No. 2 Hempel or j 
t = Keystone Quoins can be used; with side and foot sticks %4 x 54 inches, No. 1 | 

; Hempel or Keystone Quoins can be used. 
] ~ - To ascertain list price of other sizes of Quadruple Chases, add length and | 
| i ; # breadth in inches of set over all, and multiply by 28 cents per inch. if } 

] foes Se a HEADING CHASES, WITH AND WITHOUT CROSS BAR | 
| 2 SSICS) eT SSE Unless otherwise ordered, Cross Bar Chases will be sent 

] . ; per oo eee = No. OUTSIDE OF CHASE WSIDE OF CHASE WITHOUT BAR wir BAR | 

wie pe 1 8 x19 6x17 $450 $6 50 
] Lom eestor TS 2 10 x23 8x 21 450 6 50 
| . - 3 10% x 3046 8 x 28 4 50 6 50 

| HEADING CHASE WITH BAR For prices of Heading Chases not listed, figure as for Skeleton Chases, / adding $2 00 for bar. 
ee ELECTROTYPE CHASES (Steel ] STEEL BEARERS ae 

i 13 x 17 inches outside, 10 x 14 inches inside, 9 x 1/4 inch iron. . . . each, $5 70 
For Electrotyping and Stereotyping 15 x 21 inches outside, 12 x 18 inches inside, % x 114 inch iron. . . . each, 5 70 

Made of polished steel %¢-inch thick, with 44-inch 
j face, and %-inch shoulder. They are accurately : ELECTROTYPE CHASES (Cast Tron) 
] type-high and are usually cut to pica ems or inches, 13 x 174 inches outside, 10 x 14 inches inside, 94 x 194 inch iron . . each, $2 40 

ii as desired. One-inch pieces are the shortest lengths 15% x 214 inches outside, 12 x 18 inches inside, 34 x 124 inch iron. . each, 3 00 
ii made. These bearers will do away with many of Other sizes made as ordered. 

| the troubles in “‘locking-up for the foundry” and 
i 3 assist in getting better and more perfect plates. PARAGON SIDE AND FOOT STICKS 

ii They are practically indestructible and are so far Tron, straight wor dtieh 2. esc: Ske iae tne ana Ty kee ke 
| superior to the “bearers” generally found in the Tvons beveled) ner snobs viscs wulsieiedscieese sar eae eas hice Sa Oe 

] workroom that a comparison would surely be a Side and foot sticks are made, unless otherwise ordered, 1}4 inches shorter 
1 revelation. than inside measurement of the chase and % inch square. In ordering be 

Hy Price, perrunninginch.......... .10 cents sure to state whether beveled or straight sticks are required. 
] 
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a , PARAGON STEEL STEREOTYPE CHASES THE McGREAL COMBINATION PRINTER’S CHASES 
» the 

— 
Pace = a. 

0 5) 
. i These chases like other 
1 00 goods of Keystone make, 
215 are best quality, and when 
9 95 ; once put into commission 
1% give the best service to 
390 ‘ the end. In short they are 
370 the strongest and most 
. accurately made chases 
i. that can be produced. 4 
2 

umn | & * 
Mg 14 B nn a __ 

as = — | 
J 

n the . 
hase, 6 column page, 13%4x22 matter,each. ........... . . $3600 
m for 7 column page, 1534x22 matter,each.......-..- . 3800 

8 column page, 18x22 matter,each .............. 4000 
eats. 9column page,each.... 2... eee ee ee ee ee + 4200 
nace . Blank columns, each. ...- +--+ see eee ese eess 350 

sbiad! With each complete set of four Stereotype Chases, one Lock-up 
3 40 Wrench is furnished gratis; if less than four chases are ordered or 
el additional wrenches are required they will cost $2.00 each. 

6 
i. PARAGON STEEL CHASES FOR COX 

8 05, DUPLEX PRESSES 
9 6) ‘ 7 column Quarto for Cox Duplex Press, eight chases to a set i Ps . 

2 (four with screws and four without screws) each chase $10 00 ae ghase * Lae ae pee of Stirs cold Cale 
a : ; . 4 i one and one-half inches wide by five- is of an inch thick an 
me Side and Foot Sticks are included with a set of eight chases. of suitable lengths. Any two pairs necessary to form a chase can 

ee When Side and Foot Sticks are ordered with less than a set of be put together and taken apart in a few seconds. The smallest 

; chases, the prices are as follows: size is four inches in length; each successive size is two inches 
Foot Sticks for chases with or without screws, each . . . . . $020 longer. They are absolutely true and resist one-third more pres- 

Side Sticks for chases, with serews,each. .......... 20 sure than the old wrought iron chase. 
es Side Sticks for chases, without serews,each......... 25 4-in. lengths, $160 | 18-in. lengths, $240 | 32-in. lengths, $3 60 

i Extra Screws, each... - eee OM 6-in. lengths, 170 | 20-in. lengths, 250 | 34-in. lengths, 370 
al 8-in. lengths, 180 | 22-in. lengths, 280 | 36-in. lengths, 3980 

70. Nos. 1 and2 No. 3 10-in. lengths, 190 | 24-in. lengths, 290 | 38-in. lengths, 390 

45 2 12-in. lengths, 210 | 26-in. lengths, 300 | 40-in. lengths, 400 

2 40) -Y Se 14-in. lengths, 220 | 28-in. lengths, 310 | 42-in. lengths, 430 

270 Y 4 16-in. lengths, 230 | 30-in. lengths, 320 

+ 90 GY yr — 

5 20 ; Y ce @y 
fare © COMPOSING RULES 

with ; No. 1. Key Post 4 in. long... 0. <2 ee ee os MrrriririTyl N : 
elor Noo 2. Key Poste in long. alison Gane toes eels aS i pee) Sy Coons 

; 1 i i _— Y 
Yo. 1 No. 8. Key Post:26 in: Jong <6 os ow 6 se ae TB, I} el a \\ Rules in Plush 

] al aeell \\ Lined Oak 

am CAST IRON CHASES FOR CHALLENGE AND i NEM ort 15 Gon 
c CHANDLER & PRICE GORDON PRESSES I) tl Piney) Set 0: Com- 

i | F ——etieaip,, posing Rules 

R 7x11 in. inside. . . price, $100 | 12 x18 in. inside. . price, $200 MW ge = it without box . 250 
\ 8x12in.inside. . . price, 125 | 18 x19in.inside. . price, 225 yt iy Plush Lined Oak 

ic) 9x13 in. inside. . . price, 150 | 14 x20in. inside. . price, 250 all th eg) Box without 
: 10x15 in. inside. . . price, 150 | 14!4x22in. inside. . price, 300 ROE me Rules... . 100 

ob ene ace Set of 12 Rules 
e } i i TL —— in Lenehan oe : i = al CAST IRON CHASES—Finished Inside mL Sesame TAT 

4x 5in.inside . . . price, $0 63 9x25 in. inside. . . price, $2 38 
ec. 4x24in. inside . . . price, 196 9x31 in. inside. . . price, 280 ati 
ses, 5x Tin.inside . . . price, 84 | 10x12in.inside. . . price, 154 ey 

5x16in.inside . . . price, 147 | 10x14in.inside. . . price, 168 —. 
5x28in.inside . . . price, 231 | 10x18in. inside. . . price, 196 rr 

7 6x 8in.inside .. .price, 98 | 10x22in.inside. . . price, 224 Se Se | 
570 6x12in. inside . . . price, 126 | 10x28in.inside. . . price, 266 SSS _ Steel Composing Rules, 15 ems 

510 6x20in.inside . . . price, 182 | 10x31in.inside. . . price, 287 . andunder ......... . $015 

; 6x24in.inside . . . price, 210 | 12x14in. inside. . . price, 282 Steel Composing Rule steel Make-up Rules, 15 ems or 
6x27in.inside . . . price, 231 | 12x17in.inside. . . price, 203 under, either style,each... 15 
6x30in.inside . . . price, 252 | 12x18in.inside. . . price, 210 

Jet 6x48 in. inside . . . price, 343 | 12x20in.inside. . . price, 224 ae Cr 
1m 7x16in. inside . . . price, 161 | 12x24in. inside. . . price, 252 Pe = ‘Thisn Rules beta 

7x27in.inside . . . price, 238 | 12x30in.inside. . . price, 294 ee are hardened eee 

8xi2in.inside . . . price, 140 | 14x22in.inside. . . price, 252 |e and tempered = Se | 

, 8x21 in. inside . . . price, 203 | 14x26in.inside. . . price, 280 zettsS to the best a 

4 F 8x32in.inside . . . price, 280 | 16x28in.inside, . . price, 308 = spring temper. [| | 

6 q 8x40in.inside . . . price, 336 | 18x24in.inside. . . price, 294 = SS ———— 

ter 9x12in.inside . . . price, 147 | 20x25in.inside. . . price, 315 

be ; 9x18in.inside . . . price, 189 Steel Make-up Rule No. 383 Steel Make-up Rule No. 382 3 

. 
; ; 36 —_ rr? 
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. | COMPOSING STICKS PERFECT NEWS. STICK To allow for ne meyiyable 
| 

compression in e it 

| lies No.2. Set to 13 ems type in locking up the form, i 

| | the measure of this composing H 
| } THE ROUSE JOB STICK Nicer Hig Sica) stick is made to a standard 

! 2 ey ve slightly larger than the point 

i a a ~—- | | system. | 

| 7 H ” Pelee: kit ct hae ven AOSD 
ie Y/ ee . 7 = GMS i| 

it eines ne 25 
} ~ —— THE NEW WEDGE STAR STICK i 

| IMPROVED STANDARD JOB i} Ser] \ 

ih SE = Ce | 
/ Tee £ Praia ——_ ee Ze = SS 

i] = > ’ “= My Ho oy 2 2 5 ws RR 2 eB 
* 7 V——". SS 

4 oD eh, his | 
ti E een ig io This stick is manufactured in four lengths and two depths, and | 

The Rouse Sticks are scientific in design and are faultless in choice of material between nickel-plated steel and brass is offered | 
construction. Easiest to set to six or twelve point ems. The prices the purchasers. i 

of either style follow: ie 2 INCHES DEEP 2-1-4 INCHES DEEP | 
| : oe eee Sse Pree 6inch. . . . . Steel $200 Brass $250. . . Steel $225 Brass $2 75 | 
i Sink oS) ae Bie eas a eum Sinch. ... . Steel 225 Brass 275. . . Steel 250 Brass 300 | 

en aaah 0 oe ll aa. lil aas Winch. .... . Steel 275 Brass 925... .Steel 900 Brass 850 } 
: isineh ck Eee RH ds oO ek Cay 1inch. .... Steel 325 Brass 375. . .Steel 350 Brass 400 | 

Te lialils kewts ot ecace. ks UD Wiens a ORO err ces a aie F s H 
DANG heard da eines © ean ST ares oer ee Mae ae are aan tI q , | 

/ Nickel plating: 6 inch, 25c; 8 to 10 inch, 40¢; 12 to 15 inch, 50¢; DOO ODOLODDOULE IOI Hc COACH 
i larger sizes, 60c. ee, a e } 

i} ROUSE PICA STICK fs | 
DLC ( UC OTT ema CONC 

/ Te lg ae Bee a ca " | 

LS a b ae me ’ 

i ; ae Eo Back view of the Wedge Star Stick 
| 

This stick is the same as the Rouse Job Stick but minus the six- | 

. point adjustment and differs in no other respect from this well- WOOD POSTER STICKS | 
known stick. — 

| QIN 214M 2 1-21N PLATING —— fa a 

j Ginch $125. $195. .$145. . $0.25 » TREE anaes oc Y ws es 
| 8inch. 150. . 160 170... 30 PAAR: SHEETS 4 ree 
| Winch. 175... 185. . 195 35 y «THE SA \ 

Winch. 200... 210..220.. 40 ime os Ries ie ee ee 
i5ineh. 250 260. 50 H 

j Minch. 325. . 335. . soo) i 
| — With brass lined ends, iron knee and screw clamp; width inside | 
| ‘ SS two and one-half inches. Made of the best seasoned cherry and 

| i ‘= = a, ecm GROVER ¢ fitted with japanned clamp, polished knurl headed serew and 

: SS Sa _—— 5 STICK japanned knee. 

| SSS SS aaa a=a=2 16inch.......... .$100 | S0inch. « - .. $135 
| TRACE ea Pe ae SOON Ss sacs en Ott AOE ea ON coy eet 

} 4 inch... Wie SO0 IAS inOH sso ete: aha 80. | 
| A a =i ae | 

1a} BUCKEYE he if \ eee ] 

1H STICK 7 0 err ee) | 
\ eg } 

. eS COMPOSING STICK RACK == | 
: Prices of either style Holds twelve sticks. ......... -.. » » price each $1 50 | 

Wy Glndbiccsa ss iets «og On| AeInGn ethane choy cae $100 ] 
va BEACH yy Goes alee ie hack) OUR INOR tonsa Geen st . 180 | 

| | s0 nen. 02 af ste PaO) BOSC We cca5c00 5 fine oO. | 

Hh a AQ eH gk ec: <oeuaud ADe oe tin eee elt tac, 00 THE ROUSE COPY HOLDER } 
| | 

if A This is a practical and effective device for job printers. It ] 

| - . 1 -\ == saves time, patience and money, and prevents the loss of copy. | 

| ‘ Bik : = — 2% YANKEE It was designed as an adjunct to the Rouse Job Stick, but can be 
Se —— 4 easily attached to any composing stick by having the necessary 

ee = A STICK holes drilled in the stick. 
| a == =) SSS Rouse Copy Holder . a din gatreineh cn Ceenaeeed otaee eee A Rae 

| A\ D 
Hy \ 

| COMMON geppereereeeeees = N CORNER QUADS . 

ii SCREW a i re 
HH STICK a METAL AND BRASS 
i PT yy aay LTT | (Co MSMMSMCMI Presser se meron ii + i Si i can be obtained because they prevent the rules from 
i BIN. BIN. 101K 121N, 141N, 161N. 181N, 20 IN. slipping past each other. They are sold at the fol- 

| Yankee,2 in. depth $070 $080 $095 $110 $130 $145 $150 $175 lowing prices; § 5 | 
| Yankee, 24in.depth 75 80 100 115 130 145 160 175 Brass Corner Quads made on 2, 3 and 4 point body, solid, per 

| Yankee, 2%in.depth 75 80 100 115 130 145 160 175 set of FOU Fite bree ce pith eeiti. oo a mn OOD. 

i Screw ....... 7% 80 100 115 1380 145 160 17 Metal Corner Quads, made on 6 or 12 point body, set of four. . 15 | 

| 
| * . 
i  —$— $$$ $$$ LLLLLLRL—— Oe 
i] 
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inevitable j 
Ie lines 
D the he COUNTING MACHINES THE REDINGTON COUNTING MACHINE 
composing 

a sta i i sitet ae > 
iter HART JOB PRESS ee Te an 

COUNTER 1 Cod qualifications for fo rl gee }: 
. i [: IS Gy {@ CO C sf ro mere tas ven aero = (fT) Soman ls ad FOR By 

desire on the part of the up- ieee eae | appearance, conven- v me 
. to-date printer for a good Le r a tent in sizecand iow ( ° 

reliable counter for the job {> ARO: Sate Fy 
press at a reasonable price. 5 4 ‘All parts are made sod Bip ) J 
Many have equipped thelr Bs i¢ from sheet steel, Cotes Le | 4 @ 
presses with counters con- f — sarah tecmed by dies aid f. B.REDINGTONE Co. 

; nected with the throw-off at —_(\ 1) are, therefore, inter- <a 
, : an expense of $10 or more. (ip a (d5( changeable. 

eo We are now able to offer to | Simplicity in de- ; 

the trade one of the best A\\ 4 L\ sign, heavy material and large wearing surfaces insure ease of 
epths, little counters ever made. \ Pn operation and long life for the counter. 

aS : Every part is first-class and P= All working parts are enclosed and protected, yet easily access- 
fered nickeled. Gears and dogs ible as the ease opens both front and back, exposing all mechanism 

8 are stamped from steel and for oiling and inspection. The counter can be set back to zero 
Brass case-hardened, making without the use of a key or other device. 
Brass them very durable. We The arrangement of flanges permits attaching counter to wall 
mais have an attachment by \} GQ epatane: 

rca which the counter can be pel The size of case is 3!4 inches long, 2% inches high and 2% inches 
Tass 40) : put on in connection with S ss wide, finished in copper and black, producing strong contrast with 

the throw-off to get an abso- g raised numerals which are of bright metal and easily read at any 
lute record only of every reasonable distance or angle. 
printed sheet. The clamp to hold the bracket on the fountain-arm, For accuracy the REDINGTON COUNTING MACHINE takes 

and pulley with clamp to fasten to roller-arm, are all included the lead, as itean be run at any speed without jumping or losing q 

with throw-off device. count. 4 

INSTRUCTIONS—When clamped on, as shown in cut, bend arm Prise bach, eine sueeone eane inches’ toy set Ee ereeog 
up so counter is perpendicular. Put the cord through roller and s 
around the eccentric shaft and fasten to set serew. When the im- ae 
pression is on, counter will register, and when off, cord will be 
loose and not register. These are for Chandler & Price presses and 

: all Gordons and others working that way. CUTTING STICKS 
For the Universal and those working that way, the counter is ee 18 INCH 22 INCH 26 INCH SO INCH 94 INCH 38 INCH 42INCH 

Sf Aion ait and when the )4 in. square, per ee $0 a 80 . 30 - $0 o $0 : $0 a $0 x 
Sp iS te ai 54 in. square, per doz. 5 

} (pj O=, *@ _— Paces task eee 34in, square, per doz. 50 60 70 8 95 105 120 
= Ot @ i Munieasidns We wend 1 inssquare, per doz. 70 85 100 «115-190 145 160 
= ° p device to reverse the 1%in. square, perdoz. 80 95 110 190 145 165 180 

Yi doz, 90 105 125 145 165 185 200 
handle movement. 114 in. square, per doz. 

184in. square, per doz. 100 115 140 160 180 200 220 
1 Size 14x 4% inches, registering 10,000 tee $3.00 1% in square, perdoz. 110 130 150 175 200 220 245 

Size 1%4x5 inches, registering 100,000............ 325 sein, round:per doz”) tS! 78. | BO OS De Teme se 
Press Attachment (only)... ... - : ne -. 50 14 in. round, perdoz. 145 175 210 240 270 305 335 

th inside 1% in. octagon, perdoz. 110 130 155 180 205 225 2650 

ae THE GEM COUNTER 
crew ’ Counts to 99,999 HAMILTON’S PATENT CUTTING STICKS 

tis and elas ave we This stick 

ss? a le ME S\ S/\ matically. Ac- gan == consists of a li EV SONOS OS0R curate abd dura: i sh NSO ae 
. oN teins te ble, made in a , — “ piece (A), made 

Z i. Z thorough man- SMS eee to fit the body : 
6D R.A.HART & CO. C07 ner and guaran- Fis Me of the paper 
S === teed reliable in 2) Vj yy ey cutter. The 

, every way. A body piece has 
URN ORER his a's Said aie Sao se ee ee ee $5.00 “l | Shel TMM ‘ a groove or 

each 1180 ‘ [mee SS recess in it, 
which holds a 

DURANT COUNTER small strip (B), one-quarter of an inch square. This removable 
; strip is the cutting surface and is held in place by asteel clamp (C), 

a -—oy = Is especially which is drawn up by the bolts (D). The cutting strips being 

as Sg <Se adapted for use square, can be used on four sides, thus giving the same amount of 

nters. It APDVADAG ROY > on Printing service as the large size sticks heretofore used. 
“of copy. GN mo \ re Daa t a The steel strip or clamp (C), running through the extreme 

atcaa 3 Sar TTR are Oh) made entirely of —_Jength of the main body piece and firmly screwed thereto, effec- 
necessary WY OMA N. DURANT. QS, iron, steel an tively prevents springing and warping. There is no wear on the 

SSIES Am mg brass. The dials ody piece and as it is fitted exactly to the body of the cutter, 
0s "ey . have large black —_ troubles from ill-fitting sticks (necessitating packing, ete.) cease. 

os : s figures that are When ordering, give size square the main body piece is to be. ; 
easy to read at a distance. They can be instantly reset to 0, or any Be particular on this point, and see that groove in cutter is accu- 
other number required. A bracket is furnished with each machine rately measured. Give length of stick and state how far from front 
for convenience in securing it to the feed-board of a press. Counter —_—_ edge of stick the knife strikes. State whether knife cuts from right 
is nicely finished—cover, lever, dials, springs, ete., being nickel- to left or from left to right. In ordering cutting strips, give the ’ 

plated. exact length required. All strips are cut to a standard uniform 

Durant, Model A, No. 1, 4 dial ‘i a: ahs eae @O0 gauge and are sure to fit. : 

Durant, Model A, No. 2, 5 dial . : Re WAU Main body piece, under 38 inches TOME: Secunia ys er Hath hae 

Durant, Model A, No.$,6dial... 2. .....--.-+-- 900 Main body piece, 38 inches to 54 inches long . . . . +. 600 

. F Durant, Model B, 5 dial, Job Press ......-- 2-0. 650 Main body piece, 55 inches to 70 inches long . . i .. 700 

m Press Attachment C. P. and Challenge Gordon for Model B. . 125 Main body piece, 71 inches to 84 inches long . . soa a BOO. 

I. Press Attachment, Colt’s Armory and Universal for Model B. —_ 50 Cutting strips, under 38 inches long, per dozen . : 

; Durant No. 1, with Alarm4 dial... .... . . 975 Cutting strips, 38 inches to 54 inches long, per dozen... .. 40 

per Durant No 2, with Alarm, 5 dial 2 : 11 25 Cutting strips, 55 inches to 70 inches long, per dozen. .... 50 

oe Lock Guard for No. 1 or No.2. : 3 200 Cutting strips, 71 inches to 84inches long, per dozen... .. 60 

r.. 
e 

{ Ss ¢—_—<—<— al ere’ 
_—" ; 
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/ | DRYING RACKS In many cases these Racks save expensive slip-sheeting. They 

i cireumyent electricity, by receiving the sheet direct from the fly. 

Wt Tee They ensure evenness of feriboraire pad ely, assist in oe i 

ie a perfect register on lithographic work. ey save 75 per cent of : 

| CHICAGO DRYING RACK floor space over any other method of drying sheets, from one to } 

| A more economical addition cannot be made to a modernly two per cent of paper, and a vast amount of time. ' 

ih equipped printing office than a suitable outfit for the proper dry- A further saving of time may be effected by placing the Racks 
ne ing of the printed sheets. An as they come from the fly board on one of our Wisconsin Printers’ 

nea enormous waste of good ma- Trucks, made specially to take these Racks, (described below). 

——f————F + terial is constantly going on Using our Truck saves handling the Racks—you can move a pile 
a —_-— » throughoutthe printing field, of Racks to any point quicker, safer and easier on the Truck than 

/ Ff fn and there are large quantities the single armful can be moved by hand. % 
at of smutted work being deliv- The Patent Interlocking Drying Racks are made with hard- 

| ] be aoe ered to diseatistied cunoat wood sides, wide softwood slats, and very strongly put together. 

: Es = oD Pa / | Bee the invasion PRICE LIST, WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS | 
| (igo ee and proper handling of a SIE, INSIDE WEIGHT, EACH PRICE, EACH | 

| : ——Ss= i; drying outfit. 8x 13inches........ 14pounds......... $020 } 

| | af ag = These Drying Racks are 490; S17 INCOR. yg ta ee) POUMES ape Te ome 25 | 

aie ry substantially constructed of 18. x 19inches........ 84pounds......... 9% | 

] / E——— selected hardwood, and the 15's BL inches: cic y: ees ook DOWNER Was coca oe koe I 

j {—$—$<$—$<$-— framework is finished in the 18 x25 inches........5 pounds......... 45 H 

| / ——7 — best Cabinet style. They 2 x96inches........8 pounds......... 56 | 

a et have wide bases, which pre- 32 «x 48 inches........12 pounds......... 8% } 

ry venttheframesfrom toppling 38 x 52inches........15 pounds......... 120 | 
/ over under heavy loads. 48 x OB driches .. 2000 9 pounded ee. 1b. 

i h The Chicago Drying Racks 45 x inches... ....,. 20 pounds. .....:...°160 

| p == are made in three sizes, The side rails on Koerner Racks are 14 inches wide. The slats 
i” HT} 3 : to take sheets 24 x 24, which support the sheets are % of an inch thick. When stacked, ! 

a | BS ~ = 24x36 and 30x48 inches. each Rack adds 1; inches to the height. Unless otherwise ordered, 
wae L i Oe The Racks are supplied the side rails are always made to run the longest dimension. The | 

ii a complete with Dryers, prices given above are for Racks with a clearance of 1, inches | 

ih ee and the Dryers are also between, when Racks are stacked. For a clearance of 24 inches 
] i, i = sold separately in dozen add 25 per cent to above mentioned prices, and for a clearance of ! 

} : lots. Each Rack is 3 inches add 35 per cent to the above prices. 
) j mountet on eee. cas- 

tors, and can be trans- 
na My, ferred about the press- WISCONSIN PRINTERS’ TRUCK 

| | room as the work in These strong, easy running Trucks are made especially for the | 

ia hand requires. use of Keer ase Deng Racks and can be easily i] 
| moved in a limited space. The Truck will turn in its own length, 

} / PRICE LIST OF CHICAGO DRYING RACKS the two end wheels bearing on swivels. The handle is detach- | 
tia NAME NO. OF SHELVES SIZE, INCHES PRICE COMPLETE WEIGHT COMPLETE able and hooks on at either end—this feature saving much time 

| Chicago We6. BR ES, Se ae in turning a Truck laden with Drying Racks, paper or a form. 

| eR ANA i ae aera rye at No. 1, Top 24 x 36 inches over all; weight, crated 160 Ibs. price $16 00 
j : ea eee ie a ear ese yan he No. 2, Top 33 x 45 inches over all; weight, crated 180 lbs. price 18 00 

Tia No. 5, Price of Racks only $12 50; Price per doz. shelves only, $ 7 75 No. 3, Top 38 x 52 inches over all; weight, crated 200 Ibs. price 20 00 
a No. 6, Price of Racks only 14 00; Price per doz. shelves only, 9 60 | 
] No. 7, Price of Racks only 21 00; Price per doz. shelves only, 13 50 NEW YORK DRYING RACK | 

KOERNER’S PATENT INTERLOCKING ; oe New You Divers are removeable and can be transferred 
‘o the press in order to take the sheets direct from the fly. Thus 

ii} DRYING RACK undue handling, which means an excess of spoilage, is avoided. 
i With these Racks sheets are taken direct from the fly, and The use of these Dryers prevents undue stacking of the fresh- 

j | may be stacked ceiling high, in a perfectly straight and rigid pile, ly printed sheets, 

: which cannot be knocked over by accident, and with no more and also expen- ] 

i weight on the bottom than on the top sheets. This pile is a most sive slip sheeting is ) 
: effective drying room, occupying only the floor space of one Rack, reduced toa minimum. ———————————— 

i and from the time the sheets are fed into the machine until ready The rightful use of SS 

| for the bindery they need not be handled. a good set of Dryers 7 SSeS 
| will prevent much of  —— 

/ —————— | the smutting common- SS 

j ————s | ly experienced. The | | Saas = 
| ; ——————a | New York Drying = 

( — Rack is made in four = SS ee 

HH Y So sizes. The Dryers are So 
| Va ~ —_— made ia two sizes to S SSS 

| AVE? —> take sheets 24 x 36 and SS 

} bh Ls ———_| 28 x 42 inches. . The ee 
i o =| Frames are made to 3 SSS 
By Ya a take 20 or 30 Dryers, as SS 

| / \ —— desired. Each Rack So 

wy \. SSS is mounted on castors I | ees, 
| a and can be transferred = EE 

i : ———— about the press room > 
| as the requirements a eee 

Hy 5 S| demand. Dryers 

| j . °. are sold complete with 
SN all supporting Rackslor 

} } Wt a, WV loosely by the dozen. 
HH a = Aa NuMaen OF sre Paice weloit 

i SHELVES INoHES COMPLETE COMPLETE 
| New York No.1... .20.... .%x96... . $2275... . 225 
i A stack of Koerner’s Patent Racks on a Wisconsin Truck New York No.2... .30.....24x36.... 3200... . 300 

| ‘The interlocking device, which makes the pile straight and New YorkNo.8.. . .2.... -28x@.... 2875... . 250 
| rigid) is shown in the illustration.’ Each Rack istirmly locked on New York No.4... 80. -1- . -Bx0@u s 40D). B80 
it its neighbor, but each slides with ease on the Rack immediately No. 1, Price of Rack only, $12 00; Price per doz., shelves only, $6 50 

| below it. They save handling, all the time of that operation, and No. 2, Price of Rack only, 15 75; Price per doz., shelves only, 650 

| thelconsequent, waste of paper through offset, smearing, finger- No. 3, Price of Rack only, 12 75; Price per doz., shelves only, 9 60 

| | marks and tearing. No. 4, Price of Rack only, 16 50; Price per doz., shelves only, 960 

| 2 

| 36 SSS ———_—§_§_ i  <— ie 
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nite he j j n the fly, L 
ingetti neti ELECTROTYPING FOOT SLUGS 
M One ty Newspaper Headings, Date Lines and Running Heads are the a one — ae 

only classes of electrotyping we will do. For Newspaper Headings oes Me se! ; ‘ 2 
he Racks and Sub Heads see pages 480 to 488; Date Lines for Noteheads, Brass, 12 point, each $0 15 $025 | Metal, 12 point, each $0 04 $006 Printers Billheads, etc., see page 488. Brass, 18 point, each 20 30 | Metal, 18 point, each 05 07 

ts! e S! i 2 1, 24 point, each | 06 08 | below Brass, 24 point, each 25 35 | Metal, 24 point, e: t 

a Pile DATE LINES AND RUNNING HEADS 

is FOR NEWSPAPERS FORM RACKS 
th ha. When these are made from 10-Point Half-Title there will be anere nas hives s 
ogether, no extra charge for composition. If made from any other type, been aan 

é customer buys the font at regular list price and prevailing dis- {I | AvGhase “Orito ra 
counts, with $1.00 added for laying the type, setting the lines and | | ae rack, but the difi- 

reg repacking the type, which will then be sent to the customer with TIN oulty ‘has been tn 
on ; the electros, for which the following charges will be made: NAVAL geeisning (his 

AAAAAAA AN much-needed arti- 
. & Name of paper, four words orless.......... each, $0 45 NVAVANGE Wy cle of modern 
ee | Rach day of weeltwa igi. 4 ain Mate ee WW printing ottioa tine 

8 Each month of year. 1. Gi cie gt gals uate tute ape takns OU st eecaal niture in such a “Vol.” | : & Each ‘'Vol.” . . . ave Sa Tile ease Pace aa aD ra | way as to econo- 
. 8 Each “No. SY ecieiha na isicb smecaitwe aa Go Sai tone Shohomeukre oO. i Wy ti | mize space and at 
Lee Each year, as, 1911” or “191 te ee 30 ay | the same time 
. 1% Each single date, as “Philadelphia, Pa.” ........... 45 Hea aT | maintain the re- 

15 Duplicates at prices for solid metal lines, viz: 15 cents list per HAA | quired capacity. 
a) running inch with a minimum charge of 30 cents for each piece. IN By The new form 
The slats Periods, commas, or spaces will be attached to electros when so SLE, | racks illustrated 
stacked, ordered, without extra charge. aa] herewith seem to 
ordered, ct BETBE, 2 Form Rack No. 2 meet all the re- “End View 
in. The ate oa quirements. They 
i are strong and substantially built, and varnished the same as our 
oe EMBOSSING COMPOSITION regular line of cabinets. 

nie af Burbank’s Embossing Composition, per can. . . . $0.75 _ The lower compartments in all racks are 36 inches in the clear, 
‘Whiteson's Embossing Composition, per cake. 2.0 et 100 middle compartments 24 inches and upper compartments 13! inches. 

No. 0. Height, 6 feet 9 inches; width at base 22 inches; length, 
aeeeeaeaees. 2 feet 6% inches. Shelves for 10 chases in each tier, 

SO-shelvesiniall. (Price 23. s)<mce sims <sece He peen OD. 
No. 1. Height, 6 feet 9 inches; width at base, 22 inches; length, 

byes : ENGRAVING TOOLS 3 feet 9 inches. Shelves for 16 chases in each tier, 
la 48 shelves in all. Price .......0...5... 9600 leat, Qe Tgp No.2. Height, 6 feet 9 inches; width at base, 22 inches; length, a - 5 feet 4 inches. Shelves for 24 chases in each tier, ie Gem — cD ‘WAghelves in all. Price’. 4.10.65 sooo cree v «ORO ; 

e $16 00 : FORM RACKS No. 5 AND No. 6 
ree & a | These Form Racks are a new article especially designed for 1 

Finely tempered Engraving Tools, ground and sharpened ready egos corn sete and provide a suitable holder for locked 
for use; neatly packed set of six in a box. oe cone a pies EER Na ; E : ier eras . abla edehb ue ae 0. 5 Form Rack provides accommodation for 18 large chases. re Ebb ot ot at eal ee, Eegleveecn $50 ‘The height at the back is 31!4 inches; the depth from front to rear 

Th eee is 25 inches; the width across the front is 37 inches. The bottom of 
Sa chase grooves are lined with iron, turned at the edges and fastened 

. with screws at the front. to prevent damage to wood work. tek ENGRAVING WOOD Weight, crated ready for 
Boxwood is made in four grades, the blocks being made any orecegr shipment, 200 pounds. List 

; size desired, the usual size being 12x12 inches. It sells at 2, 3, 4 PERRRERGRET price ....... . $2200 
and 5 cents per square inch, according to quality. Biieeetaaee j No. 6 Form Rack pro- 

American Boxwood, but recently put upon the market, is fur- 4 ql | ji vides accommodation for 
nished in any quantity desired, at 2 cents per square inch. q Ee i | 12 medium size chases. 

Maple Blocks, made of special selected stock, any size desired i teh The height at the back is 
at 1 cent per square inch. An additional charge of 20 per cent. is i 1 4 25/4 inches; the depth from 
made for furnishing Maple Blocks dressed on both sides. ] ey 1 front to rear is 19 inches; 

ii i the width across the front 
oor rs ) is 25%4 inches. The bottom 

of chase grooves are lined 
EYELET PUNCH AND SET | ay with iron, turned at the 

H Ras en Pee etet oS ne aay Kaen y $2.95 i A edges and fastened with 

op eyelet, per box of 1000 2.22. ee i. 25 Zt screws at the front, to pre- . KG AA, vent damage to wood 
ee » aT At BLL work. Weight, crated 

; ready for shipment, 100 
; EYELETTING MACHINE No. 6 Form Rack pounds. List price . $14 00 

Prices and descriptive circular on application 5 

Rese nee FORM TRUCKS 
; AY; IDEAL TRUCKS PS 

y 
k; —e These trucks embody the ij y 

. EYE SHADES = ei latest ideas and are of the a f guse 
Rach oo oS ee most improved construc- Ne area 

F Pee eee 2 egy S ee tion. The body of the truck Bd , oO 
ween oe aaa p is unusually strong and \ be pt 
OwPLETE Se eS carries the form close to "I J ad 
b] See ee the floor making it almost a \ 
2 : impossible to upset the o oS 

truck as well as easier (i Hic pe / 
0 FOLDERS to handle the form. Wo 
8H Bone, each . $025 | Bone, perdozen. .... . $250 Nol. Iron Tire . . $300 
6H) Steel debe 5a L351 of eee clade = ee kee ie Venues OO, No.2 Rubber Tire. 500 

i 9 | - me 
a 

589 
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] HAMILTON FORM TRUCK No. 13—Standard Extension, 490 pieces, 70 to 160 ems pica . . $23 00 

| Fornitnre only 22... i as see ee, = 2 pee 

ii js A most convenient arti- No. 14—Double Standard, 1176 pieces, 10 to 60 ems pica... . 2000 

: cle. It can be used to advan- Fihtture only sicos yes Geis Bieisn. «iin Genne eeOe. 

I tage trucking forms back No. 15—Double Standard Extension, 1029 pieces, 70 to 160 ems 

| and forth between the com- PICA a ees an aan Sine we cen eR Aran ans ae aD 

ih posing room and the Fiariiitureoniy sc 6052.) sl ane =r cueriews) a ep toe aii ee OD 

nn press room, without No. 16—Baby Mammoth, 765 pieces, 10 to 160 ems pica. . . . . 2900 
| danger of accident. It Furniture onlyou-1 endo upc 5 priors Aap 00 « 

i will take two forms, No. 17—Mammoth, 1530 pieces, 10 to 160 ems pica... . . . . 4000 

} ongion wearer aa Furniture only is eos os Pas ee eh cay BDO) 
x48 inches, or sev- eae : 

eral small forins,with- nO Spee he ae cn ee 
| out ove ena ee No. 19—Caslon, 2080 pieces, 12 to 120 picas........ . . . 4650 

ge of form beds. It 4 
is made of hardwood Furniture only)... 2 3. 2 62 os sheets 26 00 

: | throughout, re-infor- No, 20—Jumbo, 3800 pieces, 12 to 216 ems pica. . . . . . . - . 11000 

ain ced by cleats under- Furniture only... 0-2 eee es BO 

/ neath, and mounted on Special Furniture Case built to order. 

: ; four double-wheeled swivel castors. Diameter of wheels is 3% 

: inches. This insures easy motion. The Truck can be turned 

HH around and reversed within the floor space it occupies. The bot- LABOR SAVING REGLET CASES 
: toms of the grooves where the chases rest on the Truck are lined oy + . 4 

. with iron, Length, 48 inches; extreme height from the floor, 3934 No 1~Containg 1.800 pieces (800 yds) of the beat Feslet Epoint snd 
] inches; extreme width, 42 inches; size of the sloping form beds, 34 long with case, $10.00; without anes $6.00. a 

i inches high, 48 inches long. Weight, crated, ready for shipment, N ss me De een Ses 5 

] 300 pounds. Other sizes of this truck can be made to order at (0. 2—Contains 2,400 pieces (600 yds.) 6-point and 12-point, 300 
j proportionate prices. pee oe of Ah at eae LP a 120 ems pica 

tas Fieve Trek coc oo Foe ee long; with case, $18.00; without case, $12.00. 
; | ‘amilton Form Truce! $48 00 No. 8—Contains 4200 

} i _ a lla pieces (550 yds.), 6- 

at nay point and 12-point, in 

i FURNITURE a HELLY TELE lengths 10 to 51 ems, 
: ] iin ee varying by one pica 

1 . TTT Peity i 
; : WOOD FURNITURE AND REGLET | HIIITTAY i | only ay rien es oy 

j Wood Reglet, 5 point to 12 point, per yard... ..... . . . $002 ly LUTE i qT 4 $18.00; without case, 

| Wood Reglet, 14 point to 24 point, peryard........... 08 ott TLE | | || $11.00. 
i Wood Furniture, 36pointto 60point(3to 5em) peryard. . 04 THT fl No. 4—Contains 2,100 

j Wood Furniture, 72 point to 108 point (6to 9em) peryard. . 06 Th Th picoes ‘Ore sidaiyione> 
/ Wood Furniture, 120 point to 144 point (10 to 12 em) peryard. . 08 hy | Laie thie enienitia No 
i Wood Furniture, 156 point to 192 point (13 to 16em) peryard. . 10 tt] 3; same lengths, eeGie 

/ Wood Furniture, 216 point (18em) peryard ....... el? dh & 0 a ot 
i } Ma t u Fs +i 10 to 51 ems, varying 
1a] ‘ood Side Sticks, each 6. 5 ee ee ee ] A by 12-point only, 50 

| y , 
i REGLET CUT TO LENGTHS—Six Point or Twelve Point - mieces ok AN 

‘ ; wi , $11.00; with- 
: : 10 ems long, 100 pieces . . $015 | 45 ems long, 100 pieces . . $050 ees ve Case: $8.60. 

15 ems long, 100 pieces . . 20 | 50ems long, 100 pieces .. 55 Li ig i i nice 
| / 20 ems long, 100 pieces 5-|-68 efualloue, 100 blecen 209.8), SCC ee ee ene ne ee 
Ha 25 ems long, 100 pieces . . 30 | 60emslong, 100 pieces . . 65 3 
] : 30 ems long, 100 pieces . - 35 | 65 ems long, 100 pieces . 70 

i 35 ems long, 100 pieces .. 40 | 70emslong, 100 pieces... 75 IMPROVED METAL F 

i 1 40 ems long, 100 pieces .. 45 | 75emslong,100pieces .. 80 ORE 

/ | Other lengths at proportionate prices 

j FURNITURE CUT IN LABOR SAVING LENGTHS 

| 100 |Nonp.or Pica|$0 15]$0 20/$0 25/$0 30/80 35/80 45/$0 55/80 65/80 75/80 85 
| 100 2 Picas 20} 30} 40} 50} 60} 80} 1 00} 1 20) 1 40) 1 60 

j | 100 3 Picas 23} 35} 46} 58} 70} 92) 1 16) 1 40) 1 62) 1 84 
| 100 4 Picas 26} 39] 52| 65} 78} 1 04| 1 30) 1 56) 1 82) 2 08 

] 100 5 Picas 29) 44] 58] 73) 88) 1 16] 1 46) 1 76) 2 04) 232 
100 6 Picas 32} 48] 64] 80} 96] 1 28] 1 60) 192) 224) 256 

| 100 8 Picas 37| 57] 74] 93] 1 14) 1 48] 1 85] 2 28) 259] 2 96 
| 100| 10 Picas 43} 66] 86] 1 08} 1 29] 1 72| 2 15] 258] 301] 3 44 

ta Other lengths and widths furnished at proportionate prices 

= LABOR-SAVING WOOD ah fr incertae i an 
Pa ees e metal in this furniture is so evenly distributed that no 

Rieti Pip FURNITURE part of a piece is weaker than another. The end and side-bearings 
} } ee as ST All cases are made with parti- are cast solid, top and bottom alike. The bracings run almost the 

| iy oa i Hed BT tions, but can be supplied either with entire depth, uniform on both sides, giving it at the same time 

| Veit _— (Style B) or without doors (Style strength, durability and lightness. It is the most accurate metal 
| :. ; dee Enea % A). Unless otherwise ordered furniture in the market being carefully guaged to the point system. 

| yt a pile By lhe sapped: Our Improved Metal Furniture is made in the following sizes: 
| enemy 1 84 No. 10—Midget, 280 pieces, 50, 40, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 8, 6, 5 and 4 ems pica long, by 10, 8, 6, 5, 4,3 

| | Pee 10 to 60 ems pica $6 00 and 2 ems pica wide. Put up in 12%, 25, 50 and 100 pound fonts, at 
erat $i ss IE) ; 2g the following prices: . 

| Te aa pea er Furniture only .. . 275 d 

HH Pen |e | sh sel tee ji 12% pound font... . . . $315 50 pound font... . . . $1250 
HI ye on ge ee non %poundfont....... 625 | 100 pound font . |. . . . 2500 

1 . | we Rep 45 pieces, 70 to 160 ems aen ca } 
1 | me | es | Please. eee ee ae OO jorts to order per pound, 25 cents 

| Viet femme ey Furniture only . . . 825 The fonts are carefully assorted and arranged, having the 
H f | i —_ A No. 12—-Standard, 560 narrow and smaller pieces predominating. 

| yet ee ay: pieces, 10 to 60 ems The 25 pound fonts contain sizes from 10x25 to 2x4 ems pica, 
| Y pe pica... 1... - 1000 and the 50 pound or larger fonts, contain all of the above sizes, 

| * Furniture only .. . 500 unless otherwise specially ordered. 
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i 
‘ a RAILROAD FURNITURE PRICE LABOR-SAVING FONTS BRITE-LITE FURNITURE 

thin STYLE A 
~ | No. 1. Brite-Lite, same assortment and number of pieces, 
+ 8% equal to 100 Ib. font Metal Furniture, 464 pieces in all, $29 00 

BS y Sixteen pieces each of 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x8, 2x10, 2x15, 2x20, 
eT) 2x25; twelve pieces each of 3x4, 3x5, 3x6, 3x8, 3x10, 3x15, 3x20, 
bo 3x25; eight pieces each of 4x4, 4x5, 4x6, 4x8, 4x10, 4x15, 4x20, 
oH > 4x25; eight pieces each of 5x5, 5x6, 5x8, 5x10, 5x15, 5x20, 5x 25; 

- 30 eight pieces each of 6x6, 6x8, 6x 10, 6x15, 6x20, 6x 25; eight pieces 
UR each of 8x8, 8x10, 8x15, 8x20, 8x25; eight pieces each of 10x10, 

ir , se : = ; : E 10x15, 10x20, 10x25. 
a This Furniture is made up in the following widths: 10, 8, 6, 5, No. 2. 4 of font No. 1 equal to 50 lb. font Metal Furniture, 

$85 r 4, 3 and 2 ems pica wide, by 17 inches long, except the 2 em, which 232 pieces inall .. . aE Sark cee an eee O 
40 is 14 inches long, and is cut to order, or cut labor-saving if desired No. 3. 4 of font No. 1 equal to 25 Ib. font Metal Furniture, 
100 at the rate of 25 cents per pound. 110 piddée int WI aoe oc. a ee 
BH Other style fonts quoted on application. Each size can be pur- 

chased in any quantity. All sizes up to 25 ems long except odd 
QUOTATION METAL FURNITURE sizes are Style A construction. Style B construction is similar in 

shape to railroad metal furniture and all sizes over 25 ems long as 
well as odd lengths under 25 ems are made in this style, and any 

7 length up to 120 ems can be supplied. Prices for quantities of any 
roint and size and odd lengths on application. 

ems pica 
: } TRON FURNITURE 

ae : This furniture is —— 
made in the regular a 

ns 40 We make our Quotation Furniture open on top and bottom, Standard labor- —— 
rds), 6. thereby lessening its weight without decreasing its strength. The Seneeteen the Stes 
yoint, in following sizes are kept in stock: 4, 3 and 2 ems pica wide, by 4, 8, thousandth of an are? 
Ger 12, 16 and 20 ems pica long. Can be made up to 84 ems pica in iauhude? teste om 

ne pica length, graded by 4 ems, if desired. It is finished accurately to Gf ies hardness aad aa fees 
ees of f pica ems on the point system. Put up in fonts of 25 pounds or strength will always ‘oh ae 
ith ease more, oreut to order, at 25 cents per pound. CeninsAaDeu tae. as ae 

it case, It can not be _— 
7 Squeezed out of 

ns 2100 EO QUADS £ shape or size by tight locking, is not changed in size by being 
.), one Cast on regular Type Casting Machine heated, las in stereotyped or embossing forms, and is not easily 

t in No, ; BZ . _ pee qd. Bene: oe is, Soe paid 
4 indestructible, never deteriorating in value. 

ae a ag ae a i” i a is about 40 per cent. lighter than the ordinary 
ily, m= | i { labor-saving metal furniture, which is a distinet a 
length; | | ' | | : | value. Forms in which it is used are lighter to 
with. | Foal / | handle and do not have to be locked so tightly 

jf ] | pT } | 8] to make them “‘lift.” There is also less liability 
; | a | of springing chases and less weight for the 

rithout | ‘aa j i |g H presses to carry. It will be found especially 
" ; valuable in color-work and wherever exact re- 

sults or close register is required. When it is desired to lock 

{ Orders of less than 6 pounds . . per lb. $0 50 regular forms with only a single piece in each opening, as in 
144x2 ems 12-point | Orders of 6 pounds and over and less book or law work or periodicals, such outfits will be furnished 
1%x4 ems 12-point | ) than 50 pounds .......perlb. 46 with just the number of pieces required, of each exact pica size. 

: 2 x2ems 12-point| | Orders of 50 pounds and over and less 
2 x3 ems 12-point than 100 pounds.......perlb. 36 PRICES OF LABOR-SAVING FONTS 

Orders for 100 pounds and over, per lb. 34 = = L 
2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 224x5, 3x3, 3x4, 3x4}4, 3x5, 3x51, 3x6, 4x4 Font A, 392 pieces. Twelve pieces each 3x5, 4x5, 5x5, 3x6, 

ems 12-point, any quantity .............perlb 2% 4x6, 5x6, 6x6, 3x8, 4x8, 5x8, 6x8, 8x8, 3x10, 4x10, 5x10, 
6x10, 8x10, 10x10, 3x15, 4x15, 5x15, 6x15, 8x15, 10x15, 
3x20, 4x20; eight pieces each 5x20, 6x20, 8x20, 10x20, 

BRITE-LITE FURNITURE 3x25, 4x25, 5x25, 6x25, 8x25 and 10x25. ........ . $3150 ' 
STYLE A Font B, 488 pieces. Same as font A with twelve additional 

pieces each 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x8, 2x10, 2x15, 2x20 and 2x25 37 00 
Font C, 288 pieces. Sixteen pieces each, 3x15, 4x15, 5x15, 

6x15, 8x15, 10x15, 3x20, 4x20, 5x20, 6x20, 8x20, 10x20, 
3x25, 4x35, 5x25, 6x25, 8x25 and 10x25 .......... 3200 

Font D, 336 pieces. Same as font C with sixteen additional 
f pieces, each 2x15, 2x20and2x25 ............. 3600 

Font E, 588 pieces, 36 pieces each, 2x4, 3x4, 4x4, 2x5, 3x5, 

4x5, 2x6, 3x6, 4x6 ; 28 pieces each 2x8, 3x8, 4x8, 2x12, 
am 3x12, 4x12; 16 pieces each, 2x16, 3x16, 4x16, 2x20, 3x20, 
ne , BKM gos Fer Pee peta: nice ee ee 8 eae COE 
tthe Font F, 588 pieces, 28 pieces each, 2x4, 3x4, 4x4, 2x5, 3x5, 4x5, 
time 4 2x6, 3x6, 4x6, 2x8, 3x8, 4x8, 2x12, 3x12, 4x12, 2x16, 
metal This furniture is made of a special alloy of 8x16, 4x16, 2x00, 8x2, 4x9. es 
se aluminum and other metals, making it light, Font G, 196 pieces. One-half size of font A ray vent ID aS 

; rigid, strong and hard. It will not rust. Font H, 244 pieces. One-half size of font B : - 18.50 
izes: f It weighs 40 per cent. less than cast iron and Font I, 144 pieces. One-half size of font C 3 _ . 1600 i 
nee one-third the weight of the old fashioned metal Font J, 168 pieces. One-half size of font D 18 00 

be furniture. Because of our splendid equipment —_Font K, 294 pieces. One-half size of font E pees 3 
; for its manufacture the cost per square inch Font L, 294 pieces. One-half size of font F sigh 2 ky ee leg OO 

0 is practically the same as ordinary metal furni- Font M, 98 pieces. One-fourth sizeoffontA ........ 800 

4 ture and 20 per cent. less than cast iron, at the Font N, 122 pieces. One-fourth size of font B c . 925 

7 same time insuring absolute accuracy with less Font O, 72 pieces. One-fourth size offontC . . 800 

than .001 inch variation. Font P, 84 pieces. One-fourth size offontD .. . ve O00 

the < Printers will lose money by not equipping Font Q, 147 pieces. One-fourth size offontE..... eS 
with it at once. For register work, headings, tabular work, and Font R, 147 pieces. One-fourth size offontF. . . . ae OD, 
anything demanding accuracy, Brite-Lite furniture will be found Sorts for Iron Furniture are sold at proportionate rates by the 

ica, unexcelled, and its extremely reasonable cost makes it the only piece. Full information and prices of sorts, other size fonts and 

208s furniture for even the cheapest work. styles given on application. 
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| PATENT STEEL FURNITURE K 

; This furniture consists of pieces of steel in accurate lengths with notched ends which can be quickly thrown around blank spaces, Ii] 

instead of filling them in the ordinary way with wood or metal furniture, and can be done in much less time. Weight for weight it goes f 

six times as far in filling space as metal furniture, and is not only accurate when new but being made of steel is always new. Made of 24, / 

36 and 54-point steel 54 of an inch high, and with either 12 or 18-point notches as follows: Style No. 1, 24-point steel with one 12-point notch 

| on each end; No. 2, 36-point steel, with two 12-point notches on each end; No. 3, 36-point steel, with one 18-point notch on each end; No. 4, 

] 54-point steel, with two 18-point notches on each end. | 

} Font A—Lengths are from 8 to 72 picas, made from 24 and 36- Font G is made entirely of 36-point steel, with one 18-point 
point steel. From 8 to 42 it is 24-point steel, with 12-point notch as per style 3, and runs in length from 9 to 72 | 

notch, there being 18 lengths varying by two picas, picas, there being 22 lengths, varying by 3 picas, namely: i} 
namely : 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57, 60, | 

40 and 42 picas. From 45 to 72 picas it is 36-point steel, 63, 66, 69, and 72 picas. Total, 22 lengths, 8 pieces each, 

: roars 12-point EOC ioe Dery ater ne ne 470'in Alle: PRICB eh oo eek actin ga tara ee ae me | 

] y three picas, namely : 45, 48, 51, 54, 57, 60, 63, 66, 69 an i i i 
/ 7 pieas, Total, 28 different lengths, eight pieces of each, Rone H fig Balt she daaueiey Ory Geen aee ata een | 
: Oke CIN IGE oi ce aA ig ee Whoa. Said 55 SEO Font I is made of 54-point steel, with two 18-point notches, the iy 

; Z lengths being 15, 18, 21 and 24 inches, there being four | 
; Font B has half the quantity of font A. Price... . ..- 2700 outside bicoos ae two ee bars for oan Menges or 24 

| Font C i -poi te ; I i pieces in all. e outside pieces are notched to receive 

} ES Teena eee a ae nets, ables 29 00 the cross bars, which are halved together. Price... . 2100 ! 

: ; Font J has 8 pieces each, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 
i} Font D has half the quantity of font C. Price... ..... 1450 28 30 picas, of 24-point steel with one’ 12-point notch ; ‘and } 

: Font E is the 36-point stock of font A; 10 lengths, 8 pieces 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57, 60 picas, of 36-point steel, with . i 

each, 80 piecesinall. Price. .....-.+++.+-. 2500 two 12-point notches; and 63, 66, 69, 72 picas, of 48-point 1 
: s steel, with three 12-point notches. Total 27 different HY 

Font F has half the quantity of font E. Price... ..... 1250 lengths, 216 pieces. Price... ....-.+-+-.-++ 6000 i 

There is no charge for case with large fonts. Case for font B is $1.25, net; for font D, 75e, net. No separate case is made for fonts i 
E, F or I which are seldom wanted alone. When fonts G and I are ordered together a case is furnished to hold them both. 1 

i 
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] The above illustration of the Paragon Brass Galley shows very — SS | 

] clearly their superior construction. Our patent corner lock (shown Re é 

| / in the upper right-hand corner) and the manner in which the sides are rivited to the ——2 ~ 

i bottom (not screwed on as others are) make these the most rigid and longest-wearing ey 

ta galleys on the market. Another feature which still further enhances their value to the ; . f 

i printer is the peculiar shape of the sides (shown in the left-hand corner of the illustration). This projection or ridge at the top of the sides 

: enables the workman to get an easy and firm hold when lifting the galley—a great saving in “ pi” and the many delays arising therefrom. | 

. PARAGON BRASS NEWSPAPER GALLEYS PARAGON BRASS MAILING GALLEYS 
. } . Single Column, 98x 28% inches inside... .... . . . .$250 CEC RED NES sy 
| Single Column, 3%4x15%4 inches inside. .......... 200 14x30 inches inside . . . $300 | 74x23) inches inside . . $375 

i Single Column, 3%4x 11%4 inches inside... ........ 175 614x234 inches inside . . 350 | 10x23/¢inches inside. . . 475 

Ta Medium Column, 5 x23%4 inches inside. ....... - 2% 
| ; r Doble Column, 84 x 23% inches inside... ... . .. 300 SPECIAL SIZES OF ALL PARAGON GALLEYS | 

1H oa oat Be Sb Ge tneh eS ANID ae ee cee aoe To estimate sizes not listed add inside width in inches and frae- | 
i Double Column, 64x 11%4 inches inside... ........ 225 ‘, ie in Gi ; ;, 

| Triple Column 814 x 2384 inches inside 350 tions to one-half inside length in inches and fractions—multiply 

i ee an ae tcc emer nee aiica Wee ates this sum by 20, points off two places and the result is the price ] 
Four Column, —_ 10x 23%4 inches inside. . Bats rie ae ‘ ai ‘ 

/ i ; hive Colarun 13 x23% inches inside... . . ee Sg Og) of either Newspaper or Job Galley. For Mailing Galleys figure ] 

Hal Six Column, 45 | 'x03%% inches inside’ 2). 2S) poo, the Same way but add 80 cents for closiny ends. : | 
| : Seven Column, 17!4x23%4 inches inside... ........ 625 EXAMPLE :—For a galley measuring 914x234, take 914 (inside | 

Fight Column, 1924x23%4 inches inside... ........ 70 width) add 11% (half inside length) which make 21%; multiply by | 

/ : 20 and the result is $4.22!4 the price of such a special galley. i 

| PARAGON BRASS JOB GALLEYS | 
: i : ea PARAGON GALLEY LOCK 

; 6x10 inches inside . . . .$200 | 12x18inchesinside . . . . $400 | 

HH 8%4x13 inches inside .. . 250 14x21 inches inside... . 475 e = 

il 9x14 inches inside... . 275 | 15x22inchesinside... . 52 e 

/ 10x16 inches inside. . . . 325 | 18x25 inches inside... . 700 1 
j \ : 

| * PARAGON LINOTYPE GALLEYS | ; 

iH 8 inch 15 ems or under in width without lock... .... . .$100 ‘ } 

12 inch 15 ems or under in width without lock... .... . . 100 I a | / 
"i 16 inch 15 ems or under in width without lock... ...... 125 ij 

Hy 18 inch 15 ems or under in width without lock. ........ 150 
| 22 inch 15 ems or under in width withoutlock......... 150 This Galley Lock is made of hard brass, the eccentric lever | 

1} 24 inch 15 ems or under in width without lock. ........ 150 gripping the side rail of the galley and holding the type matter i 

| For each additional em over 15 ems pica, add to list price 5 firmly on its feet. Itis very quickly manipulated by being brought i 
| cents. In ordering give exact width of column wanted. against the column and firmly locked with a slight pressure of the I 

i fingers. It can be instantly changed from one galley to another. } 

| Can be used on any style Paragon Galley. | 

| PARAGON BRASS SIMPLEX GALLEYS For Galleys 15 ems or less in width ............. .$100 | 
| Qinches by 18ems.......... .each $125 Per dozen $13 00 Lock wider than 15 ems, add to list price 5 cents per inch or 

; Foot Locks forabove ....... «each 50 fraction thereof. 

| : i e se ae ee eae 
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PARAGON DUMP GALLEY | 

These galleys are made for the purpose of dumping matter into the forms 
by sliding it direct from the galley; see illustration below. The sides of the 

; galley are made shorter than the bottom and are cut on an angle so that the 
beveled edges of the sides rest on the column rules while the bottom rests on 
the stone between the rules. The galley can be used for every conceivable 
description of matter. A four column ad. containing rules, borders or cuts 

may be dumped into a form and closed 
up in a few seconds as against minutes = (i | 

in the old way. It prevents the drop- » se | 
:. ping of letters, rules, slugs or leads and WW ; 

the transposition of letters or figures in the hurry of making-up is y | 
impossible where it is used. These galleys are made in 12 and 21- S77 
inch lengths and may be had in any number of columns in width. _ eee ess | 

pS ares " a | —__PRICES OF PARAGON DUMP GALLEY ul oc | 
; 1 12 $325 Py $450 ae a) 

2 12 425 21 550 “ 
3 12 525 21 650 4 f " | 
4 12 625 21 750 ether > 
5 12 725 21 850 - sinitgs ¥ | 

) eee eee T 
: 

For each additional column in width add $1.00 to list price. A 12- : 
inch galley takes 8-inch matter; 21-inch, 17-inch matter. Price for 
galleys 24 inches long, taking 20-inch matter, add $1.00 to price of 21- 
inch galleys. In ordering, give width of column and column rules. 

Patented November 9, 1909 e 4 

Lae 

wei eS 
li Ree 

i) 
ca i — | 

: —= iF | 
: el ae 

; MADE IN — “ Fy 

BRASS AND ZINC 

We make these galleys on special machinery of our own construction. A comparison will prove their superiority over all other low 

priced galleys. The corners are square and accurately braced ; the sides and back true, allowing the type to stand squarely on its feet; 

the finish is smooth and clean and there is a projection on each side to protect the type while the galley is being putin or taken out ofa 

cabinet. The fold of metal on each side affords a drain which promotes quick drying of the type when washed with lye and rinsed / 

with water. 

. 
| 

STANDARD BRASS GALLEYS STANDARD ZINC GALLEYS | 

sie 99 100280 500 size 89 100 250 500 

. INSIDE OR LESSOR OVER OR OVER OR OVER WSIDE OR LESSOR OVER OR OVER OR OVER 

Single Column ...@.. . 34x23% $150 $140 $130 $120 Single Column ..... . . 374x234 $075 $070 $065 $060 

Single Column, half length . 3%x1114 120 110 100 90 Single Column, half length . 34x 114 60 55 50 45 | 

Double Column... ... . 64x28% 200 190 180 170 Double Column... ... . 64x23 100 95 90 85 ] 

Triple Column ...... . 8%x23% 260 250 240 230 TripleColumn ...... . 87%x23% 130 125 120 115 | 

* JOD: wis coviaes ee ards eee Lee, 160 150 140 130 MOD i lalicls: os doe poe eure eure. 80 Wi) 70 65 i 

JOB. sc SG aieaeee eure sg ores 190 180 170 160 SOD Faia See be Aiea eae eee: 95. 90 85. 80 | 

MOD: Segre) o ogaeey ea ae 260 250 240 230 JOR eae Gained ee pecan 130 125 120 Me i} 

iling, Single Column . . 344x224 190 180 170 160 Mailing, Single Column . . 374x224 95 90 85 | 

Manin Double Column . . 64x 2954 240° 230 220 210 Mailing, Double Column . . 64x22 120 115 110 105 / ; 

GALVANIZED IRON STORAGE GALLEYS | 
| 

These galleys are made of high grade Galvanized Iron in the same manner as our popular Standard Galleys. They are true, flat and } 

rigid and are the most economical Storage Galley ever before placed on the market. 
) 

ie = ses I 2 1 eS E e sti a s ee eS 

insive 99 OR LESS 100 Of OVER 250 Of OVER | 500 OR OVER sie 99 OR LESS 100 Of OVER 260 Of OVER | 500 OR OVER 

er ames (eine a entice Gare Le gniggs CoAT GES 64 | 
x 10 40 $038 $0 36 $0 34 10 x 16 $0 70 $0 68 $0 66 $0 | 

8% x 13 "6 48 46 44 12 x 18 90 88 86 84 | 

SSS a ge ge | 

Special sizes made to order. ‘ 
| 
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vi MUSTANG MAILING GALLEYS GAUGE PINS AND FEED GUIDES—Continued i 

vin 
Wi See under Mailing Machines. é All 

1 SS es - 
Ha) WOOD GALLEYS aay ti‘“CSS i 

HW 4 x6inside .......9020 | 7 x@inside..... . $056 d oh Flexible Feed i 
Hi | 5 x 8inside....... 2% | 8 x10inside. Needy eae "Guide 
; 5 xlbinside....... 90 | 8 x2dinside....... 60 Ss justi ft 1 ith tongues. . $1.00 | 

Bee eS Bley epee es ee 
i 6 xl0inside |||. ... 90 | 9 xi8inside....... 70 She sue rae 
a 6 xainside,. 6. 80) (P10 eae ipide. . oe. | o'. % ae = _— 

ti e%xtinside | |... 60 | SMxDinside. |... BO eee. Sa) : 

ay worked beneath oa SC ae , 

; ] WORKING GALLEY OR JOB BANK the gripper, 
Wy per dozen . . $060 
ih Brass Lined, with sixteen Sort Boxes and one pair brackets, Extension Feed i Extension Feed Guide 

Tit working space 94x23 inches, space for }4 Rule Case, all Guide, per pair, tah 

3 fastened on end of cabinet or similar space ..... . . $2000 including extra pair of short guides and tongues. . . . $100 

] | Zine Lined, with sixteen Sort Boxes and one pair brackets, Perfect Register Gauge; a 2 a = 

7} working space 934x23 inches, space for 4 Rule Case, all truly perfect register SS Se, = 

Hl | fastened on end of cabinet or similar space ....... 1600 gauge; one size; price per SJ Rea 

: set of three, including er onan retal i 

dozen extratongues . $125 erfect Register Gauge 

GALLEYS NOT LISTED Eccentric Stud Gauges, per set of three... --..- +. . . 907% 
Other makes of Galleys can be furnished promptly and at the Morse Gauge Pins, perdozen...... We Ce oe 

regular prices. Morse Gauge Pins, per half dozen . . grate yes sneer ee 

Morse Gauge Pins,-per set of three... .-.. - Sande 

ae fa 1A GRIPPER FINGERS 

| GALLEY RACKS fi Se 
il Y/) eey 1 Se — 

i The convenience of a strong, well built 7} fy, 6 BETWEEN~LINE 

j | galley rack can scarcely be overestimated. It i J These fingers are fastened to the grippers by set screws. They 

] occupies but little room, is bolted to the wall, Ip Ty are especially useful for work having small margins, or no margin 

i out of the way, and holds galleys of matter Sh fi at all, where the gripper would be useless. They attach firmly to 

ia which would otherwise annoy the compositors. a) J the gripper, and can be relied on to pull any sheet from the form. 

a Their cost, considering their capacity and fs Is For label work they are indispensable. They vary in size and 

i | utility is slight, and they are a desirable and J py si shape to suit all varieties of work. Made in three shapes and each 

ial permanent fixture wherever used. Fi Tp shape made in two sizes, 4 inch for small and 1 inch for large 

b Tip If gripper. | 
| ys 

ii} TRO HOI 36 GENEVE 5 cost eae ei eee 0 es Wither Hagen <0 tala ies outa ater le is W080 
| Tohola 10. Galleys ce. Seo ce oo Pa Complete Cross-bar (crosses any size platen) ......-- + 150 ‘ | 

i Toholdi2Galleys. .......... 600 J/¥ySctayy) Aes | 

| : Tohold15Galleys....--..-.-++ 750 Ei 7 it IRON GAUGE PIN DRAWER SSS | 

1 Tohold 20Galleys...........- 1000 y & ers 

Tl Secured under press —— 

A ten table; for gauge pins @quammammaag itm % | 

| when not in use. Size, PX ~~ < | 

| 4 244x3% inches. STITT TER | 

a it No. 14 DETACHABLE GALLEY . Priceeach ... . ... $025 . 

i wy BRACKET WITH SOCKET By mail,each .... 32 

: r & Ne Price per pair... . . . $040 eh 

1au) A, Made to attach to the per- INK KNIVES 
Ss we pendicular surface and 

me are the style of bracket ROUND OR SQUARE END SPATULAS, STYLEJA 
. used on the above . 

] ~ galley rack. aan vif Tr —————— 
. . Opa | WS . 

. EE 
| GAUGE PINS AND FEED GUIDES — " - 

j Prong Wire, per dozen... . . . $025 GERON sins tee a ele Beh ay - » $100 
} | Origiinl snags (n'tont sises,Nos-1; BANGke sion oaloe i wee, eNOS (ole INO, ete ag et ane } 

| 2,3and 4, perdozen..... . 60 

j } —— Golden Steel, made in six sizes, SQUARE END PALLET, STYLE B ees 

] Prong Wire Nos. 1,2,3,4,5and6,perdozen. 40 _ | 

| No. 1 Gauges are 12 points high and Gr eee) | 
| ye inch lip; No. 2, 15 points high and ys g ow } 

i inch lip; No. 3, 18 points high and % = : s / 
] Cruel inch lip; No. 4, 12 points high and short — tetas } 

| lip; No. 5, 15 points high and ¥ inch lip; ; é 

} Nees aa potutenten snd winghltp, al SINC eee 8 NO ne ae 

] gauges with tongues are 12 points high. Sinch 5G 5b. eas boa 2 OO Hl) ARRON 5 5, see ohslet, okey ae Od ; 

/ Golden Steel Spring Tongue, per dozen, (Cee 4 
consisting of 12 large INK SLICE coe? ee | 
pins and 12 large feet 2 } 

ta Ses tongues extra... . . $120 Brass Handle a or oe < — |) 
| Ss s2/ Spring Tongue, per set of Steel Blade eles alll ae = 

1] three, with three long i = | 

Spring Tongue extratongues..... 40 PLIGG ACU ete J | 

| $$ $$ Sse? | 
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INK REDUCERS LEAD RACKS 
Ink hes uP eee Tenis ene -. :450 BOSTON LEAD RACK uu. 

. Blectrum tt  Madeinfoursections, which [ith iinr Chesapeake Economy Compound, 1 pound can . Eee iy ae Sere desiree: a if aaeeee ! Chesapeake Economy Compound, 5poundcan........ 925 76 different lengths stamped } ae aaaeaea ; Chesapeake Economy Compound, 10 pound can. . . 0002 os Oo acetigasaneeni: Wage eeceane 
0 —— modate lengths from 4 to 7 picas a aaaeeqaaay 

INK SLABS A varying by ens, and from 7 to 60 a ANNAN AANA 
picas by ems. c Dan on 

: » MARBLE No. 1holds 4 to 15ems . . $090 ng naa 
8xi2inches. . $125 | 12x18inches. . $200 | 18x24inches. . $375 No. 2holds 16 to 30 ems . . 120 nee ) 

(0. 3 holds 31 to 45ems . . 150 | { 
. ° espe y No. 4 holds 46 to 60ems . . 180 | | NW | N 

LABEL HOLDERS remem) NNN SNL 
[nhc ——— | an, 

" ge i$ i es = Hi 1 / F 
[a 2 i) | i i 

: S| i. 4 oat’ | | 
| tt N NANVANNN | Made of brass and are supplied complete with cards and tacks, ee an SEAL ENTS ALAND be 

and make a great improvement in the appearance of case fronts, a ee | Pecartat 
5 size 1 x 54 inches. ae am | iy 
' Perdozen........ $050 | Per100.......... #275 : en ee | 

—— en eet | | - Wat 
LEADER BOXES re | Debi Voksen pen tetare ete 

We offer here two types of practical Leader Boxes, both strong, eg ne eta tee Ses ; 
well made and unexcelled in the purpose for which each is intended. oe! Senn EUREKA LEAD RACK : 

(FEO yp mr # ss | I ‘ 2 a ; 
fi yam 24 n two sections, each section hold. 

y ane 7 oe ae ing lengths sont 4 to 28 ems, vary 
} ing by ems. One section may be 

; Pees eile ee oe used for leads and the other for j 
a secant) Pe pee me | slugs. The partitions in this rack 
l s he Sy oa (si ee)| are placed on an incline to prevent 

d 7 P sn ae \ the leads and slugs from falling. 
h Aeorave <a orgewnree tl pueemml)| Price of Rack......... . $250 
e eee — a See A font of labor-saving reglet to 

LOTHEWAWALTON MTG.CO. ual ae ez fill Eureka rack, consists of 170 yds. 
0 eo a Eureka Lead Rack cut into 2,250 pieces, 30 pieces of pica 

Ba ca and 60 pieces of nonpareil for each 
Hamilton Leadon Box of the 25 different lengths. Weight 114lbs. Price... . . . $425 

For the job man the Hamilton Box is probably the best, as it WISCONSIN LEAD RACK 
can be used anywhere about the office, carried to the job bank or In the Two-Tier Wisconsin Rack leads and slugs lie flat and 

- used on a stone. For the type compositor the May’s Box is un- will not pi. There are compartments to take leads from 4 to 124 
> doubtedly the best, as it does not cover the type boxes when in use ems, varying by ens, and from 13 to 60 ems, varying by ems, the a 
; and is placed in a certain position and kept there. nee seeped eee ae comparenont Compa aeny are 
‘3 inche: 5 7 5. i. 

. Ke LT The Four-Tier Wisconsin Rack has two compartments each 
f & NE a at for all sizes in the Two-Tier Rack described above, and is similar 

CM i PI in design and construction. One compartment of each size may 
D THe Hinton mts co, a be used for leads and the other for slugs or reglet. Will hold 
Bestia Hamilion Leader Box, size 1,500 pounds of leads and slugs. 

sar esc 5x8x1% inches, weight — Wisconsin Lead Rack .... . . Two-Tier $600 Four-Tier $9 00 
ies a 6 ounces. 
So List Price, per dozen . - #250 
etna Rane geecs ees cache pact 

ispoattiomte | ( 3 Ee ee Seri 
Rn iy May’s Patent Leader Box, i | | | ae ne 

—- size 434 x 6% x 11 inches, } HAV 

PB Owecieht 4 ounces. | HERRE 
Fe z List Price, per dozen. . $5 00 } } | ; 

f Bschac at hoe a) east OO i | | BEER 
| : AA AAR AANSERREREREEES | an ae nose aoCOn nn + ac EOnBnBnAaE 
Fee PE ‘ | | || Hilt 

” May’s"Leader Box a | / | | 7 

D SLUGS ated HEA 
i Ra | 

ee EY ' MAG allele lallontat laa 
We believe we have reached the top notch in the manufacture eee ; j ne | 

of Paragon Metal Leads and Slugs. Our equipment for making ) | aan | | || i 
them 24 inches long and of standard height consists of special | | } Wi 

machinery of our own construction. Paragon means ‘a model | ; 5 

of excellence” and because these are models of excellence we call | | i Ht | L 
them Paragon Leads and Slugs. They are not shaved; do not stick 1 | / | RRARAS } ARERR 

together; have no scratches, lumps, blow-holes or flaws of any ea AA Soe eee oo can | 

‘ kind; the metal used is the best mixture known for such material ; a mana | | ; ; 
0 they are a beautiful silver gloss; accurate to guage, and are put | | | i) | | } | | | / } ia} Hythe ‘ 

up in 10 1b. packages well wrapped and labeled. A box contains a | } } aeaaaea: PeReeea 

fifteen packages or 150 pounds. We can not say too much for these aaa a } ia | WA j 

goods. In comparing them with any others, one is surprised that a ae: | PERE TTT LLG 4 

there can be so much superiority as ours show when placed side aoa 

by side with those of other make. 
, 

For prices and other data see page 19. Four-Tier Wisconsin Lead Rack 

Sone ee: 
t 
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j REGLET FOR WISCONSIN LEAD RACKS IMPROVED LITTLE GIANT | 

} The rack can be utilized for reglet as well as leads and slugs. / This machine retains all the desirable : 

A font of Labor-Saving Reglet to fill a Two-Tier Wisconsin Rack features of the original machine with sev- 

} consists of 600 yards cut into 4,554 pieces, 23 pieces of pica, and 46 eral improvements. 

i pieces of nonpareil of each of the 66 different lengths. Weight of The long front bed | 

| reglet 40 pounds. Oa Ta . is a great benefit, as 

| A font of Labor-Saving Reglet to fill a Four-Tier Rack consists na the left hand of the 

} of 1,200 yards, cut into 9,108 pieces, 46 pieces of pica and 92 pieces i operator is only em- 

mii of nonpareil of each of the 66 different lengths. Weight, 80 pounds. \ Cy) ployed in feeding { 

| Price of Reglet for Two-Tier Rack ......-..... + $1400 Benen 
Tae Price of Reglet for Four-Tier Rack»... 2... +. + +. 2800 hy Oe ee 

} Lead and Slug Cabinets and Banks, see under Lead and Slug f*) prety ESCA OF 
tiesia ta 8 006 Ge6ds cnction, ey, the handle, each cut | 

Hil anks in Wood Goods section. ——— MA dropping off the Ss 1 

: i s a’ front bed without : | 
ve) eee ree Ml assistance. } 
| | ee — | | 
- b 

ee 1 1 

vie LEAD AND RULE CUTTERS Se | 

Hii ROUSE AMERICAN 2s SS 
/ Made in four styles. For ten years they have steadily im- fs } SS | 

| | : proved in quality and grown in popularity and have won the <<a ites Oe us gn < ! 

ae reputation of being strictly up-to-date and thoroughly reliable in ~~ & yy Aye aoe er nara ) 

na every particular. The accuracy of fitting and the high quality of eT ee } 

j construction make them a permanent satisfaction in any office. —S wo 4 | 

Recent improvements in these machines make them so much bet- Qe “ie Little Giant No. 12 or No. 18 ! 

} ter that a trial, or even an inspection will convince you of their —_— | 

. superiority. The novel method 
i 

ii of adjusting and locking the No. 1 Little Giant Cutter, guages to 80 picas back extension 1 | 

ae gauges which can be done in a & Ontly. ee Ars RU tee b eas. a! Ge ay eh ges aera 08) | 

ney moment, together with several No. 11 Little Giant Cutter, guages to 80 picas back extension i | 

| other improvements, have met OBEY ee see kta acral amare Zameen Sh arn een exe Oe asin!” 8) cree ig OD) ui 

i with the approval of leading No. 17 Little Giant Cutter, guages to 120 picas back extension « i; 

| printers everywhere. ° Only. (a. aac wtans & bate tae gaeas ae een tyne 0, i 
/ | a No. 12 Little Giant Cutter, guages to 80 picas back and 69 front tl 

| a extonatoiis: Wig nsx Bode eee be awe Sites ake ee 1000 | 
ail _ 4 | No. 18 Little Giant Cutter, guages to 120 picas back and 84 ii 

aa —Z . frontextension. .. 2.26004 ste eee eee ss. 18:00 i 

i i —_— oe > The No. 12 and No. 18 Cutters can be furnished with the self- 

van re SS Poms locking nonpareil and pica guage for $1.00 extra. } 
} as . | 

Ha = ——_ j 
| 

md 6 met / 
MY 

i > ~ SINGLE GUAGE — A cheap lead i 
| S32 Oe cutter. The 

ROUSE AMERICAN py DEAD CUE aa } nite nasa | 
i No. 1 j ee shear cut, thus | 

| a oF * making the 
ae machine avail- 

A nus ’ able for cutting thin brass 
Rouse American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 1, not graduated; il rule as well as leads. 

eapacity 14inches.~< 64 ie 6 oss ne aa eae ol a) ve $'G:00. " Price ....... . $200 tT 

Rouse American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 10, graduated to ; : | 
picas; capacity S4ems .. 2... - 22 - eee oe es TO 

i Rouse American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 20, Automatic | 
Locking Guages; capacity 105 picas by nonpareils .. . . 1000 ia. —s q 

i ROUSE LINOTYPE prs << _) i 

. SLUG CUTTER Q¢ 
CSS em ip The Rouse Lino- 
—Se ae A / O (\ Slug Cutter has 

; . 1 been designed for i ROUSE AMERICAN ‘ . \y iets pur 
No. 30 po me pose of cutting sin- ‘ > eeasteestomressssc\ Sasol A 1 

if fonds ~~ . gle linotype slugs, ! 

coc niin { | P ss —_ NN and, in addition i 
a = 9 fn’ . to its being very | 

ae eer ee ay Se apy lal | ] ) strong and com- | 

gy a a iy SD vact, embodies ! 
‘a al af many valuable th 

time-saving, aceu- 
racy insuring features found in no similar machine. The guage | 
can be set instantly to any measure up to thirty-one picas by | 

: either nonpareils or points. The guage locks automatically. You | 
1 : simply “push the button” (release the lock), slide the gauge to the i 

The guages can be set instantly. They can be set to 6 points as desired measure, and let go. The guage can not possibly slip or | E 
well as 12 points. The front guage can also be set quickly and be forced back, once it is locked. The guage is accurate, and, i 
positively from 1 point to 45 picas. It is impossible for either guage owing to its unique construction, remains accurate. The knives i j 
to slip, or for material, however thin, to get under the bed guage. are made of the best steel, properly tempered. The upper knife is 

| The bed and. guage-rods are graduated to picas and numbered shaped so as to secure a shear cut, and is held firmly in position ! 
| every five 12 point ems, the back guage-rod to indicate the measure by a rigid guide. Ample power is provided for cutting the thickest ; 

when extended beyond the end of the bed. The cutting arrange- slugs and, as the guage can not slip nor the knife spring from its ; 
ment is operated by a combined lever and provided with a shear- work, a clean, square cut is assured, and each lot of slugs must be : 

; cut for brass and a straight cut for leads. The support to the right of uniform length. It will pay you to throw out your old-style 
| prevents any sag in the material between the front guage and the machines and purchase one of these time-saving tools. With one a 

i back knives. In cutting very short pieces, it may be turned back of these cutters at his elbow, the compositor need not waste his 
| out of the way. Capacity of bed-guage, up to 105 picas by 6 points. time running to and from a saw or waiting for another man to get i 

Capacity of front guage up to 45 picas by points. through with the machine. 

} Rouse American Lead and Rule Cutter, No.30..... . . . $1200 Rouse Linotype Slug Cutter... . . . Serene We 108: 

. e i 
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ble ; he LETTERING PALLET FOR BOOKBINDERS MAILING-LIST MATERIAL 

ts, , $14, : rm ap. For styles and prices of mailing type and abbreviations made 
7 at i by us with other information see page 31. 

. b En | . " sen . __A Mailing Galley 6!4x8's will hold four columns 8 or 9 ems pica 
# a ba, wide, single line names or about 460 names to galley, including 
; sy 6 ill i= nonpareil reglet between lines; a galley 7}4x23!4 will hold five 

f P » columns 8 ems pica wide or about 57 single line names; a galley 
ne 10x23 will hold seven columns 8 ems pica wide or about 805 single 

ft line names; or the same galley will hold six columns 9 ems pica 

. wide or about 690 single line names. For prices of galleys see 

if TheserLetterink Food from either end. An in- under Galleys. 
a ' Pallets are made of dispensable tool for book- Reglet any size up to and including pica, cut ten ems long or 

solid brass, substan- binders. We are agents under, price perhundred .... 2.2. eee ee + S015 
tially and handsomely ore for the Brass Type, Bor- Brass Reglet for Mailing Galleys, nonpareil thickness (run- 

made and is conceded ders and Ornaments made ning lengthwise of galley), each. ........+-++.- 050 
to be one of the best by the Missouri Brass 

obtainable. Aline 4% Type Foundry Co., of St. =o Sane 
(nthes jong icanthe Louis, and will furnish 
used, and its adjust- specimen book of same 

S ment is governed by | on application. MAILING MACHINES 
the two thumb-screws Price of the Lettering ri 
which centre the line Pallet, each . . . $6.00 ¥ 8 LONGLEYS TIMES MAILERS 
with one operation & 

8 
' ‘pi > These Mailers are simple and com- 

a . pact in construction. Easily handled, 
a8 | quick in action and accurate. Every 

Pra X motion positive and the speed J 

kil NN of the machine is governed 

. MAIL AND SUBSCRIPTION LIST BOOK ; Ne» only by the skill of the opera- 

0 
me ¢ Pr % tor. All parts are inter- 

eas 2, wa ei <P, changeable. Full and 
: ee THE = See concise information 

0 eee KEYSTONE eS concerning these most 

_ a See. ay eS The Lever Cut Sania valuable cerns 

Paes eee ae ‘ “ willbe cheerfully sent 

eee Rae 4 SSO Sin aplication. 
00 | Gee es 1, haa 7% 7 

Bier || ei ie 1 aa 
it Pati] ee eee These are the 

it Geert Seem = eae best and most : 
i ace RIE Sa widely known i C bas 

bi e Pe ‘ mailerson the mar- Ae 

> ket. Both styles  » {:\ | eae 

ad 
are made in two » y ‘y i 

izes, to take 14 — “at } / 

‘ By this system the names and addresses ane 18 incl stripe: . ef: | | 

i: of subscribers are kept on movable labels or When noises "Ds ORE, {4 a 

. tags, which are securely held in position by vend kivaye ee Ne , i t jj 

" a simple patented device, but which can be send the 1% inch. SAS ? we : 

iN removed or changed in aninstant. The date : Si Se hy 

of subscription, payment, ete., can be kept Lever Cut Mailer, weight ~~ S Reliable 

on the margin adjacent to labels for a num- Bib. 30z... . . . $2000 —— 

so) ber of years. By this method no erasure or Reliable Mailer, weight 
q 

mutilation of the list or book need occur. 21b.150z. ..... 2000 

In case a name is to be dropped from the 
list, remove the label and insert a new one, \ “eau 

or the same label turned presents a new _ WING-HORTON { 

direction tag. If a change of address is de- 2 

sired from one list to another, the labels or i MAILER 

- tags can be shifted by the most simple ma- JS » One of the best mailing ma- 

4 nipulation. By this system of keeping lists, fo 5 chines on the marke, They are 

in yon always Mave the subscribers aeconn ae rapid and have been improved until 
r before you, with the date that it is paid to. -’ 6 ~~ Baie they are as perfectly constructed 

s The leaves and back of this book are made Fa f ag and durable as it is possible to make 

:, of very best material, and will last for years. a | : ¢ them. These mailers are used by 

n 1 — dpe some of the largest publishing 
PRICES OF BOOKS Ve @p!) houses inthecountry. For further ; 

5 
a | a. | information send for circular. 

5 All books are made double or single f al om ¢ 

e column to page except the 500 name book, 7 Cae NN 

: which is made single column only, and the a af ow tl 

‘ 5000 name book, which is made double ( 1 aN 

‘ column only. Yen gi} s SIZES AND PRICES 

t Bou Nantiad | ater veg son oe hI 8) CEO) Vx i, Z a a 

U ea int sic seen | ae NS Me No. 1 Mailer, 1% inches. . . $20 00 

4 Ay Named Bo ened es = i aaa Pao | ELE No. 2 Mailer, 244 inches. . . 2500 

i oo Ronee Doe ee ce ak NX Ise No. 3 Mailer, 2%4 inches. . . 3000 | 

s Dee ARE pees - WO — No. 4 Mailer, 3 inches. . . 3500 

s OOO aa eai tess peta ey S = No. 5 Mailer, 334 inches. . . 4000 
n SO Name crete Mon SUT ae aR 0 eer a Y* No. 6 Mailer, 3% inches. . . 45.00 } 
t 0 Names, ..-.----- Sue 

= 

: Extra Labels, per 1000 (postage 22 ets. ex.) 50 

: Other sizes made to order. ACME MAILER ; 

e Single Column Books are 15 inches in length, 

s and 8 inches wide. _ A good low-priced mailer, of which a great many are in use. 

rf Double Column Booksare 15inchesinlength, Exact size and shape It is built on the same lines as some of the higher priced mailers. } 

and 14 inches wide. of moveable label ROWS Maton” ctu! 055 svete ace. eek Bb iel ie: Belo are 9 eee SLO 
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/ MUSTANG MAILER MITER BOXES 
: Prints di- 3k 
: rectly on the ss This Miter Box a 

; paper or envel- a 225 Lae ismadeoflumer |/ —— 
j ope. The pla- ee Ct hat is built up of esr y 
| ten and its Se ees different layers, | fsa us ld : 

] frame moves (ON i —————— —  ——S—éiéwitth «the grain FP |e : 
automatically, ~ ——_— =e crossed, which SS tte PF ' 
printing one %, a= §= makes it practical- BS] a 

' address at a | Ea ly unbreakable. = 
/ Bae TUE me i 
| three-line (8 pt) . su Unbreakable Miter Boxes, 13}4ems wide .......... . $050 \ 

; addresses. Unbreakable Miter Boxes, 3 incheswide.......... 60 
| The Mustang Mailer occupies a space of 37 inches in length Old Style Miter Boxes, 3inches wide ............. 50 

é and 4%4 inches in width, and is made wholly of iron without springs Tron Miter Box, 1% inches wide, for slugs, rules, ete... - . . 250 
| or complications of any kind. The mail list is made up in galleys 

: ten or thirteen ems pica wide on the inside. Each galley holds 
| seventy-five addresses. The weight of the machine is fifteen ne 
; pounds, and of the galleys one pound. 
{ Price, 10em ...... .$1000 | Price, 18em ...... .$1400 

/ MITERING MACHINES 
MUSTANG MAILING GALLEY 

| Z 
/ Zinc bottom (10ems) . . .$050 | Brass bottom (10 ems) . . $075 PLETE MACHINE og FA ‘ 

iG Dotto Pena) ees lw ye ee gO OO) ZA 
/ For prices and styles of Mustang Galley Cabinets see Cabinets. fi) Wie 

el) Sn 
MERCANTILE ADDRESSING MACHINE lM Si A 

iH This machine is operated by foot power or is fitted for steam Mn £4 Sian 
when so ordered. Prints and moves the next address into place at ON IN 

ia one motion of the foot. It is built of iron and steel in the most , VS Ak > 4 
a substantial manner, very simple in all its parts, and will last a life- ag Z ea OS 5 
/ time. Envelopes, Letters and Circulars can be addressed in the 9 = 7S” Use > 

shortest time with the utmost accuracy. With one of these ma- LSE es ~~ 
eh chines your office boy or girl can attend to mailing your circulars, ES aia he 
iia etc., at the rate of 2,000 or more an hour. Costs but a trifle to keep ESE ow —— 

: your list corrected up to date. Names can be stored away in a <M =a | a 
| neat convenient cabinet, occupying less space than by any other L 5 = | “SS 
; system. Names can be set in type or linotype slugs can be used. — 3 

No. 1—For 10 em‘names «5 2 6. bo ee wie +. 5 $8500 
' No. 2—For 14emnames ..... 265-0 ee ee sess + 4000 Se 
i No. 8—For16.em names. ..... 2. 6 ee eee eee + - 5000 

t No. 4—For 16 em names, with Duplicating Attachment . . . . 100.00 : The vale bolder hha iu angio nt 
| For further information write for circular. ’/ ainaty deurees! 40 when placed in 
/ y) (Fe a central position you can miter | 

— ag [ [> square sets without changing its 
7 “i 22am! position. It is easily set by a pin 

MALLETS | ae ee for any desired angle, having no 
eee lines to guess at, thereby enabling 

f These wooden mallets are made of thor- JOINTER the operator to obtain the required 
j oughly seasoned and selected stock, handles angle positively accurate at all 

screwed in, finished in oil. Attractive shape. times. It is graduated by 12-point 
ems and has two guages, the left hand guage having a supporter i 
that enters any one of the holes of even ems, and by turning the 
supporter each quarter turn it lengthens or shortens the measure i 
a 6-point em. You can get the inside measure by placing 2, 3 or 4 

Our lignumvite mallets are especially rec- points between the supporter and gauge. The knife is held firmly 
ommended. They are heavier than hickory by two serews and is regulated by two adjusting screws. A Jointer 

ike i for sharpening the knife to the proper angle is furnished with each mallets and wear like iron. i f 
machine. This enables the operator to always have the same bevel 

No. 1—Hickory, small, size 2x4! inches, weight 10 ounces . $0 25 which is a very essential point in order to obtain a clean cut. The 
No. 2—Hickory, medium size, 3x5 inches, weight1 pound .. 30 bed is indexed 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 respectively, representing 

I No. 8—Hickory, large size, 3'4x6 inches, weight 1}4 pounds . 40 the different angles for a 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 sided figure, there- 
No. 4—Lignumvite, size 14x24 inches, weight5 ounces .. 30 fore doing away with lines you have to guess at. The handle 
No. 5—Lignumvite, size 1%x3 inches, weight 7ounces ... 40 strikes a rubber tube which does away with noise and jar received 
No. 6—Lignumyita, size 24x3}4 inches, weight 10 ounces .. 50 on other machines. 
No. 7—Lignumvitz, size 3x5 inches, weight 144 pounds ... 65 ae ae i: ; ¥ ‘ 
No. 8-Lignumvita, size 344x5'% inches, weight 2'4 pounds . 70 Hansen's Complete Mitering Machine, with or without clip a 

No. Iron bound, weight 16 pounds... .......... 100 CUB oe ee ee mie tone nie wa ee cles = aoe, ol 

RAWHIDE BOUND MALLETS 
he CHANDLER AND PRICE MITERING MACHINE 

The most durable, finest finished and hand- 
somest made. Positively will not split. Miters perfectly all kinds of brass or a 

- metal rule. By adjusting the serew at the \ \ 
2 inch face $ 60 end of the hub the 
2inch face 75 cutting wheel re- is 
3 inch face 100 ceives sufficient > ee 

movement on the | mn 

SOLID RAWHIDE MALLETS stud to readily ad- — 
i mit of cutting rule y 

to exacts lengths. x a 
The knife is made of the best ey, 
steel and is easily sharpened. 

No. 4—Diam. 2 in. ,length 344 in., weight 10 oz. $075 Price... .. +... . . . $1500 
No. 5—Diam. 2% in., length 44 in., weight 20 0z. 150 Weight boxed, 42 pounds. “3 

. 
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THE ROUSE MITERING MACHINE NUMBERING MACHINES 

Re Q Sa , AMERICAN NUMBERING RS 
> —_AB MACHINE < 

Qe i — ee __ em 
: Per (| a Al _— A new design made entirely BORN 2) 

Se of steel. Strictly high-grade, — Sh 
Sf Sa se combining strength and sim- poo AL, 

wa) plicity of construction with ab- Srey 
A solute accuracy. Designed to PAY - ” 

: be locked in a form same as eae | p 
50 Ca \y _type, either with or without Ae 7 

a \ type matter, and can be used ‘Be 
i iN with entire success on both job y 

50) q or cylinder presses. Plungers | 
\ A, ; are made from bar steel and are J 

re coe in one piece. The “No.” en- 
— Re graved thereon is not removeable Oo 
statue, therefore cannot wear loose or get N 12345 

y lost. Extra plungers, blank or with calla ; 
engraved letters or characters Impression of Figures | 

Pert Stibonten allie goed features of similar tools, and in addition, can’ be furnished at orcenta cacti 
is equipped with a Positive Point Guage that sets instantly and - x 
locks automatically to points, enabling the operator to eater rales Model: Now), 8) yaseelasre $6 00 iL Model Neu pipe ahes ean 4 
to picas, nonpareils or points inside as well as outside measure— . j 
a feature not possessed by any other miterer. WETTER TYPE-HIGH NUMBERING MACHINE 

The Gauge Rod on which the Gauge Head slides, is graduated ? 
doipicas and numbered avery-tive euiayand alec tine Gai iiig iotsiies Can be locked in the form the same as type by itself, or sur- f 
milled on one side six points apart. These notches are engaged by rounded by type to number and print at one impression, as all the : 
four teeth of corresponding taper on the end of the locking-bolt figures can be properly inked ; and can be successfully used either 
which is held firmly in position by a stiff spring. These teeth seat 0” 2 cylinder or job press. 7 
on their sides and do not touch at the bottom, which makes them Each impression of the press automatically changes the num- 
self-centering, takes up all play or lost motion, and also com- bers. The Wetter is operated by plunger containing the word 
Densutce tor went No.” to precede the figure. This “No.” slide is removable with- 

The Point Adjustment is secured by turning thumb nut, one _‘OUt_ taking the form from the press and any other character such 
revolution of which moves the gauge exactly six points; therefore as “A” “B” “*” etc., can be inserted in its place in a moment. 
one-sixth of a revolution (one notch) towards you adds one point, =" cen EE , With ‘gach ma: 
two notches two points, ete., the whole being an improved form of or pe mA a chine we furnish a 
the gauge used on the Rouse No. 30 Rule Cutter. Printers who BY eel ho\A\ “blank” slide to use j 
have heretofore been unable to miter to exact points, inside meas- We Wh pak \) ‘ in the place of the 
ure, will instantly appreciate the value of this important feature. OP NORMae) AR) word No.” when ; 

The Rule Holder or Guide is provided with two hardened steel ‘ V1 (}) lL d working the ma- 
pins, that engage the circular slot in the table, and is located and =f \ ae i \ chines on a job press i 
locked at the exact angle wanted, by a pin that passes through the {j= men OS ai eee ae ose q 
holder and into the proper hole in the table, which is drilled and oaaiaicaaeer ear TS ? desirable to have 
indexed for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 sided figures. The faces of the OE Tea ae 
holder are at an angle of ninety degrees, so that square sets can be ' WETTER: O RK USA, y using a “frisket.”” 

ot cut without any change whatever.f A f so Ret oa ese 7 
i The Knife Holder travels in two slots milled in the body of the [ELAR DEI : ghed” or 
= machine, these slots being considerably wider than the guides on ee knurled” in place : 
ts the knife holder, thus permitting the knife to be fed up to the work f of being smooth, 
in with each downward movement, the inner face of the slots forming highly polished or “damask- : 
a a positive stop or limit, beyond which the knife holder cannot go. NO 12 356 eened” which prevents the 
1 The knife which is made of the best tool steel, carefully har- ° machines from “riding up , 

a dened, is set in the knife holder at just the right angle to secure . e ; ___ or falling out of the form. 
the best results, and is provided with one large holding screw and Don't have to be “locked up” so tightly. The Drop Cipher is of 

ll two fine adjusting screws, by means of which it is held firmly and new construction, and can be guaranteed not to get low, even 

nt adjusted quickly and accurately. The edge of the knife is ground under very hard usage—the life of a machine depends on this i 
er at the proper angle, wnich can be maintained by using the jointer detail of construction. Each machine is equipped with a ‘‘hold- 
he furnished with the machine. down” screw for be nol ee ae so ee 
re : < ; ‘ any number can be printed a definite number of times. he 
m1 Price complete, with Chip Cup and Jointer. ......... .#2000  piunger is lower than others, permitting working on any cyl- 
ly inder press and it is not necessary to remove the plunger at any § 

er Sete sams time. Plunger is so arranged that the “No.” slide can be removed 
ch without taking the machine from the form, and a letter or char- 
el NEWSPAPER FILES acter of any kind inserted to precede the figures. The Shaft can 
ne be easily removed when making changes from consecutive to skip- 
e HAMILTON’S ping. The wheels are made of hard steel j tie face of all figures 
: sees sy are perfectly flat and the figures are cut deep, ensuring a clear 7 
le ie oes Hae maithen impression. The Wetter is constructed of the best materials; 
od > oN in oil. The fasteni parts are hardened where necessary and the workmanship is the 

ED ao in oil. e fastenings are alba 7 r t 
er ee —iyrass, with steel thumb- best. The Ciphers on all models can be depressed so that the first 

ee, a ES ea Revie poltehen impression would appear thus:"No. 1,” the figures and ciphers 7 
heads. ‘The elacp end of coming to the plane of print automatically when required. Or, if 7 

50 tae fe’ has a flatieatled it is desired to print ciphers to precede the number being printed, \ 
thumbscrew, which is 40 not depress the ciphers, and the first impression will appear 
casaa inoisha slataud thus: “No. 00001.” As regularly made, all models number forward, 
by giving the screw one- advancing consecutively from 1 up. The 5-wheel machines are A 
cuarter of a turn the file entirely automatic. ‘The 6-wheel machines are automatic for five 
ieaouvely locked, They wheels only, and the sixth wheel must be turned by hand as re- j 
ae Gade in tue following quired. Machines that number backward do not automatically 
sla succes onler cites depress the drop cipher; they must be depressed by hand. 

Hummeany Clas furnished if desired. Wetter Standard Model No. 125, 5-wheel, actual size 74 x 134 ‘ 
Z z 2 . inches ; numbers consecutively from 1 to 99999 . . . . . . $1000 

To hold sheets 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 and 34 inches wide. Skipping Wheels, to skip any one number from 2to9, each. 200 
Hamilton Newspaper File, each. ..--- +--+ ++++5> » $125 Letter Slides to take place of the “No.” Slide, 1 letter, each . 50 f 

a Any model can be i 

Be SL aS 2 =~ made, on special order at 
pu ee Ne STEPS ee = =) = an extra charge, to dup- 1 

ae Fea oe eS DRT LIES PRR i Bea ie licate, triplicate, quad- 
Se ee ruplicate, sextuplicate, 

Ps WranaR rin NanrenaperePtlo ete. The {combinations 

3 3 ; ose SS ee se ee fs 
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/ thatjean be made are so varied that it is oftentimes possible to THE “BETTER-WETTER” PLUNGERLESS 

] combine 20 or 30 combinations in one machine by simply changing For use with or without type on printing presses. It is the 
we rachets that are furnished with each machine, é only typographic numberer that prints nothing but the figures, 

] If your wants are clearly stated a machine can be furnished to without “‘No.,” a period or any other prefix or suffix intended to 

| meet your requirements. “gui act as plungers or to prevent the printed sheet from being smeared 
i __ For numbering checks with stubs any number to a page ip- by the revolving fig- = A ping” unit wheels are necessary; these are interchangable with ures. The pressureot AW. Wee a Wa 
] consecutive unit wheels furnished with each machine and can be the platen or cylinder ff DANS Le O. heh 
i adjusted to machine by any printer. We will send a little pamph- — Gnthefiguresoperates ff Ail mba rol FAS \ ; 

let telling all about them on the request. Sie ackuaten tien Tih vA Mek 
: Pe 4 changes the numbers ff \ | ISI a @ rind i) \ 

] THE “MIDGET” WETTER and also brings into { ) YOM MASS od \ ] 
: f ‘ * . ‘tion ingenious bear- i 
is made entirely of steel and is the smallest type-high numbering ae és : c era 

{ machine made by any manufacturer in the world—for immediate his ath naka au slate 8 ane 
delivery. Designed to meet the demand for a small mena eit pitta shes) ae ite Sta ete 

| ii r ordinary commercial uses—and whic! i : % 

/ poten Mced ah a SMe be depended on for ac- figures while they are Fame Sise Ul SAL CL [ata 
} A CE Ss curate work. changing. These i Cecelia ! 
: | ek. SSW A\, bearers do not print : | 

| SS a, Sick Shinde nace on or indent the paper. The “ Better-Wetter ” is made of the best 
/ h Wpaadeawe ae es material throughout, and all parts are hardened where necessary, 
ia ay left te \ 12345 insuring great durability, perfect accuracy and long life. | 

ii ge asuneacennamtcornaceennaTmae “Better-Wetter” Plungerless, 5 wheel, Model 325 . . . . . . $2000 | 
y Sree rae Figtived on Model Nontle “Better-Wetter” Plungerless, 6 wheel, Model 326... . . . 2300 

VA aac eae 

/ Ae 123456 THE ROBERTS MODEL 27A 
(FORMERLY BATES) | 

| The “Midget” has an attachment for printing any one number, ia - i 
/ any number of times—without taking it from the form. =e a A good machine for i 

i The ‘‘No.” slide preceding figures can be removed without —— Qs s general job work. It 

j taking machine from the form. =< ee a is adapted to any press | 

| When writing for prices for special machines, explain fully Se =e > aN] ay h. made to print from type } 

| what you are called upon to produce—give combination of num- Se EN |) 2 = and perfectly meets the i 
bering; size of the full size sheet; the size of each section of sheet WL 03 H requirements of any or- | 

| to be numbered; and the exact position where number is to be SN] i  dinary printing estab- | 

printed on each section and whether they are to be used on a ADS lishment. 
: cylinder, platen or rotary press; and give size of bed of press. Oe Pos i _ The machine is type- 

i When ordering parts for Wetter machines, it is necessary to Wiss i ij high and designed to be . ; 

a give the serial number of the machine, (stamped on end of ma- 4 N y Sp locked in the chase with ‘ A 

] chine), for all machines numbered higher than 30,000. For % Jee the form like a small cut, 
: ; machines numbered under 30,000, it is necessary to send sample of \i'4 os wholly or partly sur- 

ta the broken part wanted, as it cannot be furnished from a sketch, ee rounded by type matter, or it can be 

; or simply stating the serial number of the machine. i) used separately when the number 

Wi Wetter ‘ Midget,” Model No. 115,5 wheel... .. ~~... .$1800 one. be Pe sey 
ii Wetter “ Midget,” Model No. 116,6wheel........... 2000 NO 12345 s action is derived from a vertical i 

il) e pereue of the Bret oe wh BF | 
es sulting from the impact of the platen o: 

BS ONE-INCH WIDE WETTER Ae ee ee the press, as an impression is made. 

PS A new machine, just one inch wide, particularly adapted for The figures at the printing line are type-high, while the prefix- 
a use on flat bed web presses that are designed for rapidly printing slide is normally a trifle above the height of type. Every figured 

- a and numbering tickets, sales slips, coupons and other work that dise is automatically advanced in consecutive order from 1 to 
a will not admit of using the regular 99,999. Machines are also furnished that number backward, / 

form of numbering machine. Can also | uuaMsbiMieat ona without extra charge. j i eo da ie ordinate Gawlon press For numbering checks, orders, strip tickets and other jobs with } 
In addition they can be operated at a several forms to a sheet, skipping” unit wheels are necessary. i 

higher speed than others, are more dura- rons ile These skip automatically any number from 1 to 10 and are inter- 

c able, and have drop ciphers that will not “ A changeable with regular consecutive Qa, 
P get low. Old users will appreciate the SN S50 wheels. No extra charge for machines - 

i value of this detail of construction. Nictaial cH fitted with skipping noise instead of = 
VSOUE \ consecutive unit wheels. Price of skip- qe 

Figures for Model 222 Figures for Model 233 r ping wheels, in addition { p F | 
yy A to consecutive unit ARMY D | 
= Ti wheels, $2.00 each. <a o, Dl 

iit it LI a This machine is fm | 5 
Model 232 and 233 can be operated on i operated by a steel fil ite 2. | 

the ordinary job press, printing figures Centon. naan aie spring of great power FY A fi) Hi 08 by” | 9 Sae 
ie only, ifa“frisket” isused forthe plunger PO | 6 ang unusual elasticity, joa? Malargnae’ | ) | 

i to print on; or the same results can be insuring correct num- [| meme 5 . ey 
| obtained when working on a cylinder bering without the ne- PS ; = iy = | 

| press by cutting the inking rollers so cansltys obcanetantly = 0 = 
| the plunger will not be inked. Or a bet- e 2 watahing the shosts, —— is | 
| ter plan is to use a sectional form inking “~~ ONE INCH WIDE ——> May be taken ggg ‘ 
| roller, which we recommend when working any style of number- apartinaninstant “Stage Re —— 
| ing machine on a cylinder press. We will furnish detail infor- for’ cleansing and is as mg eit 
| mation in regard to this feature on request. These models can quickly assembled ———_ 

worked in rows of 12 or 14 on a 10x 15 press—for numbering tickets again. s is 

one inch wide—and if the run is large 2 rows can be used—by __ The figures are cut (not cast) upon steel wheels and are prac- 
H : = cs tically indestructible. Only the size and style of figures shown 

ms are carried in stock—others are made to order at an extra charge. 
—— — " . ___Letters engraved upon steel slides may precede the figures, 

, Taare) one instead of the prefix “No.” Price of extra letter slides, 25c. each. 

| ‘This cut shows 12 machines in a row to print 12 tickets 1 inch wide hone Ci ee ee i. itd a eee 

HI having the machines arranged to skip ‘‘2” so that when the work at the factory up to 15,000 impressions per hour. In ordering parts 
| + is finished the numbers will run consecutively. Or, three rows can be sure to state whether your machine is the old style Model 27 or 
1 be used if the machines are arranged to skip “3.” The same rule the new 27A as the parts are different in the two machines. 
| * applies to 4 rows or to any number of rows up to ten. Model 27a, 5 wheel . . . .$800 | Model 28a,6 wheel . . . . $1000 

One-inch wide Wetter, 6 wheel, Model 232 ........ . . $2000 Prices and descriptions of other Roberts Typographic Num- | 
| One-inch wide Wetter, 5 wheel, Model 233 .......... 1900 bering machines will be sent on application. | 
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THE ROBERTS NEW MODEL 494 OVERLAY KNIVES 
; This is the best low-priced numbering SEE 
i machine you can buy. It is automatic—can't { Calla ~~ 

hi slip—can’t mis-number your records or make i > a, 
mistakes. It is self-inking, and numbers ——— a fa - 
from 1 to 999,999 consecutively. It also has 5 . 
the duplicate and repeat actions. A simple Foe cua ee meee ares Sadao < Sei cet ae 

pawl changes the operations. CAREY CREED Ora ieee 2 a Sass ‘ 
; The machine is made of the best drawn ines t 

steel, thus securing the maximum of strength 
with the minimum of weight. : 

‘The wheels—the most important part of PAPER COUNTERS _,,Very handy 
a numbering machine—are made of a tough y work; count 

| composition bronze metal. Gubnumberot 
—< A And the figures are. engraved, not ry were ee ‘1 te sheets want- 

ee. east as in other makes. The figures are aii ed, then set 
= Se _ finely proportioned, perfectly legible un- ; 4 

MODEENG49 . * the tool to re- 
— a der all circumstances, and add material- a quired thick- 

t seceine.) ff fa] ly to the appearance of your papers, An aa ness. 
» panne a! Hi accurate gauge plate enables you to Baotou PUL ah dota geaUe Cee a Ses ve WORE 

c-—— print the figures exactly where you want 
) \ hd them. oes 
7 + The machine weighs only 12 ounces— 

{J} operates rapidly, noiselessly, surely, and PASTE 
Lie will last for years. : ; a ane : 

, | Special’machines to triplicate, quad- Sphinx Printers’ Paste is the ideal paste for the pressroom. 
—— ruplicate, to repeat any number of times Keeps soft and free from mold. No risks of lumps getting into the 

up to ten before advancing automati- packing or overlays and battering the type. It does not swell the 

r cally, $1 extra. Such movements take packing or wrinkle the paper. Also used for backing pamphlets. 

: 123456 _ the piace of the usual duplicating Added, in small quantities to inks just before the printing, it accel- 
: mechanism. Machines with letter- Cee ee 
2 FAG SIMILE IMPRESSION wheels, fractions or any desired charac- Half-pint Can... . . . . $010 | Quart Can... 2... . . 9025 

ters, made to order. PintCan 6 6. fee 15 Gallon’ Pall 55 0. 2 Be oe 

: Model 49a, 6 wheels... .........% : . «$5.00 ‘Two Galion Pail. -:-'4 Ae 
f Extra letter-wheels, GAO Loni tet Rn ate ae 150 SPHINX TABLET CEMENT (see Tablet Cement) k 

Fraction wheels, 7 toa wheel,each .........-.... 200 

; BATES HAND NUMBERING MACHINES PLANERS 

, Bates Hand Numbering Machines will number consecutively, 

’ will duplicate each number before passing to the next, or will is " ~ These planers 

: repeat the same number as often as may be desired. These three Ce AN MS IRN EN EPCOT 8M are made of the best 

E different movements are regulated by simply moving the pointer . selected rock maple. 
on the dial. This is but the work of a second and does not soil 3 x6in... . .$025 

| the hands. Any color of ink may be used and the pad may be re- I 34x8in..... 30 

: inked or changed almost instantly, if desired, 3}ox8 in., leather 

f witbout getting ink on the fingers. When top Pe 
. the machine is not in use, the figures rest Midget, 
: in the ink pad and are always ready to make 194x8x1'o in. 07 

| a perfect impression the first time; the ma- 
) chine automatically re-inks itself after each PROOF PLANERS 

; impression. 
The printing is from solid steel type; the Made of maple carefully faced with high-priced, closely woven, 

! impressions are as true as those from a die. ee firm and durable felt. 
: Since there are no rachet wheels between Bigx8inches...... 3 PURSE BStae Sori ace 4060 
: the figure dies, there is no lost or irregular 3}ox8 inches, leather top . cera 70 

space between the figures. The printing is Felt for Proof Planers ......... oe Festal ou 
symmetrical and always in perfect align- 4 t 

ment. ‘ 
STYLES OF FIGURES a : LINOTYPE PLANER 

Heh Fs) | Faced with cor- iia ia ee 
Style A nase: ma | rogated rubber it a ona ican i 

12345 12345 etn removes the burr Serene PNA SSS OTe 
hee 7 from the linotype ———————— 

Style F Style G ey o> NB slugs without in- —— 
I pees Stier. jury to the face of aS : 

12345 12345 | ae, | the pe, ——— 
LO eee: 75] 344x6 in. . . . $0.50 SSS SEE 

4Wheels, numbering to 9,999 . $12 00 As cee OM MED 3\.xGin. .. - SS =e 
j 5 Wheels, numbering to 99,999. 1400 JF feather top. 70 : = — 

6 Wheels, numbering to 999,999. 16 00 Ba a": | 
7 Wheels, numbering to 9,999,999 . 18 00 \ eee oe 

Prices and information on other Ce 

makes of hand numbering machines ———— PRESS POINTS AND WRENCH 
will be given on application. i) : 

NUMBERING MACHINE INKS AND PADS _ es es Se 

Bates Inker No.0, 4ounce........----:- tea oe . 2 masa 

; Bates Inker No. 1, 4 ounce. . . . < eae 

Bates Inker No. 2, 1 ounce . ae eis : ay WALF SIZE. 

Rs : a 7 Bates Inker No. 3, 2ounces . c FULLSTZE. 

Bates Pads,each .... .- ieee : : i ves 

These points are far superior to the old method of driving 

ira nails or wire in wood furniture to make holes in sheet, as they . 
are screwed in as far as the cross bar with wrench furnished, 

OIL CANS when they will stand the right height. $ 

Tin, small... ..... -$020 | Tin, Large ...... . 9025 Press Points, perdozen .......... SDF ar gcse oe 

Copper or brass furnished on order. Wrench, each. . . Se eee ae 

$ 3 
‘ (ee et ie a 
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| q PRESS PUNCHES THE NEW STAR ADJUSTABLE LOCK-UP i 

A time-saving, labor-saving, expense-sav- : i} 
: BULLOCK EJECTOR PRESS PUNCH ns ing device which registers mounted plates with i 

faa isi rt: vi i » With- 
] This punch is made 2 points lower than type-high and one or i Us v prep ptecaepncien ona re dae i 

i more can be locked up in a type form, and will cut a round clean Z/, i use in connection with color printing and in | 
i 4 hole in paper or cardboard at the same fe ee ee . “ book printing or in any other pro- | 

a S ‘it not clog, as eac! [is 7m duction from plates where precis- 

aa piece cut is ejected by a [SEED IL ZA AN ion of register is of importance | 
Hy A plunger ee fe -——_¥ Ze 5) assures this without possibility of | 

] \ oni “2 = IZ SC iailure. It consists of a rigid and | 

] if me . i ee ieee froma ie accurately, machined metallic cor- 1 
iH o : ner piece in which are mounted i] 

3 ! Ry | nou on the same size two adjusting screws, one at each side of the angle, designed to i 

veh : body, and all parts are in- perform the same funetion for mounted plates that is accomplished | 
] . i 4 i terchangeable. by the popular register hooks in use with “patent” blocks. Four 

‘ Ss a i ee rule should be corners comprise one set, and it requires one set to register a | 
75> a under the outer sheet color plate. i 

of the tympan for a cut- Per set, (4 corner hooks complete)... ........... -$400 i 
‘ a 52 ‘i ting surface. | 

unch for gb, 4, or 4 inch sizes,each ........... . 907 | 
Punch for ys or % inch sizes,each .............. 125 THE WICKERSHAM 6 ee 1 

Sa ARAN We fis unae ui “Oma QUOIN HES i| 
ae Extra Cutters. . . .$035 $060 | Extra Plungers. . . $010 $020 ‘ i i 

j Extra Screw»... 10 Extra Cutting Plate. 10 10 Ee eee ae ita r | i 
i Extra Square Base. 20 40 | ExtraSprings ... 05 05 locks by & divert spread, WUROu: ony eae | 

| t against straight or beveled furniture;‘can’t [ iq 

iia — slip; absolutely safe. No. 1 is 94-inch wide; | i 

| No. 2 is %-inch wide; expands 14 points. P| HW 
iia Quoins, per dozen, either size... . .$250 J) | 

} +f QUOINS AND KEYS Keys) @90R is 6027. nee ve <a | 

j . 
i 

F ee a THE MORTON j i 
b= jo. 1 Small, per dozen . . ] 

No. 1 Small, per gross . . 1000 LOCK-UE & i 
it No. 2 Large, per dozen . . 150 An Iron Side-Stick, with - i) 

} No. 2 Large, per gross . . 15 00 broad bearing, true and Be eg Be eee i| 
Keys for either size... . 50 square, attached to the best 4 i 

: machine-finished steel f fo eer | 
: IMPROVED HEMPEL Guoins, The quickest, safert  Q@leceeeannaa i 

a No. 1 Small, per dozen . . $250 and most complete lock-up j NTE OS i 

a No. 2 Large, per dozen . . 300 inuse—all inone piece. Place GOW RalhausehLUi aS i 
i Keys for either size... . 50 directly against the type, | 

| Right Angle Quoin Key Style furniture or chase, as most i] 
mW D, either size, plain. . . . 75 convenient; give the key a half-turn, and the work is done. No i 

i FS Right Angle Quoin Key Style time wasted, no skew, and no quoin can drop out. By this method i 

i D, either size, nickeled . . 90 -_, of imposition, all looseness, bowing or springing of i 

Th 3 the form is impossible. i! 
iia MIDGET SAFETY QUOINS S-inch,1Quoin...........% .9040 \| 1 EB 

- tz It is locked by a { aren On ROMO ns oe ie = a0 i] aan oa tap of a mallet and oc- ik 3%-inch,1 Quoin... ......... 40 | 
: ee cupies no more space ae 4-inch,1Quoin............. 4 | f 

] SS locked than when un- j inch, Quoin... ..2.....5 % 
an 5 PSF fff Worked. Can be used sh Coe auons gee PEL ONG Aas aaa | 
] e ye SS yy in a space 18 points Lu s-inch, 2 Quoins ......-.... 7 

1 be Nee La wide by 120 points v-inch,2Quoins............ 7 : 

i sanitiinns\ cnn long, either outside or Binch,2 Quoins............ % YP 
: ee inside a form. It is ab- " BaD Ct UOT cay <9 ee epan eae j 
/ 7 solutely safe, because 3) Aa anes Sop osie alee dese aye oe | } 

a when locked, it rests against the corresponding flat surface. ’ Hae a cect 4 thse Se Res eee iw nD 

7 Midget Safety Quoins, per dozen, including key. . - . . . - . $200 Mf 64-inch, Quoins | 2221.2.) 120 ua. 
HS 15-inch, 3 Quoins ............ 125 1 

; ROUSE REGISTER QUOINS f 8-inch,3Quoins............1% i| 
5 SS ee By using the Rouse Register eee Deas: fo rite aera 7 iW 
: = = Quoins mounted plates or pages Hay putin SNE EG Se ah 

Kl ; | may be registered independent- ‘ Mapes ce Sk ae 1 

N ly just as unmounted plates are qe 
rooletered wih Wooka othe | SLAUSON CYLINDER PRESS LOCKS / 

quoins are placed on all four q The Slauson Cylinder Press Locks are made from De 

sides of the blocks and any page a flat drawn steel tubes which telescope one into another i 

/ may be moved in any direction | and are drawn out to fill a given space and then locked ' | 

ee without disturbing the other by an ordinary Hempel key. The quoin which is in the 3 

a f pages. form of a coil or snail, has an extension of two picas and Wt 
E [a i| fh is absolutely safe. The parts are dropped steel forg- tal 
: 4 / 2 ings. The chief value is on the beds of cylinder presses a 

; =— a where forms are being locked that are smaller than the ia 
i " | " beds. They are quickly adjusted and hold a form solid to the ‘a 

% | bed, taking out the spring of a chase and preventing the working i 
YJ up of material inside. Pressmen appreciate them for this value i § 

even more than for the time they save. The chase is squared | 
against the clamps and the locks “‘do the rest.” i 

i] 3 inches when shut, opening to 5 inches, per pair. . . . . . $450 a 
1 5 inches when shut, opening to Sinches, per pair... . . . 450 iy 

it ‘| , No. 1 Margin 16 to 24 points 8 inches when shut, opening to 14 inches, per pair. . . . . . 550 tae 

bs per dozen ...... .$200 14 inches when shut, opening to 26 inches, per pair... . . . 650 € } 

| cE a = No. 2 Margin 36 to 48 points 22 inches when shut, opening to 35 inches, per pair... . . . 800 
j ; = ed per dozen. ....-.. 200 Wall Pocket for holding a set, 50 cents. Longer lengths up to 36 ty ‘ ID 

Showing Quoins in position Key foreitherstyle.... 15 inches made to order. A 
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ole ECU EO UO INS ROLLER SUPPORTERS i 
' Hickory eee ey Sarai oe These roller supporters are made of nickel-plated steel, and if 

s BiSWo Ae a, Se enaee 60 370 os therefore do not affect the most delicate shades of ink. They take 

n Eigniniviiecis = Gee 20 oO ob only one-fourth of an inch of the inside space of the chase. They 

Ie Hickory, in barrels containing about 7000 quoi 2 ease the pressure of the rollers on the form, prevent over-inking ‘i 
, s 7000 quoins, per 1000, . . $3 25 i i d 

- d, i ‘i aa ta and save the rollers from cutting, as each supporter is three- 
rd Boxwood, in barrels containing about 7000 quoins, per 1000, . 500 fourths of an inch wide on top. 

of 
: 

d WELLS’ LONG WOOD QUOINS 

= HioKoRY eoxwooo el j i 

d Nos tBoxés of M00 60 Veoh. Osha ee eet $110 eee | We 
0 No. 2, Boxes Of 10050 3 V Gea ee as at =o 110 Crees : : 
d No S Boxes O80. wrens ola fobs we AD 175 Pel 1 = rs | | q 
u 

ccccre 
2 No, 4; Boxesiof 100 tics eae coats shee WO 175 | [tp | i 

, — rea) 2 | Sane teers 3 
| pm ieee } 

PROOF ROLLERS ier CCecccccooo ; 
| A\ a =CCeCcececeoo } 

, \ ae a eT iM 

SI ‘ tet pat L i i 
- \ : 

NI BA a , 

i For 5x 8, per pair . . . . $035 | For 11x17, per pair . . . . $060 4 

Ba a 5 Daas For 7xil,perpair.... 40 | Fori2xi8,perpair.... 75 : 

r | ae] For 8xi2,perpair.... 45 | For13xi9,perpair.... 75 r 

LO saree tal if sie | For 9x13, perpair.... 50 | For14x20,perpair.... 90. 4 

: a I aa For 10x15, per pair .... 50 | For14}4x22,perpair... 90 q 

iy FRAME AND. ROLLER EXTRA 
HANDLE compete srock : 

6inch, onehandle........-. $125 $1 85 $0 40 RULE CURVING MACHINE 
8inch, one handle... . . a eos TO 230 45 Go a Every printer who7aims to'do 

10inch,onehandle......--. - 1% 275 50 en fine work, understands the value y 

1ineh, onehandle.......-.. 200 320 60 er of skillfully manipulated brass 3 
ee ae Me ces nee oe 70 ee yee in avec unig arte effects. 

16inch, twohandles ......... 250 10 cc as 7 n implement of some kind is i 

18inch, twohandles .....-..- 2% 455 80 necessary to make circles, curves, y 

s 20 ineh, twohandles .......-. 300 500 85 ae ete., and this curving machine is 4 ' 

id 2 inch, twohandles ....-...- 325 545 100 MN et thoroughly practical for this class i 

of 24 inch, twohandles ........- 350 590 110 pL sos teeerctaee of work; it also has a die for i 
forming square corners. i 

BRAYERS No. 1 curves 4 to4 in. indiameter ............. . $1200 { 
No. 2 curves %to8in.indiameter ........¢..... 1800 2 

Ginch frame and core . . . $090 Dies for forming square corners ........--+-+.++ 150 

6 inch roller complete... 120 
: 

8inch frame and core... 100 
i 

8inch roller complete... 140 
f 

SAWS it 
Cast 134 inches Lo ’ e } 

in diameter Back saw, for cut- |e =16@) . 

ting wood or soft | | avs Nag i 

. metal, 10 inch, |i. see 
Each.....$125 -aam Ries 

PRICES FOR Keystone Hack Saw, with one dozen blades... ... . . . . $150 
CASTING JOB PRESS ROLLERS 8 inch blades, perdozen ..... 22+. +s eee see ess 100 i : 

Txil,each ........ $040 | 12x18,each........ $100 — , 

$x12,each........ 40 | 18x19,each...%..... 100 
QxI$; each 2. sei = 40 | 14x20,each....-... 110 

* 

10x15,each........ 80 | 1434x22,each......% 125 SECTIONAL BLOCKS iy 

AIxt7, Cath ss ess ow, se 85. ad ar ST 

The 8x12 size for Colt’s Armory or Universal, each, $0 60 re ii EEE rata 

- Cylinder Press Rollers cast at 35 and 50cents perpound. Hand S epee 

er press rollers, 3 inches in diameter, cast at 10 cents per running fl f These blocks combine in the i 

ed inch; larger than 3 inches at 35 cents per pound. { z highest measure accuracy, 
he 

\\ a rigidity, strength, durability, I 

nd 4 y 4 lightness and convenience. 

: ROLLER COMPOSITION eS Being ailerpevant loch: E 
es . | eae \ 2 out grooves, they form a fault- 
a ‘A good grade, per pound, $035 | The best, per pound, . . . $050 eo . land bade” CHE Gakeae cxTaint: i 

ie aes iv bling, the saving of time in 

ng ROLLER CLOTH Rg . make-ready and the adaptabil- i 

. ally - ity of these blocks to varying i 

a = __ Felt for Distributors 7] needs of the printers make / 

In rolls, 21% inches wide and 12 yards long, per roll... . . $500 eee them too valuable to be dis- Wik 

The same, peryard =... 22.02 - eee eee eer ees (50 Reg pensed with in the modern 4 

# Bp ee printing establishment. They f 

: ROLLER CORES FOR JOB PRESSES a oro es are made on the point system. ; 

0 SxiQand smaller. 0 ee ee ee es + 0088 oN 8x8ems, each... .. . . $018 : 

0 Szib ghd loxibes: cto aes iam uene cee ues tesena te ae Nae 2x8ems,each....... 09 

% Lig? $0 1B EEO Ss ela See RR See ee oe 2xé6ems,each....... 08 i 

‘ $e 
5} 

—t 
553 
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- CAST IRON SECTIONAL BLOCKS THE QUICKEST REGISTER HOOK 

Cast Iron Sectional Blocks are made in a greater variety of Especially designed for book work where it is desirable to 

; sizes than the steel ones, are as light as consistent with strength change from one plate another quickly. One turn of the key i 

and are thoroughly braced and ribbed as showned in the illustra- releases plate. The Quickest Register 
j tion. They are finished to micrometer measurements and being Hook has the speed of a rachet hook, aie 

“Point System” will work perfectly in the same form with both with the additional advantage of doing ‘y¥ = 

4 steel and metal sections. away entirely with the necessity of plac- ‘3 c 

} 24x32.ems,each .... . .$150 | 6x2%ems,each ......9040 _ing the low slugs around each page. ’., | 
: 16x32 ems, each... .. . 100 | 6x16ems,each ...... 30 Made of solid brass. Clutch and screw ’ 

iéxgeems. cach... ...-. 86 |\°@x 8 ems;each ss... 18 of steel. Slotted head of steel tempered. A 
16x16ems, each ...... 60 | 6xGems,each ...... 15 Each hook consists of but four pieces. 4 

5 8x32ems,each...... 80 | 4x24ems,each ...... 40 Quickest Register Hook, 6x6 ems, e 
8x24ems,each...... 60 | 4xl6ems,each ...... 2% i 

Ee 8xi6ems,each...... 95 | 4x8ems,each ...... 15 
8x 8ems,each...... 20 | 4x6ems,each ...... 15 SWIVEL REGISTER HOOK 

; 4x4ems,each ...... . $010 Made from solid steel and brass. The center portion is the 3 
Hi Eureka Hook revolving within the steel bases eight ems square. 
] | METAL SECTIONAL BLOCKS When locked in the form they move freely 

i ‘ in either direction, thus adjusting them- 
j i een Blocks are pee ae sors oe nee ; selves readily to any desired angle of an 

: eee art be Pe ee py ake Sut centy aS oy irregular plate, and will be found inde- 
| a ae eet ied oe per spensable at times. These hooks can also 

| peas a . p mites fs be used as plain register hooks when the 
| i ieee at eas ae ee swivel feature is not needed. 
1 4 on the point system, . Ma a ‘ Swivel Register Hook, 8x8 ems, each $150 

j a are accurate and relia- . Eo 

i ble at a low price. 
i ] i With proper care they PONY NARROW MARGIN HOOK | 

i will last indefinitely, Made of brass with steel serew and a : i 
ia and for book work will clutch. General construction same as Lit- Soc inane | 
: prove an entirely tle Giant Hook except it is worked with a it pF | 
ne satisfactory block. As rachet instead a of key. They are very gf “4 | | 
nn oa ee a ae useful where register is a a necessity. 1g | 
1a metal re, h, di An iti 2 
We Made in the following’aizes:—1606, S10, a8, 6x0, 4x8, 450, 6x4, eee ea eee ee aun ~ae | 

| / 2x8, 2x6, 2x4, 1x8, 1x6, 1x4, 26x8, 16x6, }ox4 ems. Foe tes gia | 

j Price, Pep DOUNd) Scores Fahd eae Res Ee ee a 
| ions, 8 ESBN Re: hear ee O Pony Narrow Margin Hooks, 6x7ems, each... ..... . .$090 
Ws Man Op aay PRPS Suna ee Brass Rachet, with cherry handle, each. ..... 1... ..~ 80 ; 

BRASS SECTIONAL BLOCKS Steel Rachet, with cherry handle, ............... 7% } 

These are used for very fine adjustments on small plates, made THE CLIMAX REGISTER HOOK 
: of solid brass, micro ground. ai Unequalled for narrow margins, | 

iia ix16ems, each... . . . $009 Ix6ems,each ..... . $005 <ES width of jaw, strength, durability or 

| Mxi6ems,each...... 07 | l4x6ems,each ...... 04 a e>— > ease of cleaning. Permits a margin of | 

We ax 8 cris, euOHT: 75 hc ker OR * dxbemsy each. ea 8 Z f @ but eight points between the plates. | 
MxSems,cach...... 05! dmeems,ench .1 1... 02 <4) Gt Pie) Built for hard service. A sturdy, com- i 

iia be s}) mon sense hook that not only looks ‘| 
: Pr good, but is good. Operating mechan- 
va LITTLE GIANT REGISTER HOOKS a dl sy rd yi ism travels with the jaw and can not : 
: <2 These hooks are made from solid brass ~< % » be covered up. For all practical pur- | 

SSM &. and have screw and slotted head in one . 2 oe poses, a two-piece hook that must be | 
mW , : Ta piece of tempered steel. The Hook com- seen to be appreciated. Made in’ two | 

; y \ 3 \ plete consists of only four pieces and is sizes. | 
i | a operated with asteel key. They are espec- Climax Hook No. 1, 4x6 ems, each ...--......... .9085 
y ially designed for fine register and color Climax Hook No. 2, 6x6ems, each ..........+-.+. 90 
5 A 3 printing. Being only 6x6 ems in size, they 

a assemble for very small plates and still THE CHAMPION REGISTER HOOK 
= have the necessary strength. aoa 7 5 ‘ 

Similar to the Climax in construction 
: Little Giant Register Hooks, 6x6ems,each ......... .$100 and allows a minimum margin of fifteen gu / 

F points between the plates. Strong, dura- a ee 

EUREKA REGISTER HOOK ble and convenient. Also made in twa , - > ] 
izes. No. 1, 4x6 in size, is especial- eat” 

c The Eureka Register Hooks were designed for use where nar- ty eohsanicne Sant aie Sith com- Chey } 
row margins are necessary. Eighteen points is all that is required paratively narrow margins, while the i ad 
between plates. They are so constructed a No. 2, 6x6 ems in size, has an extra wide ae 0g y | 

| iy that the slotted head follows the clutch, Soliting me jaw and is very desirable for all register ea 
Wa thus enabling one plate to be moved and [ij pay gf al work where the margins exceed fifteen ee 
Wiig the adjoining one to follow without inter- oa points. 

‘ fering with operating mechanism, and by 7) Champion Hook, No. 1, 4x6ems, each... ......... $070 
} so doing retain the narrow margin. Made ag Champion Hook, No. 2, 6x6 ems, each . cee . 80 

wa of brass, clutch and screw of steel; slotted | z | 

| head of tempered steel. THE COMBINATION HOOK | 

Bureka Hagin iGokiGxs os, anh #100 Operated with either rachet or pin, combining the speed of the | 
a . the one and the precision of the other. The jaw has a movement | 

| THE KYLE REGISTER HOOK of nearly four picas, which, in | 
< : : oe addition to its unequaled speed, 

: Designed for very narrow margins as only twelve points are eee makes this hook uriexcelled for | 
required between plates, which is enough to allow the use of the “ite J a fy the general run of work. Sim- | 

steel key. The Kyle Register Hooks like = ye le, st d le ii ‘ | : cS ay ple, strong and durable in con. 
| the Eureka, permits the plates to be ‘Tes ga We struction; exceeding conve- | 
j moved in both directions, even when ig D fi ge] nient in operation. Easily | 

i used for the very narrowest margins S52 | Lae taken apart and re-assembled ; | 
| and at the same time permits the most mlSo7. ~ ) simpl: h out the ki tath; 

minute adjustment. Made of bras: i), A oun oatike sere: ena | 
/ clutch and nut of steel. ef a Teen aus hae ; vot aw together. Minimum mar- | 
} Kyle Register Hooks, 6x6 ems, right < gin twenty-two points. | 

Gt lott; Gach 2s o.. eh ODO Combination Hook, 6x7 ems,each .............. .$090 | 
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0 ROUSE IMPROVED REGISTER HOOK widths, and in the most convenient lengths, also in standard labor- 
y at eisay saving sizes, to accommodate the irregular shapes and odd siz: 

“= ‘ Similar to the Combination Hook in design, of advertising plates. o oe 

nam Pee sparse arte a pin only, being In stereotyping, the pressure is all down, and the instant the 
iran nO a for register work. process is started, it is impossible for the plates to shift or become j 

c ‘ rere ; mpact an 7 urable. Easily taken dislocated. Hence, any fastening of the plates to the bases in 

ve Mint and re-assembled. Made in two sizes. stereotyping is wholly unnecessary and without any particular a 
y mum margin sixteen points. advantage. We have, however, devised a simple clip which makes 
; Biting, No niaee a perfect fastening, it being a strip of one-point brass with a flange 

Rouse, No. oy Axdems, each... -. .$070 on one edge. This clip extends down between the base and the 
i apn cen ow adjacent slugs or type matter, at two opposite sides of the plate, 

the two corresponding edges of the plate being grooved to fit the 
STEEL KEYS FOR REGISTER HOOKS flange of the clips, thus forming a perfect clamp that holds the 

plate securely when the form is locked. % 

’ ——_—_— — 
. 
y Highly polished, four inches long, one end to 0} is' 1» , perate register 

- hooks, the other for lifting sections. PATENT STEREOTYPE BLOCKS 

: Steel keys, 2inch, single end, each... 2.2.2... 2... . $005 
‘ Steel keys, 4inch, double end 2% 40. ke ess ee oe OO <= 4 
; Rouse operating pins for allhooks .............. 20 ae 

4 BRASS CATCHES AND HEAD PIECES ROC ae s j 
These catches and head pieces are made in the lengths given ‘ ee ne 

below, and if not otherwise instructed, all orders will be filled te A Ge hope aR ai een 
with the eight ems length. I OS ree 5 | 

(Ee Neat p 

a ™~ <a | 

. £5 a SNe 
[ . wee fe we Patent Iron Block 

By Fe sat E 

3 q ra e | 
= : | e 

pi | FE >| These blocks are cast from the finest grained iron, are planed | 

s t a: ce oo and finished to micro measurements, and are perfect in construc- 

= | i tion. 
0 3 The hooks are the narrow margin type. They are operated 

0) | - with a ratchet, but if so specified, will be made to be operated 

5 with our register key. The run of the clutch is three-fourths of 

Brass Catches, 1x4ems,each.................- .$010 an inch on the standard block, so that plates of three-fourths of 4 

Brass Catches, ix6ems,each.........s+.0++e0+. 1 an inch variation in size can be used on the same block. On 

7 Brass Catches, 1x8ems, each. .........-.-+5 Coes request prices will be quoted on special blocks with longer run | 

r Brass Catches, 1x16 ems, Sie eae ah eee Shy E: 
f = nee : sie ‘These blocks are made on the point system, and are .759 of an é : 

. 
inch in height, which, with the addition of the standard electro- 

: ROUSE UNIVERSAL BLOCK type, makes “type high.” : 

The simplest and best scheme for mounting plates. With a 
8 . 
: single set or font costing only $55.00, eight pages can be made up MAHOGANY BLOCKS 

‘i into about 160 different sizes,.ranging from 17x25 up to and includ- a — ] 

5 ing 35x51 ems pica, and a less number of larger pages into an end- <=> q == em 

f less variety of shapes and sizes, all with a variation of two picas sr i et 
; in either width or length, or both width and length. Eight pages i) | i | | an Spy ! 

Sia Se can be made up | | ie i i | i \) 

in from three to yD O i 
5 ; ten minutes. ar i a i 
0 ACs The hooks are ] ld i | | He | ° : 

~ . extremely rapid, | ees eh el | 9 : 

Nene ents strongly Pees lect ul eae a Geese | t 

apes a ’ made and adic) D | jag 4S ‘| 
Ape aaAsat te een ara ae A simple in \ ] i | i 

anime aU — fa construction. | MT ie 6 i ny) , : 

i The body is D le a 
east iron; the na Ae [ley ; 

working parts are steel. The jaw has a movement of five picas. ky i @ a ° ne - 

The catches are made of brass, and can not possibly work up on S ip NS 5 | wh i) 7 , 

the press. Narrow margins % of an inch between plates, and are a f . yy 

made on the point system. ae, - eae ; 
: 2 i i i New Style Old Style Patent ruled i 

RE UE hes oat ae ae aes io with end and side hooks withendandside hooks with hooks on all sides 

, New, Old and Boston Style—-When made regularly, these at) 

) ROUSE IRON NEWSPAPER BASES blocks are % inch larger each way than size of back of plate, or “i 

5 84 inch larger each way than size of printed matter. The Hook, i 

The use of Rouse Bases not only saves mounting but also results Ratchet Gutter and Brass Clasp occupy a space of 1s inch, includ- | 

in better stereotypes, due to the accuracy and uniform height of ing necessary allowance for taking plate on or off freely, and the 

: the bases, which are made of fine gray iron castings, machined two bevels on plate are y; inch wide, or 94 iheh in all. The block 

t with great accuracy to the will take on a plate %4 inch smaller each way than the largest plate 

1 point system. They are light, back dimensions, when the slot in which the hook moves is 1, 

' extremely inch ; and the smallest plate the block will take is 114 inch smaller : 

r rigid,and prac- S than size of block over all. it 

7 tically inde- = has Oe ae aga Sean Ue Patent Ruled Block—The largest plate taken on is 1 inch i 

: structible. Re a a smaller each way (back dimensions) than outside measurements | 

- Unlike the of block; and the smallest plate (back dimensions) is 244 inches 

: mushy, cum- smaller than outside measurements of block when the slot in 

bersome,-inac- which hook moves is 1 inch long. 

; curate, and generally unsat- * Blocks for Narrow Margins—There are instances where it is 

1 isfactory metal bases here- impossible to get the desired margins on regularly made blocks. 

. tofore in use, Rouse Bases are not injured by tight locking nor In such instances we can reduce the widths of hooks, ratchets 

by heat in stereotyping. They come in one, two and three column and gutters, or increase the variation between largest and smallest 

) 
| 

° 
° 
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i P plates by lengthening the slots in which hooks move, as conditions 

| 5 allow. Whenever margins are apparently too scant, our long SHOOTING STICKS 

i ; experience will usually enable us to overcome the difficulty. In 

: some cases we must make a special charge for such special work. 
a When the slot in which the hook moves is made longer than 1 

inch on New Style Blocks, it requires longer pinions, and 2%4 cents 
per hook is added to the list price for each 4 inch longer than inch. 

| All blocks are made %4 inch thick unless otherwise ordered. | 

i hook reach gxtts hook and pinion add 50 cents to list; for each steel, No. 2, 724 inches, enameled, $085; nickeled . .... . $050 
i Rule Blocks—Prices for blocks with brass rule borders will be Steel, No. 3, 9!4 inches, enameled, 50; nickeled ..... - 75 

| ae on peur stehead bat heer ty Hickory, per dozen, $085; each ........-.+++.- 08 

‘or price of blocks with head brass but no end hooks, a lo B od, dozen, 190; each. ...-..+--+++., 2B 

: list price of blocks without end hooks as follows: 8 to, 16% inch SMOG DESPA 
if “measurement,” 10 cents; 17 to 27 inch ‘‘ measurement,” 15 cents ; 

Ee 2744 to 3844 inch “ measurement,” 20 cents. noe 

Steel pinions, 15 cents each. Hooks, 10 cents each. 

a PARTICULARS OF MAHOGANY AND IRON T 

STEREOTYPE BLOCKS SIDE STICKS 
iif To ascertain prices of block of any style, add together the it " 

i length and width measurements, then find the nearest ineasure- Paragon Side and Foot Sitcks, ses.nndan ches 
ment” in second column of price list; and the price of the style 
a size a Pes required ae be found in 

2 the same line as the corresponding ‘‘ measure- oe eS Te 

ment” in second column. When the meas- g,) = a Sie 

- urements of the block required differ from Ce TE AMMA MFG, 

a any Senet anne ff beer col- gece ee 

1 umn, e price of suc! lock wil e e price 

] in the same line as the next lower “measure- +. Yankee Side Btlek 
ment.” y s oT 

| in sending orders, give the size of block [= ——======ememm eee a biemetpen NEE 
] : outside, and also the size of the largest and | ~ = =e a So 

i smallest plates to be used on the block, always earn TS a 

] £ measuring the back of the plate. Unless Hamilton SideiStickiNo. 2 

i F otherwise stated, we assume that all plate measurements given are 

; : 5 MAHOGANY IRON PATENT RULED So a 
oursoe |= |————________ tl pie 

1 

amcron oF |e | | Joomo| aa] rc] ae [ele| mice] wx froren newex Hamilton Side Stick No. 1 

e soos 2S) i2] Mem | srvucs | worn | wen [31S] ANY | wira | WORK A SuEET Hamilton Side Stick, No. t,each. ...... 2. ++ -- - $005 

: —— |8 2/8 |8) smtes | win | eno | eno fale] Mi | wooxs [OF PMPEROETHE = Hamilton Side Stick, No.2,each.....-.-.-+--- 0&8 
STANDARD wiTHouT, 312] nooxs FOLLOWING ; 

AO EY PS PS Cre ale [a ad A Yankee Side Sticks, each .......---++----- 60 
sas 2 ale sie | sioe | sive ALL | anouno | STANDARD SIZE 

Hooke HOOKS | HOOKS | HOOKS a 

hn 3 x 5 | 8 |2|1| $1 50| $200| $250| $7 00 |4/2] $3 75 | 80 60 [92 to 22 x 28 REGULAR WOOD SIDE STICKS 

| 3 4* 4) uals] 165| 215| 265| 795|4/2| 390| 995 Extrathin....... lyard 7 ineh * $0 04 

10 }2}1) 170} 220) 270) 750/4/2 395 | 10 10 Thin 2... ee ees lyard % inch % 05 

ia 4%x 6 |10%/2]1] 175) 225| 275] 760)/4/2| 400/10 25/32 to 26 x 40 Medium ........ lyard 1 inch dy 06 

| P 11 |2/1] 180| 230] 280] 775|4/2) 405) 1040 PRICE A isco s3oaee ae SRO 14 inch % 07 

z 5 x Ges tala 185| 235] 285] 785]4/2| 410} 10 55 |16 to 22 x 28 

| 54x 6%4|12 12/1] 190| 240] 290) 795}4/2) 415] 10 75 24 to 23 x 41 
| 

| 1244}2]1| 195] 245| 295] 810]4/2) 420/ 1090 > 

; Bax TAN 13l1| S05] 285] 308| 835/412) daoltta| i n 2 

_ - vox o Halil $8| 28] 98] SEU) EBB oseas ee 
| E ix 8 134 3 Hq aa 2 375| 955/6|2 i 13.05 ete The small Star Wheels are setrinto mortises cut through 

a ex octal] 281 1B] 381 SBE] ESI EHOm= 0 ny 
: Bis: 2 1 Price of Fly Stick inch of 1 he or pres specrae oh | 

; 1634131} 290| 340] 390| 995|6|2| 575] 1355 obey sleke ver eee = 
: 6% x 103417 |3]1] 295| 345| 395|1005/6/2| 580] 13 60) 8 to 22 x 28, _ When ordering, state length of stick, and whether the butt 

| r 1734]3}1] 300} 350} 400) 1015/6/2) 585) 1370 is to be grooved to fit a wooden clamp fly, or plain to fit 

- a 18 |3]1| 305] 355| 405] 1030|6)2) 590) 13 85 separate socket. * 

1 . 74x11 |1844]3]1] 310) 360] 410] 10 40/6/2) 5 95 | 14 00 [16 to 33 x 46 = 

| >) 19 |3]1| 315] 365| 415/1055|6)2| 600) 1425 re 

a 0 {3|1| 338] 319] 435|1075/6|2| 6 10| 1430 
4 9 x 1134 |203413]2| 330| 495| 485] 11 75/6|4] 740] 16 10] 8 to 24 x 38 STEREOTYPE RATCHETS SS 

Y 21 |3]2} 335| 440] 490) 1190/6)4) 745) 1635 SS 

214]3]2] 340| 445] 495) 1200/6)4) 750) 16 65 Brass ratchet, < 

F 22 -|3/2| 345| 450] 500/1215)/6)4) 755) 16 90 wood handle . . . $050 , Yy 

Bs p9413|2| 350| 455] 505|1225|6/4| 760) 17 12 Steel ratchet, — 

P 23 |3]2) 355| 460] 510) 1235/6)4) 765) 1735 wood handle . . . 5 fe 

1234]3}2| 360] 465] 515} 1250/6)4) 7 70] 17 60 Brass ratchet, | 
103 x 1344 |24 -|3]2] 365) 470] 520/1260/6/4) 775/17 85| 4 to 22 x 28 steelhandle, ... 50 # | 

: 2444]3]2| 370| 475] 525/12 75/6/4) 780/18 10 Steel ratchet, ze 4 . 

25 13/2] 375| 480) 530/1285/6)4) 785) 1835 steel handle, . . . 75 v 

E Bs f3|3] 89| 490) 940[1910[6|4| 755] 1880 4 1 1 
9gs4]3|2] 890] 495] 545/13 20/6/4| 8 00| 19 05 TABLET CEMENT—SPHINX 

i] 1 x16 |27 [4/2] 460] 565) 615] 1420/8)4| 9 40/20 65| 8 to 33 x 46 ie 

c 2474) 412 ra pe re ae a a me bo A liquid composition made 3 
1 (A, ¢ exclusively under a new proce: 

. . 2844|4|2| 475| 580] 630] 1455|8}4) 955) 21 45 ie of our own. Brilliant colors or 

: 9 14/2| 480] 585| 635|1470|8|4| 960| 21 75 A blue and white. It can be used ; . 

a 2934]4]2| 485| 590] 6 40) 1480/8/4) 965) 22 15 <Q ta wha iat Ge One 
1134 x 1834 |30 |4|3] 490] 665| 7 15| 15 80]8]6) 11 15| 23 75] 4 to 24 x 38 cold, ‘ani ig) the caval of olld- 

30141413] 495| 670| 720] 16 00|8/6! 11 20 | 24 00 ified Composition in other 

; Abe rie By ae oe nae : . a as ; reapeale. It is free from odor, 
i and contains no aceti i 

12! x 1934 |82|4|3} 510| 685| 735/16 60|8/6] 11 35| 2495] 4 to 26 x 40 fish glue. oe 

| SHEERS EE THREE ] : i \) -pii i 

3324|413| 5 25| 700| 7.50|1720/8/6| 11 50| 25 80 Zan i ud) Lait ae eee tape a hel 
h 34 |4/3] 530] 705) 755] 17 40/8/6) 11 55 | 26 15 st (BLE ATT gS 

j I3434|4|3] 535] 710| 760/17 60/86] 11 60 | 26 40 Inquarttins ........ 9 

1344 x 2124 |85 [4/3] 540] 715] 765/17 80|8|6| 11 65 | 26 75 | 2 to 22 x 28 TRADE MARK In one gallon pails ..... 300 / 

ae dd dd 

1 eran Gate te seeartaln fhe outta ca oun to lengts anc width of the end and side hooks only, add one-! 
’ Dack measure of the largest plate Ihe block is Tor. af with Rooks all around, add For Tablet Counter see Paper Counter. | 

three-fourths inch to the back measure of the largest plate the block is for. For Tablet Brushes see Brushes. | 
| 
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TABLET KNIFE TYPE-HIGH MACHINES 7 

The blade is 5 
made extra thin ae = 

of good steel. Xaver * i ™ ‘sil 

3 Each ... $050 <a 7 Dy sa 

8 =e : —_— 
Q s aj 

THE “EASY” PARAGON d . E> } 
AR Ge Pine . 

TABLET PRESS hea 
; 4 : y, = 3 = 

This press is made of iron, except the adjustable squaring- a as <<" Oe ne 
boards, and will not twist or warp under pressure, thus throwing roa _——e 

% the adjusted paper out Ne wn 
of line. ss) See B 

\ =< The paper can be = [adjusted in a moment, Lp 
ee 10 matter what its 

7 = mmarer nail \\ shape or size may be, ; er ; 
a = Dianne to being nresture Hoerner's Combination Shuteboard and Type-High Machine. Patented 

> i of screw immediately Hoerner’s Combination Shute-Board and Type-High Machine 7 
‘yy upon the centre of it. is simple, solid and accurately made, all parts except plane han- 

ca) It is so construct- _dles being of iron and steel. Interchangeable planes, one carry- 
’ ed that paper can be ing a knife blade and the other a file, work upon the carriage or 

a Press in Position for Receiving Paper packed or adjusted guide frame. The carriage can be moved from side to side of the 

while the press stands upright or in a horizontal position, and all bed while operating, thus permitting a block the full width of the 

the squaring boards are held rigidly in position and can- machine to be shaved at one locking. It will hold a block 

not possibly be displaced, shaken, or moved while packing 4 ‘ up to ten inches in width and of any length. 

or adjusting paper. =e I S The block is held down to the bed by a novel vise-like ] 

If paper or cloth is to be put on edges where glue is \ lock, fastened or released instantly by one turn of a small | 

applied, the adjustable squaring boards are placed in po- i lever. The sliding cross bar with mitre point can be eas- 

sition to hold the paper or cloth tirm until dry. It takes in ily set at any angle for mitering. The bed may be firmly 

all paper from 1 to 16 inches. As the pressure is applied in i fastened to table or bench leaving both hands of operator i 

105 the centre, it never slips or slides, and requires so little free and in this position has an additional advantage of be- ! 

® pressure that the pads will not swell or crack when —4 ing convenient as a bench vise for holding | 

0 being taken from the press. i & blocks while attaching or removing plates. | 

The Paragon Tablet Press, weight crated, 32 In using the Hoerner Type-High Ma- 

POURdS hr ie Ee cee ee LOU, | \ | chine paper is first laid on the bed to pro- yy 

Sas - ] tect the face of electros. The cuts are then | 

i j 4 | | 9 laid face downward, locked and shaved | 

Fi TAKE SLUGS es 1% until the knife or file cuts no more. If 
6 : c Ase | | blocks are too low, lay sheets of paper or } 

ie Electrotyped word, letter or figure, [ \& ; cards below to raise them high enough for | 

4 first one of kind ....... - $0 40 re shaving. If it is necessary to plane a cut | 

Duplicates, 15 cents per running inch, cart 24 J lower than type-high in order to make it ] 

figuring on full length of slug, La” Aas G4 true, a few sheets of paper can be glued on 
with a minimum charge of . . . . $030 = en the bottom or between plate and block. 

Brass Take Slugs, see page 496. Bere, — — For trimming slugs, rules and furni- | 

pee ih et His anna wae ture (wood or metal of any size) and 
squaring the sides of blocks, the guide | 

eh TAPE frame is taken off and the plane is used upon the side of the bed i 
(as shown in cut). | 

OL Press Tape, Seinrwide, Toll. 1052 io. 5G ee 3 0 BO Hoerner Type-High Machine, complete with file, plane and 

Press Tape, 4in. wide, roll. ...-..-..%.-+.-.. 98 one inife plane <... th. . 64. eee ieee ao oO. 

jut Press Tape, %in. wide, roll.... .......+..+... 118 Extra files 2... 662s « fe tt cave Sir ee | 

fit Press Tape, %4in. wide, roll............-.:... 188 Extra: Entvees S95 3 sic hle s es peta ah cumee ype oo nent | : 

Presa Tape, 2410; wide foals cass a. toe see ss 290 
Press Tape, Lin. wide, roll. eh eee ae 1 
Press Tape, 1%in. wide, roll... ......-.-+----. 200 | 

Presa Tape 67 tiogwide) follies st etn ses ate cnn e18 CHALLENGE TYPE-HIGH MACHINE 
Arcot Donte 8 rae __ Every printer knows what a source of annoyance it is to have | 
ae aaa cuts or plates which are uneven or too high|sent to press. The ] 

inexpensive Challenge Type-High Machine will reduce cuts to 

TAPE FASTENERS type-high, make them even and true and square the edges. q 
_ . A This machine consists of a metal frame with grooves of fixed 

Aleta so <i poses te aah tities ie BLO . , 

Bree a ee On OS height in which works a heavy plane. A galley 8x12 inches passes { 
eae beneath the plane. In this galley the mounted cut is placed face | 

downward. Sheets of paper are then placed under the cut to | 

METALLIC TAPE COUPLERS bring it in contact with the plane, reduce any irregularities and 

The Metallic Tape Couplers outlast other methods of securing make it type-high. 
| 

the ends of tape, and keep the tape running true. They can be PriGey Gaol cs iveet- tacnisa-ee's Sa te Oy legew ence etertbert aetO Oe i 

put on in a few seconds by means of parallel pliers made for this 
1] 

ide purpose. Prices are for boxes of fifty couplers. —_— 
i 

$ Se thahe ooo ea tees as OL O04 NON, sys hero mien OO) 
i 

" ee Nee i ok te TYPE-HIGH GUAGE I 
sed Minch tetas ep WON APR INOD, seca 8 oe a We biey, It is absolutely accurate, being HH 
id- ‘Tape Coupler Pliers... 6s eb ves rere eee T micro ground to.918 of an inch and will q 

er ————_ show instantly whether every part is q 

or, type high and therefore ready to put on | 

or TWEEZERS the press. One end forms a guage by | 
See Bodkins and Tweezers. which the cylinders and bearers of a | 

press can be adjusted accurately and 1 

)0 quickly. A large part of the make- i 

0 
ready is done when everything is the : 

” TYMPAN PRESS BOARDS proper height. } 

00 98x 42 inches, each . . . .$050 | 40x60 inches, each . . . . $100 Price, each .......-. +. - $150 

30x45 inches, each .... 60 | 45x60 inches, each... . 120 By mail... 1... e001 55 
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i] y TYPE MEASURES STEEL MEASURES 

} Fs Style “C” for the 

| Cee (14 to the inch) eut on 
H the right up to 100 lines. 

Compositor’s Rule, ‘C,’’ 934 inches long Marked up to 7 inches 

5 BOXWOOD TRIANGULAR on the left by eighths. See cut. 
i Very accurately and sharply cut, with 5, 5%, 6, 7, 8, and 9 HaiOG AE ik eee shat asian Gisck? Gist ee ee tees, CERIO 
i A points, 10}4 inches long. Owing to the trefoil shape, making 

Hl sharper edges, the lines and numbers can be read much easier 
iii than on a square body. Co ne ¥ Ta Crake ts te ke ke 

ii Price, 9inch....... .$150 18inch.......... .$800 i Teele he Bait, 

. : Newspaper Rule, “A” and ‘‘B,’’ made of 2 Point Steel, 2634 inches long. 
i IR aD 

; ea aaa | 
i Esrerrldlit PMP TOTT 091 RTL APULLUELA PLP LUS LUSTIG LPL ISL LIB tb Style “A” for the Foreman. Agate lines (14 to the inch) on 

the right side for convenience in measuring matter on the galley. 
i r, SQUARE WOOD MEASURE Marked up to 24 inches on the left by eighths. See cut. 
i é : Prices net. 3 sss oo wlaecnd waa can eae ve er 
| Twelve inches long, with inches by sixteenths, agate (14 lines 

aa to the inch), 549 and 11; 6 and 12; 7, 8,9 and 10 point measures on Style “B” for the Deskman. Agate lines (14 to the inch) on 

vee the different sides. The corners are protected by brass. the left for measuring advertisements. Nonpareils and picas (point 

j Price, net gv ORG Nile Fae Rac system) on the right, with inch marks up to 24 extending into the 
“ Gere agi ta) ne center from both sides. 

| STANDARD BRASS TYPE MEASURES Prices Wet 857 sis tk aoa Fale i» eudle Sanh se wae eee EEE TO. 

These line measures are made of 5 point brass, and the grad- pane et Suess 

a uations are absolutely accurate. 

ia TYPE WASH 
we ae ag oe 
| i OT qt GROVER’S PRINTERS’ DETERGENT 

ii — i ra ft) — 
E TT ie ) el Je aes © 
e Tea eae A 

| se ar ye ee 
ge ae A: 

e = es cae 
We ENGTH LeneTH LENGTH a 

We eubaron ein OS, 12 8, 
s Biba Measure yt ots 2 Pa eae 45 50 It is cheaper and safer than benzine, as it avoids the great risk 

Pica and Nonpareil Measure... ... . 35 55 50 of fire, thereby reducing the rate of insurance. 
ie Pica and Agate Measure ......... 50 60 % It restores rollers that have become hard and unfit for use 
We Pica, Nonpareil and Agate Measure . . . 50 % % through the effects of benzine, potash, ete., and makes them as 

Hi noel 9045 good as new. 
: 100 Ae Oe eek peeceaeaar hr GRR e  es oe ine It cleans ink from the hands instantly, when used with a little 

‘ cet kane ee ee PSY ie ROME gh Rh Se tien Ry he RE 6 soap, and makes them soft and white and prevents chapping. 

| With Nonpareil on reverse side ........-.--+.-+ 100 Barrels of 350 to 500 Ibs., perIb. .. 2.2... 2... 2... 29008 

ig 0 Agate Unies Tone we sis jee 85h ate ore a eS cee Half-barrels of 150lbs., perlb............-..... 0 

a With Nonpareil on reverse side... .....-.--+-+ 150 Kegs of 50 to 100 Ibs., perlb. © 2. 2. ee ee) 10 i 

: 300 Agate lines long, no hook. .....---.-+.++..- 200 Tin pails of 25lbs. . . . . . Lia, Papen thes A hared rete OO) 

| E With Nonpareil on reverse side... .-.- +--+ +--+ 325 ‘Tin palisoft0dba) 23) iu ao « eee ata eeu a pages ae 
isa Cans OLB Tan Cr oe sty ts aoe 2 bed eats ae Ina 
; 

a STANDARD TWO-HOOK GAUGE Canis Of TTB. Se se Gece sot Suede saree eert tT | 

. Brass, Silver-plated r pie sei 

i 36 Pica long, Pica and Nonpareil Measure .......... . $035 A 

; 36 Pica long, Pica, Nonpareil and Agate Measure ....... 50 
72 Pica long, Pica and Honpesstl Megan PROP Aaisdas MACs . WOOD RULE 

‘ ica long, Pica, Nonpareil and Agate Measure ....... 75 : 
Beene Ms Wood Rule (side wood) peryard .............. .9012 

; Wood Rule (end wood) perfoot ............. pe 
; STAR LINE GAUGE Solid corners to match any rule, set of four... .. . + 25 

ig A little tool that is a 
big help. Among the AOSD ise 

a : smaller accessories of a 
| printery none is more t 
| oO mY Ke o © ©) frequently and urgently WOOD TYPE 
] ‘ ; \ required than an accu- 3 i 
] rate, convenient line Wood type furnished to order. It is not carried in stock, not 

measure. The Star Line even by the manufacturers, and is not returnable if order is : 

/ Measure is made of nickel- correctly filled. f 
ia plated steel, aluminum, brass and German silver, and as light as Special specimen book on application. 
ig possible preserving the necessary stiffness. Graduated to picas 
a and nonpareils on one side, and agate on the other. INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING WOOD TYPE 

LENGTH LENGTH LENGTH In ordering do not mutilate the specimen books, but write 
SANG, Of INS. 12 1N8. plainly the full title or number of the letter, stating the size of 

Steel, nickel-plated, Pica and Nonpareil - .. . -$025 $035 $045 the font (whether it is a 3a, 4.a or 5 a), and whether it is caps, caps 
; Steel, nickel-plated, Pica, Nonpareil and Agate. . 30 40 50 and figures, or caps, lower case and figures, that are wanted. It 

Aluminum, Pica and Nonpareil. ......... 30 40 60 will prevent the possibility of mistakes if characters and the list 

: Aluminum, Pica, Nonpareil and Agate ...... 35 45 65 price of the font are stated. Always state from what specimen 
Brass, Pica and Nonpareil ......-...... 40 50 65 book you are ordering. 
Brass, Pica, Nonpareiland Agate... ...... 50 60 75 In ordering sorts send, if possible, a perfect proof of each 
German Silver, Pica and Nonpareil. ....... 60 70 90 letter wanted. This willinsure exact copies. Sorts are not car- 
German Silver, Pica, Nonpareil and Agate... . 70 80 100 ried in stock, but are sent from the factory. 
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i Modern Printing Equipment | 

on roe Teg AEBS . | 
MANUFACTURED BY i 

350 

. : Keystone Type Foundry | 
the 

BT ot : 
=u N the following pages we show a new and strictly up-to-date 

pe, line of Composing Room Furniture, every piece designed 
(arets 2 rad . 

real for a specific purpose and affording the shortest cut to best 
YAGI 3 . 

aS ey results. It is constructed largely of Iron and Wood, with a 
DNOVS. ©) . . . . 

few pieces made entirely of each, but in most instances both } 

materials are combined in the same piece of furniture. | 

Progressive Printers and Publishers can no longer afford to use the 

old style, irregular stock furniture, with its waste of space and inefficiency. | 

They must heed the call of the times for better quality and better service. 

ae In. designing and constructing this furniture our experts have made | 

. a study of the particular requirement each piece is intended to meet, and | 
. sos . i 

oe : have aimed at the greatest economy and efficiency, not overlooking the | 

litle convenience and comfort of the workman, as well as provision for proper } 

wis storage and care of contents. | 

9 : Daisey wae “ } 

. Notwithstanding the great superiority in design, construction and | 

is material put into this equipment, our prices are moderate and in keeping 

» with customary expenditures for such goods. 

Plants equipped with Keystone Iron Composing Room Furniture have 

a great advantage over competitors not so happily situated, and the old | 

wi theory that “the composing room must be run at a loss” is instantly | 
5 

. . 
i . 

5 exploded. Keystone Modernized Composing Rooms Make Money. | 
eee : 

YSTONE EQUIPPING DEPARTMENT. siscteté and incticient | 
KE S Q + obsolete and inefficient 

through neglect, often due to pressure of business and careless or random buying. When this happens “dry ; 

not rot” sets in, the working force is contaminated and the plant will degenerate unless a remedy is found. Relief : 

n sot gt nome from the outside and only experts can supply it. We are not merely soliciting orders for Type, Brass | 

os Goods, Furniture, Material and Machinery of ordinary selection to be installed in the usual way. We are able 

to give you valuable service and show you the “short cuts” that can be made in the Composing Room. Our Composing : 

Room Experts personally investigate prevailing methods, introduce improvements, design such furnishings as are : 

necessary to obtain the greatest efficiency, and when the scheme is perfected, submit drawings of each separate piece : 

of furniture, with floor plans showing the correct arrangement of the room, and give estimated cost of the proposed : 

write equipment. Each plant is treated individually—no two alike—according to its own special requirements. No charge } 

ze of for consultation and no order is expected unless a substantial saving is shown in both cost of operation and floor ; 

caps space. We never fail to reduce the cost of labor from 10 to 25 per cent. and gain from 30 to 50 per cent. in floor space. } 

i. It a a a Te ee eee eee Mle ee } 

te LET US CORRECT THE LOSS AND LACK OF EFFICIENCY IN YOUR COMPOSING ROOM 
I 
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KEYSTONE LINOTYPE DUMP | 

This Linotype Dump is a companion piece to Keystone Correcting Bank on following page. These two valu- ) 

; able pieces of furniture are necessities in every newspaper composing room, and are the means of reducing j 

; much time in the handling of linotype matter. The machine operator dumps his slugs from the back side and 

: thus avoids congestion and confusion by coming in contact with the ‘galley man.”” There is ample provision in 

; the rack over the top for all necessary “‘phat’’ matter, brass and slugs. All these compartmentsare full brass lined, | 

/ with brass tubing for division strips. The illustration shows the 72-inch style, which is better adapted to offices 

te with ten machines and less. This design with increased dump and storage capacity is also made in lengths 8, 10 

: and 12 feet long. In all cases the width of top is 27 inches. | 
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A Keystone Linotype Dump No. K 89 

SPECIFICATIONS—Frame made of standard steel pipe with wrought iron ball fittings. Ends closed with 

} cold rolled steel. Front and back open that the galley shelves can be used from either side. Length of frame, 

72 inches; height to top, 42 inches; height over all, 64 inches. Size of brass top, 27x72 inches, covered with No. 16 
gauge sheet brass; galley strips made of 9-16 inch brass tubing. Size of brass slug rack, 8 inches wide and 72 

inches long. There are 15 steel copy spindles on extreme top. Three blank drawers of the following sizes: 
144x192 x21 inches, 11¢x1434x21 inches, 1144x13°¢x21 inches. Eleven flat galley shelves 2314 inches wide and 

241¢ inches deep, 2 1-16 inches between shelves. One tier of 18 galley shelves 74 inches wide, two tiers 5 inches 

i wide and three open bins 9° x18x24 inches for empty galleys. The frame proper sets 6 inches from the floor. | 
When desired the flat galley shelves can be furnished zinc lined. All iron and steel work finished in black | 

| enamel; wood work finished in oak, and brass highly polished. Prices on application. 
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- 
‘ STORAGE FRAME . 
d F This frame can be used separately, but works to better advantage when used in connection with Keystone 
n Linotype Dump No. 89 shown on preceding page. Leaving the proof press, galleys are placed on this frame 

i, awaiting corrections. The full-lined brass top affords sufficient space for three correctors if required. The top 3 

. is flat and on the brass surface galleys are 

0 & . ‘ _ easily handled. In the center there is an 

AAANS \ \ AN opening to receive dead slugs which pass 

= 7 down an iron chute into the metal truck. The 

A / VY latter is on large heavy wheels and can be 

removed to the stereotype room without extra 

/\ handling. This truck is self- 

A se dumping. (See illustrations 

Se F below.) 

) Kersten 48 ee Se iy 
‘ Mol ' SPECIFICATIONS  — t reer ry. eel ; 

es ee | ee 1 The entire frame is made of 
iy, q ae, a . i ‘ 

| ae hg = b —_—_ standard steel pipe with malle- 
EE oS | Joa) — able iron ball fittings. Ends 

wv SS oe: Zo ~ lid closed with cold rolled steel, 
JS ees ir - ee eae —~ it open front and back. The top 

Fr a - g 4 ae eee is of heavy paneled construction 

, Ai YY i — and covered with No. 16 gauge 

cA a od Fe . | ia sheet brass. Size of top 28x 784 
Ome a Ae a H \ inches ; height of top from floor, 

gt a ES Gf, > aa . 42 inches; floor space, 26x76 

ot; 4 vs | eo > inches; dump, over top, is 14 

os i t pea > | SA 4 —— inches wide and 80 inches long 

| Cee i, PY, = 5 divided through the center. Top } 

Os 1 es eA a ps! s ° half blank, bottom divided in | 

Pa YY IVY & A at ee (, compartments for 13 and 2644 ems. There are 

ee Ce oA f Jp Oa ayy — two blank drawers, eleven flat galley shelves 

- Fon a ep 1634 inches wide, 25 inches deep, 2 xs inches 

e : é | L between shelves. Shelvesare of 34 inch stock. 

— The three tiers of galley shelves will hold 54 galleys, each tier | 

Ss being 714 inches wide. This design is also furnished in 8, 10 and 
Keystone Coecu No Ker. 12 feet lengths, adding increased equipment. Iron finished 

in black enamel, and wood work finished in oak. ; 

| 

KEYSTONE ALL-IRON SELF-DUMPING | 
ge METAL TRUCK | 

This design is acknowl- i 

; yeh edged to be the most de- @-- * ms ; 

eee arr Ts sirable and convenient ; 

era a : truck for either linotype or | | 

Musi dns other metals. Every part Fo 1] 

4 is made of steel and‘iron, £ : | 

indestructible throughout. Pet ee i} 

ith : The weight is carried on Neko Seat VA i] 

ne, « two large 12-inch wheels, 4 a s y WS : 

making rolling very easy z FS oe i} 

4 & a } J either empty or loaded to eae : he i 

: & " its capacity. Truck can be i ws 1] 

esi oe 2 a turned around within its 4 ut y/ } 
nd , own space, andisself-dump- ‘ Fe - = , i 

es @ & ing. Height, 2534 inches; \ = 1] 
or. width, 18 inches; length, 24 7 

ick , inches at top. Finished in WW 

Keystone All-Iron Metal Truck No.’ 175 black enamel. Keystone All-Iron Metal Truck No, K 175 iW | 

i : Cf ea loi dic ne AEA by Suton iG De sant ets latinas ji 
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q | \ x: Keystone Linotype Dump No. K 2u4 

: : Entire top and ‘“‘phat”’ slug rack covered with No. 16 gauge i 
| ! brass with 9-16 inch square brass tubing for division strips. ‘ ] 

i | Size of top 25 inches wide, length 8 feet. Height to top 42 inches. The brass slug rack is 12 inches : 
: | high and spaced for 13 ems. This can be changed to suit customer. Space to highest point 53 inches. 

i} | Frame made of steel pipe with malleable iron ball fittings. The six galley storage shelves are zinc-lined, 2734 
| inches long and 12 inches between shelves. Three blank drawers 444 x15%x19'4 inches inside and three open 

a) 1) bins 5x8x 23% inches. Finished in black enamel and fumed oak. ¢ 
i 
at ; 
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i SS Ww” Keystone Linotype Correcting Bank 
i { 5 Re No. K 205 

ae 
i Entire frame made of standaid steel pipe with 

HH! malleable iron ball fittings, ends closed with cold-rolled i 
i steel. Full brass-lined top 27 inches wide by 8 feet long. Height to top 42 inches. Sixteen 
i zinc-lined galley shelves 27% inches wide, 3 inches between shelves. The shelves are 1 inch } 

in thickness. Space for truck 27 inches. This bank can be supplied any length desired. 
ih i Frame finished in black enamel and fumed oak. ! 
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KEYSTONE IRON STRIPPING TABLES 

Keystone Iron Stripping Table No. K 
86 has semi-steel top 1%4 inches thick, 28 @& \ , . . " 
inches wide, 60 inches long, with one-half 

inch rabbet on the four sides. Like all 
Keystone furniture the frame is made of . aE ej 

pl iron and steel, the height to correspond / \ 
with the average make-up table. The 
eight trays on top are used in stripping 
ads, and will take quads, slugs, brass, 
rule, cuts, bases, etc. The arrangement 
keeps the surface clean and makes a con- 
venient way to distribute this class of ma- Skansen geet any 1) 8 el “3 
terial to their respective storage places. isk ati , es 
All dead ads should be received on this > a ee Ny 
table, either on top or placed on the letter et ry BS - ef 
boards which are zinc lined, or on galleys a Mos wef 48 rf a | 
and placed in the racks. This design is ae | El oo Sad ee 
furnished in any size. Come 7 “i mon | : | i SS Fl 2 a oe 

SPECIFICATIONS—Size of iron } E mem. T CES ad 
top 28x60 inches; height from floor 38% eo SS TT r a i cd | | 
inches; height overall, 57inches. Frame ee era Z eee i oe | 

made of steel pipe with ball fittings, ae Se mnt Eh eee See Sa | | 

ends and back closed with cold rolledsteel. | Be a eens || Soares +e i “ | 
Size of bank to hold trays 14 x 63 inches. a Comune ee “ eae 
Twelve zinc-lined letter boards 24 1s x22 ! _— I x i <e | 
inches. Thirty galley shelves 8it inches me ——— we i | 

M wide and fifteen 5% inches wide; a ; > | ee — 
total of forty-two shelves. The two blank oe SX i a — 

ge drawers are 23¢x8'4x20 inches. The Mh 
ips. size of trays is 25,x8!¢x12 inches. : Ren aie tance 
ches Frame finished in black enamel; wood- \ Hesyatine iron See rina Taule NOL 
hes, work is fumed oak. -- 

2 
pen SS pa date 

STEMI RT ta i, RG ar Keystone Iron Stripping Table No. K 185, 
SX SR NAAR AN ee has a semi-steel top 12 inches longer than No. 

. 7 K 86, the size being 28 x 72inches. Anall-iron 
y/ metal truck is set under the frame with a 

. metal chute through the top. Instead of trays 
4 on upper bank it is made into 

A alead and slug rack with divis- 
S ry eee r ions from 4 to 28 ems. This 

OE eas x ° design is especially desirable 
¥ 2 “ foe for offices with ten or more 

r i sail } aoa + machines. The top is made 
i » | j of semi-steel 1%4 inches in 

" mm teem {| thickness, and like all of the 
: ; “de a Keystone surfaces is absolute- 

‘i tt mel pe 4 ly perfect. On the four sides 
| et < me i there is a half-inch rabbet. 
{ o> Ep ‘mee = { These tables can be furnished 

{ f ae a 5 in any size desired. 

lo o> ES SPECIFICATIONS—Frame 
ra ger ree made of standard steel pipe 

| Or ee 5 ef | with ball fittings; ends and 

y Be ie HM back closed with cold rolled 
, ade | a — A | . steel. Size of top 28x72 inches; 

a rf ately BM = height of top from floor, 39 
é 4 ty 5 he) inches; height over all, 5744 

jak RS gs 4d 4 inches. Zinc-lined letter 
1a ‘ | i boards 1624 x 22 inches inside, 

with = Ko ‘ i s three zinc-lined shelves, and thirty galley 

olled ig shelves 734 paghes ice ; Pal caveat widely 

i Fi ri ‘ 221¢x20inches. Opening for truc! inches. 

pe ges NLRs eee ace ek on page 561. Frame finished in 

sired. J black enamel; woodwork is fumed oak. 
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| | This frame is designed to care for all foreign advertising in type, slugs, cuts and plates, and if properly con- 

: | ducted, a perfect system can be maintained covering this class of advertising, which will prove very convenient. 

; The top is 2734 inches wide and 94 inches long, full brass-lined with *-inch square brass tubing for division 

; strips, and is divided into six columns for 13 ems and two columns for 264 ems, giving a total of 564 inches for 

| single column and 188 inches for double column storage. The entire top is of brass, including the rims. The ten 

; open bins are for plates, giving a storage surface of 4320 square inches. The fifty-seven galley shelves take sin- 
/ gle and double galleys, and the fourteen letter boards are zinc-lined and give 5544 square inches of storage. 

| These frames are made in various styles, and while we consider our No. K 181 a very desirable arrangement, we can 

} | furnish any style that might be wanted. We furnish blue prints showing equipment without cost. Our draughting 
Hi department is very extensive, and we are in a position to furnish promptly any special piece of iron furniture 

: that might be required for the composing room or other departments. 
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Keystone Foreign Ad Frame No. K 181 (Patent applied for) 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Size of frame, 26x 94 inches; height to front of bank, 42 inches; height at back, 52 inches; frame made of 

standard steel pipe with wrought iron ball fittings; ends and back closed with cold-rolled steel. Standing galley i 
has six columns spaced for 13 ems and two columns spaced for 26% ems. The entire top is made of brass, size i 

being 2734x 94 inches. Ten open bins 18 inches wide, 24 inches deep and 5% inches high. The fifty-seven galley | 

shelves are 734 inches wide and 24 inches deep. Fourteen zinc-lined letter boards 18 x 22 inches inside. The q 
boards slide on heavy hot-rolled angle steel runs. Galley shelves have %-inch cleats on low edge to keep type | 

from coming in contact with the side of frame. This is important where zinc or steel galleys are used. Frame i 
finished in black enamel and fumed oak. Special finish if desired. i 

We have designed and are ready to supply more than a hundred standard pieces of steel and iron furni- f 

ture which we are unable to illustrate in this catalog. We are also continually bringing out new and original } 
designs, which we will be pleased to submit to interested and reliable concerns. ; 

We design and build complete composing room equipment made of steel, iron and brass. In addition to our 

advanced furniture designs we can usually reduce the labor cost 10 per cent. or more and create a saving in floor 

space from 30 to 40 per cent. Printers not acquainted with our system will be greatly interested in learning of the 
very important and unusual work we are doing in this direction. 
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KEYSTONE STANDING AD FRAME tl 
on : : | 
if These frames are made in a variety of styles. Among the more desirable is our No. K 174, illustrated herewith ; | 
= however, we can supply standing galleys with any desired arrangement. Let us know your requirements and we | 
for will submit detailed drawing without charge. The standing galley on No. K 174 is full brass-lined with square brass 

te division strips. Five columns are spaced for 13 ems and three columns for 2614 ems. An unusual feature is the | 
a fifteen brass-lined letter boards, 23x 30 inches inside, with flush fronts which may be used for holding full pages. | 

in Forms can be transferred from the make-up table direct to the letter boards. The capacity is fifteen pages. The / 
ge. boards can also be used for single ads and other like matter. The sixty-eight galley shelves are all 734 inches wide. | 
a Each of the two blank drawers are 14%, x 2114 inches inside. For a small frame this design affords a good amount of 
Ing storage. The letter boards provide for 10,350 square inches ; standing galley 592 inches, 370 inches single column | 
ure and 222 inches double column. 
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Keystone Standing Ad Frame No. K 174 (Patent applied for) | 

of SPECIFICATIONS | | 

ey No. K 174 frame is made of standard steel pipe with malleable iron ball fittings, ends and back closed with cold a ' 

ine rolled steel. Floor space 26x 71% inches. Height to front of standing galley 42 inches ; height to back 58!4 inches. | 

ey ; Size of brass-lined standing galley 291% x 7314 inches, divided into five columns for 13 ems and three columns for i) 

he 2644 ems. The fifteen letter boards are covered with No. 20 gauge sheet brass, which covers the front and are made | 

pe . flush without rabbet. Size of letter boards 23 x 30 inches inside. Hot-rolled angle steel with square root is used for ' 

ne runs. These are riveted to the iron frame. Each board will hold a thousand pounds. Sixty-eight galley shelves | 

7% inches wide inside with 14-inch cleats at bottom side running from front to back. The two blank drawers are i 

ni 2 inches deep inside, 14% inches wide, 2114 inches long, with 214 inches extension on the back. 

nal KEYSTONE STEEL AND IRON PRINTERS’ FURNITURE is everlasting. It is a permanent asset. No parts | 

to deteriorate, reduces fire hazards, is compact, sanitary and reduces the labor cost. We design complete 

composing room equipments, and are in a position to manufacture any desired piece of furniture in steel, iron ; 

i and brass. Our engineering department is one of the most important in the country, and includes the best known 7 

or engineers, designers and draughtsmen—men who have been foremost in this work for the past twenty-five years. : 

he We lend expert service to printers and publishers contemplating advanced ideas in equipment. ] | 
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HH KEYSTONE RECEIVING AND STORAGE TABLES . 
na i 
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; ae Keystone Receiving and Storage Table No. K 203 i 

S o * / (Style C) | 

i ’ | 

| Keystone Receiving and Storage Table has a semi-steel imposing surface 134 x 28x72 | 
\ Hy inches ; height 39 inches. Frame made of steel pipe with ball fittings ; ends closed with cold | 
na es rolled steel. Seven galley shelves 31 inches wide and 24% inches deep; also seven shelves ' 
ii 16 inches wide by 2434 inches deep; all shelves 1-inch thickness and covered with No. 16 i 

i gauge zinc. Seven sort drawers 12/4 x 23% inches, each containing ten equal compartments. Galley shelves 

| open on both sides. Frame finished in black enamel. | 
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HH 
1 4 ~ Keystone Receiving and Storage Table No. K 109 (Patent applied for) | 

| 

i i] Keystone Receiving and Storage Table No. K 109 is especially desirable for all offices owing to the excellent 
Ne equipment. The semi-steel imposing surface is 28x 72 inches ; height from floor 39 inches. Frame made from steel 
| | pipe with malleable iron ball fittings, with ends and back closed with cold rolled steel. Eight flat galley shelves 
ii zinc-lined, 2814 inches wide, 24 inches deep. Seventy galley shelves in all; four tiers 5 inches wide, and one tier } 

i 8 inches wide. Two blank drawers, 2 inches deep by 2234 x 20%4 inches inside. Frame finished in black enamel i 

Ni and fumed oak. j 
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KEYSTONE ASSEMBLI TABLE SS NG S ) 
These tables are made in a dozen different designs. We consider our No. 88 very desirable, and this style is } 

being furnished publishers continually. It is our standard pattern. The many advantages and splendid equip- | 

. ment should create a place for two or more of these tables in every make-up department. The height corresponds | 
with make-up tables, and the plan is to set about three trucks on each end of the assembling table. The surface | 
is 28x 48 inches, made of semi-steel 134 inches thick. There is a 44 inch rabbet on the four sides. The top space | 

is sufficient for twelve single galleys. Entire capacity about seventy galleys. The four flat shelves will take 
galleys up to full page. These shelves are zinc-lined. The five letter boards under the shelves are also zinc-lined. | 

Fourteen galley shelves take galley up to three columns. The two bins in center are to hold empty galleys when | 

released. Bank over top is spaced for 13 and 2644 ems to hold brass slugs, dashes and similar material. The large 

drawer is arranged for column rules from 4 ems to full column. Full lengths are also kept in open space adjoining 

the drawer. This table is a wonderful time-saver to the ‘‘make-up.”’ 
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ae a Keystone Assembling Table No. K 88 ) | 

’ 

SPECIFICATIONS | 

Frame made of standard steel pipe with malleable iron ball fittings. Both ends and back closed with cold : 

rolled steel. Size of top surface 28x48 inches. Made of semi-steel 1% inches thick. Slug rack 14 inches wide, 50 

inches long; twenty-two spaces for 13 ems at bottom; eleven spaces for 264 ems attop. First tier of fourteen galley 

shelves 914 inches wide. Two open bins for empty galleys 9 inches wide, 934 inches high. Four zinc-lined galley 

} shelves 1934 inches wide. Five zinc-lined letter boards 1774x21 inches. Blank drawer over galley bins 1% X20x3 / 

lent inches. Column rule case 3224 x 16% inches. Open space on side takes quarter-size case 774 inches wide. Height q 

ted of frame from floor to top of surface, 37 inches. Any height can be furnished. Frame finished in black enamel : 

7 and fumed oak. 
i . 

be Assembling tables can be furnished on heavy double swivel casters. | 
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| KEYSTONE MAGAZINE RACK 
/ 
Hy No. K 190 Rack has a capacity for mbes 5 

: and three old style linotype magazines. e top ene 

/ is 35 x 851, inches; is convenient for sort trays. = a 

/ This rack can be moved about easily and conven- ~ 

iently as it is mounted on 41-inch special, extra ; ma \ 

| heavy, two-wheel swivel casters. For quick : ys al 7 

H changes, two magazines can be placed on outside, el | - 

wh onetorestoneachend. The steel bar across ends P focowanas 

/ is for this purpose. Considering the capacity, this | a % ae , : | 

1] design requires very small amount of floor space. ' Lay 

/ In making’ requests for magazine racks in ; — ~ vey 

/ other sizes, it is important that we know the ' wane - 

/ style of magazine to be cared for. The design ) ls nee 

) here illustrated can be supplied with equipment : ' —— nee 

/ for any size magazine. We also supply special : es, 

H drawers for liners, ejector blades, etc., when ; | 

] required. ; en re | 

i SPECIFICATIONS year = 

| Frame made of standard steel pipe, with —" _— | 

: malleable iron ball fittings. Floor space, 32 x 3244 > ee 

/ inches. Heighth over all, 54 inches. Back and : 

ends of rack closed with cold-rolled steel. Size E 
of top, 35x 3534 inches. Space between first nine . 

; shelves, 2!8 inches; bottom shelf, 6 inches. es rons =] 

| Depth of shelves, 30 inches. Frame finished in ” 

; black enamel and fumed oak. —— 0 

| Other designs and sizes submitted on appli- AG Hegatone Magazine: Ruck No. i100 

. cation. By 

KEYSTONE ROLLING PAGE TRANSFER CABINET 

5 a All Keystone iron and steel furniture designs 

meee are original and exclusive. They embody modern 

ek eel a a enendialtel methods, and are all money-savers. The accom- 

Se panying illustration shows a great space and 

time-saver. By the use of this cabinet, from six 

c to eleven make-up tables can be dispensed with 

era and better results obtained. All letter boards are 

‘ Se meen at heavy iron-lined and take a complete form, 

Fn aera including sterotype chase. Eleven pages can be 
ere aaa Rr : F stored in one cabinet. To transfer a page, one 

cise board is placed on top, the surface being one- 
Se gerne eighth inch lower than the make-up table, which 

eer makes the change without trouble. Loaded boards 
<s reer are placed below and another empty one set on 

i —— oer nl top. The cabinet can be rolled to ad room or to 

emit eel any point desired. All letter boards are made 
cee ene ae with fronts flush. They slide on hot-rolled angle 
——— ac steel runs with square root. Average size of 

WS ao 6 letter boards inside, 23 x 30 inches. Owing to 
Pe . various sizes of newspapers and heights of trucks, 

7 these cabinets are always made to order. Two 
trucks should be used. In placing an order, be 

Keystone Rolling Page Transfer Cabinet No. K 195 careful to give outside dimensions of stereotype 
chase, including screws; also exact heights of 

make-up tables from floor to top of surface. Frame made of steel pipe, back and 

ends closed with cold-rolled steel. Casters, 414 inches in diameter. 
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Imposing tables of this construction can be furnished with any size surface or equipment desired. The most 

desirable are frames with tops 5144x63'4 and 5134x75)/ inches. If marble was used for top instead of semi-steel, the 

sizes would be 48x 60 and 48x72 inches. Coffin made of iron. We do not recommend marble tops. Ninety per 

cent. of the equipments we design and install include the semi-steel surfaces. With the latter no coffin is 
F necessary. Nearly four hundred square inches of surface is gained in a size corresponding to a marble top 48x60 

inches. No. K 159, shown below, is a popular size. The surface is 5114 x 6314 inches and in addition to the four 

large blank drawers there are forty-four hardwood letter boards 25!) x 2134 inches, giving 23,850 square inches of 
storage surface. Both sides of the frame are alike, two tiers of letter boards on each side, a total of four tiers. 

Hot-rolled angle steel runs with square root are used. Letter boards have rabbeted fronts and can be furnished 

either zinc or brass-lined. 
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Keystone All-Iron Imposing Frame No. K 159 . 

i ee 

° ' 
; SPECIFICATIONS 

e ae ‘i 
ne Frame made of standard steel pipe with malleable iron ball fittings. Ends closed with cold-rolled steel. 

* Sanitary base. Top made of semi-steel 1%4 inches thick, 51% inches wide, 6314 inches long. Rabbet on all four 

‘h sides ¥4-inch. Height 39 inches. Four blank drawers 22), x 1934 x 2% inches inside. Two drawers on each side of 

is frame. Forty-four hardwood letter boards 25t# x 2174 inches inside. Hot-rolled angle steel runs full length. 

Frame finished in black enamel. No. K 159 is carried in stock and can be shipped promptly. This frame is | 

; especially desirable for both newspaper offices and job printers. 

: We are prepared to submit promptly, fifty original designs in imposing tables, showing different arrangement 

of and equipment. Let us know your requirements. Our exclusive line of ad frames covers thirty styles. These ’ 

ti can be submitted to interested persons. In selecting new equipment it will be to your advantage to consult our | 

3 engineering department. If you are crowded for space we can show you a way to bring relief without taking on 

‘ extra floor space. We take up every department of the printing office, from the counting room to the shipping ] 

L department and mailing room. Experience teaches that the composing room is the department usually neglected. 

We can bring instant relief, overcoming congested conditions, and correct the faults which makes composition cost 

‘ more than it should. Our experts are the originators of modern composing room equipment—designing and build- 

i ing furniture best fitted for each particular printer. Printers who are interested can communicate with any of 

the Keystone houses at Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta or San Francisco. 
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. |_______SEMI-STEEL IMPOSING SURFACES | 

| 
| For imposing surfaces, semi-steel is the most desirable. They always give satisfaction and have our strong 

recommendation. Marble is not a comparison. Keystone semi-steel tops have absolutely accurate surfaces, are 

: Be ear t ages , " 

ee 
| 

: 14 inches in thickness and double ribbed on the bottom. On the four sides there is a }4-inch rabbet to take a 
| galley ; the corners are rounded, and of course no coffin is used, which gives nearly 400 more square inches top 
' surface in a size to correspond with a marble top 48x60 
: inches. In semi-steel the size would be 5114x634 inches 

| and occupy the same amount of floor space. pnanraas 

) | Keystone semi-steel tops never wear out; they will last q 
a hundred years, and at the end of ten years will be more 

| valuable than the day they were installed. They grow bet- 
| ter with age. Of course they cost more than marble; about 
; four times the amount, but marble is imperfect and becomes H 
i badly worn within a short time. Accuracy cannot be 

expected in marble, and is not a satisfactory surface. 
/ They are an expense caused by extra time in lock-up and 
| damage to type and rule. Many of the ‘“low”’ letters are 
j caused by drawing the forms over poor stones. Rule is ; 
| spoiled more in this way than by actual service on the press. 
| The better class of printers buy semi-steel tops exclusively. 

| Keystone semi-steel tops are in use in all parts of the United i 
: P States and abroad. 
] All our semi-steel tops are made in one piece. Our | 
/ special equipment makes this possible. We can furnish ’ Se ‘| 

semi-steel surfaces any size from 12 inches square up to all 
84x 264 inches. Following we give the regular standard 7 
sizes of semi-steel tops and what the stock size would be || ere ; 4 a aa 

j in marble. For example: If your frame was built for a ” 
| marble slab 36x60 inches, the semi-steel top would be Supine wie ain wide cree dibted deustection 

394 x 63% inches. 

Table showing sizes of semi-steel surfaces compared with marble, using standard size frames. Coffins not 
required or supplied with semi-steel surfaces. 

‘STANDARD SIZE STANDARD SIZE UST PRICE FOR STANDARD SIZE STANDARD SIZE ust price FoR |] STANDARD SIZE STANDARD SIZE UST PRICE FOR 
MARBLE TOPS: SEML-STEEL Tors | SEML-STEEL TOPS! MARBLE TOPS semi-stect Tors | semr-steeL Tors MARBLE TOPS SEMI-STEEL TOPS | SEMI-STEEL TOPS 
wou | inoue | ome INCHES | mones | omer INCHES owes | ome 

24x36 2734x3934 | $32 10 26 x 76 2934x7914 | $69 57 30x 90 3324x9314 | $93 03 
26x 44 2944 x 47144 41 46 36 x 60 3934 x 634 74 49 48 x72 5134x7544 | 115 71 
28x50 314 x53% 49 92 28 x 80 314x834 78 06 40 x 80 4344 x 83% | 108 03 
36 x 48 3944 x51%4 60 36 48 x 60 514x634 97 26 48 x 96 514 x99% | 152 61 
32x 60 35% x 634 66 90 

We can furnish any size semi-steel top up to 7 x 22 feet in one casting at regular price of 3c. per square inch. No charge for patterns. 

KEYSTONE ALL-IRON 
IMPOSING FRAMES 

These frames are made to take all 
standard size stones or semi-steel tops. 
This table takes the place of the ordi- 7 
nary square leg wood frame. Only four 
legs are required for any size. When 
ordered for stones iron coffins are sup- 
plied. Note these frames have four 
drawers. Neat,compact, durable, never 
wear out. Made in following sizes for 
stones: 24x36 inches, 26x44 inches, 
28x50 inches, 36x48 inches, 32 x 60 
inches, 26 x 76 inches, 28 x 80 inches, 

Keystone All-Iron Imposing Frame No. K 267 30 x 90 inches, 36 x 60 inches, 48 x 60 

(Patent applied for) inches. 
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; KEYSTONE ALL-IRON MAKE-UP 
N TABLES Cee pee 

In selecting a make-up table, the highest grade = a ee PA 
possible should be secured. No piece of composing : * : 
room furniture is more important, and certainly none H 

} receives more severe usage. The cheap, poorly con- - 3 - 
structed tables are soon out of service. Keystone Tables H 4 

’ are all one grade—the best that can be made. They r 
embrace the highest-priced material, while the work- ) 

; manship is unequaled. Frame made of steel pipe 2 t : 
; inches in diameter, with ball fittings. Top, semi-steel i x ; } 
P 144 inches thick, planed absolutely accurate, and bolted } } 

firmly to the frame. The chase guards are made of i : } 
%-inch square cold-rolled steel. Special, extra heavy, i | 
two-wheel swivel casters; size of wheel, 414 inches. ; | 
Tables furnished any desired size or height. Following F f : 
are the regular standard stock sizes : - ment / £ 

ee ee eee (Nail | 

joes RRR DE ee ee hse 2 Te all a 3 | 

i 6 column | 20% x 2644 inches | 38 inches | $4000 x 
7 column | 23% x 2814 inches | 38% inches 44 00 a 

: 8 column | 25% x 304 inches | 3824 inches 48 00 
9 column | 27}4 x 32% inches | 88% inches 5200 | 

Any height furnished without extra charge. Saba cea ere Pn ald j 
Special sizes made to order promptly. | 

KEYSTONE GALLEY TRANSFER KEYSTONE LINOTYPE COPY . 

TRUCK CABINET 
Designed to transfer galleys from ad room to make- A most convenient arrangement for the care of 

up tables. Takes any size galley up to full page. Used copy, both live and dead. Top spaced into six equal 

conveniently in stripping forms and returning dead compartments, 30 ems wide, for sort matrices, ‘‘phat’’ 

ads to ad alley. Has brass top, 28!4 x 27 inches, and slugs, dashes, etc. Size of top, 12 x 17 inches ; height 

ten flat galley shelves. Large casters make easy rolling. to highest point, 2334 inches. Cabinet can be set under 

at | MADE BY KEYSTONE TYPE. FOUNDEN! y 
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r Keystone Galley Transfer Truck No. K 180 (Patent applied for) 
r s - Keystone Iron Frame Linotype Copy Cabinet No. K 234 

r SPECIFICATIONS. Frame nate on feu pipers ee 

) Hani Hee Beare ‘ ar highess: Ten flat shelves, keyboard when not in use. Two drawers, 12 x 8% x 3 

0 20 inches wide, 24 inches deep. Space between shelves, 1% inches ; inches inside; one open bin for dead copy. Entire 

j shelves, %4 inch thick. Galley shelves can be a ore frame made of steel and iron, with wood drawers. Top 
0 Sr Heavy, tworwlpel sive Parr can be given special arrangement. 
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| KEYSTONE PRESSED STEEL LOCKERS | 

| / These lockers are not a luxury, but a necessity in every department of the printing office. They assist in y 

Ww making more valuable employees. They lend to the appearance of the room, are important from a sanitary q 

il viewpoint, avoid petty losses, and assist in perfecting the system of the establishment. They are made on 

| : specially designed machinery, insuring uniformity and accuracy throughout. Doors formed from one piece of 4 

1 heavy cold-rolled steel. Equipped with double-pronged, solid brass clothes hooks, brass number plate over each 

i] door, and brass door handles, with lock and two keys. Vault door locking device, three-point security. Unit 

i construction, all parts interchangeable. Finished in olive green or black backed enamel. Any number of lockers 

We can be placed ina row. Can take from or add to. No cutting or fitting required. Closed or ventilated fronts. 

. / With legs or solid base. A clean, smooth and well-constructed product ; an ornament as well as a convenience. 

i 

ij 
a te — 

. aa | | A Permanent Asset Bee | Psa 
‘ HI x EE | sgbsesesss || Barn "ee THERE: |B Sg T oo) 

| Lies Will Not Deteriorate Bas || EE 
/ 1] aa EREEE Ese 

AY RRs sesseseees | Bat 
Py Last a Lifetime | HEE | Bay 

/ 7 bes | SEEE: | Pasa 
i | seeeeesess | | Bessa 

| i | Cheaper than Wood BEERS i Bisset 

1 i ae EES) 
1 . Reduce Fire Hazard Se Besa 

1 Contents Always Safe sists 1] Bia 
/ i — ssesseess | | | REE 
; y , | ces | | | Bad 
/ i Cannot be Pried Open [SEES | | pa 
) —_ steer | | | at 

Shipped Knocked Down | ea 
/ — ss | | Rai 
: j 431] Ba 

| | : Metal Throughout i pa 

| Illustrated Lockers show size a 
12x12x60 inches inside 

t Type “'S,” Row of Two Lockers Type ‘B,”” Row of Two Lockers 

| SIZES AND PRICE TYPE “S” SIZES AND PRICE TYPE “B” 

| Ke - Se ee aioe | comet or aa os (Sent cuca be 

/ 12 inches | 12 inches | 60 inches} $5 20 $1 00 12 inches | 12 inches | 60 inches} $5 40 $1 00 

] 12 inches | 15 inches | 60 inches 5 75 100 12 inches | 15 inches | 60 inches 6 00 100 

12 inches | 18 inches | 60 inches 6 35 100 12 inches | 1s inches | 60 inches 6 60 100 

/ 15 inches | 12 inches | 60 inches 5 75 120 15 inches | 12 inches | 60 inches 5 95 120 

15 inches | 15 inches | 60 inches 6 10 120 15 inches | 15 inches | 60 inches 6 35 120 

18 inches | 12 inches | 60 inches 615 145 18 inches | 12 inches | 60 inches 6 45 145 

| 18 inches | 15 inches | 60 inches 650 145 18 inches | 15 inches | 60 inches 6 85 145 

When Lockers are ordered in rows of one or more, one Finished End only is required for each row. 

If a more economical arrangement is desired we can supply the type ‘‘S”’ without door. This reduces the cost 

considerably, but is not an entirely satisfactory way. Employees appreciate the door and lock. | 
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KEYSTONE HEAD LETTER CABINET 
in 

1 

on AAAS ‘ * 
of . ©. x AAAAYA i. Frame made of cold-rolled steel with heavy | 

ch Soa SSS steel paneled ends and back. Occupies floor } 

nit Bi SS = a space 22x36 inches. Sanitary construction. | 

rs i Holds seventeen full size extra depth cases with } 

ts, 3 ] WC GO routed label holders. Top arranged for one full \ 

= a size case and eleven compartments for 13 em | 

le | BS ag ‘‘phat”’ slugs, dashes, leads, ete. There is also | 

3 a ay two spaces for double column. Under the fifth | 
el | a a case is an open galley shelf to hold dead heads | 

. a Lone ~ on galleys. The shelf is 24 inches deep and | 

er 32% inches wide. Cabinet has projecting front | 

eee = a and is wired for electric lighting when desired. | 
a ay The galley shelf on side is used to dump heads; | 

bes.) ~ also to rest galley on when distributing heads. } 

bs) > Cabinet finished in black-green enamel. This | 

was rm style can be furnished in all wood, our No. K 85. | 

Lome ™ The wood cabinet has same capacity and arrange- | 

eis ™~ ment, but occupies little more floor space. We 
sit ES have several designs in head letter cabinets, | 

ss Cay but for the average office this style has proven 
on a very satisfactory. The regular case arrange- | 

— ~ ment includes one lower case on top, five lower 

cases and twelve California job cases in the 
cabinet. Cases can be selected to suit pur- 

chasers. Height of cabinet over all, 53 inches. F 

Keystone Head Letter Cabinet No. K 85 A 
| 

(Wood Frame No. K 85) (Patent applied for) 

| 

i 
| 

KEYSTONE ALL-IRON CASE STAND 

We show in accompanying illustration the modern All-Iron Case Stand. It was for the Keystone to show the j 

} first improvement in this class of furniture for a period of forty years or more. Note that the cap case is brought 

forward to a more convenient point. 

This will be found especially desirable. 

Also observe the heavy castings Rows Gage cen Or pte EN SY 

throughout the frame. It is the only 

stand that will not shake with weight. \ iy a 

We have also reduced the floor space t SSS SS 

about 420 square inches over all other = SS eee 

old style frames now on the market. sa _ = — =} 

They are only 21 inches wide. No. K sf= Se meee RTE = Nena 

= 268 has a capacity for 24 full size un 2 ee = : am 

cases. Bottom case 12 inches from the = _ el —e 

‘ floor. Cases are given a 4-inch pro- Bs eee 5 a 

‘ jection in front. Steel galley rests be- = _—— ee —~ i 

tween cases on top. Shipped knocked & 2 ee a ee ; —- ities! 

down. Finished in black enamel. [i See ee = 
Made in all sizes. = ee ; ain 

If a more modern iron stand is § a | 

wanted, refer to page 574 of this cata- & = = —— ee =| er ee 

log, where No. K 269 is illustrated and a _—— | SS 

described. The capacity of this stand Spe 4 

= is forty full size cases against twenty- VS pone Be | i 

four in the design shown on this page. a 

If extra case room is not essential No. 

K 268 will be found most desirable in | ; 

t every way and has rany advantages Keystone All-Iron Case Stand No. K 268 (Patent applied for) 

over the common wood stand. 
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| KEYSTONE STEEL FRAME CABINET 
| 

| Frame made of cold-rolled steel, paneled steel ends and back. Hot-rolled angle steel runs with square root. 

Runs riveted to side frame. Substantially and accurately constructed. All parts assembled with heavy bolts. 

i Practically indestructible. Especially neat in design. Contains 50 full size cabinet-front cases with routed label 

} | holders. Cases have four-inch projection in front which does away with the undesirable extension on the back 

} ofeach case. Cabinet has flat top, and is sold separately or with top equipment as shown in illustration. With 

| the use of Keystone double low job brackets, twice the value can be secured from the top. One side takes work 

| bank 1984 x 72 inches, either plain or 

| with lead and slug rack; opposite side 

|| = : holds two full size job cases, and has 

| Se a a two iron dumps over top, 434 x 3244 

| z inches. Finish, black-green enamel. 

| - . Occupies floor space 20% x 68%. 
/ ; 
| x E 

} we : e : : Cabinet complete as per illustra- 

| ; ea ~ : tion, including 52 full sizes job 

| ce a 3 = cases, with routed label hold- 

= x a : ers, 2 pairs double low job 

\ | e . = brackets with two iron dumps 

1 | 9 " = 414 x 3244 inches, combina- 

] | 4 “ = tion work bank with lead and 

| = 2 * slug rack 19% x72 inches, and 
| | \ ‘ Sn ie = 2 full size job cases on top. 

) = Bride street a T1800 
| re 

| i Cabinet wired for lighting, in- 

| cluding two special gun barrel 
j lamps with adjustable shades, 

} Keystone Steel Frame Cabinet No. K 270 (Patent applied for) plugs, ete. Price... .......<. 1000 

| 
: 

| Frame made of cold-rolled steel, paneled steel ends and back, hot-rolled angle steel runs. Stand designed 

| to hold forty regular lip-front full size job cases, leaving a four-inch extension in front. This stand will be 

found very desirable in offices where they want to utilize old cases on hand. It replaces old style wood stands and 

wrought iron frames. It gives nearly 

double the case capacity with twice ; 

the top equipment. Stands are sold 
with or without the cases. List price 
does not include cases. Floor space 
occupied, 20% x68%. Finished in 

black-green enamel. 

Stand only to hold 40 cases .... .$86 00 

Two pairs low job brackets with 
two iron dumps 44% x 3244.... 500 

Plain work bank 19% x72 inches 400 

Stand with top equipment ..... .$45 00 

Combination work bank like 
shown on cabinet No. K 270 
above, with lead and slug rack $ 6 00 

Stand wired for lighting, includ- 
ing two gun barrel lamps with 

adjustable shades, plugs, etc. 1000 

Low double job brackets, per 

pair with dump .............. 250 Keystone Steel Case Stand No. K 269 (Patent applied for) 

Se 
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KEYSTONE TYPE CABINETS 
ot, This cabinet embraces unusual equipment and conveniences. It is the peer of all cabinet design and con- | 
ts, struction, an exclusive design of the Keystone Type Foundry. Fifteen large printing establishments were equipped 4 
be with these cabinets duri i fi i ; F - . ape el : > cabinets during a period of five months, including twenty-two cabinets in the ad room of the q 
ck Philadelphia Record. With the long list of exclusive Keystone cabinet designs which we have created, embracing 

ith all manner of equipments, none have proven the 
ork great value and popularity of this particular de- 
or sign. Floor space occupied is only 24x70 inches. i 
ide eer aT | Cabinet is furnished with 48 regular full size job i 

has cases, or 44 extra deep cases. For news- | 

LY ae asus paper ad rooms and large printing plants | 

el. ee el — where type is purchased in weight fonts we | 

pes — recommend the extra depth cases; the q 
ad J capacity being 40 pounds of letter work | 

aes ; a and 10 pounds of spaces and quads. The 
aan med regular depth cases hold 25 pounds. All | 

eet =e cases have routed label holders, 1x5 inches, i 

ae ad with celluloid covering, (see illustration). 
—= pa ; ; ring) 5 
eed —_ Cabinet is made with extension front and 

Cart ca special steel run construction. Note the 
== } — electric lighting arrangementin upper illus- 
oe an tration, one special gun barrel lamp over 

ss 5 each tier of cases. Cabinets wired com- 

—_ Leese plete. Work bank over cases 18}4 x 72 

0 —_ a inches, holding two job cases or mammoth 

5 = case 18x72inches. The regular work bank 
al is on back or paneled side. Size of bank 

ee m4 17x72 inches. Note the special arrange- 
us Case side Keystone Cabinet No. K 225 ment for brass and copper spaces, justifying 

0 leads, etc. All these boxes set below the 1 

bank, making entire top flush. The first | 

26 boxes and last 10 have round bottoms. All boxes are removable. The lead and slug rack at top is double depth | 

and holds lengths from 4 to 28 ems for both leads and slugs. Two large copy drawers 22% x14%4x2% inches. } 

| Under copy drawers is a full length galley shelf 9 inches wide and 72 inches long. The advantages in this cabinet } 

| are so apparent that printers will instantly appreciate the opportunities to reduce the labor cost in composition. | 

| Cabinets are sold with or without elec- at | 

ed | tric lamps and wiring. No. K 76 is the same cotta ha i ete ge ee te tet | 

be | cabinet as No. K 225, except the work bank a rr rn re | 

nd on the back is plain. The round bottom | econ aS ee | 

boxes and other justifying equipment is ptt eee et eee ee | 

omitted, leaving a plain bank like shown “jj ee | 

on ease side of the cabinet in top illustra- tm ees = | 

tion. In ordering Keystone cabinets always eo aR E | 

I mention the equipment wanted. State th - IST pee ne | 

whether regular or extra depth cases are  ————— + | 

wanted; whether electric lamps are de- js | 

sired and if plain work bank is wanted ] 

order No. K 76; if cabinet like illustration } 
| 

order No. K 225. Routed label holders are 
| 

| always included. | 

| Keystone Cabinets are offered in a | 

| variety of designs, but none are super- 

ior to thestyles shown herewith for general | 

' purposes. There is no other cabinet offered z a 

| with equal advantages and capacity. We 

have cabinet designs for all particular and y | 

special lines of work, including newspaper, 

magazine, catalog and commercial printing, , Bake viawe Merstins Cabinet Noo | 

tariffs, book, law, machine and other 

branches. To obtain the best results, our experts on composing room equipment should be consulted by printers 

contemplating changes or improvements. We design equipment best suited for the individual concern, and for 

| this work we lay claim to the most advanced ideas and are better prepared for the work than any other firm. 

I 
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) | KEYSTONE PRINTERS’ DESKS 
These Sanitary Desks have found especial favor in the most progressive office centers. There is a satisfactory 

| sense of cleanliness about a completely swept floor where the wholesome sunlight slants under a Keystone 

‘ Sanitary. It does away with the bother of con- 

1} Sali ic Aisi SSR a SE SSS stant moving, or the alternative accumulation of 

= 5 ae s eet Ee \ filth under the old type pedestal. This means a 

i mu paced al a } | ‘\ healthful atmosphere for the office, where, of all 

| | t a | places, energy and vitality are at a premium. : 

| AS SS el 4 No. K 11324%4—55 inches long, 32 inches 

) | a iss ast — Pe ie Se ae wide, 43 inches high ; weight, 310 pounds. , 

HH] | >a ¢ A il Prigencc cee a eT O40 00) 

| i eee i  =6ENo. K 113334 —60 inches long, 32 inches 

nh aes ay wide, 43 inches high; weight, 320 pounds. 

ih — 2 eR Price: 01 Po lg Ce aeons 160 00) 

) } eh by ‘ Quarter-sawed white oak. Writing bed, 5-ply, 

i — zie os built up. Six pigeon hole boxes. Private com- 

—— iT s : partment with lock. Card index drawer. Center 

) 5 > e f = drawer with lock. Roll top sweep arms, tip top 

| , bs (| and writing bed 114 inches thick. Square edge 

j «| . v ~ construction. 

. 8 
i Manager’s Desk. No. K 113334. 60 inches long 

: 

} -! ely No. K 1317—55 inches long, 32 inches wide, 

} Eo eee 30 inches high; weight, 210 pounds. 

| eh ay aa renee Leta (ts a NEE CAE ORE BNS hbase) 

ess i cman BAL! ~< cae No. K 1318—60 inches long, 32 inches wide, 
Ri ES oe ne ee Bem] 

| Se 30 inches high; weight, 225 pounds. 
y «| | Price: cic. cas co ea een eae aan 

° . | | i, ——— Especially adapted for editorial work, report- 

Fy 7 3] : == ers, estimators, ete. The patent typewriter at- 

ee e_ ——— tachment gives free use of entire top of desk for 

i oe ki 9 other work. A slight pressure backwards, for one 

: EE | e My inch, allows the typewriter to disappear gradually. 

\ . Center drawer with lock. Extension slides. Five- : 

iN CG = ply built up writing bed 114 inches thick. Square 

Reporter’s Desk. No. K 1318. 60 inches long edges. 

Op 

eee ee Tha ; 
Ba ka | a . sh " fa) Wi No. K 1332!4—55 inches long, 32 inches 

i 4 ee a wide, 43incheshigh ; weight, 310 pounds. 

/) q Ran a Pricelist res ese on) 00 

Poe Af NE ATRIA TT — No. K 1333%—60 inches long, 32 inches 
(EP ase) ‘e @ 2; 

E ii as fi se Wie St A OM ee wide, 43incheshigh; weight, 320 pounds. 

> Ss J = oe Hilde 2 techs acest eee ee pa 

i i! aN Quarter-sawed white oak. Square edge con- 

f he BL rae struction. Center drawer with lock. Five-ply 

eel exe “| built up writing bed. Card index drawer. Six 
\ ip 73 | 
Ys e |B epee | pigeon hole boxes. Private compartment with 

eal ae 
eR oe aon ' lock. Writing bed, roll top sweep arms and tip- 

un k . i = top 134 inches thick. 

in o “ Keystone Sanitary Desks are strictly high- 

ease eae Vacs uss oo ina grade and first-class in every respect. Pedestal i 

ji Se eres ets drawers lock and unlock automatically ; roll top 

by action of curtain; flat tops by upper drawer. Construction K.D. Every desk can be easily taken apart to pass 

through narrow passages. This construction secures the lowest freight rate. : 

: Sie 
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i a BOOKBINDERS’ CABINETS 

. Yee" ; rae ' 
on a | Za a Made with bronzed pulls on each case, and highly finished. The cases are made in exactly 

i | = - za" the same style as printer’s cases, with three-ply bottoms, and are the same size and propor- 

¥ | == —]|—tioned like one-half of the regular cap case. ‘These cabinets may be put on or under a bench. 
Sa | reamed A place for everything and everything in its place” is a rule bookbinders should live up to, 

aS=S> eee i and these cabinets will enable them to do so. . | 

all | Zz aM 
| Wee | = aa WanT TERT ToOn SPACE Sa | 

| =a ar \ pounos mows INCHES ; ] 
ey LN SS ae a ee ee 
ea | Nootvarten 6 Cases % 16 20 x 20 $800 | 
a Noe oe, 10 Cases 110 2444 20 x 20 12.00 

SK eae NorS ci. 15 Cases 150 33% 20 x 20 16 50 
00 ee Novo 18 Cases 190 39 20 x 20 19 00 

NOs Boss 20 Cases 210 43 20 x 20 21.00 H 
ee 

No. 2 Bookbinders’ Cabinet Other sizes can be furnished at proportionate prices. } 

00 PAPER AND CARD STOCK CABINETS a eee ee nna | 
ly, A proper receptacle for high-priced papers and fancy cardboard _— — = 
m- stock. These cabinets are practically dust-proof, and the colors will not [lees 2 = 

fade or the quality of the paper deteriorate when stock is stored in them. ee a es 
ter They are very strongly constructed to stand great weight, and can be (es = o 

top used for a variety of purposes. The bottoms are of heavy three-ply | = i 2 = 
material, 4 of an inch thick, with the grain of the wood crossed. Such = te ————- 

ige bottoms cannot shrink, swell or crack. All drawers are made with remov- eS z 
able divisions, so that each can be subdivided for small sizes of cut stock Lore | 
when found desirable. Cabinets are made of hard wood throughout and i 

. nicely finished. The énds are paneled and bronze pulls are attached to _——— - 
the drawer fronts. = ae 
No. 1 contains 12 drawers; eight of these drawers are 2 inches deep ———== E =) 

inside; the other four are 44 inches deep on the inside. Each } ee ee 

drawer will take 22)4x28 inch stock and smaller sizes. Occupies ae 
floor space 28!4x34%% inches. Height, 48inches. Weight, crated, aa 

00 S40 pothide: Prise. cys cls sence. a. pele oe eg eine io nye ee ODE OO. ae 

No. 2 contains 12 drawers ; eight of these drawers are 2 inches deep 
inside ; the other four are 4% inches deep inside. Each drawer i a 

will take 28x44 inch stock and smaller sizes. Occupies floor 
space 3434x4994 inches. Height, 48 inches. Weight, crated, 400 

0 pounds, Pilce s 6 wis epee old woakere de net it cme No. 1 Paper and Card Stock Cabluet 
] 

a oy SLL CARDBOARD CABINETS 
at: FOE TTES, These cabinets are very similar to the paper and card stock cabinets, but unless otherwise 

= 4 Fiesty specified are furnished with heavy unfinished tops 134 inches thick. These tops serve admir- 

for ra, ll BNL ably for counter purposes, and for laying out and cutting stock, estimating, etc. 

yne No. 1 contains 16 drawers ; four have an inside depth of 114 inches; the other twelve are 

a 134 inches deep inside. Each drawer will take 22}4x28 inch stock. Occupies floor | 

ly. —— | space 28%4x34°% inches. Height, 4124 inches. Weight, crated, 350 pounds. Price . . . $40 00 

ve- - em | No. 2 contains 16 drawers; four have an inside depth of 174 inches; the other twelve are 

—L— 1% inches deep inside. Each drawer will take 28x44 inch stock. Occupies floor space 

are a eran 3414x4954 inches. Height, 41}4 inches. Weight, crated, 400 pounds. Price ... . . . $5200 

ae 
SE, DORSEY COMPOSITOR’S WORKING CABINET 
ae Sloping top is same size as ordinary lower ease. 8-inch flat surface at top for slugs, etc. 
Pe Two drawers each with two compartments for copy, tools, ete. Five letter boards 21/4x24 inches 

| inside, to store forms as completed. Convenient galley racks at side to keep galleys off the 

en floor, free from dust and and dirt; accommodate four brass galleys, as follows: One 15}4x22 | 

Co EE SHA inches; one 12}4x18 inches, and two regulation single column galleys. This is an extremely 
eae handy arrangement, and the workman has within reach galleys to accommodate different sizes i 

Heian at) sees of work. Under letter boards is large open space for storage of cuts in work, personal prop- 
00 Be nace 5 ne erty of compositor, ete. 

Dorsey Compositor’s Working Cabinet: Height, - 

front 45inches; back 53 inches; width 31 inches; 44 = 

depth 25 inches; weight, crated, ready for ship- nto eee 

00 ment, and including letter boards, 300 pounds. Be | | 

Dorsey Compositor’s Working Cabinet Price, .. - $36 fae Ths Me 
Fy ce .~ 

on- Meo tees I 

ply DORSEY COMBINATION PRESS ROOM CABINET : "| a fg 

" In itself it is sightly, and it holds everything unsightly found around a press room. Will clear Bea ti sal 

Six up the office and reduce danger from fire. The top is covered with plate glass, substituting the alt 5 ele 7 il 

ith old ink slab. The ink can not penetrate the glass, and can be readily scraped off; copying ink is i Ay Re 

i as easily cleaned off as any other. Beneath the glass are receptacles for inks, oil cans, tympan Hib hashes 
| 

ip: paper, ete. Beneath this is a drawer 3% inches deep, wherein are kept the wrenches and other mis- Wee) 
cellanies which should be quickly available. Beneath this drawer is a compartment for scraps of Mea 

paper, spoiled sheets and anything else of a waste-basket nature. The material is thrown into this | 

drawer through a peculiar V-shaped open bin on the opposite side from which the drawer pulls; it ey 

is not necessary to open the drawer in order to put the material into it, but it is only open when the } | ea 

gh- rubbish is removed to be emptied at night into the big trash sacks and carried to the furnace room. Wh | 7, i 

Below this drawer is a compartment for old rags. This rag compartment is lined with metal Y co! 

tal throughout to effectually obviate all danger should spontaneous combustion take place. This me 

top * compartment is accessible from both sides of the cabinet by means of trap doors secured at the ot 4 

bottom with spring hinges. 4 . i <3 . 

ass Dorsey Press Room Cabinet, weight, crated, ready for shipment, and including glass top, 150 pounds. PUC6 see . . . $36.00 
. 
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| SSS ELECTRO AND CUT CABINETS 
/ 5 —_ = These cabinets are made with wood runs and are filled with blank drawers. Very 

| eed ee handsomely made of ash, antique finish, with bronze drawer pulls. The drawers have 
I = ee extension backs, enabling the full withdrawal of a drawer without danger of falling out. 

; SS In addition to the ordinary uses of the printer, these cabinets can be recommended to 
; — a advertisers for keeping their wood cuts, etc,, and many other purposes. A two-thirds 

: ——— drawer is 15'4x 20% inside ; three-quarter is 14})x 24% inside, and full-size drawer is 14}}x 
(eemuemnenees 304 inside. 

| i Zoaee ae rr em eS 
: = eee WEIGHT, LENGTH, DEPTH, WEIGHT, 

a : 1] 12Two-thirds.......| 125 2534 2086 3434 $12 00 
; a 2|16Two-thirds | °)°):‘) 150 2544 206 43 1400 
; i ~ 3 | 20Two-thirds.......- 165 25% re 43. 16 00 

Te) i] nies 4| 12 Three-quarter . ‘i 165 30 20% 3434 15 00 
i} Sa 5|16Three-quarter ... . . 195 30. 205 43 18 00 

_———-— = 6 | 20Three-quarter .... . 210 30 ys 43 21 00 
| ——— 7|12Fullsize........| 180 3524 20% 344 19 00 
1] — 8|16Full-size 2) 1/11!) 26 35% 206 43 22.00 
i ot 9|20Full-size | 2)... . | 240 35%4 ee 43 25 00 
/ j a a — 

; 
1} INDEXED ELECTROTYPE CABINETS —————— : 
| Heretofore the best arrangement for the storage of cuts has been in the ordinary Electro- tees = = 
i type Cabinets fitted with blank drawers. When a cut was wanted a search from drawer to =a L- s | 
Tl drawer was necessary, and in cases where several cuts were very similar in appearance and i Ss = S 
| size the confusion was greatly increased. One who has handled cuts and electrotypes will | a a 3 i 
/ appreciate the vast amount of time lost in this continual search and the constant overhauling [—————=a a 
Hi of a large amount of material. All this annoyance and loss of time is avoided by the use of =a | 
|] this Indexed Electrotype Cabinet. |) $= r 
: The use of these Indexed Electrotyped Cabinets absolutely prevents any cut from being i wes as YY 

lost or mislaid, and but a moment is required to find any original cut or electrotype. When I} eS # oi 
in use the cabinet is so arranged that each cut or electrotype has a place specially partitioned | = ae i 
off for its accommodation. This space is laid out in the right size to accommodate the cut, | = 

; without waste of room. Itis properly recorded in the Index Book which accompanies cabinet. Se 
Tofind a cut, a glance at the Hamilton Index Book will show its exact location, giving the | ——$———— o 

; number of the drawer in which it is located, also the section of the drawer and the division of | ae 
the section, as shown in the illustration. No other cut is looked at or disturbed and no time is i = Ba a 
lost. When an original cut is withdrawn from the cabinet for the purpose of having electro- / |= hae 2 

; types cast from it, a record is made in the Index Book, giving the date of its withdrawal and ee he bs 
: where it was sent, thus maintaining a constant control of each cut. Each drawer is also fitted ——= SSS 
: with a metal Number Plate, and the Index Book accompanies each cabinet without extra _ a : 

ii charge. All drawers placed in these cabinets are of the “New Departure” pattern, made of ——= 
- i ash, finished in antique oak. Constructed in three sizes like regular type cabinets. The === 
; two-thirds size drawer is 15)¢x20%4 inside; the three-quarter drawer is 15x24% inside; the — 
| P full-size drawer is 15x30}4 inside. All drawers have extension side rails at the back. Prices | ES 

: are for the cabinets fully equipped. 

ni ELECTROTYPE CABINET INDEX BOOK [-xamcar— | es 
] E aur oF cor ower or cot.on || Srrouronor | E / We sive herewith an illustration of pages from the | | {| i me liam |e | 
j F Index Book. This book is 774x8% inches, and contains 130 |—.-|-|-3—~|-mexaie | srt ONES & CO. | es | Les 
: ‘ pages. There are 100 pages ruled as shown and with an |—2-|~,~|"e_ | LAWN MOWER WAGNER HDW.CO. || 6-8 10798 | A | 4 | 8 | 6_ 
: ; alphabetical margin. The book is neatly printed and ruled 12 | £ | 3 || SEWING MACHINE 781007 || ss | B |i | ¢ | s_ 
a and bound in a canvas cover. A comparison of the index |“ |~p | 4 || Factory PLANT | HAMILTON MrG.cO.|"1-10 wor [99 | c | 7 | 8 | 9 

given with the cut of the filled drawer will show the sim- 
i plicity of the arrangement. 

EXPLANATORY:—The initial of every cut indexed on RECORD OF ELECTROTYPES DELIVERED AND RETURNED 
the sample page here illustrated should properly begin {oI Delivered to Date Delivered to Date Daiveretto | Date 
with the letter “B.” The cuts mentioned were chosen for |>\\.yowen | i". eenee | ‘eras ino 
the reference because of their visibleness as they lie in |™*\¥O™ [aexcsum [ew] am amor | sow | rem ren co, | 

4 the drawer illustrated below. 
; In the back of the Index Book there are 30 pages ruled for record of electrotypes delivered and returned. (See bottom cut above.) 

c Pe No. | NUMBER AND SIZE OF DRAWERS aoe jadi feu lel PRICE 
GSS | Loa 

; S/S f 1| 20Two-thirds....| 37% 2514 21 180 $25.00 
B 7 Lex | 2|25Two-thirds | | || — 45%4 2514 21 295 30 00 

) Vg ae | 3| 30 Two-thirds ||: :| 53% 24 21 275 35 00 
Nimo Lid 4| 40 Two-thirds: | °°] 69 3514 at 350 48.00 

; aseat 5 | 50 Two-thirds | || || 8434 2544 21 425 60 00 
- ag pees 6 | 60 Two-thirds... . 99 2514 21 475 72:00 

| 7 | 20 Three-quarter . . 306 2884 21 200 30 00 
/ $| 25 Three-quarter: -| 4484 284 2 20 35 00 
i This cut shows a drawer as it appears when i ID thee euatiee oe a 2884 21 400 53 00 
| divided off and filled with cuts or electrotypes. {1 | 50 Three-quarter |_| 84 2084 a 415 85 00 
i See part of index showing manner of indexing four 12 | 60 Three-quarter . . 99 29% 21 550 78 00 
i of the cuts in the drawer. Note that every cut is 13 | 20Full-size ..... 3% 35% 21 250 35 00 
i in a distinct compartment, and that the dimensions 14 | 25 Full-size . . : 444 35% 21 300 40 00 

i i: i i " 15 | 30 Full-size... .. 53. 35% 21 350 45 00 | are arranged in both directions to fit the various 4 | 49 Full-size 68 35°4 at ‘5 60 00 

| sizes of cuts. : 17| 50Full-size 1): )| 84 3584 21 515 75 00 
Wa The 50-Drawer and 60-Drawer Cabinets arefur- 18 | 60 Full-size... . . 99 35% 21 650 90 00 

tushen in One or (wo Gers, it dasined, St 808 D0, ¢ a ee 
SPECIAL NOTICE—The above prices include the cabinets fitted with a full equipment of division slats, including 5 of the slotted 

- divisions for each drawer in the two-thirds size cabinets, and 6 for each drawer in the three-quarter and full-size cabinets; also with a 
] large assortment of cross divisions, in various lengths. Each drawer is fitted with a metal number plate, as shown in the illustration. 
; One Indexed Book is furnished for each cabinet, regardless of the size of the cabinet. Additional books, if required, will be fur- 
| nished for $1.00 each, list, subject to the same discount that applies on the cabinet. 

: 
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Very GALLEY CABINETS 
have 
y “aiinnei The illustrations of the Hamilton Galley Cabinets on this page show the two 
oy [a styles of construction. One style with plain top and flat ends, the other with } 
: is tag = eS galley top and paneled ends. The Galley Top Cabinets are a superior article 
Mid [_C———__ and the shelves rest on strips 

ah oe | fastened to the upright center =_— See ~- 
Ss) ; al tec oes divisions and ends. This method —— 

Sad ee a of construction re-enforces the || } co = 
j= a= — frame and they are more rigid re | 

— i aa) a than the cabinets with flat sides. oP SS 
0 i } i ee ae In addition they have the sloping a a 
; H | — Salts galley shelves on top, which are eth ee 
, i i oot — ae convenient for correcting pur- at s j i - } hel poses. a = = (= | = The cabinets with the flat : te i = <a i 
i : et] et) tops and flat sides have the ie ae 
i) yo eS (SS | Se shelves grooved into the up- en a leat 
0 i | = |S] S— rights and ends. They are a a a | 
— aes Sat oes strong and serviceable cabinet Og ge i 

; { eS | | = and in the smaller sizes as listed en 
| ee a | they provide a satisfactory article (eS pe 

aa oo = at a very moderate cost. Each Se et —< 
i —> => | shelf of a large size Galley Cabi- i ge i : A al net should be numbered, using ee } tet So metal Number Plates. ee ee Teel | : ee a 

oo The No. 3 cabinet shown is a 
Aas the most popular form and size 4 A = } 

. and meets the requirements of mg eee } 
, No. 3 Galley Top Cabinet with Paneled Ends of the average printing office i ie a —< i 

fully. nye 
We are prepared to build special Galley Cabinets to order with metal shelves placed “Hel — 

horizontally or on an incline. An adequate equipment of Galley Cabinets will prove AS i 
of great economical value in any well equipped office. No. 9 Flat Top Galley Cabinet with Flat Ends i 

and Number Plates attached. 

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS EXTRA WITH | 
TIERS SMe caPacrTY |_——$$—_______—_—______ Weight PRIOE NUMBER ] 

HEIGHT LeNoTH DEPTH PLATES | 

No. 1 1 Galley Top 22 Double Galleys 50% inches | 1244 inches | 26%4inches | 165 pounds $14 00 110 ~ 
No. 2 2 Galley Top 44 Double Galleys 50% inches | 23% inches | 26% inches | 280 pounds 25 00 220 
No. 3 3 Galley Top 66 Double Galleys 504 inches | 34/4 inches | 26% inches | 350 pounds 36 00 330 i 
No. 4 4 Galley Top 88 Double Galleys 50% inches | 45 inches | 26% inches | 475 pounds 4750 440 i 
No. 5 6 Galley Top 132 Double Galleys 50% inches | 6614 inches | 26% inches | 650 pounds 62 00 6 60 i 
No. 6 9 Galley Top 198 Double Galleys 50% inches 9874 inches | 26% inches | 900 pounds 85 00 990 
No. 7 1 Flat Top 20 Double Galleys 43% inches | 11 inches | 264,inches | 125 pounds 800 100 
No. 8 1 Flat Top 30 Double Galleys 62. inches | 11}, inches | 264 inches | 165 pounds 1150 150 
No. 9 2 Flat Top 40 Double Galleys 43% inches | 21% inches 2665 inches | 200 pounds 15 00 200 
No. 10 2 Flat Top 60 Double Galleys 62 inches | 21} inches | 264 inches | 230 pounds 22 00 3:00 

B The efficiency of a Galley Cabinet is greatly increased by having the galley shelves num- | 
a maT ee bered consecutively. This feature, as noticed by the price list above, is provided at a small | 

7 ETERS addition to the list price. Number Plates add system to the galley equipment. See under i 
5 Fee ARIOE Galleys for other Galley Racks. 

i ——___— . 
i — MUSTANG GALLEY CABINETS | 

| Hieomeesseeae ~——— No. 1— 3 Tiers, 60 Galley Shelves, weight 190 pounds, price .............. .$2700 
Ky ee No. 2— 5 Tiers, 100 Galley Shelves, weight 260 pounds, price... . y - 4000 
———_=t No. 3— 7 Tiers, 140 Galley Shelves, weight 330 pounds, price . . . Sens (cn OD 
4 ithe SE No. 4—10 Tiers, 200 Galley Shelves, weight 495 pounds, price... . ‘ . . . 6800 i i 

: z i —— No. 5—15 Tiers, 300 Galley Shelves, weight 700 pounds, price. ......... «... 9600 

i ua 
SS, HANDY LETTER BOARD CABINETS 

zs ee = For job work these small Letter Board Cabinets are unrivalled. Nos. 25, 26 and 27, in 
ma en | single tier, occupy floor space of 16}4 x 19 inches, and are filled with Letter Boards constructed 

Ne ee of hardwood throughout. The sides of the cabinets are tastefully paneled and all exterior 
a surfaces are finished and varnished, and are made with closed backs and have hardwood tops. 

! ; _ oe ij SS . 
i —— wo | nome once | Ever | moe saeer | near rams | we a 

ss cei eal Pee ke | A | Ne & ei Wr oe cate ata 
ti ee 25 16% x 194 inches 10 12 x 15 inches 32 inches 125 pounds $14.50 

q ee 26 18% x 194 inches | 12 12 x 15 inches 36 inches 145 pounds 1700 
es ———— 7 27 16% x 194 inches 16 12x 15 inches 44 inches 175 pounds 2100 
bie a ee 
a 3 

= HARDWOOD LETTER BOARDS 

No, 27 Handy Letter Board Cabinet Et Urey ous CAPINEE 
These boards are of standard size, a 

and will fit any regular case stand or rack for standard size type cases. No. 1 j 

is the same length as a two-thirds size case. No. 2 is the same length as a three- 

— quarter size case. No. 3 is the same length as a full size case. They are made Ore aes eee 
= of the finest selected hardwood with retaining rims on three sides. The open S Re are ‘ioe 

. side is lipped to receive the galley. We make our boards to provide for con- 8 
, traction and expansion. Climate changes do not affect them. Boards can be = 

ordered singly or in lots, and will always be found uniform in size. For the 

r convenience of customers who have no stand room for the accommodation of these boards we list them with cabinets to hold 16 boards. 

$ : 
; en OS 
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; s 3 | nT : I a Sa a se ee ee re ee 1 . Se : | 

| | : LIST PRICES OF LETTER BOARDS WITHOUT CABINET LIST PRICES OF CABINET AND BOARDS ] 

| Taare |] Wem | | 
| . sive, | WEIGHT PER | PRICE PER | mums | eee’ | sumer rca) "amg memes | cram | mares | Set | a tnt 
; hea sae BES Ie ee a ee TS Se a ee cP eee 1 

; No. 1 Letter Boards . . | 2134x2074 | 20 x19! 9 $1 20 No, 28)... 16 No. 1 size 22x2514 48 290 $32 00 i] 

/ No.2 Letter Boards | || 26%4x204¢ ces 12 140 No. 29 ||| 16No.2size | 22x30, 48 | 350 | "3600 | 
/ No. 3 Letter Boards : | 32'4x20%¢ | s0%ext9!4 | 13% 170 No.30 : | 16No.3size | 22x35% | 48 | 430 | 4200 

; / LETTER BOARD CABINETS | 
; eee i 

. No. FLOOR SPACE. INCHES No. OF BOARDS SIZE OF BOARD INSIDE INCHES HEIGHT, INCHES WelaHT PRICE 

; Tepe see oN Fa aerape eet en |e orig eens | aaa to cet 00 : 20 1674x108 2 12, x15 36 640 $95 
' 21 22%4x 58%4 20 19) ans 34 390 a a 

: 3 Bose 94 a ioax0 is ooo 110 00 x 
/ pt 2Bhex 88 45 25 x25 41 1000 120 00 
| See ra ae en Se oa RT SRE Ew 
' 
/ INK CABINET 
; Thousands of dollars are annually lost to printers generally in the single item of ink wasted 

] through lack of a proper place to keep the cans or jars containing the same. More particularly 

HH] is this so in regard to colored or high-priced inks not continually in use. With the Ink Cabinet 

| a place may be had for every can or jar of ink, and with every can or jar in its place the loss of | 

i - ink from such sources will cease. The accompanying illustration shows a very satisfactory 

/ Ink Cabinet at a low price. 
| Cabinet containing four compartments suitable for ink, ete., with marble slab on top, 18x24 

] inches for mixing inks. Weight with stone, 170 pounds. Height, 38 inches; depth 20% 

Hi] inches; length, 264 inches, outside measure. Price ......-.-.-. +... + - $1800 
i No. 1—With shelf for ink, shelf for brayer and slab, and brackets to hold 6 eighth and 6 

| quarto rollers. Weight, 75 pounds. Height 36%4 inches; width, 274 inches; depth, 15 

j dniches, outside: Price) 21.7095 c.aiet eases gee loin eerie a we iciey re namie hn gs Nt OO 

] No. 2—With shelf for ink, shelf for brayers and slab, and brackets for 6 each eighth, quarto 

i and half medium rollers. Weight 100 pounds. Height, 36%4| inches; width 3374 inches; 

' depth, 15 inches, outside. Price ©... 0.01 eee ee ee 850 

| No. 3—With shelf for ink, shelf for brayers and slab, and brackets to hold 12 each eighth, 

j quarto and half medium rollers. Weight 185 pounds. Height, 48%4 inches; width, 33/4 

Ink and Roller Cabinet inches; depth, 15 inches, outside. Price... . 2... 20-0 ee eet ee ee es 1300 
: 
/ JOB PRESS CABINET We ~ 
. f A suitable receptable for tympan paper, gauge pins and other tools, benzine can and wiping ews 

; rags. Each unit is mounted on a pedestal of convenient working height and on the top a plate- tips She® 
He glass mixing slab is provided. An additional compartment for the benzine can and a metal-lined | 

q compartment for oily rags are provided, thus doing away with the danger of spontaneous combus- | ih to 
tion. The gauge-pin drawer is still retained. There are three compartments for hard pressboard, } sips HERTS 
cardboard and filler stock, in various grades for use as draw-sheets, and one compartment of | —— 

! larger size for slip-sheets. These cabinets are made in three sizes, for 8x12, 10x15 and 14)4x22 ) f r LES 

presses. Intermediate sizes can be accommodated in the next size larger. | pe SS | 
Cabinet No. 1—Contains three compartments for slip-sheets, 1424x8 inches inside, and one com- | | ‘ — 

; partment for draw-sheets, 14>¢x11 inches inside; metal-lined compartment for rags, gauge- Be 5 een 
: pin drawer, etc. Height, 42inches; weight complete, 70 pounds. Complete with plate-glass i] lk (6 

; Lobe PP TLoe a fa cl ce Mae eR oes Syed whoa © es LE OOD Oe , 
Cabinet No. 2—Contains three compartments for slip-sheets, 174x10/%4 inches inside, and one | es a | 

compartment for draw-sheets, 17/4x13 inches inside; metal-lined compartment for rags, i; 7 | 
r gauge-pin drawer, etc. Height, 42 inches; weight complete, 90 pounds. Complete with | 

Plateplase Op. Prieer cnt 62s cc Arla arets Aone CRM Seer codvent a Un os be ahd come a ES OD. | 
] Cabinet No. 3—Contains three compartments for slip-sheets, 2474x144 inches inside, and one compart- | 

ment for draw-sheets, 2474x174 inches inside; metal-lined compartment for rags, gauge-pin drawer, JOB PRESS | 
ete. Height 42 inches; weight complete, 125 pounds. Complete with plate-glass top. Price . . . . . $2200 CABINET | 

Sz MATRIX CABINET 
a They are firmly and substantially constructed of hardwood, | 
nd nicely finished. The roll curtain front will effectually exclude 

$$ —$<— << the dust, and being provided with a first-class lock insures the 
———————— contents of the drawers from being tampered with. 

ti a | Each drawer is 14!4x15 inches inside, having ten grooves upon which the matrices are -| 
| [ler @.c, SESe A placed edgewise as illustrated below. The capacity of each drawer is 142 running inches } 

i | of matrices set edgewise. These 
| ~~ — drawers are set in the cabinet on 

1 ae an incline. This position of the 
li ——_— drawers prevents the matrices 

et from fallingdown when the grooves 
LN erg are not full. In the lower part is 

! CD a drawer 4% inches deep inside, | 
i pe fitted with pin lock. This drawer 

! oe. cannot be opened until the curtain 
i H is raised. Detail section of Matrix Drawer showing matrices in place | 

ih FE ae ge Ss a ES ae ee ee | 
mae Too. ] WEIGHT | WIDTH | DEPTH WEIGHT 

Ieee ee: 1 | @Drawers—for tor 2machines| 1 | go | 18 | 2094 150 $22.00 4 
HI |e ee 2 | 8 Drawers—for 2 to 4 machines 1 364 18 2044 175 28 00 | 
oe = 3 | 10 Drawers—for 4 to 6 machines 1 404 18 24 200 3400 | 
Pe 4 | 12Drawers—tor 6to8machines| 1 | 45% | 18 4 | 295 40 00 
a5 SS | 

ea AMS JG a ine a Re ater ene Re eae ta 
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ar = MONOTYPE CABINET 

es [ ee This cabinet has been designed to embody the ideas of Monotype users 
ate ee Oe and operators for a safe and convenient place for holding all accessories to 00 . A 
00 iF ee! | 7 i the Monotype Casting Machine when not in use. The door is arranged with 
00 et Oe y= holders for the various wrenches, screw-drivers and gauges furnished with 
= i Reeeeeew eI the machine so that the cabinet gives the operator a place for safely and 

F =n neatly keeping all appliances and tools. 
a teiaiiaiatalalalal || The molds are kept in two sliding trays at the top of the cabinet; each 

i \ f holds six molds in such a manner that it is impossible for them to strike. Be- | 
— wet 1 neath these trays are two shelves for normal wedges; each shelf holds fifteen 

A SS . wedges, and each wedge has its particular place where it is protected from 
ce [ ii (4 injury and where it may be quickly found. Two additional shelves provide 

f | | for twenty-eight matrix cases; each case being held on edge and prevented 
SS [@ trom striking the other cases. Beneath these shelves are four drawers for 

SSeS | F individual matrices; each drawer is divided in thirty-seven grooves, in which 
peer Ta the matrices are stood on end. A bar across the center of each drawer di- 
ee or ee W ij vides it so that matrices taken from the matrix case, in making changes, are 

5 ioe = f ae put above the bar in the same groove from which the matrices below the bar 
ees i are taken to replace those removed from the matrix case. This simple and 

es “Cee convenient arrangement reduces the time of the change to the minimum, and 
Se avoids mistakes. J 

sted a= Monotype Cabinet, height, twenty-five and one-half inches; width, four- 
any < teen inches; depth, sixteen inches; weight, ready for shipment, 
oe seventy-five pounds. Price... .. . i Seas ete eee $22 00 
80 
tory METAL FURNITURE CABINET 

This is a double-faced rack designed to hold a large quantity of metal furniture in a compact form and 
at the same time allow free access to every size. Metal furniture is usually damaged and quickly destroyed THE HAMILTON MFG.co.) 

300 by not having a proper place in which to store it. The corners and sharp edges are soon battered, and its | a8aa 
value for fine work is practically destroyed. The use of this rack will prove a most economical investment | aay 
and will greatly prolong the life of the metal furniture. It is made with a double face, being filled from Wha 5 68 10 15 20 25 50 

650 both sides, and thus only one-half of the capacity is shown in the illustration. It has two compartments A | aaaae 
for each length and width, one on each side of the cabinet. Each compartment holds 16 pieces arranged 5 i) j | } 
in two tiers, stacked 8 pieces high, a total capacity of over 300 pounds of metal furniture. Each compart- i | aN bis 

fa ment is numbered as the illustration shows. a 
Size of rack is 15%4 inches wide, 9 inches deep and 4 feet 10 inches long, outside dimensions. Weight, aaa 

crated, Weipounds, Price cei cushioned eee ca ajo at wale ate eats e geal OO aaa / 
| aay 

300 ARS AA 
; HAMILTON WALL ROLLER CABINET ae cataeee 

The Hamilton Roller Cabinets are made in five sizes, all the same height, and with the same number of aa | | i} } 
adjustable rods. Four suspension hooks are supplied with every rod in a cabinet; therefore there will al- ia a ae 
ways be enough hooks when the rollers are doubled up on a rod. aaa ee 

These suspension hooks are of various lengths, to provide for the variation in the diameter of rollers. RUE oo . ANS 
One dozen rods are supplied with each cabinet. Two cabinets placed side by side against the wall will ECC ERE i 
make one continuous cabinet, taking up very little space. al } | ae 

, The front is covered by a roll curtain, which closes the entire cabinet and secures the contents. } | | aa 
The storage in a suitable cabinet with proper ventilation will prolong the life and improve the work- q a ie 

; ing qualities of rollers. Ventilation is provided for by openings on the sides through which the air can | | in| ie 
pass. This means a proper seasoning to new rollers which always require more care than old rollers. ta | ay | 
One of these cabinets will take care of all of the rollers on a large cylinder press. The cabinet can be put , BEN NN GN 
on the wall, convenient to the press, or set on the floor in a convenient place. iy | T25ane 

Cabinets are made of hardwood, nicely finished. The roll curtain is backed by heavy and very durable i aaa } ate Wa 
— ane | INSIDE WITH INSIDE DEPTH ‘OUTSIDE HEIGHT WEIGHT GRATED 5 | Wo. ee ee ae wuwaeR rons vie race if } a ii 
FER 30 8 60 12 200 $24.00 adaaeayy: 
Se hehe eae 2 8 60 12 250 32.00 i VARY 

88 Se4 ting 56 8 60 12 300 40 00 aac cae) 
T dist ate s 68 8 60 12 350 48 00 Baas 

Shy eel ae: 80 8 60 12 400 56 00 aanneee 
Se ec eee ee NESE Or ea SINC aa Neo rer e gaagaguea. 

The above prices are for cabinets complete, including 48 suspension hooks and one dozen rods for J | } ae 

q each cabinet. Saagaee | 

Se — : HANDY SORT CABINETS aaaaeee SEs i tein Sagaaty 
re 4 a The Handy Sort Cabinets are very compact | | i 

c rs and will hold an immense amount of material “TWO: RIVERS, Wi 
a | oe | g within a small floor space, and when properly 

a | ae = equipped, filled and labeled are decidedly eco- Metal Furniture Cabinet 
eS See nomical. 
a | eS aK Made of hardwood throughout and nicely finished. Drawers are 8}4 x 20 

eS inches over all and 2% inches deep inside. Each drawer is divided into ten com- 
eS Es partments. Each compartment 34 x 3% x 2! inches inside. Brass Label Holders 

| > | Se attached to any cabinet at an addition to the list price of five cents for each 
oe |e = holder. 

lz | a a 
en as SS Se NO. NO. DEPTH LENGTH WEIGHT WEIGHT 
a ae NO | ens | orawens | inches noHEs INoHES Pounds on 
a ea os | | eee 1 1 10 21 11% 35 100 $1750 

= | ag | ana ae 2 2 20 21 214 35 165 2700 
os ee 3 3 30 | 2 3044 35 230 36.00 

Bs > = Za 4 4 40 21 40 35 290 45.00 
| PTH 5 5 50 21 49% 35 350 54 00 

———— Drawerseach .........- ONE SiO Mes a akon eaeeT SOO 
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| eT Ts WISCONSIN SORT CABINETS } 
= — — CALEY WEIGHT ; ese Joapaciry neiguT | LenaTH | DEPTH ust 

ae Sao No. NAME AND DESCRIPTION SHELVES RATED 
| / = eS | pounos| “Np | icHes | inches | Inches | 0104] Paice 

Se : 1 |Cabinet with 10 Drawers in2tiers| 750 | Two | 4634 20 25%< | 250 [$40 00 i 
. a 2 |Cabinet with 15 Drawers in 3 tiers] 1125 | Three 4634 28-4 | 254 | 350 |'50 00 i 

—— 3 |Cabinet with 20 Drawers in 4tiers| 1500 | Four | 46% | 3744 | 2582 | 470 | 60 00 | 
i| =e 4, (Cabinet with 25 Drawers in tiers] 1875 | Six | 46% | 45 | 25%¢ | 575 | 70 00 
1 a —— 5 |Cabinet with 30 Drawers in tiers| 2250 | Seven | 46% | 504 | 25%. | 650 | 80 00 i 
} a Bee | 6 |Cabinet with 35 Drawers in 7 tiers| 2625 | Eight 46% 63 25% 725 | 90 00 | 

o> When drawers are not sub-divided the inside dimensions are 21x6%4x6%4 inches. i 
pater When a drawer is sub-divided into seven compartments the size of each sub-division 
a a is 234x64x64 inches. 
a a S: H a SPECIMEN CABINETS 

] | See i The methodical classification and preservation of specimens of printing will enable } 
i aie =o i the printer to show his work to prospective customers to the best advantage. These 
i Se cabinets can also be used for other purposes than the storage of specimens of printing. : 
| Fe aa i Samples of stock, small supplies, blanks, legal papers and periodicals can be systemat- 
| SS | ically stored. 

oe No. 1 Specimen Cabinet contains 8 drawers with inside dimensions 157¢x20 inches. 
CHa an ae Four of these drawers are 2 inches deep inside, and 4 are 4% inches deep inside. 
SESSERTON ire Occupies floor space 20% inches deep by 25% inches wide. Height, 37/4 inches. 

Made of ash, nicely finished. Each drawer is divided into nine compartments, 
Hl i with removable partitions. Weight, crated for shipment, 165 pounds. Price, $22 00 

Specimen Cabinet No. 1 No. 2 Specimen Cabinet contains 12 drawers with inside dimensions 1574x20 inches. } 
Six of these drawers have an inside depth of 2 inches; the other 6 are 4% inches 
deepinside. Occupies floor space 20% inches'deep by 25%< inches wide. Height, 

5244 inches. Each drawer is sub-divided into 9 compartments, with removable partitions. Made otf ash, nicely finished. 

: Weight, crated for shipment, 200pounds, Price . 2.06000 00 ee ee et te et eee eee oe O200 

/ No. 3 Specimen Cabinet is made with spring roll curtain and lock. The curtain preserves the contents absolutely from dust, : 

| and when down the contents of the entire cabinet are secure. The curtain can be moved up or down with one finger, being 

i controlled by the coil spring. The cabinet contains the following assortments of drawers, all one inch deep: 5 drawers 19x42 

. ' inches, 10 drawers 19x14%4 inches, 10 drawers 19x12 inches, 10 drawers 19x14 inches, 10 drawers 19x8%4 inches, 10 drawers 
19x724 inches, 10 drawers 19x6%4 inches, 10 drawers 19x5?4 inches, 10 drawers 19x5'4 inches, all inside measurements. The 

| sides of all drawers are slotted at intervals of one inch to receive partition strips. Four division strips are put into each drawer, 

: thus each drawer can be divided into five compartments about 3% inches deep. Bronze finished label holder pulls attached 
: to each drawer front. Cabinet made of ash, antique finish. Outside dimensions: height, 52% inches; depth, 25 inches; width, 48 

q inches. Weight, crated for shipment, 650pounds. Price... --- ++ eee ete ee ee ee ee = 12000 

. No. 4 Specimen Cabinet is a most conveniently arranged cabinet, with a variety of shallow drawers made to take standard sizes of #, 
cardboard and paper stock. There are 63 drawers in this cabinet, all of one depth, and varying widths. Each drawer is slotted 

: at intervals ot 1 inch to receive removable division strips, four of which are supplied for each drawer in the cabinet; thus each 

drawer can be sub-divided into a number of compartments. The inside depth of all drawers is linch. The other inside dimen- 

/ sions are as follows: 4 drawers 19x39! inches, 8 drawers 19x14 inches, 8 drawers 19x11%4 inches, 8 drawers 19x10%4 inches, 7 draw- 
ers 19x8% inches, 7 drawers 19x74 inches, 7 drawers 19x6!4 inches, 7 drawers 19x54 inches, 7 drawers 19x4% inches. Bronze label 

: holder pulls are attached to each drawer front. Cabinet is made of ash, finished antique. Outside dimensions: Height, 38'4 
inches; depth, 2444 inches; width, 434 inches. Weight, crated for shipment, 450 pounds. Price ................. 8000 

/ ; No. 5 Specimen Cabinet is very similar to the No. 4, but with a fewer number of drawers. It contains a total of 44 drawers of varying 

widths, and the size of these drawers is made to conform with standard sizes of paper and cardboard stock. The drawers are 

: slotted at intervals of 1 inch from front to back to receive removable division strips, 4 of which are supplied with each drawer 
| in the cabinet, thus allowing each drawer to be sub-divided into various compartments. All drawers have inside depths of 1 
| inch. The other dimensions are as follows: 4 drawers 19x25%4 inches, 5 drawers 19x14 inches, 5 drawers 19x114 inches, 5 draw- 

ers 19x10% inches, 5 drawers 19x9% inches, 5 drawers 19x7!4 inches, 5 drawers 19x64 inches, 5 drawers 19x5!4 inches, 5 drawers 

19x44 inches. Bronze label holder pulls are attached to each drawer front. Made of ash, finished antique. Outside dimen- 

- sions: Height, 39'% inches; depth, 2414 inches; width, 31 inches. Weight, crated for shipment, 320 pounds. Price. ...... . 6400 

| No. 6 Specimen Cabinet is similar in arrangement to Nos. 4 and 5, but with a fewer number of 

: drawers. All drawers are made to take standard sizes of paper and cardboard stock. There 

| is a total of 35 drawers, all with an inside depth of 1 inch. Each drawer is slotted at intervals oa 
of 1 inch from front to back, to receive removable partitions, 4 of which are supplied with — 

: each drawer in the cabinet. Inside dimensions of the drawers are as follows: 3 drawers a TN en) 

19x25%4 inches, 4 drawers 19x14%4 inches, 4 drawers 19x11% inches, 4 drawers 19x10%4 inches, Poe 

4 drawers 19x94 inches, 4 drawers 19x7'4 inches, 4 drawers 19x64 inches, 4 drawers 19x5'4 A q 

i inches, 4 drawers 19x4%4 inches. Bronze label holder pulls are attached to each drawer front, alt } 

/ Cabinets made of ash, nicely finished. Outside dimensions: Height, 33% inches; depth, 2444 | 

inches; width, 31 inches. Weight, crated for shipment, 275 pounds. Price........ . . $5400 | | 

/ STRIP LEAD AND RULE CABINET mf 
SO Mica nota ; : | 

i edi sax A most convenient cabinet for the storage of full length leads | 
i and slugs and brass rule. No device of the kind has heretofore | 

| = been offered printers, and this little cabinet will surely find a prom- 

| = : inent place in the modernized composing room. 4 

i Well made of hard wood, with the ends paneled, finished TON FS.co, 

: antique. Dimensions: Occupies floor space 22/4x26 oe 
| ; ae es inches; height, 38 inches; weight, crated, 175 pounds. q 

i ee s Price... ss =o tae: iaadelaas'.’ Seeeraeae ies ORO: Strip Lead and Rule Cabinet 
{ " 
] | : TYMPAN PAPER CABINET 
| THREE UNITS AND BASE 
j ye a A suitable receptacle for the flat storage of proper tympan stock cut to sizes. Such stock should 
i eee be of hard pressboard, cardboard and filler stock in various grade to use under the draw-sheet. 

/ ae Unit No. 1—Size outside, 16 inches long, 18 inches deep, 114 inches high. Has three compart- 

a ments 1434x8 inches inside for slip-sheets, and one compartment 14?¢x11 inches inside for 
eel draw-sheets. Weight, 35 pounds. Price ..... 6.52. eee tte ee ee ee s B00 

| . < Unit No. 2—Size outside, 19 inches long, 18 inches deep, 1124 inches high. Has three compart- 
| eS ments 17}4x10% inches, inside for slip-sheets, and one compartment 17/x13inches inside 

sie for draw-sheets. Weight, 45 pounds. Price .......-.-0. see eee eeeeees 500 

j i ase S Unit No. 8—Size outside, 26 inches long, 18 inches deep, 1124 inches high. Has three compart- ; 
i Hare oa ments 24}4x14% inches inside for slip-sheets, and one compartment 24>4x17 inches inside 

| ise — for draw-sheets. Weight, 60 pounds. Price..........---++++e+--+++2+-s 650 

: Base—Occupies floor space 18/4x27% inches; height, 6 inches; fitted with drawer for gauge : 
: ‘Tympan Paper Cabinet—Three Units and Base pins, divided into 36 compartments, 2 inches square. Weight, 50 pounds. Price ..... 600 

| i 
: * } . 3. sae la Sa a te RS . 
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= EEE WE TYPE CABINETS GRAND oe. P REST eer SRE 
ter ‘ (a KAN? 
ce ows ven - eae While these cabinets embrace every distinctive feature of other popular 
rT n SS _ SSS type cabinets, they also embody the use of the new three-case tilting 
0 % r SSN brackets, the Bettis lead and slug case No. 8, and the thirty-inch space 

0 (1) ~ oat : : 
ne Senet =  — ae and quad case, a combination of labor-saving arrangement for job and 

7 (0 i y= news composition 
i F ee fo which it would be WETSUIT a 

nw | -£ j difficult to excel. ee RAO 
— We aan) The Cabinets Grand EET TS CAA 

hes, f \ a ti have the Porter Ex- Spann SOOO 
sion | | a | . tension Front, which SSeS eect Sn Steet ny 

ry is the one distinct- QS Se Slee 
} ee. ive feature of the SS : 

} ts patented Porter Cab- i s 

i 5 | inet. They have the i ——_ 

ie , eer ls ne flat steel runs and | ra | ae 
- 5 interlocking rods 4 2 i 
nd ; See passing through the a t 

5 runs and dividing a Wy 
No. 20 Cabinet Grand—Rear View strips. They accom- i an ¥ 

2 ere modate the job and whe lay 
news compositors on opposite sides, and have the full length galley dump, oie | 
which are the distinctive features of the Polhemus Cabinets. In addition they | (aaa 

2 00 have, in modified form, without going to extremes, the varying depths of cases bt eee fi y 
/ found in the Twentieth Century Cabinets. The equipment of cases is the Ph a | 

i patented New Departure style with three-ply bottoms. The combination also ki = oe 
includes the lead and slug bank, thirty-inch space and quad case, and the is ~ . 
reversing of the sort drawers and galley rack to the news side of the cabinet. No. 21 Cabinet Grand—Rear View 

20) 

. TEER \ —s AE, 4 444 28 2 SRRES No. Sees a — * « nee 

=e \ TERRA aa: - job cases, arranged in two tiers, as 
SASS \ as SESSA —— Tollows : 7 full size cases 1 inch deep; 
Se SSSA SASS SSS SS 3 two-third size cases 1 inch deep; 14 aa SS a SS full sive Canes ing inchs deeei i? 
V3 SS eS) =» eee two-third size cases 13 Inches deep; 

: Long rece amaaw apie a = 3 full size cases 1X inches deep; 3 
ERK RR CRORE RA As See econo eS i — two-tl size cases 1% inches deep; 

P a = 2 s . = c Dee ic SAAS SSS Ss SSS i also ten sort drawers between the 
10 ( See ESS SSS . TN two tiers of cases. The top equip- 

SS OE Se 2 So ment comprises 2’ pairs No. 2 three- 
Se ee ee a case Hamilton Patent tilting brack- 

- — —_ ets, with galley boards, one pair ot 

Dg a re Se ee Me 8 news cases, 1 blank case, 1 thirty- 
\ nar 1 aM ee ica LSE WIE he Ih Th ea inch space and quad case, one No. 2 

s Hn at he _ MMA bn le Lavi adjustable lead and slug’case, 1No. 
| ey ae WA i aH ‘See nia) Bettis lead and ‘lug case. Height, 
| Hy US) <a at FON ages \ ie ) 43 inches; width 71 Inches; depth 27 

| i | ie SSMS CH i MS inches, Weight, crated for ship- 
| } i —— il PNA SE iste AAR th ay) ment, 700 Ibs. Price complete... .$100 00 

00 | : i pee aN Va i Mg = 4 A ey No. 21 contains a total of 47 California 
j i f Distant , : a vi aS Rm iN ae job cases, arranged in two tiers as 

| } } | ne CORT oT Nia Ee wh follows : 7 full size cases 1 inch deep; 
{i i Pa | | cone ai Pa eam a RI 8 two-third size cases 1 inch deep; 14 

| Jee fT Mh Semi 2 be] 0) full size cases 1% Inches, deep;’ 17 
t N |= Re eZee) |) MEN aah two-third size cases 1% inches deep; 

t jes (ol eee SUI SINR ea Zier 3 full size cases 1% inches deep; 3 
— Uh een | OT Hi URL M iiemee 5 es i) ANS two-third size cases 1 inches deep; 

: faves | ty He | aa ed vi UM sie || RTS also 16 galley shelves, enclosed by 
Ai | Gaceid Aa eead iathee | ome { aid VA FERN WE if oe ea ONS Wes a= door, opening from the news side of 

0 Be i alana = “VCH CEST Sea the cabinet. | The top equipment 
i i JEN NEO SR a AMILTON: MFG. CO comprises two pairs of No. 2 three- 

i Peon Wiener aeteen fe fadaiariagar lee case Hamilton patent tilting brack- 
ee a ets, with galley boards, one pair of 

Poe i) aA ee = new news cases, lank case, irty- 
Roi ss eine eae ee Inch space and quad case, ‘one No.2 

: adjustable lead and slug’ case, one 
No. § Bettis lead and slug case. Height, 43 inches; width 71 inches; depth 27 inches. Weight, crated for shipment, 700 pounds. Price, complete.........'...$100 00 

No. 22 contains a total of 70 California job cases, arranged in three tiers, as follows : 7 full size cases 1 inch deep; 3 three-quarter size cases 1 inch deep; 14 full size 
Bcontains date deep; 1? three-quarter size cases Ihe inches deep; § full size cases 1X inches deep; 3 three-quarter size cases 1X inches deep; 8 two-third size 
Cases 1 inch deep; 17 two-third size cases 1% inches deep; 3 two-third size cases 1% inches deep, also 10 sort drawers between the two tiers of cases and 16 
alley shelves, enclosed by door, opening trom the news side of the cabinet. The top equipment comprises three pairs No. 2 three-case Hamiliton patent 

F fiiting brackets, with galley boards, three pairs of news cases, one blank case, one thirty-inch space and quad case, one No. 8 Bettis lead and slug case. 
) Height, 43 inches; width 110% inches; depth 27 Inches, Weight, crated for shipment, 1,200 pounds. Price, complete ....2......c:stscsesessstsesesesesesee sees + s8100 00 

) This illustration shows the , rr 

front view or job side of the = % se 

No. 22 Triple Cabinet Grand. ges oo ae “8 
The left hand tier of 24 cases E BESS 0 / y Ete. 

are fullisize; the center Her of Satta MASc SS 
23 cases are three-quarter size; \ — = See Ce Say be 

im the right hand tier of 23 cases =e Ne Mes Cas EDS RS SS s 

; are two-third size. The top SR je Sk, = e 

r equipment is supported by three ee , ST ee = Foca sy 31 

: pairs of No. 2 three-case tilting f) SS = 8 | SSS = 7) | Gee =5 

brackets. Over the job cases 1 a i = i _- Necks 2 Cees 3 || 
: 7 aa SS = 1) ee ~ ie | ae f 

there is a No. 8 Bettis lead i =e meat 1f = : | SS 
: and slug case. The working a ene ge | —— = 

i ; bank at the frontof this case will eee | | SS | =f 
take a 10x 24 inch galley. This || OSS eee SSS | eee =H 
working space is five-eighths of ae | 3 ||) | | as | | - 
an inch deep. At the back of aa sae Sa, | Se | es =H 

) this Bettis case are the lead and | SSS SSS | | <= | a boop = 

slug compartments in dupli- St ae : gi 3) cs 5 Wy, oe % 

cate. These compartments are a ba a, || Seas yo) 

134 inches deep. A blank case { —— a oo hv = ee iit D> 
holds the thirty-inch space and me Se eS) |) eae | 

quad case and the brass galley. eS a a alll | re raion ee MN 

) 7 Three pairs of news cases face | ees 

a opposite to the job side. : 

i ° 
* 
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| THE MASTERMAN COMPOSING ROOM CABINET 
This cabinet comprises all the good features of any cabinet or any stand ever used. The news and job i 

| men work on opposite sides. It provides a 4-inch extension front feature, f 
" sr zeae. The cases are supported on heavy flat steel runs. It has large projecting i 

eau ees copy drawers under the composing cases. The plain bank on the job : 
x eis side can be used independently, or it will take a standard 18x72 Bettis f 

/ si See ease. It has detachable upper bracket arms, so that the top cases can be i} 
| ee wn used in low form, dispensing with the cap case, and using job cases i 

| ro — St | only, or by extending the brackets, pairs of news cases can be used in 
i paws SS the usual form. The illustrations show both equipments. Where job i 

/ i = ser ee cases are used on the lower part of brackets, it leaves room for storage ' 

} = Sacre Yes: of leads and slugs. 
| = a A distinctive feature of the Masterman Cabinet is the gradual pro- 

Hie = a= Se | jection of the case line in the four upper cases in each tier, as shown by i 

i a ee eR the illustration. This allows these upper cases to be withdrawn, they 
———— having extension rails, so that the back compartments are accessible 

; = —— Se without taking these cases from the racks. Another distinctive feature 

- pe a is the mortised label-holders with trans- ; 

] 3 a ek parent celluloid covers. [EPEV EDT PV VTITY. 

a bP eee LURING Co Peres FH Hi 
| cama POP PEPE PP EIEEE | Laie RESTATE RAITT 

Job side of Masterman Composing Room Cabinet, showing forty-two job [SE AERA ons fey 
| cases with gradual projection in top cases, and S ee 

with plain 18x72 inch bank igs ; 1 

: = ¥ 
H DIMENSIONS :—Occupies floor Sanat Too ea Al 
| ; space 24x70 inches. Height, floor iN all 

to flat top, 44 inches. Clearance ry 
underneath for sweeping, 6 inches. i i BAER 
Copy-drawer box projection, 11 Mat Bares y Ite ea 
inches. Size of two copy-drawers ea Ras aa eee earl i 

—— 1234 x 2244x2!% inches inside. Size ive imines as Onley oat 
of galley bank under copy box, | Mae Wang ale Mee 
9x70 inches. Lead and slug trays, PRAMS I Ny Bat 

: t 32 inches long; sloping face, 23 = z Bee ee, We 
f - pieas wide; horizontal face, 14 - = TT —— ae 

<——— picas. Sloping galley board, be- ie Sa | 

; |. SSS tween the cases on top, 7% inches M 
| ee | wide. Foot Rail, 1ys inches diam- J 
; | eter; rail and supporting brackets 

! —— pallahed and piued. Plain dump hws cde of Mesermen Combes Down Cee tones ——— = on job side, 18x72 inches. Label- i Cry SP We ada ney. eee ean Rin Ne are ; ee : : One end showing News cases in place, the other end with 
| -f eaeeme holder mortises, 1x5 inches. low Job Case arrangement and Lead Bank above. 

ee 
: } = EQUIPMENT is as follows: Forty-two cases in the body of the cabinet. Two pairs of No. 18 
/ Q eee brackets with detachable upper arms. Two job cases for the top, interchangeable with cases in 
| NX e cabinet. Two double surface galley boards, 32 inches long. 
i Complete, with cases, brackets, copy box and 18-inch bank . . . . So ei Su Pevoat earn SO OU: 
j 5 Extra for galley dump Onder copy-drawere. ojo 2s ie ate Pion soon) are secu cael BOO 

Extra for polished and blued foot rat) Goo. cece caus po ralieusi sane ay Jed erated aca ee OUD. 
j Sectional View of the Masterman Cabinet Extra for label-holder mortises in case fronts, with celluloid covers ................ 250 

Weight, crated for shipment, 800 pounds. 

| NEW DEPARTURE TYPE CABINETS 
i These cabinets possess all the advantages of other cabinets and have the remarkable feature of combining from 25 to 33 cases within 
i the height of 43 inches, which is the correct height for a flat top cabinet with cases and brackets on top for type-setting purposes. This 

represents a gain of 33!4 per cent. in case capacity over the best steel run construction heretofore offered to printers. This result has 
i been made possible by the use of flat steel runs. These runs are thin ‘ 

pieces of steel of great strength, fitted into saw-kerfs cut in thesides 
of the cabinet and held inp lace by means of lips on the ends of the runs, 
so that such runs cannot possibly get out of place or become loose. These 
flat steel runs were originated and perfected more than ten years ago, 
and have been in continual use in steel run stands since that time. They 

] have given such universal satisfaction that they were incorporated in a 

] line of modern steel run cabinets feeling sure that printers would appre- 
: ciate this new departure, and would be quick to take advantage of the 

large saving in case capacity. The cost of constructing these cabinets 
i is somewhat less than the regular steel run construction, therefore the 

prices are somewhat lower than other cabinets, but in points of strength 
and beauty, the New Departure cabinets are not surpassed by any other 
makes. 

They are constructed of hardwood, finished antique; the ends are 

tastefully paneled and moulded, and the fronts ornamented and fitted with 
| bronzed pulls. The cases are of the best New Departure pattern cov- 

| ered with paper on the inside; the paper absorbs the moisture and pre- 
vents it from entering the bottom. Top equipment for these cabinets can 

} be selected as desired. The illustration of No. 68 shows as follows: 

i Two pairs No. 2 three-case tilting brackets. . . . List price per pair, $2 40 
H Two pairs news cases .............. .List price per pair, 160 
| One No. 8 Bettis lead and slugcase ........... .List price, 500 

j The eight special cabinets described on following page with a 
variety of cases, have a uniform height of 43 inches, which is the cor- 

No, 68 New Departure Type rect height for type-setting purposes. These cabinets represent an 
Cabinet with Top Equipment achievement in type case construction never before attained. Here- 
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tofore the most compact cabinets have contained onl: i i ; i ini bo Within the height of 48 inches, and all of the cases deep enouih for practieal purposes exeent for the very largest fonts of metal (ype. In 
ite, wo cabinets, Nos. 64 and 70, the cases are of four different depths with a result of 28 cases within 43 inches, and some of these cases are is unusually deep, thus accommodating the very largest sizes of metal type. 
job All of the cabinets listed below, with the above eight exceptions, contain cases of standard depth, 1% inches outside the front. 
tis No. 51—Contains 33 two-thirds size cases 1694x2134 outside measure. These cases have a uniform depth of 1 inch outside the front, and ey are deep enough for all medium and small sizes of metal type without doubling fonts. 
Ses No. 57—Contains 33 three-quarters size cases, size 164x264 outside measure. These cases have a uniform depth of 1 inch outside the ‘in front, and are deep enough for all medium and small sizes of metal type without doubling fonts. 
iob No. 63—Contains 33 full size cases, size 1654x3244 outside measure. These cases have a uniform depth of 1 inch outside the front, and cay are deep enough for all medium and small sizes of metal type without doubling fonts. 

No. 64—Contains 28 full size cases, size 16°4x 324 outside measure. These cases are of four different depths; five cases are *4-inch, 
i ten cases are 1 inch, ten cases are standard 1% inches and three cases are extra deep, being 1°4 inches, all measured outside the front. 
by No. 69—A two-tier cabinet containing 66 full size cases, size 16%4x32!4 outside measure. There are 33 cases in each tier. All cases 
ral have uniform depth of1 inch outside the front, and are deep enough for all medium and small sizes of metal type without doubling fonts. 

bie No. 70—A two-tier cabinet containing 56 full size cases, size 16% x32'4 outside measure. There are 28 cases in each tier of four differ- 
= ent depths; five cases are 34 inch, ten 1 inch, ten standard, 1% inches, and three 1% inches, all measured outside the front. 

. No. 71—A special cabinet, with deep cases for ad. departments and job offices that carry large fonts of body type. Contains 20 full 
sized California job cases, 1654x324 inches outside measure. News cases can be substituted when desired. These deep cases have a 

F uniform depth of 1% inches outside the fronts. It is the only cabinet with extra deep cases ever listed. 
No. 72—Contains three tiers of full size cases and represents New Departure Cabinets Nos. 62, 63 and 71 combined. The center tier 

contains 25 cases of standard depth, 134 inches outside. One tier contains 33 cases 1 inch deep outside, and one tier contains 20 cases 1°4 
inches deep outside of fronts. A total of 78 cases of the three most convenient depths. The 1-inch case will answer admirably for all 
small and medium fonts, the standard cases for all medium and large fonts, and the extra deep 134-inch cases will be found most useful 
for large poster and news fonts. Undoubtedly one of the best all around printers’ type cabinets ever constructed. 

wo. | jrmey | NUMBER OF TieRs SIZE OF CASES OUTSIDE MEASUREMENT DEPTH OF cAses—oUTsIDE Fnowr | T2OR BPAGE belt ee PRICE 

* 50 25 Single tier Two-thirds 16°4x 21% inches Standard 1% inches 21x 247% 43 230 $29 00 
51| 33 | Single tier Two-thirds Wheat inches | Special 1. inch 21x 24% 43 260 37 00 
52 30 Single tier Two-thirds 1624 x 21% inches Standard 1% inches 21x 2475 52 280 34.50 
53} 40 | Single tier Two-thirds  16¢x21%4 inches | Standard 1% inches | 21x24% 67 360 45 50 
54| 50 | Single tier Two-thirds 1 Pex B14 inches | Standard 1% inches | 21x2474 82 430 56 50 
55 50 Double tier Two-thirds 16% x 21? inches Standard 1% inches | 21x49%¢ 43 440 57 00 
56 25 Single tier Three-quarters ete 4 inches Standard 1% inches | 21x29% 43 250 3450 
57 33 Single tier Three-quarters 1 4X 267 inches Special 1 inch 21x 29% 43 275 43 00 
58 30 Single tier Three-quarters 16% x 26% inches Standard 1% inches | 21x29% 52 300 39 50 

59 40 Single tier Three-quarters era * inches Standard 1% inches 21x 20% 67 400 5200 q 
60) 50 | Single tier | Three-quarters 16%4x28% inches | Standard 1% inches | 21x20 82 400 63 50 
61 50 Double tier Three-quarters 1036 x26%% inches Standard 1% inches 21x58% 43 415 64 25 
62 25 Single tier Full Size ee eeae inches Standard 1% inches 21x95 43 300 38 75 
63| 33 | Singletier | Full Size 1 Oe xi4 inches | Special 1 inch | 21x35! 48 330 49.00 
64} 28 |Singletier | Full Size 164x324 inches | Special four depths | 21x35!% 3 310 42.50 
65 | 30 |Singletier | Full Size 18>¢x824 inches | Standard 1% inches | 21x35'4 52 360 45.00 
66| 40 | Single tier Full Size exis inches | Standard 1% inches | 21x95%4 67 485 59 25 
67] 50 | Singletier | Full Size 164x324 inches | Standard 1% inches | 21x35! 82 585 72.50 

itd 68 50. Double tier Full Size 1694x924 inches Standard 1% inches 21x 69% 43 600 7400 
69| 66 | Doubletier | Full Size ex hg inches | Special 1 inch 21x 6075 43 670 93.00 
70 56 Double tier Full Size 1 83x 3204 inches Special four depths 21x 69% 43 630 81.00 
71 | 20 | Single tier Full Size 16%x32!4 inches | Special 1% inches | 21xa5'¢ 43 275 38 00 
72 78 Three tiers Full Size 1652x3214 inches Special three depths 21x 103% 4B 850 113 00 

8 Fe ed ee tae cat a TUR eat EG as GU a lee PALLET PEE PAE OLR LL RE aL eet nas 7a clo GTN a ated tes asa reas a hah 
in i All the above prices and descriptions are for Flat Top Cabinets. If wanted with galley tops add to the price given for single tier 

cabinets $3.00, and for double tier cabinets $6.00. Brass Label Holders attached to a cabinet at an additional price of 5 cents per case, list. 

00 
® eae P PORTER EXTENSION FRONT CABINETS 
: eu hihi These cabinets have been thoroughly tried by extensive printing 

y establishments in all parts of the world, and all who have used them 
eae ’ ~ a oN are enthusiastic in their praise. They have also been adopted in the 

43S Government Printing Office, at Washington, D. C. It is a well known 
. SN fact that nothing goes into that office that is not strictly first-class 

ee = and of the very best make. The distinctive feature of this cabinet is 
in ———————7 es the extension of the front, as shown in the illustration. This enables 
if ————— SSS i] the compositor to draw any case well out beyond the other cases, and 

Sa weg | i] makes the back tier of type boxes as accessible as any in the case. It 
it — oe — ae / also allows, owing to the absence of extension side rails, the use of 

a io cases on the brackets. These are features found in no other 
* a) 6 ee SS i) type cabinet, and the value will be readily appreciated by every 
Bi ay) ee —— - compositor. The extension front also permits the top or bottom cases 
= Sy, SSS eee = to be drawn from their places and placed at proper height for setting 
Ri =I SSS SS he purposes, without partly drawing another case to be used as a rest. 
m sy Le = = Combined with the improved steel run and the extension front 

i! ter: eo it - the Porter Cabinet has all the excellent features of other steel run 
e ey es oe aa = A cabinets. The depth of the extension front is 4 inches. As these 
he Ra} ——— ~ | Ss cabinets are fitted on the 23-case and 46-case sizes, with patented 
ts Ls) ii ee Ss > tilting brackets, they can be attached so that news cases on top are 
ne | eat hi a on the opposite side from the job cases, thus acquiring the distinctive 

h | and valuable feature of the Polhemus Cabinets. Unless otherwise 
er = No. 7 Porter Extension Front Stee! Run Cabinet stated, all Porter Cabinets are filled with California job cases. 

re = Cabinets Nos. 6 and 7 have pan- 1 

h wees | weionr, | tenors, | vert, | price eled backs. Other cabinets of this 
ve DESCRIPTION OF CABINET pounog | INCHES | INCHES | INCHES | compLETE series have plain backs, All cabi- 
o- See ee eee ree ee a a ee nets are fitted with the patented New 

in i see ad ier, flattop. . . . Sel ee 46 35% 22 |$ 4300 Departure California job cases. The 

Re raat eee Her fatten ee eal ae 3 omg see eer ato merits of this case are well known. 
0 No.3 with 40 Cases, single tier, flattop........- 500 69 35% 22 68 00 They ride upon the side rails only, 

No. 4 with 50 Cases, single tier, flattop.........| 640 84 og 22 85 00 and the bottoms do not come in con- 
| No. 5 with 60 Cases, single tier, flat top - Rate 770 | 99 3554 | 22 | 10000 Rast wih the stile runes 

No. 6 with 23 Cases, single tier with one 
Tilting Brackets and one pair News Cases on top| 400 | 48 | 3574 | 22 | 4500 Brass Label Holders attached to 

4 No. 7 with 46 Cases, double tier with two pair No. 4 dditi he li 

a 1 Tilting Brackets and two pair News Caseson top| 725 43 6934 22 90 00 any cabinet at an addition to the list 
4 ee price of 5 cents per case. 
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1 THE POLHEMUS CABINET 

The object of the Polhemus Cabinet is to save time and space which means cheaper rent, greater economy of workmen’s time and con- 

; sequently increased profits. Time is lost on the ordinary cabinets by standing the compositor in front of twenty cases, all frequently in 

i use by other men, who, when setting or distributing from them, keep the man at the cabinet idle, besides wasting time in gossip. Thus ; 
two men are doing the work of one. 
In the Polhemus Cabinets the job 
cases are unobstructed and the com- 

pees es a. ae eee positor stands at the back, where he i 

F cannot be interrupted. If he is set- 4 
ting solid matter he can empty his \ 
stick without walking a step, on a 

Pag Stes Say. ca ae Ss Sa galley mabe ROWE eae se oe 
RE eae = Sees a a . eases are hel yy our patent tilt- 

5 DE ing brackets No. 1 with galley rest, i 
} ee ee which are furnished with all our y 

Oe Polhemus Cabinets. a 

= To . 4 - Every inch of space on the Pol- 
‘ sae -s pied . hemus Cabinets is used to advan- 

| a gee tage. The galley top or bank is a 
| [-——-$ SS ei most useful addition; the space 

f rnc = a * between the cases is used as a galle; g | }-———4 1 . A galley 
i | cmamemmee a | 3 cabinet or sort cabinet, as may be 

ik | a oe a preferred; the top is flat, and tied-up 
| a ae i matter may be kept on it, as the iron 

: i ed em | case brackets admit of easy access to 
a | the space under the cases and galley 

; || Exe es ttc ose : | top. The brackets which hold the 
| eae aa ore ee eases project into the alley eight 

) i memmemesel rr q inches, giving the compositor plenty 
/ earth ES | of knee-room, while saving floor 

f pen — ey dt ee space. In construction our Polhe- 
ee mus Cabinets are unsurpassed in 

= solidity, appearance and finish. 
| —— Front View of No. 4 Triple Polhemus Cabinet. They are made of hardwood, nicely 

; polished, and no handsomer cabinets 

| have been offered to the craft. 

: The Polhemus Cabinets embody 

: all the features enumerated and have other meritorious points not found in other cabinets. They were perfected by and named after John 

/ Polhemus, one of the best known and most experienced of New York printers. 

| i Since their introduction thousands have been sold to the best printing establishments throughout the world. They obtain the maximum 

; of case concentration, They are space economizers and profit builders—true representatives of what a type cabinet should be. 

: The No. 4 Triple Polhemus Cabinet is a veritable printing office in itself. Contains 75 cases; 10 sort drawers; storage room for 20 

Wie double-column galleys; 15 square feet of storage in the galley dump for tied-up matter and standing forms; 3 pairs news cases on top. Six 

men can work at this cabinet at the same time without interfering—3 job men and 3 news compositors. The practical value of this splendid 

cabinet is greatly enhanced by brass lining the full length galley dump shown in the illustration. With such a bank no moisture can 

i enter the woodwork and the life of the cabinet in prolonged indefinitely. The labor of setting type from the cases is also facilitated by 

] having brass label holders attached to the case fonts, thus enabling the compositor to see at a glance the face of the type contained in any 

job case. P 

Hie The No. 5 Double Polhemus Cab- 
: inet is probably the most popular of 
i # any of these cabinets. Most printers Saha cSt TY: 

: prefer the tier of sort drawers TE RS Ae Ae Se R ORS 

/ between the two tiers of cases, in RRR SSeS SEES — . lieu of the tier of galley shelves. SRN SASS Ss SSS 
| We now list the No. 5 with sort ee SSSA ASS 

8 drawers only. The same cabinet Napa acasaieg oo choke ears er went 
] with galley shelves in place of sort a <= een 
ae drawers is listed under No. 8. This SSS — =~ 

} cabinet represents the extreme of a ee = es 
: case concentration, 25 cases in each _ ~ ER 
1 tier within working height for type- 
: setting purposes. It has the full 
/ length galley dump and job cases on y aie Roca wn i 
| the reverse side from the news cases. Hel. fee) So has Re di 

] Four men can work at this cabinet HB Ves Mh fad j 
without interfering. Polhemus Cab- HO RES Wok Pe IE ai 

/ inets are essentially space and tga oe Ba Pe Soe va 
| material savers, therefore money Hie Ra | hy Hi ate 
: makers. F i oe eH os I Cana one Paes hg 
| The popular No. 6 Double Pol- Me I Ea a Megane Se al 
j hemus Cabinet possesses all the dis- eo eS SI eae eal ei He Be INT tad ilo 

tinetive features of other Polhemus } HT ee eee ie aoa pe eel Hb Hy Aes eG 
: cabinets except the tier of sort draw- hearin a oe | as ae Ht es Af sd Ka 

/ ers or galley cabinet between the i Ne TN TE I dal Ee Spe 
] two tiers of cases. By this omission MA Ea es RIES oes eo — 

| space enough is gained to allow 22d Damier 5 seem . 
] room for two tiers of full size cases. eer —— a, 

/ This arrangement is preferred by — Back View of Triple Polhemus Cabinet No. 3 and 4. 
| those printers having an ample sup- 
: ply of sort cabinets and galley cab- 
j inets. It utilizes the entire capacity 

of the cabinet for laying fonts of type. The floor space occupied is the same as other double Polhemus cabinets. It embraces the limit 
{ of case concentration, having 25 cases in each tier within working height. 
| No. 8 Double Polhemus Cabinet is identical with the No. 5, with the exception of having the galley shelves in place of the sort 

drawers between the two tiers of cases, and the No. 9 Double Polhemus Cabinet is the same as the No. 1 Polhemus in every respect except 
the galley dump between the two tiers of cases in place of the sort cabinet in No.1. The galley shelves in both of these cabinets are 
closed by a paneled door, which keeps out the dust and rubbish and maintains a clean and pleasing appearance, as well as preventing pi. 
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‘ No. 1—Double Polhemus Cabinet with wood runs, containing 18 full size California job cases in one tier, and 20 two-third size 
cases in one tier, two pairs of news cases and two pairs of No. 1 Hamilton patent tilting brackets on top. Galley boards under 

i lower cases. Full length galley dump and one" tier of ten sort drawers between the two tiers of cases. Height, 42°4 inches; q 
: width, 70 inches; depth, 27 inches; weight, crated for shipment, 700 pounds... ... 0-20-00 ee eee ee ee ee es $7500 : 

b No. 2—Single Polhemus Cabinet with wood runs, containing 18 full size California job cases in one tier, one pair of news cases and | 
s one pair of No. 1 Hamilton patent tilting brackets on top. Galley board under lower cases. Full length galley dump. 
: Height, 42% inches; width, 35%s inches; depth of body of cabinet, 214 inches; size of top, 28x37!4 inches; weight, crated 

te for shipment, 325 pounds... ....-.--++e+++-+ 3500 j 

is No. 8—Triple Polhemus Cabinet with wood runs, containing 40 

a ’ a ane as two-third size California job cases in two tiers, 20 cases in : 
1e y each tier, 18 full size California job cases in one tier, three 

te pairs news cases and three pairs of No. 1 Hamilton patent 
, a tilting brackets on top, with galley boards under lower 
it eA Fie nn a — cases. Full length galley dump, one tier of sort drawers and 

SS SSS ee eer eerand series of galley shelves between the tiers of cases. Height, 

7 SI 4254 inches; width, 104 inches; depth, 27 inches; weight, 
: Eo crated for shipment, 1100 pounds...............-11000 

SS i No. 4—Triple Polhemus Cabinet with steel runs, containing 50 two- 
ee ga 1 . ; ; 

: es = | Ses a thirds size California job cases, 25 cases in each tier, and 25 
SH full size California job cases in the center tier, three pairs 

y So Se ; ‘ Rte 
Pe = news cases and three pairs No. 1 Hamilton patent tilting 

e ee See 
eS —| = brackets on top. Galley boards under lower cases. Full 

: a c-: length galley dump, one tier of sort drawers and one series 
mn on ree eee of galley shelves. Height, 4424 inches; width, 104 inches; f 
) i — ee oe depth, 27 inches; weight, crated for shipment, 1175 pounds, 140 00 
y eee es No. 5—Double Polhemus Cabinet with steel runs, containing 25 ie a = : ete + ; ; ; 
" | ———— ees full size California job cases in one tier and 25 two-thirds 

ty ! ae me Se size California job cases in one tier, two pairs of news cases 
y |) — and two pairs of No.1 Hamilton patent tilting brackets on 

ea Sl top. Galley boards under lower cases. Full length galley 
a |e dump and one tier of sort drawers between the two tiers of 
7 } a cases. Height, 44% inches; width, 70 inches; depth, 27 
iy 555 Baki vise cha (pean bal Susies inches; weight, crated for shipment, 700 pounds ...... 9500 

y Front View of No, 5 Dow a 
; ‘” : fee ee No. 6—Double Polhemus Cabinet with steel runs, containing 50 

full size California job cases, 25 cases in each of the two tiers, 
two pairs news cases and two pairs of No. 1 Hamilton patent 

ly tilting brackets on top. Galley boards under lower cases. Full length galley dump. Without sort drawers or galley cabinet. 
in Height, 44% inches; width, 70 inches; depth, 27 inches; weight, crated for shipment, 700 pounds. .....--.......... 9500 

No. 7—Single Polhemus Cabinet with steel runs, containing 25 full size California job cases in one tier, one pair of news cases and a 
m pair of No. 1 Hamilton patent tilting brackets on top. Galley board under lower case. Full length galley dump. Height, 44% 7 

inches; width, 35° inches; depth of body of cabinet, 21'4 inches; size of top, 28x37'4 inches; weight, crated for shipment, 
* $60 pounds..,........ 4700 
ix No. 8—Double Polhemus Cabinet 
id with steel runs, containing 25 2S aeeereas - 

in full size California job cases 

ny in one tier and 25 two-thirds 2 

1 size California job cases in 
one tier, two pairs of news : 

cases and two pairs of No.1 Se ae ee aoe j 

Hamilton patent tilting brack- ELT ’ 
ets on top with galley boards 4 ~ OS Ta oa ~ 

under lower cases. Full SD ee 
length galley dump and one NN eee ee 

tier of galley shelves between - eG Se 4 
the two tiers of cases. as = ‘ re q 
Height, 44% inches; width, 70 rare ae a 4 

inches; depth, 27 inches; I SSS ae 
weight, crated for ship- SS = 

ment, 700 pounds ..... . 9500 D Se —- es et 

No. $—Double Polhemus Cabinet  —— So 
with wood runs, containing ih AE ENESO. SS epeeree taal 

18 full size California job (Se 
cases in one tier and 20 two- Vz — Ss a mre 
thirds size California job | oo ee ees ae Fi 
cases in one tier, two pairs | Wes ogo * | 

of news cases and two pairs | i a —2 Sir 

of No. 1 Hamilton patent | eee we 
tilting brackets on top. een SSS = 
Galley boards under lower | Se 
cases. Fulllength dump and Baa 

one tier of galley shelves y 

between the two tiers of et 

cases. Height, 424 inches; — 5 
width, 70 inches; depth, 27 ee eee 
inches; weight, crated for | ee ; 4 
shipment, 700 pounds .. . . 7500 pare === <— 

The galley dump on all Polhemus a Front View No. 6 Double Polhemus Cabinet 

: cabinets can be furnished full brass lined, 
ii . 21 ga atent leveled sheet fe i es 

: teat tostae poicatend square brass tubing for the surrounding rim and division strips. All serews placed from the under side in order q 

to make a smooth all-brass top throughout, at the following additional prices to above list: 

; Nos 2and 7. «si. 6 2 2 > we. 81800 | Nos.1,5,6,8and9..... .. . $2400 | Nos. 3and4. i - . » $3500 

rt x 3 

nt Brass label holders, 1x3 inches, attached to any cabinet, at an addition to the list price of 5 cents per case. 
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REVERSIBLE UNIT CABINETS i] 

| There are many points of superiority in a unit sys- 
i 

tem over any other construction. It allows of expansion 
] with asmall outlay. A single unit will often provide the : 

additional room required, and the expense involved in _¥ 

Ht the purchase of a complete new cabinet is ie ” = = ro, = = er ; 

] avoided. At the same pe the catiner will MOKA -- 7 = —————— : 

] always be complete and the general balance MO == Say i 
| of the office equipment will be maintained. Qe = ae 

| Heretofore the unit system, so far as printing wd Se === sf 
1] office furniture is concerned, has not been = ~ ———_ } 

attempted beyond regular type-cabinet con- “I =ES. £0 ____¥" i 

| struction. This line of units allows almost =; a i 

unlimited possibilities in the way of different — = , = | 

combinations, including type-case units, of ~f | } 

various patterns, galley units, letter-board <4 | 
units and sort-drawer units. This allows the Saal = i 

i furniture in any printing office, equipped — = a 
with these new Reversible Units to be kept = == ——— F ~ ase} o| 
at an even balance. If new fonts of type are a a < At | 

added, a unit containing a few type cases can Fasadcaaaae = | 
be ordered. he 

Reversible Units, holding type cases are [i cere | 
| of New Departure construction—‘New ee | at ———— 

Departure” cases, with 3-ply unbreakable el a SS 
; bottoms, covered with the best manila paper ee ————— a || 
| —that’s what makes a ‘New Departure” case. ee | as Seven 
| All fitted with New Departure flat steel runs, or a | 
| on which the cases rest. Scarcely any wear sa SS te 

/ or friction, and the life of the cases is pro- — SS | | 
longed indefinitely. ES | SS eel 

. The fact should not be lost sight of that ——— SS | | Reversible Units have greater capacity than tif, | 
] other type cabinets, owing to the increased depth from LSS | 
/ front to back, which is necessary on account of the 24-inch —— . 

depth being required for galley cabinets, so as to accom- Reversible Unit Cabinet No. 4 . 
modate full length standard 24-inch galleys. This increases 
the capacity of the type cases and allows shallower cases to be used without reducing the standard capacity of a type case. It allows 

: more cases to be placed in a standard height of 43 inches for type setting purposes. It condenses a large amount of material into a small 
| space, and one Reversible Unit Cabinet will often take care of all the material that would require two cabinets of ordinary construction 
: to hold. Reversible Unit Cabinet Combination No. 4 is made by combining 2 Units No. 22, each containing 7 letter-boards ; 1 Unit No. 10, 

containing 12 large California job cases, standard depth; 1 Unit No. 11, containing 15 large California job cases % inch deep inside the 
rail; 2 No. 1 banks, 2 cap pieces and 2 base pieces, 2 pairs tilting brackets, 2 pairs of news cases on brackets. 

| Coase eee ee ee ee 

| units aT OUTSIDE HEIGHT OUTSIDE SIZE OF CASES Peat STYLE OF CASES, ETC. me one PRICE 

] No. 10 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches 2144x82'4 Inches 12Cases_ |California Job Cases | 185 Pounds $25 00 
| No.l | 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches 21%4x32'4 Inches | 15Cases California Job Cases | 195 Pounds | 28 00 
] No. 120... 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches 21 x15 75 Inches 24 Cases Wells Job Cases 200 Pounds 30 00 
/ NO. 18.50)... 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches 21/4x15% Inches | 30Cases [Wells Job Cases 210 Pounds 35 00 

No. 14... .| 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches 214x154 Inches | 24Cases {Yankee Job Cases 200 Pounds 30 00 
i No.15 ....| 25 x85 Inches 19 Inches a Inches | 30Cases Yankee Job Cases 210 Pounds 35 00 

| No.6 os 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches 15, 4x24 Inches 22Cases California Job Cases | 195 Pounds 28 00 
; No.17....| 25 x85 Inches 19 Inches 1oegxel4 Inches 28Cases California Job Cases | 200 Pounds 35 00 

No. 18 ....| 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches ples Inches 12Cases {Indexed Electro Cases} 185 Pounds 25 00 
| No.19 ....| 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches 21, x15%3 Inches | 24Cases {Indexed Electro Cases| 200 Pounds 30 00 
] NO:.20) 0. 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches 7x22%4 Inches | 24 Drawers|Sort Drawers 235 Pounds 40 00 
| No. 21... .| 25 x35 Inches 19 Inches bende Inches 27 Shelves |Galley Shelves 135 Pounds 16 00 
; No. 22... 25. x35 Inches 19 Inches 4X32 Inches 7 Boards |Letter-Boards 195 Pounds 18 00 
] Galley Box . 1024x25 Inches 13 Inches 94x24 Inches 6 Shelves |Galley Shelves 50 Pounds 6 00 
j Cap . .| 26 x35 Inches PGANONER Wis os, Olgas Uae cele est str baal a eit gs yoy gto OO 6 00 
i Base .....| 26 x35 Inches DACRE Se Sk cto h. acai Maan eneg> Sh WI Ree Eek ses, 35 Pounds 2 50 
i Bank No.1. .| 17 x35Inches | Rear 74 Inches meiner «ah ieee ea . .| 30 Pounds 3 00 

Bank No.2. .| 28}4x85Inches_|Rear 11% Inches [1.2 1... Sls Eee eels po onndsi| e600 
er 

Two units with cap’ and base make a cabinet 42%4 inches high. Three units with cap and base make a cabinet 624 inches high. Four 
units with cap and base will make a cabinet 80%4 inches high. The price of Unit No. 20 includes the removable sort boxes, 14 for each 
drawer, or 336 boxes for each unit. 

REVERSIBLE UNITS Nos. 12 AND 14 

| Reversible Unit No. 12 is fitted with 
| a Re ES 24 of the half-size Wells job cases. The 
i aT nf size of these cases is 2134x15}4 inches 
| 4 Zio outside. In this unit the cases are all 
] ee | ae standard depth. Compared with the 
] a oe regular size two-thirds case, the Wells 
] See — Se | half-size job case is about 10 per cent 
i a smaller. The cases in this unit will 
| eS easily take medium and large sizes 
] [4 |S | of cap and figure fonts. Unit No. 

ee | oo | 14 is externally the same as Unit 
| ae No. 12, but fitted with 24 half size 
| (Fae | Yankee job cases, which will conven- 
H SSS SS iently hold all small and medium size 
| Sed cap, lower case and figure fonts. 

; 
| Reversible Unit No. 12 REVERSIBLE UNIT No. 16 Reversible Unit No. 16 

| Unlike the other units of this series, the cases pull from both ends. By adding one of these units to a cabinet, the arrangement can 

| be such as to have cases pull from the four sides of the cabinet. Holds 22 California job cases, size 1574x2194 inches outside, being but a 

| trifle smaller in size than a standard two-thirds case. Unit No. 17 is identical with this except containing 28 cases of similar pattern, but i 

1 shallower. Such cases easily take al) small and medium fonts of caps, lower case and figures. 

] See ne 
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eee mm = REVERSIBLE UNIT No 5 
ee ee e i ea RC Rs RN 20 

RAMON he Sea This unit is fitted with 24 sort drawers, 
7 eer lles I] each sort drawer being filled with 14 re- 

Se | ee movable sort boxes. The size of each box ns 

mie Cee || axa: | me | is 23¢x2%¢x2l inches inside. The side rails a) 
= = ] of the \drawers are cut away, leaving the ——— —— —— 

E || ee | sort boxes projecting above the rails, which ee 
s 2a | epianeet — " : = 

a) Pah peect qaete gro | 
= fie | sec ee 0 a of sorts. Each drawer SRT aes d. 

| ce || ey | will hold 17% pounds 'and each unit will 25-7 Spee 
Fe ey hold 420 pounds of type. ee 
Se |e a 
=e eee 

= —— 

ey REVERSIBLE UNIT No. 10 a See 
Reversible Unit No, 20 Each unit of this pattern is fitted with SS 

12 of the large California job cases of a 
standard depth. Size of these cases is 32!4x21% inches outside measure. The cases in SS 
this unit will easily take the very largest cap, lower case and figure fonts without crowd- 
ing. No other type case has a like capacity. Reversible Unit No. 10 

REVERSIBLE UNIT No. 21 

OT I — This unit has four tiers of galley . 
itiHitiiiiii=— shelves, each tier taking nine galleys, or €iiiMInNEEemenes=sanenn eal 

LION MPSS 36 galleys to the unit. Three tiers are for Nara = 

een a double column galleys, having a width of SN 
—— a 8’ inches in the clear. One tier takes sin- a = | 
| 4 = gle column galleys having width of 6 een’, | 

= 4a inches. ma —| 
a ee et 3 ee 

. aa a | ee rm 
Sh eS REVERSIBLE UNIT No. 22 fac er : 

= ee ee ee | This unit is fitted with 7 large letter ——s 
en I Een (Oe boards, size of each board 22x30'4 inches ———— 

ea inside, with one-half inch lip at front to re- ———————} 
LS ceive the brass galley. Provides 32square “"@ires = v. 

5 eee pf feet of letter-board surface in each unit ~ Sy 

Reverse Vl. 3 ee renee Revel Ul No. 
REVERSIBLE UNIT BANK No. 1 pL 

———————— Length, 95 inches; width, 17 inches, GALI ALBEE, 
feeteneeneY Son eae . eae 4 MMMM et 
Sy outside measure. Divided into three equal ‘ ee 

Bee ere spaces, each space 494x33 inches in- Baie Sc ee 
= side. This bank makes a convenient args ops 

Reversible Unit Bank No. 1 working space and provides storage EERIE SY INES 
room for standing jobs. It is in- = ts 

tended to be used at the back of a pair of case brackets holding a pair of news 
CASUES Pilcb 2 os Se Oe EUR Bue a erie, Rone ep hn, gay Maal rite @.00) Reversible Unit Bank No. 2 

REVERSIBLE UNIT BANK No. 2 

Length, 35 inches ; width, 284 inches, outside measure. It has a working space at the front 33 inches long by 16% inches wide, inside 

measure. Back of the working space is an adjustable lead and slug rack divided into two sections, each section 44 inches wide. 

i This lead and slug rack is slotted at intervals of two picas and the removable division strips can be adjusted to meet the require- 

ments of the work in hand. The working space at the front will take a job galley 16x24 inches in size. Price. ........+-- $6 00 

The merits of the modern steel run cabinets have met with general recog- We FF — 

nition, and the best offices are now being equipped with these economical Yas =r 

additions to the printing office. Where rents are high and space is limited oe = 

these cabinets are especially recommended. They save twenty-five per cent. He pn 

in space in the smaller sizes, and by using the high cabinets containing forty, eat = 

fifty and sixty cases the saving is enormous. Space is utilized in the upper ee x 

part of these high cabinets that was not occupied before. The same result is | 

obtained by using the high cabinets that is obtained in the 18-story office i < 

building. The capacity is enormously increased while the ground space occu- = : 
pied remains the same. He oe 

Sky scraper cabinets have come to stay. They are not a fad in any Wie tetas em 

sense of the word. Long before their introduction there was a con- Wie ast 

stant demand for high cabinets—those containing more cases than the eae Moe 

old so-called stained cabinets then in use. All this was before the == a 

steel run had become a factor in printing office furniture. As soon as , hiner ee: 

introduced they were quickly adopted by progressive printers. | | reseas ee 

All these steel run cabinets are filled with New Departure cases. of Ri Stcrsestaes hess! 

4 ‘There is no friction and the cases cannot cramp. While the price of a Map a kl 

cabinet is higher than the Wisconsin Cabinet with wood runs, there hie her 
are more cases in a given space and the cost per case is lower than ‘ee mit ee 

in other cabinets. ef aay ee 

There are no better cabinets made for all-around general use than = itt 

are represented in the Wisconsin Steel Run Cabinets. They are sub- ‘fh ese 

stantially constructed of selected hardwoods, beautifully finished in r {ese oe 

antique shade of color, and they will prove an ornament in any office BB S 

wherever installed. They represent the maximum of case concentra- es 

tion and they are space savers in the fullest sense of the term. ps 

These cabinets have paneled sides with tastefully moulded edges. 

See next page for price list. \ 
No. 122 Wisconsin 

1 Steel Run Cabinet with Flat Top 3 

} <_< — 
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ij WISCONSIN CABINETS 

| The one, two and three-tier Wisconsin Steel Run Cabinets with flat tops and holding twenty-five cases in each tier, can be utilized 
] for body type composition by attaching case brackets on top. Accommodating twenty-five cases in the space usually taken up by 

] eighteen or twenty cases in the ordinary cabinet or stand, saves twenty-five per cent in the floor space. The capacity of the type cases, 

for holding type is not reduced in the least, as regular cases are used. The saving in space is attained by using the steel runs, which 
allow the cases to be placed more compactly in the cabinet. 

| The proper brackets to use on the top of a cabinet 4414 inches in height are as follows : 
Hi Double case bracket No. 6, Style A, to attach to the edge of the cabinet. Double case bracket No. 7, Style B, to set on the flat top. 
i} Hamilton patent tilting bracket No. 1, to set on the flat top. Three-case tilting bracket No.2, to set on the flat top—takes 18-inch 
1] dump at the back. Three-case bracket No. 4, to set on the flat top—takes 18-inch dump at the back. For price list and illustrations of F 

brackets see case brackets. 
1 FI ee ee 

) ORDER BY NUMBER ONLY OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS WITH FLAT TOP WITH GALLEY TOP WITH FLAT TOP, BLANK CASES 
‘ — |] Ss ovetcet  ] ————_]] —_____ 

) SIZES AND NUMBER OF CASES CONTAINED ae Eee mt pauute Sere | roe [heer | emice |] AO OFT pnice teen 

20 Two-Thirds Cases in one tier. . . 374 254 21 180 100 | $25 00 200 | $28 00 300 | $21 00 150 
25 Two-Thirds Cases in one tier. . . 45, 2514, 21 225 101 30 00 201 33 00 301 25 00 190 
30 Two-Thirds Cases in one tier. . . 534 254 21 275 102 35 00 202 38 00 302 29 00 230 
40 Two-Thirds Cases in one tier. . . 69 25% 21 350 103 48 00 203 52 00 303 40 00 290 
50 Two-Thirds Cases in one tier. . . 84 2514 21 425 104 60 00 204 65 00 304 50 00 350 
50 Two-Thirds Cases in two tiers . . 45 48% 21 425 105 60 00 205 65 00 305 50 00 350 
75 Two-Thirds Cases in three tiers . 45 724 21 600 106 88 00 206 95 00 306 73 00 480. 

; 60 Two-Thirds Cases in one tier. . . 99 2514 21 475 107 72 00 207 78 00 307 60 00 385 
: 60 Two-Thirds Cases in two tiers . . 534 48% 21 475 108 72 00 208 78 00 308 60 00 385, 
/ 90 Two-Thirds Cases in three tiers || 53" | 7254 | 21 700 109 | 105 00 200 | 113 00]} 309 | 8800} 575 

20 Three-Quarter Cases in one tier . 3734 2954 21 200 110 30 00 210 33 00 310 26 00 170 
i 25 Three-Quarter Cases in one tier . 45. 2954 21 250 iit 35 00 211 38 00 sil 30 00 215 
- 30 Three-Quarter Cases inne tier . 5344 2 21 300 112 40 00 212 43 00 312 34 00 265 
: 7 40 Three-Quarter Cases in one tier . 69 24 21 400 113 53 00 213 57 00 313 45 00 340 
/ 50 Three-Quarter Cases in one tier . 84 4 21 475 14 65 00 214 70 00 314 55 00 400 
: z 50 Three-Quarter Cases in two tiers . 45 58 21 475 15 65 00 215 70 00 315 55 00 400 

i] 7 Three-Quarter Cases in three tiers 45 864 21 675 116 95 00 216 | 102 00 316 80 00 550 
| 60 Three-Quarter Cases in one tier . 99 2994 21 550 1i7 78 00 217 84 00 317 66 00 460 

§ 60 Three-Quarter Cases in two tiers . 53!4 58 21 550 118 78 00 218 84 00 318 66 00 460 
90 Three-Quarter Cases in three tiers 584 8614 21 800 119 | 112 00 219 | 121 00 319 95 00 650 

i 20 Full Size Cases in onetier ... . 3794 35% 21 250 120 35 00 220 38 00 320 31 00 220 
/ 25 Full Size Cases in one tier ||| || 45 354 | 2 300 121 | 40 00|| 221 | 43 00|| 321 | 3500] 265 f 
| 30 Full Size Casesinonetier ... . 534 354 21 350 122 45 00 222 48 00 322 39 00 305 
/ 40 Full Size Cases in one tier... .| 69 3554 21 495 123 | 6000|| 223 | 6400|| 323 | 5200] 415 

50 Full Size Casesin onetier ... . 84 3534 21 575 124 7% 00 224 80 00 324 65 00 500 
50 Full Size Cases in two tiers : 45 69% 21 575 125 75 00 225 80 00 825 65 00 500 

| 75 Full Size Cases in three tiers. . . 45, 103%4 21 800 126 | 110 00 226 | 119 00 326 95 00 680 
: 60 Full Size Casesin onetier ... . 99 res 21 650 127 90 00 227 96 00 327 78 00 560. 

60 Full Size Cases in twotiers..— . 5314 A 21 650 128 90 00 228 96 00 328 78 00 560 
. 90 Full Size Cases in three tiers. . . 534 103% 21 900 129 | 130 00 229 | 140 00 329 | 11300] 750 

| ; Brass Label Holders, 1 x 3 inches, attached to any cabinet at an addition to the list price of 5 cents per case. 

Wi 
| 
/ WISCONSIN WOOD RUN CABINETS : 

: Wisconsin Cabinets are all substantially made of selected, thoroughly seasoned hardwood, beautifully finished, sides made with 
: panels, tastefully moulded. Bottoms are made flush with floor to prevent pi from getting underneath. We make brackets to fit flat top 

cabinets. We make Wisconsin Cabinets in ash antique finish, this wood being very handsome and of unusual strength, with excellent 
i staying qualities. We are now filling all Wisconsin Cabinets with the patented New Departure cases, of which we are the sole manu- 

facturers and owners under United States Letters Patent, granted August 25, 1896. 
a . The great superiority of these cases is already well known to observing printers who 

. want the best. These cases slide on the side rails and the bottoms do not come in 
/ Ss = a contact with the case runs. For full descriptions of these cases, see page 592. 

| Sr pa All Wisconsin Cabinets, with wood runs containing 16 and 20 cases, are 

wa se made a standard uniform height of 43 inches, which is the correct height for a 
i St aaa flat top cabinet when cases and brackets are to be used on top for type setting 
| —— purposes. The height of the galley top cabinets is the same at the front as the 

3 ole flat top cabinets. The backs of galley top cabinets are 634 inches higher than 
i (WE " given in the list for flat top cabinets. All galley top cabinets are supplied with 
i | a an extra blank copy drawer at the top. This drawer will be found useful for 

HL s the storage of copy and small tools used on the working bank of galley top 
bi cabinets. It is also useful for the storage of electrotypes and small tied-up 
as forms. For Wisconsin Cabinets with wood runs filled with blank cases, see 
ligase : Electro and Cut Cabinets. 

| lis 2s Ges ee Ce we : neint | wioth | oerrH | weicnt | fur | cautery 
| : AE bs pacroe cance iwones | inches | inches | pounos | Top Tor 

| | 19 12 Two-thirds... . 3444 | 2514 20% 140 $15 00 | $18 00 
| fe 20 | 16 Two-thirds ||: | 43 | 25% | 206 | 170 | “18 00 | “21 00 

ees 21 | 20 Two-thirds | | || 43 | 25'4 | 202 | 190 | 21 00| 24 00 
on 2 12 Three-quarter | .| 3434 | 2954 | 20%, | 180 | 1800] 21 00 
Hi 23 16 Three-quarter . . 43 29% 20% 215 22 00} 25 00 

i ] 4 20 Three-quarter . . 43 2954 20%, 235 26 00] 29 00 
: Wea 3 25 12 FullSize..... 34.4 35%6 20% 190 22 00] 25 00 
: ed 26 16 FullSize ..... 43 352% 20% 235 26 00 | 29 00 
] 15s 27 20 FullSize..... 43. 3556 20% 270 30 00 | 33 00 
j i eee 
: When ordering by number state clearly whether flat top or galley top cabinets are wanted. 

] Fs To get the full value of a flat top cabinet of standard height, brackets 
] and cases should be placed on top. The styles of brackets that will work 

most conveniently with these cabinets areas follows: Double case bracket 
No. 6, Style A. Double case bracket, No. 7, Style B. Hamilton patent tilting 
bracket, No.1. Three-case tilting bracket, No. 2. Three-case bracket No. 4. 

No. 27 Galley Top, 20 Case Wisconsin Cabinet with Copy Drawer. For style and prices of brackets see Case Brackets. 
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d Mbp SEOs WISCONSIN WINDOW CABINETS 
; % Neer ST. The Wisconsin Window Cabinet differs from other flat top cabinets in 
; é Rr TONS eee the arrangement of the top, which projects behind 7 inches. Two pair of 

é % Te pe brackets are placed so as to face the cases to the sides. The top is cleated to 
z aa r prevent the projecting top from being broken. The back is paneled. Designed 

eS a ais for placing in front of a window, as it does not obstruct the light. Two men 

h Sel ee i es may work undisturbed at the sides, while the job cases in front are conven- , 

f Si See SS eal ient for the job men. 
— —— i _ These cabinets have the Hamilton patent tilting bracket with galley 

Maas eee rest, which enables a compositor to empty his stick without leaving the cabinet, by 

- E: | simply tilting his lower case, shown in the cut, thus exposing the galley board. 
(a Made in ash, with antique finish. Bottom is made flush to floor to prevent pi from 

: EC. ——| getting underneath cabinet. 
° a No. 1 Wisconsin Window Cabinet, with wood runs and filled with 18 full size 

a ————— California job cases, 2 pairs of news cases and 2 pairs of Hamilton’s patent 
; ee =} tilting brackets No. 10n top. Weight, 350 pounds. ............ .$3600 é 

SSS esl No. 2. With 23 full size California job cases and steel runs, 2 pairs of news 
| cases and 2 pairs of Hamilton's patent tilting brackets No. 1 on top; same 

- Se | height as No. 1. Weight, 3% pounds ..................... 4700 
See | Width is 354 inches; height, 43 inches ; depth 2114 inches. Weight includes the 

au a | cases and brackets on top, crated, ready for shipment. 

eee 
eee } WOOD TYPE CABINETS 

it A These cabinets are supplied with wood or steel runs, filled with New Departure 

SOMILTOR ira cases and furnish the most economical method of keeping wood type. The type is : 
= S| ih preserved and kept free from dust, and at the same time every letter is available 

a without disturbing others. 
The No. 9 cabinet shown here occupies but 9 square feet of floor space 

and affords 140 square feet of case surface for the systematic storage of oS: = 
wood type. Made to hold two sizes of cases, viz: Nos. 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8, to Wakes 

hold cases 23x 32'4 and known as the regular Wood Type Cabinet, while Re a 
Nos. 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10 are made to hold cases 23x44, and this size is known n,n ae | a 

as the Mammoth Wood Type Cabinet. They are very substantially con- Bia Ea ae 

structed of ash finished in antique oak. The cases are slotted on the sides . J ee 2 

and have movable strips which may be adjusted to picas. The cases in ro ees 

the Mammoth size (23x44) have a center bar as shown in the illustration, Se rs 

while the cases in the regular cabinets have no center bar, but all have a 
lip fronts like ordinary cases. | een a 

To meet the demand for cabinets of greater storage capacity four new ee a er ene 

sizes have been added, represented by Nos. 7,8, 9 and 10. These cabinets a ee er “3 

are made with steel runs and have 25 cases in each tier, but occupy the ——4 ete =a { 

same floor space and are the same height as cabinets with wood runs ae 5 — Z 

holding 20 cases in each tier. This represents a gain in floor space of 25 yeaa WO ee ee ; 

per cent., an item of interest where space is limited and rents are high. ——4 ea eee 

The sides and center bars of Wood Type Cases are slotted for pica ja 

adjustment. Each case in every Wood Type Cabinet is fitted with a ae ee = 

suitable number of division strips without extra charge. a gl | 

* The strips are also tree 

a ree cut by even picas so (cee ree reas = 7 

Se that the variations are oe a ee | 
pg by single picas. For — ae : 
ef instance, a whole case fae ae eee 

| yy) ae can be adjusted to (a Sn eee 

ea ee, hold 5 line type or 6 Ce 
re line or 8 line as de- Eee 

ME EEE OS 5 eae sired, or part of eac! Posie senesn Fa 

ra = in the same case. The [tre Be 
Style 3 Wood Type Case No. 2 Wood Type Case es 7 

has no center bar 

while the No. 3 case is fitted with a center bar to add strength and to sus- No. 9 Mammoth Wood Type Cabinet j 

tain the heavy load which.will be carried when cases are full. ‘ 

IMPORTANT—Each Wood Type Cabinet is listed with flat top or with galley top under the same number. Customers should not fail 

to specify clearly which is wanted. 
q ; 

a 
TADS Cra PRICE LIST OF WOOD TYPE 

ee ey jeseen He eS es eS SA esa CASES ONLY 
no. | sree. on wooo runs |MYMPER) size san lisasras | women neteut | HEIGHT | ergy 

OF SES) og cases, | Trcnes | inowss | cues | rouwos | PRNE AT ONTJAT HACK | ouype] PACE No. 1, 164x924 inches, size of regu- 
ype pee | ees lar type case, no center bar, 

: 1 | wood Runs .| 12 [esxs2%4| 36 | 95% | 26>4 | 250 | $2400 | 36 | 42 275 | $27 50 Weight, 6pounds ....... .$ 090 

2| Wood Runs .| 16 |23x32'4| 44% | 3574 | 26% | 300 | 3000 4414 | 5044 | 325 | 3350 No. 2, 23x324 inches, can be put in 

3 | Wood Runs .| 20 |23x32%4! 5244 | 3574 | 26% | 350 | 3600 | 5274 | 58/4 | 375 | 3950 any regular case stand, and gives 
4| Wood Runs || 12 |23x44 | 36 | 47%4 | 2676 | 300 | 3000 | 36, | 42, | 325 | 3400 224 square inches more space 

| Wood Runs || 16 [aax44 | 44%4 | 4754 | 26% | 870 | 4000 | 44%4 | 50:4 | 395 | 4400 than No. 1. Weight, 8 pounds. . 100 
6 | Wood Runs .| 20 [23x44 52g 41 26% | 435 | 4800 529 58% | 460] 5200 he Bs a : 

7|SteclRuns. | 25 |23x32%4| 50% | 3554 | 26>. | 400 | 4650 | 50% | 56% | 425 | 5000 No. 3, 28x44 inches, gives 276 square 

: 8 | Steel Runs. .] 50 [23x324) 50% | 69/4 | 28° | 750 | 87 00 | 50; | Bs | Bo) OD inches more space than No. 2— 4 
9|SteelRuns. .| 25 [23x44 50% di 26% | 500 | 6300 50% 56% 525 | 67 00 with center bar. Weight, 11 

10 | SteelRuns. .| 50 [28x44 | 50% | 9374 | 26% | 950 | 11800 | 5074 | 56/2 | 1000 | 125 00 pounds = i 130 

The cabinets Nos. 8 and 10 with steel runs and 50 cases are double tier, 25 cases in each Cpe Rar ls Foe tie: 

tier. Six division strips are sent with every case in a cabinet. Extra strips over this height, 6756 inches. Weight 8 

amount are furnished at 2 cents each. Dotenda nes 55" ieseuskld meee Mae! 

Case Ri ii s 2 i 

HAMILTON’S IMPROVED WOOD TYPE e Rack with steel runs to hold 2 
Hamilton’s Wood Type is guaranteed of uniform height, something never before ob- height, 57% inches. Weight, 100 : 

tainable. Send for special catatogue of the largest assortment of Wood Type in the world. DPOUNES. 6 55 Wik eae gi os se 4 
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“ ” iew of NEW DEPARTURE” CASES BO “New beparture” 
Triple-Veneer 5 The “New Departure” is pe 
Botton ee ee Q the only style of case which A 

Gece QE Patera meee has a one-piece bottom the > 2, A / 
Bis Sat Fs eee raat é full width of the case, with- 7 V4 H / z 7 
ye gD ieee epeegs out joints or splices, ae aaa eV die ee ee pod y 

aa aan of three layers of wood, the ae / By 
eo Lc TTY grain of the middle layer vie 4 A id acy 

running in an opposite Ms i eee ae 
direction from the grain of the outer layers. This makes cracking impossible. 

‘These cases slide smoothly on side rails, and not on the bottoms, with the screws : 

forever catching. This feature greatly lengthens the life of the case. The F 

bottom cannot be torn off because it is rabbeted into the side rails and front. See “AA” in cut. 

Made of thoroughly seasoned lumber. 

PAPER COVERED BOTTOMS 
All the New Departure Cases have three-ply bottoms covered with the best quality manila 

paper. This is a most important feature in type-case construction. The paper absorbs the 

moisture from the type and prevents it entering the wood, dissolving the glue and destroying the 

case bottom. 
4 

BRASS CLASP CASES 
The cut at the left shows a section of the New Departure Case with brass joint clasps and 

long pin driven through and clinched, holding partitions firmly tothe bottom. This feature adds 

strength, makes the case practically indestructible with fair treatment, and costs but very little 

A additional. 

PRICE LIST OF “NEW DEPARTURE” CASES 
Soars Aig Sap cared Waar HS ia ea ee Se ees 

ORDINARY couse ORDINARY couse ORDINARY ous 

Adjustable Lead and Slug Case No. 1, singledepth ..............{ $150 os $1 25 oa $1 00 ee 

Adjustable Lead and Slug Case No. 1, double depth .........---5- 2 50 os 225 ae 200 oe 

Adjustable Lead and Slug Case No. 2, singledepth .......-.--:+-- 175 oe 150 er 125 ow 

Adjustable Lead and Slug Case No.2, doubledepth .........-..--- 275 iy 250 ay 225 cst 

SUA CMOS ae Weer Tare ebb eG wii dite oy Me cethele PEE ea eters OS Me ts woah ee ee 65 os 60 mile 45 = 

SHOPOSE OAS ter ene nts Wola tw Sel ate eis een t0 amet n sippy fol et ee eee ot 125 $1 50 115 $1 40 100 $1 30 

Brass Ueader Cases. 2 ee. 2 sa chen en ee ee tp eae) Rees oon Wo ae ve + ee nb 5 ee 

Caltornia don Cassa. .6. 4.08 2 diece ets 3) Gemenens Wales g fe acne en es 90 100 85 95 a Sas 

CombInGUOh Ol CASE.) casei. Seba ik sie eae wor aniistes mt aso a josh 8 es 120 135 oe Ske ois oe 
Dearie Accent Case i. oso !ew ws paso gee eee ee ee 150 180 se is ae oe 
Dearing: Job; Case Gas ase ger oe War Je erie heay oi Bator ee of ok ote Shane ae 100 115 85 100 rt) 85 
‘Double Lower Job Case chitin oie tee ee eae ere ee 120 140 ai oe et os 
Double Yankee Job'Case 6 6 i ie le es 120 140 ae ni ra ig 
Duplex Job Case 2-2 h.lacenaes 9 aia vy oor wie aenerepeiye ogee ere eos 110 125 100 115 90 105 
BUBUTO/ CARD US, seyeccsue foe epee aie Hea sce ea ein owe ble oe ele Ghiene 100 110 90 100 80. 90 

J iF aura Waee BV Ori onic shi ie eons 4? 5h seers LO pa MT Sg ele 110 120 gt So ae fas 

F ERIE TOA RUNG CABG cord iran oats ene sete ek ees erecta Vo ses ee ass 140 150 115 140 105 130 

German News Cases, per pale sci, 2. 3 sj arses nee es ee et we as 1 60 1% ie eet be a 

Greek Cases (upper and lower), per pair... . 2... ee ee ee ees 200 230 Ae on is ore 

PRGMilto ne VOMCAsO ce eae sean wes io te yy nt cesses otk mimes 86, eto Nene 90 100 85 95 7% 85 
ehiaw, Casespey Oat tte tice thee GPa Peels Rouges Gece ss ENCES 160 175 hy Ses &: Bos 
Improved New York JobiCase. 0.0.02 ee ee ee 100 115 ae ee S3. ys 
Improved Space and Quad Case. 2 2. 2. ke ee eee 100 110 90 1 00 80 90 

; PUADPOT ON AOR CRED) > oe mete ec ek mama ge Ba tae eb gon minty 120 1 40 110 125 re Oy 

Indexed Electrotype Case, including partitions ..........-..-.. 110 <a Me Wt Be 
NED UDC MRE Ft pe Ae tes ee mone a ee SN hes ae 90 100 85 95 % 85 4 
TGadiand ity Cass one cece ec ie oa oe Reman ieee ee cael NO RROD ies 90 os vd ne 
Metal Furniture Case, single depth... 2... eee ee eee 150 ois 140 o 1 30 iy 

: Metal Furniture Case, double depth .... 2.2... eee eee 200 Me 170 ee 1 60 ae 
Music Cases, (upper, lower and side), perset ... 2... 20 eee eres 300 345 : ee at 

NGG Rae Cah fone gic Mimi be ne iad wpa iaet nay; oo «cect | 200 iE aes aie Se oe 1 
P PUN CURR CE ORR io) 6020 Fi naa ea oa Saw da es's ee aca. yw SE 1 60 1% 150 1 65 140 155 

uitoranli Ob Camere tL inset ik acy tare ain ie lated ees eran sae 100 115 ee Ss ee 

Practical Space and Quad Case...) eee | 20 | 120 1 00 110 90 100 
Moria artaal ens Ole CGNs chy est igi te ecg a nso foe Sela ge UR oT eee te 120 135 ont ES Bae ae 

i PRG CBSO ie fiulatig eine c wstie np arniat ay oh agence! cua are miele \w  Waeoe Mts. iain 115 125 100 115 90 100 

MRUMOGI ERE IAT a OW) GABE pig sce Sec An le woe a ese al cee Wh wich lal “Sel tate 6 2 180 200 ae oy fe es 3 

RDRROIBEMODD CHAO ET het sites sce foie, Mens en va epee os) waetee he aS 100 115 90 100 80 90 
TRIG OBNOM acre Wh cces, Mees ty ss phates (> 8 iags sp Biee heels tive aR wn 90 100 85 95 Bele ie 
LR GER URN CMND Hey aia re erie tea wee = Spiel On oo ow SUN Ie iw 90 100 85 95 5 85. 
ep IS Te eee eR OPUS Oe uot gee oka ete Fhe eS 175 aan att Bee er a 
SH ED > Wu cea hd Sore RIE Nis Ua alee We POaLLS (een GOO ER Ab 100 115 

IW DO BlOR UG: ARB cia cd vet aoee ale Wak =. Hem Ggetiss Tota Spats chal ie # peycusceia 90 00 = oe Ba oe 
RC EU erg ater ey pik: Geamee esian Rye Sago hye Cot danathite a! weal wa 90 ie ta oe © e 
MATER DUC RNBIE 2 Chgs noe eons Se ie eds Mee 4 ot 100 115 85 100 6 $5 
MPBNG DIS UG OBER es Mais hig ays sito aaa saps Wee hee es 150 os ae si ae : 

Dimensions over all, ininches .........-.-+-++-+++++44.+.+ | 8244x16% inches 26)4x16% inches 2134x16% inches q 
Weibht ct aibundie of 10\cases. ci 40 6 6 al ee ania 6) weg hw 75 pounds 60 pounds 50 pounds 

The series of illustrations shown on the following page, gives a uniform lay for all standard type cases. There has always been ya 
more or less diversity of opinion among printers in regard to the location of certain odd characters, fractions and diacritical marks. 
After much investigation, the various lays, as embodied in the illustrations, have been adopted and we hope they will prove an 
assistance, especially to young printers. 

Racca ee ae . 
‘ 
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Pens be iol Yo pa bebe We ke a | l of 

PEELE EEE EEEE) = ELC TUE 
PEE ECE Erte eb | EET [| ETTEE 
BOBS oes pooso ep een 

: Ieeeeeckarcmcen | (ELT PT Pee 
. SSS SSS ee SSS en 

i ST Ree GR So ae, ESR US EPA 
the 
he i se ny ew ts ag pon i 7S ee 

ee ws an eo Oe) 2 BEEERE EERET EER EEE bt) 
hirer | ‘my eeao NRA AS | ) 5) PE } 7 TEEPE] EFT PTT EEE TPE EEE | ESP REET REEBEEE 

; TCE. CHET PREREEE HL [HET PEE 
A Ps | J EE SE Eps | felolelsrivby : A Tbe! Pl Fete Hy LF |: | FH FREER 

7 Gera Be ass = q wees =2 ~ XWEMRMACTON MFG CO. aN 

RR Careeh haear Siete, “GANTT MONTEL, | 
PO eee Peer reer ee EE EEE EEE 
ECC Er HT HEHE EET HHA 
Pree ECE EEEER ED Pry cb LEE 
COC OC eer rey) TE rh FE: 
CCE EEE CY bet et CO EO EEE ERE 

TT Pere eee Corre ye PEEL) EEE 
LOTT Pe EEE EE HED TOE OT SEP 
SSeS aS a ee a SRE: — cs a | 

etal Capel hioat weet and popiiay elses NHN kates) SP ae Holds foufonts cups igumeand pointer “erike $120 

PEPeer ro Peete tt HECHT CE Le | 
rel pee ey AL ETE be Ei 

| ee) RECE ERI SE ty 
| EEE WMEET I] TEEFAIEPELEHE | opeepe= PeREERe Ld f= 7s! ee EEL rh Lit | 
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EAE TER EERE a qe arr) EEETEEE bee b Fe 
PI ED EREEI AE dad) Perk BECEHH Ree CCIE | 
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ee ead SPSS OSE sh RO Sie gene VO Adee Be ta OS ne eg ie 

eee EE —— = aii 7 EE ATV ry") TPT | 

PEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE) «© RRR | ERR ERE EEE [FREES PETER PETEUTEEUTTEL | 
iid Yild Yend eed ol Yi PP ee / Pie Pre HIT | 1 T Hh i 

. ul er Pek d hilsiee LTT | Err | L_EEee LED RE LT 5 Lt 
pul jl i F er CREE EIT | | tL PEE bls | HL TEE EET TT 

al / EE EP Pie 
ler ft dee] fa r Bel. ef Bef of eee) TTT 

SS SS === ENS Nace a 
Yankee Job Case.—The cap boxes in this case are placed at Double Yankee Job Case—A very useful case. Accommo- 

the back instead of the right side. A popular case in two- dates two complete fonts of caps, lower case, figures and 
thirds and three-quarter sizes. Price... ....... .$100 points. Size of boxes allows ample finger room . . . . . $1.20 

/ eS a openers 
PEERY i toto Persist re tstolo) | a ee en Eh keke i 
EEEEEEEE Pere bsie bees) es eee \PSSEEG 

PPT eDo Te Te To PTs Tefo [ee Te) EEE EEEE BERRA | 
nolo por ri BeBe Bee Be ie Bs) Bal Bic vgn} PETE PT o [rl Peps] o) CEE Err PEELE) 
rye ] reer ft a > lo | PrebeisP bts [leds ples PEE EEE 

SH B00 Ro soooocs EPEEE EE EEEEELT 
ee SN een eo nn Pe | 

: Wells Job Case,—Holds two fonts of eaps and figures. Large ESE SS = 

reser famaing ange cneciy, Gav bases one hire arer, y Peasng Jeb crane ar iob cage Lower case bones exe. 

(FEPEEEED ELEERELE PREEEEE | a ce re cal [REFER faa Ferrer | EECEEE)™ BEDET EEL FPP er 
EETTEEE S PERREEE ¥ EEE E EA | | [EEE 

ee aa” pa | font pau ps pe i q | i b pas ee eee pa 

PTL EE TERE EEEEERE PCE Eee ee 
EEE CHEE PEERERE | |GET Referee ple Dp) fk PEE Ee ve LIE i eee eee 
Pele P let tel pele! KPEP Eg TEE) Es EERE 
a a Hd | Pill FABRE yy ha 
SSS es eo EN 

— : , I = 

meagre ae Avs CARGMAM Hr, Peano ne ae er ace aS 
[_ ee ' 

| (EECEPEE oT CE) CECE e I: Hin. Ree HE Be eC DD EEEEn EEE ATT EERE) 
eee 111s] Peres haan Mees Pree EEE SP PPT PTE HEEL PEERERD Fc fz fs fo fl 0 | Mais Matec! |B eco ar iepeeypene De Dale | ’ 
Noeaay L pps Pa 1 Pe DL) PA | HH) it fy i 
EePEEER Pec ccd ef bby rl PEP EERE Fearon > [Moses Pies | ee Pe ye] EEE ‘ 

BR nS sy == \ Car eee eer 

Rosi charnctecvand dnc maria braserueeana brass COmInRIO cane a ME 
Taree boxes for main figures. Price... +. - > + $1 80 ay hold deeponng font ob ype and a ie ounihtou ae | 

EE 
ar Pr hh iD aay AE PEE Bere = | 
FEE EEE BE EE EEC EEE ee eee ee 
CErE EEE BEE EE EEE EE ECE | se ec pooper 
PAE BEE BEDE EECCE BEEEE ae ec Po Pe Pe 
FACE BEDEE BEDE EEE EEE Pee Pe Px do 
EAE BEE BEER BEPC PEEP a 
FI i ¥ aD aa he SS 
FEBES BREE TOT COCO EAE Px PY BP Pe Ps perce | 

AME HAMITON MFG.CO. FS : 
Dearing Accent Case.—Five sections for caps, small caps and Hamilton Job Case.--Accommodates large size cap and figure 

lower case of Romans, and caps and lower case of Italics. fonts of metal type and small sizes wood type, Holds one 
Extra boxes at front for Spanish, French and Portuguese font caps, figures and points. Cap boxes 2'4x4%% inches. 

accents. Price RR aris Sen Eee eae el BO. PetSafe cna eT er attiae ann eer Ta 
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EEESEEEEEEEE BEEEEESE eee AEE ECE 
(saa EEE . Bere kk eke) pe enpeoas cr eon gary toate — a 
PeGePESECEES BEECEREEEE EE Il Perr rrr) 
Poorer ren ir PERER ENS ar as pa Fe Herp fos cp 
rrr Peer ere Beas SOS oS) eS ee ee 
Ww) ch I Cee ere Wek] ry ea al eal ool eal al EET: 

% 5 rire bebe eee eek nana anna 4 i ra Mares en esl 

fnlexferfonfenfan ee ee FEI Icr Pere 
Jo eee = PEE EE eer 

a VS eee Bs ee 
Border Case.—A roomy case of lar; ity f iz ae; i Fy eave nas a 

borders. See also Happy Border Case on page O88, Price s125 _Musle Case" Upper, Music compositors will find these ius: 
not distinct, use a hand glass. Price .......... . $100 

a = EP 
Per PTT EEC ET SU) PEEP) EPP 
Per eee err OO eee FEEECEE hood I mi + fe a> 1 al 

PL EEL EH OO Cee EEO E EE ree Pe -P PEP eP Pr pe ee) fe pear PEPE EL -Poeece ECEEEEE CEE EEL er eT 
el f +f y- fi | a i FEEEEH ——EEEEEE| —|FREEEE EEEEEE er fing cme! Moe © im 9 betty) MN al We) a rr ry | - i Feen oP P end PEE | cE PPE ea 

| ne Messe | 2 i= =k Poe feed — |] — fom pepe CEE EEEEEEE EEE EEE 
= Be BS ak ge fofe| ey a =» rey 

eee ee eee i | rege gr 
Be eS SY = =~ Cee i 

‘i — JSS NSS = =~ BL RE \ 
J x =! a ri rae 10 he agai Maks beens ss eee s+ 8100 Muste Case—Side, Price .......-..- oe. $100 

a a RT | ae = aa 
| | i eS Pee eee 

PEE polo pa 

as bh i iS 

a i Li Pensof a a a eee _— acai aS el 
ee Ser ee s ia === SSS ean 

Figure Case.—A necessity in every large office. Takes extra Byerly Figure Case.—An improved figure case of great value. 
0 large supply of figures and fractions. Can be furnished Figure boxes 254x4% inches. Fraction boxes 2)4xi ' 

double depth. Price... . oe Te eee oan een BLO) ihehes. Piles Too eds rots Me eects ae ec a RRO 

: 
acai ai 7 ey 

| pez) = j =) =] | re eae SS Se ee bo ee EF ii 

PAG rhe ier Ee PEEEnTy BEER EEE: ) 
pees pec peso I | fem. pecs 25 | i 
An RN Ms Mic leattan aoe ey ry | SF P| | | i ao 
Pr | peg? | yf 
ee TTT to oe et bit a 
a 3 Yo) ea] cr, ck I: | gee 

Pa Ee aa i j i are | | | : 

Poised dN ne de rtd d oA OT) : 
Ra se } | ae bel | ' } 

Pieie iis PT rer. dt | y. Er 
A oo rere ay i tr | 
Ln EP er Hee tn de _| 

ee ANS Re a eee ASAE ase > = 

: German Cap Case.—Same as the regular cap case. The illus- German Lower Case.—This case is the same as the regular 

tration simply shows how the German characters should lower case with the exception of the double “s” boxes, as 

be laid. Price Nee Me toca RULE a ce) aks AO shown. Price .... - 5 at Tages wep ee ha ae 86a OO 

0 

ne nll FAA RAAT RACANAFRCAAC KK \ / 

. | RR RO) MY | AN INS WY Ty AWWW MW Py ne 

! HLT tT essen 
[ : a8 

\\) PPP Wy \ ee i 

: dL Pi S| Ee AMP REET TLE OP Pt)... 
eS A Sas = aN 

No. 1 Adjustable Lead and Slug Case—(Single depth.) Can No. 2 Adjustable Lead and Slug Case.—(Double depth.) The 

be adjusted by picas to meet any requirement, and fur- center bar adds both strength and utility. Furnished in 

; nished also in double depth if desired. Price... . . . $150 either single or.double depth as desired. Price ... . .$275 
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Two Rivers Lead and Slug Case.—A new and most valuable Hamilton Lead and Slug Case.—Leads and slugs can be' stacked 

case. Takes length from 4 to 25% with variations by half. two tiers deep. Can be had in double depth if desired. 
Hicds. cbuieer. oc Naveen. Gerais Nancy o.neae ner el PUUICL eas Sie Deeper ey mache Sere) ere n aaa 

[a nea pane a pam eC poet aan a i a | a eS rane Peer) 
ee eee | eee eee hb’ b be bo bd rrr | fecal sc a py y / | Bei | | ia | od , BI TALE) Ree erence 

pana 1 ome [ pea 
| | | | | [ | i | ! Ti i } | i | | | itl | | ' 

Sop para OTE =) a ja RD) SESS SER ARSE | 
| | | | | | j i, | | | 

j ! ji , ! i fp sop: ff 24Pc | jj | 

et  _’ | es a __f_—_i| ! 
BL ee =\ ae Bertram ==N | 

Improved Space and Quad Case.—A slight modification of the , . ea ars old space and quad case which we no longer list. Fur- Bracticalignnes aiid Gland Cee = Teo iaee (On malt pole aut 
: Ne eee ee ee ee eee ig modates seven sizes of spaces and quads." Price $110 | 

| Ta : 
PREPPY) 1 | ape) ——————S epg 
REE! ad eer) BEE i al | ] atl } || Pr Trehr es eh er | 
Jo peewee netoeeee (ee rbbb hl PeEREPITTTTT IT 

eragragi Pr) a | /Peeeeaal | 

PELLET ET PUT Se 
| rrr! I el el FPPrerrr| al hee | i PELE PEEL DITT FATA EEE iD 
Pee a een AA He eeUeey| ya] eens 
yy pep pe pee PPP LE GSssrrr PATE | SSCATeeeeriTil SEE EEE Pe EEE POE Eee 

Ba ere dean (a eee CAI a 
Y = cA. 

Rule Case—Ordinary. The old style full-sized brass rule case. IE 
Many printers now prefer the new quarter-size rule cases Eee nea eed ee SUP his 
AUG ALOR IGG OUD YrIne DABS Ee ERICS a <a ener ae ease will hold two large fonts of rule. Price... . .. $140 

fi iis 6 6s 6 6 6h ek 8 Bie | 

|| re! rel lol's vl SJ ro mapas . i a5 iii , 

| a EN E_ a foe ATT LI _ i i 

(aaa nnRE a NEE iene amma mmmmeitemmmmmmmmme | er a | 
a a a ee oe | 

EEE He yr | 

Neshota Rule Case.—Takes a larger number of lengths than : : ae ee 
any other rule case. All lengths from 1 to 50 picas, with Zenobia Rule Case.—Holds fewer sizes and larger fonts than 
the usual half picas lengths and places for mitred pieces. the Neshota. Takes all lengths up to 36 ems. A very use- 
RHONA TR cae eee oe Cater dais ase OD ful and popular rule case in the larger composing rooms. 

EE BEPUGO meatier opr be Srgstovaniat att dy p tas! bates aie pecan ee a 

oe eaeN EIS meee | pzens_| [sins_| eS EE 

| = i —— || TT 

NG ICTY fmm | 
A Ba a 

es AML ANAILTON WIG CO : \ \ SS Ee 
Metal Furniture Case—Compartments for each length as SSS Se 

shown. Furnished in single or double depth. A single eee cet Defy eee tren te eet ee 
depth case will take two layers of furniture; a double Wood Type Case No. 1—Graduated by picas on the ends. 
depth case three layers. Price, single $150; double, $200 Strips can be adjusted to fit any size of wood type. Price $0 90 
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i; Italic and California Job Case—The __ Dearing Job Case—The largest capacity Yankee Job Case—The most popular of 
standard two-thirds case. Price. . $075 of any two-thirds job case. Price . $0 75 all two-thirds cases. Price. . . . .$075 

} 

Achaea al) peat a eu \ <= Sere 
EE pS Pp pp p= Pea be |) i i bus << aie <a (aT 

NEES EDEEEEPE |) al im 
WHwuwew wi ween nf I i | 

PERE EPP ER [LL tT  _ eed | 
ee) eee || | a eer eee Se ent E ; 

} eee page i | sit hees r rT] 
YW oe ‘ PP PPT AT] FEE | PPE ETT 

RST SS aa ea ROS ane pe aeons Dio | Sebo bs SEE BAPE EEA Baa 
Se a eee GSAS 

2 Spaceless Job Case, Two-thirds size— Hamilton Lead and Slug Case, Two- Brass Leader Case, Two-thirds size— / 
Boxes for spaces and quads are thirds size—Separate compartments, Compartments 1 to 25 picas. Half 

omitted from this case. Price. . . $080 by picas for lengths 4 to 25 picas ems 114 to 9% picas. Price. .. . . $075 
| inclusive. Price ......... .$07%5 

epee: EREEREPUREPEEFEE FEBREEE 9) eRERTCEE) PERI EE 
hEhepe ih bh a oP Wi rrp PeveVe ded o) iat pecs fo} | 
BBS R Bo Be | rr pik EPR iP Se reese eRe RE | t Ahi Ee a ik ee EERE FEE CECE eee 

f Beil c #2. ae ams) ae Pf ie pey q 4 viii | 
Be Te he § Perr rirint PEER | ERED EEE 
Bieesces MO tf 4 I BE : ae | Pees) } PE EC ts) cee ey || >| PER eee EE ECE) Re ik a 

| ca ae ea PP EM rr PP | ls [ef 
| ce B ! eee ae | mee pe ee } 

; foe TE DE EE ERED FELL 
sani eae I . é EE \ 

“s ae | cea = BS Os een 7 ef le | } 

Wen eee California Job Case, Three-quarter size. we” Ebest _EY 
Se All three-quarter cases listed are SN } 

most eoriventent ease with sep- ponding styles. Price ...... .8085 An odd size, 21%4x19%4 inches deep. 
arate compartment for each size Fits regular two-thirds case rack. 

of spaces and quads; also brass vis . Takes caps, small caps, lower case 

and copper thin spaces. Eight of these cases fit in a full-sized blank ease and the san fenton: Pres onc erst a0 00 
compartments are proportioned to hold a five-pound font of spaces and quads. 
bine New ig inuhes: Price S165 Ld Ds oialealen he ae ae 

. ——— a neyo ce ram 
f _f Poe. 6. | Ch BEDE fs | 

el iy fi MP, [een 9 sal Pb Macy Moves] e) 

A ame Ne fi BN M2 Migs su A, < Mes si} f wi 2 Bu eee # SPACES: py Beavers | i aL E ny s Bo? Baws, | 

a QUADS ime eeeal ri ee - z 

ef ‘ 4 ji bein) G Sraey ome. I 3 PI a 
fer {Soe FoR B38 POO Rs pen | 
a 5 Z es i cee Eacerns a cea 3 Sree ce coe 

te oa wie a ae ae 

SE: p Carpenter Quarter Case—Useful in tabular and other intricate ¥ / 

All Right Space and Quad Case—Has compartments for > work. “It is intended to set between two lower cases 
point copper thin spaces, 1 point brass thin spaces, also covering the space usually occupied by a gal dt oard, } 

compartments for 3, 4, 5 and6 em spaces, em quads, en the lugs on the back end hold the case from slipping 
quads, 2 and 3 em quads. Case will hold a standard 10- off at the front. It is a vertical figure ease with double 
pound font of spaces and auade of any size- Bee Oa ats noe ies pematee fer afin tay Rents cre ane 

inches ig! 5 SOHEN 2s o (PORN Seer amr ete 7 3 ' 

tncHee Vrms are Size, 74x15%4 inches. Weight, 17 ounces. Price . . .$075 
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‘Thirty-inch Space and Quad Case.—This case is made to fit inside a standard size blank case, eee es rs 
and is to be used in connection with it as a working bank. The Thirty-inch case is pushed to the ly 

rear of the blank case, which leaves a clear space at the front 10 inches wide to receive a brass Wrote 22 Le 

galley. Provides separate compartments for *4-point coppers, 1-point brasses, and spaces andquads [Jf {bel bee es ALY 

in six different sizes. Size 41<x30 inches. Weight 21 ounces. gap HRT E 
PrbGeh scores ea RON bee NS Oe A ae Bocas genre Ne Dic ee ter ere ate a as Kar 7 

P ' 7 i cikeaoad | Space Rule Case.—Designed to take standard fonts of space rules, as now 
P  e put up by the manufacturers. Made in three sections, each section taking a 

Sra a TS one-pound font in any size from 1 point to 12 points. Three one-pound fonts 
f ] | of any one size or three separate fonts of three different sizes will just fill the 
eee | case. Size, 474x6% inches. Weight, 8 ounces. 

pee | 1 Pe Poss hiehh ee tee Hy aon Poe) ee 
Pe ee ss Ee 
ine pi yap a Ideal Brass Leader ddl AAMAS AAW SO ees 

/ org = aT aye Case. — Quarter size. y Y SS see 

HA i TT ot UES), Designed to hold ordi- ged Pose SS | 

(ee eel nary five and ten- EE (eS ey | ae 
( msceri pound fonts of brass ike af yi "eee ar 

leaders. Has compart- a a 7 | a se F 

ments for all lengths from 1 to 22 ems, variations by one-half picas from 1 to 10 | xa i 
mm and by full picas from 10 to 22. Size, 7?<x 154 inches. Weight, 17 ounces. ni Hl} | eam ; 

Fel Pe Sn ea es ee eee CG: otc ee See OLBO ‘a ia HS hs iF? 
‘@ 1 iis £: ui Pavia : 

SaaS E Happy Border Case. [Mion Me Mu LM i Tle ME 

" | PEARED Quarter size. Thepar- | ee ea 

a, Be A > Re titions in this case are : 

B | B 3, oe 6 | }7 } 8 adiustable by picas the long way and by 6 points from front to back. Eight long i] 
eee slotted divisions and an assortment of short divisions in various lengths accom- | 

eee = ot Fy: pany each case. Size, 734x15'< inches. Weight, 22 ounces. } 
a JM NX Mf 5 9 ot $125 4 

Moy ML LEADER ev Be ¢ Price. ca c'alt, 2 eeAbbcahe Re Aine oe ee ame eee yr an, i 
(29 0 EM fermen mel BO pemoeene ema : . : i 

aS Bo Bo Time Table Quarter case.—Has special compartments for A.M. and P.M. F 

mo ¥s me. Bi PM Can be made useful in other work, such as legal notices, market reports, ete. | 

(MME LRADER Size, 74x15% inches. Weight, 17 ounces. ; 
: PRL GR ee ae re tos Seay AS ee aor Dey tireless ane hes 3 a i 

i 

SANSPAREIL AND QUARTER-SIZE RULE CASES \ 

1 The Sanspareil Rule Case.—Is without a doubt one of the best rule cases yet designed. ; 
The walls and partitions are a trifle higher than type high, so the rules are at all times pro- | 

esd: EY &F EY EF Ut tected; anything can drop, or be laid on the case without touching the face of the rule. The 

f CL CEPT rule cannot get wedged or fall flat on account of the narrow compartments. Each compart- ! 

ment is the exact size of the rule it is to contain, and the next size will not fit into it, thus 
Lele Pe ‘PP ee preventing sizes from being mixed. The rule is easy to extract on account of low cross par- | 

Pi bhehe be LL: titions and the special slot in downward partitions. The compositor need not study the case y 

¢ every time he wants a rule; the compartments follow in consecutive order from 1 to 42 ems. | 

oh PPAR Each case is complete with all sizes from 1 to 91% ems, varying by nonpareils, and from 10 to 
OD oe 42, varying by picas, with an extra allowance for small sizes; and also an additional row for 

ae miters (second row of small sizes) which, when no miters are carried, can be used for over- | 

flow on small sizes, of which there is always a large stock. For large fonts of rule, running 
in lengths not usually included in fonts of labor-saving brass rule as now put up by the 
makers, it is especially valuable, and there is no case to replace it. It has become very 
popular and its use is is constantly increasing. 

fe aed eer i, The size of this case is 1424x154 inches—2 cases fit into one standard blank case. When 

‘ placed in blank case the edges do not extend over walls of blank case, and it is so nicely fitted | 
that the combined cases ean be placed in a steel run cabinet without trouble. 1 

It will prevent rule from being nicked, scratched and bent; will keep rule right where you want it, and in this way save cutting of 
material; prevents pi, a dead loss at all times. Weight, 38 ounces. Price... 22-000 ee ee ee $1.50 

copies a ‘ pte bs FPS DOLE | 

. ie | PS eeeeeRPPPPEEL ALLL y | 

Wf fa | ET | PPP ep Peas | 
is ] 7 | fff OD | | Pew 
ay pee : fii Lah it 
QL } pan A E | i LPL | HE! 
i ae Py lj s | AE Oppiire® 

ey i an a & & fi fi 5 +‘) my P| 

TP oP = fe awe EPPEPE LEAL 
% i J A | a J | 00 mi PE ia) 

a a AE flog Se ee er en rate ree ees ee na] | 

. ; Compact Rule Case.—Has one compartment for each length Perfection Rule Case.—Is another first-class quarter-size brass 
from 1 to 36 ems, varying by ens up to 10-ems, and by single ems rule case. In size it is similar to the Compact rule case and 

‘ from 10 to 36 ems. It will hold 20 pieces of each length, and has accommodates the same lengths, but with different arrangement. 
compartments for the miters. All rule remains standing when It has two compartments for all lengths from 1 to 12 ems, and one 
placed in this case. Four of these cases will fit inside a full size for lengths 13 to 36 ems. Variations are by one-half ems from 1 to 
blank ease. Size, 74x 15% inches. Weight, 17 ounces. 10 and by ems from 10 to 36, Size, 7%6x 15s inches, Weight, 17 ozs. 
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Se area ee series of Harris Rule cases, quarter size, 
a RT pa Pee | {7 and including the Sanspareil Harris Rule case, 

i) i if Fp rrr AREF Py re pier Ht if | #} one-half size, are in some respects the most eco- 
rp eyrree Lf. REAL ERROR FEL PAMEA Bm) nomical, efficient and satisfactory rule cases ever 

/ Hf } y] ne SPORT ELEPERE, fy constructed. ‘The saving in time and space and in 
[Tf ATT fh PP 1 oer if Hi Pot prolonging the life of the high priced brass rule 
ATT AHA TT thie AL il ARR) by always keeping it face up, have made the Harris 
LL, hed ah if a] i PEPE GREE ERAGE Cases popular with systematic printers. 

a Wckebepetehcks! leer Sa ca se ; ; paren | | It is seldom that a font of plain rule exceeds 
. | [eto rep REP EERE | Fl Dee eg) jg 82 pounds in weight, while 16 pounds of dotted rule 5 

& Pr pb) ay en wt AE eee tl ‘ i Ri is usually ample even in I ffices. It will a F Pep eb fy ial iE " badd tcl Fa is ally ample even in large offices. It wi take 
: EGY eR PEE mee PEPE PEL EEE Ee Luduabwame @ {0 ordinary rule cases to hold the two fonts while 

AAT rr Pbk |B al PrP RE REE | they will only fill three-fourths of a set of Harris 
f VOCE jj Pe VETER DEERE RE) fg Brass Rule cases, leaving the other quarter for 

; Ly i j AGL ; if La HS | i i | PRM! Mone oF it a No.1 case is used) two more fonts. 
Tn MAG WEEE REE) ME Four Harris Rule cases fit into one full size blank 

[SE LIMESE Ng SS SP Dear ee ROE ALE Se Neal a t i oy . case, and will hold 64 pounds of brass rule. 
ws c No space is wasted in the Harris Rule cases, 

and there is room provided for a large proportion 
of the smallest lengths—the most valuable part of 

ront. It takes much longer to trim one 1-em length 
than a 20-em length, and not one man out of ten can get the 1-em piece square at that. As each Harris case is only one-quarter of the 
size of a full size case, the compositor can put it on his cap case, or on the stone, or on his galley rest, without inconvenience. 

In the Harris Rule cases the rule cannot fall flat, and is always face up, even if only one piece is ina compartment. Each compart- 
ment is plainly numbered and made to take only the numbered indicated—a 9}4-em piece will not go into a 9-em compartment,—preventing 
mixing of the rule. The partitions are made low, so that the brass can easily be grasped. The ordinary rule cases are usually in a state of 
pi, while the Harris Rule cases prevent pi. 
The illustration above shows four Harris Rule cases (Nos. 1,2,3 and 4) in a full size blank case. Price complete, including blank case $4 65 

: No. 1 Harris Rule Case—Holds two complete small fonts of labor-saving rule, a 5 pe Be SEES 
Q each weighing 8 pounds, or 16 pounds in all. Each half of this case holds 18 pieces 59 see eee Pos 

2 z =e, each length from 1 to 8s Seve Pe bo i - al ee | _ | ems (varying by ens), 18 el WA P j 
- iP TL pieces each from 9 to 18 & 7 é | , i te y wi | | Pe cae | ems (varying by ems), an TT | re fas fo | 

. a PP ie +f and 9 pieces each 19, ) | PrP Tl 
; & Mise dddldheamey 20, 21, 22, 24, 26 and 28 i Ppp LAD cae 

gg hy | a PMT ems, besides boxes reccaR Pee : | 
5 ADL eee all | for right and left see egy i , | i fi | 

Sag) wag) igi miters. Size, exis Se oF i! j ’ UD, i | i 
AD wi A inches. Weight 19 SAPP an 
yf if eit | ae crinaes: Fer ar ar Br ST ME 

. fi EE PTET | PR 
: No. 2 Harris Rule Case—Holds one complete font of 16 pounds weight. It 

: has compartments for 36 pieces each from 1 to 9 ems long (varying by ens), 18 

J pieces each from 10 to 24ems (varying by ems), and 18 pieces each of 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, —e—e 7 Fi 
36 ems long, besides boxes for right and left miters. A large proportion of small — ara i ri mm ae 

BST _. lengths. Size 74x15% Pe abate | 
eee rp ge mm pinches. Weight 19 eee err RT| Pi of RE | 

joo = a Pr ounces. Price. . $100 PrP Gee 4 

| Pir ppp LH U Uff MOR ied A | ONAN A dd HER | vorrisnuleceses AN pepele EE LLL aa pba a2 |[ as) | : PP PF eee ee i | ’ | Cases are desizn- SM PP pe a ye Pe 
ere ed to be used to- SAAT TET PP eee 

a if) /f @ gether to hold a Gf MARAT eee | | 
g ah E/E font of rule, suit- / O01 AL | ALLL TAL | 

§ ’ aie | vi able for a large (iegtes(p me (ane feet erga ee ie rig ee fe eaten : 
f 1) ih VERA E office, weighing A t , . 

Es lr YE 32 pounds or less. 
F Two and in some cases four boxes are used to hold the most used sizes. Each | 

. oops ot case has its proportion of the small sizes, so if it is desired to carry one case to 
a compositor’s stand for use in rule work, the other is available in its regular place with a good working font. ; 

Case No. 3 has compartments for all short lengths up to and including the 20em length. Case No. 4 has compartments for all of the } 

short lengths and also all long lengths up to and including the 36 ems lengths. Together these cases have compartments for 72 pieces each } 

from 1 to 9 ems long (varying by ens), 36 pieces each from 10 to 24 ems long (varying by ems), and 18 pieces each from 25 to 36 ems long | 

(varying by ems), besides boxes for right and left miters. Size 74x15! inches. Weight No 3, 18 ounces; / 

No! LLY laripeal a el Osh Sigua ts Ace Aa eae ABs cute toes (ela diniy sorte NO} BRO mir NOU @ S100; eT 

—— The Harris Rule or Individual Lead Case No. 0 eee ke bs | : 
—————— is one in which the compositor may arin Le +) ry ii 

P j j ) Ff) Ne bee ete tl valued 12 to pica and other thicknesses of leads oI I | i | 

ae biel Tl mi f= for justifying purposes, his pick-ups of dashes, E Ml al drapes Be | 
! PP eh poh PP Vy A rule, ete. It has boxes from 1 to9'4 ems (vary- e eee | 
§ Ly TT nh ch} = ing by ens), from 10 to 22 ems (varying by id Wy ise 

: Foe ee ee laximiaiea aliases gos). and from 22 to 28 ems (varying by two Fl IU AU re j 
y I y | ee et al ems), with a long box for longer lengths. Aaa Pee ] 

Dh bh eat f Size, 7x74 inches, or one-eighth inside size A A/S a } 
PoE! ; er pap of full size case. Weight 10 ounces. pe a0 SIZ 10 ISL ISD | 

eee le erie ber berien pxrien erties ee. BHU? ho capt a eh ene O08 | ‘Se gF : i = s ul 4 
Ee No. 5 Harris Border Case—This case may be used in combination with any | 

other quarter-size cases, being exactly the same size. To meet the varied re- 

i 5 ° ornament fonts, the short partitions are movable, but so nicely fitted that they remain in any position in 

sak they tea this special and novel feature makes it an easy matter to change the sizes of the boxes at will. Size, Somat ] 
Tyohes: 1 Welaht 1s ounces! (Ptios P40. tire Unrate a oe Bs sia ea ek elena: sour busch or tay grein ces a tera 
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Hamilton Rule Case No. 58 Hamilton Rule Case No, 59 Hamilton Rule Case No. 61 

The No. 58 Case takes a 5-pound font of standard rule on 2-point body. Separate compartments are provided for every length from 
1 to 36 picas long, inclusive, with separate compartments for miters. Size 8'4x9"s inches, outside. Weight, 150unces. Price... . $075 

The No. 59 Case takes a 5-pound font of standard rule on 3-point body. Separate compartments are provided for every length from 
1 to 26 picas long, inclusive, with separate compartments for miters. Size, 5%x1194 inches, outside. Weight, 15 ounces. Price . . . $075 

The No. 61 Case takes a 5-pound font 4 
area trea of standard rule on 6-point body. Sep- aE | 

HN keds kes fo: LAA \ Ao Re @ arate compartments are provided for every iF | | 
Fee oh kok kh kh hh Rae lenath from 1 to 26 picas long, inclusive, FETTER we) | 
AAG : Ly "2 -P= @ with separate compartments for miters. ee ) PELE. i 

| Pe bP RS Size, 5%4x11% inches, outside. Weight, 14 oll oy aan , a | | 

ae ti | | ounces. Price... .....-... $075 /cpmmnll I | i oe | { 

‘Ay a pod The No. 70 Case takes a 10-pound font || "re | ; 
: ‘| Oo es oo of standard rule on 6-point body. Separate / fl 1 hole bf l 

Lf i) @ compartments are provided for every r= PPP sel || ee] 
‘ LL To FR ie ¥ length from 1 to 30 picas long, inclusive, / ig PRAT | i 

fs Ey ars Py with separate compartments for miters. // ii CUPP DED CE | 
aa eM Size, 9x11 inches, outside. Weight, 14 | ACA UT [ he 

[ [EES | Ounces, (Price... 7.5,6 sss 3 SL 00 se! S311 Sean 
{=e ae i ny ay, pee | The No. 95 Case takes a 25-pound font © 

i ———— a : “= i of standard rule on 3-point body. Sep- Hamilton Rule Case No. 70 
ir eae 7 pam |e arate compartments are provided for every 
- pepe ABT a |; ee | length from 1 to 36 picas long, inclusive, with separate compartments for two sizes 

} ey PT fof miters. Size, 13%¢x14'4 inches, outside. Weight, 34 ounces. Price... .. . $140 [es es pee 
. Fite oieey| The No. 67 Case takes a 10- 

fe eee 9 | Modem = pound font of standard rule on 2- er ee MTOR OLE CASE Neo tee point body. Separate compart- a aT 
ee ments are provided for every [pane STN = ASCOT ra 

Hamilton Rule Case No. 95 length from 1 to 36 picas long, a St 
inclusive, with separate compart- a __— | eS u a a 

ments for miters. Size, ——— rr —————— 

ees HA MILT ORCRUEE CX SECRETE EE 7'ox1434 inches, outside. ee a me eT Tel ry Be 
= eee ae ij | Weight, 24 ounces. Wy BE el Tee | Fi 

fa nnn MM Price... .... 8125 [Bae Alen rs | a a een ; Le a | wees 
“4 ain ra ‘El The No. 68 Case takes —/ fay) i | 1 j TLE 

| 1 a 10-pound font of stan- [AV M¢M ARE ROMA RISB err 2 se 
“ Toh assets , dard rule on 3-point body. amma z, . 

Co Ta raed 0 
Ty AS ———_ 1? ae Separate compartments AER 
a el are provided for every Hamilton Rule Case No. 67 
ee | length from 1 to 36 picas 

aac Tae a aaa cca long, inclusive, with separate compartments for miters. Size, 8;x15 inches, out- 
LP, Th Vv TPP? i ' oes side. Weight, 28 ounces. Price... 2... cece te cee ee $195 
ne Be ee es teat ke (ee & | The No. 94 Case takes a 25-pound font of standard rule on 2-point body. Sep- q 

arate compartments are provided for every length from 1 to 36 picas long, inclusive, 
. Sea CSEANE is with separate compartments for two sizes of miters. Size, 15%¢x12!4 inches, out- 

Nae a side. Weight, 83ounces. Price... 0... eee es OO 

— an The No. 97 Case takes : - se Sa =e 
reas ran mm a 2 ‘2 %-pound font of stan- app - 

/ NL ey § fardrule on 6-point body.  / A I eee e eee 
f i | P| e] oP EEEEES Bf Separate compartments [| Fi a haces Lees eh pe =) ei 

| ae et — 8 are provided for every PE Preerarnry An) Be 
| a] SF iength from 1 to 36 picas EF if Clap fal Eital fa Pet sls 

t pen pe ye) long, inclusive, with bP WT | | pepe PP 
Bo? ee ee orate compartments sl || | ffl PEPE 

| ‘ PP Pe Fortwo sizes of mitars. /fpey I a Ann ne pale | 
f 7 7 7 @ Where therearealarge pgs Pe Perr een a 

| ee a Fo number of pieces in the Pe PTT Ly | # i 
; pee aa JC sorteriongths,thecom- 2 ue MIGHT ip rer | 

| Fis Py Po A ce ; 4 partments are doubled, 7A lf wit les lez. fs; Aon | 
(BE Eete ls) pe Pe PE wo for each length, LPP 5 ba si esas fil a 

P | a) #@ soas to maintain nar- | i] PPrre . ied re fee eee 4 at Fe . | Pr Hee: j aa} a HM] vowness of compart- PRTG ELL Pe 
/ (ae pe Pe al ————— m mentsinordertokeep /, a1) i Pi is EGET H mi 
priciest Weg eee (@ the rules standing. | a : f | PIT ki THERE. 
Le ——__ A Size, 1314x16'%4 inches, [1 i iy | PETIT | ee 
[Eee te rear eer nasal or ed ene ae a eet | outside. Weight, 40 /eM PP PEE E EEE ETE | 

Cee nee eee TE Sera ounces. ae eae im HAMILTON RULESCA SEs Nox 37asKiesal ana 
Price... ... $140 s ; 

Hamilton Rule Case No, 94 Hamliton Rule Case No. 97 . 
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: coe 

a Wh TA " ss re Wt 3 co TN O@OARTER Cas £ B. ies if 

7 y | 7 Pa EE E. | . . 
mi 273,495) PPP epi gogu 
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___ Wisconsin Quarter Size Case “A'’—Convenient for holding Wisconsin Quarter Size Case “B''—This pattern is suitable for 
figures, spaces and quads, fractions, ete. Size, 74x 15% inches. holding accented letters, split fractions. Size, 74x15?4 inches. 

. Weight, 15 ounces. Weight, 17 ounces. 
5 PLIGG: ehieliay ten gog ss cde ni ve later ee MOTOR OG GR Price) 292 Soa Geer ae oe. cco aden eee 7 Ce ea 

m 

5 
TS pi pT Aol oa A a a SCS aaa f | Peco rae ‘pe / / 

Bo ie is Ie Pes yo foe. ae ew i | 
|x 7 

i ei) Fi | / “a 
f i 2.43 4g 5 | a rag | 

ES 7 RS ERS ATR A Kl my el Vi Be Bes 
i . 4 f mot een | 
wo eggs § 9 O3F) j eo rr Pee 

f Me Mo aoa ey foe Pe re eT 
Se ee ee 

Wisconsin Quarter Size Case ‘‘C'’—This pattern has large Wisconsin Quarter Size Case ‘‘D"'—Especially convenient for 
boxes for figures and smaller compartments for fractions. Size, holding signs, borders, and odd characters. Size, 734 x 15% inches | 
76x15" inches. Weight, 14 ounces. Weight, 16 ounces. 
PRICE te teeta ce aegnees ore «ee er A etm ek 80 BS TUG) oie fos, <4) 4) Rata cue Po eno a ate ye te ecg etait OO | 

; 

5 SHOR sie Sa ie ore ee Ne a ; 

: oye eS eee The No. 1 Bettis Lead and Slug Case has / 
- | Boag compartments from 4 to 28 picas wide, varying | 

f : sf fF | by single picas, omitting the 27-em length. 
‘| # eo ta Partitions run from front to back without cen- | 

j i f tral division. Length, 72 inches; width, 18 | 

i y z al fe inches, outside; depth, inside, 1'4 inches. ; 

fi He Fs. Weight, not crated, 21 pounds. | 
{ A ft tf i ; 
Ne NO LETS I5 10 A ZRLI Bot 9 es One id SiN Se 20S Prog Gayo ui vs ces So's one cata a OO. ; 

ae ee TOS: s fii ; 

=e cee ; 

eu =) ee The No. 2 Bettis Lead and Slug Case has | 
7 R = aus! cee Bus 2? compartments from 30 to 60 picas wide; one / 

: w TS SA oe ae compartment for each of the following lengths : 
| shy ES eae 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 50 and 60 picas. Parti- 
iA. of i OBS OE See tions run from front to back without central } 

eta oS iawn division. Length, 72 inches; width, 18 inches, ; 
oe MS F FF fe RE outside; depth, inside, 1’ inches. Weight, not : 

y ] A Sa crated, 18 pounds. | 
f / lB SU arco Pri (ee, som eg eso AS 50 Prog yori eee aera ak LO 

ee The No. 3 Bettis Lead and Slug Case has | 
me ey ee ~ i compartments from 3 to 48 picas wide, varying | 

ee Pe am Fis Me by single picas. It also has compartments for 
(Pepe he I se pp aa eee aie \, pica lengths from 3! to 9 picas inclusive. | 
fra ~y ste “a Sie ’ En , a = af The case is divided into three sections, there } 
a sf A fF fF | SB ee at fe being two central division bars running the long | 

f Pre Care oper way ae aa a way of the case. Length, 72 inches; width, 18 | 
JT, / “PPP Gel inches, outside; depth, 1% inches, inside. 
LH es A , Aaa&ea|@é il Bal fo i | Weight, not crated, 23 pounds. | 

Ne eee ean ee a te at IS O20 Ete PSone nanny ae cancieny denna } 

‘ The No. 4 Bettis Lead and Slug Case is the | 

; Sa = - sr same as No. 1 and No. 2 combined, having a cen- } 
ere aaa - i tral bar running the long direction of the case. | 

Spee Po BR, The front section has compartments from 4 to 28 / 
p if. ra { picas wide, varying by single picas, omitting the | 

j i f LG) 2s 27-em length; the back section has compartments | 
(er ae er BO A op hauae ee kg from 30 to 60 picas wide; one compartment for | 
Jie TI 5 ee a -y oe Aes each of the following lengths, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, | 

f ¢ oo ee: 42, 45, 50 and 60 picas. Length 72 inches; width 
f y f Oo 8 f @ & 18 inches, outside; depth, inside, 114 inches. 

: 5 wren rca ER Ts Sao EEE Ae [ne Dee 2 LONE SOLS Oe Weight, not crated, 21 pounds. | 

eae Te 2 ETRE ORO Oe ee Bric ais ai) n oe Menor haa ge a Ow 
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The No. 5 Bettis Lead and Slug Case—Is a 
duplicate of the No. 1 with one exception—it has oa ps 
a center bar running the long way dividing the / ’ 
case into two sections, which are alike in every lj / 
respect. One section can be used for leads and i ; k 
the other section for slugs. Each section has ll vig Le ee ee ee es 
compartments from 4 to 28 picas wide, varying ij ea a a fe Ki i 
by single picas, omitting the 27-em length. YE I ae 
Length, 72 inches; width, 18 inches, outside; ‘i 

; gop, tale, 1% inches. Weight, not crated, ‘bhbolobable r Ce Ee ee ee egg ee | 

WENGE oat SS cer hivatgths ce ei ele New Sweets WOU 

The No. 6 Bettis Lead and Slug Case—Is a 
duplicate of the No. 2 with one exception. It has 
a center bar running the long way, dividing the 
case into two sections. These sections are alike 
in every particular. One section can be used 
for leads and the other for slugs. Each section a ME A Me ee eee ae 
has compartments for lengths from 30 to 60 picas ies 9 v Re 5 
wide ; one compartment in each section for each f zB Pha 4 i 

of the following lengths: 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, cd if iS, i 
45, 50 and 60 picas. Length, 72 inches; width, 18 Ld A ima ae i eM a | 
inches, outside; depth, inside, 1% inches.  (>@e sites aS oo ae <p ERIS TEP RETR prrese 
Weight, not erated, 19 pounds. 
PUACG ocak Siete ia Lede Ele nya foe At wa, hee OD 

ee i 
SR rue : 

The No. 7 Bettis Lead and Slug Case—Has Pry prey y pee Pe Ferm | ! 
compartments in duplicate for all the lengths, ee Ste Ce fe ea i ee aaa | 

provided for in cases No. 1 and No. 2. Leads a pin gen ge prs PRAY i / i 
and slugs for all lengths can be carried in sepa- fe Og eel | } 

F rate compartments. Length, 72 inches; width, / iH) vie ips h yy Pepe Pe Ps : 
18 inches, outside; depth, inside, 14 inches. seh WEE a eee see ee ee 
Weight, not crated, 23 pounds. fi / aA / 3 3 aa wy # / | i f i 
Price. ee «+ 98000 GREYS Ree rs eh eratar eta re ar tae “23 

The No. 8 Bettis Lead and ae Case—This 
case takes the same lengths as the No. 1. There —————— = 
are two compartments for each length, each me re ih 4 A i fi 
compartment 2° inches wide from back to front, Shhh Y. eI ale dis a 8 Baa erage aas te aoe REL) 

so that leads and slugs can be kept in separate ‘ih Toya be BR he 2] ke ee } 
compartments, The blank space at hs eon | a ee ae | 
will readily take a 10x 24 brass-lined or all-brass = her 4 SR aaa aes ip cae” yp WO ae Spee ey 

job galley, and is intended for a working space. Pr Sea WORKING SEC ON tae Per se ] 
Length, 72 inches; width, 18 inches, supide: bay eee 28 gi RR ae ear es oy 
depth, inside lead compartments, 114 inches Ue ee Nee bate PRG CURE a Sa ; 
working space, ¥s inch. Weight, not crated, 22 fee 
pounds. Se : ra A ; 

PCO oat tesa Pan Oa ete, «RU OU: 
With full brass-lined working space . . . . 15 00 

hn ER 

The Bettis Space and Quad Case—Will fit A NP 5 Pe 
the top of a regular stand 72 inches long and 18 f Te / v7 4 f if / ‘A 1 ses af ae Ee i a 
inches wide. Itis 6 inches deep at the front and ian FER Ae a Sn ese 

24 inches deep at the back. The use of this y// LEELA SALLARESEWW BAS / l a > ease will enable all spaces and quads for job A MT I ES DY ES Cee em 
fonts to be kept in a single case. There is one i 7 | 
place for every size of space or quad, and none J if if 2 ‘ : ni E Fak ii 
are kept in the job cases with the type. Weight, _/ MUNN gamma SimpaMic In BONE a RONT: POINT. 1s COINT 18 PONT 20 POINT 26 PONT 30 POINT Se POINT ka POINT Maron TL i 
uncrated, 32 pounds. rs Dy saieasati 
DP ca ce es tat tescst oy cog OOO) 

‘ The Jones Metal Furniture Case—Is con- 4 . SEG 1 
structed of hardwood with a thick 3-ply bottom, = ee ee = 

firmly fastened to the edges and also to the ee) ey ey ed y 
center bar. Being 2!4 inches deep on the inside, EE, | i (aes gs 
it will hold a great quantity of metal, and it is HEGRE EAA 8 Aa@e#el Tene | 
strongly constructed with this end in view. It es, =, sae apa Zs 4 i et Saat rc oe r 
has 49 compartments as follows: 3 compartments / has j 
for 4-line metal furniture; 4 compartments for ea ie i ; 
5-line metal furniture; 5 compartments for 6- lf / i | 
line metal furniture ; 6 compartments for 8-line Cee ee OAT ORG AIRES US SORT ISIS) oS as ee ee 
metal furniture; 7 compartments for 10-line par = RRC ro 
metal furniture; 7 compartments for 15-line 
metal furniture; 7 compartments for 20-line 
metal furniture; 7 compartments for 25-line metal furniture; 1 compartment for 30-line metal furniture; 1 compartment for 50-line metal 
furniture; 1 large blank space for large sizes. The three-case brackets Nos. 2 and 4 are the proper brackets to use in connection with this 
case. Size, outside measure, 18x72 inches. Weight, not crated, 30 pounds. Price... 2... 2-002 ee ee ee . $700 
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SIFTER AND TRANSFER CASES 
The removal of dust from type cases has always been a vexing problem. The usual method employed is to use a bellows, which works | 

fairly well in careful hands, but usually the dust is blown, together with some type, from one box to another, and the result is but a | 
partial relief from dust, and a mixing of type characters in the case. The Sifter and Transfer cases solve the dust problem. These 

i } cases have the cross slats projecting above the side rails instead of being depressed, as in an ordinary type case. The type boxes are | 
i reversed lengthwise. When the Sifter case is placed face down over a type case, the cross partitions of the two cases meet, and type ] 

if can not escape from one compartment to another. The Sifter case has a wire screen bottom, and when clamped to a type case, the \ 
} dust can be almost instantly removed and by reversing the case, the type being returned to the original case. Sifter cases are also useful 

for removing type from old cases and transferring to new cases. It 
i ia eae aii aa) does away entirely with the work of removing the type laboriously } 

Bee ST TT |) ot fi from each compartment. 
| . ee re pf ee ee | 

: i ii a i } 

/PaRREGE HT | PP le Pounos } 
i POG fo ob ee OF AO aE Ta ee 

ij Pa f a pe app News cap case, fullsize ............ 5 $4.00 | 
j i eee AAA OE i | News lower case, full size .... 2.0... 5 450 
} PRPPPPPP CATER Ft ik California job case, full size ....... 5M 500 

i, HEE, VAG FF ges i Italic job case, full size... ......... 54 500 
ii - “7 £ ff Ae California job case, two-thirds size... . . 4 3.50 
PREREEE | AF sw eT FE GB Yankee job case, two-thirds size... . . 4 375 ! 
A ee a fF Ff 6 &f | Dearing job case, two-thirds size... . . 4 350 ! 

Loondinngleecerianentnietaee eae et 

(a KEYSTONE CASE BRACKETS 
i. x | 

| Keystone Regular Case Bracket ‘A’? ate re | 

; This is the standard e= samamger enfant TT 5 5. | 
double case bracket SR rea eee Lass, oe | 

; universally used. sigs et a Re NR EE PTET | 
| Price, per pair. . $150 

| * " ' 
. | 

| iii Sa A sca aca : ca aie 
f — 

q as = — = a : Keystone Low Job Case Bracket ‘‘B’’ 

] 
| Z Keystone Low Job Bracket will take work bank 197% inches on one | 

side and full-size job case on opposite side. Wood dump, 4%2x32'4 | 
Hl * inches included with each pair of brackets. | 

: . Price: per pales bie las Whe eis bosses hes Ibe eee re Ra 1 
f i Y | 

> | 

oe » HAMILTON CASE BRACKETS | 
_ af a 4 

1 iN PTE a ee “Sd »/, ! 
4 ws g For prices of Brackets see 

, j <a e ae following page 
i Le | = i Aa 

! i No. 13 Roller — F \ a_i = | 
J Bracket mia Raa | 

No. Hamilton Patent 3-case Tilting Bracket | 

Le | 
: aa f 

4 ) | 
SF [on 

/ Cine Ua j hi =. | 
ba > -_ r\ ii SS. | 

0 Pema cate Co Mma Biwi "= 
; j No. 7 Double Case Bracket, Style “B”’ (pemeecn cancer 

jj eee ae can 
XS suis Shik pee cles. ama: 

= \ No. 5 Hamilton 3-Case Bracket | = NY | ( PN ee \ 
ae ass a =, 

Sr [Sas , > No 6 Double 
‘ i = es Case Bracket 

4 : ra . = Style “A” 
No. 1 Hamilton Patent Tilting Bracket / aN aS 

: 

a) . e 
9 +08 

‘ 
i 608 fi 
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: | 4 = SS PRICES OF CASE BRACKETS i 
= i —S Keystone Regular Case Bracket, Style A Perpair.......- 2... - ++... $150 

—. Keystone Low Job Case Bracket, StyleB Perpair: ).). 0... .......... 250 
| WA Bez No. 1—Hamilton Patent Tilting Bracket. Perpair... 7... 2. 2 1.» . 200 

V, a_i No. 2—Hamilton Patent 3-case Tilting Bracket, for i8-inch bank. Per pair... . . . 240 i 
[ No. 3—Hamilton Patent 3-case Tilting Bracket, for 20-inch dump. Per pair tin) UO 

No. 4—Hamilton 3-case Bracket, for 18-inch bank. Per pair.............. 190 
3 No. 5—Hamilton 3-case Bracket, for 20-inch dump. Perpair ............. 200 

P No. 6—Double Case Bracket, Style A. Per pair Hee al oka Senet a Grn ce aah Si ae eee 
No. 7—Double Case Bracket, Style B.; Perpair .. 2... 25s i ee 

chabl No. 8—Double Case Bracket, StyleC. Perpair ..... . ahh silva! pedo hls Nte Meg 
Nov Ad Petaehable No. 9—New York Case Bracket. Perpair ........ Sa ene ge Sarees eslsecee ae 

y Single Case Bracket No. 10—Detachable Single Case Bracket. Perpair ......-- ee eee ey ee es 200 
v with Socket No. 11—Single Case Bracket. Per pair. 0. ep see et ee ee yy 128 

No. 12—Single Autocrat Case Bracket. Per pair .. . Acated torah on ROR hs te ee Ra 
No. 13—Roller Bracket. Per pair , 5 breton! Ped eeeuel ya) Ae en DU. 

i No. 14—Detachable Galley Bracket: Perpair: ...... 0... eae He ee oe MO 

CASE PULLS 
No. 1—Attached to Case Fronts. ......... .$005 IND: F—1ay DUN) foals tle Wfoe de be) Se els ie Ry OCLs 
No. 2—Attached to Case Fronts. .......... Of Nol gin Dulles oi seers, eh i eat eo FO 
No. 3—Attached to Case Fronts........... 05 INO. Ga-En DHE Spe ose er ah manera oar ey OU 

ee eres. mR ay | 
m pape (leas | No. 21 STEEL RUN STAND 

Sa ehcate SE" Ge amr secre a This is the cheapest of all Steel Run Stands. It represents the maximum of } 
Ga e JO case capacity. This frame is made with flat top and requires case brackets to | 
nn ae AE BETTS hold the news cases. The job cases can be put into the racks from either side i 
pment. od Seana. of the frame, and the steel runs placed so close together as to require pulls on the i 

sR: aay : semy | fronts of the job cases to get the best results. Regular cases can be put into the i 
SS es | racks without planing off the fronts. 

: | =. It has a capacity for 40 cases under the top. Brackets and cases for the top 
pincer SS can be selected to meet the requirements. Several kinds of brackets can be used 
— | Saonteeaeae nL on this stand. cerry | é y 
<a ees | The top equipment rs eT 

fees | — = illustrated is as fol- 
7 ees | lows:—Two pair No. 2 

pe ee | three-case tilting Bs ere _ Nas 
Penne] — i brackets, one pair aE Ea le RO ae RLY 
tee | - Z: = 

So — eet cases, one thirty-inch (gssstesetsmsen 5 4 
(Sais SS) sos fe space and quad case, REET 

SEs = ees i se =a one No: 8 Bettis lead SS HH 8 | 
2 3 and slug case, and oe 

NGy AL Neem Cone gel foes ade four quarter cases, as iio=——=—e=——— == Ss i 
follows:—Ideal brass [i | pa — i ‘ * : a a ee st rule case. a artet t s ——— et ee Compact rule case, time table quarter case, Wisconsin quarter case, 5 =. | a =— OB 

Steel Run Stand No. 21 occupies a floor space of 20!4x70 inches. The height [jes = a | 
from floor to flat top is 44% inches. a | _——— 

Stand only, open front, weight, 215 pounds. Price. ........... $2000 [RS a es ] } : 
Stand only, closed plain front, weight, 260 pounds. Price... . . . . 2350 RES === =) eg | 
Stand only, closed paneled front, weight, 255 pounds. Price ...... - 2500  |GRSRRSS sei — | BE 

The above prices are for stands only and do not include the top equipments, | 1 = | the cases in the body of the frame or the news cases on the top. Selection of TRE Haaren | 
both top and case equipment can be made as requirements demand. MANUFACTURING co 

Case pulls ean be furnished in bulk to attach to the fronts of old cases for No. 21, Job Compositors’ side ~ 
i 4 cents each. 

SEREEBIEEERED _ POPEEEEPPEPIE? No. 22 STEEL RUN STAND 
‘ Bo fre eRe 

fEEa SEPP | £E tebe rs fee The No. 22 Steel Run Stand requires no brackets, as it is built with a top 
CREEL REF PELERPELEEE to hold news cases. The job cases are put in from the back, as the illustra- 

e531 area 4 ow th tpg tion shows. There is ample knee room for the news compositor, as the cases Leni OBE do not come to a line of the front of the stand, but set back five inches as : 
acento aoe st 4 shown. Regular full size lip cases can be used in all of these stands, and 

SSeHEGHAMILTON Mro=cO ee yl there will be ample finger room between cases, so that pulls will not be re- 
CEN FUERTE f quired. However the withdrawing of the job cases will be facilitated by 

i] ae aaa attaching pulls to the case fonts. Occupies floor space 26x70 inches. Height mee | re 
come — | at front 444 inches. 

j —— pddheesnieciess phates Le es Ee eee 
} = nen ee 
| —— | — | CAPAOITY, 32 FULL SIZE CASES PRICE WEIGHT 
| =. paps es vet ceees Snot Noes IE ett ee eee 
} _———— | Open Front Bae atime pea $25 00 285 pounds 

| el ——____ | Closed Plain Front .......... 28 50 330 pounds | 
— Fie —-|| Closed Paneled Front ||... 30 00 320 pounds i 

| — a SSS LLLE 1 
<= : : 

—— ] — ———_ Above prices are for the stand only and do not include the cases in the 1 
Bre iain 5 : 

| Sa body of the frame or the news cases on top. Selection of case equipment 
x=. 4 can be made as requirements demand. 

pena faa Ee ASG Case pulls can be furnished in bulk to attach to the fronts of old cases for \ 
No, 22, Steel Run Stand 4 cents each. | 
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3 reer t,_ SERTACE No. 23 STEEL RUN STAND 

i. | PEs This frame is very similar to the No. 22 Steel Run Stand, but has copy | 
7 | SOR ACS NERSNAEGERS | drawers under the news cases, and full length dump over the job cases. It also 
® : SO has other points of superiority and is most substantially and compactly built. 

r \ See ee ee This stand, made with paneled front or with closed plain front, is about as good 
30 } 5 HEHAMILTON MEG CO: ; an article as could possibly be devised for the composing room. The news | 
% { EY | se i compositors and the job 2 
3 a ———— eomppeltors are Paced on STE capercs eee are 

Su | eae roa opposite sides and there TIFT TS TI ITFF HO er eee ee ee ee! | 
) - ao aie em a ere rr ee ee eee i | -— ——4 ——— | will be no interference. bese eet oe | AEE renee ee 
ty | ————, so Four men can Potter Peal | 

5 7 ee ee ——-_ j 5 oe se ate Ses A <— eee a 
0 ——, / —————— ne } work continuously Spo ae poooe ab 4  Pecoe er 

; Se aa BR at the same stand, gece nee LE See a Eh! = ss | 
; - = C. ST ed 114 two on each side. Sac co ] 

eae Oe I Made of selected ele! “afl | 
| = Serer e iB hardwoods and — ee pee | 

fl | a ———— | ee REN finished like the ame | tpeny 
M4 } | best grades of cab- Roem oad | 
v | eae a inets. These mod- Rah oti aR cna ee aa 

SSS eee ern Steel Run ene Ep a eens Stands really be- ia Bost ty Foy ca | 
No. 28, Job Side, showing full length Galley Dump. long to the cabinet 4 ea eee Sik | | 

class, and when mh me Pl in | 
filled with cases and fully equipped they compare in every respect with the ee vl Riis iD octet ie a 
best of cabinets. The No. 23 Stand will take 32 full size cases arranged in Ie | Me ah oe : | 
two tiers, 16 cases in each tier. cae) | SO aa | 

The No. 23 Steel Run Stand requires no case brackets, as it is built with a - 3 Bees See iH A | 

top to hold news cases. The job cases are put in from the back, as the illus- Sr ra ea oe 
n of ' tration shows. There is ample knee room on the side for the news composi- a eee |i | 
ae ) tors, as the cases do not come to a line on the front of the stand, but set St | 

side back about five inches as shown. Regular full size lip cases can be used j . | 
the in all of these stands. Occupies floor space 26x70 inches. Height, at front, No, News Sideyahiy Det See ae y 
the 4494 inches. These prices are for the stand only and do not / 

include the cases in the body of the cabinet or the news eases, aaa SSO COS 
top on top. Selection of case equipment can be made as require- 32 FULL SIZE CASES PRICE WEIGHT | 

used ments demand. Case pulls can be furnished in bulk to attach —————_ 
to the fronts of old cases at 4 cents each. Open Heal oo Lk ee, ee eee 300 pounds | 

| Closed plain front. .......... 33 50 345 pounds 
| Closed paneled front. ........... 35 00 340 pounds | 

eee a TEND mr eam mene | ! 

) | i EYEE a) 
bein SELEY MLEZET 1 ty No. 24 STEEL RUN STAND | 

MF Ee aH OEE E | aes 2 xf | 
hs penne This excellent piece of cabinet work, when fully equipped with New 
ian ag 7 ~~ 4 Departure cases, represents the acme of steel run stand construction, | 

} EP LE RR ay eS and the most advanced type of composing room equipment. } 

; ™ ae The ends are paneled with neatly moulded edges. The back has 
: - cr seven panels with chamfered edges like a Polhemus Cabinet. The front 
/ ; } : A rail is set back several inches, and the job cases, when in place, set back 
; | PRAY S| several inches from the front, providing the extension front feature of | 

; Bea ea 4 yet the Porter Cabinets. This allows plenty of knee room for the compositor. | 
Ngee fay ee Et tl Constructed of hardwood throughout, with all exterior surfaces nicely | 

| Been eA Pa ete; le ao varnished like the best of cabinets. The runs are of flat steel, capable of } 
H ea MRE BG sustaining great weight. ‘ This stand occupies floor space 21x70 inches. | 

| Ba eB Hin un hy Height, from floor to flat top, 44% inches. 
Ih esha AY a tA ee | | 

i | We nA if a Hl The top equipment illustrated is as follows:—Two pairs of No. 4 three- | 
Be ameati ct 'Pe3 i) a \ Ped case brackets; one pair of news cases; two blank cases; one No. 8 Bettis } 
he aaa | nA ve ie lead and slug case, and four quarter-size cases as follows:—One Perfec- 
Sa rot RUA Ee A tion rule case, one Compact rule case, one All-Right space and quad case, 
Se UO ney and one Wisconsin quarter case style D. Under the top there are steel | 

— oa runs to accommodate 40 full size cases. 
. No. 24, News Compositors Side | 

, Breterecee te . mar ] 

ja top eee ] 

ustra- a curve al a 
ie | __ |—_.._§-_ rey | 

a io p Stand only, without top equipment ..........-. - | 280 | $2500 dass snes - 
be re {9 PlainGalleyDump........... aatek Suen ea 350 Fee” | 
ed i No. 8 Bettis Lead and Slug Case, as illustrated |. 2... ...) 22 | 500 n . 
leight ; No. 9 New York Case Brackets, perpair ...........-| 2% 150 emer | —— ! 

; No. 7 Style B Double Case Brackets, per pair... .......) 17 125 a i sae || | 

ae No. 1 Hamilton Patent Tilting Brackets, per pair... .....| 28 2.00 aa —— 
aa | No. 2 Three-Case Tilting Brackets, per pair... ....... 35 240 fj Sate oe | = i | 

No. 4 Three-Case Brackets, per pair... .....-..-+.--!] 2% 190 } asap ye | = | 
7 News Cases, Per Air's. ¢4,2 0a ee aes Os 14 160 — 2 , | 

is Sa ee ee a ee | el 
is These prices are for the stand only and do not include the cases in the body =o Hy aa=ies = | 

— of the stand or the news cases on the top. Selection of case equipment can be ae | 53 ae | | 

aie made as requirements demand. ey ee d | 

ea Prices given for brackets in the list above are net, and any discount aaa | ae i | 
pm allowed on the Steel Run Stand does not apply on such brackets. ——a ee | | 

foe Case pulls can be furnished in bulk to attach to the fronts of old cases at 4 / 
i! 4 cents each. No. 24, Job Compositors Side | 

| 
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These case stands are all substantially constructed of selected hardwood, firmly bolted, and shipped in knocked-down form. That i" 
they will stand constant hard usage is evidenced by the many thousands which are in use throughout the country. These improved case 
stands are far superior to the ordinary case stand. They have greater case capacity and many other features which the common stands 
do not possess. 

THE POLHEMUS STAND ] 
PE, Pee ase The news compositor stands behind the job cases, where he works without being | 

bree bettie hits peed pperors interrupted by the job men. He can empty his stick without leaving the stand, on a 
WLLL celta dL galley kept under the lower case, as the top cases are held on Hamilton’s patent tilting j 
fee Ss Ss brackets. Over the job cases there is a working bank or galley top, for keeping live and 

Lea. L272 EE dead matter. Between the case racks on the No. 3 stand there is a galley cabinet. 

eee — eReaRpeRorecns? "| No. 1 Single, with racks for 12 full size cases; weight, with brackets, 100 pounds; 
( —— =¥ occupies floor space 20)4x36 inches. Price... .....-...+-5 ee $750 

cate, soe Solana | No. 2 Double, with racks for 24 full size cases, and no galley cabinet; weight 180 
= SS | oS — eee | pounds; occupies floor space 26x704 inches. Price .............. 1300 
= i | No. 3 Double, with racks for 12 full 

a es Scns | size cases, and 12 two-third ee a <a | cases, with galley cabinet; [RSS ; — = = ee i 5 i ~ . Ss = - = a 5 weight, 250 pounds; occupies See EA SECC SS ESS ia... floor space 2644x7124 inches. SSS Ss i 
Price ............ $2000 Jaw SS SSS 

f The prices given above include the Sa SS 
No. 3 Polhemus Stand brackets, but not the cases. Crated i Ns es 

and shipped in knocked-down form. [lik hy eames 
" Sy THE CITY STANDS NS 3 ee 

Sy Bee ee The upper case projects forward over the lower, bringing it nearer the compositor. na [eS Nera 1 Under the lower case is a shelf to hold a galley, and the lower case may be pushed WSS 2 = aaa j 
back (see cut) to permit emptying type on the galley without leaving stand. in [es SS ee Single City Stands hold 15 full size cases, and double City Stands hold 30 full size cases. N Ces ee 
No. 1 Single, with racks for 15 full cases; weight, 55 pounds ; occupies floor space NONE ee ee %xBGinches. Price. ee ee ee = 8575 NMR Nereis i No, 2 Double,with racks for 30 full size cases; weight, 80 pounds; occupies floor SS eS eae ij space 26x70%4 inches. Price ove ee en 800 NR eee i The City Stands are crated and shipped in knocked-down form. The prices given / a ‘| 
are for stands only and do not include the cases on top or in the body of the stand. yo i| 
Case pulls to attach to the fronts of old cases, in bulk, four cents each. Double City Stand q| 

NEW YORK DOUBLE AND QUADRUPLE STANDS i 
AE, (TIEN The New York case stands were success- 3 i SERRE RRRRREC LESSENS fully designed to economize floor space, giv- canned 7 LAA 1 D Se SOA Neem ing greatest case capacity to least area. The Scone 

Aaa eee Waa kaa lower case projects into the alley several bead SS | 
Spar ae inches, affording the compositor i) PR care a H (ince EMO ample knee room. The angle of oem pee i 
SSS = > the lower case is just right for F Se 
= = rapid setting. The cap case is raised — er ee 

= above the lower, and brought forward [RSs Fo Re 
S — SS closer to the compositor’s hand, while BRS > ie = — i 
SS = SS not obstructing the figure boxes of the SS SS f = ——s ' 
SS SSS) lower case. The cases are held on FIRE i SS SS SS strong iron brackets, securely screwed [ARNG SI Ss SS SS BAG SS SSS SS SSS] ful for storing tied-up matter. Adou- FRY SS — SS SS Ss ble stand holds 30 cases and 2 pairs of [IBS ; = SNe news cases on top. A duadruple stand [ARRBRNS : 

nS holds 60 cases and 4 pairs of news SS 4 
aN cases on top. Prices given below in- SS : 

. clude the brackets, but not the cases 
on top. i 

No. 2 New York Double Case Stand No. New York Quadruple Case Stand 

DESCRIPTION caPaciTY ee Witt PRIOE 

-1 |New YorkSingleStand..............| 15 cases and 1 pair on top 18x36%% 75 pounds | $ 650 
No: 2 Nee York Double Stand pt ace ae es wine lk. 30 cases and 2 pairs on top 18x70%4, 135 pounds 10 50 
No. 3 |New York Quadruple Stand. ........... 60 cases and 4 pairs on top 35x70 225 pounds 18 00 
No. 4 |New York Window Stand... ....-.. 30 cases and 2 pairs on top 385x366 135 pounds 10 50 

ROLL FRONT CASE RACKS 

There has been a constant demand for a case rack that would take the old cases and utilize them in the form of a cabinet. Many prin- 
ters have desired to do away with the ordinary case racks and substitute cabinets, and thus increase the life of the type by keeping it free 
from dust, but on account of the expense involved and the fact that their old cases could not be sold or utilized, they have hesitated in F 
making the needed improvement. This new case rack solves the problem. The Roll Front Case Racks are equal to cabinets in every way, 3 
fitted with steel runs and are thoroughly well built. A single lock secures the entire tier of cases. They are especially valuable for the 4 
storage of cases containing script and other high-priced type not in constant use. Made of ash, finished in antique. } 

SSS eS 
The prices are for case racks CAPAGITY HEIGHT wok DEPTH WEIGHT PRIOE only and do not include the ; 

No.1. .| 16 full size cases 45 inches 36 inches 24 inches 175 pounds | $20 00 cases. These racks can be made j 
No.2. || 20 full size cases 53 inches 36 inches 24 inches 210 pounds 23 00 to fit special cases. Old cases of : 
No.3 . .| 25 full size cases 63 inches 36 inches 24 inches 225 pounds 28 00 Hamilton’s make will fit these 

4 No.4. .| 30 full size cases 73 inches 36 inches 24 inches 260 pounds 32 00 racks. Case pulls, attached to } 
No.5 . 35 full size cases 83 inches 36 inches 24 inches 290 pounds 35 00 case fronts, 6 cents each’: ‘in bulk : 
No.6 . .| 40 full size cases 93 inches 36 inches 24 inches 325 pounds 40 00 WER each : . : atl Y : 
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' ij OS eae en site enlace ey ee | 

/ j | 
| i 

at . CASE RACKS AND STANDS | 
se —<-3y wo | SS EN “ = =e 
_ . ees NN SS eS 4 

F a | Sie ae X | 

‘ I ie 

ng y SS Sie Haron MRGOme 4 _ > a | 
ha ff JDEStSs SAGs: SS — Th f eT ae Er HAMICTON ND Si 

F = ese case racks RS a ea THESHAN LON . | } 
ng SS ——— —> si] andstandsare allmade By sess ea = i | 

nd = —S —- of hardwood, and fj ie — a i | 
: SSS SS] sCéDoited together firm! 4 ts i — | SSS t y. Gy SS) iF) 

Ss fi SSS Sw The high case racks ie i | i | 

39 } SS i SSS) f —— are braced at the cen- SS él —S y } } 
= SSS | —— H ter with bolted rods Is S| | : 

0 — f SS — to prevent spreading, SS i SS } 
SS i SQ] S| Eee SS a | as | 

Yl = SS lie) racks will remain “A Se S| | pea 
NE i Sy > — rigid after long and BSe og = t VO eee = 4 

Ke > : | Be steady use. | i i __=2 h 

i | : | 
f\ te 3 | 

No. 15 Double Stand with Galley Rest and Racks | 
for 24 Full Size Cases No. 6 Double News Stand with 8 Racks | 

a | 
a ruoon space | WEIGHT, ; 

THE HAMILTON MESS} es ras INCHES rounos | PRICE 
a a | —_____——_ se 

——e =) de: (Single, without racks: soa 0 ce conn siete a eeale as igo 2) Gomer 32 $275 
ee oe | 2 Single, with racks for 12 two-thirds cases ..... 1... .. -| 26x25%% 38 300 / 

bene eee 2! | Single, with racks for 12 three-quarter cases... ....... «| 26Xx30% 42 300 | 
= eee! 3 Single, with racks for 8 full size cases .........-- -| 26x36%% 39 300 j 

[Peel sil 4 | Single, with racks for 12 full sizecases..... 2.1... . + «| 26X36% 45 325 | 
i] Vee | ———s | 5 Double News, without racks .......-....24-54-.] 26x60 50 325 | 

; eee ¢ ed ri 6 Double News, with racks for 8 full sizecases ..........| 26x60 55 375 

—= r =) 7 | Double News, with racks for 10 full size cases... 2... . .| 26x60 56 425 q 
| —— | sl 8 | Double News, with racks for 12 full sizecases .........{ 26x60 58. 475 

re Ny ee 9 Double Job Stand, racks for 8 full size and 8 two-third cases . .| 26x60 61 425 
ea = 10‘ | Double Job Stand, racks for 10 full size and 10 two-thirds cases} 26x60 65 500 | 

— Nt ———s | U1 | Double Job Stand, racks for 12 Tull size and 12 two-thirds cases} 26x60, | 70 5 90 i 
? a <2 =i | ouble Job Stand, racks for ‘ull size and 12 three-quarter cases, x 64% 72 

P j = ‘ ——s | 13 | Double Stand, with galley rest and racks for 16 full size cases .| 26x'70% 70 5 50 | 
iB i SS a 14 Double Stand, with galley rest and racks for 20 full size cases .| 26x70 4 575 

Y SS | : i 3 
— SS} 15 | Double Stand, with galley rest and racks for 24 full size cases .| 26x70'4 | 78 600 ; 
i= / — y| 16 | Double Stand, with galley rest and racks for 30 full size cases || 26x70's | 88 | 7.00 | 

| f NS —————————————————————E—e 
; = F SS 4 Paneled ends to any of above stands, $2.00 extra. 

i ‘i SS LE 
Va fh 3 SS : Wk PR neigHT, | FLooR space, | weight, | PLAIN, ASIN | CLOSED BACK 

— i SS 1" wwones | "inenes | pounos | cor-vown | ano sioes 
i th SS | __ | 

SS "4 SH} «20 | Single tier 10 full sizecases ..... . . 38 | 204x36% | 45 $550 $775 | 
. SS i ze SS 21 | Single ter 19full size cases... .. -. J}. 4 | @oegxeee | 600 850 | 

| | Fe a 22 | Single tier 16 fullsizecases ........ 50 20/4 x 36% 56 700 950 } 
‘ Re i aN 23 | Single tier 20 full sizecases ...... 60 2084x365 58 800 1100 

| er = (24 | Single tier 24full size cases |) 1). | 70 | 20%4x36%| 67 900 12.00 | 
ge * 25 | Single tier 30 full size cases ........- 84 20x 36% 83. 10 00 13 00 } 

se 26 | Double tier 40 full size cases. .......- 60 20%4x70% | 104 14 00 17 00 ] 

: UL 27 | Double tier 60 full size cases. ....... 84 204x704 | 144 18 00 22 50 | 

No. 25 Thirty Case Rack —aooTl_l“=aeNalSee ll lllnNReleei—VanVV[[—m@—uqcq@@qq= | 
; . eee All case stands and racks are furnished unfinished and shipped knocked down. 

: CREIGHTON STANDING GALLEY SHELVING 
This shelving represents a most economical idea for a crowded office. It makes waste 

e Stand space available. The shelves when fastened to a wall or partition project only 64 inches. 
— 4 Built any length desired and sold by the running foot. The shelving can be fastened to 

wood partitions or brick walls. Only brackets and shelving are required for wood parti- \ | 

S tions. For brick partitions hardwood uprights should be used, on which the brackets are | 
2 fastened, and the upright can be screwed to the brick walls, the screws being fastened into 

) - wood plugs set into the eee gare vacant wall space ee: be used and converted into valu- 
i: able storage space for standing ads, jobs under way, electrotypes or book pages. Pages | 

) nine inches long can be accommodated with heading to the front, and every line will be 

= } easily accessible for correction. The Galley Shelves are furnished either of hardwood or softwood. The softwood shelving is for drying 
Simplex type and can be divided, when required, into column widths. 

b In a wall space 6 feet long by 5% feet high, from fifty to sixty pages 7x9 can be stored, taking up only 6 inches of space from the wall, 

ss . and every line of type will be in plain sight, and in a position for alteration. The brackets are of cast iron, enameled, drilled for screws | 

prin and ready for adjustment. The hardwood uprights are drilled for screws to fasten to the wall and also for brackets properly spaced. It is | 

ay an oan ee to put the shelving in place. In ordering brackets for long lengths about one bracket should be figured for each three i 

, feet of shelving, taking into consideration the end brackets. Thus, three brackets would be required for a six-foot length. When in | 

bin place, each shelf takes up a perpendicular space of 9 inches. A series of seven shelves will therefore occupy 63 inches, with an addi- | 
r the tion of about 2 inches at each end of uprights. | 

Hardwood Shelving, any length, per running foot... 2... 0 ee ee LER iepiatee ti gay CD tee eS | 
sacks Softwood Shelving for Simplex Type, any length, per running foot...) ee es BO | 
the Extra for dividing shelving lengthwise into 13-em columns or wider, per running foot... . 2. 6) ee ee ee ee 10 | 

nade , Brackets, per pair, including screws ... 2-6. eee eee ee ees oii tes suveauene ht ten agin en aia et at cea wre | 

es of E Uprights for brick walls, size 114x3x65 inches, bored for wall screws and brackets, each... 2. 1 ee ee ee ee Te } 

se The prices of the uprights include heavy screws for fastening into brick walls. Uprights should be spaced about 36 inches apart. | 
he ‘ A ;. | 
d 10 The weight of brackets, per pair, 6 pounds; shelving, per foot, 244 pounds; one upright for brick wall, 7 pounds. ‘ ] 
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IMPOSING STONES AND FRAMES i 

| WITH SQUARE LEGS 
| A liberal equipment of imposing surface will help to secure | 

| the maximum output. In most offices there is a decided weak- 
| ness in this respect, and constant shifting of type matter is 1 

necessary, with much pi and damage to valuable material. 
This is particularly true of country printing offices, where j 
the paper forms monopolize the stone surface seven days in | 
the week, and the job forms are made ready on wooden sur- i 

| faces, and in odd corners, all of which is wasteful and ex- i 
| pensive. i 

j . The utility of a stone frame is doubled by utilizing the (| 
j space underneath for letter boards, chase racks, furniture, i 
| reglet, ete. We show a full line of modern imposing stones on { 
| following pages. i 
| These low-priced, square-legged frames will answer ad- i 
| mirably in country offices where space is not at a premium. 
| i 

| PRICE LIST AND DIMENSIONS OF SQUARE LEG IMPOSING STONES AND FRAMES. } 

No. ‘CAPACITY OF STONE iagiek pies re Ike MGHER TOP OF STONE FRAME oF PRICE OF FRAME 
F INCHES PouNDs Leos f 

GN en SE a ee ee ee i 
60 2pages,6column.... . 24x36 210 $600 266x389 3834 130 4 $725 | 
61 | 2pages,7column.....| 26x44 280 800 28'4x46)4 3834 140 4 800 t 
62 |2pages,8column.....| 28x50 350 10 00 3026x52!9 3834 160 4 900 i | 

63 For job Work...) <0). 36x48 428 12 00 38!0x50!4 38%4 190 4 950 i 

64 |2pages,9column.....| 32x60 470 1350 34)ox8214 3854 200 4 10.00 HI 
6 | 4pages,7column.... .| 26x76 475 13 75 28/4x78)9 38% 200 6 1075 | 

} 66 | 4pages,8column.....| 28x80 530 1550 304x824 38%4 270 6 12.50 
67 4pages,9column..... 30x90 650 18 75 8214x92% 3834 290 6 1450 
68 4 pages, 6 column quarto . 36x60 525 15 00 385x624 3834 200 4 12 00 q 
69 | 4pages,7column quarto.| 48x60 675 20.00 50x62) 38%4 225 4 15 00 ; 

SS i 
Price of Coffins—When coffins only are desired we can furnish them, made in any size, at 75 cents per running foot the long way. | 

The prices of tables without stones include the coffins. Imposing stones only for larger frames list at $1.00 per square foot. H 

Imposing frames are made of hardwood in knock-down form. This insures convenience in handling, and large frames can be taken up i 
stairways and through narrow doors. ij 

How to Bed a Stone—To properly bed an imposing surface it should be laid in putty. Take the stone and place on skids on the floor ij 
face down. Roll strips of putty and lay on the stone where the supporting strips will rest. Take coffin and reverse, placing it over the | 
stone. Lift coffin and stone together and place on the frame. Tap stone to thoroughly bed and see that it projects evenly above the inner 

| edge of the coffin the thickness of a brass galley bottom. Fill space between edges of stone and coffin with putty. 

| Iron Surfaces—All stone frames listed can be furnished for iron surfaces. Such surfaces do not usually require a coffin, which : 
| reduces the list price of the frame 50 cents per foot the long way. For instance, a 36x60 frame without the coffin would take a reduction i 

in the list price of $2.50. When iron surface is to be used customer should determine the exact size of the iron surface which should | 
| conform with the size of the frame. It is usual to allow iron surfaces to overlap the edges of the frame one-half inch all around. i 

Write for full particulars covering frames with iron surfaces. i 

Notice—All imposing stones are crated separately and are shipped at customer's risk. No claim can be made on us or the transporta- j 
tion company if breakage occurs. As stones are very heavy this is necessary in order to get a low freight rate. If shipped released they u 
take the 4th class rate; if not released they take ist class rate. Orders for imposing stones are accepted only on this basis, unless other- i 
wise specified. i| 

| : 
| IMPOSING STONE FRAMES WITH LETTER BOARDS j 

. 
These frames are strongly constructed to sustain the great weight to which they will be subjected. The frames and coffins as well as i 

| the letter boards are made of hardwood, and all the material entering into them is carefully selected, and free from imperfections. The | 
outside is filled and varnished like all cabinets. No better disposition of the space underneath an imposing frame can be made than to i 

| use it for letter boards. If the type is dead it is shifted from the stone to the board without any loss of time; if the matter is alive, it is q 
handy for imposition. | 

| i 
| f No. BOARDS SIZE STONE WEIGHT ; 
| ; = BOARDS INCHES INSIDE IncwEs POUNDS lacie lls | 

oa 5 a, i 
s 10 20 x42 20x25 310 $ 2700 eT NTE fT } 
2 10 24 x32 24x36 465 34.00 ee ; 
3 | 10 32 x44 32x48 870 50 00 eee ee — ieee) 
4 33 30 x26 30x90 1400 110 00 i = ; 
5 22 264x184 26x44 620 57 00 es —— | 
6 33 26%4x21'4 26x76 1050 84.00 os Ee - 
7 8B 23'4x22'4 48x80 2000 220 00 = ee ‘ 
8 44 23!4x26 48x60 1450 100 00 | en 
9 32 17/4x26 36x60 1050 7250 

10 48 19%x22)4 40x80 1500 95 50 

| Keystone All Iron Imposing Frames and Keystone Semi-Steel Imposing Surfaces. See illustrations and descriptions | 

under Keystone Iron Composing Room Furniture; pages 559-576. | 
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ES ; ALGOMA IMPOSING STONE FRAME 
The Algoma Frame is a companion piece to the Two Rivers and Wisconsin Frames, taking the same size stone, 30 x 60 inches, but with 

a change in equipment. It is fitted with chase racks, sort drawers, letter boards, reglet and furniture and drawers for tools and metal 
cure furniture. The placing of the furniture on the end is an especially good feature. It prevents waste of room. One end is entirely taken 
eak. i up by the reglet and furniture, which leaves the entire surface of both sides to be utilized for letter boards, chase racks and sort drawers, 
ar ig with the exception of ten inches, which is covered by panels, as shown. The assortment of reglet and furniture is in the usual widths 
rial c from two to ten picas wide, and in the most convenient lengths from ten to sixty picas long, with variations of three to six picas. The 
bere reglet assortment is of nonpareil and pica from thirty to sixty picas long, with variations by single picas. 
sin __ This is a convenient frame for all around purposes, and it embraces most of the good features of other stone frames combined into one 
ae piece of furniture. It is thoroughly made of selected hardwoods, nicely finished like the best of printers’ cabinets, and strongly bolted to 
ene safely carry any load to which it can be subjected. The use of this modern stone frame is decidedly economical. It contracts the space 

occupied by material used about the stone, and brings it within easy reach of the 
} make-up man. It does away with useless running back and forth about the - 

the : office, hunting for material and interference with other workmen. It will save (@eeeee ture, space as well, and where rents are high and space is necessarily limited, this ee 
8 0n stone frame will replace the cost in a saving of time and material in a short time. Rees ae 

ae EQUIPMENT ae if i i 
1. Letter Boards—There are 22 letter boards arranged in two tiers, 11 boards in | SEE rr rer eens I i | 

! each tier, size 15 x 17 inside. These letter boards are made with lips on the front JiimNaE ny oes ‘| 
; to receive the brass galley, so that type can be easily transferred from the galley [jl | } a | 

to the letter boards or vice versa. | ji H / | 
Sort Drawers—Eight sort drawers arranged in one tiér. Each drawer is sub- [may] H | 

— : divided into six compartments of equal size. Size of each compartment 54x 44x [imei J th - 
} 284 inches deep inside. Meee. | iy 

Me Drawers—Under the coffin there are five drawers. All of these drawers run aa ti 

{ , clear through the frame and can be withdrawn from either side. At the ends the 
<a two large drawers are 4 inches deep and 13}4 x 36%4 inches inside. In the centre are three shallow drawers for metal furniture, 1 inch 

deep and 13s x 3624 inches inside. These three drawers will hold a large amount of metal furniture in a place most convenient for 
immediate use. 

Chase Racks—One side of the frame is taken up with chase rack equipment. There are fourteen racks 10) inches in height by 124 
inches deep ; nine racks 16 inches by 19 inches deep ; six racks 264 inches high by 18 inches deep. All of these chase rack compartments 

are lined with iron on the bottom turned at the edges to prevent damage to the 
ee ee = wood work when heavy forms are pushed into the compartments. 

{ geen Furniture—A total of 181 yards of selected oil-soaked furniture of various 
ae | Bete eres — pet widths cut on the point system and cut into 1,008 pieces in the following assort- 

ewrcishsnth Bete ee ment: 16 pieces each 2, 3, 4,5 and 6 picas wide, cut into each of the following 
a "Ton eS et td lengths—18, 21 and 24 picas long. 8 pieces each 8 to 10 picas wide cut into each 

“An ——) eae tT of the following lengths—18, 21 and 24 picas long. 20 pieces each 2, 3, 4, 5 and 
— { od ——_ R E erty 6 picas wide cut into each of the following lengths—0, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas 
way. | 6. —— | barr long. 10 pieces each of 8 and 10 inches wide cut into each of the following . ee —— |p | EGIL 4 lengths 30, 96, 42,48, 54 and 60 picas long. 
en up | a ——— ik a Belt] Reglet—An assortment of nonpareil and pica, smooth and perfect in every 

| <<). BeHtH [4f] respect and on point system. Variation is by single pieas in the following 
nf Bere lengths : 34 pieces each of nonpareil and pica 30 picas long to 60 picas long, with 

floor pe) ee variations by single picas; a total of 458 yards cut into 2,108 pieces. The various 
r the Ee lengths are stamped on the division opposite each compartment between the 
inner nonpareil and pica sub-divisions. 

: Stone—The best Vermont marble 2 inches thick and free from imperfections. The Vermont stone is hard and makes the best stone i] 

which i imposing surface on the market. Weight of Algoma Frame, complete with stone and full equipment, crated, 1100 pounds. Weight of 1 

tion stone only, 500 pounds. The Algoma Frame occupies floor space 38% x 624 inches. Price, complete. ............. +. . $136 00 

hould 

DORSEY IMPOSING STONE FRAME 
rae This frame was the pioneer of modern stone frames and was introduced some years ago. It has proved a popular frame of its 

i 7 j kind. Modifications of this frame can be furnished at proportionate prices. It is made in one size only. The size of the stone is 40 x 80 

a ‘i inches, with smooth face and free from imperfections. The stone is 2 inches thick, the best Vermont marble from the famous Rutland 

ae { quarries. The height from floor to top of stone is 414 inches. The frame occupies floor space 42/4 x 82/4 inches. 
Labor-Saving Furniture Rack—The frame contains a labor-saving rack filled with furniture. This furniture is cut in the following 

i. lengths and widths: 18 pieces each 2, 3 and 4-line; 15 pieces each 5 and 6-line ; 9 pieces each 8 and 10 line, cut 25, 35, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140 

: and 160 ems long. 24 pieces each 2, 3 and 4 line; 20 pieces each 5 and 6-line; 12 pieces each 8 and 10-line, cut 30, 40, 50 and 60 ems long. 

A total of 500 yards cut into 1,562 pieces. This gives a better and larger assortment than the Mammoth Furniture Case. The length and 

ell as { width is stamped on the end of each piece. ¢ i é 
‘The ie Cupboard or Bins—On the opposite side from the one shown in the illustration, over the chase rack, are two large compartments for 

nan to general storage; one compartment is 17 inches deep, 37 inches long 
» itis | and 104 inches high; the other is 28 inches deep, 37 inches long and ns — =~ 

i | 13 inches high. This arrangement utilizes every inch of space under Se aps Sees a | 

, the stone. The frame has panelled ends and is varnished. SSS SS 
| Chase Racks—At the bottom, on the side shown in illustration, are Be | SSS H 

36 racks for chases for 8 x 12 job press. On the opposite side are racks "Wp tes) sax ox Facer 4 | 
for 18 chases for 10 x 15 job press, and 18 chases for 12 x 18 job press. Pete ee Baty Bate peers 

/ On the sides of second tier of drawers there are 8 compartments, 4 on Mba} spent ten|agal Fees Bases | 
each side of the frame, for string or small tools. Bestest apes perp stad Sa Saleahiefewfests / 

ie Rack for Steel Furniture or Cut Reglet—In the centre, arranged phe etostee sti SES) Beis f ise estes j in double tier, are 36 compartments for steel furniture or cut reglets. peat as esl bor foster | | 
; These compartments hold the following lengths ; 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 7 - Ply | 

33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57 and 60 ems; two compartments for each pen a 
} length, except the 42-em length which has 4 compartments. Each ERE ex eceeee & 

compartment holds 35 pieces of pica or 70 pieces of nonpareil reglet, or SEER Tes RO LEE ZZ 
P 11 pieces of steel furniture, 3 picas wide. Sed 

, Drawers—There are 6 drawers at the top. On the left-hand side, ] 

extending half-way through, are 2 pulling out from each side and 2 on the right-hand side at the top, reaching clear through, and can be | 

pulled out from either side. These drawers are %4 inch deep and 114 inches wide and are used for storing metal furniture. Under these 
drawers are three large drawers, 1 reaching clear through and 2 reaching half-way through. These drawers are 3 inches deep by 22)4 \ 

inches wide inside. Complete, ready for shipment, including stone, 1,700 pounds. Weight of stone only, 770 pounds. } 

Complete, without the steel furniture or reglet, but including the labor-saving wood furniture. Price............ . . $140 00 | 

Font of reglet to fill the centre racks, Price, $14.00. Font of steel furniture to fill the centre racks, consisting of 22 pieces of each | 

3 length as mentioned above, except the 42-em length of which there are 44 pieces—a total of 396 pieces. Price, $100.00. | 
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This represents the smallest imposing frame made, taking a stone 24 x 36 inches. It is a modern frame and possesses many of the 
excellent features found in much larger frames. Their are eleven letter boards on one side, size inside, 33 inches wide and of varying 
depths from 134 to 19 inches. At the top there are two drawers for the storage of metal furniture and one deep drawer for quoins, tools, 
and other accessories. These drawers run clear through the frame, and can be drawn from either side. 

On the other side of the frame is an 
aa oe assortment of wood furniture, as follows: 

a 21 pieces, 2, 3 and 4-line; 15 pieces, 5 and 6- ee 

HE KWITCTOR line; 12 pieces, 8 and 10-line, cut 12, 18 and = 
Ea a 24 picas long. 28 pieces, 2, 3 and 4-line; 20 = : 
f So pieces, 5 and 6-line; 16 pieces, 8 and 10-line, a << Se So | 
en a cut 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picaslong. This is oe fee eee ee 
re a fine assortment of lengths and widths Nese es eee 1 
ee most used, and brings the furniture close to Sse pase aes 4 

re the stone man, where it is required. The Me iss eee j 
eee frame is strongly constructed of hardwood | i mee ea 4 i a throughout, and the stone is of the finest ee Sexe celseicoe } 
a 2 quality. A strictly first-class piece of furni- 4 fafa al ea Eas i 

’ ————= ture in every way, and fully guaranteed to | Be ee | 
—_ give perfect satisfaction to our customers. | =e he See eee 
= Weight, crated, ready for shipment, without eppeback Ee Satake = Sy 3 fe Pp liedsc tes ope aa stone, 450 pounds; including stone, 650 Neca Polski: eee i st _ epee Li: 4 i= pounds. = i 

PEGG sree aha dae ae Oe oa OU OD == 7 

HAMILTON IMPOSING STONE FRAME i | 
This is the largest stone frame made or ever listed and is fitted with letter boards, galley racks, furniture rack, reglet rack and | 

drawers for metal furniture. In large offices it will be found of inestimable value in providing a large space where the stone hands can H 
work freely without interfering. It is firmly constructed of hardwood throughout and finished the same as our best cabinets. The stone 1 
is hard and the best procurable. This is the only stone frame or other piece of printing office furniture which provides labor-saving 7 
reglet and furniture from small sizes up to yard lengths, with frequent variations. 4 

Galley Racks—This frame has accomodations for two tiers of galleys on each side, 14 galleys in each tier, a total of 56 double column | 
galleys. } 

Reglet Racks—One on each side of the frame; on one side lengths are accomodated as follows :—12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57, and 60 picas. There are 38 pieces of nonpareil and 38 pieces of pica of each length. On i 

the other side of the frame the follow- ; 
ing lengths are accommodated :—63, 66, : 

paises cc nueateamerscame 69, 72, 78, 84, 90, 96, 102, 108, 114, 120, 126, ] 
132, 138, 144, 150, 156, 162, 168, 174, 180, 186, | “en 192, 198, 204, 210 and 216 picas. There 5 

"i toa ee a are 38 pieces of nonpareil and 38 pieces 7 
eet rete ft ta: | Qa eee | of pica of each length, making a total : 

. sree teh be fof ef | a : Pe of 4,256 pieces of reglet, amounting to i 
Reems dm circ peg | —_ 1,639 yards, all cut labor-saving and ; 

r ree P| Pao Pac Por ‘ f * comprising lengths by short variations : 
f | nee a Pot ee Eee f —— from 12 pieas to one yard or 216 picas. j 

ieee I ps oS Furniture—There are two furniture 
it SS racks—one on each side of the frame ; | 
_— Step ef nr = i—-—-= on one side the following lengths are ! 
SS eS accommodated ; 12, 18, 24, 30, 96, 42, 48, H a a eS 54 and 60 picas, the variations being by 1 =e eee Ein a 6 picas or inches. The assortment is as | 

= hi al fi follows :—18 pieces of 2-line; 15 pieces a vf of 3, 4, 5 and 6-line; 12 pieces 8 and 10- | 
‘ line; all cut 12, 18 and 24 picas long. 1 

24 pieces 2-line; 20 pieces 3, 4, 5 and 6- 
line; 16 pieces 8 and 10-line, cut 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, and 60 picas long. On the other side of the frame, the following lengths are accomodated ; 
70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 and 216 picas, the latter being yard-lengths. The assortment is as follows :—-18 pieces 2-line; 15 pieces 3, u 
4,5 and 6-line; 12 pieces 8 and 10-line, of each of the lengths from 70 to 216 picas, as given above; together, comprising the furniture on | 
both sides of the frame, this makes a total of 2,244 pieces or 888 yards of labor-saving furniture. | 

Letter Boards—The frame contains 11 letter boards, size 2414 x 49 inches inside measure. These run through the frame and can be i 
drawn from either side. They have a removable partition bar across the center which can be used to back the type against when desired. q 
The fronts of these letter boards are rabbetted so that the galley can rest on the front edge and type matter readily pushed on the board. 1 

Drawers—There are 6 drawers in the upper part of the frame, all of which run clear through and can be drawn from either side. The ‘i 
sizes of the drawers are as follows (inside measurements) :—1 drawer 1334x 48}4x2' inches; 1 drawer 25x48'4x2% inches; 2 drawers i 
834x48}4x1inch; 2 drawers 1334x48}4x1linch. The four 1-inch drawers are for the storage of metal furniture laid in single depth. The 4 
weight of this stone and frame, complete, ready for shipment, including all the reglets and furniture is 2,800 pounds. Weight of stone only, 7 
SAMBO Hae RUG oA a)7,,- oe MORN Tete toletce ian mane Lame) Aachen oir grin! f 2 ahgin ss oS ah aha OOD 1 

HAMILTON TRANSFER IMPOSING STONE FRAME 

This frame willbe found a convenient and economical piece of modern printing office furniture. 
Forms can be transferred about the office without lifting from the stone. The frame is mounted on ae TE 

. heavy swivel castors, which insure easy motion. Constructed of hardwood throughout. Ends ae 
paneled, with neatly moulded edges. All outside surfaces are varnished and finished like all first- cad T 

L class cabinets. ~ ae 
‘eee 

A : Occupies floor space 28 x 4634 inches. Height from floor to top of stone, 38 inches. Size of end a | 
drawer, inside measure, 7 inches wide, 24 inches long, 4 inches deep. Size of center drawer inside i ‘ 

P measure, 12 inches wide, 8 inches long, 14 inches deep. Size of imposing stone, 26 x 44 inches. ee ee E 
Weight, crated, complete without stone, 230 pounds. Weight, crated, complete with stone, 475 ‘ a eA 

pounds. 

Price, ‘complete with stone... 2... 2 es apes eal i te . . . . $45.00 
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ft r te KAUFMAN IMPOSING STONE FRAME 
tools, 3 ; a 5 i __ The Kaufman is an improved imposing stone frame, fitted with letter boards, sort drawers, galley racks and indexed electrotype cases; 

size of stone, 40x80 inches. It will be found very useful in large offices and it has proved to be one of the most popular imposing frames 
on the market. 

; Stone—Of the best selected Vermont marble, 2 inches thick, with a smooth imposing surface. All stones which we supply are from 
the famous Rutland, Vermont, quarries. | 

Letter Boards—There are 11 letter boards, size 15x28 inches | 
: ETT oe inside measure, and 22 letter boards 15x20 inches inside measure. | 

a ae ‘These letter boards have a lip at the front on which to rest the galley, ] 
= . SSS and type matter can be pushed from the galley on to the board with- / 
~ ee Ea out difficulty. There is a rail at the back and also side rails to push | 

Se ern | ee ng — a — the type against and hold it in position. They are made of the finest | 

% fo on EH ee selected hardwood, free from imperfections, and a special feature of 
z ae Sea —— be = all the letter board construction is the provision for expansion. Cli- | 
i fe) a oS = # matic changes will not affect them. } = 3 gae=s) ao = ; 
: ee a Cs eS oe Drawers—There are two drawers which pull clear through and | 
~ er, [ee ; can be drawn from either side of the frame; size, 16x4034x2%4 inches. 

$5 E ies og Pe oe In the center there are two drawers for metal furniture, which pull 
Fae eS |S — t= - . : 

a aS clear through and can be drawn from either side. These drawers are 
‘tlie a ee ee ee ee 16x4034x1 inch. They provide a convenient place for the systematic 

SSS storage of the metal furniture where the stone man can always have 
it handy without leaving his work. 

Indexed Electrotype Cases—There are 18 special indexed electrotype cases in the frame; size of the cases, 20x20 inches inside. These 
cases are numbered consecutively so thata proper record can be kept in the index book of the contents of each case. With each case 

there is an assortment of all kinds of division strips, including | 

four of the long, double slotted ones which run from front to back 
k and of the case, and various sizes of the short, cross-division strips. An resent a es 

s can indexed book accompanies this frame for use in connection with = pas a _ 

stone these indexed electrotype cases. “ be ace SSS Seal 

aving Sort Drawers—There are 16 sort drawers in this frame, each [i 
divided into ten equal size compartments, the size of each compart- —<—_— ———— i } 

jluma ment being 3x4x3 inches. These sort drawers provide storage room v _———— 
for an immense amount of special type not in general use but which a | 

2%, must be kept in readiness for special and large jobs. —————| sae _————— i | 

On Galley Racks—This frame has accommodation for 60 galleys. ———— S—— _—S | 
allow. There are three tiers to accommodate double column galleys, and (= ——| 
43,6, ; one tier for single column galleys, 15 galleys in each tier. | 
18 The shipping weight of this frame, complete, with the stone, is =. ie 
18, } 1,750 pounds. Weight of stone only, 770 pounds. This frame occu- Sateen zy 

There pies floor space 42!4x82!4 inches. | 

git Price, complete with stone... . 2... ee se + - $150.00 | 
total | 

ing to / 

g and 
tons RAMALEY IMPOSING STONE FRAME 
icas. 

; ‘A general utility frame, fitted with labor-saving furniture and reglet, letter boards, sort drawers, chase racks and drawers for metal | 
niture furniture and tools, especially serviceable in small and medium offices where the stone surface is not extensive. ] 

a Letter Boards—Thirteen letter boards on one side in one tier, size | 
ne ee pom inside 30x21! inches, are supported on heavy angle-iron steel runs. | 
an Sa Boards are lipped at the front the thickness of a brass galley bottom. i 

at sas ; a _ : — Sort Drawers—Six drawers easy of access. Each drawer divided 
pieces maniiiad = into ten compartments. Size of each compartment 3y%x3!4x2"% inches. | 

rl) | aia Chase Racks—On one side the chase racks are placed in double 

ae { } 2 = | tiers, the lower tier having a clearance of 16% inches with a depth of | 
ae | — 24 inches. The upper tier has a perpendicular clearance of 12% inches | 
ae | ety «27d with a depth of 17 inches. Each tier accommodates twelve cases. | 

= ; | ar eo On the other side the chase racks have a clearance of 17% inches, with } 
a ; Wh | ane a depth of 12%4 inches, accommodating nine chases. | 

I i Furniture—Assorted as follows: 18 pieces of 2 and 8-line, 15 pieces | 
an be | of 4-line, 12 pieces each of 5 and ¢-line, 9 pieces each of 8 and 10-line, | 
sired. al ——————— : cut 10, 15 and 20 picas long; 24 pieces each of 2 and 3-line, 20 pieces of | 

a : eS 4-line, 16 pieces each of 5 and 6 line, 12 pieces each of 8 and 10-line, cut | 
The PEE = 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 picas long. | 

avers ; a gE HAMILTON 

. The x | 

only, Reglet—A double rack, with separate compartments for nonpareil — ee ens | 

nae and picas in each length. Holds 34 pieces each of nonpareil and picas fi Wg _ 
in each of the following lengths: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, at a 

; 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 33, 36, 40, 42, 48, 50, 60 and 70 picas, a total of ates ee 
4 244 yards cut into 1,904 pieces. 1 ly — om as oe 

Metal Furniture and Tool Drawers—There are 6 drawers in the | ce eee BIC ee 
; rail under the stone. The top drawer in the center runs clear through 1 | Los ee bbl ea Ras 

and pulls from either side. The size of this drawer is 134 x 37 x 1% | pao EEF area 

‘ inches inside. The other five drawers run one-half way through, i ial ee SE iter } 
three pulling from one side and two from the opposite side. These | BE pee 

drawers are most convenient for the storage of metal furniture, side ayia is ee hiiie a4 / 
sticks, column rules and all small tools. | ia EE aa tt } 

\ Open Bins—At the end are two bins, each divided into two com- a 1355 Wpp ead } 
: partments, useful for holding mallets, planers, and other similar tools. : (8 Ek Aaa Bd } 

e Shipping weight, complete with stone, 1,150 pounds. Weight of SS rr ees 

stone only, 500 pounds. Occupies floor space 384 x 624 inches. TREERETE HAM! 

a Price, complete with stone, including the furniture and reglet . $135 00 

° 
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TEXAS IMPOSING STONE FRAME 

This imposing frame is a companion piece to the Dorsey stone, the two being exactly alike in form and size, only differing in the interior 
arrangement under the stone. These large modern frames are most substantially constructed of selected hardwood, strongly bolted and ‘ 
the tloor space occupied is reduced to the minimum. 

Dimensions—Occupies floor space 42'4x82%4 inches. The size 
ai Fe a ea ee a of the stone is 40x80 inches and 2inches thick, of the best Vermont 

ee s s marble, smooth face and free from imperfections. The coffin en- 

: TOS a5 a, closing the stone is depressed ys of an inch below the top of stone, 

Se and is used as a rest for the galley, so that type matter can be 
i — | -==)| _ passed from the stone to the galley. Height from floor to top of j 
a — esse stone, 4144 inches. 

SS SSS Saeed Sort Drawers—There are twenty drawers for sorts, and each 
EST ee os SS drawer is subdivided into twenty equal compartments. Each 
SSS Ne el drawer is 2% inches deep, 14 inches wide and 40% inches long, 
= en a = inside measure. Each of the 400 compartments is 3°4x6%4 inches. 

SS eo ———— eee Ten of these drawers are at each end of the trame, and all run 
a re clear through and draw from either side. Each drawer runs on 12 

i — ——— _ steel rollers, fitted into the runs, six on each side. The edges of 
> ae drawer-sides which come in contact with the steel rollers are 

Ms PR lined with iron. This insures an easy motion notwithstanding 
the heavy weight supported. 

Letter Boards—In the center, arranged in four tiers, two tiers drawing from each side, are fifty-six hardwood letter boards, fourteen 4 
¥ boards in each tier. These are placed compactly and represent 140 square feet of storage surface. These letter boards are 184x194 

inches inside measure. They are lipped in front to receive the galley and have retaining walls at sides and back. 

Weight—Complete, ready for shipment, including stone, 1,900 pounds. Weight of stone only, 770 pounds. Price, complete. . . $150 00 | 

TWO RIVERS IMPOSING STONE FRAME Serene — ! Se em a 
The Two Rivers Frame embodies most of the good features of the z PT a ! 

Dorsey, at the same time providing letter board and sort drawer equipment. a Chee 
It is strongly constructed of selected hardwoods throughout and is “ — aw es 
strongly bolted. The finish is like the best printers’ cabinets. tt 

Letter Boards—Eleven boards on one side, inside measure, 25x30!4 rr 
inches. These boards are lipped at the front to receive the brass galley. = 

Sort Drawers—Sixteen in two tiers, each divided into 10 equal com- ~ OO ae 
partments, size 44x 4°¢x3 inches inside. i . A 

Drawers—Two large drawers at top which run through frame and a = 4 
can be drawn from either side. Size, 13'4x37x2%4 inches. In the center, i ne re | 
at the top, one above the other, running through the frame from side to ro] ‘i 
side are two drawers for the storage of metal furniture. Size inside mot 
1344 x37x1 inch. 

Furniture—There are nine different lengths as follows: 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 
ae 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas, the variation being by inches, or 6 picas. The widths 

Sawer aes = ae and number of pieces are as follows: 18 pieces of 2-line cut 12, 18 and 24 picas 
——— =e long; 24 pieces of 2-line cut 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas long; 15 pieces of 3, 4, 

. ee epee pene ee cur 12, 18 ae 24 nie long; eae 3,4,5 ae rene 30, 36, 

oy Dere SSS , 48, 54 and 60 picas long; 12 pieces of 8 an )-line cut 12, 18 and 24 picas 1 
a Bete S I } long; 16 pieces of 8 and 10-line cut 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas long. Total 5 
on SS Bl katt or aoe emg 4 | | number of pieces, 1122; amounting to 200 yards. 1 
Eh 3 ia Reglet—A double rack for holding 37 pieces of nonpareil and 37 pieces of : } 

aber ef | = pica of each of the following lengths: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
Boers | os | fe 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57 and 60 picas, a total of 2072 i 
ea a= | pieces, amounting to 290 yards. 

s et a — Stone—The best Vermont marble, and with a perfect imposing surface. | 
P= All our stones are from the famous Rutland quarries. 1 

el. | Roller Compartment—Made with door. Rollers stand on end. Has ac- i 
commodation for three each rollers for eighth, quarto and half-medium i 
presses. When roller compartmentis not required, this cupboard can be used i 

for a variety of purposes. An additional shelf will convert it into a convenient ink cabinet or it can be used for the storage of galleys, ete. | 
Shipping weight, with stone complete, 1,140 pounds. Weight of stone only, 500 pounds. The Two Rivers frame occupies floor space 

38!4x 62!4 inches. Price, complete with furniture, regletand stone... . 2.2.0.2. eee cee ee ete we ee ee ws O15 00 | 

UNIVERSAL IMPOSING STONE FRAME 
This thoroughly modern and compact frame is fitted with the dustless recessed bottom, with no square corners for the accumulation | 

of dust. The runs supporting the letter boards are of heavy angle iron. The material is all selected hardwood throughout; the ends are ij 
paneled with moulded edges, and all outside surfaces have the same finish as our best cabinets. Both sides are alike, there being four | 
tiers of letter boards—two tiers on each side, fourteen | 
boards in each tier. These letter boards are made of the 1 
very choicest selected hardwood, free from every imper- os ae ene | 
fection, and are lipped at the front to receive the galley. eet 3 
The fifty-six letter boards provide 288 square feet of sur- , 
face, while the frame occupies floor space of 26 square feet, ee al i 

. and, in addition, provides 24 square feet of stone surface. ——- i 
The ends of the frame under the stone are open, providing = es e: 
convenient shelving for planers and other working tools. ae i 

DIMENSIONS—Size of stone, 48x72 inches; occupies SS : 
floor space, 50}4x 75} inches; height from floor to top of iy i 
stone, 38 inches; size of letter boards, 317x23!4 inches, i — ; 
inside measure; four drawers for metal furniture in the ———" $ 
upper rail, size 12'4x48?4x 1 inch, inside. These drawers — ree , 
run through the frame and can be pulled from either side. ns ‘ 

Weight, crated, without stone, 1,000 pounds; stone only, = = 
900 pounds. — 
Price, complete with boards and stone... .. . . . $16500 : ; 
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ae _This frame can be furnished with plain blank cases as shown in the illustration, or with indexed electrotype eases. Very strongly 
built of hardwood throughout and bolted at the ends. The coffin is of selected oak. The ends are tastefully panelled with moulded edges. 

re Cases—On one side of this frame there are 28 cases, size inside, 15x26 inches. They are arranged in two tiers, 14 cases in each tier. 
nat Chase Racks—On the other side are chase racks as follows:—9 compartments, size inside, 26x18 inches. 9 compartments, size inside, 
as . 14x18 inches. 9 compartments, size inside, 11}4x15 inches. 

one, Drawers—At the top are two drawers, running through the frame. Size inside is 36)4x21 inches and 4 inches deep. 

tbe Stone—The best Vermont marble, 2 inches thick. This stone is hard and it makes the best stone imposing surface ever offered. From 
P of the famous Rutland quarries. The top of the stone is 38 inches above the floor. 

a The Ny eSOne a frame occupies floor space, 38}4x62!4 inches. Weight of frame complete with stone, 1100 pounds. Weight of stone only, 

each E ee at s + Each The Wisconsin Imposing Stone Frame with 28 blank cases as shown in the illustration and including the stone complete. Price. .$ 95.00 
ong, With 28 indexed electrotype cases and full equipment of division strips and index book, including the stone, complete. Price. . . 105 00 
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PYRAMID LEAD AND SLUG BANK RR oka 
=e 

Most substantially constructed of hardwood throughout, so as to carry Vm Se es 

safely the immense load of metal, approximately 8,000 pounds, which it is sg i = 

designed to carry. All space inside and outside is utilized to the very | 22 
0,8 best advantage. The space-saving qualities will be appreciated when it | A B mal 

idths is considered that it occupies a little more than twelve square feet. ‘ a q \ Paes 

pleas f Lead and Slug Bank—In the No. 1 bank there are 12 sections on each side, | A Reeth 

£34 providing a total of 75 square feet of lead and slug surface, when the metal ‘aaiggenn sigs aa eee 

%, 3, is stacked double depth, each section supplied with a number of ajustable \ i 1 | i Ee. 

pleas partitions which can be so placed as to accommodate any length of leads A ae 4 | ee 

Tot and slugs. In the ends, between the sloping banks, is a series of ten storage V4 a 
drawers, five in each end, all 27 inches long, 44 inches deep, inside meas- q AR. a 

me ure, and of varying widths, 3%, 6%, 9, 1194, 144, inches respectively ; 3,500 See ee 

a pounds of leads and slugs can be stored in these ten drawers. SS 

{ 0m Sort Drawer Base—This base contains a total of 24 sort drawers, each ae ee “Se 

divided into ten compartments ; size of each compartment 4°4x4x2" inches Se Se he ae | 

race, inside. Drawers run through the bank and can be pulled from either side. ae eee N 

Dimensions, Weights and Ca- = or A 
ee pacity—No. 1 Pyramid Lead and = AMD ToNS / 

SQ PRR Slug Bank.—Height, without base, f = . 

je SSS SSSR 8 inches. Total height, bank and — } 
: read se base, 66 inches. Occupies floor space 25}4x72 inches. Depth of lead and slug bank, 1% inches in- | 

= rien = side. Capacity, leads and slugs on bank, 3,000 pounds. Capacity, leads and slugs in drawers, | 
space RHC = 3,500 pounds. Capacity, sort drawer base, 1,500 pounds. Weight of No.1 lead and slug bank, ; 

13500 F SSR crated, 400 pounds. Weight of sort drawer base No 1, crated, 300 pounds. | 

Wes ssw No. Lead and slug bank . . . . . .$10000 | No.2—Lead and slug bank . . . . - . $64.00 | 
TT il TEU uN No. 1—Sort drawer base. ...... . 5600 | No, 2-Sort drawer base....... . 3600 | 

Mey ae ~~. NOTE—The No. 2 is just half the size of the No. 1, illustrated and described above. | 

lation Seats Sr Doubled-faced, with six sections in lead and slug bank on each side, and with five drawers | 

is are ) f ra ea on the end running through and pulling from either end. Also with sort drawer base con- | 

x four | \ ee eee ES St taining twelve drawers in three tiers, running through and pulling from either side. Capa- | 

: E ees ee ity in pounds, one-half the amounts given for the No. 1. 

_——- ieee FURNEAUX STORAGE CABINET 
a FOR LEADS AND SLUGS AND METAL FURNITURE | 

| Se Hil) Dimensions—Occupies floor space, 36x26 inches; height at the front, 45 inches; height at | 

ett back 70 inches. The lower lead and slug bank is 2 inches deep inside and divided into two 
aa Se sections, each section measuring 14% inches from front to back. The upper lead and slug 

eel bank is 314 inches deep inside, and measures 1334 inches from front to back. These lead and 
SS ieee slug banks are adjustable by picas, and the divisions can be arranged to accommodate any | 

———— desired lengths. The body of the cabinet is fitted with 12 storage drawers, all 18 inches long | 

ee from front to back, and 13 inches wide, inside measure. The two upper drawers are8 inches | 

= ee deep inside, and the ten lower drawers are 5 inches deep inside. All these drawers have | 

7 Al eee removable partitions, adjustable by inches, running from front to back. Cabinet is fitted 

ee with heavy flat steel runs, capable of sustaining any load which can be stored in the drawers. 

; Pre HAMiet Weight of cabinet, crated for shipment, 500 pounds. | 

; — Furneaux Storage Cabinet. Price. 0... eee tee eee eee «2 208500 ] 
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JOB BANK OR WORKING GALLEY 
This working galley is made very strong with a solid half-inch bottom to which the rim is screwed. The 

entire surface, including the main working space and the compartments for sort boxes, rule case, etc., is full \S 

brass-lined with heavy sheet brass. All division strips are also brass-lined on both sides. The brackets are — a 

of cast iron, japanned, and fit into removable sockets which can be fastened to the end of a cabinet as oA Ny 3 
shown, to the wall, or any convenient place. At the right is a compartment into which can be placed a & a 
quarter size rule case like the Harris case shown. At the top is a space 424 x 18 inches filled with 16 _ aeaeeprceremeny, 

removable type or sort boxes, 2SZe-7—7 77/72 Yj 
a ——_ ae a with metal bottoms screwed to sap 

: ee eve meee a the wooden rims. At the upper \ fh 

epee — «aan = rr left-hand corner is a space 4% x 4%, hel Vash 
See : i == with a heavy zine cover. ah | 
a — mem “THis space is for working Te s.] 

SSS ant ene seen tools like composing rule, A 
———————————— = bodkin, ete. At the front is i 

sy ae ee ee the main working space, : 
i. a a size 0%4 x 8 inches, with open end at the left fitted with | 

i Se: SG | a lip to serve as a rest for brass galley. Type matter , 

eee Sa -—— = can be quickly and safely transferred from the galley to 
age . << ee the working bank. Size, 16% x 32!4 inches, same as full | 
Perc cnregenraneey a size case. Weight complete with sort boxes and brackets, i 
| Sa —— a 56 pounds. 
5 | ee SS = < Price, full brass-lined, including brackets. . . . . $2000 | 

4 ieee a3 4 Price, full zinc-lined, including brackets... _. . 1600 | 
a as ss sa = ~s a STANDING GALLEYS | 

ee 2 (AMELTON: MET 
Re it Eine vas a These standing galley frames are constructed of hard- (| 

H NI / wood throughout and finished antique. They provide 
it i convenient dumping and storage surface at modern cost. i 
i ! The brass-lined tops are covered on the bottoms with 
r heavy sheet brass, such as is used for galley bottoms. 

The surrounding rims and division strips on such tops 
are ot heavy square brass tubing, making an all-brass top, first class in every respect. These standing galleys as constructed hold stand- 4 
ard size letter boards, Nos. 1 and 8. They can be specially built with more case racks to utilize all the space under the top, and with | 
closed backs and ends. Prices do not include cases. 

eee ; 
5 SINGLE 6 SINGLE T SINGLE 8 SINGLE 9 SINGLE 10 SINGLE j 
cowumns. | weisHT | co.umns. | weiGnT | cotumns, | weioHT | coLuMns, | welsHT | coLuMNs, | WEIGHT | coLUMNS, | weiGHT 

no. tor 20 | crareo | Top 231-2 | crated] to 27 | orate |Top so 1-2] crated | Tor a4 | crareD |Top 37 1-2) cRATeD 
iwcHes | pounos} ones | rounos| incres |rounos| inches |Pounos| inches |rounos| iNcHes | pouNnos 

: WIDE wie WIDE ioe Wide WOE 

1 5 feet long, racks to hold 8 two-thirds and j 
8 full size cases, 

Hardwood top with wooden strips... | $14 75 | 150 | $15 25 | 160 | $15 75 | 170 | $16 25 | 180 | $16 75 | 190 | $1725] 200 
‘ Fine ld. LO eh) Cowes ON eis 19 75 | 165 | 2100] 180) 2250] 190) 2400] 205 | 25 75 | 220) 2750] 9235 

Pirgas-litted top ©...) + 0's on oes ote: 2600} 165] 2900] 180] 3200 190 | 35 00] 205 | 3800] 220] 4100) 235 é 
2 6 feet long, racks to hold 8 two-thirds and i 

8 full cases, and 14 galley racks, 
Hardwood top, with wooden strips . . 1600} 170] 1655) 180] 1710] 190] 1765} 200] 18 20] 210] 1875] 290 
Mine-ned tOp ae 6 Ve ee cal (oie 2275] 190] 2400] 205 | 2550] 220] 2700] 285] 2875] 250] 3050] 265 
BPans-]INed 102. sce: <p ole eee 3100} 190] 3450] 205] 3800} 220] 4150] 235] 4500] 250] 4850] 265 y 

3 7 feet long, racks to hold 16 full cases, i 
Hardwood top, with wooden strips. . . . 18 80] 185] 1945] 195 | 2010] 205] 2075] 215] 2140] 225] 2205] 235 | 
Zine-lined top 2... 2 ee se ee 2675 | 205 | 2750] 220) 2950] 235] 3100] 250) 3275] 265] 3450] 280 
Brass-lined top. 20...) ses 2 1 ees 35 50] 205) 3950] 220] 4350} 235] 4750] 250] 5150] 265] 5550] 280 

4 8 feet long, racks to hold 16 full cases and 
14 galley racks, 

Hardwood top, with wooden strips. . . . 2350] 195] 2425] 205] 2500] 215] 2575 | 225] 2650] 235 | 2725] 245 f 
Zaxie-AGd top? *. 3). kee «se eee 3175 | 220] 3250] 235) 3450] 250) 3600] 265] 3775] 280] 3950] 295 
Brass-lined top... ........... | 4200] 220] 4650} 235] 5100] 250] 5550] 265] 6000} 280] 6450] 295 

5 10 feet long, racks to hold 24 full cases, 
Hardwood top, with wooden strips . . 25 25} 205] 2625 | 215) 27 25) 225) 2825] 235] 2925] 245] 3025] 255 i 
inclined (Op sie. fb oss) ss Se 3575 | 240] 3850] 255 | 4050] 270] 4200] 285) 4375] 300] 4550] 315 { 

: PraAs-UNCA TOPs. 3 dees lees ts Heese 4950) 240) 5475) 255 | 6000} 270] 65 25] 285] 7050] 300] 7575) 315 
6 | 12 feet long, racks to hold 32 full cases, 

Hardwood top, with wooden strips. . . . 2950 | 235 | 3065 | 245] 3180] 255 | 3295) 265] 3410] 275 | 3525] 285 H 
FADE-NGW LOD 2 race Goes see eevee P's 4075 | 275 | 4350] 290] 4575] 310] 4800) 325] 5075] 345 | 5350] 360 | 
Brass-lined top)... ..........- 57 75 | 275 | 6450] 290] 7125] 310] 7800) 325) 8475 | 345] 9150] 360 

‘The width of single columns is three inches ; of double columns, 6 inches. These may be varied and made to actual pica and nonpareil measures. i 
. 

WROUGHT IRON HORIZONTAL STANDING GALLEYS 3 
WITH IRON RACKS AND ALL-BRASS TOP } 

Prices are based on single column width of matter not exceeding 15 ems pica, with one double column at top. . 

LeneTH 4 SINGLE AND | 5 SINGLE AND | 6 SINGLE AND | 7 SINGLE AND | 8 SIN : 
Wo.) or sucx Mp THE ake. Noto rouse | roosts | “tnouate | “soovee | "1 novete | “toute | 

1] 5feet. .| 8two-third and 8full-sizecases..........| $5400 $58 00 $62 00 $66 00 $70 00 $74 00 +! 
2| 6feet. .| 8two-third and 8 full-size cases; 16 galley racks . 70 00 7 00 80 00 85 00 90 00 95 00 
ile ttects  [Hetuliesize cakes Sie cert ss Sane 65.00 71 00 77 00 85 00 90 00 95 00 | 
4] 8 feet. .| 16 full-size cases and 16 galley racks... ..... 80 00 86 00 92 00 98 00 104 00 110 00 
6 |:10 feet... | Ob full-size cases. ec bigs ete oe eee 8 85 00 92 00 99 00 106 00 113 00 120 00 
@)| 42 feet «2/02 Tallssize CRS6S floc et eae eee eee 95 00 104 00 113 00 122 00 131 00 140 00 
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STANDING GALLEY WITH LETTER BOARDS 

This standing galley is equipped with twenty hardwood letter boards, providing 102 square feet of letter board surface and accom- 
i aE Sh A aii modating twenty-eight double column galleys. The space beneath 

- = ere a standing galley has usually been left vacant or partly filled with 
EP ordinary case racks, and there was always a consequent loss of floor 

= eras a space and a want of storage room for standing forms. The letter 
5 cam ae amma voards can be used for large and tied-up forms, while the small 

E HAMIC matter and untied forms can be accommodated in the series of galley 
j 5 en = a ee racks at one end which will take 28 triple column brass-lined galleys. 

{a = as The frame is substantially constructed to stand great weight. The 

enema) ca eo letter boards are made of hardwood with side rails mortised to bottoms : 
ee Lao as shown in the illustration. These letter boards are lipped at the 

oe) SS fronts to receive the brass galley, thus facilitating the transfer of 
| en S| er ae type matter from galley to boards and visa versa. These twenty large 

ith | = Sa letter boards provide 102 square feet of storage surface. When top is 
ter Tac — i - ae brass-lined it contains over 40 pounds of the finest patent leveled ;. eI Ne sheet brass, the whole top being covered, and all division strips and 
ull r Gi EEL surrounding rim are of square brass tubing secured with screws 
ts, , ie 7 from the under side, providing the smooth all brass top. The zinc- 

5 zs lined top contains over 50 pounds of heavy sheet zine. Both brass and 
zine are of the same quality and thickness as used in regular column galleys. Length over all, 8 feet; depth, 27 inches; height at front, 0 3 feet; height at back, 3 feet 

0 A'S Cea. 5 Sie. ot Letter Ga ai eee 
is 24x30% inches inside. This NO. 

standing galley can be furnished biel Hier 
with 10 letter boards 24x21 inches_§ > 

i inside, in place of the galley rack, 10 Unlined, wood top, with twenty letter boards and galley racks . . .| 775 pounds | $ 7200 
te without change in price. Triple ul Zinc-lined top, with twenty letter boards and galley racks . . . . .| 825 pounds 95 00 

column brass-lined galleys to fit 12 | Brass-lined top with twenty letter boards and galley racks .... .| 815 pounds | 107 00 
at galley racks, size 84x 23!4 inches ———! 
: inside. Price each... . . . $325 

is : ; TT eS as 
t- } AMERICAN STOCK TABLE AND ‘ ; SSS ee 
| x = ee |e 
: DRYING RACK = j SS Ss 

Sa eee bore = 
= By combining the stock table and drying rack all space is utilized fe =] a he aa = 
= to the very best advantage, and will occupy no more space than is 3 % | Se 

usually taken up by an ordinary stock table or ordinary drying rack, fj) [m5 SS a 
: saving in space very near to fifty per cent. There will also be a great s —— a 
; saving in material, by having a suitable place to store the printed [= <a Sr 

sheets in small bundles, thus avoiding back setting and smutting. All § a = - Sy ee 
5 work is thoroughly protected while drying. A still further saving wil} SG 

be effected in the labor involved by doing away with excessive jf i = = _ =e See | 
handling and bringing the whole drying arrangement close to the job — SSS ree 
presses. Le ee Rm Ie One 

! Ceeupies floor space 32x69 inches; height, 40 inches. Clearance ————E €«~Sl 
5 underneath bottom rail, 3 inches. Contains 24 dryers in two tiers, 12 ‘ 
: in each tier. The dryers are 30x30 inches by 1! inches deep, inside 

measure, and when in the frame there is a clearance between dryers of two inches; this provides one-half inch opening between the 
fronts for ventilation purposes; the ends are also open for further ventilation. All dryers run through the frame, pulling from either 

) side. Pulls attached on both fronts. The bottoms of dryers are made of strips 1%¢ inches wide and %¢ inch thick, spaced 1% inches apart, 
and will carry any load which can be put upon them. Weight, crated for shipment, 480 pounds. Price... ......... . . $5600 

} STORAGE CABINET ror pace Forms) ee 
iE eZ iS 

) This new Page Form Storage Cabinet is primarily a cabinet filled with small letter boards [if ese a || \ 
of a suitable size to take standard size book pages. Each board is intended to take a single ee ‘| 
catalogue or book page. The idea has been thoroughly tested by some of the best stone men ee as mf 4g 

in the country, and it has met with un- as - ea | " 
renee qualified approval. The page forms are a om | , 

5 ——————— stored away in the dust-proof slides until ee ee | , | 
| | eee) reauired, and the long label holder at- Ss fa b 
=) | Se es tached to the outside front of each slide Zz mee, y 

| K : a aT ae i a enables the stone man to keep an accurate ———= 7 H/ 
Oe) os | Sasi) Sa record of the contents of the cabinet. —— se | by 
i eso | Saee | eaee | «These labels are changed from time to aa oe 5 
} S| | Sema) © time as the jobs progress. The labels See i = i 

i | S| exc) © are removed as the forms are taken [gees bs 
y } = Tone) Sak} to the press room. The unlabeled SS zl 

=Soa_| | dn a drawers will always show the space ? ns Ss 
= oer ae eS available for new page forms. The use of : ff 

‘ ae i ere this cabinet concentrates an immense : 
a ae NE MERA] amount of material close to the hand of the Pelt! showing construction of Page Form 

SS ——— _—_-|eaxesm@y| stone man, so that there is little lost time (Note back rail in drawer) 
i | S| eam) § in looking for material when 

I \ S| eS 2 as m itis required. Each slide has © =—————————_—_______—_ : 
i SSS een | Soe =a back rail which is remov- ‘OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS 

lf i aS an a a able, so that the type forms can yo, |wesen| oe | eae. (OT ric | 
\ S| SS) See Pere’ be Pushed out from the back Tier | nens | stines | WEIGHT | oeeru: | wiorw | Les, | We: =| as end 10 the stone. The back HA, ee ‘wows } incHes | IncHEs . 
Ly a | =| edges of the slides are beveled, 8) = 

a a) | =| aot as shown in the illustration, so 4 | 18 | $ | 57 [38 | 106 | 8ve | 250 | $ 49.00 | 
I" SSeS cS) = ace}) as to facilitate the transfer of 3 | 28 |2| 56 | 57%| 17%] 23 | 250 | 4800 ; 
hs PS == i) the type matter from the board 4 | 93 | 3 | a 572 | 1734 | 9874 | 375 | 68.00 / a Sa SS Saee : Ma | 17% | 3815 ] 

; : |= a Eee) ‘0 the stone. These cabinets 5 | 98 | 4 | 112 | 57% | 17% | 4874 | 485 | 8500 : 
P S Sarr MES § are constructed of hard woods, 6 | 28 | 5 | 140 | 57% | 17% | 545 | 600 | 10000 | 

Hares a and are thoroughly braced. See a earn ae eee ] 

| 
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The Cottrell New Series Press will outrun, outwear and outprint any and all other makes or types of two-revolution presses. The 

superiority of the Cottrell is due alone to the design of the press and the thorough manner in which it is constructed. It has been 

demonstrated in commercial printing plants that the Cottrell New Series Two-Revolution Press will and does operate at higher speeds 

than any other two-revolution on the market. This has been proven in plants where the different makes have been operated side by side 

on the same grades of work and where the working conditions were as near identical as is possible. 

The Cottrell Press is provided with a greater number of labor-saving conveniences which materially cut down the cost of making 

ready than is found on any other machine in the field. The employment of such devices helps to increase the actual output from Cottrell 

machines, in addition to the fact that it reduces the incidental cost of maintenance and overhead charges. 

The Cottrell Two-Revolution Press is the only machine available which has actually proven its ability to stand up under the hardest 
and most trying conditions for a constant operation on the heaviest grades of work for an indefinite period. This is due to the fact that 
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‘ the mechanical movements of the press are designed along those lines which offer the least possible chance for wear affecting either the 
register of the machine or the stability of the impression. 

The above features are the ones which should command the attention of every thoughtful printer who hopes to realize an adequate 
profit from the amount of money he invests in material and labor. 

As sales agents for Cottrell Flat-bed Presses, we publish catalogues containing mechanical descriptions of the various styles, and we 
would be pleased to forward same to prospective customers who are considering the installation of such machinery. 3 

For the purposes of this catalogue, it is not necessary for us to i 
go further than to give a bare outline of those movements upon 
which depend primarily the superiority of Cottrell machinery. 5 

The Cottrell uses what is called the Napier Movement, consist- 
ing of a star gear operating a rack and driven by means of a ball 

. ‘ and socket joint. This is the only bed movement that has ever 
been used on flat-bed presses which has actually demonstrated its 

= Cc ability to drive the machine at a profitable speed, and, at the same 3 
‘ time, offer the least possible chance for wear to affect the register a 3 

Fe Pa u <- of the cylinder and the bed. The rack which is fastened under- 

me 5 =i neath the bed is located in the center of the load and to one side of 
 oaaatt , cite ” the bed, thereby making equal the strain of the drive over the 

exe al vn s = © entire structure. 
i ‘ a — ay The star gear is in constant control of the rack at all times, 

a i wl a even on the reverse, and offers no more chances for wear than the 
| wee > «simplest form of gear and rack. : 

. The design of this movement is such that it could be operated at 
5 many times the capacity of automatic feeders without danger of 

wear or accident, if it were possible to devise a means for stopping ‘ 
a re the momentum of the bed and reversing same within the space of 

‘ 7 Bed Drive time occupied by the star gear in running from one side of the rack 
to the other. 

‘The Cottrell offers the printer the only means under absolute control of so adjusting the air springs as to take care of all variations in 3 
the speed of the press. This control is obtained by means of an air governor, which automatically releases the air when the press is run 
at a speed slower than the maximum. 3 

A combination of the Cottrell bed drive and the Cottrell system of air control places the point of safety of the Cottrell Two-Revolution 4 
Press far in advance of the most expert feeder. ‘I 

Cottrell Presses are equipped with four form rollers, which are driven by means of two metal vibrating rollers connected with a rack 4 
on the bed, and four distributing rollers, driven by two metal vibrating rollers, which, through a series of gears, are also direct connected 
with a rack on the bed. This means that the surface speed of all rollers on Cottrell Presses are bound to be exactly the same as the speed : 
of the bed or the distributing table, a point very important in the execution of high-grade work. ‘B 
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In addition to the above four vibrating rollers, the,two inner composition distributing rollers also vibrate in the direction opposite to 
the metal vibrator which drives them. In this manner the Cottrell Press is equipped with six vibrating rollers; the other presses in this i 
field are equipped with but four vibrating rollers, and the Cottrell Presses therefore offer a distribution 50 per cent. better than can be 
found on any other machine. The quality of distribution on high-grade work is a very important point, owing to the fact that it not only 

The increases the quality of the finished work, but it also materially 
een reduces the time of make-ready, especially on the higher grades 
eds of work. 

ide a The Cottrell Press on all sizes larger than the No. 2 Pony is 
ra oe 5 designed with the side frames resting on a heavy base plate made 

Me Se Ac) —in one casting, in which is also incorporated a heavy double cen- 
ll > “Gee — ter girt, upon which is mounted from six to eight supports for the 

f rae ( c's, «tracks immediately under the line of impression. The Cottrell 
c= ed Le. Ss Y el , theory of construction is, that any load, in order to be properly 

lest Se rs ee FE taken care of, should be distributed over the entire structure, and 
that : (Pat ae | < pn not transferred directly to any one part of the machine. For this 

st. ~~ Snae. oo, Sa reason Cottrell Presses are provided with four extra heavy tracks, 
s 1 y \ 4 | which run the full length of the press, and under these four 

; : Boe | 7 BS & tracks are placed the six or eight supports immediately under the 
ag af | * yd U line of impression. The two outer supports and tracks are placed 

; ~aSee 5 almost directly under the bearers of the bed, and, by using a 
ae fe maximum number of supports and tracks, the Cottrell offers the 
Vy g printer an opportunity to use the entire bed capacity of each press 

‘ to its limit, a feature which is impossible with any other 
two-revolution press. A rigid impression, such as is found only 

oe in the Cottrell, is responsible not only for a superior grade of 
output, but it also materially cuts down the cost of make-ready, 

Gontintious alles Dave because every underlay and overlay is given the proper support 
either by the bed or the cylinder, and consequently, a fewer 
number of underlays and overlays are required. 

This method of constructing the frame and tracks in connection with the bed drive, is responsible for the Cottrell’s ability to 
stand up for an indefinite time for a continuous operation on the heaviest grades of work. Cottrell Presses have proven their ability 
to turn out satisfactory work from three to five times as long as any other machine on the market. Cottrell Presses are running on the 
highest grades of color and publication work after being operated for periods of fifteen to twenty-five years, while presses of other makes 
which were employed on the same class of work have been discarded at the end of from three to five years. 

The cylinder is brought down and held during the impression by powerful toggle joints operated by a rocking lever extending 
| across the press and actuated byasimple and powerful cam. A toggle is one of the most powerful mechanical arrangements and is the 

only reliable and satisfactory one for this purpose, for the reason that the center of force and the center of the toggles can always be made 
r to coincide. Wear of the toggles or connections has no effect on the stability of the cylinder, whereas it is almost impossible to make the 
r center of force always coincide with the center line of an eccentric, thus causing a slight shifting of parts at the moment of impression. 

This results in throwing part of the load on the connections which hold the eccentrics, a wear of the parts in exact ratio to the increasing 
load and finally, an unstable cylinder with its consequent slur and unsatisfactory register. As between a toggle and an eccentric there 
can be no manner of doubt as to which provides the maximum efficiency and length 
of life, the rule applying not only to printing machinery, but to almost all other forms 

r mechanical endeavor. aceasta, 
The combination of the Cottrell bed drive with the Cottrell method of the support- fi at river i > 

ing the bed under the line of impression in connection with the use of a toggle and an t J 
extra heavy cylinder, is what makes it possible for the Cottrell machine to supply an | 

accurate register even after a hard and continuous service of from fifteen to twenty- . —— = 
five years. The wear of the toggle or connection has no effect whatever on the stability eee 
of the cylinder, and for this reason the Cottrell machine can easily be kept in perfect A 4 rp 

q condition as regards register. This is just as true of a Cottrell machine running at ex- J =| = ~y * 
the cessively high speed as it is of a machine on slower speeds, and these are the features | =| | 

which make Cottrell Presses a favorite with the most successful and large printers and \ 

uate ; publishers in this country. i } 
The Cottrell New Series Press is the only two-revolution machine which offers the j | ba tf Bemmpes 

‘we printer a truly convertible delivery. On the Cottrell machine it is possible to change tills — 
: from a printed-side-up to a printed-side-down delivery in three minutes or less. This is ¢ a 

r a distinct advantage where both forms of delivery are necessary, as it offers the pressman ESN 
is to an opportunity of using that delivery which will best meet the requirements of each 
spon, particular job placed on the press. Both forms of delivery are operated by a patented x 
. | feature, which is termed the springless fly, the carriage on the sheet delivery and the Teack Baynes 
sist- fly on the fly delivery being operated by a combination crank and cam, thus doing away 
ball with the power-consuming spring which is common on inferior presses. All Cottrell Presses are provided with a power back-up. 
ever This device is designed in such a manner as to offer the printer the greatest latitude of 

dits control over the machine, while, at the same time, connections which go to make up the 
a | a bl back-up apparatus are designed in such a manner as to successfully withstand the 
ister I greatest possible abuse. Cottrell Presses are driven forward or backward by the operator 
oe 2 \ while standing in the feeder’s position, and the use of this device is responsible for 
le of I 4) f considerable saving of time in the process of making ready. 
the ; . t / Bp necans 4 The Cottrell is especially convenient for slipsheeting, and although on other presses 

i. i al printers are forced to reduce the operating speed in order to allow time for slipsheeting, 
a on the Cottrell no reduction is necessary.. This means a gain in output at least 10 per cent. 

mes, , — ha i to and on the best grades of work. The slip sheet is fed from a board placed on top of the 
nthe : ee Riis he ai delivery carriage, and as each sheet is placed the pile is drawn back out of the way. Con- 

| . ee ‘aga trast this arrangement with the grasshopper appearance of some deliveries and you will 
ed at q \ Bib appreciate the Cottrell way. 

or of i “a ) A set of plates can be run without wear on a Cottrell Two-Revolution Press longer than 
ping 4 : any other type of printing machine. The wear of plates is due to the slipping of the cylin- 

ve of 7 They der when upon the impression, to a spring in the bed or cylinder, and to the impressional 
rack ) % i rey speed. The Cottrell Two-Revolution Press does not slip on the form, even slightly, due to 

F i 1 the skillfull designing of the whole machine and the unequaled accuracy of every little 
sin % i |) Pa \ detail; the massive bed plate, girt, etc., give the press an unequaled rigidity, and the im- 

2 ance on pressional speed is slower than any other machine for the same number of impressions per | 
re hour, due to the Cottrell bed motion. The Cottrell Press is to-day producing high grade H 

} 4 work at a higher rate of speed and giving a greater net product than can be produced on / 
ition any of the other so called high speed presses, with less wear on the type or plates. It is not : 

: 4 = Eee, unusual for a Cottrell Press to run from 600,000 to 700,000 impressions from a single set of 
rack : 8 plates and have the work practically as good on the last sheet as on the first one printed. | 

ted | Back-up The material of which the press is composed is the best procurable. The castings are 
ot | i 
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well proportioned for service, and at the same time so designed that they are very pleasing in appearance. They are massive without 4 

clumsiness, and the iron is so distributed to take care of the strain of the impression and enable the press to be run at a very high rate of 

speed without strain or spring of any kind. The quality of iron used in the machines is the very best. 
All the gears, cams, truck rolls, levers, and small working parts are cast from special mixture of charcoal iron in a cupola reserved for 

that purpose. They do not use any malleable studs or rolls. All studs are made of steel and the rolls are hardened and ground and 
made of the best quality of machine steel. The tracks are shod with steel, planed and scraped to absolute level and the slider rolls carrying 
the bed which run in these tracks are also hardened and ground to absolute size. The steels on the bottom of the bed are also ground so 

that there is no variation in the height of the bed. This renders the travel free and smooth and yet without looseness or tendency of the 

bed to jump. At each corner of the bed are gibs which when properly adjusted, prevent any tendency to side play and prevent any jump, 

or clatter of the bed at the highest rate of speed. The cylinder boxes are accurately fitted and scraped so that the bearing of the shaft is q 

perfect. The cylinder is turned in special turning machines and then ground to absolute size in its own boxes, so that its impressional 
surface is always perfect. The seatings of the boxes in the side frame are milled to absolute size and the pockets or jaws containing them 
are fitted so accurately that there is no side play in the bearing whatever. The studs and thimbles on the driving gear and in the end of the 

rack and shoes for reversing the bed are made of the best quality of steel hardened. 
All Cottrell cylinder shafts are of steel, forced into position by powerful hydraulic rams, which makes them practically an integral part q 

of the cylinder. Other press builders cast the shafts in iron with the cylinders, and boldly claim it as a virtue. It would be very much 4 
cheaper to do it that way, but it would not be in keeping with the Cottrell policy of building the best regardless of cost. Everybody knows 
that a steel shaft will wear longer and smoother than cast iron. The cylinders are finished up after the insertion of the steel shafts, the 
result being the nicest accuracy of fitting in every respect. j 

All composition rollers on Cottrell Presses excepting the ductor roller are interchangeable. By this means the Cottrell is kept up to 
the highest point of efficiency with about half the ordinary cost for rollers. ¥ 

All Cottrell Presses are provided with a hinged roller frame, by means of which the vibrating rollers over the form rollers can be 
lifted clear of the form rollers, and the form rollers lifted clear of the form by operating a hand wheel on the feeder’s side of the press. 
This makes it possible for the operator to easily reach the form and distributing rollers for washing up or for noon hour. 

The No. 2 Pony Press, as illustrated below, is of the same general design as the regular Cottrell machine excepting that it is i 
provided with two tracks, two form rollers, four angle rollers with riders, front fly delivery only, and is not provided with the automatic 
air governor. This style press is made in one size only, having a bed measurement of 26x34, and is built especially for high speed. It 
can be successfully operated at speeds ranging from 2000 to 2700 impressions per hour with perfect register on the highest grades of work. 7 
No other press of the same capacity offers the printer such an output as can be obtained from the Cottrell Pony. 

For details of the various sizes see specifications as given below. 
Net prices for Cottrell Presses, any size, delivered and erected at destination, will be supplied to intending purchasers upon applica- 

tion to the nearest Keystone selling house. 
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No. 2 Cottrell Two-Roller Pony Press i 

2 
FOUR-ROLLER PRESSES * 

row covereo e¥|romm coveneo ay ease OVER ALL HIGHEST Ta ast a 
BED FOUR ROLLERS | THREE ROLLERS | LENGTH  wioTH | LENGTH © WIDTH POINT welgnT NET sie’ 

No. OF FLY BOXED WEIGHT mirie ree 
Inches INCHES IncHes FIN, FT. IN. Fe: FW >| ingen ‘ORDINARY cheered 

3] 27x99 22x95, | 24x96 8 0x4 11 11 5x 8 9 | 7534 | 15,900 | 12,626 | 3 220 | 2400 4 
5 33 x 46 28 x 42 30 x 42 9 1x5 6 12 7x 9 3 8334 18,300 15,400 3% 1,800 2,100 x 
6 33 x 50 28 x 46 30 x 46 9 1x5 10 122 7x 97 83% 18,400 15,525 4 1,800 2,100 . 
8 38 x 55 34 x 51 35 x 51 10 1x6 3 14 2x10 1 93% 23,000, 19,024 4 1,800 1,900 
9 43 x 56 38 x 52 39 x 52 10 9x6 5 15 7x10 2 96% 24,400 19,864 4% 1,600 1,800 

10 43 x 62 38 x 58 39 x 58 10 9x6 11 15 7x10 8 96/4 24,600 20,081 5 1,600 1,800 j 
il 45 x 62 38 x 58 40 x 58. 10 9x6 11 15 7x10 8 9674 24,600 19,864 5 1,600 1,700 ~ 
12 47 x 65 42 x 63. 43 x 63 11 7x7 2 16 7x10 11 9934 25,600 21,455 6 1,500 1,700 c 

14 50x 74 Not made 46 x 70 i 7x7 il 17 9xll 9 103 25,900 21,900 6% 1,500 1,600 = ee = = 
» ? 

. TWO-ROLLER PRESS a 
Seti IID Bo a sae gd Ae ES Sera ge NE ap ee : 

2 26 x 34 “Pony” 22 x 31 | 610%4x4 334 9 6x 7 84] 72% 10,925 9,300 2% 2,200 2,700 4 

Equipment of Cottrell Four-Roller, Two-Revolution Presses—Patent convertible delivery, delivering sheet printed side up or printed : 
side down; patent springless fly, patent air springs, patent air governor, trip, back-up, counter, jogger, patent hinged roller frame, two 5 
sets of roller cores, slitter, hard packing, wrenches, screw driver, oil can, overhead fixtures (consisting of counter shaft, two hangers, 
two cone, pulleys and driving pulleys) when steam power is used, or motor base and idler pulley when run by independent motor. : 

Equipment of Two-Roller Pony—Same as four-roller presses except it has front fly delivery instead of convertible delivery, and is ‘ 
not provided with patent air governor. 
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” te COTTRELL No. 8. “ECLIPSE” TWO-ROLLER 

and Thy TWO-REVOLUTION PRESS 
d : ; 4 
f the This press is especially adapted for newspaper, book and job work where two form rollers are sufficient to cover the form and where 
amp, a maximum output is desired, It contains practically all of the special Cottrell features which have made the regular style Cottrell press 
ft a favorite with the trade and it contains a number of advantages which permit the machine to be operated at excessively high speed. 
onal The machine is made in one size only, having a bed 38 x 55 inches, and the form covered by two rollers is 34x 51. This is just large 
hem enough to take on comfortably a seven-column quarto sheet. 
f the The bed drive of the No. 8 Eclipse is practically the same as on the regular style Cottrell, excepting that the travel of the bed has been 

shortened as much as possible in order to cut down the time necessary to make a complete revolution. 
Dart : For inking facilities it is provided with two form rollers, with rack and cam distribution and a hinged roller frame, the rollers being 
nuch driven through a gear connection with the bed so that the surface speed of the rollers is always the same as the bed. 

nows __ The No. 8 Eclipse is provided with rear tapeless delivery, making it possible for newspaper publishers to attach folding machines 
, the direct to the press and thus eliminate a second handling of the sheet. 

Bs Special guards are placed on the frame in order to protect the workmen, and all castings of the frame and base plate are made excep- 
1D to tionally heavy in order to successfully withstand the strain of sudden reverses of the bed while running at high speeds. 

This machine is guaranteed for an average operation of 2000 impressions an hour, but it is being operated by publishers of newspapers 
n be and book publishers at speeds ranging from 2300 to 2500 impressions an hour. This high speed is permitted by the short travel of the bed, 
neta, the massive construction of the frame, base plate and center girt. Quite a number of these machines have been constantly employed on 

the better grades of book work and newspaper work at these high speeds for from twelve to twenty-one years and are still turning out 

- first-class work without showing any serious wear on the machine. 
hh The cylinder is made extra heavy, as are also the cylinder bearings, the center supports for the cylinder and the center girt which sup- 
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| ports the tracks. The machine is built exceptionally low, and being provided with rack and cam distribution only, makes the bed very 

| accessible and especially adapted for newspaper work. 

| The No. 8 Eclipse is supplied with the regular impression trip, the Cottrell patent back-up motion and the regular equipment for con- 

| trolling and regulating the air springs. 
P The inking arrangement consists of two form rollers with a brass vibrating rider, a transfer distributing composition roller with vibra- 

tor and a fountain ductor roller. These rollers are constantly driven and provide a first-class distribution, easily controlled by means of 

the fountain adjustment. The fountain is set up high in order to allow the workmen to reach the form, a very important point when the 

— machine is used for newspaper work. 

‘A few years ago there was a general movement among newspapers to adopt the six-column quarto size for local newspapers. In like 

ie manner, there is an increasing tendency today to enlarge to seven-column quarto size. There are very good reasons for this movement. 
/ |; @ Villages, towns and cities have increased in population, and the country around them has become more thickly settled. The number of 

a business houses and possible advertisers have increased. Advertising itself has had a great development, and there is a constantly increas- 

win | ing number of firms who advertise because they know how to make it pay them. Readers have been taught to want more reading matter 
| for their money, by periodicals, farm journals, literary weeklies and other papers of general circulation. Nothing can take the place of the 

| local newspapers, but the average reader has become discriminating and will take size and quantity into account when deciding which to 

{ subscribe for. Some publishers have awakened to the fact that their papers are ‘‘space-bound”; they have increased the size of their 

| papers and been surprised to find that a little intelligent work has sold the additional space, with a very satisfactory increase in profits. 

_ Merchants in big cities are paying more attention to advertising in local papers in surrounding towns, and often want half pages or whole 

| pages—the six-column page is too small to accommodate them because the city papers are all larger than that,—the local publisher with a 

seven-column page is right in line for such orders and successfully gets after that business. Competition is also playing its part in hasten- 

ing increase in newspaper size, as the publisher knows such a step gives him a prestige, an advantage, a favor among both readers and 

me advertisers, which means more business and larger profits. 
In short, local newspapers are changing to seven-column quarto size because it pays them richly to do so. The additional income from 

= advertising space, and the increased subscription collections, very rapidly pay for a new Cottrell “Eclipse” to print the enlarged paper, 

—_ saying nothing of the convenience and availability of the press for job printing, etc. 

: The No. 8 Eclipse Two-Revolution Press is especially adapted to those daily papers whose circulation is too large for the ordinary 

. | single-revolution or two-revolution press and not large enough to warrant the installation of a perfecting press. The machine is simple in 

—_— its adjustments, very strong and is quickly and easily handled. It is an exceptionally heavy machine for its size, weighing boxed for ship- 

ae ment over 17,000 lbs. Machine is supplied complete with jogger, counter, slitter, two sets of roller cores, hard packing, wrenches, oil can, 

ited | screw driver, overhead fixtures consisting of countershaft, two hangers, two cone pulleys and driving pulley, or can be supplied with a 

, to i base and idler pulley for electric motor when desired. 

gets Prices for the No. 8 Eclipse, delivered and erected on the floor of intending purchasers, will be supplied on application to the nearest | 

Keystone selling house. We publish a special catalogue containing complete description of this machine which will be mailed to | 

nd is interested parties. 
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Here is the highest type of single-revolution press built. Every essential demanded by good printing at profitable speed is found in the 
‘ Cottrell Single-Revolution Press, and this, too, in a higher degree of development than in any other make. : 

The present development of the Cottrell New Series Single-Revolution Press is the outeome of two generations of endeavor by print- 
ing machinery designers who have always been closely identified with the best and most successful traditions of the art. 

The Cottrell Single-Revolution Press occupies a place in the estimation of the printer and publisher so far ahead of any other make 4 

that they may be said to be in a class by themselves. 4 
rs The Cottrells were the first to design and perfect the two-revolution press, and as this machine reached perfection they incorporated 

a great number of these improvements into the single-revolution press, which has kept it far in advance of anything else on the market. 
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commen! | 
‘The Paragon Single-Revolution Press with Table, Rack and Cam Distribution i 

Up to a few years ago the single-revolution press was the machine upon which all the best printing was done. All the art reproductions ’ 
of those days in six, ten, twelve and more colors were printed on this style press and what the press did then it will do and is doing today. 
The use of hard packing on single-revolution cylinder presses is identical with the most advanced practice on two-revolution presses 

. and where all the working conditions on the two types of machines are the same, the purchase of a single-revolution press oftimes is an 4 
economy not alone in the first cost but also in the cost of maintenance. 

The field of the single-revolution press is therefore much larger than the two-revolution as it is not only a profitable press to employ 
on the highest grades of work, but it also has those mechanical features and the general design that make it equally profitable on all i 
other classes of work. 2 

There is a large amount of every-day printing that is done under conditions and at prices that preclude the use of high-priced two- 
revolution machines. The machine to do such work must be simple in design, adequate in strength and easily understood by the average a 
workman of limited experience. 

Such a machine in the hands of a capable pressman will turn out work every bit as perfect as can be done on the most expensive two- 
revolution press and very much above the average of the work done on some higher-priced machines. a 

The Cottrell Single-Revolution is easily understood and easily operated. It has been redesigned from the ground up several times in M 
order to keep pace with the demands of its field and today it represents the same perfection of detail as do the Cottrell two-revolution or ‘ 
rotary presses in their respective fields. a 

; As far as the grade of work which the single-revolution is capable of doing it would be a difficult matter to place any definite limits : 
upon it. It may be stated, however, that for medium sized job and newspaper offices the single-revolution press offers the best returns 

for the money invested and is fully capable of meeting = 
all the demands that can possibly be made upon it in s 

, _ such plants. : 
Boe All grades of work that can be handled by a two- cB 
Seay “ roller press can be profitably and creditably done on 

tend ; mre. the Cottrell Single-Revolution Press. Where specifica- 
te LO ! Batis tions of probable work come within this limit the single- 

KA... eas) \s he Veer) revolution press is the economical investment, because te 
Witiie A a on the better grades of work the total output does not : 
VAT co = depend on the mechanical speed of the machine but is i 

NN ae determined by the quality of paper, kind of 3 
x x Py 2 | ] ink, temperature, quality of labor and other } 
a FA WH numerous causes, each of which has a bear- ‘ 
a ‘i A ‘| ) re , ing on the speed at which it is possible to 

. 2 a oh PY) a ey ieaUaA!4| operate the press, whether it be a single- a 
ee 4 a revolution or a two-revolution. 3 

eS aati. | In the last analysis the field of the I 
fegeeepanides BE SOHS Ca nic 0 or) Cottrell Single-Revolution Press will be ! 

) = found to fully cover all the needs of the 4 ett eee ro) medium sized job office and publications of ‘a % i Ss fair circulation. Such printers and pub- 4 
lishers should carefully consider the rela- i 

% ee F tive first cost and earning power of the two 
BS EE Sree of eae as upon a proper selection 

will depend in a lar; ii 7 
Triumph Press with Table, Rack and Cam Distribution Biceean Gt the vantices Se ees i 
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COTTRELL FEATURES 
he Rigid Impression. Cottrell Presses 

= have always been recognized as the Js ae ee wie 
nte best machines where a rigid impres- |), ce cetera tec Ie tate atten 

sion is necessary. The construction = — 8 
ks of a printing press under the line of ? } 5 E i. fe the impression is one of the most ig © 65 © € c 2 SE 

important, if not the most important, % “ a 5 eh. 
td mechanical feature which enters into [Oy » S Lf ah —\ ae 
S its design. The Cottrell Single Revo- aia +o ’ oe ||) Ye \ 

lution Press is provided with two fi aes a —< ne 
extra heavy tracks, located ashort A 4 = - 
distance from the bearers at each sous —— 8 _—— = M 
end of the bed. These tracks are J&3 a Na 
extra wide, are lined inside with steel “E \ Web # 
facings, hardened and ground to size & v Ss - - ea 
upon which run the track sliders. ay at) 4) Als 
The tracks are supported by heavy ne Lo Seer 2 
flanges on the inside of the frames, ey and also rest on the center girt at a 
point under the impression. Upon apie mee ae 
the center girt is also mounted two ‘ . " 
wheels which support the bed, and . 2 ? 
run on surfaces underneath the bed 
faced with hardened steel and ground Illustration Shows Supports Under the Line of Impression and Bed Drive 
to size. i 

The center girt, which supports the track at the line of impression, is very strong, heavily braced, and is practically unyielding under 
the heaviest impression. 

. The illustration shows the arrangement of the impression sustaining parts on the New Series Paragon Press, and gives a fair idea of 
the structural and impression sustaining parts on Cottrell Single-Revolution Presses. Some two-reyolution presses which sell for twice " 
the first cost of Cottrell Single-Revolution Presses provide this same method of supporting the bed at the line of impression. This is one 
reason why Cottrell Single-Revolution Presses are able to handle high-grade work as satisfactorily as some two-revolution presses of 
competitive manufacture. 

Cottrell Bed Motion. The Napier bed motion as perfected by Cottrell is the best means yet provided for driving a reciprocating bed 
| and cylinder and keeping them in unison necessary for perfect register. Even if there were not the very best mechanical reasons for 
| this superiority, it would be proven by the experience of users of Cottrell Presses. 

Even competitors admit that for register no machine or movement is superior to the 
| Cottrell, while users of Cottrell Presses claim that no other make of press or form of bed 
| eit “24 movement will give the perfect register found in Cottrell Presses. The movement pro- 

area Ae a vides the smallest possible chance for wear, and this is the reason why Cottrell Presses 
aa , e are still doing perfect work at great ages, while other presses with “new” bed move- 

> cd, \ . ments are in the scrap heap or second-hand dealers’ hands within four or five years after 
| P UNG their first installation, The only safe way in which to judge the desirability of a bed 

ms f motion is by actual performance. It must stand up under a continual performance and 
ay. 4 show no appreciable wear. The Cottrell movement is the one which has best met these 

ses | f Pr = requirements. 

mn e ie Cottrell Air Springs. The Cottrells invented the means for making air springs really 
eg ey @ serviceable on cylinder presses, and later on they improved them by providing a means 

ly d othe) Wis for regulating the pressure according to the speed of the press. 
all a As used on the Cottrell Single-Revolution Press, an air chamber is bolted firmly to 

5 _ each end of the track frame, and adjustable pistons are mounted under the bed. The 
, % es D eee ri) piston heads consists of leather packing, backed by springs to keep it expanded when 

Ss 5 e ’ entering the air chamber, but so arranged as to yield or give way if any foreign substance 
ae a like paper or dirt should interfere. The air chambers are both provided with vacuum 

| oe valves,which prevent suction when the bed is on the reverse, and these valves are arranged 
v0 to automatically release the air pressure when turning the press over by hand, thus 

Shows Register Rack and Segment greatly facilitating the operation of the press while making ready. The Cottrell patent ¥ 
in | air spring is the one apparatus of the kind which has been found perfectly satisfactory. 

or By its use pressmen can stop and reverse the bed while the press is running at the highest speed, and this, too, without noise or jar. 
Being adjustable to all speeds, they take up the jar of the bed and allow its absorption by the frame. Contemporary makes allow a 

its certain portion of the jar of stopping the bed to be transferred to the building, a dangerous and expensive fault which every printer should 
ms 4 guard against. 
ng The Cottrell Hinged Roller Frame. This is a strong frame hinged to the form roller 

in standards, and in this frame are set the vibrating and intermediate rollers. By swinging 

the frame away and clear of the form rollers, they are freed from all contact with other 
ioe c rollers. While in this position, all rollers are in an easy location for washing up or 
on is changing, and one man can handle them without assistance. 
ca | This is a very important improvement, and is found only on Cottrell Presses. In case 
He | a stray sheet, dirt or other foreign substance gets on the rollers, the hinged frame is 

se | thrown out of contact with the form rollers, and it is only a matter of seconds to remove 

pot - the obstruction. ; s 

is | The sides of the frame are held in place by a heavy steel shaft and the bearings of the 

of metal vibrator rollers, so that the whole arrangement is amply strong for the purpose. 

yer f Patent Tapeless Delivery. It was the Cottrells who developed the reel or tapeless 
ar delivery, whereby the sheet is taken from the cylinder and delivered to the fly without 

10 j the use of tapes. Just before the cylinder grippers open to release the sheet, a set of 
Hee grippers on the reel catch the sheet in between the cylinder grippers, and afterwards 

Ee release it as it starts downward over the fly. The reel is driven by a gear working in the 

he | large cylinder gear, and the reel gear is provided with an adjustment whereby the reel 

be a gripper hold on the sheet is increased or decreased, as each job demands. f 

he Where the sheet has to be slit after printing a rotary cutter, and two riders are 

of i mounted on a shaft and are revolved by contact with the reel, the two outer riders 

ib holding and feeding the sheet in proper position until the sheet has passed the rotary 
; cutter. 
wo Cottrell Patent Power Back-Up. This is a mechanical arrangement furnished on ™ | 

jon Monarch and Paragon presses for the purpose of backing up the machine after it has Cottrell Patent Power Back-Up / 

ate i come to a fullstop. It consists of a friction pulley and tight pulley mounted on a swinging 

| j 
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/ ‘ shaft. By depressing a foot lever on the feeder’s stand, the friction pulley 
Catia is brought into contact with the face of the fly-wheel and is driven by 

iad | oe a FA, the reverse pulley belted with a small pulley on the hub of the loose pulley 
aid | S a 97 on the main shaft. This drives the machine backward about one-third of i 

, ° Cary] its forward speed. 
) Se’! y / With this arrangement the machine is always under control of the 

j oY S d operator, and much time and work is saved while making ready. Itissuch q 
ed (O) an essential that the lack of such a device ought to condemn a press in the 
as we ~ estimation of the printers who are desirous of realizing a profit on com- 

- A Go fea] 5 petitive work, while on newspaper work it means a reduction of time 
~ between the locking up of the form and the delivery of the papers. 

Z ae oe ee - Cottrell Construction. The equipment of the Cottrell factory is such 
& O-@ a that where the best engineering practice demands large castings in one 

piece they are able to handle it properly. This is especially noticeable in a 
5 p> 2) el® a i the design and construction of Cottrell Single-Revolution Presses, and it is 
a n, =a responsible in a large degree for the universal satisfaction which these 

5 oe" presses give. 
The cylinder sets in split bearings made of anti-friction bronze, with 

“ — adequate provision for their proper oiling. The cylinder shafts are extra ‘ 
P large, and simple adjustments are provided for keeping the cylinder in its d 

proper position relative to the bed. 
Cottrell Patent Hinged Roller Frame—Open The shoes on the bed and track, as also the rollers, are made of steel, 

hardened and ground to size. 
All pinions, gears, racks and segments are cast solid, and accurately cut, exactly as is the practice on the highest-priced Cottrell 

flat-bed or rotary presses. This means that the parts work noiselessly and properly together, and that their probable length of life is the 
maximum. 

The ink fountain on the single-revolution press is the same in general design and construction as isused on the two-revolution press, 
and this means that it is the best possible that high-grade labor and perfect material can make it. 

All working bearings are of steel, and of large enough diameter to insure a perfect performance under the most trying conditions. q 

COTTRELL STYLES 
The Cottrell Single-Revolution Two-Roller Press is made in 

three styles, and each style is made with rack and cam, or table, rack . 4 
E and cam distribution. rs = 

Rack and Cam Distribution. For newspaper work this is the ‘“ i. Vise 
most satisfactory system. It is adequate in covering capacity, and haa, UTR {be aaa) 
the press is more convenient for the rapid handling and correction Sonia) HE VS Be | ’ 
of forms. Nias a) Pete) )N i 

Table, Rack and Cam Distribution. ‘This sys- SA (Oo E 
tem is always to be preferred if much job or illus- x yw, 
trated book work is to be done. The Triumph and a “eG 3 
Monarch Presses have four angle or table rollers, ee S i | = 
and the Paragon five, each roller having a metal Zeon SS... 7 
rider roller working with it. eae | etre, Ce { 

For other data and dimensions, see page 623. a ie aes | a. a 4 
‘ }é ” ccna A hi ors o 

TRIUMPH—New Series | Se OW), [> | i 
This machine is the lowest-priced single-revo- 7 S el H 

lution press of Cottrell make. It has the Cottrell 4 —— Tt 
patent air spring with automatic throw-off, patent © 2 : a 
tapeless delivery, patent hinged roller frame, well SNS Tene : 
fountain, and all working parts are heavy and Triumph Press with Rack and Cam Distribution 1 
thoroughly braced. The bed is supported by two 
heavy tracks and a center girt, upon which are mounted two extra wheel supports placed under the line of the impression. The bed 
is cast heavy, with adequate braces, and the bed slides and tracks are faced with steel, hardened and ground to size. ; 

This press is supplied with rubber blanket, wrenches, two sets of roller stocks, roller moulds, counter shaft, two hangers, two cone < pulleys and driving pulley. Ata very slight increase in cost the Triumph Press can be furnished with a feeder’s stand exactly as supplied i 
; regularly with the Monarch Press, illustrated below. i 

MONARCH—Nevw Series a 
This machine is the same as the Triumph, but the x 

———— frame, bed, cylinder and all parts which support the im- fl 
Slee ———— pression are cast much heavier. It is equipped with the q Ses a Cottrell patent air springs, with automatic throw-off, = Gass), re tia me ANG p\ patent tapeless delivery, patent hinged roller frame and #1 I= wt vy; Oe yes) well fountain. It has also the Cottrell patent power i 

; A Wa Lf) back-up motion, by means of which the press can be i) 
‘A rire \ driven forward or backward by the operator while stand- i AAA (AC) d ing in the feeder’s position. The sliders which carry the a anes & i bed on the tracks are geared to a rack on the sides of the z al D> A tracks, and by this means are always kept in r= Ly x el i a proper position. The Monarch also has the . ey A ©) 4 ay a silent gripper motion. a) Gah hy [a The Monarch Press represents more actual ‘ | | ese G ye for eae than any other press ever * : Sera BAA es made or sold in this country. It is especiall a ; Teena is ; ~ valuable in medium sized offices where the i RO ee : b) mn, | quantity of work requires that the press : 

. S ™~ | aera shall be almost constantly employed. 
a te! The press is supplied with either hard ¥ 

eat — a packing or rubber blanket as desired, 5 
a +S a ae. a wrenches, two sets of roller stocks, roller + 

a i moulds, counter shaft, two hangers, two cone 
Monarch Press with Rack and Cam Distribution - pulleys and driving pulley. S 

i. : 
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ey 
by . : PARAGON—New Series 1 
ot This machine is the heaviest and strongest single-revolution Ey OR ere a press made. The frame is mounted on a heavy iron bed plate MEN SS. GAR : having the front and back stringers and a heavy double center girt iptep Loe CAA UNN : allcastin one piece. This makes the machine independent of all Phd tee Sra i #{ : inequalities in the floor and insures a correct alignment of work- {nn 4 Aad : ing parts and shafts, and thereby reduces the possibilities for wear. aii HKG a 7 The side frames and tracks are made extra heavy and are mounted AY . on the bed plate, the bed having two tracks and two extra oe 4 ch wheel supports under the line of impression. The )/ = 5 VA 4 ZZ ne cylinder is extra heavy with an extra wide flange - ob aN “4 a G YW in around each end. oe 9 tS | eg ZA 
is __ The press is equipped with the Cottrell patent pe etn le 4 — se air springs with automatic throw-off, patent tape- AT SS : a less delivery, patent geared sliders, patent hinged jug G fen RRC : | 
ith roller frame, silent gripper motion, well fountain c c ie ‘am ) J ap rn and patent power back-up. Machine ‘is supplied “AG | 6 a r its with hard packing or rubber blanket as desired, i a r ‘ 

q wrenches, two sets of roller stocks, roller moulds, —— —— = = a 2 el, counter shafts, two hangers, two four-speed cone peed =] 
pulleys and driving pulley. ES ————_—_— | 

el PRICES AND TERMS—Net prices quoted upon The Paragon Press with Rack and Cam Distribution 
he | application to any of our selling houses. 

* DIMENSIONS, DATA, Etc., FOR COTTRELL SINGLE-REVOLUTION CYLINDER PRESSES 
TRIUMPH—New Series—Rack and Cam Distribution and Tapeless Delivery 

ee ee a 
; APPROXIMATE SIZE FORM BASE OVERALL. HEIGHT WEIGHT HORSE | ORDI- 

| no. | BED URGEST WILL TAKE NEWSPAPER OF covered 6Y! engra wioT tenera wiora | OVER POWER | NARY 
SHEET 2 ROLLERS | FeeT incHes | FEET INCHES | FEET INCHES}FeeTINcHES| ALL a BOXED | moTOR | SPEEO 

3/26 x87| 28x36 |6col.Folio* ..............| ooxae | 6 4%] 4 2%] 6 9 |7 5%] 60 | 4700] 5900] 234 | 1800 
5 |33. x47] 30x46 [5 and 6 col. Quarto and 7 to 9 col. Folio] 28x44 | 7 6 | 5 %]10 9%]|8 3%| 60 | 6300] 7500] 3 | 1500 

Table, Rack and Cam Distribution and Tapeless Delivery 

: 3 [26 x37] 23x36 |6col. Folio* ........ .. | saxae | 6 4'4| 4 2'4/10 3617 54 | 60 | 5656 | 6856] 24 | 1800 
5 |33 x47] 30x46 [5 and 6 col. Quarto and 7 to 9 col. Folio] 28x44 | 7 6 | 5 4/11 5 | 8 3% | 66 | 6800] 8000] 3 | 1500 

| 
| MONARCH—New Series—Rack and Cam Distribution and Tapeless Delivery 

| 3|26 x37] 23x36 |6col. Folio* ............. | 20x | 6 54] 4 44] 9 4%] 7 434] 63 | 5100] 6300] 2%4 | 2000 
| 5 [33 x47] 30x46 |5 and 6 col. Quarto and 7 to 9 col. Folio] 28x44 | 7 7 | 5 2%] 10 94 | 8 3% | 66% | 6300 | 7800| 3 | 1600 

; Table, Rack and Cam Distribution and Tapeless Delivery 

aa | 3 26 x37] 28x86 |écol.Folio* ..............| 20x84] 6 54] 4 444] 10 %4|7 44 | 63 | 5300 | 6600) 234 | 2000 
5 |33 x47| 30x46 [5 and 6 col. Quarto and 7 to9 col. Folio] 28x44 | 7 7 | 5 2%] 11 5 | 8 3% | 66% | 6900| 8400] 3 | 1600 

| PARAGON—New Series—Rack and Cam Distribution and Tapeless Delivery 

83 x47] 30x46 |5 and 6 col. Quarto and 7 to 9 col. Folio} 29x44 | 7 8'4| 5 2%]11 4%4|8 3%| 68 | 7700] 9300] 3 | 1500 
bis x60] soxi) [pool Polio ss. ss. o| omeat | 7 8415 Biel 11 4] 8 Obs 68 | 7700 | 9300 | 334 | 1500 
8 |3834x54] 35x53 |7 col. Quarto... ...........) S4xb1 | 7 10%] 5 10% | 18 9 5 | 8334 |11900 13000 | 4 | 1400 

, Table, Rack and Cam Distribution and Tapeless Delivery 
ed = Poli 7 gh 9 34 1, 7 46 |5 and 6 col. Quarto and 7 to 9 col. Folio] 20x44 | 7 84] 5 2%4]12 1%4| 8 34| 68 | 7900] 9500] 3 | 1500 

blss x50/ g00a9 |p col Folios sw. | oxaz | 7 aig | 8 Bo | 12 194] 8 662 | 68 | 7000 | 9500 344 | 1500 
7 8 13824x54] 95x53 |7col. Quarto..............| S4xb1 | 7. 10%] 5 10% | 14 9 5 | 8334 |12100 |13800 | 4 | 1400 
4 ae tt ttt 

: cl ses coh foli fortably. 7-col foli trifle large, but bi ide to go on b; Ye 
ing the lock-ur soon and ordering the chase iron a bit narrower on the sides. “The No. Triumph, Monarch and Paragon Prosses all take § or fccolume, atarios 
or, 8and 9-column folios ; the No. 6 Paragon takes a 9-column folio and the No, 8 Paragon takes a 7-column quarto 39x5234, if the chases are ordered half an inch 
smaller one way. The 6-column quadruple 33%%x4634, chases will go on a No. 5 Triumph, Monarch or Paragon if the chases are ordered five-eighths of an inch 
smaller one way. There is no standard size newspaper that will not go on a Cottrell Triumph, Monarch and Paragon Press except 8-column quarto, which is a 
little too large and will require a No. 9 two-revolution, 

e . , Equipment of Triumph New Series, Two-Roller, Single- 
I : Revolution Presses—Patent air springs with automatic 1 5S s, throw-off, patent tapeless delivery, patent hinged roller frame, f, | = Peg Pai es well fountain, rubber blanket, wrenches,two sets roller stocks, ; \ reer ee Oe roller moulds, counter shaft, two hangers, two cone pulleys d i D 
: i y & rs ps and driving pulley. 

| ‘ ‘ 
¢ en ae YY Equipment of Monarch New Series, Two-Roller, Single- 
i. ‘| aa Revolution Presses—Patent air springs with automatic i (( 2 throw-off, patent tapeless delivery, patent backup, patent | AN Wz hinged roller frame, silent gripper motion, pat- e I n ees ent geared sliders, well fountain, hard packing a F es or rubber blanket, wrenches, two sets roller e , Ch Sac) SS stocks, roller moulds, counter shaft, two hang- 

| q PN ers, two cone pulleys and driving pulley. { Si mney iN Ce es 
i ET - es Equipment of Paragon New Series, Two- t i ee 4 Roller, Single-Revolution Presses—Heavy ; | . Cae i iron bed plate, patent air springs with auto- | z Ar, | matic throw-off, patent tapeless delivery, pat- : ay me ent geared sliders, patent hinged roller frame, $ | silent gripper motion, well fountain, patent 

| as reversing mechanism, hard packing or rubber 
d E ni blanket, wrenches, two sets roller stocks, 1 | C si roller moulds, counter shaft, two hangers, two 
"i | ; —_ ae! four-speed cones and driving pulley. 

e ] Monarch Press with Table, Rack and Cam Distribution 
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| The Simplex is a newspaper press for the country weekly and daily and as such it fills the requirements of a large number of offices. It i 

| can be driven by hand or power and is sold at a very low price considering the careful manner in which it is manufactured, the stability of 

the machine and the field it covers. f 

This machine is manufactured at Atlanta, Ga., and has, until recently, been offered to the publishers of the South only. The sales in 3 

that section go to prove that it is well adapted to the needs of the country office, and the machine is now being offered to publishers in 

other sections. The experience of the users of the Simplex has been very satisfactory, and as the machine is made in two sizes(six-column 
i folio and six-column quarto) to sell at a very low price, it is evident that there is a large field for the press. 

The bed and cylinder drive and all attachments are so simple in design that it has resulted in a press which can be offered the publishers 
at a low price without a corresponding reduction in grade of material and workmanship. When the low price is due to simplicity in con- 
struction, publishers may purchase such machinery with full confidence in its ability to stand up under actual operation and provide 
a satisfactory service. 

The acme of perfection in any machine is the employment of the fewest possible parts. In the Simplex all intricate and complicated 
pieces have been eliminated. The working parts bear fixed relations and require no adjusting. The machines are tested thoroughly 

before leaving the factory and give satisfaction after leaving 
it. Simple in construction as its name implies, it is attractive 
in appearance and occupies the minimum floor space. 

y. The Simplex Press is the result of years of work, practical ex- 
aa Suet] PWS perience and extensive investigation to produce a low-priced press 
Yn f S @ y\ that would meet the requirements of the country editor. Although 

Y= Le AS = designed as a newspaper press, it is being used quite extensively EZ i ‘ j fi i = a) \ a) fee : ' WW for large job work, such as hand-bills, posters, etc., and is as well 7 
F Bos aN WW Aad AS adapted to small job work as any press not built for the purpose. oa 4 F f 

| [eee we 3) i ar The six-column folio press has a guaranteed speed of 1200 per 
a Ae | » \2 bd 6 d hour, and six-column quarto press a guaranteed speed of 1000 per 

| a Z P Been 7 hour. Both machines are light running and can be operated by 
it a hand; power attachments are furnished on both presses without 

A “<@ \ a extra cost. We also furnish with the six-column quarto press a 
r fil — f slitter that will, when desired, cut the paper into folio size on the 

7 pie! an ed | last impression. 
i TLL —w 

| | | opr; \ — \ The bed on the Simplex is driven by what is known as a crank- 
, Ls Pi A) action movement and is provided with a full length register rack on 

| i. 7 one side, into which is meshed a gear on one side of the cylinder. 
The cylinder might be called a multi-revolution stop cylinder. 

| , | While the sheet is going through the cylinder on the impression 
the cylinder is held down on the bearers and the instant the cylinder 

| ty 
{| af is raised for the return movement it is brought to a stop and does 

. not start on a second rotation until the time comes for the next 
Six-Column Quarto Simplex Newspaper Press impression. 

{ A spiral feed roller is lifted to and from the cylinder by the same motion that raises and lowers the cylinder. When the bed starts on 
} the return stroke the cylinder is raised, the spiral roller is also lifted from the cylinder and the feed stops are thrown in position. By feed- j 

ing accurately to these stops a perfect register is assured. This spiral roller will remove all wrinkles or creases from the paper. 4 

As the bed starts forward the feed stops are raised, the spiral roller grips the paper to the cylinder, passing it under endless tapes which 
* run on the center and outer margins, carrying the paper to the fly for delivery. The fly is adjustable and handles the printed paper in a 

positive, steady, practically noiseless manner, printed side up. 

Ink is furnished from a fountain of standard pattern, a ductor roller conveying the ink to a rider roller, thence to two steel vibrating 

| rollers that have a latteral motion in opposite directions of one and one-quarter inches each. These distribute the ink to three form rollers a 

which are geared to the bed, the motion of which keeps the entire battery of rollers in motion whether on or off the forms. They are so 3 

arranged that any number of rollers from three to six can be used at will. i 

4 The impression is smooth and even, being regulated by screws and lock nuts, adjustable to any pressure. The cylinder is raised and 
lowered by an eccentric shaft that holds it perfectly rigid while the impression ison. The press is provided with a trip or throw off, 

| whereby the impression can be instantly released allowing the paper to pass through the press without coming in contact with the type. 

| Only the best workmanship and material obtainable is used. The working parts are few, the requisite motion being obtained by the 
most simple and direct means. It is built on approved mechanical principles, all bearing surfaces and journals are unusually large and 
well proportioned. The bed is mounted on anti-friction rollers and the cylinder is geared to the bed at the end, giving even and accurate 

. contact between type and cylinder. 
: 

: ; 
} ‘ <é Se . } SIZES, PRICES AND DETAILS 5 x er i 

| (- - de ig lg # 

wuween ee [ode fos [es Ee) e2 | ee lele| FAL £ 
Bislge toe les |yaclee tee ees) seers amie A al] x 

| gale 3 5 = a 
|] |__| | FI I OT a 

| 6 Col. Folio . . | 25x32%4| 22x32] 20x30 | 40x44] 90x104|47in.] 4 | 18x24] 81x2 |1900|2350/1200]$450 00 ak < | 3 
6 Col. Quarto : | 88x47% | 32x46 | 30x44 | 50x70|90x131 43 in.) 5 |18x22} —_ * |2800|2800/1000] 550 00 i Tre, & 5 

ones ee f i 
| *Power, 31 inches. Hand, 44x14 inches a 

Six-Column Folio Simplex Newspaper Press | 

The price includes power attachment for either press, one set of composition rollers, extra set of roller cores, wrenches and oiler; over- % 
head steam fixtures are not included in the price. The quarto press is also furnished with a slitter that will cut the papers into folio size on F) 

the last impression. * 

These presses will run satisfactorily on any floor that will carry their weight. They are shipped out from the factory set up, and ready a 
for work by taking off the crating and screwing on the fly wheel. A machinist or any man familiar with machinery should be able to set % 
it up. & 
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It af STONEMETZ TWO-REVOLUTION CYLINDER PRESS 
in The Stonemetz is an efficient, low-priced, two-revolution, two-roller press. It embodies in its construction the unyielding impression, sin ample inking surface and perfect registering qualities absolutely necessary to meet the requirements of the particular printer of today. mn The Stonemetz, in addition to being designed along the most approved lines, also possesses many radical improvements. Its extreme 

simplicity is at once noticeable. 
vat E The entire frame of the press is solid and compact. The centre girt and uprights supporting the tracks is a simple, massive casting 
a: instead of three parts bolted together. The strong substantial side frames 

ide have extra wide bearings for the cylinder boxes and lower cross-shafts. 
CIETY: 7 = — The tracks are wide and the steel rollers traversing them are accurately 

3 eis SS gauged to size. These rollers have beveled ends 
ted ES —— SS with tracks beveled to match, insuring side register 
hly : a ——— and reducing side friction to a minimum. The bed 
ing {3 i \ _—_— 7) is heavy, well ribbed and has four supports, two on 
ive = (es i aes tracks and two on side bed rollers on each side. 

a mee ~ ty ° | This gives four continuous bearings through the 
a be RPh 5 as ae Ms line of impression. Suitable hold-downs are also 

ex cf ‘3 re provided. 
ess aa) Mt," Py, > << Sara The patented bed movement insures absolute 
igh Rar ‘ 4 e LRT TT sy es RRS unity of motion between bed and cylinder. The 

ely 7 4 (Ge Mee Stonemetz has fewer parts between bed and cylin- 
ell 4 meme 29!) . der to wear and produce lost motion than any other 

e a oY Ge) pata Dey cylinder press made. The press runs with a smooth, 
r Ves ¥ eat i) °) easy, quiet movement with but slight vibration, requiring 

per : . ee o less ‘power than other presses of corresponding size. The ’ 
ber A x hy cylinder is heavy and well ribbed, held to the impression by 
by Se te an eccentric thrown beyond the center. Adjustable brass 
out id ‘ id gibs are provided to take up any wear which may occur in 
$4 cylinder bearings. Two powerful springs on cylinder lifting 
the : rods counteract the weight of the cylinder obviating the 

| possibility of guttering. The cylinder is provided with shoo- 
7 fly fingers, tympan clamp and two reel rods. The tympan clamp is controlled by a powerful spring. It is operated by a pin wrench and 7 
- when opened remains open until the pressman is ready to close it. When closed, the tympan cannot work loose. The trip is simple and 
on conveniently placed. Depressing the trip lever before the form reaches the cylinder throws off the impression. This trip lever can be 
er depressed at any time without injury to the press, and impression can be thrown off and trip locked for any desired length of time; a 
er. valuable feature for working up color while the form is in place. 
on The reciprocating motion of the bed is controlled by air springs—simple, effective and noiseless. The compression of the air springs 
ler can be regulated for the different speeds without stopping the press. The air springs are provided with a suitable air release which is 

Des operated either automatically or by treadle on belt driven presses, and by treadle only on motor driven presses. This feature will be 
ext found convenient while making ready and in turning the press by hand. The feed guides and tongues are fastened to the feed board, 

which can be lifted at the cylinder edge, making it very convenient for make-ready. Pointed register screws fitting into permanent iron | 
plate insure the feed board returning to its exact position. The rear half of the feed board lifts by simply turning two buttons to release 

: it, giving free access to the bed. 
' The patented improved feed and side guides on feed table can be adjusted with the utmost precision. As far as possible all adjustments 

; are made with thumbscrews. The mechanism is so perfectly timed that feed guides recede from sheet in exact unison with forward move- 
ch ment of grippers, an essential feature for close register and a notable improvement over other makes. The feed guide rod is square, making 
La it possible to shift the feed guides to the right or left without effecting the register. The side guide has a variation of several inches 

F without the necessity of changing to another hole in feed board. Holes are provided clear across the board so that side guide can be used 
either right or left hand. 

ag The press is provided with rack, cam and table distribution. The four two-inch distributing rollers, set parallel to the table, are 
a2 vibrated in pairs in opposite directions. The two three-inch form rollers clear the form at each end of the stroke. The gear driven 
hd steel vibrating roller vibrates in one direction during the forward'stroke and in the opposite direction during the backward stroke of the 

bed, reversing when form rollers are off the form. This prevents all danger of imperfect inking from end play of form rollers. Sockets 
nd are provided above the vibrating roller so that one of the two-inch distributing rollers can be used as a rider roller, which further 
ff, enhances the inking efficiency. Suitable rests are provided for supporting the rollers off the form and ink table while the press is at rest. 

: The fountain is easily accessible and can be adjusted while the press is running. The uniform flow of ink can be increased or decreased 
to a nicety, or shut of entirely, by a simple movement of the controlling lever. Printed side up (carrier) or printed side down (fly) 

he delivery will be furnished at option of the purchaser. Either style gives a positive and unfailing delivery of sheets. On the printed side 
nd up delivery three printed sheets are constantly exposed to the air, making it possible to carry a strong color without offset. Printed side 
te (down fly) delivery will be furnished unless otherwise specified on order. 

| With each press is furnished: hard packing, muslin drawer sheet, one set of composition rollers, extra set of roller cores, a five-wheel 
counter, jogger, wrenches, screw driver and oiler. The jogger can be used either as a jogger or as an ordinary delivery board. It is 
noisless in operation and the wing boards can be easily adjusted in a moment without the aid of wrench or screwdriver.. Provision is 

FS made for the convenient removal of the printed sheets from the jogger. The material entering into the construction of the Stonemetz is 
selected with the utmost care and is the best obtainable. Steel is used wherever it is necessary. 

| SPECIFICATIONS AND DETAILS OF STONEMETZ TWO-REVOLUTION PRESS 

i & & 

» : 8 e |s.|& £. | 28 [seb leo] pe cleelFela_| a | © (ae Ses 
z| 3 | 2 | 2 [28] #2] ¢] s® | Sie | ge2 | 88) 22 |Sels2]e212| 3s [ez |fe2] = 
sitxe = = jee] 52] = | &5 | ges | 238 ]52| se |Se|22/52]/ =| £8 | 38/882) = 
Sf ob Bo eee g2 | 32 -| S22 (8° | gf |S2iBS/S"| 21 5 | FE leas) 3 & 2 2 = z & § 2 2" |® 

4 2 | 25x93 | 24x32 | 22x30] 46] Tin. | 2000 | 74x5'4 | 6s x3% | 624x314 | 5100 | 14h. p. | 174 | 30 | 294 | 244 ]3 in. | 8in. | 25in. | $1250 00 
3 | 26x38 | 24x36 | 22x35 | 46 | Tin. | 2000 | 74x5% | Bry x4ry | 624x444 | 5700 | 14h. p.| 176 | 30 | 294] 244 ]3 in.| 8in.| 25in.| 150000 

i 4 | 29x42 | 26x40 | 25x38 | 54] 12in. | 2000 | 934x6) | 76x 4% | 724x444 | 7600/2 h.p.| 2 82 | 3'¢| 3 | 3%in.|9in.| 29in.| 180000 Se ee ee ee ee eee ee ee a eee 

r Six revolutions of fly wheel to impression for Nos. 2 and 3; 7 for No. 4. Diameter of standard pulley for direct connected variable 
n | speed motor, 24 inches; diameter of standard tight and loose pulley, 12 inches for Nos. 2 and 3; No. 4, 16 inches. 

CODE—No. 2 Fly Delivery ... . . . Mysia No. 3 Fly Delivery .. . . .Mysium No. 4Fly Delivery .... . Mystere 
y | No. 2 Carrier Delivery . . . Mystics No. 8 Carrier Delivery. . . . Mystri No. 4 Carrier Delivery . . . Mystron 
at 

| Full information with net quotations will be supplied on application to our nearest branch house. 
| 
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MENTGES 1910 NEWSPAPER AND PPP a 
PERIODICAL FOLDER Nhe ise 

a tec ge Bs 3 
The entire machine is adjusted with thumb screws, located in the ff mre ly =! 4 mart ys 1 

most desirable positions consistent with accuracy and durability, which }} a ee eae 

operate on stenciled gauges, enabling the operator to make the necessary ' we, | er 
changes quickly and accurately. | f Pa at 

The gripper straightening device, operating in connection with the ry 
sheet retarders, insures each and every paper being perfectly straightened a & 

. before the first fold is made. These, together with the saw-tooth edge tal ae a 

folding knives, which prevents the paper from slipping when being tapped through i - an “a q 
the folding rolls, produces finished work which can not be excelled. m5 <P 7 

The machine cut gears, operating in connection with the heavy two-inch drive and <i, | 
and cam shafts, which revolve in carefully babbited bearings in the rigid and substan- 
tial cast-iron frame, which is double cap-screwed together, and alone weighs 600 pounds, gives a 
the machine that smoothness and solidity in operation so necessary for years of actual service. | 

These machines handle any size or weight of paper from 18x24 to 36x48, delivering at the third or fourth u 
fold. Floor space 5}4x8 feet when in use. When not in use table folds on top of machine, and space then 
occupied is 444x5}4 feet. Shipping weight 1500 to 1800 pounds. 

No. 1—4 and 8 pages, with paster andtrimmer....... am 00 No. 6—4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18 or 20 pages, with trimmer . . . . . $275 00 

a LB 8, » Wi | aster an CO ae EN a a op ed feed Marna as vonage 4 pages and delivered at third or fourth fold. 6 pages made up 
6-page paster, $15.00 extra. of one 4and one 2-page. 8 pages made up of one quarto pasted 
12-page paster, $15.00 extra. and trimmed. 10 pages made up of one quarto and one 2-page 

No. 3—4, 8 and 16 pages, 8 pages single sheet, pasted and sheet pasted and trimmed. 12 pages made up of one quarto and 

fem med sa 41s NGAP iat Beane eae State asie os 000 0D) one 4-page sheet, trimmed. 16 pages made up of two 8-page sheets, 

8 pages made up of two 4-page sheets. Paster, $15.00 extra. trimmed. Paster for 8 pages made up of two 4-page sheets (will 

16 pages made up of two 8-page sheets trimmed. also paste 6 pages), $15.00 extra. 

NOTE.—We can not furnish a 12-page paster with our No. 6 Folder. Attachment for 16 pages, one sheet pasted and trimmed, on Folders 
Nos. 1 and 2, $25.00 extra. 4 

MENTGES JOB FOLDER { 
This machine will handle any size, weight or grade of paper, from 

9x12 up to 25x38, and, being equipped with thumb-screw adjustments 
. 4 ein ieecamer \ Sy throughout, the necessary changes may be made very quickly and 

nS pea Pas ES... -\—~/ accurately. The frame is built of the highest grade of cast-iron, and 
2 = ae | nO alone weighs 550 pounds. Being double cap-screwed together, it is 

is, I Ser LA) ricid and substantial in construction. 
SL ree Sa ae The folding rolls are made of solid, cold-rolled steel shafting, 

ee in EO a turned true in a lathe, then milled and knurled. These folding rolls 
. i Po 2 HN ee ae el LJ operate in spring cushion boxes which automatically adjust the entire 

_ te ee (SF ee | & i Srey Ty machine to any weight or grade of paper without undue strain on the 

i aa Da } working parts. 
NS Bs eet Fe! The folding knives are made especially to our order out of the best 

se mi. | grade of saw steel, each blade being finished with a saw-tooth edge, 
_ Dae \ a) | which prevents the paper from slipping when being tapped through 

| os the folding rolls. 
. . | ed el SE 2 i The straightening device is of the latest gripper pattern and ad- 

oa 1 a justs each and every paper perfectly. Sheet retarders prevent the 
SN is a paper from rebounding after striking the paper stop. 

\2 The feeding arrangement consists of three rubber-covered drop-roller feed wheels, adjusted on a . 
< grooved shaft, which permits the wheels being moved close together or far apart as the size paper may 

determine. 
YW The packing devices, located at the third and fourth folds, are simple and durable in construction, 

. | and accurate in operation. 5 
The entire machine is equipped with machine cut gears, and are perfect in alignment. 
The tape pulleys are turned steel spools revolving on steel pins. The individual tape stands are fitted 

with thumb-screw adjustments, each tape being adjusted entirely independent of all others. 4 
The drive and cam shafts are of the best quality of two-inch cold-rolled steel shafting, and operate in carefully babitted bearings. All § 

shafts are ground flat to receive the set serews which lock the gears and cams, thus making it impossible for same to slip and throw any 
part of the machine out of time. 

This machine has all the up-to-date improvements known, and the quality of material used throughout its construction cannot be ex- 
celled. It is guaranteed by the manufacturers to produce just as satisfactory work for as long a period as any similar machine on the 4 
market, regardless of the selling prices. q 

No. 1—Mentges Job Folder, for three folds only. . . . . .$47500 | No. 2—Mentges Job Folder, for three and four folds. . . . . . $50000 i 

PAPER JOGGER { 

fh Se : Every cylinder press should have a paper jogger or straightener. 1 
f eee er This jogger is the strongest and best made on the market. The table is a 
a pe vant NON ES sy made of thoroughly dried hardwood, amply braced underneath and a 
ee de ae \ finished in antique oak and varnished. The fittings are all extra heavy, . 

btn IE ie one eee Re ee ne ere the wings being detachable and adjustable to any size sheet. It can be i 
te ie A” pose hi CS aa Ne applied to any style of flat bed press. 7 

Ps seis a Pag 5 Ls i For press 24x86inchesorless....................$1500 4 
AS GaN clatter b For press 36x 48 inches orless.... 0.0.0... + 0.05... 1800 ! 
a ne AC eee For press larger than 36x48inches................. 2000 7 

2 . js i In ordering, state name, style and size of press and size of delivery t 
a | board on press. : 
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ADVANCE LEVER PAPER CUTTER 
The Advance Lever Cutter combines in the highest degree simplicity, strength and efficiency. The frame is so constructed as to afford 

the broadest possible base and at the same time concentrate the resistance where most needed. A brace securely bolted to the side frames 
om near the bottom supports the bed directly under the center, insuring perfect rigidity under 

iF pressure of clamp and knife. The curved lever combines powerful leverage with convenient 
._§L a> shape. The curved shape also permits reinforcing the lever with a heavy rib at the point of 

= greatest strain. Being counterbalanced there is no danger of the knife falling unexpectedly, 
i i ; and the knife when raised is above the lower edge of the clamp. The knife is controlled by a 

i a —! link motion, which secures a smooth, easy shear cut with least power. 
His t ‘ i Gibs and set screws in the frame take up the wear in knife bar adding to the durability of 

| TCE AO the machine. Side guages on both sides, front and back of the knife, enable stock to be ‘ 
eh Co NES aye squared on either side of the cutter, a great convenience and equalizing the wear on the knife. 

Au SG fC ser. re! Deseo’ Go The extra long back guage is equipped with a device by means of which it may be accurately 
Ci : . adjusted to the knife in a moment's time. It interlocks with the clamp and permits the squaring 

y ms Za @ ) of cuts three-fourths of an inch wide. Half-inch cutting sticks are provided having eight cutting 
ya 4a @ surfaces same as large ones at one-third the cost. A figured scale is cut in the bed, back and La y ‘ 

an a TE eae \ front. The back guage screw is supported at both ends, preventing wear on back guage nut. 

me Y) ( —- SIZES AND PRICES 
6) 0 Ss \ | Se ————— EE 

; ee SIZE—WILL SQUARE Linens WEIGHT ON SKIDS LST PRICES PRICE OF EXTRA KNIFE 

ed 5) 224 inches 2234 inches 685 pounds $ 90.00 $900 
re : ie 25 "inches 9514 inches 765 pounds "110 00 10.00 ; 
nd Jl 30 inches 30'4 inches 1160 pounds 165 00 14 00 
ts, F 33 inches 33% inches 1440 pounds 200 00 16 50 4 
ill I SEE eee eS 

ns F 
ADVANCE POWER PAPER CUTTER _— 

in 
; The side frames are firmly stayed by two massive cross braces upon which is Ate 

firmly bolted the heavy arch supporting the bed. The side frame protector abso- A, ta NN 
lutely protects the frame from breakage by narrow cuttings becoming wedged Pen Sys ~—= 

* between the knife and frame. Gk. Pe 
its The bed is heavy and finely finished and absolutely rigid under pressure, with Seas 5) ean a pwaadliicy) 1 
= a figured scale in front and back. Half-inch cutting sticks save money and pre- PLO e 1 p 
td serve the strength of the bed. Bh ee re ee eS \ 

is The knife bar is perfectly balanced, preventing accidents. Gibs and set screws Senet So 5) fat ae * 
are employed to take up wear in knife bar. The throw-off automatically stops the EEE ay) 

” knife at highest point of stroke. It may be thrown off by hand at any point and A diate Wivevrererses.. 4 
ils backed up to save stock. Cut gears only are used. eke v es Stationary side guages are provided on both sides and extend both forward and a a aN a 
. back of knife which enables the operator to square accurately a long or short pile 3s so Se AN AA ay 

oneither side. The back guage with our “‘easily squared” device can be accurately py) bi ) WEN 
if squared with the knife in a moment's time. It interlocks with clamp for trimming me ——\\\N 

as narrow as three-quarters of an inch. Back guage extends within one inch of \ 146 “ iY 
ih side guages. On special orders can be made to cut as narrow as one-half inch. Ke) , ‘ ' Ne ; 
‘i SIZES AND PRICES yy, ie) 
id- ECR Te 3 RESIN GAC OUT oe ND cy Ee aD epee oe Ca CN TL I “te : So ODS ee so“ e. 

sizes wiors serween | weit on | (UNECE ey H% | ier prices | _PRIGE OF y " - 

ay ] ae ala aetna see meee alae al ca eal ae es y cS ‘ 
| 30 inches |30'4 inches]1775pounds| 12%4 | 14 | 294/200] 1 $300 00 $14 00 ‘ . 

on, | 33 inches |33'4 inches |1820pounds| 12% | 14 |2%4|200| 1 350 00 14.00 ‘¢ ) 

| é 
ed | 7 | 
i . i THE RELIANCE PAPER CUTTER 
ny | bs ema The bed is cross-ribbed underneath, with an extra wide q 

F 4 > ff brace or flange on the outer end, and it is additionally strengthened by the heavy center 
ex | “s San brace. The top arch is well formed and extra heavy, as is also the knife-bar and clamps. 

‘he ie. PATE a | The lever system is simple and unusually powerful, rendering heavy cutting remark- 
| ier San off) ably easy. The lever is keyed to the shaft, as is also the crank. The arm connecting 

" j 22S i knife-bar with crank has direct line with the motion of the knife-bar, thereby giving the 
i : ie leverage full force and guarding against lateral strain and wear on knife-bar and slots. 

Se, The knife when elevated is about three-fourths of an inch higher on the right end 
‘ c = than on the left. This gives the descending knife the desirable shear-like motion, cut- 

= Js pm Te 54 i ting smoother and much easier than is the case with cutters having little or no shear cut. 
ae a a ©, ‘ee I | y The Cutter has the interlocking back guage and clamp, and guages and clamps as | 

. i 4 4 g narrow as one-half inch; and the back guage extends to within one inch of side gauge, 
| rs =f so that the two gauges can be used together in squaring small work. 

et. m i / 1 
hed 1 f SIZES AND PRICES 

an) is a a 
; \ fi ee eee 
; 9 164 inches 1644 inches 270 pounds $ 55 00 $675 | i FNS. = 2314 inches 23° inches 650 pounds 90 00 925 

, i \ _ 25% inches 254% inches 750 pounds 105 00 11.00 
1 | = 984 inches 28!4 inches 900 pounds 125 00 1250 
1m i A fe ee nee een Snare oe eae ae Ae 
7 | i ; Iron Stand for 16} inch Cutter can be supplied for $5 50 

i ‘ 
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This is the most popular make of lever cutter on the market. The Chandler & Price Lever 
Paper Cutters are from two hundred to three hundred pounds heavier than other makes of cutters of 
same sizes, this extra metal being so distributed as to withstand strains. The legs, braces, table, and - a 
and knife bar, being of very heavy pattern, do not spring under the deepest cuts. Housings 2% to 3 inches sy 
deep insure the knife bar against deflection by wear, and make gibs, set-screws, and other makeshifts 1 ‘ae YY 
unnecessary. A deep throat and ample table permit handling paper in quantity. Being perfectly i | 

counter-balanced, each cutter works quickly and with a minimum of effort. The weight and lever are adie a 
adjustable to suit convenience of operator. An extra large hand wheel makes the clamping easy. The re jl iil 
fingers of the clamp have a broad surface, to avoid creasing the stock. The back gauge and clamp inter- san 
lock, clamping as narrow as five-eighths inch. All gauges are accurately squared with the knife. The OW 

" back gauge extends to within one inch of the side gauge. All parts are strictly interchangeable. a} 

SIZES, PRICES AND WEIGHTS ‘ 

SIZE INCHES WEIGHT BOXED. POUNDS WEIGHT SKIODED. POUNDS LIST PRICES: PRICE OF EXTRA KNIFE q 

23 1150 950 $100 00 $900 at 
26 1300 1100 130 00 12.00 Bere ie @ 
30 1900 1600 175 00 15 00 op 

oe 
Split Back Gauges furnished if desired. 

F This machine is very simple of construction, having no extra parts, and all parts as ‘J 
came: nearly interchangeable as can be made. Every cutter is built as perfectly as experience 

and special machinery can accomplish, and thoroughly tested before it leaves the factory. 
nae A deep throat and ample table permit the printer to cut thick “jogs” of large-sized 

=, aa sheets. We claim there is less danger in operating than with any other power cutter, as 
"7 the controller knob must be pulled forward and then given a quarter turn before clutch 
* | engages with gear and knife descends. It never repeats, as the mechanism is so arranged :: q 

that knife cannot fall, thereby preventing possibility of accident. 
Fits er The speed is twenty cuts per minute, and the cut is “straight as a die.” 

mult The power mechanism comprises the worm and gear drive, the most powerful known 
pal in mechanics. Either belt or motor may be used to furnish power. Worm is keyed to 

worm-shaft, which ends in belt wheel. Worm drives gear wheel, so this terriffic power 
‘ is back of the knife when operator throws in the clutch. Worm wheel runs in oil, being 

y thus abundantly lubricated at all times, besides making the cutter noiseless and easy ’ 
= gp running. 

feed Ee Knife is make of fine steel and is readily adjustable. Knife bar is hand-fitted to 
ea a housings, which are three inches deep, to insure the knife bar against any deflections 

‘ \ aA caused by wear. 
Clamping is easy by reason of extra large hand wheel, and clamp fingers have a broad 

OS ee surface to avoid creasing of stock. Back gauge and clamp interlock, clamping as narrow 
Bea | eo as three-quarters of aninch. All gauges are accurately squared with the knife, and back 

ee gauge extends to within one inch of the side gauge, so small stock cannot slide through. 
CHINN) 54 cts az Table is large enough to gauge and square up papers of the square of the advertised 

widths of these cutters. 
A Legs, braces, table and knife bar, being of very heavy pattern, do not spring under 

strain of deepest cuts. In fact, the construction throughout is the strongest possible and 
the material the best obtainable. 

SIZES, PRICES AND WEIGHTS 

To CUT SQUARE | SHIPPING WEIGHT FLOOR SPACE Bees Hep. | NO, OF curs et ion PRICE OF EXTRA 
INcHES pounos INcHEs marie ae ee Requined | PER MINUTE KNIFE 

30 2000 58x61 13% 2% 450 2 20 $280 00 $1500 ~ 
32 2100 60x63 13% 2% 450 2 20 290 00 16 00 
34 2200 62x65, 13% 2% 450 2 20 310 00 17.00 

These cutters fill a special field of usefulness. They are unequaled for cutting and trimming 
small work of any kind, and are valuable alike to small and large establishments, even though a 
larger lever or power cutters be employed. They possess greater strength and durability, and are recs Fe 4 
more easily operated than any other cutter of like capacity. Their accuracy is absolute. | 

‘ They are furnished with the interlocking back gauge and clamp, with which stock may be — q 
gauged to within one-half inch of knife. The back gauge is made extra long, bringing it close to i Bon - 
side gauge. There are no springs, gears or cams to get out of order. The 19-inch cuts all usual = £ F if he 
sizes of flat papers—cap, demy, folio, medium, double cap and royal. i hs >< : i 

; SIZES AND PRICES Fis, Site aS A 

ro cur ano squté | syippna werent. rounoe vr aed mean VW ORUELCLLELUL EL Ll ime /] wwones nd | 

16, 255 $50 00 $6 00 a 2 
16, with stand 395 60 00 600 ' 

19, 345 65 00 750 j 
19, with stand 485 7% 00 750 ! 

ees 
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” | THE “DIAMOND” LEVER AND COMBINATION LEVER 
AND POWER PAPER CUTTER 

The box frame, which includes the cross braces supporting the center of the bed, is cast in one piece. The arch is also cast in one 
piece. Excepting the working parts the Diamond consists principally of three pieces—the frame, the arch and the bed. This means a vast 
gain in simplicity and solidity. The Diamond Cutter is arranged for either hand or power. Lever machines are shipped out with holes 
ready for receiving the bolts which fasten on the power fixtures. These fixtures can be purchased and applied at any time. With each 

‘ power machine a lever is furnished. By simply unserewing and changing one stud the 
power machine is ready to be used by hand. The natural tendency of a cutting machine ee 
bed is to sag in the center under the constant strain of heavy cuts. The Diamond Cutter f 

I bed rests on two massive, adjustable center supports. The result is that the Diamond Paper f. a 

Cutter cuts through the last sheet as well as the first. —— os 

The exact position of the steel gauge is shown by the steel back gauge tape, so arranged | ®e 
. as to be on a level with the operator’s eye. It is simple, effective and reliable—graduated 72 

to sixteenths of aninch. There is a figured scale in the bed, both front and back of the # ad la] 
knife, also graduated to sixteenths of an inch. By an ingenious mechanism the speed tee Poa 
of the back gauge screw is materially increased. The Diamond screw requires for its oe i 
operation only one-fourth of the time required by others, yet is under perfect control. OR 
A thumb screw conveniently placed holds the back gauge securely at any point. The 3 by 
machine is operated by a worm gear, the most powerful drive known. This gear, which Li 
is made of semi-steel, runs in oil and is practically everlasting. The new friction clutch ‘s “ 
grips the drive wheel instantly and powerfully. At the same time it prevents sudden gee 
strain and consequent breakage. It drives knife at a speed of twenty-four cuts per min- »y 
ute. The same lever which operates the automatic throw-off brings into play an auto- = | 
matic brake, which promptly stops the driving shaft without noise, shock or wear. J 

The back gauge is of the well-known “Easily Squared” design. It can be placed par- 
allel with the knife in a moment, no tool but a wrench beingrequired. When soldas a lever 

s cutter, a one-piece back gauge is furnished. With the Combination Lever and Power Cutter 
ce we furnish a triple-split back gauge, which allows the trimming of three lengths of stock 
n. at one time. Side gauges are accurately placed. The minimum width of cut is 34 of an 
a | inch. The maximum, % of an inch more than advertised width of cutter. The knife adjust- 
* ing screws, operated by a pin wrench, are in full view of the operator as he stands in front 
ch of the machine; he can thus determine exactly how much to move them in order to secure ee 
“d the right results. They are much more convenient than those which operate from top or — 

back of knife bar. The Diamond Arranged as a Lever Cutter 
Every known means is used to safeguard the operator. The throw-off is automatic and 

in sure in action. The knife is drawn up above the clamp at the end of the stroke. Accidental starting is practically impossible. The knife 
to i bar is thoroughly counter-balanced. The brake takes hold the instant the power is thrown off. A convenient back-up crank is provided 
er for use in backing-up to save stock in case of error; also an aid in bringing the knife-bar to the proper position for taking out or replac- 
ng ing knife. The quick-acting clamp interlocks with the back gauge. An extra large, well finished hand wheel is provided. The clamp 
sy rises 3% inch from the bed. The clamp raises or lowers one inch every time the wheel makes two revolutidns. 

Each Diamond Cutter is supplied with counter-balanced curved lever. This is out of the way when up, and waist high at the end of 
to i the stroke. It materially lessons the labor of cutting by hand. The bed is grooved for half-inch cutting sticks. They have eight cutting 
ns k surfaces same as large ones, and cost only one-third as much. The Diamond Cutter is guaranteed to be as represented. It is warranted 

for a period of one year against any defect of material or workmanship, and any defective parts will be replaced free of charge, such 4 
ad | defective parts having been returned for inspection to the manufacturer with charges prepaid. 7 

ww The Diamond Cutter is a radical improvement in design over any other cutter 

ck ——j manufactured. It involves new features and new principles of construction which 
h, rat are invaluable. The handsome box frame, the symmetrical arch, and the general 
ed by D api 0 compactness, simplicity and solidity which characterize it are noteworthy. The 

5 oy 4 a machine is carefully painted. All exposed metal is highly polished. The bed is 
fer Se he bd carefully scraped. Its appearance makes it an ornament to any shop, while its su- 
‘i | PLC seal teed taal Moe anal tad perior design and construction makes it a favorite with the workmen. 

| F ~ Offices of medium size are now offered an opportunity of installing the Diamond 
| i | / | i} | | mu | | | | li be Lever with the knowledge that, as soon as their trade demands, the machine can be 

i equipped with a power drive at a minimum of expense. Not a single feature which 
as a makes the Diamond s0 satisfactory as a lever cutter has been abridged or lessened in 

( adapting the movement fora power drive. Heretofore it has been necessary to dispose 
6 im i} of lever cutters at a loss in order to install a power cutter and thus keep pace with the 

2 b demands of a growing business. The Diamond makes this sacrifice unnecessary as 
f a Ad all that is needed is to purchase the parts which make up the power drive and any 

fay ah ° printer at all familiar with machinery can make the installation. 
pe | a The 30-inch machine occupies a floor space of 61x58 inches, and with the table 

iF removed will pass through a door 36 inches wide. The height of cutter over all is 54 
inches. 

= " The 32-inch machine occupies a floor space of 63x60 inches, and with the table 
| = removed will pass through a door 36 inches wide. Height of cutter over all is 54 

F Ce inches. 

sie ———— | Both sizes of cutter are made to cut as narrow as % of an inch. They can be 
Jy) supplied to cut as narrow as }4-inch on special order. 

The Combination Machine Arranged as a Power Cutter SIZES AND PRICES 

eee eee 

{ sizes ior serWEen .i oe Met 
AND WILL SQUARE ERO ea equine | ouweren | ace | nem. | minore | me ee 

} eS ee | ee ee eee 

WO ik ate wi 8) ats 30/4 Inches 1450 Pounds oan er oe sae oe $155 00 $14 00 

Taveras inch gos Tahoe apo, Pounds °|o4 | <4 laine ten [eee | ets Oe 16 00 
ee “ 7 1, oy 

Combination—30 inch. ...... 30% Inches 1750 Pounds 2 16 3h 525 280 00 14 00 

Combination—32inch........- 3244 Inches 1850 Pounds 2 16 3% 525 24 290 00 16 00 . 

rE *Power Fixtures... 2000000) ose eeee $00 Pounds’)... 4 |e apes a | eeeetliek | elmo es [eer 
eee 

| (With each set of power fixtures sold separately, we include a triple-split back gauge to take the place of the one-piece back gauge 

i regularly furnished with the lever cutter.) 

| 

ee. 
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BROWN & CARVER PAPER CUTTERS 

In the Brown & Carver and Oswego Cutters nothing has been spared to produce 

4 Pt the most efficient cutting machine that can be built. Uniform accuracy and reliabil- 

- é, ity are always embodied in these cutting machines. They give the greatest cutting 

ae output at lowest cost, quality considered. Ninety styles and sizes of Brown & Carver 

Bs a and Oswego Cutting machines are made in the only exclusive cutting machine factory 
rm , by in the world. Write our nearest house for illustrated catalogue and net prices. 
— 

i 1 © Hand Clamp—Cuts work up to 4 inch wide, and the knife rises 6’ inches. The 

\| ili | HTT n clamp is balanced to run the entire distance up and down with one spin of the wheel. 
= MAL) | gi The clamp is provided with a flat removable plate for fine work which might other- 

lla == wise be marred by the clamp fingers. Solid clamp and back gauge cutting up to 34 

. =] B enum inches furnished to order. The fast screw movement for back gauge, with wheel 
1 Li een a ‘ divided to sixteenths of an inch, is furnished regularly on cutters 34 inches to 

\ [ ey 4 \ 6 84 inches. Quick cable movement with indicator can be substituted for the fast 
’\ = i a ) serew movement if desired without extra charge. 

(seme? "9 eed ~ Semi-Automatic with Foot Treadle and Hand Clamp—The clamp on these ma- 
hap ee, chines may be operated as on the Regular Hand Clamp Cutters, or it may be brought 

Ao? Ss S/R down to the work quickly by treadle and will lock automatically on the work or 
oy Shd return to the top as desired. This new method of clamping instantly, without the 

3 - necessity of running the clamp down to the pile by hand or back to the top after the 
cut, saves about thiry per cent. labor over the Hand Clamp Cutter, and at the same 

P time gives about thirty per cent. greater output on many classes of work. 

Automatic Clamp with Foot Treadle—Have been perfected so they will cut as 
accurately as the Brown & Carver Hand Clamp Cutters, and are absolutely unbreak- 
able. The mechanism ot these machines is simple and there are few wearing parts. 

S They do not require frequent adjusting. The clamping pressure is applied on the 4 
principle of the Brown & Carver Hand Clamp. It is independent of the knife, is pow- 

Brown & Carver Hand Clamp Paper Cutter erful and reliable, and can be instantly varied by shifting a lever within easy reach 
of the operator. With a speed of 30 cuts per minute the clamp descends gently 

upon the stock and packs the pile without jarring sheets out of position. The automatic pressure is then applied. The pile is held under 

uniform pressure throughout the stroke of the knife, and, as the three operations of packing, !clamping and cutting are distinct and 

separate, and are performed at different times during the revolution of the machine, the belt power is never called upon for more than q 

one operation at a time and consequently the Brown & Carver Cutters take the least power to operate. 

Automatic Clamp, Foot Treadle, and Hand Clamp—These machines are the same in every particular as the regular Brown & Carver 

Auto described above except they have the Hand Clamp parts in addition. 

Paper Mill Automatic Power Cutters—These new high speed powerful cutting — ~ 

machines are especially designed for the heaviest paper-mill work. They are guar- Ld oa 

anteed to cut accurately and quickly any height piles of any material within the ee | ( 

capacity of the steel in the knife, and to be absolutely unbreakable. Their produc- ss iS. ay 

tion is only limited by the ability of the operator to keep pace with the machine. Each | t i a) 

size squares a pile easily of the listed size, and, in addition, the 50 inch size will cut a 5 Kew 

pile 54 inches long; the 44-inch, a pile 46 inches long; the 38-inch, a pile 40 inches long, ieiinaiiteerial = . 

and the 34-inch, a pile 36 inches long. The complete operations of clamping, cutting, } nH | i 
‘ returning of knife to top and stopping, take place automatically. The operation may IT [as ; 

be stopped instantly at any point if desired. A positive automatic throw-out ensures ly / 
the stopping of the knife at the top after each stroke. A number of these new machines ?@ geal y o i 
are in use in the largest paper mills. The pulleys are regularly on the left hand side, ae hana Vn a |E 
but they may be put on the opposite side to order. y € , ee a ‘ I 4 

Brown & Carver Cutters with vertical stroke—There are forty-eight different (\ A Win | H/ 

sizes and styles of vertical stroke cutters, and one of these may be exactly adapted to leet ta ia seal | 
your present needs. = 10 tg 5; ¢ 

The design of all of the Brown & Carver power cutters permits the use of botha ¥& us — OT Gg D 5 
shear stroke and a vertical stroke of the knife on the same machine. The vertical ¥ \ ws r y 
stroke attachment can be easily and inexpensively made on machines under construc- J) . 
tion, and permits additional profitable lines of work with special shaped knives, as at 7. a = 
well as straight knives, on paper, cardboard, cloth, linen, silk, leather, celluloid, 3 

. rubber, ete. These machines are especially adapted for a large and economical pro- 
duction, and suited to the use of manufacturing tailors, textile mills, printers, box- 
makers, novelty manufacturers, etc. Brown & Carver 

Semi-Automatic 
Prices will be quoted on application. Rew aes 

= es 5 . SIZES, STYLES, WEIGHTS AND PRICES 

y | a g avtowaric power | AUTOMATIC POWER PAPER MILL ; _ y HAND CLAMP | SEMI-AUTO POWER CUTTERS WITH 
| re | ae aa POWER CUTTERS ourrens SO eRe. | Root: Taakbue ann | ADRS ; 
TEER eneeeieemeeieemeticeee ¥ HAND CLAMP \ 

ji } } 
| TT ] Ny ] weisut | price [went] nice [weir] rice | welokt| nice | wecnt| ence ' 

" a een ST 34 inches. . . .] 4500] $625 00] 4600| $665 00} 5200|$750 00] 5350 | $800 00] 5150 | $660 00 
=m a 38 inches. . . 5200} 750 00} 5300} 79000} 5900) 875 00] 5950} 92500} 5850) 785 00 3 

A ; 5 44 inches. . . .| 6000] 95000] 6100} 99000] 6600 | 1075 00] 6750 | 1125 00] 6550] 985 00 
% i‘ J 50 inches . . | 6800 | 1150 00} 6900 | 1190 00} 7500 | 1300 00] 7650 | 1350 00} 7450 | 1210 00 

3 . Reg ry ( ) 54 inches. . . 7800 | 129000]. . .|. . . . | 9300] 1440 00] 9350 | 1490 00] 9150 | 1340 00 p/ Re ie) 57 inches. . . | $200]140000]. . -|: | . |} 9800] 1550 00} 9850 1600 00} 9650 | 1450 00 ; 
"i i | ie 63 inches . . | 10500 | 1700 00] . . .|. . . . | 11000 | 1850 00 | 11050 | 1900 00 | 10850 | 1750 00 
Nol bE Amememe 65 inches. . . |} 11700| 182000]. . :|: -  .|11250 | 1970 00 | 11300 | 2020 00 | 11100 | 1870 00 

an ae ) 68 inches 12300 | 2000 00] . . .|. . . . | 11750 | 2150 00 | 11800 | 2200 00 | 11600 | 2050 00 
= | i 74 inehes. | | ||14500} 240000]: | |. : | :|12200 | 2600 00 | 12250 | 2650 00 | 12050 | 2500 00 

‘ = | ia) 84 inches. . 16000 | 2800 00] . . .|. . . . | 18250 | 3000 00 | 13300 | 3050 00 | 13150 | 2900 00 

== Each cutter furnished complete with knife, oil can and wrenches delivered skidded 
Brown & Carver and boxed f. 0. b. cars Oswego, N. Y. No overhead pulleys or fixtures of any kind are 

Automatic Power Cutter included. : 

3 : i 
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he | Oswego Combination Hand and Power Cutter Oswego Power Cutter, Hand-Clamp,’Shear Stroke Oswego Automatic Clamp Cutter 
¥- 

: | Oswego Bench, Oswego Lever and Oswego Hand Wheel Drive Cutters have several features that are on the “Oswego-made” cutters 
y only. Among them the simple and quick adjustment to knife, no long row of bolts to loosen, the knife has a solid backing in the bar, instead 
’ of abutting against the points of screws. The knife is leveled by simply turning the eccentric bolt at the left, and the wear is taken 
: up by a simple turn of the connecting rod. p 3 
uM The lever motion is self-contained, the upper and lower turning points being both in the solid right-hand frame casting. There can 

be no twisting of the frames to cause the clamp or knife bar to bind. The proportions of the lever motions and the double shear to knife 
er | make the cutting easy, the knife rising one-half inch higher at one end than at the other. The knife bar has adjustable gibs to take up 

, wear. The knife bar lever is adjustable to allow for the varying width of the knife as worn, also to suit individual preferences for its loca- 
tion. The lever is counterbalanced to swing easily. 

E The table is set at a convenient height and is supported by two girders, each holding it under the points of greatest strain. The front 
i table has two wings extending sideways past the frames, giving the largest possible surface to handle work on. A brass rule graduated to 

sixteenths of an inch is set in front table. The front table is also scored in one-half inch squares, and the back table is graduated to six- 
teenths of an inch. 

The clamp has broad fingers so as not to indent work unduly. The end bearings of the clamp are the largest possible, to prevent the 
clamp tilting. The clamp screw nut is self-adjusting, making it easy to clamp work without binding. 

The back gauge interlocks with the clamp so that work can be cut up to one-half inch. The split partis flush on one side, thus making 
practically another back side gauge near the middle of the machine. This allows the knife to be worn equally. The frames are flush, 
forming a continuous side gauge, front and back, on both the right and left-hand sides. An additional back side gauge is also furnished, 
which can be put on either right or left. The detachable front side gauge can be adjusted out and in at different angles. 

Ontario and Oswego Power Cutters and the 33-inch Oswego Combination Cutters are all simple, compact, self-contained, lively running 
and accurate. The working parts are few; the bearings are large; the table is low; the knife’is backed solidly against the bar, and there 

| are no slots for the knife bolts to slip in, the knife being instantly adjusted by a turn of the connecting rod. The knife bar ways have 
adjustable lugs for wear. The table is ruled to sixteenths, and is supported by a web girder directly under the cutting strain. The clamp 
and back gauge interlock, allowing work to be cut up to one-half inch. A screw movement is furnished for the back gauge regularly, 
reading to sixteenths, or a cable movement is furnished to order. The uniformly positive stroke of knife, determined by the crank motion, 

. never allows the knife to cut into stick nor to fall short. The clutch is positively thrown out automatically after every cut, and the knife 

/ stopped at the top ready to be started again when the starting lever is pulled. 

i The Ontario Power cutters with Hand Drive attachment are designed to take advantage of the more general distribution of power. 
The labor connected with cutting work on a lever cutter by hand is eliminated, and a corresponding gain is made in time and efficiency. 

The Oswego Power cutters are made in every style and size called for. The clutch mechanism has been improved, and the Oswego 
cutters are offered as cutting machines designed to cut accurately and rapidly all classes of work. 

| The 33-inch Oswego Combination Hand and Power cutter has double clamp screws and a geared speed change, which enables cutting 
; by hand to be done with the greatest ease. It is actually 344 inches between the frames, and, having a grooved table for the back gauge 

fingers to slide in, the sheets can never wedge under the back gauge. 
. All Brown & Carver and Oswego Cutting Machines are tested on actual work for accuracy and strength at Oswego Machine Works 

before shipping. They are guaranteed free from defects of workmanship and material. Send for complete catalogue containing illustra- 

, tions and complete details of all machines. 

SIZES, STYLES, WEIGHTS AND LIST PRICES 
ene ese ee 

E ; osweso osweso osWe6o : ‘osweGo 
: osweso osweso aan ein osweao Sinan SEMLAUTO ayant eae avtomaric 

t BENCH HAND ies noave POWER ke POWER, HAND POWER, H ume 
; are LEVER LEVER rahi Ce CUTTERS cme ume, Foo CAME, Rete oe aeie mete (| oem TABADLE 

: Te WILL EASILY cuTTERS oUTTERS olurteRs war HAND CLAMP Sian anE mene ae aac ab aie Gs AND CABLE 
i P SQUARE CABLE GAUGE ATTACHMENT aoe 
' E a] Jf 

5 weiont| price | wer] price |wor.| price |wer.| price war.) price | wor.] price |war.| price |war.| price |wor.| price |wer.| price 
Cee ee ee ee a ee ee 

e 46 inchaa. s | BOO. 1800- OO Vac coach sce tse eck) sccfts: Sage ate | eeie S Leaive] aa Seal pata crc af | eect ene aa [ee 
19inches .| 400 | 75 00). . eiacelycs | ocehelfei it je Sloss sed SCQpedl bs ta et - etd na elfen Bl Goats 
OB Inclies:.< | wigce |x -- [LAOBIGE1O 100 | 56 | cote ieee | ae Pee Pease ik] Faas aa ones cre canton | Gao fie ememerstea ees iee rel aoa Eee 

: d6inches |. ..|. . .|1400] 18000]: : |: : : |: : |: : J2100/$380 dol2100/8350 00] - : ate a iS [aie eee or eae ene 
30inches . . |. « . |1650] 175 00 |1400)$240 00/1900| $325 00/2300] 355 00/2300) 380 00). .| .. . |. .. |3600] $575 00 |3500] $520 00 
B2inches .]. . .|. . .|1800] 200 00 |1500) 275 00/2000} 360 00/2400} 415 00/2400] 445 00/2700) $490 00 2700] $515 00 |3700] 635 00 3600] 570 00 
S8inches .}...|.--]--]---- ef aya’ We oi] cos ara lf seein oa. ROO PORE OOD 0 Terre vers eats Stee td oe ae ees, : aie 
S3inches .|...|..- aii « « .|._.] . « « [2600] 530 00/2600} 555 00/2800] 600 00 |2800] 63000 |. . cad OK ae 

; A es eee 

| ; Each cutter, furnished complete with knife, oil can and wrenches, delivered skidded and boxed f. 0. b. cars Oswego, N. Y. No over- 
| i head pulleys or fixtures of any kind are included. 
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MONITOR PERFORATORS 
— The Monitor Extra Heavy Perforator embodies points of superiority and durability ; very 

ty yl massive and strong. The side guides for head are supported by a cross-brace, thereby insuring 

al ‘Ss @ 4 a true and perfect perpendicular motion. The head is connected with operating shaft below by 

EE eae | side rods, which are joined to the heads by means of a projecting hub, on which the collar of the 

ot es at side rod operates; this removes any possible lateral motion or strain to the perforator head. 

Sgn ele | Bed plate supports lower die thoroughly. Stripper is made of angle steel, preventing springing 
= * = — ” of stripper in center and avoiding the binding of die and stripper by needles during operation. 

=i ¥ Needles are in line with center of side rods, assuring a true and perpendicular motion. Every 

needle is separate, and can be removed and replaced independently, and can be sharpened 

> me while in machine. Provided with hardwood tables, back and side gauges. 

4 a ‘The die plate on this new special Monitor Perforator is very heavy, and is hardened after it 

a aap) is drilled and reamed—so hard that it will scratch glass. This special feature is peculiar to this 
a. | i @ ©Monitor Perforator. 3 eS ‘ eth 
— , ii igi i hi i et regi ver the die i ies ' ane improved rigid stripper holds the hardened needles in perfe: gister 
i BA plate. 5 

I | i Pal , The Monitor Stripper cannot spring. The needles are held the same as on a one-piece 
punch. This, with the care in construction of sliders for the head, and perpendicular motion 

— i of the extra heavy arch head that drives the needles, gives all the requirements for long life and 
LA continued good work. The first of these special Monitor Perforators were placed with a few of 

the largest users of perforators early in 1905. They have worked continuously on gum paper, 
Monitor Extra Heavy Perforator bond and other stock that is ruinous to the ordinary perforator. 

The Standard Perforator is constructed on the same principle as the heavy pattern, embodying the same recent improvements and 
conveniences. It is fully capable of meeting the requirements for general work, will give entire satisfaction, and prove to be a machine 

fr superior to that of any other manufacture. Provided with fine hardwood tables, back and side gauges. 

STYLES, SIZES AND PRICES pan 4 
Ne ee ft 

STANDARD EXTRA HEAVY ————————T} 

ae rice win | pace wth gg SSA ona 
we ee WEIGHT 1 REGULAR DIES | SPECIAL HARD OES a ae we | 

——— J | | | oS 
-inch Treadle..............{| 900 | $6000 | 325 | $140 00 oe . 

24-inch Treadle .....-.---++-++ 320 80 00 355 160 00 Gay fea 
apitch ‘Treadle! 6, Figs ccs ns | 80 100 00 380 180 00 esa > 4q 
80-inch Treadle ......6:-...-++- 400 120 00 390 220 00 a yan “ 
Q-inch Power... 2... eee ee 355 120 00 380 eae $200 00 

; Ge hich Power. cock. sudden oo ee [op BRO 140 00 440 Heaps 220 00 i Bh 
Minch Power oi. . as es ds 435 180 00 480 eo 280 00 SS [r | 

. as 

Patent Automatic Feed Gauge for any size Perforator or Multiplex Punch... . .. . . . $25 00 
Receiving Box and Back Roll Delivery... .---.--- 22 eee esse eee sere $50 : 
Motor Attachment, 110 or 220 volt, direct current ...-- 2... 2... 2. eee. ee. 100 

Alternating current, 60 and 125cycles.......... Relea: 2 -. = 9000 Moniter Standard Perforator 

F TATUM PERFORATORS 
In the design of the Tatum Perforators, especial attention has been given to 

st the proper distribution of the metal. This is notably the case with the arch or top 
aa Ya | (} aaa 2 member, which is very much heavier than usually made. This unusual stiffness of 

(een to It OBE Les | the arch or top member, with other features named, makes perfect perforating and 
tke oe unusual durability. The total weights of the various styles are from 40 to 60 per 

sat ae rrenen 7 cent. heavier than those of other makes. The studs upon which the headsslide are ' 
Wi Sie So a ee long, of large diameter and in direct line with needles; and, being without any 
y fa ia strain of supporting the top feed table, a perfectly true and even action of the 

at: needles is thus ensured. Both needles and die plate are hardened, giving a special 
A hard temper to the die plate, as the needles are more easily replaced. 

i Ki The strippers on these perforators are of steel, not of brass; those made of 
| brass, being soft, soon allow the needles to wear the dies and soon make elongated 

7 i or ragged holes. The strippers are so supported that they cannot “give” in the 
(| center. Being rigid their entire length, the work is always stripped in a perfect j 

‘ | manner, no oval or ragged holes appearing in the center of the sheets. 
H 1 Ay Sectional adjustment or length of perforations is amply provided for. The 
ae _ ae | backing pieces which give action to the needles are cut into convenient divisions, 

——— fi JB whichare easily adjusted. Removal of needles is quickly accomplished. One needle 
8 | or one hundred can be readily removed or replaced without disturbing the others. 

| ea Waste box, to catch perforations, is provided; is easily emptied and replaced. 
i rs) Finish is smooth black, ornamented in gold. Tables are golden oak, “built up,” 

miss and will not warp. 
These machines are made to handle 28-inch work for both treadle and power, : 

and either style can be supplied either with ordinary gauges or with automatic j 
matin Pertoratic feed gauge. Prices for machines with automatic feed include the feed gauge and a ; 

special front table, a top feed table, delivery roll in the rear, and inclined delivery 
box. Needles 60 gauge, 15 holes to the inch, are usually furnished, although 65-gauge needles, 18 holes to the inch, can be supplied on special + 
order. Diameter of pulley on the power machine is 14 inches, having a 3-inch face, and pulley should make 140 revolutions per minute. 3 

: When this machine is supplied complete with individual electric motor, /4-horsepower is mounted on a bracket at the base of the 
machine, and is geared direct to the gear-wheel, which takes the place of the regular style driving-pulley. Prices given in the table below i 

are for motors to be used on direct current of 110 or 220 volts. Where it is desired to use motors of 500 volts direct current or an alternating q 
current, prices will have to be quoted on application. 

TREADLE POWER With moToR 
STYLES _———— ee 

WEIGHT PRIOE WEIGHT PRICE WeIgT PRICE 
St aera ta Pn ef ees | ee / 

Regular wy l6e neo, tp ec ern g ve a hee iar ay mateeeh P| OBO INO OOs Teo, poi te oeulemaohicc cajiea | vate oe ! 
Regular Style with Automatic Feed . fs nee ee eo - | 600 22000 | .. Sar heer tt Sig ene 
BXGACHOAVY = occ gs cin 4 abe ber ees -..].... | 786 | $22000 | “925 | $300 00 ! 
Extra Heavy with Automatic Feed... . . Red aiah ae ee ie 7 oe Re tae 910 300 00 1050 380 00 
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| eS ae! ROSBACK PERFORATORS a 0 SS See ; es ean! —= |) Rosback Power Perforators—These machines are strongly built, with frames which are ea Ee securely braced to avoid their being twisted or racked in transportation or by use. 
sx Punches are of steel, perfectly round and straight, and make a clean perforation. They 

’ , _ are placed directly under center of the head, which insures a perfectly perpendicular iad ! motion without tilt. Punches are independent of each other and can be removed and renewed 
without disturbing the others. Every machine is furnished with a file for sharpening punches. ] 4 Treadle is depressed, file is placed in groove beneath the bed and a few minutes’ work will et = square them perfectly and give a new, clean cutting edge. Bed is very heavy and insures per- 

z ‘se fect rigidity under any possible strain. Strippers are %4 inch thick and in one piece which ! AB extends backward and upward 244 inches. These are the heaviest strippers found on any y ——. i machine of this class and insure a steady, even guide for the punches and strip without strain. 
: . y . ' Sliding steel plates, easily moved by the loosening of thumb screws, permit the operator to : B ‘N S perforate just as much of the sheet as is desired. The driving pulley is the largest and heaviest 
: 5 2 ) iy in use on a perforator and acts instantaneously. The clutch is positive and in connection with 

= \ this pulley operates with a minimum of ease. No countershaft is necessary. 
i Rosback Foot Power Perforator—The finest foot power machine on the market and 

rt > == le equipped with all the latest improvements found on the power machines. 
‘ i. a a oe - Rosback Hand Perforator—This machine is made in the one size only, and will perforate 

afullten inches. By turning the sheet, a perforation 20 inches in length is obtained. Springs | are encased in the body of the machine, and are thus out of sight and out of the way. As they ; Rosback Foot Power are placed at either end of the needle bar, there is no tipping, a fault in other makes of 
t ‘ Perforator machines. The stripper is double-flanged, 2-inch angle steel. < 

Progress Perforator—This is the only machine made that embodies all such features as 
hardened tool steel dies and punches, reclining rear table, feed gauge, automatic sheet 

delivery, steel slugs, punches on the center of guide pins, ete. The feed gauge is an attachment for feeding the sheets where more than 
P one line of holes is desired. The gauge is provided with stops which slide on a round shaft and can be slid and fastened at any desired 

position. Each one can be turned up and out of the way independently. The sheet is placed on the table, one edge against the cross 
carriage, fed into the machine, stopping at each place by means of the adjustable stop dogs. The punches are directly under the center of 
the head, and in line with the side rods. This allows a perfect, even draw, with the least pos- = 

j} sible wear of the pins, die and stripper. Stripper made of a flat piece of steel angle bar, which 
B extends behind and two inches upward, in the back, positively preventing any springing in the i 

center of the stripper. There is also a bevel on the front edge of the stripper which enables the P: 
operator to see the line of punches at all times before entering the paper. Provided with a | ee oe emieatos ! sectional adjustment to afford different lengths of sections. Va 

' SIZES, STYLES, WEIGHTS AND PRICES CT e 
see Sa ae 

TREADLE POWER PROGRESS f ; | sizes Jf rw i west | recuiar oes | Hano oies | weicnt | necutaR oes | HARD oles} —WeigHT HARD DIES r 
Winch. 2s] 800 $45 00 | $6000]... SefSab ee este Deo ee Re ae ee 
20 oh eo ake |e Sa 55 00 70 00 il | eter see ed Grs see Sa. / 
M4 ineh s) ss ae) 8S. 65 00 80 00 410 $105 00 /$121 00)... . ./. es oo 

| 28inch... . «| 350 7% 00 90 00 425 115 00 | 131 00 750 $236 25 4 
J 30inch . | Tel baies (aie a Pinca le bee ie Paitin pce 262 00 pa nd iw 

10inch, handmachine| __85 26 25 Ber: < Koacbeaies MD iden decane te A gee ag pa = off 

; j Attached Motor for Progress Power Perforator—110 volts direct current, $63.80; 220 volts wf ® 
} direct current, $64.55; alternating current motors, $70.00. SS F 

i S ‘¢ 
|g ROSBACK ROTARY PERFORATING MACHINE be w i 

| ae The Rosback Rotary Perforating Machine does more work and a wider range 
: ED yi em] of work than any other machine of its kind and does everything that all other like 
| ieee machines combined will do. It makes slot hole (hyphen) perforation, a knife cut 

| deere perforation, trims, scores, crimps or creases loose-leaf ledger sheets, etc. 
{ an ‘EE There is not an improvement or point of convenience found on any other like 
i | q g : = machine that is not on the Rosback and it has many points of superiority not found 

NA is Li on any other. It is the most accurate and rapid machine of its kind ever built. 
; ‘a al iT _ The Automatic Feed is an attachment used when using the striking attachment. 
: } Aa It can be operated to feed forty of the largest sheets a minute, in fact its capacity 

i cE “q rests entirely with the operator. The sheet is placed to the feeder and it automat- 
! | ically feeds the sheet to the machine. Its work is to feed the sheet at exactly the 
] } proper time in order to have the perforation start and end at a certain point on the 
: sheet for the stub line. This can be adjusted to a fraction of an inch and therefore 
d i = it can bring the line of perforation to any given point perfectly. It makes the line 
, I r of perforation absolutely parallel with the printing and even if the printing is not 
: 4d parallel with the edge of the sheet, the feeding attachment can be adjusted to parallel the perforation with 

5} the printing. It is impossible to spoil a sheet. The feeding attachment automatically squares the sheet while 
a | all other machines of this kind accept the paper just as it is placed. 
¢ The lower slot cutting heads have reversible cutters of hardened tool steel and last longer than any other slot cutter known. Each 
1 head contains an automatic cleaning device which positively does away with any clogging. It will not clog even on gummed stock and 
y therefore makes a nice clean perforation at all times. The upper slot cutting discs are made from a special tool steel hardened and are 
i guaranteed for one year. The knife cutting heads are made in such a manner that they do not smash the paper against a drum, but cut it 

} clean. These cutters last a long time and with proper care are almost indestructible. The scoring heads will score anything from three 
7 i or four-ply to thin stock perfectly. The slitting heads cut shear style, make a smooth and clean cut, and will slit or trim anything from 
i i three or four-ply stock to the very thinnest. The crimping heads (creasing) make the sheet perfectly pliable and heads to duplicate any 
"i | style of crimp can be supplied. 3 

Perforates 30 inches square. Floor space with tables down, 3 feet 6 inches by 4 feet. Floor space with tables spread, 5 feet 2 inches by 
. i 5 feet 6inches. Shipping weight 600 pounds. 

' Price complete for power ..:...... (epee Uo gas et gl Bee ne gh tieer ara ree OO) 
jf Price with motor attached for direct current........... eer eae Re oe Oe 
; i Price with motor attached for alternating current .......... aaah tap ae tee aul ee EO 

1 Extra slot perforator heads, per pair $6.50; extra top slot perforating dise only, each $0.75; extra lower slot perforating disc only, 
per pair $1.50; extra knife cut perforating heads, per pair $5.00; extra top knife perforating dise only, each $0.75; extra lower knife per- 
forating dise only, each $0.50; scoring disc, each $0.75; slitting heads, per pair $6.50; crimping or creasing heads (one upper and one 

: | lower,) per pair $20.00. 
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CHANDLER & PRICE GORDON PRESS : 
A machine of few parts has a distinct advantage over a machine of many parts, ay 

provided it does its work equally well. This is one of the great advantages of the 4 
——". Chandler & Price Gordon Press, as it has fewer parts than any other type of job press, 4 
Fagen RY and its work is excelled by none. The fact that there are thirty-four thousand s 

a eS) Chandler & Price Gordon Presses in everyday use should be sufficient evidence that = 
4 ie they give entire satisfaction. a 

\ The design and mechanical principles of the Chandler & Price Gordon Press are 7 
. st \ . as nearly ‘‘fool proof” as a printing press can be made. It has no complicated parts, 

\ 4 i a | Ny and is simplicity itself in all its movements. No press, consequently, requires so few ‘ 
ee { aoe Way repairs and costs so little to maintain in effective condition. 5 

: Pad = , | Bar) The Chandler & Price Gordon Presses are from three hundred to five hundred 4 
~ « ‘ iN pounds heavier than any other presses of the same type, and this extra material is \ 

, r = 3 A\9 largely in the frames, the platen and the bed, though it is distributed in proportion 
7 a” = Zz 7 through other parts of the machine on which the strain of the impression is thrown. al 

q —— Je ae Great care has been used to distribute the weight so that all parts will be in per- } 
ES A ie? oo co Sap NS fect balance. The ease of operation and the comparative silence which have aided to : 

sacl ey x bs hay popularize the Chandler & Price Gordon Presses are secured primarily by making one i 
Be We ls movement mimimize another resisting movement. Thus the weight properly applied 

\ A aa increases strength without increasing the power required to energize the strength. a) 
a ia , The Chandler & Price Gordon Presses require less energy (by treadle or by belt) a 

Pr _ Sega to operate than any other presses of the same capacity, and this for two reasons: 4 
ra G NL First, as stated above, a scientifically balanced design; second, the thorough and 

Ay } . y inter-changeable construction of every part. 7 
a * | The product to be obtained from a Chandler & Price Gordon Press is a purely per- ; 

- é sonal equation. The press can be run as fast as it can be fed. Every movement of / 
-_ every part is as brief as its duty permits, but the platen is in rest during the time the % 

r ji sheet is being fed, enabling the feeder to place the sheet more quickly and accurately F 
a than is possible on presses in which the platen is constantly in motion or has a very 5 

limited “dwell” or rest. On the Chandler & Price Gordon Presses it is easier to feed, 2 
as the feeder is not confused or retarded by the unnecessary movements of the platen > 
while the form is being inked. 4 

The impression is decisive and unyielding because of the rigidity of bed and platen, eo 3 procured by sufficient weight to withstand even extraordinary strains. essa 4 
Each part is automatically correct and not dependent on hand fitting, which always "Aeneatotucesmnseesast 

produces variations. Shafts ground to gauges, and the bearings kept uniform through ent bi, 
the use of drills and reamers kept to standard, make the journals and other fitted parts Ra 
neither too tight nor too loose, but invariably a working fit. pa) | 

The impression is even because the bed and the platen are planed on the highest > 4 -_ J 
grade machines made in any country, and these machines are placed on masonry (" Ss — 
foundations that will hold them level, and thus, when the bed and platen of a Chandler i _ 
& Price Gordon Press are finished, these surfaces are absolutely true, so that there are Ah a q 
no inaccuracies for the printer to overcome in his make-ready. This gain in time of eS 
make-ready on every job equals in a comparatively short time the cost of the press. ] = 4 

’ This statement is based on the great number of jobs made ready on a job press in a ™ 

year, and a saving of about one-quarter of the time necessary for make-ready on each \ ay S q 
job on presses of inferior design and construction. j =a q 

Thorough distribution is insured by the extra large double dise. The rollers begin | Shai TES ‘ =a 
their travel at a point above the disc center and all clear the bottom of the form. Discs n BB» =| 3 
have the advantages of requiring less power to distribute on, have less wear of parts, = 
and take less time to clean up. A single disc will be furnished when preferred and b J | a yo ‘el 
specially ordered. bs 

Gears run smoother and wear longer, because the depth of the raceway is greater 5‘ | | a _ er’ 
than on any other press, and the surfaces are finished with the greatest care. Three a 
special machines constructed at a cost of more than $10,000 are used to finish the race- | if a | 5.4 
ways of the gear wheels. For gears a special metal of great durability is used. } 4 

The metals used have had very particular attention. A variety of metals are used, | al i 
as best suited the various parts. There is a varity even in the cast iron used, and where AY ne i 
malleable iron or steel have proved superior to cast iron they have been used. } =. | a 

The impression throw-off of the Chandler & Price Gordon Press is acknowledged | 
to be superior to that used on any other machine. It is easy and safe and never fails. : 

More than thirty-four thousand Chandler & Price Gordon Presses are in use, and | en ~ 

every user is satisfied. Recent additions to the factory increases the yearly capacity f 
to five thousand of these presses. An annual increase of sales has been invariable. 4 
This is the best indorsement. , 

Each press is furnished with throw-off, depressible grippers, three chases, a brayer, two wrenches, two sets of roller stocks, a treadle 
and one roller mould. If desired, two extra chases, or a set of cast rollers will be furnished in lieu of the mould. 

For description and prices of extras see following page. Send for complete catalogue of Chandler & Price presses. y 

SIZES, DATA AND LIST PRICES Z 

SPACE THROUGH WHICH Z = 
PRESS WILL PASS 2 lee £a 2 : 

sie ee ee a ee le em eee es Be | curncee 2358 oumeteROF | w BS JSP eS os " ss OF CHASE SPACE Se lseelzee| S22 | ommonuns|=2 [see] 22 eae 53 suadect To 2 WoHes INohES es |2es|282| 2° ane 5 |Fe=| 2? & UBERAL DISCOUNTS 
’ g |f5*)a5= 3 = g& 

Tei 45x3574 33 25 164 2524 12 x2%g | 2 4 2800 % of 5 & xa | dar’ | oe | 27 | 1 | me | 12 S| 2 | 4 | am | Gotrnores | 198 10500 
10 xi5 53x43, 43 31% | 21 2345 13%6x2; 2 6 2300 % of 1 horse 1800 250 00 
12 x18 60x4914 46 36 254 22% 1376x279 2 7 1800 2 of 1 horse 2500 300 00 14, x20 | oxsaes | 50 | 40 | 28% | ak | 18 aay | 2 | 8 | 150 | Sotinorse | iso 400 00 14}6x22 66x52 51 40 2814 23r'e 1876x2; 2 8 1500 7 of 1 horse 3100 450 00 

sz 
Side power fixtures on press any size, $15.00. 

e 8 $$ =e 
’ 
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F en - CHANDLER & PRICE AND BUCKEYE Sal: 
aS a a (aa. INK FOUNTAINS ifm as 

é ‘A Fame > a (2) i Es bs 

br a ps The Chandler & Price Fountain is simple and effective— my ty 
/ i ae quickly cleaned; quickly adjusted to proper flow, at any rate | ie te 

ce . ~ needed ; easily removed from press and replaced by extra y , 
1 NS » fountain for colors, if desired. Ink blade is of the finest steel, , f 

4 and its adjustment insures positive flow. Y v ees Tb) 

| ed ‘ m2 Chandler & Price Fountain. 2... 2.0... 2... $2000 | fe old 
Cig lp | Fa We ame fe 
Pea Pe The Buckeye Fountain is easily attached—is perfect:in con- pan | (es: 
Sie 7 struction and action. The roller is easily removed for cleaning; + ile yer 

: 1 aR ink supply regulated by a “ twist of the wrist.” ‘ = ° 
® 

! Buckeye Fountain 050.4 cos ph He ss eens, BIO OO. 
. Chandler & Price Fountain Buckeye Fountain 

i THE NEW VIBRATING RIDING ROLLER 
‘ For half-tone and other work requiring exceptional distribution, a 

f Vibrating Riding Roller has recently been perfected. This simple and effective 73 . a 
‘ device can be placed in position or removed as easily as an ordinary form ae 
y roller. This attachment is just the thing needed to improve the ink distribu- ae eee earl iaall 
7 tion on platen presses. Without the Vibrator, the distribution may be perfect 
f at the start, but it is destroyed with the first revolution of the rollers qver the \ Ca a] 
‘ form. Printers have for years realized this defect in their job presses, but no 28 

remedy was discovered. The Vibrator relieves this imperfection, and gives to a = i — 7 
if the platen press a steady and uniform distribution, equal to that of a cylinder bold] hha 

cE press of like capacity. It is a practical and successful device, planned and A 
perfected in a thorough knowledge of its requirements. een 

It is a hollow steel roller, the axle of which is attached by brackets to the Hi 
double roller saddle, as shown in the illustration. The vibration is effected by ax) | 
an internal worm and screw of hardened steel, producing a long, slow oscilla- n bags 
tion on the downward movement of the rollers, with a reverse motion returning. ty Ne u" a 
It is built on up-to-date lines, from the best materials obtainable. All working we + 

= parts are of hardened steel, finished perfectly, and are interchangeable. 4 S| / 
In operation, the Vibrator rests between and travels with the two form bra. od 

Es rollers, constantly distributing the ink from one to the other. It does away ieanaaaiwoad nak y 
i with double rolling, prevents streaking, saves ink, requires less impression, . Ete (ANoren & Sryiz= - 

and improves the quality of presswork. The Vibrators are being used in TSN 
representative printing offices throughout the country, and are giving uniform 

r satisfaction. 
\ Price, complete, including new saddles and all attachments... . $10 00 

i : 
) PARAGON STEEL CHASES FOR C. & P. PRESSES 

We guarantee Paragon Steel Chases for use on job presses. We cannot recommend the use of cast-iron chases. Paragon Chases will 
i last longer, provide better register, and prove much cheaper in the end. 

NET EXTRA CHARGE FOR ONE PARAGON NET EXTRA CHARGE FOR TWO PARAGON NET EXTRA OHARGE FOR THREE PARAGON 
sie STEEL OHASE INSTEAD OF THE STEEL CHASES INSTEAD OF THE STEEL CHASES INSTEAD OF THE FMS ts Le ua 

USUAL 3 NEW CAST-IRON CHASES USUAL 8 NEW CAST-IRON CHASES USUAL 3 NEW CAST-IRON CHASES TR ree 4 

Q gee $3 62 $7 87 $12 12 5:00 
8 x12 3 62 787 1212 500 

10 x 15 377 8 45 13 12 550 
: 12 x18 417 970 15 22 650 

it 14 x 20 460 10 76 16 92 725 
14% x 22 457 1073 16 89 725 

dle oe 

a PILOT PRESS 
Yes 

a > These presses rank as the best of this class in the market, and have never yet 
, ee we failed to give entire satisfaction. They are time-savers, as many jobs of card or 

E i S Cum y aE? other work can be put on this press and completed in less time than would be 
. < bi : consumed in making ready on ordinary job presses. 

: r ky age The size, 64 x 10 inches inside chase, embraces all ordinary commercial work. 
ist Oe id a4 Each press is furnished with one set of rollers, wrench and chase. 

bo peg Al Ae y gy O¢x 10inside chase. 54 iri) eh wn Fee oe ees ea OO 
J EON Sera With fountain 7 6 chy. os ci 020 be oid oe tes au etanese a tele le 74000. 
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LE Recent patented improvements place this in the front rank of job presses. The patent- : 
= wi ed impression throw-off is the only device that holds the eccentric shaft absolutely station- % 
a nee ary both on and off the impression. The ink disk is large, and noiseless in operation, is 

( .. - oD highly polished, easily cleaned and no grooves to harbor dirt; this is especially desirable 
| aa Mi forcolor printing. The platen is counter balanced, preventing wear on cam and cam roller. 

A). PA oth a In presses with this improvement in use five years the cams are as perfect as the 
«i | ii day they left the factory. The platen of 10 x 15 and smaller sizes have extra heavy 

\ P ea == { = truss ribs in center; the 12 x 18, 13 x 19 and 14 x 20 have five impression screws; the 

LI ae » oa _—— 14) x 22 have six—insuring a rigid and true impression. Gear wheels are extra wide and 
5 : ry —— the cam-way and cam roller are broad, giving extra strength and wearing surface. The 

* aI | paemreresna cam roller and stud are made of tool steel, tempered and ground to micrometer gauge. 
bored = Patented depressible gripperbar and grippers are the simplest and best. The bar is mal- 4 

aoe bead = leable iron, with groove to hold grippers, prevents swinging and injury to forms. The 
Vl i E grippers are slotted for use on close margins. Forged steel crankshafts and connecting 
rey ee es 2 rods on all sizes. The 12x 18 and all larger sizes have cut steel pinions, also new style 

f Ls P=} folding feedboard. Instantaneous chase lock fastens or releases the chase without soiling 
head | a 1 the fingers. All bearings are carefully fitted, hence smooth, easy running and perfect in 

: Dee every movement. This is the secret of accurate register for which the noiseless Challenge 
“ het) Gordon is noted. 

. “4 Wi 1 All Challenge Gordon Presses are fitted with throw-off and depressible grippers, 
Hi yn ee three chases, foot brake, guage pin cup, gripper and impression wrench, three cast rollers, 
- E one brayer with cast roller, and three roller stocks furnished with each press. If desired, & 

q 4G we will furnish either two extra chases or one roller mould in place of casting the rollers 
' 5 i and brayer. 

d ‘ Side Steam Fixtures are an extra; list price... . 2-2... - 1... e+e. es - $1500 

| he Challenge Speed Treadle'for 8x12 only 3.5. ics asses ea pol emis cities SED OO. 

; SIZES, DATA AND LIST PRICES 

SIZE OF PRESS SPACE WILL GO MAX, NUMBER OPERATING REV. OF FLY WHEEL FACE OF SHIPPING WEIGHT | LIST PIRCE, SUBJECT 
eae ttae | FLOOR SPACE are ee voven | TO EACH IMPRESSION user eeiia! DRWING PULLEY Webi hve POUNDS To piscounr 

8 xi2 35x42 30 in. 4 2800 10 in. % 1140 $165 00 
10 x15 43x51 33 in. 6 2500 14 in. 4 1785, 250 00 
12 x18 BIx64 41 in. 8 2250 14 in. y 2500 300 00 « 
13 x19 51x66 41 in. 8 2100 14 in. % 2650 350 00 
14 x20 52x66 41 in. 8 2000 14 in. ya 2800 400 00 
14%6x22 53x67 41 in. 8 2000 14 in. % 2900 450 00 : 

ceo ea 
\e eh CHALLENGE INK FOUNTAINS j 
> ee Y, y 

- Ps -_ ag - Challenge Full Width Fountain is similar in construction to the eylin- 
hs ere der press fountain and is intended for cut and solid tint work. 

Lea <o < Challenge Pony Fountain is built on the same principle as the full Me, 
ae - width fountain and is intended for the general run of work in a job office. a = q Ce Oe 
Y Upahenge Fol The Direct Full Width Fountains are very simple, have spring steel Ng 

= blade with a series of thumb-screws for regulating supply of ink; a hinged Direct Full ae 
rad joint provides suitable adjustment and permits the fountain to be raised © Width Fountain ~ 
a clear of the rollers when not in use. J 
Sit feats aot iy 
—_ Direct Pony Fountain is built on the same principle as the Direct Full LE 

aly ¥ Width; intended for the general run of small work; it is very easily 
iG 4 52 cleaned. 
Ven * my, gt Challenge Full Width Fountain. 22.20... ss $27 50 ax 

‘ Re Challenge Pong Vauktniane. A sence aoc ea as - 15 00 t 
hep Direct Full Width Fountain. ............. Ses oe 0 Direct Pony — @ 
 elenae Fwy Direct Pony Fountain, su shagelch icc ncles fone anne eee ores AIO) Fountain x 

Fountain 

The bed is stationary, and is strengthened by heavy lateral and transverse braces. The 5 
chase is instantly and securely fastened to the bed by an automatic chase-hook. It is accu- ry 
rately fitted, and can be inserted either side up. The impression is given by a toggle, applied ~~ 
behind the platen-yoke. This motion is very simple and powerful, and admits of a “Dead r/o fe 
Dwell” on the impression, and a long rest of platen to receive the sheet. The rollers are three } it me a 
in number, and cover a fullform. The throw-off is an eccentric, operated by a lever, which Sree 7 ae 
locks itself in either position. It can be used at any period of the impression. The grippers ae Fi 1 ae 

are of spring steel, and can be instantly lowered or raised for the purpose of setting. All im- a NG <= 
pression screws in sight and easy to get at. The throw-off arrangement has a natural move- Pa Ma 

. ment, and is very handy. The gear-wheel is placed below the feeding level—an important AE Ks ~. ) 
advantage over the obstructing gear of Gordon Presses. y ry a 

I UR 3 te y y 
SIZES, DETAILS AND LIST PRICES | LV EN 4 ji , 4 

oe \ [% la 
Fuoon | ORIVING PULLEYS | RevoLUTIONS FLY |H. P. REQUIRED \ A, us o” 

sizes speeo | weieht soxeo | Uist Prices \ Ms 

8 x12 inches |44x37| 12 | 2 4 y 3000 1400 $225 00 See Y a 
9 x13 inches |44x38] 12 | 2 5 6 3000 1500 250 00 4 Vee. j 

10 x15 inches [48x42] 14 | 214 6 y 2400 1800 300 00 yg 7 
11 xi7inches |48x44| 14 | 256 6 % 2400 1900 350 00 i lig i 4 
14 x20 inches [61x45] 14 | 2% 8 4 1800 3000 450 00 OT 2 7 
1424x22 inches |61x47 14 2% 8 % 1800 3100 500 00 = [Pa } 

Steam fixtures, $15.00; Long Fountain, $25.00; Pony Fountain, $10.00. { 

i | (9 ] 
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tr y COLT’S ARMORY PLATEN PRESSES 
, 
| The frame and bed are cast in one part, without jointed members. The bed is chambered, to save iron; but for the duty to be per- 
| formed, is practically as rigid as if cast in a solid mass. The platen and the bridge, however, are cast in solid masses. The connecting 
| rods are formed by drop-forging in a finishing die; are of tough, mild, low-carbon, open-hearth steel, without welds; the erank-pin “eyes” 

| being bushed. The crank-pins, main shaft, bridge shaft and pinion shaft are also made of forged steel; but of considerably higher carbon 
1 (hence stiffer and harder) than the connecting rods. They are finished by grinding and closely approximate true cylinders. The gears 

are cast from a mixture of iron which is close-grained, hard and tough. With the exception of the Quarto Medium, all have forged steel 
sections, fused into place, in which are cut the teeth that carry the cranks over the 

js (3 me impression. The platen action movement comprises three distinct phases. First, a 
" f Weeeteeeeeens) | direct, free and unrestrained slide to and from the form; second, a rapid intermediate 

i ry r\ swing, on rockers, in the shortest posible period of time; and third, a slow continua- 

4 — re tion of this movement. This action is exceedingly smooth and obtains the longest 
possible period of time for laying and removing the sheets. The impression is reg- 

i ae Te ulated entirely by the amount of tympan carried and by the latches which 
ue yi Ee gs cs hold the throw-off lever. These latches have tongues fitting in grooves 

i Eom Sa in the arcs on the bridge, making a slip impossible, even though lock-nut 
i ‘= er works loose. By the use of these latches, through the eccentric adjusting 

by KS * rs sleeves which they control, no other adjustment of the platen is required. 
a} i) Py The ink distribution is produced by a combination of continuously 

7 Pe <3 revolving and “ vibrating” cylinders and composition rollers. A feat- 
fi . . ure of importance in this system consists in causing the main ink 

ei >) EH \ cylinder to slowly reciprocate as well as revolve. This produces direct 
. ‘ ts -~ rubbing, or smoothing, of the ink upon the form rollers as well as upon 

be ‘a the distributing rollers. In light, short run jobs, the distributing 
| el rollers may be dispensed with, the cylinder producing an adequate 

e result by its direct action upon the form rollers. The carriage may be 
es stopped on the cylinders or started down at will by simply operating the 

handle which is located towards the left-hand side, front of the press, and 
which is adjustable for wear of the toe of the hook on the shoe. A recent 

| - \ improvement which feeders will appreciate relates to the impression trip 
| \ or “throw-off.” In all presses of the Half Medium and Half Super Royal 

{ sizes the adjuster bar, which carries the eccentric throw-off and adjuster 
+ sleeves, is locked to the bridge by two steel slides, and two latches, the latter 

i = being depressed into engagement by two springs. This necessitates connect- 
i ing latches by means of hand-rod. Heretofore, this has been a direct con- 

v4 nection; hence the latches required to be elevated against the combined 
ie” resistance of both springs, involving a rather stiff pull. The present con- 

, struction provides a lever action, in favor of the operator, so that the 
latches may be quickly and easily elevated and the adjuster bar and sleeves 

i be swung to prevent the impression from being made. In the styles Two-A 
Style Two and Five-A the platen may be adjusted, forward or back, by means of 

i 10x15 impression bolts; the heads of outside jack-bolts, at the corners, being first 
| relieved from contact if the platen is to be drawn from the bed. In the 

Style Six presses the platen rests upon solid bearings on the bridge, no pressure being borne by screws. With the combined brake and * 
belt shifter the fly-wheel can be stopped in a fraction of a revolution ; as the shoe, in effect, “jams” against the face of the wheel, pro- 

| ducing, with a moderate thrust from the operator, a very high coefficient of friction. The chase is secured to the bed by a powerful hook 
i controlled by a protected foot pedal. Thus, the pedal cannot be accidentally operated and both hands are free to manipulate the chase. 
| Our improved double-inking attachment can be furnished with any of our machines, When not required for ordinary work it may, and 
i should, be rendered inoperative by removing the latches from the carriage. By means of this device the lower carriage form roller is 

’ carried out of contact with the form on the down movement, but at the 
i) termination of the down motion the form roller boxes are automatically r 
i released. Hence, this roller, with its fresh and undisturbed charge of A | 

i ink, is the last to act upon the form as the carriage passes upward. yi) fi 
The latches hold the carriage boxes of the lower form roller out 44 ed - , 

until tripped at the bottom so that this roller inks the form on the i to AM, | Pome = 
up-motion. Consequently, the form is inked by the two upper ‘ 

} rollers from the top, down and up; and by the lower roller from 4 | | a - 
i the bottom, up only; hence, delivering a fresh charge of ink in 

; both directions at each impression. This device is particularly 3 ] = - ed 
effective and is intended for forms requiring a heavy deposition of i} i oe 

: ink. In many instances it obviates double-rolling. The new im- , - — ai 
4 pression trip is capable of instant operation, requiring but the , ‘ r an 

touch of a finger, applied at any portion of the hand-rod, to dis- po AN ayy 
i connect the adjuster latches, and swing the eccentric sleeves. ¥, 
| c Attention is directed to the interlocked connection of the composi- 

tion sleeve-shank with the steel adjuster bar, whereby the duty of ay 
I the bolts is simply to hold the parts together ; also to the modeling " J 
i of the main connecting rod, formed by swaging in a steel die. A <  ) 

very important improvement recently patented, relates to the cam \ 
and cam lever which operate the rocker shaft, the counter-weight ‘ 

| and the carriage. This consists in applying two friction rollers, oa re 
i instead of one as hitherto, whereby the unit of pressure is reduced + 

| fifty per centum, and the bearing surfaces increased one hundred 7 
‘ per centum. This apparatus has been tested in regular use for 
‘ about six years and has proven as highly effective practically as it 

i appears to be theoretically. The steel studs, plate and wrist-pin, = 
i . which carry the bronze rollers, are riveted together, and are hardened and 

ground to gauge. This device will, henceforth, obviate any serious wear or 
cutting of the driving cam in the main gear. Style Two-A J 

‘ Style Two, 10 x 15 for all letterpress printing. Composition rollers are aoe 
three forms, two distributers and one vibrator; all are to be cast two inches 

* in diameter. The following parts included:—Six form roller stocks, four distributer stocks and two vibrator stocks ; four distributer stock 
f boxes, four adusting clamps, six form roller wheels 1}§ inches diameter, six form roller wheels 1% inches diameter, five chases, two feed 

tables, two feed table floor standards, three frisket fingers, one treadle, 3 wrenches, Colt’s Armory Long Fountain, driving pulleys, belt 

i} shifter, brake and treadle. 
; Style Two A, 13x19 and 14x22 forall letter press and half-tone printing. Composition rollers are three forms, two distributers and one 

5 vibrator, all to be cast two inches in diameter. The following parts are included :—Six form roller, four distributer and two vibrator stocks, 
, one changer, four distributer stock boxes, four adjusting clamps, six form roller wheels 1{§ inches diameter, six form roller wheels 174 inches 
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diameter, five chases, two feed-tables, two feed-table floor standards, three frisket fingers, three wrenches, Colt’s Armory Long Fountain, 
driving pulleys, belt shifter and brake. 

Style Five-A, 13x19 and 14x22 for chromotype, tint, half-tone and all letterpress printing. Much heavier and stronger construction / 
than Style Two. Composition rollers are three forms, two distributers and one vibrator, all to be cast two inches in diameter. The following 
parts are included :—Six form roller stocks, four distributer stocks, two vibrator stocks, one changer, four distributer stock boxes, four 
adjusting clamps, six form roller wheels 1}§ inches diameter, six form roller wheels 1% inches diameter, five chases, two feed-tables, two 5 
feed-table floor standards, three frisket fingers, three wrenches, Colt’s Armory Long Fountain, floor stand or hanger, driving pulleys, 
belt shifter and brake. 

Style Six-A, 13x19 and 14x22 for embossing, book-cover stamping, wood printing, also all printing that ean be done on the other j 
styles. Composition rollers are three forms, two distributers and one vibrator, all to be cast two inches in diameter. The following parts 
are included:—Six form roller stocks, four distributer stocks, two vibrator stocks, one changer, four distributing stock boxes, four 
adjusting clamps, six form roller wheels 1}§ inches diameter, six form roller wheels 1% inches diameter, five chases, two feed-tables, two 
feed-table floor standards, three frisket fingers, two wrenches, Colt’s Armory Long Fountain, floor stand or hanger, driving pulleys, belt 
shifter and brake. 

Crank Action Cutter and Scorer, Style Four, 20x30 inches inside cast-iron chase; 20?4x32 inches inside steel chase. This press has 
lever impression trip. 

Crank Action Cutter and Scorer, Style Five, 20x30 inches inside cast-iron chase; 20?4x2 inches inside steel chase. Heavier than 
Style Four, new bed and frame design, greater area of base, lever impression trip. 

Crank Action Cutter and Scorer, 28x41 inches inside steel chase. For large paper box blanks or open dies. 

Eccentric Action Cutter and Scorer, Style Two, 26x38 inches inside cast-iron chase; 27x39%4 inches inside steel chase; fly wheel 
disconnection system, platen moved by inside eccentrics. Fly wheels act as belt wheels and ordinary side power fixtures are not required. 

Eccentric Action Embossers, 12/4x 18/4 inches and 18x24 inches, the latter built to order only. Fly wheels act as belt wheels and 
the ordinary side power fixtures are not required. 
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Style Five-A i 
. 14x22 

The following parts are included with the cutters and scorers and embossers:—6 cast-iron chases with all cutters and scorers 
except the 28x41, which has 4 patent built-up steel chases and no cast-iron chases. One steel platen plate with all, one set of wrenches .@ 
with all, one steel bed plate 4 inch thick with embossers, side power fixtures and belt shifter and brake with 20x30 cutters and scorers, 4 
two feed-tables with iron stand with all, one floor hanger or stand with 20x30 cutters and scorers. The embossing presses are usually 4 
operated without means for heating the die. Blanks can, however, be furnished for heating by means of steam, gas or electricity, the 7 
usual charge for steam blanks being about $75 and for gas blanks from $75 to $125. 4 

¢ OPENING THROUGH | — H. Py cum, | REV. OF e 
POON EPNE'|'7 ube wnion press | necoou. | MOTH [FADE OF] POM | eet | wien | suena | ust i Srytg ae aes Tee Feo Tastes | assemeceo wit | menoeo | °F | ORME | dave EACH SPEED | WEIGHT | PRICE : 
FEEO. TAILED PASS ror moron | PET | PULLEY | ouitey | impREssion 

NOj2) GORI e eee tek. Ae ee  XOO)| 1a IS: 3324 % 134 | 2% | 12 6 2200 | 1870 | $350 00 i 
bf 9 WS Tea es ata Saget ei Be ange 1 1444x22 41 % 2% | 3 14 84 1800 2875 | 500 00 z 
No S-A M9519.) oo tec cs pie | 48 248 | | 1G 46 1 3 3% | 14 84 | 1800 | 3205 | 600 00 2 
NG CASTRO oro esis tee ain! yf SO 14%4x22 46 1 3 3% | 14 84 1800 3205 | 625 00 . 5 
INO. SAS The serie es a ai 8 AB ME 14% x 22 43. % 2% | 34 | 14 84 1700 3075 | 575 00 
NO. GA. T4888 Osi See Ss ef BB BGT 14%x 22 51 1 3 3% | 14 84 1700 3405 650 00 q 
No: GA, 14528 0. 7 ie a eo | 48 EEL 14/4x22 51 ih 3 3% | 14 84 1700 3405 | 725 00 t 
NOU, MORO Oca Cats eka eee ous ; 3% | 8% | 17% 54 | 2400 | 5315 | 585 00 ; 
No.5. 20x80C.&C........../54 x62%| 18 x28 54 334 | 3% | 17% 5% 2400 5715 | 615 00 | 
No. 2 26x98C.&C. ......%../60 x66 184 x 1814 56 4 6% | 30 9 1500 | 10320 | 1500 00 

SMR OAM cs os coe 3% | 3% | 17% | 514 | 1800] 7675 | 1000 00 
Combination 1234x18% |.) |.) ) | ongx46 46 4° | 64 | 30 84 | 1800 | 5380 | 1350 00 
Combination 18 x24 built to order. . 4 64 32 10% 1500 | 14550 | 2750 00 

Double Inking Device for any size Colt’s Armory printing press, $15. Fly-wheels on all Colt’s Armory presses should always run | 
toward feeder. Steam or Gas Blank for Style 6-A Presses, $75 net. Blower to be used in connection with Gas Blank for Style 6-A presses, \ 
$25. Gauges for book cover and wood printing for Style 6-A presses cost extra, depending on size. E ¢ 
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ie —= GALLY IMPROVED UNIVERSAL PRINTING PRESS 
| SS a ee Style No. 1—This is the regular press adapted for general commercial letterpress 
| < NY eps 8 A printing. The following small parts are included with each Quarto Medium Press: Five E y of eee cast-iron chases, one roller mould (for which a set of cast rollers or two cast-iron chases will 

 . ah teem aon” be substituted if preferred), six form roller stocks, four distributer roller stocks, two ductor 
| 4 ne | // Tete a roller stocks, twelve roller wheels (six large, six small), two iron lateral distributers, two 
\ ava) bcs Ssecee-@ feed tables, one large impression wrench, one socket wrench, one chase latch wrench and 

i re iE ———— si treadle fixtures (for which two-cast iron chases will be substituted if preferred). The same 
i] é )) ) oe \ =) parts are included with the Half Medium except chases, and one steel chase and three cast- 

i J \Ne, J) en) Ys emmy iron chases are supplied; with the Half Super Royal, two steel chases and two cast-iron 
Me, ly, \4 Y 10) ek chases. No treadle fixtures are supplied with Half Super Royal or Half Medium Presses. 
MEY \el eta \ 2 fly An improved gear wheel is now put on all 13x 19 and 14x 22 Universals with a steel section 
is q }) | > a cast into the camway at the place were the friction rollers wears the hardest. Each press 
We (} a’ ew i is shipped complete with ink fountain and power fixtures, including tight and loose 
YA , i WwW pulleys, and the improved belt shifter and brake combined. No overhead fixtures included. 
WSS ud | a Style No. 2—This style differs from the No. 1 in that it is heavier and stronger in its 

WAY \ } i i general build, having a much heavier platen and heavier fly-wheel for “carrying over’ on 
4 Neh [ i a more powerfulimpression. The style No. 2 is equipped with our new style double rolling 

i WS Vz A 3 device, which lifts one of the form rollers clear of the form on the downward movement of 
Ss Vos EA ‘ <n. the carriage. The small parts are included as specified for Style One, for these sizes. 

Le See > Style No. 3—This Universal Press differs from Style No. 1 in the following particulars: | 
gs | The pinion shaft is extended and given an extra outside floor support. Pulleys are wider 

| Style No. 1 of and intended to carry a 24 inch belt on Quarto Medium and a 3% inch belt on the larger 
i Gally Universal er sizes. The fly-wheel on Quarto Medium weighs 200 pounds and on the Half Medium and 

4 Half Super Royal 300 pounds each. The large gear wheel has steel sections like Style No. 2. 
Combination A—For letterpress printing of the highest grade, cold embossing, stamping, and all work that can be executed ona 

platen set to print at the height of type. 
Combination B—For letterpress printing and (in addition to all work that can be done on Combination A) book-cover inlaying, and 

cutting and creasing. This combination is fitted with a movable )-inch steel platen plate and a movable }<-inch brass platen plate, the 
latter for use in cutting and creasing. 

Combination C—For letterpress printing and hot embossing (in addition to all work that can be done on Combinations A and B). This 
combination is fitted with a steam-blank, 74-inch thick, a movable }-inch steel plate for same, a movable }4-inch steel platen plate, a 
movable }-inch brass platen plate and two cast-iron platen plates. 

Combination D—For letterpress printing, printing on wood not exceeding 1 inch in thickness, and cold embossing. This combination | 
is fitted with a %-inch movable cast-iron platen blank, a movable )<-inch steel platen plate and a movable }¢-inch brass platen plate, the H 

F latter for use in cutting and creasing. 
Combination E—Same as Combination C, except fitted for printing on wood. 
In ordering Combination C or E, it is necessary to state the average thickness of embossing dies. It is recommended that 44-inch dies 

be used. The same small parts are included with Style No. 3 presses as specified for Style No. 1. 
Style No. 4—This press is built in one size only—17 inches by 25 inches inside chase. The frame is of a solid, modern design; the 

bridge, fly-wheel, hook connection and cam lever are heavier; the cam-way in the large gear wheel is of an improved design, requiring a 
larger friction roller; the gear wheel has the steel sections in the rim and cam-way; the carriage ways are of a new design. This press has 
the long pinion shaft with the outside floor support and the new style double inking device without springs is a part of regular equipment. 

i The following small parts are included: Five steel chases, one roller mould (for which a set of cast rollers will be substituted if pre- 
ferred), eight form roller stocks, six distributing roller stocks, two vibrator or ductor roller stocks, sixteen roller wheels, (eight large and 
eight small,) three iron lateral distributors or changers, two feed tables and one set of wrenches. No treadle fixtures are supplied with 

; this press. Each press is shipped complete with ink fountain and side power fixtures, including tight and loose pulleys, and improved 
belt shifter and brake combined. 

Gally Universal Cutter and Creaser—Has the improved platen movement of the Universal Press, and being extremely solid in its build, 
E it is peculiarly adapted for either stamping or paper-box cutting. All sizes have the extra steel gibbed lock and are also provided with 

phosphor-bronze bushings between the'draw bars and impression cranks. The platen is under absolute control by means of the instantan- 
eous throw-off. These presses are double-geared, extremely powerful, durable and effective, and will not “stall.” Press is furnished 

F with steel platen plate, }-inch thick (or brass plate if preferred), three chases, two feed tables, power fixtures on press, brake and wrench. 
Gally Universal Embossing Press—On this press the impression is obtained by means of a rocking and sliding platen held at the point 

of impression by lugs, to which is added a steel gibbed lock at the front of the platen and in the line of the face of embossing dies. This 4 
extra lock holds the platen to position and exact register for the dies, and effectually prevents the bridge from rising from its seat and the 
platen from tilting in either direction. The platen is set low, is easy to feed, and is under absolute control by means of the instantaneous 

L impression throw-off and impression adjuster. The wide double gears have steel sections welded into their rims at the point where im- 
: pression is sustained. There are two flywheels, 

STYLES, SIZES, DATA AND LIST PRICES one on each side, weighing 375 pounds each. 
- ——“—"—~—~"—“J_—TVS:?O0COOOOS00._._ oo—Eo=owowom= Unless otherwise ordered, the platens of em- 

: Tenino) OR OSRULLENE TE ier arp 11 guia bossing presses are set “type high.” For cold 
STYLES AND SIZES late /——7——] nions pen | aequineo | weisht | speeos | uist prices © Process work, the dies if blocked “type high,” 

wwowes | eves | ones | MPRESSION] FOR MpToR| POUNDS may be locked in chases. If unblocked dies are 
: | | ___sused a cast-iron bed blank is furnished in lieu of 
, 1 “ue chases. For hot process work a steam blank and 
| Re ee erate pein ote Atma cliee 17 | B08 | 1880 | $839)  asteel die plate are used, and the platen blank 
; No. 1, 14x22... ... .| 40x43] 14 | 234 8 t 2850 1600 515 00 is removed to provide space for the dies. 

No. 2, 13x19 . -..| 40x40] 14 2% 8 1 2750 1600 500 00 

: ; No. 2, 14x22... . .- 40x43] 14 2% 8 1 2900 1600 575 00 4] 

f ; No. 8-A, 10x15... . .| 34x30] 14 | 24] 6 1 2000 | 1800 450 00 ————" | 
No. 3-A, 18x19. . . . .| 40x52] 16 3% 8 1% 2900 1500 600 00 {enn ) 

; No. 3-A, 14x22 | |). .| 40x55] 16 | 3%] 8 1% | 3100 | 1500 650 00 a 7 
No.3-B; ioxis || |: :| aexa0| 14 | 24 | 6 1 2000 | 1800 470 00 a 
No. 8-B, 18x19. . . . .| 40x52] 16 3% 8 1% 2900 1500 626 00 RS een 

- No. 3-B, 14x22 .. {| 40x55] 16 304 8 1% 3100 1500 676 00 (Ge Sra 

! No. 8-C, 18x19. . . . .| 40x52] 16 3% 8 1% 2900 1500 738 00 4 | 

! No. 3-C; 14x22 |: 2) i] 40x55] 16 | 3% | 8 1% | 3100 | 1500 | 80000 Pr ee ee 
| No. 3-D, 10x15 | | |. .| 34x30] 14 | 234] 6 1 2000 | 1800 474.00 i «i | a aS 

No. 3-D, 13x19 | | |: | 40x52] 16 | 3%] 8 1% | 2900 | 1500 629 00 HAS re eg 
No. 3-D, 14x22 | | |. || 40x55] 16 4 8 1% | 3100 | 1500 679 00 RANE os Be a 
No. 3E 19x19 |. | | 40x52] 16 | 3%] 8 1% | 2900 | 1500 738 00 ®\, eg SN 
No. 3-E, 14x22 |. | 40x55| 16 | 3% | 8 1% | 3100 | 1500 800 00 ES \S\ Ye CEE 

No. 4, 17x25. . 1... || 44x60] 16 a 8, 1% | 3500 | 1000 800 00 ND ) a : 
No. 1, C. & C, 20x24. . .| 52x67] 16 4 a4 2 4800 1400 700 00 Ot We Pa) | ‘¢ 

No. 134, C. & C. 2244x304] 52x 67] 16 i 54 2 4900 1400 800 00 ia y fas 

) No. 2, C. & C. 2344x31. . | 54x69] 16 A a 2 5100 1400 900 00 1 < } vi ~ 7a : 

| wctegegee: /Ba/ ee] as] a |S | es | Nas | 0. 4, C. & C. 30x44... 4 , | “ WM a 
} - Embosser, 2114x02 . | || 56x55| 16 | 3% | 8% | 2 3400 | 1400 | — 800,00 y Cra) ae 
‘ [ Embosser, 24x26 . . . .| 56x61} 16 % 34 2 4300 1400 900 00 IES q Sf 

7 Stamper, 24x26... . .| 56x61] 16 4 54 2 4600 1400 1600 00 cs) A i sae 

es 0. 
h SES Se Pe re RT EET AEE a Re Gally Universal 
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Zs THE GOLDING JOBBER ; 
Se. > NOTE—The manufacturers of these machines ee madel ae 

EAN as to grade and quality of output. This guarantee is based upon the actual ex- 

ana abccinee —, os perience of purchasers and each guarantee is made to conform to the actual 
EES. ae experience of the printers based upon machines they are operating and with 4 
a which they are familiar. We would be pleased to outline this guarantee to our 

customers upon application, this application to be accompanied by statements 
a regarding the size and style of the machinery they are now operating and the i 

¢ pe \ \ amount of increased output they would like to consider. | 
ile WA i On this press, motion and power being supplied by the crank, the impression | 

; 2d is imparted by the powerful compound lever or toggle. With the aid of this I 
ws Fe et toggle an impressional force is imparted many times as great as the original | 

. samen, wrens, 5 power supplied by the crank, but impossible to accurately estimate on account 
ee of friction and elasticity of the iron, which are variable quantities. _ 

ea) ee y : The absence of any jar or recoil after the impression, exerts a safeguard 
a, " | against undue wear of the bearing surfaces that sustain the impression, and the q 

ae A an ae strain is distributed equally over all parts of the frame. Although the platen 7 
a i | moves forward to the bed at a high rate of speed the actual impression is given 

' | by a slow, steady and ever-increasing squeeze. The use of a compound toggle 
L aa 2 makes all movements of a positive character, with no suggestion of a cam or 

, 1 NG sliding bearing surface. Every moving part works from a stationary center in $ 
ea ? the frame. The platen in its movement, describes part of an are of a circle, and 

sf ee its center located just below the bed, sustains none of the friction generated by 4 
a7 ‘ ie this immense impressional power. 

v Gi The manufacturers of the Golding Jobber claim a gain of 50 per cent. in 
actual production over any other platen press. They are enabled to do this for 

= many reasons, the most important of which is the differential platen movement, 
“a by which they obtain an extra long feeding dwell. The system of ink supply q 

and distribution is perfect, and allows the press to be operated at the fastest : 
speed for any length of time. Excepting only the pull of the ink, the rollers en- B 
counter no friction, thus avoiding all genertion of heat and consequent injury to 
rollers. All moving parts working from fixed centers, with no suggestion of a 3 
cam or sliding surface, the press is capable of maintaining a speed far beyond the 
limits of practicability. E 

The Automatic Brayer Fountain as used on the Golding Jobber delivers to ig 
the large ink cylinder an ink film almost perfect as to its uniformity. The knife is | 
serewed solidly to the bottom of the ink well and its edge bears directly on the | 
fountain cylinder in precisely the.same manner as a cabinet maker uses a steel 

seraper. The set screws pass through the clamp and engage the iron ink well, in the regular fountain three of them being engaged in a | 
thread passing through the clamp and bearing against the ink well, and the other two pass through the clamp and engage a thread in the | 
ink well. The rotation of the fountain cylinder is adjustable to give from the smallest touch of new ink surface to an amount equal to the 
circumference of the brayer. The brayer roller is actuated by a rod connection with the form roller frame and transfers the ink gathered 
from the fountain cylinder to the disk in two full sweeps. By manipulating the fountain set screws it is possible to let the ink flow 
freely into the center of the disk and run light on the edges, or vice versa. 

The Duplex Distributor is a semi-cylindrical plate hanging directly beneath the bed, which et 
receives the form rollers at the end of their downward movement. As the rollers start upward > ees 

« the plate swings forward and retards their rotation so that their form contact is changed on the ES a . 
ascent. It also has a reciprocating motion imparted to it by a lever connection with a > Ed x 
crescent and reversing screw on the gear shaft. YY 

The platen of the Golding Jobber is mounted upon a series of wedge shaped bearings by »\ E~ 3 
which the impression is instantly adjustable to any size form. The platen can be raised or low- 6 iy Ve q 
ered by the turn of a thumbscrew at any one or more corners. x “9 

The Golding Jobber in the regular series is made for use on ordinary classes of work where S| i 
itis important that the maximum output be realized and at smallest percentage of cost of labor. Is a an 

The Golding Art Jobber is made to supply the demand for a machine capable of turning out OW & on 3 
the highest grade of work. Ay (oS id 

The No. 18 Jobber, (12x18) is the Art Press which corresponds to the No. 8 Jobber in the q RS he 
regular series. It is supplied with the full length Art Fountain and has four form rollers. Two i 
of these rollers are cast 4 inch larger than those with which they work. On the No. 18 size the as / on 
platen and rocker have been merged into one massive casting. The impression adjusting - 

' device is located back of the bed, being operated in much the same manner as in all the other @ \\ f /, 
Golding Jobbers. wh ¥ 

The No. 21 Jobber (15 x 21) is identical with the No. 9 of the regular series, with the exception Ne 7 4 
that it is supplied with the full length Art Fountain and has the four form roller equipment. SS A Z 

On the Art Jobbers Nos. 18 and 21, and also on the No. 9 of the regular series, the frame is 4 
cast with a web in the center and has the pinion, gear and crank inside the frame, the roller 3) 4 i 
frames being operated by a crank placed on the end of the gear shaft on the outer right hand LS mS + 
side of the press. P N 

Separate Delivery Table is furnished with Jobbers Nos. 9 and 21. No. 7 (loxts) Golding ~ Uy E 

Jobber with individual > = 
SIZES, DATA, STYLES AND LIST PRICES motor e = 

a a ee eee ee 

sze or] oon smce |P8OUTOM ouveren | ween | PUES — | ouweren | weour | wuwees {°PEE°8 | covnrun fwnrnecovn | wnt ant 
woven vo mane | oust | “wre eco. | C68, | Pore | ormy |_| “or | eoxen | orvorn | EHCE | UNn" Tete as | monn 

SIDE | TABLE CLOSED |ioression| WHEEL | WHEEL | | | 1, | Rowers |pounos) owuens | fo'int ropes ares aNd ae ‘ 1 2 2 

No. 6, Eighth Medium | 8x12] 314x44%4 | 4: | 30in. | 941bs.| 134in.| _8in. | 124 in. | 1,150] Three | 2500 | 20000] #25000 |... . . ‘ 
No. % Quarto Medium |10x15} 38x51 Ors 85 in. | 105 Ibs.| 2 in. | 9%4 in. | 1% in. | 1,750] Three | 2200 275 00} 33500 | $370 00 
No. 8, Half Medium. . |12x18) 40x58 613 40 in. | 115 lbs} 2in. | 9% in. | 154 in. | 2,300] Three | 1800 35000} 42000 }..... 
No. 9, Half-Super Royal |15x21) 54x74 Te 43 in. | 178 lbs.| 2%¢in.| 12 in. |2&24in} 3,700} Three | 1500 45000) 52500 ]..... 
No. 18, Art Series . ./12x18] 41x59} 65 42in. | 159 lbs.| 2 in. | 994 in. |1%4&2in| 2,500] Four | 2200 |... . 470 00 500 00 
No. 21, Art Series . .|15x21] 54x74 Tes 43 in. | 178 lbs.| 2%in.} 12 in. |2&2!4in| 3,800| Four SOG Fer an ats 560 00 600 00 
Ss }.:.°0 ooooooaooaoaoaoaowomnmnSaawawowooowowxw0<»06SsmeagOoea=*om_O+T———ososOOO eS” j 

{1] These prices are with machine rollers complete, extra set of roller cores, extra set of roller wheels, two chases, ink plate, wrench, : 
treadle and brake. Unless otherwise ordered, steam fixtures are furnished with the Jobbers No. 9, 18 and 21 instead of treadle. 

(2] These prices include automatic fountain, Duplex distributor, steam fixtures with automatic belt shipper and quick-stop brake, 
complete set of composition rollers with extra set of cores, extra set of roller wheels, two chases and wrench. Complete press does not 
include counter and its attachments, as these are extra. 
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THE PEARL PRESS 
These machines are built for use on the lighter grades of work only, such as stationer Sded wii on ad eee x a! A 'y, blank work, envelopes, etc. They are not 
eee Side as as Duk they. are designed to provide the highest possible speed and the greatest possible facilities for feeding the 

'y they are so popular with manufacturing stationers, envelope manufacturers and others. 
fe __ Impressional force is imparted by a toggle, or double lever. One end of this toggle is 
—<e fixed to the frame and the other end joined to the platen rocker. It is straightened out by 

Pt} the connecting rod being forced down by the crank and its movement is arrested just 
od 7 before arriving at dead center. 

C 4 The toggle distributes the impressional strain over a greater surface of the gear, 
, iy bust a a amounting in all to 28 degrees, or one-thirteenth of its circumference, and imparts a dif- 

’ f F = ferential movement to the platen that results in a long feeding dwell. It is this feature, 
A . {| combined with the fast mechanical movement, that allows the Pearl to be practically 

i KX AY operated at speeds which, in comparison with other machines, seem enormously high. 
; J a ey | a6 The maximum speed is a matter that depends altogether upon the size and quality of 

ORE: \ a the sheet. Those familiar with the capacity of the press are not satisfied with less than 
ln ee ee from 2,500 to 3,000 impressions per hour on ordinary work, and this does not by any 

. x cm vanes means represent the limit at which it can be run. 
i} AN Nah’ CEN . The platen lays in a position that facilitates rapid and accurate feeding, and, by lock- 

\ \ NN Sf ) i) ing a small form at the top of the chase so as to obviate unnecessary travel of the hand, it 
NN XS \ LT Lege is just as practical to run it at 3,000 per hour on the No. 14 (9x14) as on the No. 1 (5x8). 

N \ is The rate of operation is determined by the size of the sheet to be printed, and is not 
7 \ » SS restricted in the least by the size of the press. 

Ol The Pearl does all work within its capacity from 50 to 75 per cent. faster than any 
E i fi platen press of its size of other manufacture : first, because it will stand almost unlimited 

= . speed without danger or deterioration, and second, because having a feeding dwell of one- 
. BSS half of each press movement, it allows these speeds to be practically utilized. During an 

hour's run the platen is in feeding position thirty minutes. On this feature alone the 
Pearl shows a gain of 50 per cent. over all other presses which allow but one-third of each 
revolution for feeding and must consume the remaining two-thirds in completing the 

\ impression. 
e » arr The application of these principles is the same on all sizes and styles of the Pearl 

(Cn loets Press. The improved Pearl Nos. 8, 11 and 
14 also embody all the convenience and 

‘ labor-saving features of late years. On 
mee the No. 8 (5x8) and No. 11 (7x11) the frame enw b: 

; & is composed of but one casting bolted to a 
ec P 4 base, while the frame on No. 14 (9x14) is ' x 
Ss made complete in one piece. In this man- 3 

ner the bearings are kept in perfect align- » bs 
ment and the original accuracy of the SW, 

~ press indefinitely retained. nh i, \ 
Regular Pearl With Pearl Ink Fountain This style has an eccentric-shaft 1M . lea 

throw-off, which locks either on or off \ J \ a ‘9 aT} 
E and is easily operated at any position of the platen; automatic belt shipper and brake by —\_ |r 
: which the belt may be shifted and the press instantly brought to a standstill by one slight ts ‘ 1 A 

j movement of the hand; counter attachments registering only when the impression is on; aD K 
E direct motor connections, and full length ink fountains, capable of maintaining a uniform q 

and even color throughout the run. This supply comes in a wide, even band, the result of \= see ay | 
the supply roller leaving the disk and turning with the fountain cylinder and not by mere \ a | rai as ] 
contact against it. This supply roller is made smaller than the inking rollers and does not \ 
touch the type. This roller is always first to reach the new ink supply and whatever vari- \ N 
ation there may be in the ink film is at the top of the disk, beyond the reach of the form rollers. \ \ 4 AN 

On the No. 14 the rotation of the risk is adjustable, and the No. 11 has a double rachet s \ 
pawl which turns it in either direction desired. eee 

On all sizes the bed is perpendicular, heavily ribbed in both directions at the back and > 
a of convex construction, providing extra metal at the point of greatest strain to prevent den 

springing. A powerful chase clamp holds the form rigidly against the bed. 
, A perfectly square impact of the platen against the form is obtained by four impression 

screws passing through the rocker and having positive seats against the platen, which is 
F held down by a spring draft screw. The impression serews are fastened by check nuts. 
a On the No. 14 the platen and rocker are in one casting to obtain lightness and strength, and 

the impression adjustment is back of the bed, within easy access. i 
The platen swings upon a steel shaft located in greatly reinforced portions of the frame, / P) 

and having a wide bearing upon both the shaft and sides of the frame, is held rigidly in its f } 7 _ 

5 path, allowing forms to be worked out of center without slurring. Having no side arms, | ay i 
4 large sheets can be fed without soiling. ’ By, 
i, ORIGINAL PEARL—This includes Pearl Press No. 1, 5x8 ins., and No. 3, 7x11 ins. inside 

chase. It is the plain style press, without throw-off or full length fountain, though a small oe r 

3 fountain (the Pearl) may be supplied as an extra. < Ss 

: IMPROVED PEARL—The Improved Pearl Press is made in the following sizes: No. 8, mace 
F 5x8 ins., No. 11, 7x11 ins., No. 14, 9x14ins. inside chase. These have throw-off and full length = i 

) 1 fountain. Counter and attachments, steam fixtures and direct motor connections are extra. Improved Pearl Complete With Steam Fixtures i 

a SIZES, STYLES, DATA AND LIST PRICES ! 

3 12E INSIDE DRIVING PULLEYS | ev. OF FLY WHEEL| «, POWER FIXTURES PRICE WITH THROW OFF 

Be: Pearl No.1... bx 8 27x20 ins. | 50 ins. 8 134 4 3000 400 Ibs. $800 $ 70 00 area eule \ 

Bt Pearl No.3... 7x11 29x26 ins. | 5674 ins. 8 1% £ 3000 570 Ibs. 9 00 110 00 oa | 

Imp. Pearl No. 8} 5x 8 26x16 ins. | 50 ins. i 1% 24 3000 500 Ibs. 10 00 Sot $ 90 00 i 

FE Imp. Pearl No. 11] 7x11 | 27x20 ins. | 58 ins. | 7 | 1% 3 3000 | 730 Ibs.| 12 00 oe 135 00 i 
BE Imp. Pearl No. 14] 9x14 _| 30x26 ins. | 50 ins. | 9% | 1% 4 2500_|1,100 Ibs. | 14 00 ein 200 00 | 

BS ee i 

EE A Pearl Ink Fountain for use on Nos. 1 and 3 can be supplied at a price of $9.00 extra. i 

Bi Prices on Nos. 1 and 3 include two cast rollers, extra set of roller cores, hand roller frame and ink plate, gages, two chases, wrench, and 
e extended shaft for attaching steam fixtures, but do not include ink fountain, steam fixtures or counter. i 

ff Prices on Nos. 8, 11.and 14 include fountain, three cast rollers, extra set of roller cores, two chases, gages, wrench and extended shaft I 

EE for attaching steam fixtures, but do not include steam fixtures or counter. Steam fixtures include automatic belt shipper and quick-stop i 
ee brake for Nos. 8, 11 and 14. i 

Ri *These presses, without regard to size, can all be run safely at 4000 impressions an hour. They are tested at the factory while running 
BS about 5,400 impressions an hour, so that the speed of any one size depends more upon the nature of the work and size of sheet than upon? 

a the mechanical speed of the machine itself. 
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i CHALLENGE PROOF PRESS 

) =) ages The bed is true and even. The roller is covered with finest quality of felt; it is extra heavy, 

| ch “ mere weighing on the No. 1 machine 8 pounds. The circumference of the roller being the same as the 

| ay length of the printing surface of the bed, it makes but one revolution in traveling from end to 

| oe end. The bed on No. 0 to 6 is supported by a firm, substantial iron frame. Directly beneath the 

i| a ¥, bed is a convenient cabinet for keeping ink, rollers, etc., free from dust. Near the bottom isa shelf. 
| 1 o Pais ee CEA Ns Cheeks SU BE A AICS Ee ge eee ee 

} BD es Ee SIZE OF BED 
|| 4 , NO. AND STYLE aGHts SHIPPING WEIGHT PRICE 

) IE No. 00, Bed without Stand .........--+- 9 x27 135 pounds $ 17 50 
| No. 01, Bed without Stand ...........--. 104 x 82 200 pounds 20 00 

i pS SEs No. 02, Bed without Stand ..........--- 16% x 35 345 pounds 30 00 

Hl ne Oey No. 06, Bed without Stand... ......--- 9 x40 160 pounds 22 00 

| et No. 0, Iron Stand and Cabinet. ......-.- 9 x27 219 pounds 25 00 

j | No. 1, Iron Stand and Cabinet... . . ths 10%4 x 32 275 pounds 30 00 
A ~ No. 2, Iron Stand andCabinet.........- 16% x35 430 pounds 40 00 

| / " No. 3, Iron Stand and Cabinet... .. - ps 20 x38 830 pounds 60 00 

| No. 4, Iron Stand and Cabinet. ....... 24 x42 900 pounds 75 00 
No. 5, Iron Stand and Cabinet. .........- 27 x54 1300 pounds 125 00 
No. 6, Iron Stand and Cabinet . . . een 9 x40 230 pounds 30 00 

eee ee eee 

THE RELIANCE JOB-GALLEY PROOF PRESS 

Heretofore it has been necessary to purchase the larger sizes of the ordinary long galley presses, or hand presses, in order to 
furnish proving facility for the common forms of a job office. Not only does this new press answer the purpose better, but saves 
much expense and room. First-class proofs can be drawn on it quickly and 
handily. When it is desired to take proofs without a galley, a piece of pressboard 
or cardboard, the thickness of the galley, should be laid on the bed. The bed is =) 
eross-ribbed underneath, and is very strong and rigid. It is made in this manner a = 
to avoid springing, and to make it self-supporting, so that it need not necessarily if = =e 
be set on an absolutely level and solid table. Correct principles are em- fy 4 BgazZZ =—_ 
ployed in the construction of the press, an important one of which is that A) ZL 

f the roller travels the bearers and type with the same circumference. Also, @} Cas) 
as the circumference of the roller is greater than the tracks or printing \())<<qggiml\ a : 
surfaces, injury to type and defective proofs from the seam of the blanket \ | Pir aa a a == 
are avoided. The roller is covered with a good quality of felt blanket, and 4 Ww a = Ay 
has polished steel handles. ae Be ea 

————————————————————————————————————————————————— a, ee eg AS 
No. WILL TAKE A GALLEY SHIPPING WEIGHT UST PRICE all La 

Ree nee 14x20 inches 200 pounds $22 50 ’ itm = 
Bete etw lise ene atc 15 x 22 inches 225 pounds 25 00 su le 

Coie a unyon coe: | pre demos inches 300 pounds 30.00 ul 

WESEL AUTOMATIC PROOF PRESSES 
i & These proof presses are especially adapted for all kinds of book, magazine, commer- 

¥ cial, newspaper and mailing work where speed and quality are essentials. The paper 
) y j is fed to the galley or form automatically from a roll. The roll or web of paper is slipped 

a et on to a rod situated just above the impression cylinder, and is fed to the cylinder by two 
A wooden rollers, the largest of which is brass covered. When the proof is being taken r 

Lr ran ao these rollers press up against the paper on the cylinder and give the proper tension to the 
ec NT i paper, and also keep it snug against the under side of the cylinder. After the impression 

| is taken, a trip underneath the cylinder forces a knife into an upright position upon a 
A stationary head of the bed, the paper being caught between the two, whence it can be 

torn off. As the cylinder is run back the knife tips backward and the paper is caught by 
a row of steel fingers and held in that position until the end of the movement. The 
margins at the top and bottom of the galleys are always of the same size. The output 

- ier AT CTT from one of these machines is from 25 to 30 proofs per minute. 
The Wesel Patent Self-Inking, Self-Feeding Proof Presses are made in six sizes, four 

. sizes being furnished with either single or double web. Each web is actuated independ- 
E ae ently, one web only being used when only one galley is to be proven. Where two galleys 

i are taken at the same time, the top and bottom margins on both galleys will be alike, even 
hs if the matter on one galley be only a stickfull and the matter on the other.be a galleyfull. 

The partition in the center of the bed is removable, and a single wide web may be substi- 
A ee cao t. tuted for the double web in a few seconds. 

Fe g Any of these machines can be supplied complete with electric drive and the larger 
size presses, such as the 25 and 28-inch machines, are especially recommended for - 
electric drive. The motor, together with the worm gear, is substantially mounted on ee 
eross rods at the base of the machine, and the worm gear is belted with a set of \ g | 
sprocket wheels and chains placed immediately underneath the bed of the machine, b 
which drives the cylinder and inking apparatus back and forth. Machine is started d el fol 
by means of a lever, and is automatically reversed and brought to a stop at the finish Po 
of one complete revolution. Prices quoted are for motors of 230 volts direct current. mach |.) 

Where 500 volts direct current or alternating current is desired, a special quotation ‘iat ay chp \naceeancmscnsuomnns 
will have to be obtained. oo | ™ k , — 

oD 2 uF WESELIME.G, Co. NE" a 
work oF web sme | 48 0F | swore wes | oousre wee] euectac ome ext : 

10 inches ae Regular 26 inches} $330 00 | $355 00 |'4-horsepower, $175 00 r 
12 inches | # § ¢/Regular 26 inches} 355 00 380 00 |4-horsepower, 175 00 — eet 
18 inches | = = */Regular 26 inches] 415 00 440 00 |}-horsepower, 200 00 * rs ee 
22% inehes | - = 3 |Regular 26 inches} 525 00 | 55000 | i-horsepower, 250 00 A 
25 inches | = = =|Extra Heavy|36 inches} 650 00 meen 1-horsepower, 250 00 " 
28 inches = |Extra Heavy|36 inches] 700 00 aus 2-horsepower, 350 00 P Automatic Self-Feeding, Self-Inking 
Sere RRA CT aS aT eae ee CT TRA Se RS Web Proof Press, with electric drive 

. e 
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WESEL PATENT ELECTRI - CTRIC SELF-INKING PROOF PRESS 
) Power required for an ordinary 16-candle power light is ample to run the press. If desired it 
¢ may be operated by hand by using the crank attached to the sprocket shaft at the right hand end of 
f : the bed as shown in the illustration. The press stands ona strong pedestal, and the bed is supported 
2 ; by four braces extending from the top of the pedestal to the four corners of the bed. The motor is eet -4 
; set on a strong bracket and is connected by a short belt with the friction clutch pulley at rear of press — 

atright hand side. The depression of pedal at base of pedestal operates the friction clutch and throws Se west it 
z the pulley into mesh with the crank shaft. To stop the press it is only neecssary to release pedal, a va + : 

thus throwing the pulley out of gear and automatically applying a quick stop brake. ae rt — eee : : Z . : . ue ee endl y 
The impression cylinder is covered with seamless rubber tubing and with the three composition Se ote 2 B 

form rollers are all attached to two endless chains, and the rollers are always exactly opposite the eS tee 4 
impression cylinder. After the galley has been placed, the press is then run half way around, or Puce 
until the cylinder is at the turn on the left hand end of the bed, when the paper is laid on the galley. / ta 
The press is then run until the cylinder is on the turn at the right hand end of the bed, and the a hac 
paper is removed. For subsequent proofs of the same galley it is only necessary to stop the press Z J Le 
after one complete revolution, as the paper can be removed from galley after the cylinder has passed or 4 
and before rollers reach the type. ” 

= The action of the ink disk is the same as on a platen job press, being turned by a small crank on 
the rear end of the sprocket wheel shaft on the left hand end of the bed. When the impression “a 
cylinder runs over the beditruns under an adjustable slide on each side of the bed, forcing it 
down against the type, giving just the impression needed. The sprocket wheel shafts on each end 
of the bed are set in movable bearings, and are moved forward and backward by the tension adjust- 
ment, effectually taking up all slack in the chains. pte 

‘ Bed, 10 x29 inches, with motor, for direct current, complete . . . ‘Shine Seen 00 
; Bed, 12}4x29 inches, with motor, for direct current, complete. ea 1 ee 265 00 

Cast rollers included. When shipped to foreign countries two roller moulds are included. In ordering presses with electric motors it is 
necessary to state voltage of current, and whether direct or alternating. Prices for presses with alternating current motors on application. 

, ; SHNIEDEWEND PRINTERS’ PROOF PRESS 
This press is built of the best material obtainable and by thoroughly skilled mechanics; it is simple and durable; has strength, rigidity, 

accuracy and power sufficient for all possible needs. The bed and platen are heavy, strongly crossed-ribbed and absolutely rigid. They 
p are planed perfectly flat to produce an unyielding, even impression. All parts are accurately machined and all bearings carefully fitted. 

On the bed is a wide “galley rest,”” convenient for the operator and is an assurance against ‘‘pi.” The impression can be regulated by a 
hardened steel wedge in the center of the platen and the platen can be set to prove all forms on the bed, or if desired, the platen can be 

raised and all forms proved in the galley. A ‘‘dwell” on the impression is also provided for, and the 
f heaviest form, as well as the lighest, may be held on the impression without exertion. By this same 
t Ae 5 provision the leverage is greatly increased. An ingenious and simple device is so arranged that the 

De ane “toggle can’t fall out.” Proofs of a delicate card or a full-sized form may be taken with equal facility. 
| om A radical new feature known as the “Tympan-on-the-Platen” device has been added to these presses. 

, Ba a + This device nearly doubles the speed of operation by replacing the hinged tympan (or fly now in com- 
B " mon use), whereby the time formerly required to raise and lower this tympan is entirely saved. By this 
Le yh, 4 device, the hard packing or overlay is placed right next to the printing surface on the platen and held 
tai5 = = in place by a draw sheet tightened over it, very similar to the way employed on a cylinder press. 
Te wy = Tympans can be changed in the remarkably short time of five minutes. This method while nearly doub- 

i = a ‘3 ling the output, produces the result so much desired by all good printers, viz: high-class proofs in quick 
<2 time and without injury to type or cuts. All presses are fitted with the hinged tympan or fly. The new 

7 ay device will be furnished in place of the hinged tympan at an additional price of $5.00. If both the 
4 ir ee gr “hinged tympan” and ‘‘tympan on the platen” are ordered, the charge will be $10.00 extra. 

; er Oa _ SIZES, WEIGHTS AND LIST PRICES 
n nity ae SSaeaeeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeae—eaeaeaeeaee———seee - 
' a SHIPPING e i A no. | size or seo | size oF pLATEN aenit ust prices 
a " SN Se . Mh > 
* ) Baby | 12x14ins.| 9 x12. ins. 315 $ 75.00 a / 
E 1 | 17x 21 ins. | 1444 x 18% ins. 650 135 00 fr ; 
y 2 20x25 ins. |17 x22 ins. 1100 157 50 ‘a r 

5 3 |24x29ins.}20 x25 ins.| 1575 202 50 si 
it : 4 |26x34ins.|92 x30 ins.| 2000 250 00 = 

\ 4% |27x40ins.|23 x36 ins.| 2400 285 00 
5 29x43ins.|25 x39 ins. 2600 325 00 

or a! — Tympan-on-the-Platen Device i : ——————e——————-™- 

8 

. OVERHEAD STEAM FIXTURES 
4 Consisting of countershaft, two adjustable hangers with oil cups, two cone pulleys and driving pulley. When ordering overhead steam 

; fixtures give exact diameter and speed of line shaft. if 

s 8 DRIVE PULLEYS 
a STYLE NAME =| Sree STRAIGHT FACE WITH SOLID] WITH ONE 

: SET) oF oF & BT omen || SHIPPING | cones _| spur cone no, $ ; 0.1 cone owe | | a | eve. sou cactus laa UST PRICE | LIST PRIOE 
i | ie eS eee etna pee eee eee errr 

| \ ro 1| Light |} Med. 3 |1:s|244] 7%|1%4| 6to 9) 8] 5 |1xs] 110 | $1500 | $1650 
: 1 KY bol | Pe oor it BR Light |i Mea| 3 |19.| 254 % i 6to 9/12] 5 |irs| 110 | 1580 | 1730 

ie AN 3) odd SMe, 13 | Light |< Med| 4 | 15 |2/4 % 1%] 7to 10] 8] 5 |ivs| 125 | 1800 | 19 80 
} A ote Df NS lemme 14 | Light |, Med.| 4 | 1¥s|2/6 % 144| 71010] 12] 5 |izs| 125 | 1880 | 2060 

i en Pid Nl t 15 | Heavy | Med.| 3 |1¥5|2%2|1%4/2" | 8to 10] 8| 5 |1z| 155 | 2000 | 2200 
; a \ 16 | Heavy |'s Med:| 3 |175|2%|1%6]2 | 8to10| 12] 5 |iys| 155 | 2080 | 2280 

: 17 | Heavy |b, Med.| 4 | tvs |2/ % 2 |4}to 8] 8| 5 |ixs| 160 | 2250 | 2475 
3 i 18 | Heavy |% Med.| 4 |1v5|25o]1/6]2, |4i to 81] 10] 5 |1yn| 160 | 2285 | 2510 

i me 19 | Heavy | Med.| 3 |1ys|3 | 1% 2% 9to 12) 12) 5 |1ys| 185 2250 | 2475 

: : 20 | Heavy i Med.| 3 | 1y5|3 1% 2% 9to 12) 14] 5 |iys| 185 2290 | 2515 
' Toda a1 | Heavy |i Med| 4 |1¥ [3/15/22] 7 to 10] 12 | 5 |175| 190 | 2500 | 2750 
i iu ca la 29 | Heavy |'¢ Med.| 4 |114/3 |1%|2%|10to 13] 12| 5 144] 225 | 3000 | 3300 
f ij i = | et 

i " NOTE—Be sure and mention whether solid or split cones are wanted. Cone pulleys 

f for line shaft will be bored 17 unless otherwise ordered. 
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STERLING ROUND CORNERING MACHINE SX ; 

This machine is now supplied for round cornering only. Its thorough construction and simplicity of opera- 
tion, together with the amount and high quality of work it is capable of doing, makes it without an equal. The b 
machine is self-clamping and very rapid. Every part is made with the utmost care. It is the most popular TF, 
machine for the purpose ever devised and over 7000 of them have already been sold. The operation is so simple © 
that any boy can round corner 1,000 cards in a few moments with hardly any cost. Booklets, calendars, menus S| ) 
and an endless variety of work, usually turned away or farmed out, can now be taken ata good profit. Prices aU 
includes one No. 1 knife. Five different styles of knives are made and they are sold at $1.25 each. Extra cut- eg 
ting blocks 35 cents per dozen. ey ¥ } 

Pedestal Foot Power Attachment—The manufacturers now make a Pedestal Foot Power Attachment on he 4 | 
which a Sterling can be mounted in a few minutes, allowing the operator to sit down when using the machine, =| 
leaving both hands free for guiding the stock. It will be appreciated by every owner of a Sterling. = 

= 
; Fs 

Hand Power Machine .,....0-++-+isss21qs0-s| 18 Ibs. 35 Ibs. $15 00 eg a a 
Boot Power Machine" 3) 5055 eid 655 oS alle gece peo 115 Ibs. 160 Ibs. 30 00 Se FE 

SOUTHWORTH HAND AND FOOT POWER PUNCH é 
They are positively the best machines for the money which have ever been put on the market. Here are some of the noteworthy fea- q 

tures of these remarkable machines: These machines are exceedingly strong and powerful. They are fitted with convenient and accurate 4 
gauges which can be adjusted to the hundredth part of an inch. These will punch anything from a single sheet of paper up to their full 

capacity, which is one-half inch of stock. Holes can be punched any distance from the margin up to four inches. Any size punch can be 
supplied from , to '4 inch in diameter. Fourteen sizes of punches are made. They are graduated by 32nds beginning with , which is No. 
3. The number of the punch indicates the size i. e., No. 5 is gs, No. 16, 48 or 4 inch. 

6 The price of the machine includes one punch ; the ;% inch size (which is No. 6) is always sent with the machine : 

unless otherwise directed. Additional sizes are $2.00 per set. A set consists of punch, die and stripper packed in a 
polished wooden box. The change from one size punch to another can be made in less than one minute without the 

+ use of any tools. 
| 

The stripper, through which the punch passes, insures absolute alignment of the punch and prevents the punch | 
and die from wearing. The stripper is made with a spiral groove and is raised or lowered by revolving it, to accom- 
modate the various thicknesses of stock to be punched. There is a drawer in the base of the machine under the { 
table into which the paper punchings drop, preventing litter around the machine. A graduated rule eighteen inches 

a long is inlaid in the table. ‘ 
ie These machines are so constructed that eyeletting can be done at a trifling expense. A special 

= folder containing full information and illustrations together with prices of eyelet sets and different 
ae sizes of eyelets, will be furnished upon application. 

a Nan 
nee ARTS aa Se aR eo Te | 

rc bie stvues aes ust Prices 
Ve \ et ve Hoss 

Ks Hand Power Punch! \.5. 21) herdeo® Seog Ge 40 Ibs. 70 Ibs. $15 00 i 
5 Foot Powar Punch hs, wctsocon tou ee fen 130 Ibs. 175 Ibs. 30.00 4 

PORTLAND MULTIPLE PUNCH 
The Portland Multiple Punching Machines are constructed of the best possible material by trained mechanics, and every machine is 

fully guaranteed. 
Holes may be punched any distance apart from 1% inches up to 24inches. Any number of holes can be punched at each operation up 

to the full capacity of the machine. An endless variety of punching can be handled with absolute accuracy and great rapidity. The price 
of the machine includes the best system of gauges ever devised. It consists of two micrometric back gauges which can be set in any 
desired position and adjusted to the hundredth part of an inch. The special construction of the side gauge allows the use of the full length 
of the 30 inch table. A graduated rule 30 inches long is inlaid in the table. There is a drawer under 
the punches running the entire length of the machine into which the paper punchings drop, prevent- 
ing litter around the machine. The foot power machine is easy to operate because the power is mul- Seer e Ne Pee 
tiplied sixteen times. By this we mean that if the operator should exert a pressure of 100 pounds on ae ea 
the treadle it would equal 1600 pounds on the punches. t a 

Any number of sheets of stock can be punched from a single sheet up to the full capacity of the a Y { 
punch head, which is one-half inch of stock. The stripper, which is made with a spiral groove, is rs | 
raised or lowered by revolving, in order to accommodate the different amounts of stock to be punched. ee a a j 

The stripper also supports the punch, insuring absolute alignment and preventing wear to the ori 

punch and die. The punch, die and stripper can be removed from the punch head and replaced with ti 
another size in less than one minute. Holes may be punched any distance from the margin up to 2'4 Reo Sg 
inches. Fourteen sizes of punches for the round hole punch heads can be supplied. They are graduated by 32nds 1 4 
beginning with ,/; which is No. 093. The number of the punch indicates the size in thousandths of an inch; i. e., i } 
No. 250 is 4 inch, No. 500 is 4 inch. Special round hole punch heads for punching holes up to 9 inches from the Ng 
margin, also heads for punching two or more holes closer together than is possible with regular heads, can be P | 

furnished promptly. Punch heads with irregular or special punches and dies can be made to order at short notice. 3 | 
Special shapes are not interchangeable. The round hole punch head is the only style which permits the use of 
different sizes of punches and dies. Open hole punch heads are used for an endless variety of loose leaf and card ; 1 
index punching. Punches and dies for this class of work cannot be made for interchangeable use, and for this y i 

; reason the punch head with the required shape or style of punch and die is always furnished complete, at a 7s { 
uniform price of $10.00. oF 

WEIGHTS 
STYLES. ee ee LIST. PRIOE 

Roo Rarer Punch oa en a ee Lie oe een ke 470 Ibs. 375 00 MERE 
Powel DpHoh tase cukeh rae ae eed ee cs Gos ee ne ofl) ES 590 Ibs. 110 00 
SS 

Punch Head, complete with any sizeround hole punch ............ hs Vieisgni tints ee GESEeE aos B00: i 
Open Hole Punch Head, complete with any ordinary shape punch and die . - See nate e .. + 1000 

Extra punches are $2.00 per set. A set consists of punch, die and stripper. ' 

$$$ eee "Fes 

644 Y 
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THE MONITOR PUNCHES 
SR ENR Monitor Multiplex Punch.—The arch head which drives the punches is guided up and down perfectly 

eer straight in accurately-fitted boxes on either side on the machine. This motion prevents side strain as 
i Ps pp well as forward and backward strain on the punches. The Monitor punch blocks are made in one piece. 

ry <a A steel box “stripper,” six inches long, in which upper die of punch works, is fitted in the punch block. 
i Ee a The upper die, working in this long steel box, will not wear out of register with the lower die, into which 

4 F sal salaheaahil |] it must enter accurately. The perfect register of upper and lower dies on the Monitor patent punch 
fA al re A blocks, together with the straight movement of the arch driving head, guarantees the best results for the 

S ~~ longest time. Round-hole punches are interchangeable in punch blocks. Punches 44 inch and smaller 
eee all work in same size steel box stripper. Punches for holes larger than 44 inch up to ,% inch are inter- 

changeable in these same blocks by the use of an additional steel box stripper. 
F A scale on punch blocks enables operator to set punch blocks accurately without a “guess.” No 

4 i ( screw-drivers, wrenches or other tools required to arrange the punch block in position on the Monitor 
i ee # Multiplex. Punch blocks are set singly or in groups by means of an eccentric, and all clamped at once 

f ng by one movement of the hand lever at the left side of machine. 
i Ne # o On the Monitor Multiplex Punch, from one to six or more holes may be punched at the margin of 
‘ f om es > Siri paper, or any distance up to 12 inches from the edge of paper, at one operation of machine. Operation 
| a an ‘ of machine is started or stopped instantly by pressure on treadle. 

eit Electric motor, when desired, is attached in the frame of the machine, and connected by rawhide 
; gear direct to the main driving shaft, without belting. 

| X Monitor Duplex Punching Machine—This machine will punch two or more holes from 144 to 14inches 
i apart. The upper part of head acts as a guide and stripper through which the upper die travels a 

c distance of 24 inches. Will punch holes 3'% inches from edge of paper. The lower die is inserted in 
te s Monitor Multiplex Punch lower part of head, which acts as a die block. All standard sizes of round holes can be inserted, and 
il require no adjustment whatever. Capacity about ¥4 inch soft paper. 

be This machine can also be equipped with special punches for any style of punching, such as loose-leaf ledger work, ete. 

S STYLES, DIMENSIONS AND LIST PRICES Extras for Multiplex Punch—20-inch card index 
: Se ees cutting attachments for Multiplex, $110.00; 20-inch 
le ; NO. OF ROUND-HOLE knives with one tab, 1 upper, 1 lower, pair, $30.00; 
a STYLES ae AGNTS | cEMven or moves | PUNCH HEADS WiTh | YoneK™ | ust PAIGE 10-inch knives with one tab, 1 upper, 1 lower, pair, 

he } can MoE $20.00; each extra tab on pair of knives, $5.00. 
h i Duplex, Foot Power | ...... 14 inches 2 475 Ibs.| $100 00 Extras for Duplex Punches for Power Machine— 

; Duplex, Power - +. | 14 inches 2 500Ibs.} 140 00 Round cornering attachment, including 3 round 
: : Multiplex, Power | 30 inches epseetes 4 800 Ibs.} 210 00 corner knives, foot power, $25.00; extra round corner 
‘ F eq knives, each, $1.50, 

For Foot-Power Machine—Roun cornering attachment, including 3 round corner knives for foot power, $15.00; extra round corner 
al knives, each, $1.50; loose-leaf ledger punches, complete for marginal punch, Nos. 54, 55, 56 and 57, each, $12.50; card index punches, 
at complete for marginal punch, Nos. 58, 58 and 60, each, $15.00; one-piece die blocks and round-hole punches and upper and lower dies, com- 

. plete, standard sizes to 34 inches from margin, $7.50; upper and lower dies, standard sizes, round-hole, $2.50; guides or strippers for holes, 
. Nos. A and B, $1.25. 

~ 7 Motor Attachments for Monitor Machines—Direct current, 110 or 220 volts, $100.00; alternating current, 60 and 125 cycle, $115.00. 

- ROSBACK PUNCHING MACHINES 
L Rosback Multiplex Punching Machine—The frame is extra heavy, solid and substantial, is securely braced and bolted. The bed is 

ss , made in one heavy casting, extending the full width of the machine and down fifteen inches, forming a perfect mechanical brace. It is 
F bolted to the side frames, is firmly held and positively cannot spring. The driving pulley is heavier and larger than those used on any 

other machine of this style, being eighteen inches in diameter and three inch face, giving a leverage on the driving shaft of nine to one. 
It is the most powerful machine on the market today. a 

Each punch and die are both contained in a one-piece head in such a manner that perfect alignment is assured. The paper to be 
s punched is fed into the slot or throat of the punch head to a depth designated by the gauge. The throat of this punch head is four 

) inches deep, but a special head with any depth of throat desired can be provided. The regular punch head for round holes will accom- 
D modate punches from +s inch to %4 inch, ard all round-hole punches and dies are interchangeable and can be removed very easily. Besides 

e the regular stock sizes special punches and dies of every description can be supplied. e 
y | This machine tightens the punch heads by an adjustable lever, and provision has been made for accumulations by means of a com- 

h | bination of lever and clamp screws. Briefly speaking, it is the same as decreasing or increasing the throw of the eccentrics. It is guaran- 

| | teed to tighten any number of heads at any position at one time. No other punching machine in the world contains this feature. It is 
fe the only punching machine provided with stacking table. All necessary gauges, tools, ete., furnished with each machine. 
| Progress Multiplex Punch and Corner Cutter—These machines are fitted with one-piece punch heads and there is consequently 
| no breakage and they are always ready for work. Round-hole punches and dies are interchangeable and adjustable from 14 to 12 . 

i inches, center to center, and the open-hole or special punches and dies are adjustable from two to twelve inches. The power model will 

1 operate by footpower without the removal of a single piece. Corner cutting attachments are very useful and are guaranteed to work as 

; perfectly as those on the more expensive machines. They have adjustable gauges and an automatic clamping device which holds the 

t work in position while being cut. The stands of these machines are cast in one piece, the punching members, except in size, are the 

14a same as on the larger machines and the punches, dies and knives are Rosback quality. Four round-hole punches and dies and three 

13 cornering knives go with each complete machine. Maximum number of members that can be operated at one time is eight; throat for 

4 receiving sheets is "4 inch in height; throat depth is two inches; table is 17 x 33 inches; height of machine is 35%4 inches; length of throw 

q of foot lever is 6% inches; resulting movement in punches is 2inches. Special members to punch less than 14 inches between centers 

i can be had if required. 

| STYLES, SIZES AND LIST PRICES 4 ae ee Tee ee eT eee 

| aK NO. OF ROUND-HOLE 
i sTvLes SIZES BETWEEN UPRIGHTS | DISTANCE FROM CENTER PUNCHES WITH EACH SHIPPING WEIGHT UST PRICES 
i OF HOLE TO BACK MACHINE 
| GSR gee SBI dP ie sans na arses) gee SESE SSRI PEt Et Gea SE De a a oe 

F i in, Treadle ‘ Bets 28 inches Full Sheet 6 punches 400 pounds $175 00 

i Muteice Punch 28 in. Power.......- 28 inches Full Sheet 6 punches 450 pounds 200 00 

f Multiplex Punch 28 in. Extra Heavy Power . 28 inches 4 inches 6 punches _ 640 pounds 300 00 

Progress Punch and Corner Cutter, Foot and Power| a 2 inches 4 punches 3knives 350 pounds 150 00 

i: Progress Punch and Corner Cutter, Foot only. .|. . . i 2 inches '4punches 3knives| 300 pounds 100 00 

Progress Punch only, Foot and Power . . =e F 2 inches 4 punches 330 pounds 135 00 

Progress Punch only, Foot only . . . a regs wee te 2 inches 4 punches 280 pounds 110 00 
j pl eee 

i a Round-hole heads, complete $7.50; open-hole heads, complete $15.00; round-hole punch and die only $2.50; open-hole punch and die 

| only $8.00. . 
: . 
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TATUM ADJUSTABLE PAPER PUNCHES | 
In all styles of the Tatum Adjustable Paper Punches the active principle is embodied in a standard punching member. The most i 

distinctive feature of these punches is that in this member both the punch and die are securely mounted in a single casting or holder in 
such a way that their perfect alignment is assured under all conditions. This obviates the tedious, if not impossible, adjustment necessary 
when the punch and die are separately mounted, and it insures at once a correct fit and perfect punching surface, and avoids the possibility { 
of chipping the die. These members are separately set over a ‘‘V” strip on the table of the machine, and may be placed at any point in 
the width of the machine and then firmly fixed in place by a screw. Action is imparted to the punch through a loose collar working on an 
eccentric shaft, and the punch is attached to this collar by a special cotter or pin. The paper to be punched is fed into the slot or throat of 
the member to a depth determined by the gauge, which is firmly held by a screw. In the regular member the depth of this throat does not 
exceed two inches, but a special member can be provided, when desired, adjustable to eight inches. 

The standard holders will accommodate any one of the sixteen stock sizes of round-hole punches and dies, from No. Y, 43 inch, to 
No. 46, x4 inch in diameter. 

Thus it will be seen that all of the round-hole punches are interchangeable in the standard holders, so that any holder can be used 
for any punch or die by simply removing the punch and die of one size and dropping in those of another size. The substitution of ! 

‘ punches, and the insertion, removal or adjustment of members to any desired position in the machine, or in relation to each other, is 
such a simple matter that any boy or girl can successfully do it, and the machine can thus be operated from first to last with unskilled | 
labor. 

It is necessary to specify with each order the sizes of the round-hole punches desired. If only special members or attachments are 
wanted, the value of the standard members not taken ($7.50 each) will be applied on the cost of these special features. 

Accurate brass gauge plates for standard round-hole punches are supplied with each machine. Accurate paper gauge cards sent 
on application. 

STYLES, DIMENSIONS AND LIST PRICES 4 

STYLES Be einiaie  lccuncuaeacras? SIZE OF TABLE pices Sieur | UST PaIce SE SEN 

aA Se ee | rE ERE oe | ee a ee 
No. 40, Hand Power | 1434 inches | 13% inches | 1724x 26 inches 2 100 Ibs.| $47 00 * | gid oe | cy 
No. AA, Foot Power | 14% inches | 12%4 inches | 16 x 30 inches 2 200 Ibs.| 75 00 Jen fi ii i ee oF pe NE 
No. B,’ Foot Power | 13'4 inches | 1154 inches | 16 x 30 inches 2 420 Ibs.| 100 00 Nik j 
No. C, Pony Power | 13'4 inches | 11%4 inches | 16 x 30 inches 2 440 Ibs.| 125 00 ee f 
No. D, Regular Power | 30% inches | 27. inches | 16 x 38 inches 6 850 Ibs.| 225 00 I | 

ee ee fe Re 

Extras for Tatum Punches—Style D, motor driven, }4-horsepower, direct current, direct 8 eae | 
connected, 110 or 220 volt, including starting box, switch and cut-out, cut-gear, rawhide pinion, cee 
brackets, gear guards, etc., $325.00; interchangeable round-hole punches and dies, standard ww 
sizes, ys inch and under, per set, $2.50; interchangeable special round-hole punches and dies, ‘ _ | 
sizes under y inch, per set, $4.00; interchangeable standard round-hole punching members, 
complete, $7.50; punches only, standard round-hole, ys inch and under, each, $1.25; dies only, | by MS | 
standard round-hole, ys inch and under, each, $1.25; strippers only, standard round-hole, ys inch ha. Me 
and under, each, 25 cents; punching members only, No. 201, standard round-hole, no punch, die < 
or stripper, $5.00 ; open-hole punching members, complete, for loose-leaf ledger work, according | 
to character, each, $12.50 to $20.00. Special punches and dies to order. : i 

Tab Cutting Attachments for Tatum Punches—No. 230, for cutting tab cards 10 inches long { 
and under, including one pair of cutting blades for one shape of tab, adjustable for various 
positions, $110.00; extra blades, 10 inches long, for one shape of tab, per pair, $40.00; extra Style D Tatum Punch 
blades, 10 inches long, for more than one shape of tab, quotation from sample; No. 232, for cutting 
tab cards 20 inches and under, including one pair of cutting blades for one shape of tab, adjustable for various positions, $200.00; extra 
blades, 20 inches long, for one shape of tab, per pair, $50.00; extra blades, 20 inches long, for two shapes of tabs, per pair, $75.00; 
extra blades, 20 inches long, for more than two shapes of tabs, price quoted on application, with sample; round cornering attachment, 
No, 250, complete, with 3 blades, applicable to punching machines, style C or D, $60.00; extra blades, each, $2.50; label cutting attachment, 1 
No. 240, applicable to punching machine style D, $60.00. Special open cutting dies on application. 

| 
__ Each manufacturer of punching machinery publishes a | 50 I list of sizes for regular round-hole punches and dies which \ 

3) 52 53 ean be supplied from stock, but as each manufacturer has f given different numbers and letters to designate the various | 
sizes it is impossible to show all of them. Purchasers should i 
therefore state the diameter of all round-hole punches they i desire to accompany machines or in case where extra | 
punches are desired, and not rely entirely on the letter or 
the number given in the illustration. eae Many manufacturers are also in a position to supply i 
round-hole punches and dies with members having various Se depths of throat and diameter of holes. These are often 
times supplied at approximately the price of regular mem- 
bers and are frequently carried in stock. 

54 55 56 Irregular shaped punches and dies for use on loose-leaf 
or card index work are supplied to order only. Some manu- 
facturers are able to supply the more ordinary shapes (such 
as those illustrated here) from stock and at very low prices, fj & @ @ @ @ _ Where an irreguiar punch and die is wanted to match tee. | ae oe a sample of the work together with full informa- i 4 ion regarding make of machine and style of punching mem- | A B 1 4 is 9 13 17. 21 ber should be sent. Irregular shapes require their own | holders and are not interchangeable with other regular or e@ @eee irregular shapes. i 

Diagram shown here applies only to Rosback punching i 25 29 33 39 46 machines. Diagrams for other machines will be forwarded } 
upon application, 
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MILLER SAW TRIMMER 
ss | 

F UNIVERSAL SAW TRIMMER ao ae | 
Is characterized by two exceedingly important and unique features not to be found in any Le ‘ae eo other device. 1st—It does all its work with absolute accuracy to the American Point System. s Sos \) — | i 2nd—It combines sawing and trimming in one operation. On account of the functions which . ae] . i | these features enable this machine to perform, modern practice has established it as an abso- § = ae } 

lutely necessary adjunct to every up-to-date composing room. r a 
In the combination of saw blade and trimmer head so that they will act simultaneously, lies ~ 5 pa i ye the basic principle of the entire machine. Both saw and trimmer are on the same mandrel, with Ng | 

|| the trimmer knives projecting through the saw blade. When changed for sharpening, the knives a we 
may be readjusted with absolute accuracy in a few seconds. or is 

| The lateral micrometer gauge is adjustable to points and fractions of points by simply turning the ia 
knurled worm. For the sake of speedily changing adjustments the gauge may be lifted free from the rack | 

| and moved rapidly backward and forward as in the ordinary quick acting vice. Itis locked again by sim- , | 
| ply dropping back into place. The gauge is absolutely accurate to within yeys of an inch. It has a length g | 

capacity of 50 picas. Where lengths greater than 50 picas are to be handled, the manufacturers can fur- Ck = i 
| nish an extension gauge which gives the machine a capacity for work up to 150 picas. The table slides ba 1 

freely and is provided with means to compensate for wear. The projection of the saw blade is regulated Ei 
i to point accuracy by raising and lowering the table by means of the crank and dial at front of table, which Universal | 

| constitute the vertical micrometer gauge. Thus in making tacking or register hook bevels, mortising or ; Saw Trimmer | 
undercutting, the depth of the cut is controllable by means of this vertical gauge to the point system. q | 

| The standard equipment takes care of all the ordinary operations arising in the composing room such i | 
a as sawing and trimming linotype slugs and similar metals to the accuracy of type; squaring, mortising | 
i ; and undercutting cuts accurately to pica and point measurement; making furniture, reglet and tint blocks; | 

notching initial letters and other operations too numerous to mention. The tools furnished with the J 
standard equipment limit its use to wood, linotype slugs, electrotypes, stereotypes and the softer metals. : 

When the conditions in the shop require work of a nature beyond the regular scope of the machine fs = sd 
convenient attachments for handling same can be provided with the machine or at a subsequent time, no rs 

i mechanical change being necessary for their application. The attachments usually furnished are the 
, 3 brass saw for cutting brass rule, brass embossing plates, zine and copper; the beveler head for tacks; the r 

\ beveler head for register hooks; and the router and jig saw attachment. . 

} Special Attachments—These attachments will fit on any Universal Type Saw Trimmer, but are not in- 
cluded in the standard equipments. 

| | 150-pica extension micrometer point end gauge... . . . . . $2500 Beveler head for patent register hooks .......... . . $1000 
a Brass saw and head fortrimmers .......... - ++ 2000 Ten-point line holder. ........ Syrvace ie -. 500 

} Brass saw grinding attachment and dish emery wheel . . . . 1000 Eighteen-point line holder ............. OD: 
Beyeler head for teehee a5 2-7, wget ist wire le etn wie OOO Twelve-point attachment for work-holding vice . . -» ~ 1000 

e Router and Jig Saw—complete with necessary tools... ... . ae Sy er irk sie ee alent anes ~ - . - 20000 

The Router and Jig Saw Equipment is as follows: 1 router and jig saw head, 1 raw hide pinion, 1 type-high gauge, 3 narrow jig saw 
| blades, 1 countersink for screws, 7 drills (2 6-point, 2 8-point, 1 10-point, 1 12-point and 1 18-point), 1 pin for circles, 1 foot treadle and chain, 
| . 6 router belts, 1 type-high plate with locking pins, 3 wide jig saw blades, 6 router tools (34, 4, x }4, }4, 94 in.) and 1 stand for attachment, ‘ 

} nes SPECIAL PURPOSE SAW TRIMMER 

f a a Is identical with the well-known “ Universal”’ type, except that the table-elevating mechanism is lacking, 
i Z || et and only those attachments listed below can be applied. This limits it to sawing, trimming, mitering, sawing 
i ot and trimming to point measure, mitered or straight, at a single operation. 

iF These items represent your most needed and labor-saving operations. Like the “Universal,” the 
=e Ai “Special-Purpose”’ is a single-operation machine, sawing and trimming at one movement of the sliding table. 

| Se ee > eH It cuts and trims to points and half points; has the same saw and trimmer head, the same quick-acting gauge, 
i ec = the same sliding table, the same work-holding vise, the same standard and structure. 
i eee ij In materials, design, quality and workmanship the two are identical. It does it work with exactly the same 
\ 7 & r. speed, accuracy, perfection and handiness. It is limited in its functions to the most needed operations—that 

| Sy pe is why it is called the ‘‘Special-Purpose.”’ It costs you less because of its simplified form. 

! r Special Attachments—Can be used on the “Special purpose” machine, not included in the Standard 
| hee equipment, and furnished to order only. 

t ia. 150-pica extension micrometer point end guage.......... $25 00 
| ae 6 Brass saw and head withtrimmers............... i 20 00 

i | Brass saw grinding attachment with 5-inch dish emery wheel. . . . ‘ 10 00 _ 
| a LODOME Hite! HOMOGE ica hia ncis raw) ernie ale i 500 \\ 

| s I-point line holder of i. sh sw ee, ee es - 500 
il / 12-point vise attachment: < (.0.. «crs an esqhe siskal } usin ais eee 1000 - 

j 18 Gi iat; Mae | ie > ane ee. 
| is STANDARD EQUIPMENTS 
|] ial oo oa Each machine is supplied complete with the following tools, gauges and supplies: 

4 ~ aN S Universal Saw Trimmer—The Standard Equipment includes two 6-inch linotype 
4. 5 oH Os saws and heads complete with trimmers, 50-pica swivel gauge, micrometer point end 

ra ic gauge, 5-point line holder, removable work holding vise, batter with locking bolt, saw 
é \ coe hood with bolt and nut, point elevating dial, elevating crank, belt tightner, saw swage, By 

Si ‘ 4x%4 inch flat emery wheel and 1 miter vise. “ 

“3 Special Purpose Saw Trimmer—The Standard Equipment includes two 5-inch lino- 
Universal: Saw Peamer type saws and heads with trimmers, 50-pica swivel gauge, micrometer point end gauge, 
With Routing Attachment 5-point line holder, miter vise, removable work-holding vise, batter with locking bolt, 

4h saw hood with bolt and nut, 4-inch flat emery wheel, saw swage and belt tightener. 
4) 

i STYLES AND PRICES - 
7 

COMPLETE WITH | COMPLETE WITH 
| worn stanoano | compere wr | COMmETE WITH | COMMENT INT | 110 0n 220 vour | 110 oR 220 vowr 

} aMmee EQUIPMENT ‘COUNTERSHAFT h Oamhon pec. moron | 80 CYCLE, RIGHT | 60 CYCLE 2 OR 9 Special Purpose 
iP oe ss PHASE A. ©. MOTOR | PHASE A. C. MOTOR ‘Saw Trimmer 

| Special Purpose Saw Trimmers. .| $200 00 $225 00 $250 00 $260 00 $260 00 $260 00 
i} Universal Saw Trimmer .... . 300 00 325 00 350 00 360 00 375 00 360 00 

| 
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, LATHAM’S MONITOR WIRE STITCHERS 

Twentieth Century, No. 000—This machine is arranged for flat or side stitch only. 
Capacity from %% inch to 2inches. We will guarantee the Monitor Stitchers to do work up to 

e full advertised capacity. Many are in practical operation and have been giving absolute sat- 
f rT Ss isfaction for nearly fifteen years. 

S | h Twentieth Century, No. 00—Has the largest range of work of any stitcher in the world. i 
5 ~ \ Can be arranged for pamphlet saddle work or for flat or side stitching. Capacity from two 

<( ha! sheets to 1% inches. Quickly adjusted, simple throughout, finest material and finish; all 
‘ Fn, 7 parts interchangeable. 

> me \_9 Twentieth Century, No. 0—This machine is constructed for flat or side stitching only. 
le iy f Z Instantly adjusted for different thicknesses of work, requiring no change of parts whatever. 

ee i Capacity from !4-inch to 13s inches. 
— sss Se a Twentieth Century, No. 1—This machine covers the requirements of most binderies and 

5 Ce printing offices because of its large range of work. Will stitch four, eight and sixteen-page 
{tao — pamphlets with No. 30 round wire neatly and quickly ; also stitch a book %4-inch thick of hard 

paper, or %-inch book of medium or soft paper. It will stitch either flat or saddle back at 
au ¥ rate of 110 per minute. 

a f Twentieth Century, No. 1—Combined flat and saddle back table. Capacity from two 

Pa las sheets to 54-inch. 
pe i> Twentieth Century, No. 1;—Same description applies to this machine, the only differ- 

}\ _ ence being in the capacity, from two sheets to }4-inch. 
\ | Roll Feed Monitors, Nos. 2, 2)4 and 3—These machines are adapted for pamphlet work, 

/, large or small. They have a long reach from stand to stitching box for calendars, also a long ' { 
“drop for large saddle stitching. The wire is fed into the machine between steel rollers. The 

e pressure on the wire can be regulated to a nicety by an eccentric lever, insuring a smooth, 
als perfect, even feed at each stroke. Provided with combination flat and saddle table, back and 

side gauges, etc. Speed, up to 7,500 staples per hour, according to the skill of the operator. 
a See tablé showing capacity and prices. 

es Recent patent improvements are: New style spool tension, new cutter shank and cut- 
lik a Ai ting blade, new check pawl, new supporter, new wire straightener, etc. 

# eg Oat » Monitor, No. 4—To supply a demand of small offices not provided with power, we list 
se I eS ee. a small foot-power stitcher at a price to bring it within the range of all medium- 

tine sized offices. It feeds direct from a spool, making its own staples at a cost of less than two 
Dios cents per thousand. Will stitch both flat and saddle work without changes of parts for differ- 

ent thicknesses of work or different sizes of wire. It has its own pedestal, similar to our 
No. 1 Twentieth Century Monitor Wire Stitcher power machines, and is of the same high standard of workmanship and material. Capacity 

3 Straight Feed with Direct Motor attached from two sheets to }-inch. 

SIZES, STYLES AND LIST PRICES 

No. sme” capacity ee aati SHIPPING WEIGHT UST PRICE 

000 Twentieth Century ‘<inches to2 inches Mir eetaaes 18x20, 19x 21% 850 pounds $700 00 
00 Twentieth Century 2. sheets to 1% inches No. 25 20x 25, 19x 21% 700 pounds 475 00 

0 Twentieth Century Yineh to 1% inches ee see 19 x 21%, 20x 25 600 pounds 400 00 ‘ 
1 Twentieth Century 2 sheets to 7% inches Nos. 25 to 30 20 x 25 480 pounds 300 00 
1% Twentieth Century 2 sheets to % inches Nos. 25 to 30 20x 25 440 pounds 265 00 
1% Twentieth Century 2 sheets to } inches Nos. 25 to 30 20x 25 400 pounds 235 00 
2 Roll Feed 2 sheets to % inches Nos. 25 to 30 20x 25 325 pounds 200 00 
2% Roll Feed—Calendar 2 sheets to 44 inches Nos. 25 to 30 320 pounds 175 00 
4 Direct Feed—Foot Power 2_ sheets to} inches Nos. 25 to 30 270 pounds 100 00 

Direct Connected Electric Motors, No. 1 or smaller, extra : 110 to 220 volt direct current, $55.00; 
alternating current, 60 and 125 cycles, $70.00 ; for larger than No. 1, $75.00 and $90.00. ‘tty \ Bo . 4 » 

AA > rn 

ROSBACK WIRE STITCHER ie i | 
( Ca | | 

The Rosback is a two adjustment machine for the reason that it is the only practical adjust- ¢@ pie: LY 
ment in order to handle all grades of stock perfectly. It has a pressure or thickness adjustment, a ey 
which is obtained by turning a hand wheel, and the other adjustment is a feed lever that has to ‘SB I 
be turned to some certain graduation on the feed dial. This graduation is given by the thickness A — 
pressure, and a simple turning of this lever, which takes less than one second, will automatically [my 7 
give the proper length of staple, and a staple with positively even legs. An unequal leg staple SS ae ee 
on the Rosback is an impossibility. This machine handles all sizes of wire from No. 30 to 25 a ae 
round, and No. 20 to 25 flat, or smaller, without any change of parts whatever. It has an anti- a ; 
kinking device which travels with the wire while the wire is being fed and guides it to the hole 

in the anvil, then recedes and cuts the wire off the proper length. It positively makes no differ- yk 
ence how thick a book youare stitching, this device always travels up to the anvil and guides the 
wire and then recedes. The Rosback does flat and saddle work, and has the most improved i) ny iy 
tables found on any wire stitching machine ever built. They can be adjusted from flat to saddle “uF” 
or vica versa, just as quickly as you can turn the leaf and pull it up or push it down. 

The cut-off is a round piece of steel flattened on one side, and is the only one that can be } 
sharpened, as it operates entirely independent of any other piece of this machine. It can be 
removed without disturbing any other part, and is the most substantial knife known. The driver 
is made of very best tool steel with detachable driving end, and new ends can be had at any time. i 

* Former is made of very best tool steel, and makes a staple square and true. Has the only auto- > 
matically cleaned clincher known today. Positively cannot clog with plugs pushed through 7 
by the wire. Positive clutch and automatically adjusting friction for positive stop of machine \ N 
at each stroke, or can operate continuously as desired. The trip lever runs all around the base ay 
of the machine. Can be started from any position or angle without effect. a q 

This machine is now being built in one size only, having a capacity of from two sheets to g s 
one-half inch, to do both flat and saddle work. The manufacturers guarantee the machine to A a /' 
do everything that is claimed for it, and are willing to ship machine on thirty days’ trial with f i 
the distinct understanding that if it does not do everything claimed for it, that it can be returned ) a . ) 
at their expense. b Sas. Come pe 

Price of the Rosback Wire Stitching Machine, complete with power drive . . . . $250 00 > =. 
LL. 
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<> | ACME STAPLE BINDERS H 

I pees} Sure Shot Staple Binder—The most reliable binder for office use. Holds one hundred staples at a charge. 
= aay a =f Works on the same principle as Acme No. 1, but has no lever. Binds from two to fifty sheets. i 

; “a Ga Brides, otss'a x leuk sisal eyo eal pant Ne cl oege me RE tea ee - $3.00 
é Staples for Sure Shot Binders: No. 23 A, 4-inch; No. 24 A, -inch—per box of 5,000 of one size . . : 125 } 

AeA Wi Z ___ Keme No. 1—The frame swings on a pivot and lifts high enough to give ample room for putting in and tak- 
= RR ing out the work—an advantage not obtainable on other low-priced staple binders. It will not clog. Holds one 
wy hundred staples. Binds 44-inch and under. Uses flat staples only. | 

EN “ BRIGG 82S EYEE a2 ap ory: Ayecg te aE accel co gest OD gue oR a ge a | 
( } )) Staples for Acme Binder, No. 1: No. 23 A, 4-inch flat; No. 24 A, yh-inch, flat—per box of 5,000 of one size . . 125 ! 

7 JUS A Acme No. 4—Is similar in appearance to the No. 6, and will stitch the same thickness on ordinary paper. As 
iow it uses the round, fine wire staples only, it cannot be used on coated papers, unless such work is light. The 

CA clinch is made by the pressure of the blade while driving staple. It 
‘TT \ will do successfully the average run of pamphlet and calendar work. Ee | 

) Has both saddle and flat tables. a | 

y / No. 4, Acme Staple Binder, complete with flat and saddle table, ee 
treadle and stand Sea eee : $27 00 = 

CY) Staples for Acme Binder No. 4; No. 20, ¥-ineh; nS | 
Ne ‘ No. 21, 4-inch, round; and No. 22, yy-inch, ue i 

. ( 4 round—per box of 5,000 of one size . . . . . $1.25 A ‘©, oat | 

y N Acme No. 6—Is adapted to a large range of work. — wei A | 
by » The work of this machine is fully equal in appear- gti a ecg ath ] 

- J > —_ance to that of a wire stitcher, the clinch being per- J, A a a Keme minder | 
CO mt, =~ fect on any thickness. It holds 250 staples at a (ou 5 f G ear =e No.1 

{ charge. Staples are fed automatically and clogging Kame i | 
is prevented by a device that allows only one staple S——— ; } 

Acme Binder No. 6 to get under the driver at a time. The head lifts Le | 
; over one inch from the table, allowing ample room 

‘i for handling work. Staples can be driven 8% inches from edge of work. Each machine is mounted ona strong iron stand. Will bind 4 
} inch in thickness through any paper. Has both flat and saddle tables. Two kinds of staples are used—round, fine wire for soft paper. | 
| Only parts of the machine that have to be changed are the driver blade and staple case. This change may be made in less than one minute. | 

i Acme Staple Binder, No. 6, complete with flat and saddle tables, treadleand stand. ...........-... Posten ee) taser nice a SOND | 

Staples for Acme Binder No. 6: No. 21, 4-inch, round; No. 22, x{-inch, round; No. 23, 44-inch, flat; No. 24, yi-inch, flat; per box of 
y 5,000 of one size 2. - 2 eee ee ds Soak ae eae Gig Tain yes ses Domtab re wren, aa eta tnan S eih aire ne sis Regpirees aloe 

5 Serer ste Y 2 ] 
——— Breech Loader—A useful machine in small or large offices for a great variety of uses. Binds paper or 

i a, Hee pamphlets from one to fifty sheets with wire staples. Holds one hundred staples at a charge. 
7 vs ))|| Breech Loader ......-... 2 aR Rie geen eee op eae ner eee aie res SS 

i ———— =~ Staples used in Breech Loader Binder No. 5: C, jk-inch; D, 4-inch, E, yy-ineh—per box of 1000 eb 
\ 3 i ee \ NY y a Hercules Staple Binder No. 6—For hand power or treadle. Similar to the Breech Loader and binds two 

i | Dy i _Y sheets up to seventy sheets ordinary paper. Staples can be inserted three inches from margin. 

| ; Haroules Staple BinderNo. 6. our 0 5 oe ily elec os 1 i> bones as AO tk Gee ee SOD 
i l | | \ Staples used No. 6 Hercules Staple Binder: F, y4-inch; G, 44-inch; H, ;4-inch—per box of 5,000... .. 125 

i ia; | 
(| y | Lightning Staple Binder No. 2—Made for binding pamphlets or stitching calendars. Staples can be in- 

] V3 serted 6 inches from margin if desired. No. 2 machine binds from eighty sheets to one hundred and 
t f LU) twenty-five sheets of ordinary book paper. 

| TY Lightning Staple Binder No2........ neha ci ACPA SREP 10 ener at 
| i Staples used in No. 2 Lightning Staple Binder: Staples No. 10, *4-inch long; No. 11, yo-inch long; No. 12, 

SO | 4-inch long—per box of 5000 of one size py A ee aes sae nO pane e wenger OO 

Ba | Yarger Staple Binder No. 4—Binds one to fifty sheets of ordinary paper. 
fs ZA > Holds one hundred and twenty-five staples at a charge. Does not clog because | 
ES hk one staple must be driven before another can enter. No adjustment. Feeds 
ILM. automatically. Machine is japanned. Knob and ring nickel plated. °¢ 

Lig ger Yarger Staple Binder No.4. 0.2. ee es 8800 a), 
Staples used on No. 4 Staple Binder: No. 4, y4-inch; No. 5, 44-inch; No. 6, . 1 reper 

SeraeENG. Ut fr-inch—per box of 5000 of any onesize ................. 12% QRS Syege 

Yarger Staple Binder No. 8—Binds through the fold 12 inches from the margin. Provided with a saddle SSS A and flat table: It binds pamphlets, calendars, ete., from two pages up to the thickness of one hundred a] y f 

pages through the fold of ordinary paper. Staples are delivered, driven through the paper and clinched I ah A, | 

automatically. No adjustments. | ? 
Yarger Staple Binder No.8... .. SAP iis eae a6 00; ee hee 
Staples used on No. 8 Staple Binder: No. 1, ;4-inch, in boxes of 5000... . 125 yf | 

, Yarger Staple Binder No. 10—The Staple Binder No 10 will use six different j | | @ : 
sizes of staples both flat and round wire. It will stitch through the fold and is 2 try» fi 
through the back from two sheets up to 70 sheets (flat staples) and from two 71) i 
sheets up to thirty sheets (round staples) of ordinary book or pamplet paper, S72 fe | 
and 11 inches from margin. The wearing parts are all made of malleable steel ~—J NH | an} 

and not likely to break or get out of order. i A PA | 

Yarger Staple Binder No. 10 with flat and saddle table... ...... . .$3400 == Zo 

Flat wire staples used in No. 10 Staple Binder: No. 4, y4-inch; No. 5, 4-ineh; ‘ Hf pee 

No. 6, ss-inch; No. 634, 34-inch, per box of 5000 of one size... .... 125 Hf ee 

; Round wire staples used only in No. 10 Staple Binder: No. 14, ¢-ineh; No. 

Breech Loader 15, 4-inch—per box of 5000 of one size. fee eens Lightning No. 2 

e : ° ‘ Hi nn eee, at ee 
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